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Warfare in the Ancient Near East to 1600 Be
 

'Hamblin's book is a goldmine of information - both textual and archaeological
on ancient Near Eastern warfare before the Late Bronze Age.' 

Professor Robert Drews, Vanderbilt University 

For many historians, military history began in Classical Greece. Chronologically, 
however, half of recorded military history occurred before the Greeks rose to 
military predominance. In this groundbreaking and fascinating study, William J. 
Hamblin synthesises current knowledge of early ancient Near Eastern military 
history in an accessible way, from the Neolitihic era until the Middle Bronze Age. 

Drawing on an extensive range of textual, artistic, and archaeological data, 
Waifare in the Ancient Near East to 1600 Be offers a detailed analysis of the military 
technology, ideology, and practices of Near Eastern warfare, focusing on key 
topics including: recruitment and training of the soldiers; the logistics and weap
onry of warfare, with emphasis on the shift from stone to metal weapons; the role 
played by magic; narratives of combat and artistic representations of battle; the 
origins and development of the chariot as a mode of military transportation; for
tifications and siegecraft; and developments in naval warfare. Hamblin pays parti
cular attention to the earliest-known examples of holy war ideology in 
Mesopotamia and Egypt, and argues that this era laid the foundation for later Near 
Eastern concepts of holy war, and that such understandings remain of vital sig
nificance in the world today. 

Illustrated throughout, including maps of the region, this book is essential for 
experts and non-specialists alike. 

William J. Hamblin is Associate Professor of History at Brigham Young 
University, specializing in Near Eastern and military history. He is co-author of 
World History to 1648 (1993). 
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Preface	 Abbreviations
 

While working on this book over the past few years, my motto, along with 
Shakespeare's Prospero, has necessarily been: "Me, poor man, my library was 
dukedom large enough" (Tempest, I, ii, 126). As anyone who has written a book 
can attest, it is both an exhilarating and an exasperating experience. It is also, 
paradoxically, a most lonely endeavor that can only be accomplished with the 
assistance of many friends and colleagues. 

It is my pleasure to thank numerous people and institutions for their generous 
assistance in writing this book. The History Department and the College of 
Family Home and Social Sciences at Brigham Young University (BYU) provided 
a much-needed sabbatical and research funds to complete this book. The Institute 
for the Preservation of Ancient and Religious Texts at BYU provided resources 
for released time from teaching and for hiring a research assistant. Likewise BYU's 
General Education and Honors Program, Middle East Studies Program, and 
Kennedy Center for International Studies, were all liberal with resources for travel 
and research. Jake Olmstead provided helpful research assistance. John Gee, Wil
liam "Bill" Gay Associate Research Professor of Egyptology at The Institute for 
the Preservation of Ancient and Religious Texts, BYU, was very accommodating 
with his advice on matters Egyptological. Michael Lyon, artist and scholar, pro
duced the illustrations. Prof. Dr. Eric Gubel, Senior Keeper of Antiquities in 
R.oyal Museums of Art & History in Brussels, kindly provided a digital photo

raph of one of the cylinder seals from that collection. 
On a more personal level, I would like to thank my wife's family for admirabk 

restraint in limiting the number and frequency of questions to my wife concerning 
why her errant husband was not attending certain mandatory family functions. My 
father gave a fine rendition of Pope Julius to my less than adequate Michelangelo; 
it is a matter of no little irritation that, while undergoing chcmothcrapy no Icss, he 
finished two books in the time it took me to finish this onc. I am morc thall 
thrilled that his personal "al-Qaeda cells" have been defeatcd. Finally, I 11l1lSl 

th3nk my wifc and children for their uncnding paticncc and support. To them I 
C3n only say: I havc at last emcrgcd from the uLlngeon. 
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Introduction� 

I:or many historians, military history begins with the classical Greeks. Waifare in 

rVorld History, for example, starts with the battle of Thermopylae {480 BCE}.1 
The very useful Reader's Guide to Military History has one entry on ancient Egypt 
,lI1d another on the ancient Near East, but eight on the classical Greeks and 
,lI1other eleven on the Romans.2 The Art oj War in World History devotes eleven of 
ils 1069 pages to warfare before the Greeks. 3 Likewise, the World History oj Waifare 

devotes only twenty-nine pages to the pre-Greek and Persian Near East.4 This 
common misconception of military history beginning at Greece is off by a mere 
_500 years. In purely chronological terms, half of all recorded military history 
occurred before the battle of Marathon {490 BCE}. 

On the other hand, there is certainly some justification for the Hellenocentric 
.Ipproach to early military history, largely because the surviving source material for 
Greek military history alone probably exceeds the entire corpus of surviving 
militarily significant sources from the ancient Near East from 3000-500 BCE. 
rurthermore, the sources for ancient Near Eastern military history are written in a 
IlUmber of obscure and difficult languages which are seldom studied by mjJitary his
torians. All these languages still present numerous phiJological difficulties and uncer
lainties. Compounding these problems, we find that many of the sources are laconic, 
lendentious, fragmentary, and contextually obscure. Furthermore, many modern 
scholarly studies on ancient Near Eastern military matters are published in specialist 
journals of limited accessibility, often burdened by nearly impenetrable technical 
jargon and abbreviations and a bewildering array ofunpronounceable transcriptions 
of ancient words. Despite these problems, however, there is a vast vista of ancient 
Near Eastern military history which remains essentially terra incognita to many 
military historians. The goal of this study is to synthesize our current knowledge of 
arty ancient Near Eastern military history in a form that is accessible to the broader 

range of military historians who do not specialize in ancient Near Eastern studies. 
Those general surveys of military history which deal with the ancient Near East 

to some degree frequently do so by giving a brief passing nod to Thutmose III 
1504-1452 BCE} at Megiddo, Ramesses II {1304-1237 BCE} and the Hittites 

.1t Kadesh, the Assyrian Empire {930-612 BCE}, and perhaps the Bible, before 
tLilning to the Greckss Important as these events and periods are, they are but a 
'l11illl pOllion of the V,lst array of ancient Ncar Eastern military history, and the 
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repeated emphasis on these same events necessarily distorts the overall under
standing of warfare in the ancient Near East. Indeed, this present study concludes 
at the end of the Middle Bronze Age {c. 1600 BCE}, before the battles of 
Megiddo {1482 BCE} or Kadesh {1274 BCE} took place. Even within this lim
ited timeframe I found myself hard-pressed to selectively synthesize the available 
source materials into the 544 pages of this book. 

Geographically this study encompasses the modern countries of Turkey (Ana
tolia), Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Egypt, Iraq (Mesopotamia), wes
tern Iran, and the modern states of the Arabian Peninsula. However, due to the 
nature of the surviving sources, most of the emphasis will be on Mesopotamia and 
Egypt. Chronologically, this study ranges from the origins of warfare to the end of 
tbe Middle Bronze Age around 1600 BCE; again because of the nature of the 
surviving sources, the focus will be on the period from roughly 3000 to 1600 
BCE. The selection of the year 1600 for ending this study is based on three con
siderations. First, major social and political transformations occurred around this 
time, as reflected in material culture; scholars use these transformations as the cri 
teria for the transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze Ages. Second, this 
period of transformation is marked politically by the fall ofBabylon to the Hittites 

J595 BCE} and the beginning of the rise of New Kingdom Egypt in Thebes 
{ 1569 BCE}. Finally, the sixteenth century BCE witnessed the final emergence of 
lilly developed chariot warfare, creating the "chariot age", which would dom

innte Near Eastern military history for the next half millennium or more (which I 
hope to examine in a future study). I will present both a narrative of military his
tory and an examination of military systems and ideologies of different kingdoms 
,Inc! cultures in the ancient Near East during this period 

Chronological issues 

Chronological notation conventions 

nless other wise noted, all dates are BCE (Before the Current Era = Be) or, in 
ther words, before the traditional year of the birth of Christ. I have adopted the 

:onvention ofplacing dates within pointed brackets { }, with parentheses ( ) used 
to identifY sources, and square brackets [ ] marking editorial insertions into quotations 
of sources, to help contextualize and clarify the intent of the source. A number 

1I0wed by a "c" refers to a century: hence {25C} means the twenty-fifth cen
wry DCE. A number preceded by a "Y" refers to a regnal year: thus {Y 15} refers to 
he Ii fteenth year of the reign ofthe king under discussion. Regnal years are generally 

,11'0 translated into the equivalent years of our current calendar when known. 

Sources for chronology6 

Whil~' "h~ll,ll' or modern military history can S01l1~'1I1ll~" t~·lllp()l.Illy ddllw mili 
til v ('Wllt, down l<1 lh~' hOl11 and evcn minute. ImlorJ III' "flht ..1.. 1111 Nell I~''''t  
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often debate about which century a ruler lived in. The systems of scholarly peri 
odization of the ancient Near East present the non-specialist with a bewildering 
variety of names and periods which I have attempted to simplify and systematize. 
There are a number of different methods by which scholars attempt to discover 
chronological information for the ancient Near East. Each of these methods has its 
advantages and limitations; the most secure dates are based on a complementary 
combination of as many chronological methods as available.7 

The overall goal of these methods is an attempt to establish absolute chronol
ogy, in which ancient events are correlated to precise years in our modern calen
dar. For much of the ancient period, in most of the regions of the ancient Near 
East, dates for an absolute chronology are unfortunately not available with cer
tainty; historians must therefore rely on other forms of periodization based on 
estimates derived from a combination of other dating techniques. These include: 

•	 Synchronism, which searches for the correlation of chronologically significant 
events in one text with another, or with astronomically datable events. 

•	 Dendrochronology, the study of the patterns of tree rings for certain species of 
trees which vary according to differing climatic conditions for each year, 
allowing the year a tree was chopped down to be determined. 

•	 Radiometric dating, which provides approximate dates derived from measur
ing the decay of radiological elements (such as Carbon 14) found in all organic 
matter. 

•	 Relative or stratigraphic dating, based on analysing the relative position of an 
artifact in relation to other artifacts found at a given site (EA 5:82-8). 

•	 Typological dating, comparing form, pattern, color, material, and construc
tion techniques of the remains of material culture (EA 450-3). This type of 
dating is generally associated with pottery typologies, but weapon typologies 
are also very important for military history. 

By painstakingly fitting together thousands of minute technical chronological 
data from these and other forms of dating, archaeologists have been able to identify 
the broad chronological patterns of ancient Near Eastern history, and establish an 
absolute chronology for much of the history of Mesopotamia and Egypt. Unfor
tunately, a number of ambiguities and uncertainties in the data permit several dif
ferent overall ways of interpreting the chronological information, and hence 
different chronologies. 

For the most part this study will not deal with technical questions of chronol
ogy. Instead, I will accept the "Middle Chronology", as used in the standard 
reference works such as The Oxford Encyclopedia ofAncient Egypt (EAE), The Oxford 
;ncyclopedia ofArchaeology in the Near East (EA), and Civilizations of the Ancient Near 
~{/5f (CANE)8 Specific chronological charts for regional periodization will be 
provided for each chapter. r should emphasize, however, that there is ultimate 
uncertninty in much of the chronological information from the early ancient Near 
'a,to (~ener,llly  ,peaking. the older the date the more uncertain the chronology. 
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While all dates given here are more or less problematic, I will use the abbreviation 
"c." (for the Latin circa, or "approximately") when giving chronological informa
tion that is especially dubious. Even though the dates given are often mere guesses, 
I have chosen to use dubious dates rather than no dates at all, in order to help the 
reader keep at least a relative sense of chronological periodization and develop
ment through time. We must remember, however, that these dates are sometimes 
little more than chronological pegs on which mentally to hang our information, 
rather than temporal absolutes. 

Periodization 

here are a number of additional different ways scholars categorize ancient 
chronological information besides trying to give a date in our modern calendar. 
The first is the appearance of writing, which alone allows us to give precise dates 
and specific names to people, places and events. Periods before writing are pre
historic, while societies with surviving written source materials are historic. The 
transition point between prehistoric and historic is clifferent for each region of the 
world. Some regions of the world-Australia for example-remained prehistoric 
IllItil the eighteenth century CEo In Egypt, on the other hand, the first evidence of 
writing is about 3000 BCE; thus, before 3000 is prehistoric, while after 3000 is 
Ill'slorie. However, it is generally the case that the first evidence of writing is often 
so sparse and laconic that it provides the historian with very minimal informa
tion-sometimes notlung more than the name of a king. We thus often speak of a 
pYOlohistorie period, where the number of written texts is so limited that it provides 
us with only fragmentary historical knowledge. 

A second method of periodization is based on archaeological study of the pri
mary material used for tool making: stone, copper, bronze, or iron. Broadly 
speaking, archaeologists speak of three great "ages" in the ancient Near East: Stone 
Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age (EA 4:267-73). The Stone Age itself is clivided 
into subperiods: Paleolithic (Old Stone Age), Epipaleolithic (Late Old Stone Age)9 
and Neolithic (New Stone Age), In addition, there is a transitional period from 
the use of stone to the use of metal, in which the first signs of working copper 
appear; this period is known as the Chacolithic ("Copper-Stone" Age), which 
generaIJy corresponds with late Neolithic in most regions of the ancient Near East. 

his system of periodization by tool manufacturing has its own particular set of 
problems. First, based on the tools alone, no absolute chronology can be deter
mined; assigning specific years in the modern calendar to each "age" results from 
synchronisms (cliscoveries of chronological matches or overlaps) with historical 
texts, radiometric dating, and archaeological stratigraphy. Second, each of these 
,lrch,leological ages begins at a different absolute date in different regions of the 
Nl"ll Easl. Thus, the Bronze Age in Egypt begins later than the Bronze Age in 
Ml'\OpOt,lI11i". Somc isolated regions of the world, such as parts of Nl'W Guinea or 
11ll' AmMolJ, for example, were still in some ways in !Ill' ""'111111' Agl'" until the 
"Ill\, tWl'llIll'lh Cl'l1tury. Third, the dividing lim fill d 1111Jd. ~l'lll'rally  

n:presents centuries of transition. Stone or bronze tools often remained in wide
spread simultaneous use for centuries after their "ages", according to the archae
ologists' periodization, technically ended. From the nUlitary history perspective, 
I his system is somewhat unsatisfactory. In Egypt, for example, flint arrow heads 
were still in widespread use during the Middle Kingdom, even though Egypt was 
technically in the Middle Bronze Age by that time. It must be remembered that 
the transition between tool ages is based on when the technology first appears, not 
on when it is universally adopted. For the ancient Near East, the following is a 
v<.:ry rough periodization by tools (based on EA 4:269-70), with the caveat that 
::1ch region has its own specific chronology with different periods of transitions. 
c6'YPt, in· particular, generally entered these phases several centuries later than the 
rest of the Near East. Table A shows a chronology of the Ancient Near East, based 
on the materials used for tool making. 

'';,ble A Chronology of the Ancient Near East, based on tool making 

I':pipaleolithic Epipaleolithic (Mesolithic) c. 18,000-8500 

Neolithic Pre-Pottery Neolithic c. 8500-6000 
Pottery Neolithic c. 6000-4500 

:halcolithic Chalcolithic c. 4500-3300 

Ilronze Early Bronze c. 3300-2000 
Middle Bronze c.2000-1600 
Late Bronze c. 1600-1200 

Iron Iron Age I c. 1200-925 

Archaeologists also classify chronological periods based on a matrix of material 
'ulture discovered at, and named after, specific archaeological sites where a parti
ular combination of material culture was first cliscovered. Thus we find in Egypt a 

discussion of the Faiyum culture, the Moerian period, as well as the Maacli, 
Ihdarian, Naqada or Gerzean; all of these, however, are simply specific regional 
\ubphases of the Neolithic period in Egypt. These periods of material culture are 
often subdivided into phases, which are generally given Roman numerals. In order 
to mininlize confusion and complexity, throughout this study I will mainly use the 
dynastic and tool-based methods of periodization since these are the most relevant 
to nUlitary history. I will generally convert pottery-based subphases of material 
ulture into their dynastic or tool-typology equivalents. At the beginning of each 
hapter I will provide a chart which attempts to correlate all these different forms 

of periodization for the region under consideration. 

Historical geography and ethnography 

I'hl' historical gcography and cthnography of the ancient Near East is also a 
1l1lplicHed subjecl. Onc problem is that thc modern location for most place 

1l,1IlW\ Illl'Ill!OIll'd in ,ltllictltll'xts is tlot known for certain, Even capitals of major 
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empires, like Akkad of the Akkadians and Washukanni of Mitanni, have not been 
identified with certainty. The same place might be called different names in dif
ferent languages; place-names can also change with time. The kingdom of 
Mitanni, for example, was anciently called Mitanni, Maitta, Hurri, Khanigalbat, 
Khabigalbat, Naharina and Nahrima (DANE 200). Furthermore, different scholars 
often translate a single ancient term differently; likewise the English, German, 
French, or Italian usages are sometimes quite distinct. All of this is further com
plicated by the fact that many ancient sites are called by their modern Arabic 
names, even after the ancient name has been discovered. Thus, the ancient Ebla is 
also frequently called by its modern Arabic name Tell Mardikh. For the non-spe
cialist, this can create immense confusion. As a general rule I will select one stan
dardized modern spelling for ancient place names, and consistently use it 
throughout this study. Alternate place-names will generally be given in parentheses 
or in notes; all alternate spellings in quotations and translations will be standar
dized. Thus, for example, I will consistently use the modern standard English 
spclling for the city of Aleppo, rather than Yamkhad (ancient Near Eastern name), 
Bcroea (Hellenistic name) or Halab (Arabic name). 

Different ancient peoples at different times also defined themselves and others 
differently, and such ethnonyms (names of peoples) could change through time. 
Many different ethnic groups inhabited the same region simultaneously, with some 
groups disappearing and others appearing in different periods. Migration was 

nunon in the ancient Near East, causing frequent changes in ethnography. 
urthermore, what groups called themselves was often different from what for

:igncrs called them. For clarity for the non-specialist, I have decided to use a
 
iI11pl ifled, standardized, and consistent-though necessarily somewhat arbitrary

~ystcm  for describing ancient ethnography. Broadly speaking, I will use the following
 
terms for peoples living in the following modern regions:
 

Anatolian Ancient people of modern Turkey
 
Phoenician Ancient maritime people of the Levant coast of modern Syria,
 

Lebanon, and northern Israel 
Land-based peoples of modern Syria and Lebanon 
Peoples of modern Israel, Palestine, and Jordan 
Peoples of the Nile Valley below Aswan (First Cataract) 
Peoples of the deserts to the west of the Nile 
Peoples south of Aswan in northern modern Sudan 
All ancient peoples living in the Tigris and Euphrates river 
valleys in modern Iraq and southeast Syria. Mesopotamians 
included a number of different ethnic and linguistic groups 
such as Sumerians, Akkadians, Assyrians, and Babylonians, 
who will be introduced in the appropriate chapters. 

FI.1I111 It' Peoples of south-western Iran 
I Ill!hl,lIldl'r Mountain pastoral herders ill lhl' Z,lL"rm M(HrI1t,IIl1\ ofW<.:s
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WARFARE IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST TO 1600 BC	 INTRODUCTION 

Nomad	 Desert and steppe pastoral herders. It should be emphasized 
that Early Bronze nomads were generally not horse and camel 
riders. They usually migrated and fought on foot. By the 
Middle Bronze Age some nomads were beginning to ride 
equids and camels, but there is no evidence of large bodies of 
cavalry or camelry used by ancient nomads in battle. 

Using this method is unsatisfactory in many ways. It is rather like calling 
ancient Gauls or Franks by the modern term French; or, more drastically, like 
referring to the Iroquois as New Yorkers. While recognizing the problems with 
this approach, my goal is to make ancient ethnography and geography more 
accessible to modern readers. When introducing new ethnonyms I will always try 
to place them in their proper geographical and chronological setting and give 
variant spellings. Thus, when, introducing the Hittites and Luwians, I will say they 
are "Anatolian" peoples, even though the land the Hittites and Luwians inhabited 
was not called Anatolia until nearly a thousand years after the age of the Hittite 
Empire. 

Sources 

Before roughly 1820 CE, all of our knowledge of the ancient Near East was found 
in the Bible and in classical Greek and Latin sources. During the nineteenth cen
tury the decipherment of ancient Egyptian {1822-1843 CE} and the cuneiform 
writing systems {1802-1852 CE}, along with the rapid development of the dis
cipline of professional archaeology, transformed our knowledge of the ancient 
Near East. Indeed, the rediscovery of the lost history of the ancient Near East 
through archaeology and the philological decipherment of dead languages is one 
of the great intellectual sagas of mankind. 10 Nearly all of the sources for ancient 
Ncar East history used in this book have been discovered through archaeology in 
I he past two centuries. From these two centuries of archaeological effort we have 

Llr types of source materials available for the study of warfare in the ancient Near 
<I~t:  

texts, in a wide range of genres including royal inscriptions, year names,
 
autobiographies, hymns, letters, administrative texts, myths, epics, and other
 
literature;
 
martial artwork: artistic representations of arms and combat, generally
 
patronized by kings for royal propaganda and aggrandizement, or as religious
 
veneration and thanksgiving to the gods;
 
fortifications;
 
weapons and other military-related artifacts.
 

ach of these categones of evidence is complementary, offering different per
'!1l'Ltivcs on ancicnt warfare, but each also has special mcthodologit"al pi oblcms 

relating to their interpretation. Some of the technical issues relating to specific 
artifacts, art, or texts will be introduced throughout this study. Here some general 
methodological considerations will be discussed. 

Textual sources 

The textual sources of ancient Near Eastern military history before 1600 are lar
gely in three primary languages: Sumerian, Akkadian (including Old Assyrian and 
Old Babylonian dialects), and Egyptian. Hittite texts become crucial for Anatolia 
and Syria in the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries. A large archive of admin
istrative and economic texts also exists in Eblaite, which are of indirect interest to 

the military historianll There are a number of other ancient Near Eastern lan
guages which are poorly attested or poorly understood, or for which we only have 
a body of names mentioned in texts written in other languages. These include 
Elamite, Hurrian, Amorite, Byblos Syllabic, and Old Canaanite; these languages 
have few significant texts for military history.12 The linguistic Babel of the ancient 
Near East is further compounded by the fact that many crucial secondary studies 
are in German, French, and Italian. 

Another problem in dealing with ancient Near Eastern sources is that there are 
a number of different ways to transliterate ancient words and names and to trans
late technical military terms. Some of the translations I have cited use different 
transliteration systems. I have opted to follow the spelling and transliteration sys
tems found in the Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt (EAE), the Oxford Encyclo
pedia ofArchaeology in the Near East (EA) and the Dictionary of the Ancient Near East 
(DANE). In order to make understanding easier for the non-specialist, I have 
standardized alternative spellings in sources which use different spelling and trans
litcration systems. Thus, I use the spelling "Montuhotep" for the famous Middle 
Kingdom Egyptian rulers. If sources I quote use the alternative spellings Mentu
hotep or Mentuhotpe, I have simply changed their spelling to conform to the EAE 
syStcm without comment. 

ikewise, certain technical military terms can be translated in different ways by 
different translators. I have chosen to standardize many of these as well. For 
'xample, the Egyptian term imy-r can be translated in different ways according to 

ntext. In texts relating to work crews it is perhaps best rendered as "overseer". 
In a military context the translation of "commander" is probably more appro
priaLe. The problem is that different English words are sometimes used by different 
lranslators to translate this single Egyptian word. Thus, many of the translations I 
,1111 guoting have been slightly modified by me for consistency of translation of 
tcchnical military terminology. I generally give a transliteration of the original 
tcrm I am translating when the concept is first introduced. I also make extensive 
U\C of squarc brackets r J to indicate my insertion of explanatory terms into a 
tr;ll1\L1Lion to provide background for the non-specialist reader. For example, 
WhL'11 il tL'xt \t(ltL'~ "I alll the lord of the land" (L 249), I might modify it to read "I 
[till' gmt S\wl1;1\h J ,1111 thL' lord of the bnd lof Mari I" to clarify the context. 

Ii 
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I have made a consistent effort to give as many sources in translation as possible. 
hroughout this study I have given preference to citing English translations in 

accessible editions, though this has not always been possible. I have generally not 
given full bibliographic references to the standard editions for these sources in the 
original languages. Instead, I have included references to translations or commen
taries which include full bibliography on original language editions and studies. 
Those who wish to consult the original languages can find that information in the 
secondary literature and commentary on the translations I have cited. Such pri
mary studies are thus at most one bibliographic step away in my notes and refer
ences. I have also adopted a fairly extensive system of abbreviations to keep the size 
of the notes and parenthetical references to a minimum. These abbreviations can 
be found on pages xv-xxiv. 

Art and weapons 

Martial art and surviving weapons are a crucial source for the military history of 
the ancient Near East. Throughout my study I have made extensive use of such 
sources. Unfortunately, due to publication costs, it has been impossible to include 
illustrations of all the items I discuss in the text. Whenever I make reference to a 
particular work of martial art or weapon I attempt to give references to recent and 
accessible publications which have reproduced that art, preferably in color. I will 
frequently give multiple references to reproductions of the same piece of art to 
help those attempting to track them down. I also try to get a full verbal description 
for those who cannot get access to the images, though such descriptions are 
invariably inadequate. 

The interpretation of martial art has its own set of methodological problems 
which I will discuss on occasion throughout the text. Three major problems are 
idealization, contextualization and anachronism. Idealization is where the martial 
scene is presented in an idealized or ritualized context-how things should have 
been, rather than how they really were. This is a nearly ubiquitous problem with 
,1Jlcient Near Eastern martial art, since nearly all of it was patronized by kings or 
Ilobles in order to glorify their martial achievements. The second problem, con
textualization, is more subtle. It is attempting to determine what precisely the art is 
Intended to depict. For example, the famous "Standard of Ur" includes scenes of 
Sumerian war-carts trampling defeated prostrate enemies (AFe 98-9; FA 84; AW 
I: 132-3). The question is: does the art mean to depict war-carts in the midst of 
balLle as they knock down enemies in combat, or does it show an after-battle tri
umph where the war-carts are paraded among the corpses of the dead who have 
already been killed by infantry? Such questions plague the interpretation of a great 
deal of ancient martial art. Finally, there is the question of anachronism; this is 
l:specially a probkm in the context of ritual or mythological martial art. Here the 
\.'sS\:lltial probkm is: do thl: weapons of the kings and gods represent the actual 
WC',lpO!l\ lI\\.'d ill hank at lh\.' tim\.' the art was made, or are they idealiz\.'d mythical 
wC"lJHlIl\ whit h .11 C 110 IOllgC'1 actually LISl:d in combat? I Iere' till' c''',\I11ple of 

-1uistian religious art depicting the archangel Michael with a sword is analogous. 
Such art in medieval churches may depict actual contemporary weapons, while a 
depiction of Michael in a twentieth-century church-still with his sword rather 
than a machine gun-is clearly anachronistic. Likewise the British Royal Horse 
.1I1d Foot Guard continue to parade with archaic weapons and uniforms that are no 
longer used in actual combat. Four thousand years from now an archaeologist 
rllight be puzzled by what seems to be the continued use of sword-armed cavalry 
III the age of machine-guns, tanks and airplanes. 

What is war?!3 

h)r anyone who has been in one, it seems silly to ask the question "what is war?". 
()nly those who have experienced it can really know, and for them there can be 
tmle doubt as to what it really is. I have been fortunate to never have experienced 
war at first hand. I missed the Vietnam War by only a few months, with a draft 
Ilumber of 53. In one sense this should disqualify me from even discussing the 
topic. By what arrogance do I-who have never killed anyone or had anyone try 
to kill me-talk about warfare? But in reality, that is not my purpose here. My 
lunction is to collect, synthesize and present what the peoples of the ancient Near 
I:ast had to say about warfare. My function is that of interlocutor, to serve as an 
III tel'mediary for voices of ancient warriors-now dead for thousands of years
.lIld let them tell their stories. I am, of course, not so naIve as to believe that I can 
1\.'11 their stories without necessarily distorting their past through the prism of my 
own ideas, beliefs, ignorance, and limitations. But, as much as possible, my goal is 
to present and elucidate the ancient texts, art, and artifacts related to war. 

For the purpose of this study, I am not overly concerned with formulating a 
precise definition of warfare; I am actually rather dubious that such a thing could 
he done, or if it could that it would be very useful. Different definitions ofwarfare 
,Ire often related to the fact that anthropologists, archaeologists, historians, and 
mher scholars, although all dealing with the same phenomenon, each approach the 
Issue by asking different types of questions and attempting to answer those ques
liOns with different types of evidence and methodologies. Our concern, then, 
should not be defining "what is war?", but rather, "what type of model or defi
Ilition for warfare is most helpful in understanding the issues and questions related 
t(l the strengths and limitations of a given discipline, methodology or body of 
('vidence?" A universally useful definition of war is not only unattainable, but 
1ll1clesirable. Rather, such definitions should be viewed as more or less useful 
l1lodels for answering a specific range of questions with certain types of metho
dology. The overaJJ issue of warfare should be explored with as many different 
perspectives and methodologies as possible. My goal here, however, is not to for
1l1Lliale an idealized model describing what "tribal warfare", "chiefdom warfare", 

I "state warfare" was supposedly like (FA 48-73). Rather, I will pay close atten
tlOIl l() thc' eVldcllcC' w\.' h,lVe describing what was actually done by specific indi
",dll.lls ,It slx'nfle tllllC'S ,lI1d pl,)cc·s. My P,)rticul.lr ,)pproach here is thus historical, 
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though I will gratefully incorporate the insights provided by anthropology, 
archaeology, and other disciplines as frequently as possible. 

It is odd that, in attempting to define warfare, so little attention is often paid to 
the indigenous concepts ofwarfare of the peoples being studied. Rather than trying 
to decide what we think warfare is, we should begin by asking ourselves what do 
they-the objects of our study-think warfare is. This is the important anthro
pological distinction between insider and outsider perspectives and forms of dis
course. It is more interesting to the historian to discover what the ancient peoples 
thought they were doing when they fought wars, than how modern scholars 
choose to describe or model what we think ancient peoples were doing. From the 
perspective of ancient Near Eastern peoples, war was conceived of as something 
altogether different from the activity often described as war by anthropologists, 
archaeologists, and historians. Feeding and equipping armies certainly occurred in 
the ancient Near East. Ancient soldiers marched and fought, and killed and died, 
just like modern soldiers. But for ancient Near Easterners that was not what was 
really important about war. For the ancients, war was the means by which the gods 
restored cosmic order through organized violence undertaken in their name by their divinely 
ordained kings. Or, to put it in Clauswitzian terms, "war is the continuation of 
divine policy by other means". Whatever other modern models we might wish to 
'lpply to our study of ancient Near Eastern warfare to help illuminate certain 
questions, this definition must never be far from our mind. Throughout this study 
I will try to pay careful attention to the ideologies of warfare as conceived by 
ancient Near Easterners. 

To the modern mind this definition of war is almost incomprehensible, parti
cularly since in the wake of 9/ll-the destruction by terrorists of New York's 
World Trade Center in September 200l-we tend to view warfare in the name of 
God as something abhorrent. In reality, however, throughout most of history and 
in most regions and cultures, there has been an intimate connection between 
religion and warfare, so much so that one could argue that ancient Near Eastern 
warfare was, in many ways, a form of religious worship and mass sacrifice. 

To the modern advocating the superiority of the veneration of a god of love 
and peace, the ancient would simply reply: "Why would I possibly want to worship 
a god who cannot bring victory in battle?" To the outsider, four thousand years 
removed from this world-view, there is something unsatisfYing and even disturbing 
in this perception of war. But only when we understand this key concept-that 
ancient Near Eastern war isn't really about maces and javelins and fortresses, but is 
a theomachy, a "war of the gods"-can we begin to understand ancient Near 

astern warfare. From their perspective it is not that humans cynically invoke the 
gods to justify fighting their human wars. It is that the gods use the humans to 
ight their divine wars. The cosmic war between good and evil, order and chaos, is 

ongoing; the gods simply recruit mortals to fight in that war. To understand the 
ancient Near Eastern view of war is to read of the acts of the gods in Homer's niad 
not ,1~  Iitelary metaphor but as an absolutely authentic description of the actual 
plC~el1(;C  of rcal, cosrnicly powerful beings using humans as th~'lr p.lwns. 

INTRODUCTION 

But, to return to the world-view of the twenty-first century: rather than 
.\1 tempting a narrow definition of warfare and ignoring all war-like human beha
vior that does not fit this definition, I will, instead, adopt a loose and broad defi
nition of war and war-like activities. In its most universal form, warfare is simply 
organized violence between rival human groups. Under this broad definition, 
'gang wars" over drug territory in a ghetto would be a form of warfare. Thus, in 

,ome sections of this book I will take this perspective, considering fighting 
hetween small forager tribal groups as just as "authentic" a form of warfare as 
World War Two. But most of the attention of this book will be focused on state-
Illctioned organized violence, directed at either destroying rival political entities, 

<11 forcing them into submission. Much of ancient Near Eastern warfare also had 
III important economic component, either to enrich the gods, king and warriors 
dllL'Ctly, through the acquisition of slaves, plunder, or tribute, or indirectly, by 
ol1trolling access to important rare resources such as tin, lapis lazuli, or cedarwood 

101 building timber. All of these factors-religion, politics, and economics-had 
III overlapping and integrated impact on war-making in the ancient Near East; 
tit hough we view them as causally separate, they would generally not be clearly 
h'linguished in the minds of ancient kings and warriors. 

uI ... 



THE NEOLITHIC AGE AND THE ORIGIN OF WARFARE 

CHAPTER ONE 

The Neolithic Age and the origin of waifare 
{to c. 3000} 

The origin of war 

The question of how, why, when, and where warfare began is a complicated one 
that is frequently burdened by many uncorroborated assumptions; proposed 
answers are sometimes blissfully unhindered by evidence. Even asking the very 
question begins to limit the possible range of answers, since asking "when did war 
begin" implies that there was a time when there was no war. In theory we must 
allow for the possibility that warfare has always been known among humans. 
Attempts to answer this question are also intimately connected to assumptions 
about human nature - are humans (or more specifically male humans) inherently 
violent? - which are beyond the purview of historians. 1 Asking these questions 
also implies that we know what war "really" is, and that we have sufficient evi
dence from the past to allow us to clearly identify its presence or absence. Both of 
these assumptions are dubious. As discussed in the introduction, I doubt an 
objective and universally applicable definition of war can be formulated. Rather, 
the nature of war has varied from culture to culture throughout history, with war 
meaning different things to different people at different times and places. 

What war meant to a Paleolithic forager, an Egyptian pharaoh, or a modern 
politician, may be quite different things, but that is not to say that those phenomena 
should not all be seen as warfare. The mother whose son died in a cattle raid in 
Neolithic Anatolia undoubtedly grieved just as much as the mother of an Iraqi or 
American soldier killed in the Gulf War; the fact that some modern scholars might 
be unwilling to say that "primitive" Neolithic raids are "real" war hardly changes 
the poignancy of the mother's grief (WBC 3-24). But the debate over what "real" 
w~r  is misses the real point that should be the focus of our attention. Although, 
using historical methods, we may not be able to answer questions concerning 
when, where, why, and how war began, we can contribute to the discussion by 
Il1\tl\ld ;l\king: "by what types of evidence can we know that war occurred in the 
I),\\t'" In Il\llity all that we arc actually able to discuss is our (jr~t  ('llid('IIC(' for war, 
IHlt tlw ,1l'lll,ll ollgll1 of W'lI. Thc Near Eastern evidence di\rll\\l,d hdll\\ Indicates 

I hat war probably existed millennia before the first surviving written texts that 
describe war. War was already commonplace by the time the first writing appears. 
Some of our earliest writing describes a mythic or legendary past in which warfare 
was present, which may thus serve as possible evidence for prehistoric warfare. 

We are therefore left with four types of archaeological evidence which may 
point to the existence of prehistoric war: martial art, weapons, human skeletons 
with weapon trauma, and fortifications (WBC 36-9). Two of these forms of evi
dence are not, in fact, helpful in trying to identify the origins of war. Weapons are 
.1 dubious indicator, since almost all Neolithic weapons - axe, dagger, spear, jave
lin, bow, and sling - were also used in hunting and other non-military activities. 
"hus the presence of a bow may indicate hunting rather than war. (The mace, as 

discussed below, may be a uniquely militant tool.) A skeleton with weapon trauma 
IS also not conclusive evidence for warfare, since the person may be a victim of 
l11urder rather than war. However, the presence of a large number of skeletons 
with weapon trauma in mass or simultaneous burials is probably conclusive evi
dence that they died in warfare, though even here it could point to mass execution 
or ritual human sacrifice. Practically speaking, this leaves us three types of 
"rchaeological evidence that can point to the existence of war: art depicting con
flict, mass burial of skeletons with weapons trauma, and fortifications. Near East
l'l'n examples of each of these types of evidence will be discussed below. It must be 
clllphasized that, while the presence of these types of evidence should be sufficient 
to demonstrate that war occurred, their absence does not necessarily demonstrate 
that war did not occur. Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Many, if 
Ilot most, wars in ancient Near Eastern history have left no archaeologically dis
lcrnable evidence that they were fought. Artistic evidence for archaic warfare 
found in early cave paintings from Late Epipaleolithic or early Neolithic Spain 
{10,000-6000} show organized humans fighting and killing each other with bows 
(fA 52-5; OW 20-3). Likewise some Epipaleolithic or early Neolithic mass burials 
with skeletons with weapon trauma have been found in Germany and at Jebel 
~.lhaba  in the northern Sudan (FA 52-3; OW 23-4). Overall, however, such 
,Irchaeological evidence is quite sparse for periods before the late Neolithic. War
f:lre clearly existed, but there is no evidence to show it was endemic. 

Most arguments for warfare in the Epipaleolithic and early Neolithic periods 
,Ire in fact based on anthropological analogy. The assumption here, and it is only an 
,lssul11ption, is that human societies go through a sort of evolutionary progress from 
"bands" of foragers to "tribes", then "chiefdoms" and finally "states".2 This is 
c\sentially an anthropological model for the evolution of human social and poli
tical organization in which it is assumed that human social groups that modern 
.lnthropologists classity in certain categories will behave in similar patterns, even 
though they may be separated by thousands of years or tens of thousands of miles, 
Ind have completely different languages, cultures, and religions. Thus, if one finds 
l'vldence for warfare in a t1'lirteenth-century CE chiefdom in North America 
(WBC (ll{ 9). It 1\ \CCn a~ evidence that warfare would have similarly occurred in 
"l'!lldl!OI11\" In t1w Nl',lr E,lSt in 600n BeE or Africa in 500 CEo Likewise the fact 
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that some twentieth-century CE tribal groups in the Amazon or New Guinea 
fight wars (FA 56-60), is viewed as evidence that ancient human groups classified 
by anthropologists as tribes should also have fought wars. 3 The problem with this 
approach is that, whik some tribal groups clearly engage in warfare, others do not. 
Some human groups resolve conflict through arbitration and mediation, others 
through violence. And the same group might negotiate in one circumstance and 
fight a war in another. Thus, while anthropology can tell us a great deal about the 
range of possible human social behavior, it cannot tell us that a specific tribe or 
town in Anatolia in 5000 BCE did or did not engage in warfare. 

My suspicion - and it is only a suspicion - is that war began at least in the Paleolitmc 
times when different foraging clans first began to interact (CB 55-127). Much oftms 
interaction was undoubtedly peaceful and friendly, such as the exchange of goods 
or intermarriage. Ifanthropological analogy is any guide, however, it seems likely that 

nAicts would also have occurred, be it competition for food or other resources, 
kidnapping women, or personal offense taken for a petty insult. In such circumstances 

nAict could turn to fighting, and as groups rallied to support and defend their 
clansmcn, fighting could turn into tribal war. A death or injury needed revenge; stolen 
plopcrty or kidnapped women needed to be recovered. This is not to say that wars 
,1Iw<iys occurred between different foraging clans, only that competition and conflict 
betwecn rival clans created the social circumstances in which tribal wars could occur. 

The "military threshold" 

I~athcr  than attempting to answer the question of when and why war began 
through anthropological models, I will take an historical approach and ask two 
questions: what is our earliest archaeological evidence of warfare (artistic, skeletal, 

I" fortification); and, when do the various regions of the Near East cross what I 
will caLi the "military threshold"? By military threshold, I mean the point at which 
warf.,re has essentially become endemic in a region, and at which all peoples in a 
region arc forced to militarize their societies to one degree or another. [n the Near 

,1St this seems to have first occurred as early as the sixth millennium in Anatolia, and 
is closely related to the culmination of a process we call the Neolithic Revolution. 

The Neolithic Revolution4 

EpJpaleolithic {c. 18,000-8500} human hunting bands had low population density 
,1I1d wel"e scattered in small clans of a few dozen people living in temporary camps 
,1I1d w,lndering in seasonal migration patterns; as time progressed some of these 
wa\on,11 cJmps in ideal ccological zones with plentiful food had the capacity to 
dcvelop pClmanent villages with populations in the low hundreds. Anthro
pOIOglr,ll analogy would suggest that Epipaleolithic hunting clans were territorial 
,1I1d could have had periods of competition and conflict with other clans, possibly 
cn"I(1I1j.\ 1I,1\hl'\ or tribal warfarc (AS 39-40; CB; WBC). Ilowl'vl'r. lhl'll' is little 

vldC'lIn' fil! [-PIJ,.lleolllhll walrare in lhe Ncar East. 

I'he Neolithic period in the ancient Near East {c. 8500-4500} witnessed a 
1I111ber of fundamental technological, social, and economic developments which 
"I Ihe foundation for the eventual crossing of the military threshold. These 
I' Illde the development of the domestication of plants and animals, metallurgy, 
'",llS, social stratification, the development of large cities with the capacity for 
Il1l1umental building, the worship of militant gods, and the foundation of warlike 
I},II dynasties. Evidence for the crossing of the military threshold as early as the 

I h millennium can be found in weapons, art, and fortification, as well as mythic 
,ollections written down in later periods. Each of these developments was a slow 

I'll ess, taking centuries if not millennia. Some developments occurred earlier or 
"lIl' rapidly in one area than another, but the increasing network of international 

I Ilk and cultural contacts - developed largely in pursuit of rare and valuable 
,IlIII"CeS such as metal, precious stones, and building wood - meant that devel

1'1Ill'llts in one region of the Near East were eventually copied in all others. The 
Ili1Iriative effect was the formation of new human social structures based on the 

11\ 'late, and the crossing of the military threshold. 

Domestication ofplants and animals 

~ flilidamental development of the Neolithic period is the domestication ofplants 
IIlI .Inimals. The move from hunting and foraging to domestication seems to have 
IIll'l'ged from both ecological and demographic factors. EcologicaJJy there seems 
I h,lve been an increasing desiccation in the Near East during the Neolithic per
"I, rorcing more people to live in progressively smaller regions with the best 

, Ill'l" and food resources. At the same time we see a rise in population, bringing 
Il Il'asing competition for decreasing resources. 

I)omestication of plants and animals emerged as strategies to bring greater 
nliliol and security to food resources, and to intensify the amount of food that 
11111.1 be produced from a given tract of land. Domestication of plants, including 
1"\lt, Aax, barley, beans and peas, allowed increasing sedentarization in the Near 
1',1, with villages becoming permanent sites of habitation and slowly growing in 

I l' I)omestication of animals such as cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and dogs increas
w1y supplanted hunting and fishing as a major source of food. Initially these 

I, \l'lopments occurred in upper Mesopotamia, Syria, and Anatolia, where these 
plillts and animals were indigenous in the wild. Eventually these domestication 
III lICCS moved into the river valleys, where irrigation techniques were first 
III Ilced. In the long run, irrigated agriculture in the great river valleys of the 
LII B.lst would prove far more productive, giving those regions significant agri

lIillll,,1 surpluscs and laying the foundation for the rise of the large city-states of 
111 J.lle roul"th millcnnium. 

I el.ned important development during the early Neolithic that was to have 
I III I,ll Imp,lCl Oil milital"Y history was the formation of two symbiotic systems of 
Illtl producl!on ••lgriCLrIlUl"al and pastoral, which in turn would create two dif
f ill~' ~CH l,tI W,ll'Il!\' I,ll"ml'" ,lIld Ilomads (AS Mol 79, 126-3 I). Although today 
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nomads as a significant military force in world history have essentially disappeared 
largely due to the development of the airplane, motorized transportation, and food 
and water preservation and storage technologies - the complex interrelationship of 
cycles of cooperation and conflict between nomad and city formed a constant 
theme in the military history of the Near East and the world until as late as the 
early twentieth century CE, when Arab nomads participated in the liberation of 
Damascus and the fall of the Ottoman Empire in World War One.5 

Domestication had a number of significant indirect effects on the military 
potential of human societies. First, increasing competition for dwindling resources 
could lead to conflict and, potentially, to militarism. Second, domestication of 
plants required the new farmers to remain in a single location. Their survival 
depended on retaining control of their farms. If a forager or nomad band was 
threatened it could migrate. When a sedentary band was threatened, it could not 
flee; it had to submit or fight. This basic fact laid the foundation for the eventual 
development of fortifications and siegecraft. From the military perspective the 
domestication of the donkey, for which we have evidence by at least the early 
fourth millennium (EA 2:255), also came to playa significant role in military 
logistics. As a pack animal the donkey would prove invaluable for collecting and 
moving surplus resources, trade goods, and for campaign logistics. The full military 
impact of the domestication of animals will be discussed in Chapter Five. 

Agricultural surpluses 

Whereas nomads were restricted as to the maximum size of their herds (and hence 
d surplus) by the carrying capacity of their grazing land, agriculturalists could 

-reate large food surpluses simply by planting and harvesting more food than they 
needed for their families. The ability to produce food surpluses created the possi
bility for both increasing population and, more importantly, for some of the 
population to specialize in non-food-producing activities, including warfare. The 
major problems for agricultural food surpluses were storage and spoilage. These 
problems were resolved by the development of pottery {seventh millennium}, 
which, when properly sealed and stored, could preserve grains and other food 
products for years. The development of pottery permitted storage and transporta
tion of surplus food supplies. Militarily the combination of agricultural surpluses 
Jnd pottery storage systems laid the foundation for the rise of a specialized warrior 
'IJ~s  who could control and gather much of a region's food surplus. This, in 
'-mbination with using donkeys, boats, and eventually carts for transport, created 
nuJit'lry logistics, with the potential for the extension of military operations in 
tll11C and spacc. 

Boats 

lIr l',l1 IIl'\l eVIdence for boats comes fi'om Syria in the Upper Euphrates around 
I \\ hl'fl' \111.\11 model boals were discovered at Tell Ma\hl1.lt!-' 111ll' l"llliest 

hoats were reed canoes covered with pitch and propelled by paddling or punting. 
'Ilmilar models have been discovered at a number of other sites from Iraq in the 
fifth millennium (AS 167-8; EA 5:30-4). River craft developed on the Nile at 
loughly the same time. From the military perspective boats facilitated transporta
tion and communication in the two great river valleys, the Nile and Mesopotamia. 
rhe ability to move men, supplies, and equipment more easily and cheaply along 
Ihese great river systems meant that it was easier to exercise military power within 
Ihe river valleys than outside them. As we shall see, river transportation facilitated 
Ihe formation of larger, more powerful, and longer lasting military states in the 
liver valleys than outside them. The eventual development of sea-going vessels 
\ViII be discussed later. 

Increasing population 

'\gricultural surpluses allowed for an increase in both the number and the size of 
\l'1 tlements in the Near East throughout the Neolithic period. Rising populations 
htought increased contact between various Neolithic clans and villages. Contact 
'ould be peaceful, involving trade, intermarriage and cultural exchange. On the 
olher hand, competition for resources could create rising tensions, possibly leading 
to war. Rising population naturally created the possibility for increased army size, 
111d thus larger and more complex campaigns. 

Monumental building and fortifications 

I'he development of monumental building in the Neolithic had three compo
Ilcnts: the ability to mobilize enough manpower to erect monumental buildings; 
I he development of the engineering skills necessary to do so; and a cultural 
II ilpetus creating the desire to build large communal structures. The earliest form 
or monumental building in the Near East was the temple, but militarily the 
huilding of fortifications is most important. The earliest evidence we have for 
fortifications will be introduced later, but, generally speaking, fortification build
Illg is our clearest indicator that a society has crossed the military threshold. The 
Llct that a people are willing to spend the time and resources necessary to build 
fortifications implies that they perceive a serious and long-standing military threat, 
11,'nscending low-level feuding, raiding, or brigandage. 

weapons and the origin of metallurgy {900o-2000}6 

I'here are several important military implications of the development of weapons 
during the Neolithic period. First, all ancient Near Eastern weapons - with the 
probable exception of the mace - originated as Neolithic tools. During the Neo
II(hIC, weapons and tools were generally made of flint, chert, or obsidian. Basic 
hUI1t1ng weapom of the Neolithic - axe, javelin, sling, bow and arrow, dagger, and 
'IW;lt ,lre (ound 111 I1UmerOllS Neolithic camps and burials. However, each of 
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'Iplcment the axe in the Neolithic hunting arsenal. Even ifit eventually came
these tools had both peaceful and military uses: axes for chopping and shaping 

II\cd by Neolithic hunters, the question is: why make a mace in the first
wood, projectile points for hunting, and knives for domestic cutting of food or 

other materials. The mere presence of these tools alone is thus not necessarily a Whereas an axe can have a non-military use - chopping wood - the only 

l',t' of a mace is to kjll. The mace is specifically designed for smasrung things,
clear archaeological indicator of warfare. 

All metal weapons were based on stone prototypes. Metal weapons developed II ,Illy skulls and bones. 

Ilext phase in Near Eastern metallurgy {SOOO-3000} was the development
different forms during the Bronze Age, but the basic prototypes for Bronze Age	 1 

II Iling and casting (EA 4:6; CANE 3:1503-6). Copper smelting is first in 
metal weapons can be found in Neolithic hunting weapons. The origin of metal

lit t' at Catal Hoyuk in Anatolia in the early sixth millennium, and later at
working was one of the most momentous developments in military history, lead

1 Ihlis {c. SOOO} and Tepe Ghabristan in Iran {c. 4S00}, where a smelting
ing ultimately to metal weapons. Although this process originated in Neolithic 

hop was discovered including crucibles, molds, a furnace and twenty kilo-
times, developments continued for s,,:veral millennia. The earliest evidence for the	 

of copper ore. The oldest known metal spearhead was found in Mesopota
I

use of metal dates to the early ninth millennium at Cayonu in Anatolia, in the 

form of drilled and polished malachite (copper) as ornamental beads. Copper was tiling to the early fifth millennium (EA 4:3b). During this period the main 

I lI\cd for weapon-makjng was copper or arsenic-copper. Burials at Susa in 
the early metal of choice because it exists abundantly as a metal in its natural 

I \\'cstern Iran from the late fifth rnillennium included 55 copper axes. By the
geological context, is easy to polish and drill, and can be hammered into different 

shapes. For the next three mjllennia {9000-6000} the only known copper objects Ii millennium copper smelting and casting was known in Syria, Canaan 

continue to be native copper beads and pins; a small four-centimeter awl is the Iii Mishmar), and Mesopotamia as well, where weapons included largely axes, 

largest known metal object from trus period. This type of small ornamental metal " ,lIld spearheads. In other words, logically enough, copper smelting and 

Il\g hegan in Anatolia and Iran, where copper was abundant and where earlier
working is sometimes called "trinket metallurgy". By the sixth mjJJennium this 

PI'I I trinket metalworking had existed for several millennia. Although some 
type of trinket copper-working had spread into northern Mesopotarnia, Iran and 

I I opper objects could have been traded into Mesopotamia and Egypt, copper
Balucrustan (south-west Pakjstan). Additionally, the technique of annealing _. 

heating native copper at low temperatures to £lcilitate hammering and prevent dlllrgy was transmitted as an already fully developed technology into metal

crackjng - also developed during this period, laying the foundation for the even " Mesopotamia and Egypt, whose new metal industries were completely 

tual smelting of m.etal. From the perspective of military history, metal-workjng was IIdent on imports for their raw materials. 

I he development of metal weapons is another sign of a probable movement
irrelevant during the early Neolithic, since all weapons in that period continued to 

lids the military threshold. For ordinary hunting and household activities,
he made of flint, chert, or obsidian (CAM 34). This was to change in the city of 

Can Hasan in southern Anatolia, however, where a copper shaft-hole mace-head II tools probably served nearly as weil as metal tools. Given the relative expense 

lhl' carliest metal objects the average householder would probably not be able to 
was discovered dating to the sixth millennium, the earliest known metal weapon,
 

and the earliest large metal object in the world (EA 4:Sb; CANE 3:1S03b; ET 12S). III d 01 metal axe for chopping household firewood, or a metal tipped javelin for
 

It was probably made in imitation of a stone mace. Furthermore, it was found with 1IIIIlg antelope. Eventually, of course, metal tools became common and inex


I\'C enough that they could be owned by ordinary householders. But initially,
the skeleton of a man in a house in a level of the city that was destroyed by fire,	 II 

( Iii weapons were rare and expensive, and affordable only by the elites. While an
presumably in war. The mace wielding warrior apparently died in battle defending 

his doomed home (CAM 46). 1',lller,lt might have used a metal javelin for hunting, there seems to be little need 

The fact that the earliest discovered large metal object was a mace is significant, I ,I nletal axe, since aristocrats did not cut their own wood. Although it cannot 

for the only purpose of a mace is to kjll. The mace may be a Neolithic weapon ~. Ilown for certain, the earliest metal axes, spearheads, and daggers were prob

used only by the elites specifically for warfare; the appearance of metal
uniquely developed for warfare. The antecedents to the mace are both the club	 h 

and the axe. The club, in its simplest form of a heavy stick, is probably the earliest 'pOllS is thus most likely a sign of militarism. 

I hc need for access to metal mines and markets by the emerging metal indus
human weapon. The Paleolithic axe was formed from binding a sharpened rock to 

fll' of Egypt and Mesopotamia was one of the driving factors behind Chalcolithic
the club. A Neolithic mace is distinguished from the axe in that there is generally 

no cutting edge on a mace; it is simply a rounded heavy weight fastened to a mil Illonzc Age imperialism (CAM 35). Once a society became dependent on 

wooden shaft. In theory a mace could be used for hunting - for dispatching a ,(1I'\ll'I, it found itself increasingly drawn to securing access to the needed ores. In 

wounded prey, for example. In practice, however, a knife or an axe would do just \1111011,\ where there is ample copper ore, this did not create a serious problem. 

.1\ wcll, for if a hunted prey is already disabled by archery, then any weapon could IllIt III Mc\opotalllia and Egypt, with limited copper resources, the search for 

lw lI\l'd to "-ill It. Uninjured animals, on the other hand, are gencrally too (;l\t to bc HI I Ii h~'('lJl1l' iln Il1lpctm to imperialism, leading emerging city-states to explore 

III 1I,Idc ttl nbt,lIn ropp~'1 and, I,ner, tin. When these peaceful methods proved
l'llIp;bt ,llld IIlJurl'd by ,1 man with a mace. Tbere is no re,iI rcason to dl'\ig-n a m,lec 
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insufficient or unstable, they would move to raiding, controlling, or conquering 
metal resources. The search for metal became a spur to imperialism, and the pos
session of metal-armed armies likewise maximized the possibility for military 
success in that imperialism. 

The third phase in Near Eastern weapon metallurgy is the development ofbronze 
{300Q-2000} (EA 4:8-11; CANE 3:1506-7). Copper is a relatively soft metal 
which doesn't hold an edge well. While useful for making large heavy objects such 
as maceheads and heavy axes, it is less effective with thinner spearheads, knife 
blades or projectile points. Alloying rougWy 10 percent tin with 90 percent copper 
created bronze, a much harder alloy that holds a sharpened edge nicely and thus 
was more useful for bladed weapons and projectile points. The actual tin content 
of the earliest Near Eastern bronze varied from 2-15 percent. The earliest known 
bronze objects date to about 3000 in Syria - hence the beginning of the Bronze 
Age. Bronze was used in Mesopotamia by the twenty-eighth century and in Egypt 
by 2700. However, throughout the period we call the Early Bronze age {300Q
2000}, most metal weapons continued to be made from arsenic-copper rather 
than tin-bronze (MW 1:182-3). Copper ores with trace elements of arsenic create 
a melted copper that is less viscous, and hence easier to cast with superior results. 
Although there are some rare examples of the tin-copper alloy we call bronze, 
most of the weapons in the Near East during the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze 
age are in fact arsenic-copper weapons (CANE 3:1505-6). For example, a hoard 
of metal objects found in Susa dating to rougWy 2500 contained forty-eight cop
per objects, ofwhich six (12 percent) had 2 percent tin, and four (8 percent) had 7 
percent tin; none had the 10 percent tin content traditionally associated by modern 
scholars with true tin-bronze. In other words, four-fifths of the copper objects 
found in this hoard contained no tin at all, and those with tin were weak bronze alloys. 

Another important thing to note is that, throughout the Chalcolithic and Early 
Bronze ages, stone weapons continued to be used alongside metal weapons. At 
first metal weapons were undoubtedly rare and precious, used only by the elites 
they were weapons for gods and kings. As time progressed, however, the propor
tion of metal to stone weapons steadily increased, culminating in the Middle 
Bronze age when we begin to see the overwhelming predominance of metal 
weapons. Since Near Eastern martial art is nearly entirely the product of the roy
alty and nobility, depictions of weapons probably tend to show elite rather than 
conW10n armament. Another characteristic of the Bronze Age weapons industry 
that may distort our data is the fact that metal was quite valuable and invariably 
taken as plunder and recycled when damaged. Our finds of metal weapons are not 
statistically random, but are significantly skewed by the fact that most of them are 
intentionally buried, either in tombs (generally of the elites), in votive offerings to 
temples, or in hoards buried for hiding and eventual recovery (EA 4:1-5). The 
fundamental problem with early bronze-making was that there were no good tin 
sources in the Ncar East that were accessible to ancient mining technologies 
(I)ANF. 292). One source may have been available in the Taurus Mountaim, but if 
tl W.1S ~'xploited  it produced only a small quantity of tin that WolS Ills\lfTlIl( III It) I til" 

Iligeoning demands of the Near East bronze industries. The main source for tin 
lillughout the Early and Middle Bronze ages was Afghanistan (known to the 
Illlcrians as Aratta or Tukrish), which also supplied all of the Near East's lapis 

l/uli, a highly valued semi-precious stone (EA 4:8-9; CANE 3:1507-9). From 
11(' Near Eastern perspective, tin, lapis lazuli and gold were all of roughly equal 
l1u e. One of the reasons metal armor was not used extensively in the Early and 
laldle Bronze periods was that it was inordinately expensive. But whereas lapis 
l/ll1i and gold were used purely for ornamental purposes, tin had a crucial military 

1'111 pose as well, being the key ingredient in making superior bronze weapons. The 
1111 Road" trade roure from Afghanistan to Elam and Sumer thus became a key 

I ',ilegic artery, and by the middle of the third millennium had been firmly estab
I Ill'd with regular trade. From Mesopotamia tin was shipped, with at least a 100 
I I (mt markup in value, to Anatolia, Syria, and ultimately Egypt. The best
"'( lInl.ented example of this tin trade is the Assyrian Middle Bronze merchant 
"lOllY at Kanesh (Nesha) in Anatolia {2000-1750}, where a surviving merchant 

III hive describes shipping 80 tons of tin over a fifty-year period to the city-states 
,1 Anatolia from Assyria and originally from Afghanistan (see Chapter Eleven). 
I IlIllughout the Bronze Age Near East, tin was the strategic resource that was as 
11.\1 to ancient military systems as oil is to modern armies. 

lkcause of the relative scarcity of tin supplies it was not until the Middle 
Illllllze age {2000-1600} that true tin-bronze became the predominant metal 
I1loy for weapon making. Thus, in a sense, true Bronze Age warfare begins only in 
I Ill' Middle Bronze age. This increase in the overall bronze supply also allowed, for 
lh~'  first time, armies to be equipped entirely with bronze weapons - although the 
IlSl' of non-metal arrowheads seems to have continued, probably because shooting 
111 ~ITOW often meant losing the arrow and bronze arrowheads were still too 
(xpensive to lose. By the end of the Middle Bronze period bronze body armor was 
Ill'ginning to appear, but only for the elite chariot warriors. The specific details of 
t It~· impact of metal weapons on different regions of the Near East will be discussed 
111 subsequent chapters. 

Militant gods 

I'he precise nature of the gods worshipped in the Neolithic period is uncertain 
hl'c~use  oflack ofany textual evidence. What is clear, however, is that when writing 
first appears in the Near East, war-gods were already well established and widely 
worshipped, as discussed in the following chapters. Given the conservative though 
syncretistic nature of ancient Near Eastern religions, it is quite likely that the 
worship of war-gods antedates their first appearance in iconography and texts by at 
k,lst sevcral ccnturies. This would place the worship of war-gods in the Near East 
Ill1 latcr than thc mid-fourth millennium in both Egypt and Mesopotamia, and 
prob,1hly much earlier. It is unclear if the worship of militant gods increased mili
IlrtSlll al1lon~  thl' worshippers, or if a warlike peoplc naturally gravitated towards 
sHlrshtpplI1H wal hkl' !-\ods. Most likely the rclationship was symbiotic. However 
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that may be, it is probable that those groups worshipping warlike gods developed 
militant social institutions and engaged in a higher frequency and greater intensity 
of warfare. However the worship of militant gods may have first originated, their 
worship is another sign that a people have probably crossed the military threshold. 

Ulilrlike royal dynasties 

The creation of a military aristocracy centered around a warlord-king - a ruler 
with the economic, ideological, and coercive power to mobilize the entire society 
for war - was a crucial step in the movement to cross the military threshold. 
Rulers for whom warfare was a means of ideological legitimization, personal 
aggrandizement, and increasing wealth were rulers who would be more likely to 
bring cities into war. The alliance of warlord-kings with priests was a key ingre
dient in the crossing of the military threshold. Priests, speaking in the name of the 
gods, could legitimize or even command the military endeavors of kings, while 
plunder from victory in battle would be shared with the gods by donations to the 
priest-controlled temple institutions. 

All of these developments - social, economic, political, technological, and 
religious - had their origins in the prehistoric Neolithic and Chalcolithic period. 
By the time writing first appears in Egypt and Mesopotamia, both of those socie
ties had already crossed the military threshold. As Arther Ferrill aptly put it: "as 
soon as man learned how to write, he had wars to write about" (OW 31). The 
following sections in this chapter will examine the specific evidence for warfare 
and militarism in the major regions of the Neolithic Near East. 

Neolithic Anatolia {to 11,OOO-5500} 

The early Neolithic in Anatolia {11,00Q-6500} broadly parallels similar develop
ments throughout the Near East: shift from hunting to village-farming economies, 
domestication of plants and animals, and development of pottery by around 6500. 
Most of the Early Neolithic settlements of Anatolia are similar to other con
temporary villages in the Near East: small sites with a mixed food-collecting and 
hunting economy, and no fortifications. Some, like Cayonu {8250-5000} (EA 
1:444-7) and Nevali Cori {8300-5000} (EA 4:131-4) in south-eastern Turkey, 
had monumental communal and religious buildings, indicating that they had suf
ficient population and social organization to have built fortifications if they had 
been needed. Their absence implies the lack of a serious and sustained threat. At 
the early Neolithic site of Hallan Cemi Tepesi a triangular stone mace head was 
discovered, possibly a war weapon (ET 87). 

Fortifications 

The famous wall and tower at Jericho {c. 7000} are often considered the oldest 
fortifications in the world (see p. 29). Jericho, however, was eSSl'llti,d'Y ,Ill l'oL,tec! 
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('xample of fortress-building designed to respond to a serious but isolated military 
I hreat. In Anatolia, on the other hand, we find a cluster of fortified or quasi-for
lified sites - Catal Hoyuk (<;atal Hbyuk), Asikli Hoyuk (A~ikli  Hbyuk), Kurucay 
I loyuk (Kurucay Hbyiik), and Hacilar - all with fortifications dating to the mid
la-late Neolithic period. The site of Asikli Hoyuk {seventh millennium} in cen
tral Anatolia has closely packed houses and a defensive wall of mud brick (EA 
1:123-4; PA 187-9). Kurucay Hoyuk {6000-5500} has a late Neolithic fortified 
'Lone wall with projecting semi-circular towers (PA 166-72). 

Catal Hoyuk (Catal Huyuk) {650o-5500V 

I'he site of Catal Hoyuk is one of the best preserved in the Neolithic Near East. 
For the military historian it is notable for both its walls and its wall paintings. The 
w~lls  at Catal Hoyuk are rather peculiar, and could perhaps be described as proto
I<Jrtifications. Most of the houses are built adjoining one another, sharing walls 
with other houses, but with no doors between dwellings. The outer waJJs of the 
outermost houses of the village thus formed a solid wall surrounding the entire 
complex (CH 68-9). Individual houses were entered by ladders through holes in 
Lhe roof, while entry into the village as a whole was made by ladders which were 
bned against the outside walls, or through a fortified gate (CH 70). What this 
effectively created was a walled city which could be defended from the rooftops on 
I he outer perimeter. The outer walls, while certainly a barrier to occasional raiders 
,lIId brigands, were not much thicker than the interior walls, and would not have 
offered a serious obstacle to a determined enemy. None the less, an enemy 
breaking through an outer wall would have access only to a single dwelling. To get 
10 the next dwelling he would have to break through another wall, or climb a 
hdder up through the roof-door. Catal Hoyuk probably represents a transitional 
phase in fortification; a first effort to protect a city with minimal additional 
expenditure of resources and labor. Weapons found at Catal Hoyuk include stone 
daggers, spearheads, arrowheads, and maces (ET 101; CH 209, 213, §113-15, xiv); 
,1lthough copper trinket metallurgy was known at Catal Hoyuk, all weapons in the 
Lite Neolithic were from flint or obsidian. 

The earliest substantial Neolithic art of Anatolia - the wall paintings at Catal 
I Loyuk - do not show explicitly military themes. We do have scenes of men 
hunting with bows and perhaps slings, weapons which would eventually be turned 
10 warfare. s Another scene shows a deer hunt with bows and lassos (CH §62). 
Most of the hunters wear a flowing leopard-skin kilt and are armed with a bow or 
.j club/mace. Between the two hunting scenes is a third scene, which has been 
interpreted as a hunting dance (CH 174, §61), which is certainly an excellent 
possibility. It may also, however, represent a war dance or victory celebration, or 
:ven a battle. Twelve men are shown in running postures but are facing in different 
lin;ctions. Seven are armed with bow and/or club/mace, five are unarmed. No 

,1I1in1:lls arc present, but none of the men seem to be directly confronting each 
thl'l What point" to a possible military context is that three of the men are 
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headless, and one of the headless men is armed with a bow. One unarmed man 
stands in the middle, tied to two of the headless men. If the painting represents a 
hunting dance, as Mellaart believes, why are there headless men, and why are some 
men tied together? An alternative interpretation is that the scene shows an after
battle victory celebration in which bound prisoners arc brought forward and 
decapitated. 

From the military perspective another intriguing wall painting of Catal Hoyuk 
comes from Room 7, which shows carrion birds hovering over headless bodies 
(CA 169, §45-9). This has been interpreted as representing the exposure and 
excarnation of bodies before burial (CH 167-8). The decapitation of the bodies 
may also relate to the preservation and veneration of ancestral skulls (CH 65-6, 84) 
such as are found at the "skull house" at Nevali Cori (Nevali (:ori) (EA 4:133) 
On the other hand, the painting in Room 7 may depict the decapitated bodies of 
enemies killed in battle and left to be devoured by vultures, a military practice 
ntemorialized in very early martial art in both Mesopotamia (Stele of 'Vultures, 
AFC 190-1, cf. FI §887), and Egypt \Battlefield Palette and Narmer Palette, EWP 
29). A different vulture scene shows a man with a bow or sling in one hand and a 
mace or club in the other standing over a headless body flanked by two vultures 
(CH §46). Mellaart believes the standing man is "ward[ing] off the two vultures 
from the small headless corpse" (CH 166), aithough this runs counter to his overill 
interpretation of people intentionally exposing the dead to be eaten by vultures 
(CH 167-8) - why chase the vultures away ifyou intentionally expose the corpses? 
A very fragmentary scene shows a man who seems to be carrying a human head, 
perhaps a war trophy (CH §51). If this military interpretation is correct, the 8000
year-old murals of Catal Hoyuk would be the oldest military victory memorial in 
the world. 

Unfortunately, all of the evidence at Catal Huyuk which I have interpreted 
from a military perspective is ambiguous. The overlapping exterior walls may be 
intended for protection, but might also simply be a quirky way to save building 
materials and time. The mace may be a war weapon, or might be used to dispatch 
a deer wounded by arrows on a hunt. The headless corpses amid the vultures may 
be war dead, or may be a form of exposure of the dead known anciently in the 
Near East, most closely associated with Zoroastrianism and Tibet.9 Dancing armed 
men may be preparing for the hunt or celebrating victory in battle. These ambi
guities make certainty of interpretation impossible. 

Hadlar {570o-4800}10 

The military interpretation of Catal Hoyuk, given above, is strengthened by the 
fortifications and destruction levels of the late contemporary site of Hacilar. The 
originally unwalled village was destroyed around 5500, and rebuilt with a defensive 
wall 1.5 3 meters thick. It was destroyed again in 5250, and rebuilt with stronger 
"rorcressJike characterisLics" (EA 2:44%). It was destroyed again and ,lb,lndoned 
,lmund <1800. Cln Ilasan was also destroyed by firc at rou~hl)  tilt • II lit' Iimc 
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I' 125), leading some to postulate a period of significant military upheaval in the 
, 'ixth millennium. In other words, expanding from the proto-fortifications of 
11.11 Hoyuk, true fortified cities appear in Anatolia by the mid-sixth millennium, 

dining destruction in war and rebuilding in an even more strongly fortified 
1I1dition. This is strong evidence that Anatolia had crossed the military threshold 
this time. 

Warfare in Neolithic Syria {10,OOO-4000} 

The Early Neolithic Period {10,OOo-6800}11 

\, elsewhere in the Near East, the Neolithic period in Syria was one of transi
lOll fi'om foraging to farming and nomadism through the domestication of plants 
IIld animals, presumably in response to ecological change at the end of the 
I'ki~tocene  period. There are a few surviving signs of militarism in the Syrian 
"'Il·olithic. Neolithic weapons - flint arrowheads, javelins, knives, and stone 
"l'S (AS 19-20, 26-7, 79-80; ED 67, 71, 74) - all had hunting or other 
IOlllestic functions and are not sure indicators of war. None the less, the discovery 

of .1 number of skeletons with embedded projectile points, as well as a burned 
house with a number of skeletons inside, indicate that violence, and probably 
\\,lI'f:we, was present in the Neolithic (AS 76-7). An international "arms trade" 
"~o  makes its first appearance in the early Neolithic, with the development of 
ohsidian trade over hundreds of miles from the volcanic regions in eastern Anatolia 
IIILO Syria (AS 82). Obsidian creates a finer and sharper edge for tools, and was 
11Ighly prized by Neolithic peoples. Although most Neolithic obsidian pro
Il'ctile points or blades were not primarily intended for military purposes in the 
Neolithic, the search for such scarce resources created international trade and 
(on tact between scattered groups; competition for these resources was one of 
t he key factors contributing to inter-clan tension, potentially leading to tribal 
warfare. 

As time progressed the number and size of Neolithic villages expanded, 
IIlcreasingly engaging in food production (farming and herding) rather than food 
g.lthering. The size of early Neolithic villages in Syria ranged from 1 to 12 hec
l.1res, with a population of the largest of these Neolithic villages, such as Abu 
Ilureyra (12 hectares) perhaps reaching 1000 people; the population of most set
tlements, however, numbered in the hundreds (AS 59). Neolithic villages had 
enough manpower and social organization to begin to undertake monumental 
building, such as rough stone walls several meters high and terraced platforms for 
rilL1al purposes at Halula and Tell Sabi Abyad {co 7000} (AS 63-5), roughly con
Lemporary with Catal Hoyuk in Anatolia and Jericho in Palestine. Despite 
possessing Lhe logistical and organizational capability to build such large stone 
w~lIs,  however, none of these early Neolithic sites seem to have been fortified, 
pOInling LO ,\ Jack or serious ,Ind slisLained military threat in the early Neolithic; by 
l()()() )yrt.l h.ld l10t yet crmscd Lhe miliL,\1 y threshold. 
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Late Neolithic Syria {680~4000} (AS 99-180) 

By around the sixth millennium spreading Neolithic Syrian farming villages began 
to be integrated into a the broader regional Mesopotamian cultural and agri
cultural system of the Late Neolithic, subdivided into the Halaf Period {5900
5200} and the Ubaid Period {5200-4000} .12 This phase is characterized by the 
development of pottery, increasing similarities of material culture throughout dif
ferent regions (indicating ongoing interregional contacts), numerous scattered 
small villages, as well as the development of a few large villages of over 1000 
people. Some sites, like Bouqras, show signs of organized uniform village plan
ning, perhaps pointing to the beginnings of social hierarchy and emerging elites. 
Overall, however, the Late Neolithic is characterized by egalitarian, self-sufficient, 
and autonomous communities. 

Like the early Neolithic, the late Neolithic archaeological data presents little 
evidence of extensive militarism. As its name indicates, the "Burnt Village" level 
at Tell Sabi Abyad was destroyed by fire around 6000, possibly indicating destruc
tion in military conflict. However, the fire has also been interpreted as a ritual act 
of destruction; bodies found inside the burned homes had died before the con
flagration (AS 112-14, 148). Unfortunately, a burn level at an archaeological site is 
not certain evidence of warfare, since fires may be started accidentally or even 
intentionally in non-military contexts. A burial pit at Tepe Gawra contained 24 
bodies which seem to have been "thrown into the pit without any attendant 
ritual" (AS 148); they may have been victims of warfare. 

There is evidence of some changes in the nature of archery in the Syrian late 
Neolithic. It has been suggested that the expanding use of smaller projectile points 
may represent some type of change in bow technology. The decline in frequency 
of projectile point finds during the Late Neolithic is probably due to the spread of 
agriculture leading to the decreasing importance of hunting as a source of food, 
and therefore a decrease in the practice of archery (AS 128, 132-3). Two Late 
Neolithic Syrian pots have paintings of archers with quivers in a hunting context 
(AS 133). We also have the first evidence of the sling in the form of thousands of 
clay sling bullets (AS 128,132). In the seventh millennium we also find the first 
evidence of the use of copper in Syria, harbinger of the later development of metal 
weapons; however, at this period metal objects are only small ornamental objects 
such as beads (AS 133). 

The last phase of the Late Neolithic is known as the Ubaid period {5200
4000} (AS 154-80; M = CAM 53), known for increasing uniformity of pottery 
styles, housing structure and other aspects of material culture between Mesopota
mia and Syria. It has been speculated in the past that this uniformity may be rela
ted to migration or even conquest (AS 154), but it must be emphasized that 
uniformity of material culture does not demonstrate shared ethnicity nor the 
existence of a single political entity - the existence ofJapanese cars in the United 
Stales, for example, is not evidence that Japan conquered the United States. It does 
indicale, however, lhat the Ubaid waS a period of increasing long-distance social 
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.Ind economic contacts. At Ubaid-period TeU Mashnaqa two small clay miniatures 
of boats were found, the first evidence of riverine sailing on the Upper Euphrates. 
The actual boats were apparently bundled reed canoes coated with bitumen, 
,imilar to those used until recently by the Marsh Arabs of southern Iraq (AS 167
H). The ability to move men and supplies up and down the Tigris and Euphrates 
I ivers would become important factors in later Mesopotamian warfare. The first 
,igns of the use of copper for tools rather than ornamentation also appear; a copper 
.Ixehead was made in the late Ubaid period, transitional with the following Chal
rolithic period (AS 169). Signs of warfare during the Ubaid period in Syria are still 
I datively rare. None the less, by about 4000 a number of key technologies and 
practices are in place that will allow the eventual transition across the military 
IlJreshold. 

Neolithic Canaan {8500-4300}13 

Ilcfore 8500 Syria and Canaan were inhabited by Epipaleolithic hunting and 
foraging bands known by archaeologists as the Natufian culture. The ecology of 
Ihe region was wetter then, allowing human occupation of areas which are now 
deserts. The region was sparsely populated, with humans organized into small 
kinship-based bands not much larger than a hundred people. There is no evidence 
pf warfare before the Neolithic period, although small-scale tribal conflicts 
ulldoubtedly occurred. Hunting technologies developed during the Epipaleolithic 
: 10,500-8500}, which would lay the foundation for warfare in the following 
Illillennia. These included the bow and arrow and javelin, with flint or bone pro
Jcctile points (THL 42). Likewise flint axes and daggers were in use for hunting 
,llld domestic purposes, which could also double as weapons if needed. 

The beginning of the pre-pottery Neolithic period {8500-6000} is character
I/ed by the transition from food gathering to food production, the rise of perma
lIent dwellings, and new burial practices. It is during this early Neolithic period 
lint the first signs of fortification in the Near East, and indeed the world, appear at 
I he site of Jericho (Tell e1-Sultan) in modern Palestine. 14 Human settlement at 
Jericho was based on the perennial springs of the region. Initially foragers were 
,Iltracted to the rich plant and animal life at the springs, where they built a small 
,hrine and dwelling huts in the Epipaleolithic. By the eighth millennium, how
ever, the development of agriculture had transformed this foraging settlement into 
.1 city with a population between 1000 and 3500 (depending on presumed den
,ity), which was continuously occupied for nearly 2000 years. During this period 
the people ofJericho built a massive defensive wall oflarge unhewn stones, almost 
Ihree meters wide and four meters high. A deep dry moat eight meters wide was 
( III in the rock, and a round tower was constructed, measuring 8.5 meters in dia
1I1(.'ler and 7.7 meters high (FA 76; AW 1:115; THL 45). 

he appearance of SL1Ch massive fortifications a thousand years before fortifica
11011 ill olhel rcgiom ha~  led some to question their purpose, claiming the walls 
\H'rL' dL'''Kncd to plOlL'Ll the coml11unity (i'om Rash Roods out of the wadis to the 
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west. However, it seems dubious that protection from flash floods would require 
such a massive four-meter-high wall - indeed the ditch alone should have proved 
sufficient for flood control. The stronger interpretation is that the wall and tower 
had a military purpose. It is possible that these defensive walls were designed to 
protect Jericho against rival proto-towns in the region - nearly two dozen proto
towns are known in Canaan and Jordan during this period. But it seems more 
likely that the walls were designed to defend the community from local raiders 
who were attracted to the rich springs at Jericho and the food surpluses collected 
there from their early Neolithic agriculture. Such walls would have been an insu
perable barrier to hunting or nomadic clans bent on a quick plundering raid at the 
oasis. It is likely that the Neolithic fortress ofJericho was built in response to a very 
specific, local, but ongoing threat, rather than reflecting a rise in regional militarism. 

Tools with a possible military function - such as flint axes, knives, and projectile 
points - are found throughout the region (ALB 46, 50, 52), but no other certain 
signs of militarism are known in the Neolithic period {8500-4300}. The archaic 
walls ofJericho remained in use throughout this period, however, and were rebuilt 
twice; a similar, though less massive wall was found at Beidha (ALB 45). We have 
no evidence of other fortification building at other Neolithic sites. 

Based upon anthropological analogy we can perhaps assume that conflicts arose 
between rival proto-towns, and between sedentarists and hunting nomads, but 
such claims remain nothing but assumptions. There was increasing desiccation of 
the region throughout the Neolithic period. Many sites in the Sinai, Negev 
(southern Israel), and Jordan, which had flourished in the early Neolithic period, 
show either significant occupational gaps or complete abandonment during parts 
of the later Neolithic (ALB 48-9). Whatever the ultimate cause of such declines in 
settlement - probably a combination of ecological degradation due to both desic
cation and overuse of resources - such stress would create the conditions for 
increasing conflict over decreasing resources, and warfare may have been a catalyst 
in the abandonment of some of these Neolithic sites. 

Neolithic Elam. and Iran {7000-3400}15 

Only 10 percent of Iran is arable, the rest being mountain, steppe, or desert. 
Throughout the Neolithic outside of Elam there were only sparse settlements 
leaving limited archaeological remains. Ancient Elam was roughly coterminous 
with the modern province of Khuzistan in south-western Iran, a region of flat 
terrain watered by tributaries of the Tigris with good agricultural potential. The 
modern province of Fars was also the center of another zone of city building 
which would give rise to the ancient city-state of Anshan. The mountains of the 
Zagros, running from north-west to south-east, were home to higWand pastoral 
tribes who would on occasion play an important role in the military history of 
MesopotanLia. As with the rest of the Near East, evidence for militarism in early 
Neolithic Iran is slight. It is not until the late fifth millennium that we begin to see 
Sllre signs of warfare. 

,0 
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Sllsa {430Q-3400} 

I he major site showing military activity in Elam was Susa. The region of Susa had 
"("en occupied by small Neolithic villages since the eighth millennium. In the late 
IlIlh millennium, some of the surrounding Neolithic villages, such as Chogha 
\11 ish, were abandoned, perhaps due to warfare. The population seems to have 
'Iugrated towards larger centers, perhaps for protection, with Susa being adopted 
1\ ~  new regional ceremonial center around 4300. 16 The "Apadana" section of 
"usa I {4300-3800} included a 2.1-meter-thick mud brick wall - four times as 
dllck as the usual walls of the period; this may have served as a citadel for the 
'tding elite (PAE 46-7). The city had a population of only a few thousand people, 
.\'1 ving as a ceremonial center for at least forty surrounding villages. At some point 
II was destroyed by fire, presumably in warfare, and partially abandoned. Arsenic
, opper was smelted during this period, with metallurgical technology stimulated 
II ClIl1 the Fars higWands (PAE 50). Burials at Susa from the late fifth millennium 
Illcluded 55 copper axes, possibly for elite warriors. On the other hand, military 
Illlages are notably absent from the seals ofTal-i Bakan during this period (PAE 53). 

During the Susa II period {3800-3100}, Susa shows strong cultural relations 
II ith Sumer and the city-state of Uruk in Mesopotamia. Political power in Elam 
1I,1S no longer centralized in Susa, but diffused among smaller towns such as 
( 'hogha Mish and Abu Fanduweh, each with a population of several thousand. 
I he exact nature of the relationship between Sumer and Elam during this period 

1\ ,1 subject of strong debate (PAE 52-67). In the absence of historical documents, 
t ill; military implications of this relationship cannot be determined, but it is cer
t.linly possible that Sumerian military power was exerted in some form in Elam 
during this period (see pp. 37-9). The abrupt appearance of Uruk-style pottery 
,llld proto-writing system at Susa, and more broadly in Elam as a whole, strongly 
\uggests the migration of people from Sumer to Elam - whether as merchants, the 
lourtiers of a married princess, peaceful colonists, or military conquerors is not 
I kar. The question of the overall significance of the "Uruk expansion" will be 
discussed in Chapter Two. 

Anshan (Tel MalyanyI 7 

Anshan, near modern Shiraz in Fars province, had been occupied since 6000 BCE, 
hut the region was sparsely populated before the late fourth millennium. It became 
,1 major center of military power during the Proto-Elamite period {3400-2800}, 
when the city served as the administrative center of the region with a large copper 
\melting installation, and a probable population of several thousand. Militarily, it is 
Illost notable for its massive city walls. Built on a stone foundation and protected 
by a mud-plaster glacis, the main wall is some five kilometers long, made from 
hi ick on a stone foundation. There are two parallel inner walls, indicating an 
l'Il1crging understanding of concentric fortifications. The innermost wall is made 
,f bllck and is five I1ll'tl'rS thick. The walls enclosed an area of 200 hectares, 
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although only a portion of this was occupied. These fortifications made the city 
the most powerful military bastion east of Mesopotamia. It is unclear if the ene
mies of Anshan were local nomads and highlanders from within Fars, or outside 
invaders, but it seems that such massive and sophisticated fortifications would be 
excessive to deal with occasional bedouin raids. 

Neolithic Egypt {to 3500}18 

Our understanding of the origins of warfare in Egypt must take into account the 
ecological transformation of the Sahara from savannah to desert which had 
occurred by the fourth millennium Be. In the past few decades the emergence of 
the science of climatology and the history of climates has allowed scholars to more 
fully understand how past environments differed, often dramatically, from current 
ecological conditions. Temperature, rainfall and other ecological conditions have 
fluctuated during the past 20,000 years. During this period the Sahara region has 
oscillated between dry and wet phases. During the wet phases the Sahara received 
sufficient rajnfall to create a savannah ecology, with a wide range of animals 
flourishing there (EAE 1:385-9; GP 60-1). Between 7000 and 3500 (late Epipa
leolithic and Neolithic) the regions surrounding the Nile Valley that are currently 
desert were much like the current Sub-Saharan savannah, home to large herds of 
antelope, ibex, elephant, giraffe, ostrich, and cattle, and to lions (GP 83-112). 
During this period Egypt and the Sahara were also home to semi-nomadic foragers 
congregating in seasonal camps following the migration of animals and the natural 
cycles of the maturation of plants used as food; these foragers also availed them
selves of food and other resources from the Nile valley. 

Thus, for several thousand years, hunting and herding bands lived seasonally in 
the savannah surrounding the Nile Valley, and within the Nile Valley itself 
Humans in Egypt lived in small hunting and fishing camps, mixed with some 
proto-agriculture - as witnessed by grinding stones and the microlithic sickles used 
for harvesting grains. Human settlements in this period were generally temporary 
seasonal camps. Population was small and societies were probably organized into 
kinship-based clans. 

Although few details are known, it seems probable that these seasonal foragers 
engaged in tribal warfare. The oldest discovered cemetery in the Nile Valley at 
Gebel Sahaba in Nubia (northern Sudan) - broadly dated to roughly 12,000
9000 - provides the earliest evidence of tribal warfare, for roughly half of the 59 
skeletons at site 117 had flint projectile points among the bones, probably indi
cating death in battle; some had evidence of multiple healed wounds, perhaps 
indicating repeated fighting. 19 An extended period of drought beginning in the 
sixth millennium led to the desiccation of the Sahara savannah, stimulating 
increased migration into the Nile Valley as well as a transformation from food 
gathering to food production through the domestication of plants and animals 
{6000-4000}. The hunters and herders who had formerly roamed the once fertile 
s~vanluh  were forced by this desiccation to slowly congregate ill till' Nlk' valley, 
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IJlg mounting competition for increasingly scarce resources. A number of new 
lcchnologies, and domesticated plants and animals developed during this 

Illd, laying the foundation for Egyptian civilization and its military system. 
I~ock  art from herders in the Eastern Desert also provides evidence of warfare 
I L;ypt by at least the fourth millennium, and probably earlier. A recently dis-

Il·d vase from Abydos Tomb U-239 {early fourth millennium} depicts four 
" .inned warriors with ostrich feathers and animal-tail loincloths executing a 

IIlI of prisoners (GP 79). A similar mace-armed warrior in a boat is depicted in 
~ .lrt from near contemporary Wadi Abu Wasil (GP 79). These figures are 
"l'" and armed quite similarly to the figures on the famous "Hunter's Palette", 
IlIg from a few centuries later (GP 96), indicating a widespread use of a com
'11 sct of tribal military equipment: loincloth, feathered headdress, tajls of bulls 
lllhcr animals as belts, with weapons including spears, bows, maces, and axes, 

,I .1 tribal banner or totem. All of this evidence implies that low-level tribal 
II f" rc was at least occasionally a part of the life of Egyptian hunting clans, an 
1('1 pretation bolstered by anthropological analogy. 

Neolithic Mesopotamia {9000-3500}20 

, with the rest of the Near East, there is little evidence for warfare in Neolithic 
lnopotamia. The Epipaleolithic period {16,000-9000} is characterized by small 

'lI'lging bands scattered unevenly throughout the region. The standard tool kit 
'Illuded obsidian blades acquired from eastern Anatolia, indicating some long
1I,l.lIlce contacts and exchanges, even if indirect. Most of the excavated sites from 
h" period are in the uplands or highlands. In part this may be because the earliest 

,,,,I iculture developed around the regions where wild wheat and barley grew 
1111urally with normal rainfall. On the other hand, the earliest sites and settlements 
III I he river valleys are buried in three meters or more of silt accumulated over the 
I'."t cight thousand years, are now beneath the water table (CAM 51-2), and are 
I hus largely inaccessible to archaeologists. 

The development of incipient agriculture and domestication in the Early Aceramic 
Nl;olithic {9000-7000} began in northern Mesopotamia, Syria, and Anatolia, 
where wild wheat, barley, goats, and sheep facilitated the transition. Small Neolithic 
Igricultural villages of the period, such as Jarmo (EA 3:208-9), had only a few 
hUlldred people, practicing a mixture of herding (sheep and goats), farming 
(wheat, barley, lentils), and hunting with both flint and imported obsidian weapons. 

A number of developments occurred during the Pottery Neolithic phase 
{7000-5000}. As discussed on p. 18, pottery allowed storage of food surpluses, 
.i1lowing people more easily to remain at a single site all year, along with increasing 
the population. Agriculture was becoming more prominent as a source of food, 
but hUllting was still widely practiced. A number of important sites such as Tell 
Ilnl:lf (EA 2:460), Tepe Gawra (EA 5:183-5), and Samarra {6000-5000} 
WA 4:472 1) havc been excavated fi'om this period, revealing small villages of a few 
hundred Iwopk' J11 lht' ,ixth millenniull1 we sec the beginnings of monumental 
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building, mainly small temples. During this period we also see the development of 
several zones with distinctive pottery styles (CAM 49, 53). The military implica
tions of this fact are unclear, since pottery styles cannot be translated with con
fidence into either ethnic or political boundaries. None the less, it is clear that 
during this period there are ongoing contacts throughout Mesopotamia and Syria. 

It is during this late Neolithic period that we begin to see the first evidence of 
warfare in Mesopotamia. Most prominent is the fortification of the site of Tell 
al-Sawwan near modern Samarra, where around 6000 a thick brick wall and a 
three-meter-wide moat were constructed to defend the settlement (EA 4:473). 
Clay sling bullets were discovered at Hassuna, but these could have been used for 
hunting rather than war. Trinket metallurgy begins to be seen in Mesopotamia in 
this period. 

Ubaid {500o-4000} and early Uruk {400o-3500} periods 

The final phase of the Neolithic era in Mesopotamia is called the Ubaid period, 
after a shared style of pottery and material culture that spreads throughout much of 
Mesopotamia and Syria. Ubaid-style pottery was also discovered on the north-east 
coast of Arabia, and in Qatar and Bahrain, indicating that ocean-going vessels 
existed during the period, initiating the Persian Gulf trade which would culminate 
in the military expeditions discussed in Chapters Two and Three. This period 
shows clear evidence of increasing settlement size, social stratification, inter
regional contacts, and monumental building. The impressive temple complex at 
Eridu in Sumer shows that communities had the capacity for monumental build
ing during this period (EA 2:258-9; CAM 52), as do the large buildings at Arpa
chiyeh with stone walls 1.5 meters thick. 

None the less, there is still sparse evidence for either fortification or war during 
this period. Despite its magnificent temple complex, Eridu seems to have been 
unfortified in the fifth millennium. Eridu may have been a sacrosanct ceremonial 
center during this period, supported by many surround villages and towns, rather 
than a politically oriented city-state. Some have suggested that some of the 
legendary prediluvian kings of the Sumerian Kinglist may have been associated 
with Eridu in this period (C112:107). There is some evidence of war: at the end 
of the Ubaid period the "Round House" at Tepe Gawra, which seems to have 
served as a citadel, was destroyed by fire, possibly in war (EA 5:184b). By around 
4000 we also see the shift to the Chalcolithic period, where tools and other large 
objects begin to be made from arsenic-copper. A copper spearhead, the oldest yet 
discovered, was found in Mesopotamia dating to the early fifth millennium (EA 
4:3b). A painting on a bowl from Tepe Jowi shows a man with a bow in one hand 
and possibly a mace in the other; he wears a loincloth and a feather in his hair 
(AANE §186). Thus in the Early Uruk period there were a number of behind
the-scenes developments which laid the foundation for the crossing of the military 
threshold in Mesopotamia that occurred in the Late Uruk period {3500-3000}, 
discussed in Chapter Two. 

CHAPTER TWO 

Early Dynastic Mesopotamia 
{350o-2334} 

I, Mesopotamia and Egypt were the heartlands of the great river valley eco
1I1l, social and political systems that produced the earliest advanced civilizations 
\\ orld history. From the military perspective, these two river valleys both wit
nl the development of intimately intertwined militant religion and kingship, 

1;"11 resting their warlike ideologies by the creation of martial art and inscriptions. 
tough warfare in the Near East had been going on for centuries, it is with the 
I written and artistic records of Egypt and Mesopotamia that true military his

! \ begins. This chapter will examine the rise of the military states in Mesopo
111.1.	 These developments should be compared with comparable contemporary 

illS in Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom Egypt (see Chapters Twelve and 
IIllccn) . 
J'he following chart (Table 2.1) shows the major periods ofEarly Mesopotamian 

lory. The exact dates for the division between the different phases and subphases 
I he Early Dynastic period are interpreted differently by different scholars 

111l1pare with AI 502-3 and C112:998-1001). 

Table 2.1: The major periods ofEarly Mesopotamian history 

Late Uruk 3500-3000 
Jamdat Nasr 3000-2900 
Early Dynastic I 2900-2650 
Early Dynastic II 2650-2550 
Early Dynastic IIIA 2550-2400 
Early Dynastic IIIB 2400-2300 

The Late Uruk (Pre-Dynastic) period {3500-3100}1 

\ 11l1111ber of developments in the Late Uruk period collectively formed the cata
l,\r which caused Mesopotamian civilization to definitively cross the military 
Ihl(·,holcl. These included the urban revolution, an increase in the size and amount 
llf" 1llC)1111J11eI1LaJ bLlilding leading to fortifications, the development of ideological 
III, I1lllth ()( It Wilh 111ilitnry themes. and the rise of social stratification with 
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domjnation by martial kings and elites. The formulation of a complex adminis
trative organization, capable of collecting and dispersing surpluses and running a 
city-state, laid the foundation for kings capable of mobilizing armies in the thou
sands of men and keeping them in the field for months. The invention of proto
writing (from mnemonic accounting devices), which occurred in Uruk around 
3400, was a key component of the new bureaucratic state (PAE 58-67; EA 5:352
8). In addition to allowing an expanded and more efficient bureaucracy, writing 
would eventually permjt the state ideology, both religious and military, to be 
recorded and preserved, thus creating military history. 

The city-states of the Late Uruk and subsequent periods were both quantita
tively and qualitatively different from the towns of the Neolithic period. The shift 
of agriculture from the rain-fed lands around Mesopotamia into the river valleys 
had a significant impact on population growth. As irrigation developed in the river 
valleys agric.litural productivity and surpluses expanded, in part because of higher 
productivity per acre and in part because of multiple crops per year in the hot 
climates of Mesopotarrua. At the same time the rivers allowed the easy collection 
and transportation of these surpluses into one central location. The combination 
of irrigation and river transport meant that cities were no longer dependent solely 
on the land immediately surrounding the city, but could collect surpluses from 
tracts ofland all up and down the river system. The overall impact was to allow the 
possibility of having cities many times larger than had been possible during the 
Neolithic period, creating the first city-states. 

An examination of city size during the urban revolution gives a sense of the 
overall growth of population. In the late Ubaid period {4500-4000} there were 
very few settlements as large as ten hectares, which could have held a maximum 
population of around 2000. By the Early Uruk period {4000-3500}, Uruk 
(Warka, Erech, Unu)2 encompassed 70 hectares, two other cities were 50 hectares, 
and a final two 30 hectares each (M. = CAM 58-9). The population in these cities 
might have ranged fi.-om 7000 to 20,000. By the Late Uruk period {3500-4000} 
Uruk had reached more than 200 hectares in area, and was the greatest city of the 
age, with a population as high as 40,000 to 50,000 - twenty times greater than 
the largest towns of the Neolithic period. Cities of this size could probably field 
armies of several thousand men, and perhaps up to 5000 with maximum effort, 
compared to the dozens or hundreds of men who composed earlier Neolithic 
tribal armies. We must also note that the great cities that were developing in the 
Late Uwk had a number of villages and small towns as satellites, which were 
politically integrated into the city-state and which supplied some of their surplus 
resources to the central city. However, as the great cities continued to grow in size, 
the number of smaller villages began to decrease rapidly; presumably their popu
lations migrated into the large centers. Part of the reason for this might have been 
the greater security inside the great cities, pointing to increasing warfare in the 
regIOn. 

These new cities were ruled by a hierarchy f priests and kings with the 
majority of wealth and power in their h~nds,  thou h thcy wel·c always dependent 

111 town councils for making major decisions. They organized a central hier
11\ hical government overseeing a stratified society. A large percentage of the peo
oil" of the new Mesopotamian city-states were no longer directly engaged in 
~I  iculture designed to produced the food to be consumed by their own families. 

1t.llher, they increasingly entered non-food-producing occupations such as priests, 
, r Ibes, craftsmen and merchants. The development of economic specialization 
lYe rise to military specialists, who would develop into military professionals, 
Illes, and ultimately martial aristocracies. Monarchical rule was not absolute, 
quiring advice and consent by the city council of elders. None the less, the new 

IlIgS of Mesopotamia had far more military resources at hand than any earlier 
II krs. One of the primary functions of these new kings (Jugal: "big man") was that 
II warlord, to protect and expand the power of the city-state. 3 

The centralization of power in the hands of allied royal and priestly classes was 
! ·\ociated with the emergence of a divinely mandated martial ideology. Using 
heir new wealth and surplus resources, the kings and priests embarked on a 
1IIIlboyant program of monumental building of immense temples, palac~s  and city 
lliliflcations. The most lavish building projects were temples, such as the great 
1..lll11a ("House of Heaven") temple complex at Uruk (CAM 61-3). None the 
I, '\\, massive monumental fortifications were also built, such as the great mud
I>llck wall ofUruk, built around 3000, which had a circumference of six nliles; its 
'lrlllS can still be seen 5000 years later. By the Early Dynastic period all Mesopo
I lillian cities were fortified with such huge mud-brick walls. 

During this period a royal ideology of divine kingship developed in which the 
~  IlIg was chosen by the gods as his representative on earth; this could sometimes 
( IIcompass the idea of the king as son of god, or as a god incarnate (EM 260-74). 
When the king acted as warlord, he was acting under the express command of the 
~(\ds  as revealed through divination and oracles. The gods themselves were the 
ultimate arbiters of war. It is probably not unimportant that the patron goddess of 
LJ ru k - where we first see evidence of this new ideology - was Inanna ("Lady of 
I leaven", the Akkadian Ishtar), patroness oflove and war. In the absence of early 
\\ ritten texts - all proto-writing of the Late Uruk period is administrative - the 
development of an ideology of martial kingship can only be seen in the new styles 
tl f martial art. 

The uPriest-King"4 

I'he earLest Mesopotamian art was largely ornamental and often abstract. This 
type of art continued throughout the Late Uruk period, during which we also find 
I he first ideologically-rich martial art, from both sculpture and cylinder seals. The 
Ihe of cylinder seals in Mesopotamia dates back to the fourth millennium. They 
were made from small two-to-five centimeter long cylinders of stone, similar to 
I.uge oblong beads, which were rolled on wet clay as a type of seal to show own
(,,,1111', 1,lthel like a medieval signet ring. The art on cylinder seals is often called 
;IYPul ,Ill, whith PlOVlt!t:S us with ~  I1llmbcr of important martial scenes as sources 
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for military history. Originally designed simply as a stamp to indicate identity and 
ownership, they rapidly developed into an extraordinarily sophisticated and ele
gant art form, like gem-cutting and cameos in medieval and Renaissance Europe.s 

A problem with interpreting glyptic art for the military historian is that much 
of it focuses on mythological and religious themes, creating a methodological 
question concerning the reliability of the weapons depicted: are the weapons and 
combat techniques authentic to the contemporary age, or are they stylized repre
sentations of archaic weapons in contemporary retellings of ancient myths. An 
analogous problem might be if an archaeologist were to insist that twenty-first
century warriors used swords in combat because he found depictions in twenty
first-century Christian churches and religious art of the archangel Michael wield
ing a sword. Thus, if a Middle Bronze cylinder seal shows a god wielding a mace 
in a mythological scene, we cannot be certain that the mace was actually used in 
real combat during the Middle Bronze Age, since the scene may be a stylized 
anachronistic representation which originated centuries earlier, with the god 
becoming iconographically standardized as wielding a mace in subsequent art. 
Another problem with glyptic art is that many of the cylinder seals are quite small, 
measuring only one or two inches. Although many of the scenes depicted are of 
extraordinary detail and quality, many others are quite abstract, and it is often dif
ficult to interpret the details of weapons. 

Most art of early Mesopotamia was religious in nature, and presumably Late 
Uruk martial art was also fundamentally religious in purpose. None the less, the 
glorification of the martial deeds of the gods, legendary heroes, or kings clearly 
points to a fundamental martial ideology as a significant indicator that Mesopota
mia had crossed the military threshold by the mid-fourth millennium. This new 
martial art is exemplified by the emergence of the "Priest-king", an icono
graphically stylized figure of a tall bearded man wearing a kilt or long robe, a flat 
round cap, with his shoulder-length hair in a bun. The image of the Priest-king 
appears in Uruk, as well as Susa II iconography in Elam. There are a number of 
different scenes: 

•	 Hunting: armed with a bow, hunting either lions (AFC 22) or bulls (AFC 23); 
o	 Armed with a bow and a long, mace-like weapon resting on his shoulder 

(PAE 68/3); 
•	 Two siege scenes: both show the Priest-king armed with a bow, shooting 

enemies while besieging a city. The first shows prisoners with arrows pro
truding from their legs fleeing from the Priest-king. The city is represented by 
a wall and a large palace or temple behind it. The building has three curved 
horn-like lines coming from its side which have been interpreted as either 
actual architectural features or a divine aura around a temple; they could also, 
on the other hand, represent flames coming from the burning of the besieged 
citadel, palace, or temple. This scene could represent an attack on an enemy 
city, or perhaps the ritual slaughter of captured prisoners before the temple 
of the gods (AFC 24; PAE 68/1,70; FI §7 n) Thl' second shows a numbcr of 
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hound prisoners around the city, with one man on the ramparts and another
 
Lliling from the ramparts; this is clearly a siege scene, but the building lacks
 
the horns/flames (PAE 6812). These represent the earliest depictions of sieges
 
I n history;
 
Iloat scene: the Priest-king sits in a large boat holding a mace in one hand and
 
rope in the other to which are tied two kneeling bound prisoners. This points
 
to the military use of boats by at least the late fourth millennium;
 
I~xecution  of prisoners: two different scenes show the king armed with a six

~)ot-Iong  broad-headed thrusting spear, held point downward, overseeing the
 
torture or execution of bound prisoners (#1 = AFC 23; AAM §L-3; #2 =
 
I'AE 68/5);
 
Ritual activities (AFC 25, §8; AAM §L-1-2): making offerings at a temple
 
(AFC §9).
 

Il' I>riest-king, armed variously with spear, mace, and bow, is thus shown in a 
holL- sequence of martial activities, including hunting, fighting enemies, assault

I<Jrtified cities, transporting captives by boat, and torturing or executing bound 
"0 ners. 

I'he problem of interpreting the Priest-king is one of context: is he intended to 
Ilil'sent a god or a mythical figure? Does each image represent the same great 
II1queror king? Or is it a stylized figure representing a number of different kings, 
II h of whom is depicted in the same way? The kings ofEgypt were always shown 
1 stylistically similar images, and it is generally impossible to tell which king is 
pi csented without an inscription. Does each scene represent a separate discrete 

"tmical event, or are they idealized depictions? Does the distribution of the 
"Icst-king iconography represent the zone of political domination of a single 
ltc, or is it merely that the Priest-king iconographic style was copied in several 

ht!l'rcnt politically independent regions? Unfortunately, in the absence of histor

,i1 Lcxts from this period, it is impossible to answer these questions with certainty.
 

A military maximalist interpretation of the Priest-king would argue that the art
 
I, piets the real military activities of one or more actual kings who extended
 

I) ILl k's military power into southern Mesopotamia. The appearance of the Priest

IIlg iconography in Elam represents the extension of Uruk military power into
 

h.IL region as well. All of this may be part of what is called the "Uruk expansion"
 
.,'e pp. 40-42). Minimally, the Priest-king iconography demonstrates that martial
 

IlI1gship was ideologically highly developed in Uruk by the late fourth millen
Ilium; Mesopotamia had clearly crossed the military threshold. 

Other Late Uruk martial art {350o-3000} 

,)I all martial art of the Late Uruk period was specifically associated with the 
ligllll' of the Priest king, although the themes were precisely parallel. Hunting was 
1 IIl,lJm 111,1rtlal thel11c in Late Uruk art. The most famous is the Uruk lion hunt, 
hOWI11l-t Ihl' Plll'SI klllg With a bow ,'nd another man with a spear battling four 

\' 
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lions.6 A silTlilar scene shows the king with a bow followed by a servant with quiver 
and arrows; the king is hunting bulls and an onager (APC 23; AAM §A-4; FI 
§683). Another cylinder seal shows a man with a bow hunting an antelope (AAM 
§A-2). Hunting scenes do not necessarily point to warfare, but they do show a 
desire to emphasize royal prowess with weapons; the theme of the martial hunter
king endures in the Near East through the Sassanid period7 and into Islamic times. 

The importance of the bow in Late Uruk Mesopotamia is emphasized in two 
other cylinder seals. One shows the king at target practice with a bow, shooting a 
boar target mounted on a pole (FI §682). Another shows an early arms factory 
making bows and bronze daggers, and perhaps javelins as well (FI §742). Individual 
combat is depicted showing a man grappling with another and stabbing him with a 
short javelin or dagger (APC §22). A siege scene shows defenders on the city 
ramparts throwing stones at attackers who appear to be torturing or executing a 
prisoner (FI §748). Other scenes also show the beating or execution of bound 
prisoners (FI §746); another shows kneeling bound prisoners attacked by vultures 
or perhaps mythic winged creatures (FI §887). The marshaling of troops or vassal 
clans in preparation for battle or in victory celebrations may be depicted in a scene 
showing men with banners with large balls on top, seated before an enthroned 

figure (PI §15). 

The "Umk Expansion" {350Q-3000}8 

The Late Uruk period also witnessed a phenomenon known as the Uruk Expan
sion, which is characterized archaeologically by the spread of a similar style of 
material culture of pottery, bowls, clay tablets, and cylinder seals from Sumer 
(southern Mesopotamia) to far beyond its original core zone; during this period 
Uruk-style material culture spreads to northern Mesopotamia, Syria and western 
Iran. The cause of this expansion seems to have been largely economic. Mesopo
tamia has few natural resources besides clay, reeds, and grain. The massive popu
lation growth and high demand for prestige and luxury products by the new 
emerging Sumerian elites created an extensive search outside the Mesopotamian 
valley for metal (initially copper, then tin, lead, silver, and gold; ME 143-76), 
stone (for building, and semi-precious stones like lapis lazuli for ornamentation; 
ME 177-216), and building timber. The Uruk expansion occurred during most of 
the Late Uruk period, but rapidly declined by the thirty-first century. Some 
Sumenan centers, like Habuba Kabira in Syria, were simply abandoned. In others, 
like Susa, Sumerian cultural influence also declined rapidly. 

The Uruk expansion took three forms. First, and 1110St intense, new colonies 
were founded and occupied, largely by Sumerians. Second, Sumerian merchants 
and craftsmen, and perhaps other colonists as well, took up residence in already 
existing indigenous towns in northern Mesopotamia, Syria and Elam, bringing 
with them Sumerian technology, culture, and other social practices. Third, 
many cities on the highland fringes were regularly visited by Sumerians or were 
indirectly influenced by secondary exchanges. The spread of Sumeri~1l  inAuence 
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Id colonies seems to have developed along major trade routes to high-demand 
lllirce areas. The demand for natural resources in exchange for luxury and 
,tige items from Sumer created a shared interest between Sumerian merchants 

" peoples in the resource rich zones. The major Uruk Expansion trade routes 
luded (HE1 14-18; M = CAM 64-5): 

Elam, with Susa as a major colonial center; 
NW Iran, with Godin Tepe as center on the Lapis Lazuli (and later Tin) Road 
to Afghanistan; 
The Tigris route via Nineveh and Tepe Gawra; 
North to Tell Brak in the Khabur triangle for copper, gold, and silver from 
Anatolia; 
The Euphrates route to Tell Habuba in Syria for cedars, other timber, and 
metals; 

{, The Euphrates route, with extensions southwest to Egypt via Canaan or the 
Mediterranean Sea; Sumerian-style motifs have been found on some Pre
dynastic Egyptian artifacts, though the precise implications of these connec
tions are disputed; 
Persian Gulf route to Bahrain and Oman. 

I he intensity of trade and Sumerian influence varied in each of these areas, with 
Ille greatest evidence for direct Sumerian colonization being around Habuba 
I<.lbira in Syria and in Susa in Elam. 

From the perspective of military history the important question is what role, if 
.1IlY, did military conquest play in the Uruk expansion. The essential question 
1\ whether the expansion ofSumerian cultural influences and material culture can be 
explained in purely social and economic terms, or do we need to posit a military 
component? The evidence is insufficient for a certain answer. It seems that a 
Illilitary component is not absolutely necessary, but the evidence fits more nicely 
together if we assume that Sumerian armies were involved to some degree in the 
Uruk expansion. It seems likely that warfare was a component in the expansion, 
but that the phenomenon was not primarily military in nature. This is reflected 
1I10St clearly in the fact that some of the Sumerian colonies were strongly fortified; 
Habuba Kabira in Syria is the most striking example, with three-meter-thick 
mud-brick walls with numerous projecting square towers and strongly fortified 
gates (AS 190-7). Sumerian military occupation of Susa and other parts of Elam is 
also a possibility, but there are also arguments against this (PAE 52-69). Some have 
argued th~t  the Sumerian military system was not yet logistically advanced enough 
to conquer Susa. But the distance from Uruk to Susa is only about 160 miles, 
requiring a campaign of only 10-14 days. Susa could also have been approached by 
lhe Karkheh river. Contemporary Egyptian armies found operations of this sort 
ompletely feasible (sec Chapter Twelve). The artistic sources mentioned above 

tk'lllOll\lrale lh,ll militarism was a fundamental part of Sumerian kingship at this 
tlllH', 1l1,lkll1g It likely th~l  illlernalion~l  relations between Sumerian kings and 
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outside peoples would have had a strong military edge to them; this was certainly 
the case a few centuries later. 

Unfortunately, in the absence of written texts, all of this remains speculative. 
The problem of interpreting both the military significance of the Priest-king ico
nography and the military significance of the Uruk expansion are examples of the 
difficulty of doing military history in the absence of texts. 

Legends of the Uruk period 

We have no historical texts for the Uruk period. On the other hand, later 
Sumerian legendary recollections may reflect some of the historical situation in the 
Uruk age. The most important historical tradition is the Sumerian King-list. 9 The 
precise significance and meaning of the King-list for fourth-millennium history is 
uncertain. It was clearly composed in its final form in the Isin-Larsa period (see 
Chapter Six) as a propaganda tool for the legitimization of the kings of Isin. The 
text can be divided into three phases: the antediluvian kings who ruled before the 
"great flood" (KS 328; Cll2: 107-8), a group of protohistoric kings (KS 328
329), a few of whom can be confirmed by other inscriptions, and the historic 
kings, whose names are also known from other sources (KS 329-40). The ante
diluvian kings have reigns of tens of thousands of years; after the flood the proto
historic rulers reign for hundreds of years, while the historic rulers have ordinary 
human reigns seemingly based on actual chronological information. 

From the military perspective, a number of things are important to note. First, 
kingship "descends from heaven" (KS 328); it is a divinely ordained institution. 
Second, kingship is bestowed by the gods on a certain city, and can be taken away 
from that city as well. Thus "kingship", or perhaps what we would call the hege
mony of Sumer, is transferred from city to city by the gods. The mechanism by 
which kingship is transferred is warfare. The King-list repeatedly uses standardized 
formulae to describe shifts in the balance ofpower in Sumer: "city-X was defeated 
[in war]" or "city-X was abandoned [by the gods]" or "city-X was smitten with 
weapons" after which "its kingship was carried off to city-Y". Thus, when the 
gods granted victory in battle, they were revealing whom they had chosen to be 
the new hegemon of Sumer. 

The Sumerian King-list mentions a great flood, but when this was thought to 
have occurred relative to our modern chronological system cannot be determined. 
But two things are clear about kingship in antediluvian times. First, kingship passed 
between five different cities before the flood; each city in succession lost its 
hegemony when it was "abandoned" by the gods, and the "kingship was carried 
off" to another city. In military terms I take this to imply that Sumerian myths and 
legends remember that warfare and power struggles among Sumerian city-states 
occurred in the mythic antediluvian times, which historically are probably recol
lections of the fourth millennium. Second, after the great flood, kingship was 
re-established by the gods and given to the rulers of the city ofKish, at which time 
we move from legend into the very beginning of the proto-histOll(.ll IWI jot!. 
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Early Dynastic I {2900-2650}10 

The end of the Uruk expansion occurred in the protohistoric period. The precise 
causes are uncertain, but a shift in the balance of power in Sumer itself, and 
increasing military conflict between rival Sumerian city-states, may have been 
contributing factors, perhaps related to the legendary establishment of hegemonic 
kingship at the city-state ofKish (EM 28-32; KS 328). 

A number ofcharacteristics ofEarly Dynastic Mesopotamia must be emphasized. 
One problem with Early Dynastic military history is that we do not have firm regnal 
years for most of the kings. We can generally tell the relative order of kings for a 
number ofcities, and we can often determine synchronisms - that a certain king ofone 
city was a contemporary of the king of another. But we do not know the length of 
reigns for almost any kings other than some of those mentioned in the Sumerian 
King-list, which is extremely unreliable for the Early Dynastic period. This means 
we can place the kings in order and determine if they were early or late in a given 
century, but, for the most part, we cannot give precise regnal years. In the following 
discussion I will give dates for most kings, but it should be emphasized that these 
are quite speculative and should be used only as broad chronological indicators. 

Politically Sumer in the Early Dynastic period was divided into a number of 
separate and feuding independent city-states engaged in complex patterns of 
cooperation, alliance, conflict, and war. ll During much of the Early Dynastic 
period there was endemic warfare between these city-states, rather like classical 
Greece. The scale of this warfare was in many ways rather limited. Umma and 
Lagash, whose ongoing feud is the best documented (RH), are only about twenty
five miles apart. The entire area encompassed by the vast majority of Early 
Dynastic military sources is only 300 miles across. The greatest distance of a 
known military campaign in the Early Dynastic period, a conflict between Kish 
and Elam (PI 35), amounted to a distance of no more than 160 miles. Most mili
tary operations occurred within a few days' march of the home city. 

There was a great deal of cultural, linguistic, and religious unity among the 
Sumerians, despite their political disunity. We are provided with only a higWy 
stylized legendary account of the history of this period in the King-list, which seems 
to suggest a succession ofcity-states. In fact, synchronisms from other contemporary 
records indicate that many of the dynasties mentioned in the King-list clearly 
overlap rather than being sequentiaL It appears that, whatever else was occurring 
i:1 power politics in Mesopotamia, only one king was able to claim the title of 
"king of Kish" at a time. This did not mean he ruled all of Mesopotamia, but that 
he was the first among equals; I will describe this ruler as the hegemon, and his rule 
as hegemony. This hegemony also seems to have ben associated with religious respon
sibilities of maintaining the Tummal temple of the god Ninlil at Nippur (KS 46-9). 
An inscription describing which kings undertook repairs of that shrine broadly 
matches the patterns ofSumerian hegemonic kingship as described in the King-list. 

To properly contextualize the Sumerian martial inscriptions of the Early 
Dynastic period, it must be remembered that the fundamental purpos<.: ofSul11erian 
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\1 riptions was to commemorate dedications and gifts to the gods. Most of the 
( riptions are almost always associated with giving gifts of land, precious things, 
lemple buildings to the gods. The inscriptional evidence does not permit us to 

111<': a complete military history of Early Dynastic Sumer; rather we are given 
1IIlCroUS snapshots of individual conflicts and military incidents. None the less, 
I' have enough data to give us a good sense of warfare in the Early Dynastic Age. 

Kish {c. 310o-2700?} (EA 3:298-300; DANE 171) 

\, lording to Sumerian legend, the period scholars now call Early Dynastic I was 
IlI11inated by the hegemony of the kings of Kish (KS 328). Throughout the 
IlIllcrian period the title "king of Kish" (lugal Kish) meant hegemon of Sumer, 
lid <.:very warlord claiming universal domination of Mesopotamia adopted "king 
., Kish" as one of his titles (PI 37, 40, 102). We cannot know for certain the 
II'Cise period of the hegemony of Kish. The King-list itself gives each of the 
liLTS reigns of hundreds ofyears, and the dynasty as a whole a duration of24,510 
,Irs. The last two rulers on the Kish king-list, Enmebaragesi and his son Agga 

I.M 28-32; KS 238; PI 18) are known from other records to have been con
IIlporaries of Gilgamesh, king ofUruk, who dates to around 2700 (DANE 128

I) If we assume that each of the twenty-three kings ofKish were historical figures, 
Hl\Vcver mythically remembered, who ruled for an average of around twenty years 
II h, the entire period of Kish hegemony in Sumer would have lasted somewhat 

l\LT 400 years. Since the dynasty's hegemony ended around 2700 under the last 
Illg, Agga, this would place the beginning of the Kish dynasty around 3100. Of 
Illlrse, such numbers are very rough and can only give us the broadest sense of 
11I onology. 

Militarily, little is known of the period ofKish, which has left scant inscriptions 
.11 martial art - only a fragment of two warriors and an image of a bound prisoner 
III war (AFC 89-92). Excavations of royal tombs from Kish show the use of metal 
\\',Ipons and the burial of several early war-carts (EA 3:298; see pp. 132-41). 

110m the persistence of the title "king of Kish" as the rough equivalent of 
\'Illperor" in later Mesopotamia, we can assume their hegemony was substantial 

IIlI at least part of the period. A few of their rulers have left us brief military hints. 
I 1:ll1a, the eleventh from the end of the dynasty {c. 2900}, was said to have "made 
III 111 all the lands" (KS 328), which may refer to some type of political hegemony 
hut could equally be a ritual or religious phenomenon - he is also said to have 
",I~ccnd[ed]  into heaven" (KS 328; Cl/2:109-1O), reflecting the connection of 
'-.lIl1lcrian kingship with the gods. The later legend ofEtana gives a more detailed 
It count of this (MFM 189-202). The legend records the founding of the city by 
I he gods, and their primordial preparation for its defense: 

he S<.:bitti Iseven warrior gods] barred the gates [of Kish] against armies. 
[The Al1ul1l1:1ki godsl barred diem against [other] settled peoples. 
rhe IWgl 19()dsl would p:ltrol the cicy, (MFM 190) 
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Enmebaragesi {c. 2700} (pI 18; C112:110) is said to have "plundered the 
weapons of the land ofElam" (KS 328; PAE 87) some 160 miles to the east. This is 
the first textual reference to war between Sumer and the neighboring Elam, indi
cating the logistical reach of Sumerian armies of the period. Enmebaragesi was 
succeeded by his son Agga, under whom "Kish was defeated [in battle by Gilgamesh 
of Uruk], and its kingship was carried off to [the temple] Eanna [in the city of 
Uruk]" (KS 328). 

Gilgamesh and the rise oj Uruk {c. 27So-2560} 

The shift of hegemony in Sumer from Kish to Uruk illustrates a problem in 
Sumerian legendary historiography. Later Sumerian tradition is unequivocal in 
attributing Uruk's rise to hegemony to Gilgamesh (EOG 143-8), but the King-list 
gives five kings ruling before Gilgamesh (KS 328-9); presumably Gilgamesh's 
predecessors before the rise of Uruk to hegemony. The dynasty begins four gen
erations before Gilgamesh with "Meskiaggasher, son of [the god] Utu" {c. 2780
2760} who "entered the sea and ascended the mountains" (KS 328-9). If this deed 
is historical rather than mythical, it may imply that Meskiaggasher was perhaps the 
first known Sumerian king to take to the sea in war, and raided into the Zagros 
mountains for timber, metal, or stone. 

Three of the early legendary kings of Uruk became epic heroes, perhaps 
because of early development of a heroic court poetry centered on martial deeds 
in Uruk. However that may be, Enmerkar {c. 276Q--2740} and his son Lugalbanda 
{274Q--2720} were attributed in Sumerian legend with an invasion and siege of 
Aratta, a mythical and wealthy land to the north-east of Mesopotamia, the source 
of tin and lapis lazuli. 12 It is generally thought that Aratta was in central or eastern 
Iran, or perhaps Mghanistan (ME 12-4). We need not suppose that Enmerkar and 
Lugalbanda actually campaigned to Mghanistan, but rather than Meskiaggasher's 
"ascent to the mountains" and Enmerkar's siege of Aratta probably reflect 
legendary recollections of Early Dynastic campaigns into the Zagros highlands in 
western Iran to secure the immediate source of lapis lazuli and tin, rather than 
their original source in Afghanistan. 

The greatest warrior-king of early Uruk, however, was Gilgamesh {c. 270Q-
2680}, who was destined to become the premier epic hero of the Near East, and 
whose tales were told and retold for the next two-and-a-half millennia (EOG). 
The military aspects of the Gilgamesh epic are discussed elsewhere, since they 
probably reflect warfare in the age of their actual composition rather than in the 
time of the historic Gilgamesh (see pp. 126-8). It is quite certain that Gilgamesh 
was a historical ruler, but it is difficult to disentangle the epic-hero from the historic 
king. He is attributed with building the massive ten-kilometer circuit ofwalls around 
Uruk (CAM 60; EA 5:294-8; C 112:110-12). Like his predecessors, Gilgamcsh 
the epic hero is also a wanderer in search of cedarwood fr0111 lebanon (EOG). 

The most historical part of the epic tradition of Cilg,1Il1~'sh  1l1ly hI: the talc of 
the defeat of Agga (Akb), the last of the hegemon\( ~ 1I1r lit' 1(., 11 l\ Amr,! sent 

10 
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'yS to Uruk demanding that Gilgamesh submit to Kish and pay tribute. Gil

It'sh convened the "assembly of his city's elders" for a consultation. Gilgamesh
 
lllsed, "let us not submit to the house ofKish, let us wage war!" But the elders
 
III rred and refused to give their consent. Ignoring the will of the city council,
 

I '.lInesh instead "placed his trust in the [war] goddess Inanna, took no notice of
 
II hjs city's elders said", going directly to the "assembly of the city's young
 

II ' of lnilitary age, who supported the call for war: 

You are their king and their warrior! 
() crusher of heads [with a mace in battle], 
I'rince beloved of [the god] An 
When he [Agga king ofKish] arrives why be afraid? 
I'he army [ofKish] is small 
And a rabble [of untrained troops] at the rear, 
liS !Tien will not withstand us! (EOG 145-6) 

With the young warriors of the city aroused, Gilgamesh prepared for war: 

Now make ready the equipment and arms of battle, 
I et weapons of war return to your grasp! 
I ct them create terror and a dread aura, 
'io when he [Agga ofKish] arrives fear of me overwhelms him, 
'io his good sense is confounded and his judgment undone! (EOG 146) 

I\gga is quick to respond to this challenge to the Hegemony of Kish. "It was 
I live days, it was not ten days, [when] Enmebaragesi's son Agga [king of Kish] 
I siege to Uruk" (EOG 146). Gilgamesh sends one of his "royal bodyguard" to 
.lliate, but he is captured and beaten by Agga, whereupon: 

~ilgamesh  climbed up on the wall [ofUruk] 
Ilis dread aura overwhelmed those [too] old and [too] young [to fight] 
Ilut put weapons of war in the hands ofUruk's young men. 
At the door of the city gate they stood [marshaled] in the roadway, 
Enkidu [Gilgamesh's companion] went forth from the city gate 
Ileading the army of Uruk into battle against Agga]. 
:ilgamesh raised his head on the rampart.... 

A myriad lof the enemy] did fall [to defeat] 
A myriad Iof Uruk] did rise [to victory] 
A myriad did thereby roll [dead] in the dust, 
lie IGilgameshl cut down the horns of the [royal] boat [of Agga] 
In the midst of his army he took prisoner Agga, king of Kish. (EOG 147-8) 

With Agg'l as prisoner, Gilgamcsh proceeded to negotiate from a position of 
('I Ai1:u,\ flll.\lly ,\p;rl'l:d th,lt "Uruk, the smithy of the gods, its great rampart, a 
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cloudbank resting on the earth, is given into your charge" (EOG 149); in other 
words Uruk became independent of Kishite vassalage. In return Gilgamesh set 
Agga free. This account is interesting in reflecting the fact that the king did not 
have absolute power, but had to consult the city councils before making war. The 
old men of the council of elders cautioned against war, while the council of the 
young warriors carried the day for war. 

The predominance ofUruk in Sumer was said to have continued for perhaps a 
century {c. 2680-2560}, but no military details are known for the subsequent 
rulers. The period of Uruk hegemony corresponds roughly with what archae
ologists call the Early Dynastic II period {2650-2550}. By the end of the first 
dynasty ofUruk, their hegemony was rapidly passing to the city ofUr. 

The First Dynasty of Ur, and the royal tombs {c. 256o-2450}14 

According to the King-list, the city of Ur came to hegemony in Sumer after the 
first Dynasty of Uruk. Royal inscriptions of this period provide little information 
of military matters beyond mere mentions of the names of kings, which none the 
less have the merit of confirming the basic historicity of the Sumerian King-list, at 
least for this period (PI 97-101; KS 329). 

From the perspective of the military historian, the spectacular treasures from 
the royal tombs of Ur include a number of artifacts of the greatest importance. 
The cemetery of Ur contained hundreds of tombs, of which sixteen are called 
"Royal Tombs" because of the richness of their content and because of human 
sacrifices buried with the kings and queens, presumably to accompany them into 
the afterlife. The absence of inscriptions makes it impossible to know for certain 
who was buried in the tombs, but a tentative list has been reconstructed (AFC 96). 
The tombs thus cannot be precisely dated, but are generally placed in late Early 
Dynastic II through early Early Dynastic IlIA, around 2550-2450. 

A number of weapons and other military artifacts have been preserved in the 
royal tombs of Ur, which generally reflect precisely the weapons depicted on 
contemporary martial art. The weapons include: copper daggers (RTU §147-8); a 
stunning ceremonial dagger in gold (AFC §54; RTU §146; AM §xv; AW 1:140-1); 
spike-like javelins (RTU 162, §140; AW 1:134); broad-headed spears (RTU 162, 
§141-2); and socketed axeheads (AW 1:136-7; RTU §149-51); no archery 
equipment was found in the tombs. There were also weapons found in ordinary 
tombs in the Ur cemeteries: a preliminary count included 58 spears, 171 daggers 
and 309 axes. 15 If these numbers are proportional to the actual use of weapons it 
may give an impression of the troop-types of Sumerian armies. 

Body army was likewise absent, but the oldest known copper helmets were 
found still on the skulls of sacrificed bodyguards sent to accompany their kings in 
the afterlife (AFC §56; AW 1:49). The beautiful golden helmet-crown of Meka
lamdug {c. 2510} (AM §xvi; AANE §45; FA 83) could have been worn by the 
king in battle, but it would have afforded little protection; it is somewhat similar to 
the helmet worn by Eanatum (AM 66), but I suspect the battk Vl'[ \1011 was in 
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hlonze. There were apparently no metal helmets found in the non-royal graves, 
\ hich probably indicates that most helmets were leather. Only elite soldiers and 
!oy~l  guards had metal helmets. Some art from the royal tombs also display martial 
!!ll'lI1eS, such as symbolic lions, representing the triumphant king, trampling pros
I.lLC enemies (AFC §57; RTU §13). A bodyguard in a sheepskin robe with an axe 
'ttends the king at a banquet (RTU §17). Bronze daggers are also common 
""Ipons in the art (AFC §58; RTU 74, §21). 

The "Standard of Ur,,16 

I he most important artistic source for military history from the royal tombs is the 
IIIIIOUS Standard ofUr, a box inlaid with shell and lapis lazuli depicting a scene of 

I(Lorious warfare of the king ofUr. It was discovered in tomb PG 779, which is 
M()ciated with Ur-Pabilsag, who died around 2550 (AFC 96-7). The martial side 
of the box is divided into three panels, depicting different phases of combat. I 
!>l'lieve it should be read from the bottom to the top. In the bottom panel four 
'Illillerian war-carts charge across a battlefield strewn with enemy corpses. These 
\\.Ir-carts are described in detail later (see Chapter Five). Each war-cart is pulled by 
lour equids, and has a driver and a warrior, who wields either a javelin or an axe. 
I he middle panel shows a line of eight infantrymen on the left side, and another 
Il.Ilf a dozen collecting enemy prisoners on the right. The eight are all dressed the 
',Ime and carry the same weapons. The men wear sheepskin kilts, and have long 
"IJ)eS running from their shoulders to their ankles. The capes are fastened at the 
lIl'ck and open at the front, leaving the arms free for combat. The capes are polka
dotted, which some have interpreted as leopard skins, but are more likely simply 
(olorful designs. Each wears a leather cap or metal helmet fastened under the chin, 
perhaps similar to the helmets found in the royal tombs (AFC §56). Each of the 
Illen is armed with a medium-size thrusting spear, held underhand. The right half 
of the middle panel shows the soldiers of Ur rounding up prisoners. All of them 
1i,lve been wounded and have several gashes with flowing blood. Some of the Ur 
soldiers have collected booty in their arms and are brandishing knives or clubs as 
i1.ey herd the prisoners. 

On the top panel the prisoners are brought before the king on the right side, 
II.1ked and bleeding from their wounds. King Ur-Pabilsag stands in the center of 
the panel, reviewing the prisoners. Behind the king are three soldiers, each armed 
with spears and axes. In the rear is the royal chariot, held by the axe-armed driver. 
I'he elite warriors and charioteers all seem to be dressed in sheepskin or fringed 
lJ.:~ther  kilts and wear sheepskin cloaks over one shoulder. The common soldiers 
wear the polka-dotted capes; both classes have the same caps or helmets. 

As I interpret it the Standard of Ur depicts the aftermath of a victorious battle 
I,llher than the actual combat. The chariots race across the field, pursuing the 
fJeeing foc alld Lrampling the dead. The middle panel shows the infantry following 
he ch.1riots collecting the booty and wounded enemy as prisoners. The final panel 

shows thl' IrJlIlnpb lclebl,llion where th<: booty and prisoncrs arc brought before 
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the king. The Standard shows two classes of Sumerian warriors, charioteers and 
infantry; there is no sign of archers and none of the corpses or wounded have any 
missiles protruding from them. The four weapons depicted are javelins (only 
thrown by charioteers), medium-size thrusting spears, and axes or daggers for close 
combat. We are not shown, however, how the enemy was defeated. Was there a 
phase of missile exchange? Was there an infantry melee? Did the chariots charge, 
drive by throwing javelins, or only pursue an enemy already broken by the infan
try? Despite these unanswered questions, the Standard of Ur is a striking piece of 
martial art, both for its depiction of war-carts, arms and armor, and for its evoca
tion of the martial spirit of the Sumerian kings. 

A lesser known, but equally important Ur war-scene comes from a cylinder 
seal, which I believe depicts a Sumerian army on the march, with infantry, 
war-carts, dogs, pack animals, and boats. 17 The scene shows two parallel panels, 
one on the river and one on land, which I interpret to show an army on campaign 
with part marching on the bank of the river, accompanied by other troops and 
supplies on boats in the river. The upper panel shows a boat with a seated royal 
figure being paddled by another man. On shore is a soldier with a long lance 
who accompanies a donkey bearing a load of supplies. The bottom panel 
shows the army on land accompanying the fleet on the river, with a two-wheeled 
war-cart ridden by a man with an axe (?) pulled by long-eared equids. The chariot 
is followed by a dog and three soldiers, one with an axe and two with long 
spears. 

Although we know little of the actual military history of the First Dynasty of 
Ur, the royal tombs provide crucial examples of weapons and martial art, giving us 
invaluable insights into the Sumerian military system. 

Early Dynastic IlIA {2550-2400} 
and IIIB {2400-2250} 

With the beginning of Early Dynastic III, we enter our best-documented period 
for military history before the rise of the Akkadian empire of Sargon. We are 
especially fortunate to have a series of martial inscriptions from the kings of 
Lagash. Around 2500 we have vague records of a Mesilim who claimed the title 
"king of Kish" and who is remembered in later inscriptions as arbitrating a 
boundary dispute between Lagash and Umma (PI 40), an apparent reflection of his 
position of overlord. However, little is known of his military activities (KS 53) .18 

The warrior-kings ofLagash {2495-2345}19 

Early Dynastic IlIA could be called the age of the warlords of Lagash, who provide 
us with our richest sources of both military narratives and martial art of the Early 
Dynastic Age, Interestingly, Lagash is nowhere mentioned in the Sumerian King
list, an oversight which is generally thought to reRect a prop,lg.1I1d1 ,rm'ment by 
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th~ kings of early Middle Bronze Isin about the illegitimacy of the kings of Lagash. 
,'he rise to hegemony of Lagash in Mesopotamia begins with the victories of 

rnanshe. 

Urnanshe ofLagash {c. 2495-2475} 

i'he first Mesopotamian king for whom we have a detailed contemporary account 
llf warfare is Urnanshe of Lagash, who fought against both Umma and Ur. The 
1>.1ckground to this war relates to an ongoing struggle between Umma and Lagash 
llver control of agricultural land, diversion of irrigation water through building 
1.l1lalS and dams, and failure to share the agricultural produce from certain shared 
trKts ofland (RH 22-3; PI 54-5). 

[Urnanshe, king] of Lagash, went to war against the leader of Ur and the 
leader of Umma: [Urnanshe] the leader of Lagash defeated the leader of Ur. 
He captured Mu[...] the admiral, captured Amabaragesi and Kishibgal the 
officers, captured Papursag, son of U'u, captured [...] the officer, he made a 
burial mound [for the war dead]. He [then] defeated the leader ofUmma. He 
captured Lupad and Bilala the officers, captured Pabilgaltuk ruler of Umma, 
captured Urtulsag the officer, captured Hursagshemah the quartermaster
general, and he made a burial mound [for the war dead]. (PI 25) 

Urnanshe's InscnptlOn contains the first textual reference we have to the 
Mesopotamian custom of building burial mounds for the war dead at the site of a 
victory. We also have an iconographic representation of this in the famous Stele of 
Vultures, where the dead are shown placed in a pile by the victors while people 
l.lrried baskets of earth to bury the corpses (AAM §121; see p. 55). When a 
Mesopotamian king claimed to have "raised a mound" after a battle it indicated 
that he was victorious, because his troops were in possession of the battlefield and 
therefore buried the war dead. Urnanshe emphasized his capture of important 
enemy officers, including the king of Umma, Pabilgaltuk. We do not know the 
LIte of these captives; in later texts they are often tortured or executed, but are also 
often returned to their thrones as vassals of the victorious king. In addition to his 
military victories, Urnanshe also "built the walls of Lagash" (PI 25, 28-9), a 
defensive action emphasizing the military threat of his age. 

Some of the inscriptions ofLagash mention overseas voyages through the Persian 
C;u!f to Dilmun (modern Bahrain; DANE 45; EA 1:266-8) for timber and stone 

r temple building (PI 23, 24, 28-30). Although not explicitly military ventures, 
these voyages indicate that seagoing vessels were capable of sailing the Persian Gulf 
during this period, and this maritime technology would lay the foundation for the 
'ventual naval conquests of the Akkadians in the Persian Gulf (see pp. 80-1, 84). 

Urnanshe was succeeded by his son Akurgal {c. 2475-2455}, about whom we 
!l;1Ve no milita')' information (PI 33), and then by his grandson Eanatum, the 
greatest warlord of Early Dynastic Mesopotamia. 

() 51 
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Eanatllm I (Eannatllm) {c. 2455-2425}20 

According to Sumerian martial ideology, kings did not win victory in battle by 
their own strength and wisdom, but by the gift of the gods. Eanatum is no 
exception. 

Eanatum, king of Lagash, granted strength by [the high god] Enlil, nourished 
with special milk by [the mother goddess] Ninhursag, given a fine name by 
[the war goddess] Inana, granted wisdom by [the god of wisdom] Enki, cho
sen in her heart by [the divination goddess] Nanshe the powerful mistress, 
who subjugates foreign lands for [the war god] Ningirsu [patron god of 
Lagash] ... beloved spouse of [the war goddess] Inana. (PI 37) 

Not only was Eanatum granted these special gifts by the gods, he was in fact the 
son of god on earth. According to one of Eanatum's inscriptions, the war god 
Ningirsu, "warrior [and son] of [the high god] Enlil", "implanted [his] semen for 
Eanatum in the womb" ofEanatum's mother. Thus, the hero-king was not a mere 
man, but a demi-god, son of the war god, destined to fulfill the gods' commands 
and restore the proper divine order in Sumer through victorious battle. When 
Eanatum finally matured, "Ningirsu, with great joy, gave him the kingship of 
Lagash" (PI 34). 

Lagash had been engaged in an ongoing struggle with Umma over disputed 
agricultural land between the two cities for a generation or two. Attempted arbi
tration ultimately failed, leading to renewed hostilities (RH 22-4). Eanatum's first 
campaign was against his nearest rival, the city-state of Umma under their king 
Enakale.21 The great war between Lagash and Umma is recorded in the longest 
and most detailed battle narrative of the Early Dynastic period. According tc 
Eanatum, the king ofUmma "acted haughtily" and broke the divinely established 
order by usurping the "Gu'edena", an agricultural region between Umma and 
Lagash. Eanatum observed the city ofUmma making military preparations to seize 
and retain control of this disputed agricultural land. 

Eanatum, who has strength lin war] ... declared: "Now then, 0 Enemy [king 
ofUmma]!" [He] proclaimed for evermore: "The ruler ofUmma - where is he 
recruiting [soldiers for the war]? With [other] men [foreign mercenaries?] ... 
he is able to exploit the [agricultural region] Gu'edena, the beloved field of 
Ningirsu. May he [the war god Ningirsu] strike him down!" (PI 34; cf. PI 55) 

This warlike provocation of seizing land from Lagash would have justified 
military action by Eanatum, but the king was further compelled to battle by all 
oracular dream. 

Eanatum who lies sleeping - [his] be[loved] master [the war god Ningirsul 
approaches his head [in an oracular dream, and says:! "Kish itself Ithe s3crL'd 
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city of divine kingship] must abandon Umma.... The sun-[god] will shine at 
your right [in battle], and a [crown?] will be affixed to your forehead. 0 
Eanatum, you will slay [the enemy from Umma] there. [The burial mound 
with] their myriad corpses will reach the base of heaven. In Umma [...] 
the people of his [king Enakale's] own city will rise up against him and he 
will be killed within Ununa itself [during the rebellion of his own people].' 
(PI 34) 

Enakale, king of Umma, was not merely the enemy of Lagash, but the enemy of 
the gods, who prophesied his defeat in battle. Eanatum does not go to war for 
plunder or personal glory, but at the express command of the gods. 

The description of most of the beginning of the battle is unfortunately broken, 
hut the narrative picks up again in mid-combat. "He [king Eanatum] fought with 
him [king Enakale]. A person shot an arrow at Eanatum. He was shot through by 
I he arrow and had difficulty moving. He cried out in the face of it" (PI 34). This 
text shows both the use of arche!-y in Sumerian warfare - which is unclear in the 
,1rt of the period - and the fact that the kings fought in personal combat. 

The next part of the text is again broken, but it is obvious that, despite his 
'erious wound, Eanatum leads the army of Lagash to victOl-y. After the victory, a 
treaty is made, in which Enakale ofUmma is forced to cede land to Lagash 

Eanatum, the man of just commands, measured off the boundary with the 
leader of Umma, left [some land] under Unu1U'S control, and erected a 
monument on that spot [of the victOl-y] .... He defeated Umma and 
made twenty burial mounds for [the battle dead, indicating very high casual
ties in the war, or perhaps a number of different encounters] .... Eanatum 
restored to [the god] Ningirsu's control his beloved field, the Gu'edena.... 
Eanatum erected a [victory] monument in the grand temple of Ningirsu. 
(PI 34-5) 

I'he defeated Enakale ofUmma is thereafter forced to swear a peace oath. 

Eanatum gave the great battle net of [the supreme god] Enlil to [Enakale] the 
leader of Umma and made him swear to him by it. The leader of Umma 
swore to Eanatum: "By the life ofEn1.il, king ofheaven and Earth! r may exploit 
the field ofNingirsu as a[n interest-bearing] loan.... Forever and evermore, I 
shall not transgress the territory of [Lagash, the city of the god] Ningirsu! 
I shall not shift the [course of] its irrigation channels and canals! I shall 
not smash its [boundary] monuments! Whenever I do transgress, may the 
great battle net of Enlil, king of heaven and earth, by which I have sworn, 
descend upon Ununa!" Eanatum was very clever indeed! He made up the 
:yes of two doves with kohl, and anointed their heads with cedar [resin]. 
I Ie released them to [the high god] Enlil, king of heaven and earth [as an 

cflngl. (PI 35) 
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Doubting the sincerity of this oath taken under extreme duress, Eanatum forced 
Enakale to repeat the exact same oath by ftve additional gods (PI 35-7). As we 
shall see, Eanatum's distrust was justifted. Some time after the initial victory, the 
oath was broken just as Eanatum had feared: "the leader of Umma smashed the 
[boundary and victory] monument" that Eanatum had set up after his victory, and 
occupied the disputed lands. The war god Ningirsu again "gave the order to 
Eanatum [to go to war], and he destroyed [the city ofj Umma" (PI 39-40). 

With its rival Umma subjugated, Lagash was now one of the most powerful 
states in Sumer, but was yet by no means predominant. In subsequent years he 
launched a whole series of campaigns throughout Mesopotamia. In his ftrst cam
paigns he "defeated Elam and Subartu [northern Mesopotamia], mountainous 
lands of timber and treasure ... he defeated Susa [the capital ofElamJ" (PI 37), and 
"defeated the ruler ofUrua, who stood with the standard [of the god of the cityI 
in the vanguard [of the battle line]" (PI 43), another indication of Sumerian kings 
ftghting in the front ranks. Thereafter he turned to subdue the rival city-states of 
Sumer. 

He defeated Uruk, he defeated Ur, he defeated Kiutu. He sacked Uruaz and 
killed its ruler. He sacked Mishime and destroyed Arua. All the foreign [non
Sumerian] lands trembled before Eanatum, the nominee ofNingirsu. Because 
the king of Akshak [a city near Baghdad] attacked, Eanatum ... beat back 
Zuzu, king of Akshak ... and destroyed [Akshak]. (PI 41-2, 43) 

His initial victories over these city-states established his pre-eminence in Sumer, so 
that "to Eanatum, ruler of Lagash, Inana [the war goddess], because she loved him 
so, gave him the kingship ofKish", meaning official status as hegemon over Sumer 
(PI 41). Thereafter, 

Elam trembled before Eanatum, he drove the Elamite back to his own land. 
Kish trembled before Eanatum; he drove the king of Akshak back to his own 
land. (PI 42) 

Eanatum's new status as hegemon, however, was not entirely secure. Realizing 
they could not defeat him individually, his defeated rivals began to form coalitions 
against him: 

He defeated [a coalition of the kings ofj Elam, Subartu and Urua at the [battle 
of the] Asuhur [canal]. He defeated [a coalition of the kings] of Kish, Akshak 
and Mari at the Antasura of Ningirsu. (PI 42) 

By the time of his death Eanatum was supreme in southern Mesopotamia, and 
hegemon of Sumer, but his defeated enemies chafed under the domination of 
Lagash, and grasped the ftrst opportunity to rebel under EanalUJl1\ 'll((l',Sor and 
brother, Enanatul1l I (see pp. 60-1). 
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The Stele of the Vultures22 

111m's great victor! over Umma, which left twenty burial mounds of enemy 
Illd launched Eanatum on his career towards domination of Sumer, was 

hilled in the famous "Stele of the Vultures", which could perhaps be better 
I'll "The Victory of Ningirsu through Eanatum". This stele is perhaps the 
'\l surviving piece of Early or Middle Bronze martial art from ancient 

'I'oramia, and merits detailed attention. 
he stele is unfortunately broken and fragmentary, but the overall sense is clear. 
I 111 ire stele shows the victories of Eanatum, but each side shows a different 
II, the celestial and the terrestrial. The divine side, probably the more sig
IIll from the Sumerian perspective, is divided into two panels. The upper 
I \hows the bearded and powerful war god Ningirsu, father of Eanatum and 

1'\..,1� 

r;~IIII' I fhe "Stcle or the Vlilturcs", king Eanatum of Lagash, Sumer {c. 2440} 

Ifll< I ouvn' AD 'iO; drawlI1p; by Michael Lyon. 
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divine patron of the city of Lagash. Ningirsu holds his mace in his right hand, and 
holds the "great battle net" of EnIii in his left hand - surmounted by an emblem of 
the mythical Sumerian lion-headed eagle Anzu (also called Imdugud, GDS 107-8; 
AAM §117; AM §70a) - by which the defeated king ofUmma was forced to swear 
an oath that, if he broke the treaty, "the great battle net of Enhl ... lwill] descend 
upon Umma" (AM §67; PI 35), precisely as depicted in the stele. The soldiers of 
Umma are caught in the net, and the head of one - presumably the king ofUmma 
who is trying to escape - is being crushed by the mace of Ningirsu (AM §67, 69). 
Behind Ningirsu, and about half the size of the god, stands a figure in a feathered 
crown holding a battle standard crested with Anzu (AAM §118). This is probably 
Ninhursag, mother and councilor to Ningirsu. The standard, possibly an actual 
bronze standard of Lagash (PI 43), is Anzu, precisely the same emblematic creature 
on Ningirsu's battle net. When the standard is carried into battle it thus represents 
the presence of Ningirsu going into battle beside the king - a motif mentioned in 
numerous Mesopotamian inscriptions. 

The lower register is quite fragmentary, but clearly shows the edge of a chariot 
on the left, and the top of the head of Ninhursag facing the chariot on the right 
(AAM §118). This type of chariot of the gods was led in processions at the temple 
of Ningirsu at Lagash, where the king Eanatum greets the god and shares the 
booty of the victory with him. It is possible that the chariot and Anzu standard 
were actually brought into battle as a sign of the divine presence of Ningirsu, 
rather like the biblical Ark of the Covenant Gudges 5.20; Joshua 6; 1 Samuel 4-6); 
hence the emphasis given by Eanatum on his later capture of the standard of the 
enemy king of the city of Urua (PI 41, 43). The overall meaning of the celestial 
side of the stele is that Ningirsu grants victory in battle to his son and eartWy 
representative, Eanatum, king of Lagash. 

The other terrestrial side of the stele shows the eartWy results of Ningirsu's 
divine intervention on behalf of Eanatum (AFC 190). This side is divided into 
four panels, which are probably intended to be read chronologically from top to 
bottom. It must be emphasized that the panel does not show the army of Lagash in 
actual combat, but at the moment ofvictory. In the top panel the sky is filled with 
vultures - from which the stele gets its name - who fly off with the severed arms 
and heads of the dead soldiers of the defeated army ofUmma (AM §120). Beneath 
the hovering vultures, on the right side of the panel, the victorious army of 
Eanatum marches gloriously over the corpses of their fallen enemy (AM §66). 
King Eanatum leads the army wearing a thick sheepskin kilt and long sheepskin 
robe on his left shoulder and a helmet similar to the golden helmet of Meka
lamdug from the Royal Tombs of Ur (see p. 48). He is armed with what is 
sometimes called a sickle-sword, but what may be a scepter or club (see pp. 66-71). 
Behind him his troops are marshaled in a very interesting formation, which is 
sometimes described as a phalanx (AM §68). The soldiers are beardless, with long 
hair flowing down to their shoulders. They all wear helmets, which might be of 
copper similar to those found in the royal tombs ofUr (AFC q%; AW I~49). One 
text mentions the delivery of a copper/bronze hell11l't ,\I1l! 'pUtll{lc! ltl1plying 

11.\1 the two go together as a warrior's equipment (PI 71). However, it may be that 
'Illy the elite bodyguards, like those buried in the royal tombs, had metal helmets, 
II<' rest making due with leather caps. 

rhe front of the formation is protected by four large body-length shields - only 
1<' heads and feet of the soldiers are visible. The shields are rectangular - about 

'Ill' and a half meters tall and a meter wide; each has six round, evenly spaced 
I'I-.S. It is impossible to tell what the shields are made from, but a contemporary 
llely shield from Mari (AFC §99) is made of long reeds bound together with 
'I her straps and a large handle two-thirds of the way up. By analogy it is likely 

11[ the Lagash shield were made of reeds and covered with leather. It appears that 
l" y soldier did not have his own shield. Rather, only the front rank of the for-

Illion carried the shield in both hands, forming a solid shield wall. This is 
'!",rent from two characteristics. First, between each shield we see six spears 
11 list forward, and each spear is held by two hands, which means the men in the 

II ranks cannot hold a shield. A second feature which points to most soldiers 
Ill!; shieldless is that in the second panel, discussed below, none of the soldiers 

Iwe shields, nor do those in the Standard of Ur (AFC 98-9). Thus, the overall 
11 mation is seven men deep. The front man carries a shield, probably with both 
Illds for ease of maneuverability and bearing the weight. The rest of the men in 

1<' following six ranks thrust their spears between the shields. 
J'he right half of the first panel is generally ignored, but is important for 

'I<krstanding the scene. The army of Lagash is trampling the dead on the left 
llilion of the top panel, while on the right the diminutive and chaotic soldiers of 

. I11llla - some fallen, some tumbling, some standing - flee in terror (AFC 190). 
Illy the upper left portion of the second panel has survived (AAM §119; AM 

1,(1). On the right Eanatum, in precisely the same dress as on panel one, rides his 
\\,,"cart into battle. In his right hand he holds a sickle-sword (or club or mace) 

Ilel ill his left hand he holds a long lance which he is thrusting out against the 
Ill'my over the heads of his donkeys (see p. 55). Most of the war-cart and the 
'ill ids pulling it is missing, but from its size it is clearly a four-wheeled vehicle, 
Ild essentially the same in structure as the war-carts found in the Standard of Ur, 
hough rendered in more detail (see pp. 49-50); the javelin quiver contains eight 
Ivelins and an axe. Behind Eanatum stands his driver, who is mostly effaced by 
1.IIIlage to the stele; his arm by Eanatum's hip is holding an axe (or a javelin?). 
Ilt'hind Eanatum marches the infantry of Lagash. They are dressed in sheepskin 
~  lib, with some type of sash (leather or colored cloth?) over their left shoulders. 
I hey wear precisely the same helmets as the soldiers in the first panel, and are 
II Illed with spears and narrow-bladed socketed axes, some of which have been 
'!llnd by archaeologists (RTU §151; AW 1:136-7). They seem to be marching in 
lilly ordered ranks. 

"ieveral questions of interpretation arise here. First, are the infantry in panel two 
IH' ,ame as those in panel one, but in a different phase of the battle? Or are they an 
rlCirely dlffercllt tactical unit, performing a different function? One interpretation 

',t, that thl'y rL'rresellt the samc troops in different phases of the battle. In 
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defensive positions, or when advancing slowly, the Sumerian infantry remained 
behind the large body-shields. When attacking, however, they abandoned the 
shields, which were too bulky to use at a run, and charged forward without them. 
The other interpretation maintains that some of the infantry fought without the 
shields, and were assigned to tactically support the war-carts at a run. According to 
this interpretation, the heavy infantry fought from behind their shield wall 
throughout the entire battle, while different units of light, shieldless infantry sup
ported the war-carts. Another question derives from the placing of Eanatum rela
tive to the infantry. In both the first and second panels, Eanatum precedes his army 
into battle. Does this represent actual tactical practice, or is it a symbolic repre
sentation of the king as leader of the army? Most importantly, did the war-carts 
generally precede the infantry into battle? In other words, did war-carts charge 
against enemy formations supported by infantry, or did the infantry defeat other 
infantry while the war-carts supported with javelins, or pursued fleeing enerrjes. 
Unfortunately, the evidence from Early Dynastic Sumer is insufficient to answer 
these questions with certainty. 

Of the third panel, only a triangular fragment of the center-left survives, 
showing the aftermath of the battle (AAM §121). The left shows a burial mound: 
the dead ofUmma - and perhaps the casualties of Lagash as well- are stacked in a 
mound, while workers bring baskets full of dirt to bury them. This is the burial 
mound whose "myriad corpses will reach to the base of heaven" (PI 34) as pro
phesied in Eanatum's dream. The right side of this fragment shows the rich bounty 
from the reconquest of the field of Gu'edena, the result of Eanatum's victory. In 
the far right corner we see the feet ofEanatum, supervising the scene. At his feet a 
cow lies bound to a stake, which is probably either to be sacrificed to the gods, or 
will be eaten by the troops. The message of this panel is also clear. The result of 
v,rar is death to the enemies of the god Ningirsu and his beloved city of Lagash, 
and prosperity and bounty for the people of Lagash. 

Only the barest sliver of the fourth panel remains, but it provides enough 
information to reconstruct some of the scene. In the far left of the panel we see a 
hand grasping the end of a long lance in precisely the same way that Eanatum 
grasps the end of his lance from his chariot in the second panel. I suggest that the 
fourth panel showed another chariot scene parallel to that in the second panel, or 
perhaps the king standing and using his lance. The precise length of the lance is 
difficult to tell, but by comparing its proportional length to the size ofEanatum in 
the surviving figures, the lance would seem to be three to three-and-a-half meters 
long. All of this implies that, in addition to using javelins from the war-carts, the 
Sumerians also used long lances, which the chariot warrior would thrust over the 
backs of the equids against the enemy. On the far right of the fourth panel we see 
the tops of four heads, three facing to the right. Only the tops of their heads are 
visible, and they are set very close together. They seem to be wearing helmets 
similar to those worn by the soldiers of Lagash in the first and second panels. It 
may be that they are part of the advancing army of Lagash, but no W~',lpons  are 
visible above their heads (as they should be by analogy to pam" two). 1:lIlllWll11ore, 

:iH 

I:anatum is always shown on the stele preceding his army, never following it. I 
~L1ggest  they are probably enemy soldiers who have turned to flee from the irre
~jstible  onslaught of Eanatum's chariot. 

The fourth figure, who is taller and slightly larger than the others, faces left, 
,I bout to be stabbed in the face by Eanatum's lance. He seems to be raising his hand 
to ward off the blow. This figure probably represents the enemy leader, at the 
Illoment of his defeat by Eanatum. A fragment of the inscription by this head reads 
"king ofKish" (PI 37). This may simply be a phrase from a longer part of the now 
lost inscription, but some have speculated that this refers to the name of the man 
who is being attacked by Eanatum - Eanatum himself is likewise identified in a 
~L1perscription  on the stele (PI 37). In other words, the fourth panel may show 
I:anatum's victory over the king ofKish. This makes some sense in the context of 
the inscriptions, since, as Eanatum's oracular dream prophesies, "Kish itself must 
.lbandon Umma, and, being angry, cannot support it [Umma]" (PI 34), implying 
that Kish was an ally of Umma in the war. This scene would thus represent the 
.Iftermath of the original victory over Umma in which the "king of Kish" is like
wise overthrown, paving the way for Eanatum to take that title of hegemony in 
Sumer, as he ultimately does (PI 42). 

Ironically the Stele of the Vultures may not be a representation of the actual 
battle, but rather of the oracular dream in which Ningirsu ordered Eanatum to go 
to war with Umma and promised him victory. 

Most of the elements ofEanatum's dream are depicted in the stele. On the celes
I ial side we see the appearance of the God Ningirsu holding his enemies trapped in 
I he great battle net. On the other side we see the defeat of the army ofUmma and 
the huge burial mound reaching to the height of heaven. In the small upper frag
Illent of the lowest panel we see a figure about to be skewered by Eanatum's lance, 
who is possibly identified in the inscription as the "king of Kish" (PI 37), whom 
I he oracular dream promises "must abandon Umma" and "cannot support 
Umma". The stele thus nicely illustrates how oracular dreams, divine intervention, 
.1I1d actual combat were all inextricably intertwined in Sumerian warfare. 

Other artistic sources 

Additional Early Dynastic martial art supplements the more famous Standard ofUr 
.lI1d Stele of the Vultures. Most of the martial art of the Early Dynastic period 
often does not have sufficient chronological context to be attributed to a specific 
ruler or dynasty. All of the art exhibits similar styles and themes. These sources are 
Illlportant to help us avoid interpreting Sumerian martial art based only on the 
.lrtistically most famous and most frequently reproduced items - in other words, 
gt:neralizing from limited examples. Some very fragmentary figures from Kish 
(A FC §48-9) show close parallels with similar scenes from contemporary Mari and 

bla (see pp. 241-8), which allows us to fill in some conceptual gaps. 
In scenes of close-grappling melee combat, either with humans, animals, or 

mythiC monsters, the preferred melee weapons include the mace (FI §79). short 
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thrusting spear (or javelin) held overhand (FI §61, §78, §942), the axe, and the 
dagger, held either overhand (FI §83, §758; AAM §46) or underhand (FI §837). In 
one scene a warrior has grabbed his enemy by the hair and is thrusting his dagger 
into his neck (FI §837). Wrestling and boxing are also depicted as sports (AM §46; 
AANE §437; AAM §48). The bow is occasionally shown (FI §758, §933; ME 110; 
AFC §99), indicating its use in this period even though absent from the Standard 
of Ur and the Stele of the Vultures. Several scenes also show javelins used from 
boats for hunting (FI §695-7; FI §934); presumably they would have been used in 
river warfare as well (AMM §44). 

A number of Early Dynastic maceheads were dedicated as temple offerings, 
indicating the continued use of that weapon. 23 One example has four carved lion
heads projecting out of the sides of the mace (AAM §38), which may be related to 
lion-headed maces which kings said they dedicated to the gods24 The mace was 
possibly considered the premier royal weapon of the Sumerians. From Gudea's 
dynasty at Lagash alone we have twenty-nine surviving votive maceheads (E3/ 
1:225-6 for catalog list). Based on archaeological evidence alone, we would con
clude that the stone mace was the major weapon of the Sumerians. However, 
these maces may reflect the continuation of traditional ritual use of the mace 
rather like a royal scepter (AM §65) - rather than its use it combat. The priority of 
the mace in ritual did not necessarily translate into its priority in combat, where it 
seems to have largely been replaced by the axe, as found in the artistic and textual 
sources. In the Stele of the Vultures the god Ningirsu still wields a mace, while all 
humans on the terrestrial battlefield use axes (AM §66-7; cf. SDA 169). This 
emphasizes that caution needs to be used when trying to reconstruct combat 
weapon-use from archaeological evidence alone. What gets preserved in the 
archaeological evidence is often based not on what weapons were used in combat, 
but on what weapons were used in rituals, in temple dedications, or in tombs. 

Enanatum I {c. 2425-2405}25 

Upon the death of Eanatum he was succeeded by his brother Enanatum 1. 
Urluma, king ofUmma, the son ofEnakale who had been humiliated in the wars 
with Lagash, took the opportunity afforded by the succession to attempt to regain 
the disputed land: 

Urluma, ruler of Umma, recruited foreigners [as mercenariesf6 and trans
gressed the boundary channel of [the god] Ningirsu, [saying]: "Antasura is 
mine! I shall exploit its produce!" [The god Ningirsu] spoke angrily [through 
a prophetic oracle]: "Urluma ... has marched on my very own field. He must 
not do violence against Enanatum, my mighty male!' Enanatum beat back 
Urluma. (PI 47-8) 

Urluma's rebellion against the hegemony of Lagash was apparcntly 11m the only 
one, for a later inscription informs us that the gods "grantcd kll1V Ilip nl" I ,11.:,1SIt l 
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I;nanatum, put all foreign lands [Elam, northern Mesopotamia] in his control, and 
'ct the rebellious lands [ofSumer] at his feet" (PI 51). Thus, though the details are 
Ilot known, it appears that Enanatum faced a serious rebellion upon his succession; 
Ite claims to have retained control over Sumer, but if so, it was quite tenuous. 

Enmetena {co 2405-2385} (pI 54-68) 

.... oll1e of Enanatum's claims may have been propagandistic hyperbole (RH 30-1), 
lor the war between Umma and Lagash continued. The conflict erupted over the 
f,lilure of Umma to pay the grain tribute that had been established by earlier 
Ilcaties: 

When, because of [Urruna's failure to deliver] that barley, he [Enanatum I] 
sent envoys to him [Urluma], having them say to him, "You must deliver my 
barley!" Urluma spoke haughtily with him: "[The] Antasura [agricultural 
zone] is mine, it is my territory!" he said. He levied the Ummaites and for
eign [mercenaries] were dispatched there. At the [battle of the] Ugiga-field, 
the beloved field of [the god] Ningirsu, Ningirsu destroyed the Ummaite 
army. (PI 77) 

More details are provided in the inscription of Enmetena, son and successor to 
I ',nanatum 1: 

Enanatum, [father of Enmetena and] ruler of Lagash, fought with him 
[Urluma of Umma] in the Ugiga-field, the field of Ningirsu. Enmetena, 
beloved son of Enanatum, [commanding the army of Lagash], defeated him 
[Urluma]. He [Urluma] had abandoned sixty teams of asses on the bank of the 
Lumagirnunta-canal, and left the bones of their personnel strewn over the 
plain. He [Enmetena] made burial mounds in five places there for them. (PI 
55, 77) 

I his inscription has a number of interesting features, It states that Enanatum 
fllllght with Urluma, but does not mention a victory. Rather, his son Enmetena is 
',liLl to have defeated Urluma. This can be understood in one of two ways. Either 
I;nanatum fought Urluma and was defeated, after which Enmetena took revenge, 
O! that Enanatum declared the war but was too old to fight, and the actual battle 
II ,1S fought by his son Enmetena (RH 29-30). Whatever the actual events, this 
IIH.ident reminds us of an important characteristic of ancient Near Eastern 
IIhcriptions. A king never writes an inscription or raises a monument in which he 
Idlnits defeat. 27 Since, due to the vagaries of archaeological preservation and dis

I overy, we lack inscriptions from Umma's side of this war, the conflict appears at 
111,1 glance to be nothing more than an endless succession of brilliant victories by 
I .*,lsh orchestrated by the god Ningirsu. The reality was obviously quite different, 
Itllll~'d  ,It by the (lCl thal Enanatull1 is said to have fought Urlul11a, but not to have 
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defeated him. The other interesting item in this inscription is the mention of the cap
ture of "sixty teams of asses", meaning, presumably, sixty teams for war-carts. The 
implications of this for Sumerian war-cart warfare are discussed in Chapter Five. 

In the aftermath of the battle, Urluma escaped. The army of Lagash followed 
the fleeing king to the walls ofUmma, where Enmetena "sent [envoys to Umma, 
saying]: 'Be it known that [Umma] will be completely destroyed! Surrender!' " (PI 
85). Urluma apparently refused to surrender and was overthrown and killed in a 
coup. He was replaced by 11, a priest of the temple at Zabala, who usurped the 
throne. Umma apparently made peace thereafter, but the underlying conflict over 
the disputed agricultural and water rights continued, with Enmetena prevailing (pI 
55). Most of Enmetena's other inscriptions deal with temple building or other 
ritual activities. He does mention that he "built a fortress along the Sala-[canal] in 
the Gu'edena [agricultural zone], and named it 'Building-that-Surveys-the-Plain' 
for him. He built a wall for the Girsu ferry terminal" (PI 67). These were watch
towers and provincial fortifications designed to observe and protect against troops 
or raiders from Umma. 

Enmetena's control over other parts of Sumer was likewise weakened. A 
building report mentions that 

He [Enmetena] cancelled [labor and tribute?] obligations for the citizens of 
Uruk, Larsa and Patibira. He restored [the first] to [the goddess] Inana's con
trol at Uruk, he restored [the second] to [the god] Utu's control at Larsa, and 
he restored [the third] to [the god] Lugalemush's control at the Emush [temple 
in Patibira]. (RH 31) 

The obvious import of this inscription is that there were certain obligations of 
labor or resources that these city-states had been required to make, but that 
Enmetena "restored" them to the city-states. The implication here is that his 
hegemony over these city-states was lost, at least to some degree. This is confirmed 
by another text which states that "Enmetena ruler of Lagash and Lugalkiginedudu, 
ruler of Uruk, established brotherhood" (RH 31). "Brotherhood" here implies 
peaceful relations, but more specifically, independent equal kings called themselves 
"brothers". Whereas his uncle Eanatum had "defeated Uruk" (PI 41-2) and 
established hegemony over the city, Uruk is now regarded as a fully independent 
equal of Lagash, whose obligations oflabor and tribute were "restored". This may 
hint at the initial military victory by Uruk which laid the foundation for the rise of 
that city to predominance under subsequent rulers (see pp. 63-6). Thus, under 
Enmetena, the hegemony of Lagash which had been established by Eanatum was 
beginning to be undermined. 

En-entarzi {c. 2367-2350} 

Unfortunately we know almost nothing of the military history of I ,Ig.l~h during 
the next forty years {c. 2385-2343}2H The vaguc inllll,lllum v, hl~.  POll1t to the 
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It-creasing military might of Lagash. There is a brief account that during the reign 
,f En-entarzi {c. 2373-2360} 600 Elamites raided the land of Lagash, but they 
\lTC intercepted and captured by local troops. 

Luenna, the sanga [temple administrator], fought with 600 Elamites who were 
carrying offbooty from Lagash to Elam. He defeated the Elamites and [took] 
560 Elamites [prisoner] .... They are in Eninmar. He [Luenna] recovered five 
vessels of pure silver, twenty [...] five royal garments, and fifteen hides. 
(KS 331) 

';lIch raids and counter-raids were probably not uncommon in Early Dynastic 
Slllner, but records of such events have rarely survived. The fact that this raid was 
It',dt with by the local commander probably points to a military system in Lagash 
h,1l was still relatively strong. On the other hand, the £1Ct that the raid occurred at 
II, and that there is no record of a retaliatory attack by Lagash against Elam, 
'1l1bably points to the declining prestige and overall military strength of Lagash 
hiring these decades. 

Uru'inimgina (Urukagina) {c. 2343-2335}29 

I hc growing weakness of Lagash is emphasized by the fact that its last king of this
 
1"'1 iod, Uru'inimgina, was a usurper: "Ningirsu ... granted the kingship ofLagash
 
" Uru'inimgina, selecting him from among the myriad people; [Uru'inimgina]
 
I placed the customs of former times" (PI 71); this implies that there was a period
 
" social anarchy at the time (PI 74-5). The disorders and weakness of Lagash
 
nneased the threat of outside intervention, causing Uru'inimgina to "[re]build
 
hc' wall of[the city of] Girsu" (PI 70). But this was a case of too little too late. The
 
,',Ir names30 on several tablets mention sieges of Lagash by "the leader of Uruk"
 
Il the fourth {2340} and sixth years {2338} ofUru'inimgina (RH 34), for a new
 
I,'at warlord had arisen who in one terrible day would erase the century-and-a

Il.Ilf of domination of Lagash over Umma. 

The Second and Third Dynasties ofUruk {2410-2316} 

I he power vacuum created by the declining military strength of Lagash in the 
twcllty-fourth century was filled by Uruk, ruled by the epic hero Gilgamesh three 
hllndred years earlier. Lugalkiginedudu (Lugalkinishedudu) {c. 2410-2390} seems 
1<1 havc initiated the revival of fortunes for Uruk by becoming king of both Uruk 
Illd nearby Ur. It is not clear ifhe took Ur by force, but the impression from the 
II ,t points to some type of diplomatic union of the states (PI 101-3): "[The god] 
\11, king of all lands, and [goddess] Inana, queen of [the temple] Eana, Lugalk

1'.'1l1edudu. king of Kish - when Inana combined lordship with kingship for 
I lIg,dkigiJ1l'dudu, he l'xcrcised lordship in Uruk and kingship in Ur" (PI 102). In 
tins Ll"1 h" .dso (1.11111s till' lIlk' "king of Kish", which the kings of Lagash had 
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ceased using. If not pure hyperbole, this probably implies some type of hegemony 
in Sumer for Uruk. 

We have no military records for the next two kings of Uruk, Lugalkisalsi 
{c. 2390-2375} (PI 103-4) and Urzage {c. 2375-2360} (PI 104). However, they 
retained the dual monarchy of Uruk and Ur (PI 103), and Urzage, at least, con
tinued his claim to be "king of Kish" (PI 104), pointing to ongoing predominance 
of Uruk during the early twenty-fourth century. The fourth king of Uruk, 
Enshakushana {c. 2360-2340} (PI 104-6) spread Uruk hegemony into northern 
Sumer with a campaign against Kish and Anshak. 

For [the god] Enlil, [divine] king of aU lands, Enshakushana, lord of Sumer 
and king of the nation [of the Sumerians] - when the gods commanded him, 
he sacked Kish and captured Enbi'ishtar, king of Kish. [He defeated] the lea
der of Akshak and the leader of Kish, having sacked their cities [...] [He] 
dedicated the statues [of the gods of Akshak and Kish], their precious 
metals and lapis lazuli, their timber and treasure to [the godl Enlil at Nippur. 
(PI 105) 

According to this inscription, Enshakushana conquered Kish and Akshak (near 
Baghdad) in northern Sumer; his offerings at the temple of Nippur implied some 
type of alliance or suzerainty over that city as well. Taken as a whole, control of 
Ur, UTuk, Nippur, Kish, and Akshak gave Enshakushana power over western, 
central and northern Sumer. This left only Lagash in the south-east stiU outside of 
the domination of Uruk. Lagash became the target of the last and greatest of the 
warlords ofUruk, Lugalzagesi. 

Lugalzagesi (Lugalzaggissi) {234Q-2316}31 

Lugalzagesi was the son of king U'u ofUmma, and great-grandson of II, who had 
usurped the throne from Urluma after his disastrous defeat at the battle of the 
Ugiga-field (see p. 62). Before becoming king ofUmma, Lugalzagesi had been an 
important priest of Nisaba, patron goddess of Umma (PI 94). His relationship to 
the city of Uruk is somewhat mysterious; he claims he was "brought up by Nin
girim the mistress of Uruk" (PI 94), perhaps implying an intimate relationship 
with the city from his youth. It is probable that he became king ofUruk through 
marriage or some type of peaceful acquisition, rather than by war (RH 34). In his 
major royal inscription he lists "king of Uruk" (PI 94) as his first title, and he is 
called king ofUruk, not Umma, in the Sumerian King-list (KS 330). This would 
imply that the sieges by the "king ofUruk" against Lagash and Girsu mentioned in 
several year names were undertaken by Lugalzagesi himself, and are the same 
events as the sieges described in the Uru'inimgina inscription. By combining the 
city-state ofUr with the kingdom ofUruk, which had conquered most ofSumer 
under the previous kings, Lugalzagesi was master of all SUlller t'XCt'pt the old dual 
city-state of Lagash-Girsu, to which he turned his attentlOI1 
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The initial attacks by Lugalzagesi against Lagash were unsuccessful. A frag
1I1c:ntary inscription describes these initial campaigns. "He [Lugalzagesi] besieged 
(:irsu [the second major city of the kingdom of Lagash]. Uru'inimgina battled him 
",d [drove him 0fI] at [Girsu's] wall. [...] He [Lugalzagesil returned to his city 
IUrnma], but came a second time [to attack Girsul" (PI 78). The year names also 
111cntion at least three failed sieges against Lagash by the "king of Uruk", pre
llinably Lugalzagesi (RH 34). 

Although the details are not known, around 2335 Lugalzagesi inflicted a 
I r L1shing defeat against Lagash, in which he sacked and destroyed the city. We have 
I poetic lament by a priest of Lagash who witnessed the final destruction of 
III~  city. 

[Lugalzagesi] the leader ofUmma set fire to the Ekibira [temple]. He set fire 
to the Antasura [temple] and bundled off its precious metals and lapis-lazuli. 
He plundered the palace of Tirash, he plundered the Abzubanda [temple], he 
plundered the chapels of [the gods] Enlil and Utu. He plundered the Ahush 
[temple] and carried offits precious metals and lapis-lazuli. (PI 78-9) 

i"hc account goes on in this vein, describing the desecration and plundering of 
II10ther dozen shrines. The priest-scribe making this account was in a sense 

, I c:ating a judicial record of the crimes and sacrilege of Lugalzagesi, and ends his 
Ireount with a prayer and curse: 

The leader ofUmma [Lugalzagesi], having sacked Lagash, has committed a sin 
against Ningirsu. The hand which he [Lugalzagesi] has raised against him 
[Ningirsu] will be cut offilt is not [because of] a sin ofUru'inimgina, king of 
Girsu [that Lagash was sacked]! May Nisaba, the god of Lugalzagesi, ruler of 
Umma, make him [Lugalzagesi] bear the sin [for plundering the temples of 
the gods]! [PI 79] 

I r I a sense this bitter prayer was answered, for Lugalzagesi would eventually himself 
he defeated and overthrown by Sargon of Akkad; if the scribe who wrote this 
,urse lived to see that day he undoubtedly rejoiced and praised his gods. 

But the day of retribution was not to come for another twenty years, which 
were filled with triumph upon triumph for Lugalzagesi. Using the plunder and 
,I.'VCS from the sack of Lagash, Lugalzagesi was able to muster an even stronger 
,II Illy for a series of campaigns over the next two decades. If he was not already 
~Ing  of Uruk in 2335, he became such within the next few years and seems to 
It,lYe moved his capital there, using "king of Uruk" as his principle title. 

I laving thus conquered the last independent city-state of Sumer, Lugalzagesi 
,I.linlcd the title of high king ofKish. 

When Ithe high godl Enlil, Idivinel king of all the lands, gave to Lugalzagesi 
tht' kinh""hip "fthe I1dtion lofSulllcri, IEnlill directcd all the eyes [of the other 
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rulers of the] land [of Sumer] toward him [Lugalzagesi, in obedience], put all 
the lands at his feet [in submission], from east to west made them subject to 
him. (PI 94) 

Here we see that, in typical Sumerian fashion, it is the gods who decided to grant 
Lugalzagesi supreme kingship in Sumer. Later in the inscription Lugalzagesi lists 
the Sumerian cities that "rejoice" under his kingship. It presumably lists his con
quests or vassal states, and includes Uruk, Ur, Larsa, Umma, Zabala, Kidingir, and 
Nippur (PI 94). Lagash and Girsu, though conquered by Lugalzagesi, are notably 
absent from the list - perhaps there was little rejoicing in those devastated cities. 

With Sumer fully secure, Lugalzagesi turned his attention to the Semitic
speaking lands to the north, campaigning along both the Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers: 

Then, from the Lower Sea [persian Gulf], along the Tigris and Euphrates to 
the Upper [Mediterranean] Sea, he [the god Enlil] put their routes in good 
order for [Lugalzagesi's armies to march, and for communication and trade]. 
From east to west Enlil permitted him no rival; under him the lands rested 
contentedly, the people made merry, and the suzerains of [the various vassal 
city-states of] Sumer, and the rulers of other lands [along the Tigris and 
Euphrates] conceded sovereignty to him [Lugalzagesi] at Uruk. (PI 94) 

Some scholars doubt the historicity of Lugalzagesi's conquests outside ofSumer, 
attributing the inscription to royal hyperbole. It is true that there is little con
firming evidence for his conquests, although the city of Mari was sacked twice 
during this period, which could be attributed to campaigns by Lugalzagesi and 
later by Sargon (CAH 112:331). On the other hand, there is nothing inherently 
improbable about Lugalzagesi being able to campaign up the Tigris and Euphrates. 
After all, Sargon and his successors would do the same a few decades later. Meso
potamian armies of this time had the capacity to campaign over distances ofseveral 
hundred miles. The lack of confirming evidence is probably due to the fact that 
Lugalzagesi was overthrown by Sargon shortly after his Tigris and Euphrates 
campaigns, leaving him no time to consolidate these fresh conquests. In a sense 
Lugalzagesi's campaigns of the unification of Sumer paved the way for the rise of 
Sargon. By undermining the independent military strength of each individual 
Sumerian city-state, Lugalzagesi made it possible for Sargon to take all ofSumer by 
one great military victory - the defeat ofLugalzagesi himself, as will be chronicled 
in the next chapter. 

The sickle-sword32 

Yadin, followed by many subsequent scholars, believed that the so called "sickle
sword" originated in Mesopotamia in the twenty-fourth n'llllll y. I 'l'l' several 
phases of development of this weapon, with the c1assll' Sid II -5\'01.1 nIH~II'Ill~  only 
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III the Middle Bronze Age. The earliest evidence we have of a possible sickle
.word-style weapon comes from Early Dynastic Mesopotamia {290G-2300} (MW 
I: 143). An Early Dynastic fragment of sculpture from Telloh shows a man with a 
'Ickle-like weapon on his shoulder (AM §44a; AW 1:136; see Figure 2a). This 
weapon was also known in Early Dynastic Syria, where a cylinder seal depicts a 
111.111 slaying a lion and a bull with a javelin wielded overhand in his right hand and 
I sickle-shaped weapon in his left hand (PI §78). There are two questions about 
Ihese weapons: are they made from copper/bronze or wood? Do they have a 
( liLting edge or were they used as clubs? There is insufficient evidence give us a 
l'rtain answer. As discussed below, I suspect that these Early Dynastic weapons 

"'present fighting clubs, essentially the same as the similar weapons found in Egypt 
W 1:158-9, 166-7; see p. 426). 
The next example of a possible Early Dynastic sickle-sword comes from the 

IIllOUS "Stele of Vultures" of king Eanatum of Lagash {c. 2440 (see Figure 1)} .33 
I il're, however, the ambiguities are only increased. King Eanatum is shown in two 
IdTerent scenes holding the same curved sickle-like object. In the top scene the 
Ipper portion of the object is missing, while in the bottom scene the upper por
Ion is partially defaced. The main oddity of this weapon is that it is clearly shown 
Is being composed of (at least) three separate parallel pieces. A first glance this 
l.lture might seem to be ribbing on the metal, as is found in some depictions of 
I.lggers. But the object seems to be bound together in at least two places with thin 
llpes. Since copper/bronze objects were invariably cast as a single piece, it seems 
IIdikely that the artist was trying to depict a metal sickle-sword, or at least not of 
hl' classical type found in the Middle Bronze period. None of the other soldiers in 
IllS scene are carrying this type of object. While it is possible that this object was a 
Il kle-sword, there is clearly ambiguity here. It may, in fact, be a scepter rather 
11.\11 a weapon; an image of an enthroned deity from the Early Dynastic period 
hows the god holding both a mace and a curved club-like object in his left hand, 
\hich broadly resemble the proposed early sickle swords (AM §65; cf PI 821). 
'\lIother possibility is that Eanatum's weapon is actually a whip used to goad the 
'1l1ids in the chariot, such as is clearly depicted in several chariot scenes;34 the 
llCJst clear comparison is to an Old Babylonian scene (WV §31). 

The case against Eanatum's weapon being a sickle-sword is bolstered by the fact 
h.IL the type of object held by Eanatum disappears during the subsequent Akkadian 
IIld Ur III periods {230G-2000}. If this object is the ancestor of the classic Middle 
1II\1l1Ze sickle-sword, why does it disappear during the Akkadian period? Instead, 
11\' Akkadian sickle-sword-like weapon is clearly a type of axe. The haft and the 

hl.lde of the Akkadian weapon would be about 60-75 cm long, judging by its 
lillportion to the body - when the tip is resting on the ground the edge of the 

Ii IlIdlc reaches to about the lower hip (PI §540, §781; see Figure 2c-e). The haft is 
llinpletely straight until the last foot or so, which has a slight curve to it. A broad 
I t,'l1gular axe blade is fastened to the upper curved part of the haft; the wooden 

Ilifi sometimes extends beyond the upper edge of the axe blade (PI §567, §781). 
Illl' n·ll.IJ1~ul.lr  ,I~e  blatk' Wt'IllS to be epsilon shaped (FI §781; see Figure 2b-c). 



(a)	 (b) (c) 

(d)	 (e) (0 

Figure 2 Early and Middle Bronze Age weapons (drawings by Michael Lyon) 

(a)	 Warrior with throwing or fighting stick, similar in form to later "sickle 
swords" {c. 3000} (Relief from Telloh; Louvre AO 2350); see AM §44a. 

(b)	 Akkadian stele of warrior carrying a sheathed dagger on a belt in his right 
hand; an Akkadian war-axe showing the shape of the head and rivets is 
sheathed in his belt, partially obscured by a sash {23C}; (Iraq Museum 59205) 
see AM §119. 

(c)	 Uruk: Neo-Sumerian god with war-axe in age of Shulgi {21C} (British 
Museum, 116719); see FI §781. 

(d)	 Mari: The goddess Ishtar holding a curved axe in her left hand; colored mural 
from the Palace ofZimri-Lim, "The Investiture of the king by Ishtar" {18C} 
(Louvre); see SDA §346. 

(e)	 Cylinder seal from Mari showing a god carrying a classic "sickle-sword" 
standing on a prostrate enemy {18C} (Louvre AO 219RR); sec FI §191. 

(0	 Classic "sickle-sword" from Abydos, Egypt {19C} (MUll'UI11 of the Orielllal 
Institute, Chicago); sec AW l:l72b. 

(g)	 (h) (i) 
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U)	 (k) (I) 

(g)	 Narrow-bladed "chisel" axe frol11 Ras Shamra, Syria (Louvre); see MW 
2:276, §418. 

(h)	 Middle Kingdom Egyptian semi-circular axe; see EWW §23c. 
(i)	 Middle Kingdom Egyptian broad-bladed axe (British Musuem); see AW 

1:154. 
U)	 Middle Bronze Age broad-bladed dagger from Tel Rehov, Israel; see MW 

2:434, §628. 
(k)	 Broad spearhead from Serrin, Syria (Oxford, Ashmolean Museum); see MW 

2:315, §47. 
(I)	 Spiked javelin head from Khirbet el-Krimil, Israel Oerusalem, Hebrew Union 

College); see MW 2:336, §156. 
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In a badly damaged relief of Sargon in a victory procession, he is followed by 
several attendants carrying what seem to be this type of "sickle-axe".35 The clearest 
example of this weapon comes from a fragment of an Akkadian relieffrom N asriyeh 
showing courtiers bringing tribute. In the upper-right-hand portion of this relief a 
soldier escorting prisoners is carrying a clearly depicted version of this axe (ME 108). 
In the lower-left section another man holds a sheathed bronze dagger in one hand, 
and a vase in the other. Inside his belt is a rectangular sickle-axe, about 75 cm long 
in proportion to his body (AAM 137; see Figure 2b). The sickle-axe is partially 
obscured by a sash, but enough of the top remains to show that the upper portion 
of the haft is partially curved and the haft extends beyond the top of the blade, just 
as in the other examples. Another clear example can be found in the twentieth
century relief of Anubanini in Iran (ME 20; PAE 319). The axehead is riveted to 
the metal bands which encircle the haft. I will call this weapon the "rectangular 
sickle-axe". I believe what occurred is that during the Akkadian period a rectan
gular axe blade was bolted to the curved scepter-club of the Early Dynastic period, 
representing the first step in the evolution towards the classic sickle-sword. 

At around 2000 the form of the Akkadian-style rectangular sickle-axe splits into 
two different forms of the weapon: the Babylonian curved sickle-axe, and the 
classic sickle-sword. The Babylonian version probably originated as a shift in the 
form ofthe axe blade from the original Akkadian rectangular blade to a semi-circular 
curved version of the sickle-axe found on Neo-Sumerian and early Old Babylo
nian cylinder seals (AW 1:150; AAM §138; FI §167, §772). The difference is 
subtle, but noticeable, and is transitional to the Babylonian curved sickle-axe. The 
Babylonian-style "curved sickle-axe" is held in precisely the same way in precisely 
the same ritual contexts as the Akkadian "rectangular sickle-axe". In some of the 
depictions it is possible to see that the blade of the curved sickle-axe is quite clearly 
a separate object from the wooden haft - they are not a single piece of cast bronze 
(SDA §383, 384; FI §538). The best examples of this come from the remarkable 
murals at the palace of Zimri-Lim in Mari {c. 1765 (Figure 2d)}. Here the war
goddess Ishtar holds a sickle-axe in her hand; the painting shows the curved 
wooden haft in one color, to which is attached a different colored crescent-shaped 
axe blade, on the top of the haft (SDA 279; AW 1:172). Overall the weapon has 
the distinctive curve of the Old Babylonian sickle-axe. Another mural from the 
palace shows the war-goddess with three hafted weapons in a quiver on her back 
a mace, an axe, and a curved sickle-axe, again with distinctive colors for the haft 
and blade (SDA 282-3).36 

The other line of development from the Akkadian rectangular sickle-axe leads 
to the classic Middle Bronze sickle-sword, found in both art and archaeology.37 A 
very clear cylinder seal from Mari {1765} shows the new-style sickle-sword with 
precisely the features of the surviving archaeological examples of the classic sickle 
sword, but depicted in the same ritual context of the earlier Akkadian sickle-axe 
(FI §191; Figure 2e). Ritually speaking, in depictions of royal and divine icono
graphy, the weapon was the same, even though thc aClll,11 forn1 of lhl' weapon had 
gone through several transformations. In thl' rl.mll 'I( klt'··w;nnl t hl' hl,ltk i, 
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wally rectangular (like the Akkadian sickle-axe). Essentially someone seems to 
I\C taken the Akkadian rectangular sickle-axe, and cast the entire thing in bronze, 

II til and blade, while retaining the original axe-like form. As with the Akkadian 
, langular sickle-axe and the Babylonian curved sickle-axe, the sharp blade of the 
'''lpon occupies only the upper third, betraying its origin from the axehead. 

From surviving archaeological examples we can see that the classic sickle-sword 
'pl the distinctive quasi-rectangular form of the blade which was modeled after the 

\kkadian rectangular sickle-axe. Thus the Akkadian sickle-axe diverged into two 
ttlll:rent forms in the Middle Bronze Age: the curved sickle-axe, and the classic 
I' klc-sword. The curved sickle-axe continued the original curvature of the haft, 
1111 kept the wooden haft and metal blade of the original. It seems likely that the 
I, klc-"sword" is actually a version ofthe axe, where the original wooden haft and metal 
,l.ldc are combined together and cast in a single piece. This would have served to 
h-crcase breakage both of the haft and of the joint between haft and blade. The 
""lpon also invariably appears only in royal and ritual contexts in both artistic and 
II' haeological evidence. It is quite probably an elite or royal weapon (MW 1:170-1). 

During the Middle Bronze Age the new sickle-sword spread rapidly through
\llil the Near East, appearing in Elam, Syria, Canaan, and eventually Egypt.38 

I l-{ypt seems to have been the last region to acquire the weapon. It doesn't appear 
III Middle Kingdom Egyptian art, making it likely that the weapon was initially 
IllJuired by Egyptians through trade or plunder from Canaan. There is mention of 
till rty-three "scimitars" - literally "reaping implements" (ECI 79 n49) - taken as 
plunder in Syria during the reign of Amenemhet II {l929-1895}. Presumably 
lhcse are versions of the sickle-swords found in the royal tombs ofBybios in Syria 
IIId Shechem in Canaan during this period. The weapon does not seem to have 
h,'cn manufactured in Egypt until the New Kingdom, when it frequently appears 
III :1 modified form as the Egypt khopesh (bps), or scimitar, where the haft of the 
\\ capon is reduced to about one third and the blade extended to two thirds (AW 
1'206-7; FP 51). 

Warfare in Early Dynastic Elam {2900-2334}39 

"It hough ethnically distinct and speaking their own language, the Elamites had in 
111.1ny ways been integrated economically and culturally with Sumer during the 
LJruk expansion of the late fourth millennium. These bonds remained strong 
lIi roughout the Early Dynastic period, during which we also have our first records 
of warfare between Elam and Sumer. In the Susa III phase of Elamite history 
1) I00-2700}, the early cultural predominance of Uruk expansion-style material 
, ulture is replaced by pottery and art styles derived from the eastern higWands of 
I ,Irs and Luristan. Some speculate that this might be associated with the movement 
,If nomadic highlanders into E1al11, perhaps associated with "Awan", a name in 
'nll1H.:rian records for northern Elal11 (PAE 88-9, 97-8). 

An Ebl11Jll' kingdom, with its capital at Susa and encompassing south-western 
11,111, (1t)lIll,hl'tI till I il1g the Early Dyn'lSlir or Proto-Elamite period (PAE 71-84; 
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EA 5:106-10). The precise boundaries and nature of this state are uncertain. 
Cultural influence from Elam, including pottery styles and proto-Elamite tablets, 
are found throughout much of south-western and central Iran, indicating wide
spread cultural influence and merchant activity. In some ways, the Elamites 
became the suppliers for overland trade to Sumer for lapis lazuli, tin, and other 
Iranian products. How much political or military influence Elam might have 

exerted in other parts of Iran is unknown. 
Militarily, all we know of Elam during the Early Dynastic period derives from 

incidental references in Sumerian texts. The Sumerian King-list states that "Ur 
was defeated in battle and its kingship carried off to Awan" (KS 329) - either a 
city-state in Elam or an alternate Sumerian name for the region as a whole. Its 
location in the King-list would place the event in late Early Dynastic II, perhaps 
around 2550. Assurrting there is some historicity to this claim, it would imply a 
major Elamite invasion of Sumer - perhaps Awan highlanders - which may have 
resulted in the vassalage of one or more Sumerian city-states to the Elamites (PAE 
88). Shortly thereafter, perhaps 2525, Enna'il, King of Kish, claims to have "van
quished Elam", probably ending this vassalage (PI 21). 

The major recorded wars of earliest Elamite history are with Eanatum of 
Lagash, who mentions campaigns in Elam a number of times in his inscriptions (PI 
37, 41-44; PAE 89). Lagash, on the south-east edge of the Mesopotamian flood
plain, was the closest Sumerian city-state to Elam, and had the most frequent 
economic relations with it (PAE 91). Eanatum claims to have defeated Elam, "the 
mountainous land of timber and treasure" (PI 37), and "made burial mounds" in it 
(PI 41). The details are elusive, but economic texts from Lagash in subsequent 
decades show extensive trade in grain, spices, wood, and silver (PAE 91). It is 
possible that Lagash exercised some type of suzerainty over Elam during the late 
twenty-fifth century. Arrowheads, daggers, and a four-wheeled chariot were dis
covered in excavations at Susa dating to roughly this time (PAE 95), indicating the 
movement of Sumerian war-cart technology into the region by the twenty-fifth 
century. With the decline of Lagash military power beginning around 2400, the 
Elamites became independent again, and took to raiding their former suzerains. A 
text from about 2360 describes a raid by 600 Elamites into Lagash (KS 331). It was 
undoubtedly only one of many. Thereafter we have no military information on 
Elam until the invasion of Sargon of Akkad and his successors in the late twenty

fourth century. 

CHAPTER THREE 

The Akkadian empire {2334-2190} 

\ II h the rise of the Akkadian empire we see a number of new characteristics 
'I'L'aring in Mesopotamian military history.l First, there is a fundamental shift in 
Iilitary power away from the ethnic Sumerians to Semitic-speaking peoples of 
Illral and northern Mesopotamia. Second, although a few kings of the Early 

'ynastic period campaigned outside of the confines of Sumer itself, for the most 
II I the military history ofthe Early Dynastic period focused on struggles among rival 
Illlerian city-states. With the rise of Akkad, Mesopotamia, Syria, and Elam are 
IllItegrated into one diplomatic and political system. Third, the Akkadian warlords 
I I oduced new policies of destroying the walls of conquered cities to eliminate 

1<"11' capacity to rebel, and of installing Akkadian governors in conquered cities 
Illcr than keeping the indigenous kings as vassals (R2: 11-12), who presumably were 
pported by Akkadian garrisons. Thus, rather than trying to establish himself as 
LiCIT10n over rival vassal kings who had been defeated, Sargon deposed those 
Ilh'S and took direct rule over an empire administered by appointed governors. 

I'he origins of the Akkadian empire are obscured by lack of sources, and by 
IllY late legendary accounts. The site of Sargon's capital at Akkad is unknown, 

Ihough there is a general consensus that it was probably located in the region of 
Illtlt:rn Baghdad at the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates (EA 1:41-4). The 
"!ltual discovery of this site may produce additional information about the 

~.  Kcldian Empire from tablets and monuments. Before the rise of Sargon, Akkad 
III Ilever played an important political or military role in Mesopotamia. 

Sargon (Sharrukin) {2334-2279}2 

11l1l'fpreting the military career of Sargon is complicated both because most of his 
l~l I iptions lack chronological data, and because of the large number of legends 
hi, h grew up about him, making it sometimes difficult to distinguish between 
Illl Yand legend. In this section I will mainly use contemporary sources written 

II Il1g the lifetime of Sargon or his immediate successors. 
I(I he later legends are to be believed, Sargon was a usurper of the throne. He 
'Ill his career as the dependent ruler of Akkad under the hegemony of his 
II,,) d Ur- Zababa, king of Kish, whom legend claims he served as cup-bearer 
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(KS 330). He may have been installed as governor of Akkad by Ur-Zababa. In his 
early reign3 he rebelled against Ur-Zababa, perhaps after the latter had been wea
kened and his authority undermined in wars with Lugalzagesi of Uruk. Sargon 
successfully secured his independence, defeating several subsequent rulers of Kish 
during his early reign, and finally conquering the city ofKish itself. This early phase 
of his career, centering on the struggle with Kish for independence and pre
dominance in central Mesopotamia, apparently lasted from 2334 to around 2320. 

With his position in Akkad and central Mesopotamia finally secure, Sargon 
faced an even greater challenge. While Sargon was struggling with Kish, Lugalza
gesi of Uruk had risen to prominence in Sumer and even campaigned up the 
Euphrates and Tigris (see pp. 64-6). It seems likely that, during some part of 
Sargon's early reign, he was in some sense a vassal ofLugalzagesi - though the royal 
inscriptions ofSargon would of course never admit such a thing. Sargon's conquest 
of Kish was probably viewed by Lugalzagesi as an upstart vassal taking too much 
power. War broke out (R2:9-22, 31), and at the battle ofUruk {c. 2316}, Sargon 
defeated the army of Uruk, including "fifty governors" or vassal rulers of Lugal
zagesi; one suspects that some of Lugalzagesi's vassals may have deserted him at a 
key moment in the battle, hoping his defeat would allow them independence, not 
realizing, of course, that Sargon was ultimately a greater threat to their indepen
dence than Lugalzagesi. Sargon claims to have personally captured the aging king 
Lugalzagesi (R2:16, 21), and to have led him captive in triumph to the Gate of 
Enlil at Akkad. 

Sargon, king of Akkad, steward of the goddess Ishtar, king of the world, 
anointed priest of the god Anum, lord of the land, governor [on earth] for the 
god Enlil, was victorious over Uruk in battle, conquered fifty governors [of 
Lugalzagesi] with the [divine] mace of the god Ilaba, as well as the city of 
Uruk, and destroyed [Uruk's] walls. Further, he captured Lugalzagesi, king of 
Uruk, in battle [and] led him off to the gate of the god Enlil in a neck stock. 
(R2:13)4 

Sargon forced his royal captive to watch the erection of a victory stele (R2:15); 
Lugalzagesi's ultimate fate is uncertain, but presumably he was executed, as was the 
Akkadian custom with captured kings: Naram-Sin "captured three kings and 
brought [them] before the god Enlil", after which they were apparently executed. 
Other captured kings were marched through cities in triumph, after which they 
were executed "before the gods" in their temples (R2:112, 138,222). 

Following his victory over Uruk, Sargon faced a new challenge. The Sumerian 
vassal rulers had asserted their independence after the fall of their overlord Lugal
zagesi to Sargon, requiring him to undertake at least four additional campaigns in 
Sumer to secure Lugalzagesi's entire former domain (R2:10-15). 

Sargon, king of Akkad, was victorious over Ur in b.mk', (ollqm'!cd lhe city 
and destroyed its walls. He conquered Enilllll.1I til' ,11":1"11 H wall\, and 

THE AKKADIAN EMPIRE 

conquered its districts and Lagash as far as the sea [Persian Gulf]. He washed 
his weapons in the sea. He was victorious over Umma in battle, conquered 
the city, and destroyed its walls. (R2: 14) 

I'he important after-battle ritual washing ofweapons was designed to cleanse them 
llf blood and purify them (HTO 243). When inscriptions describe Sargon's 
wcapons being washed "in the Upper and Lower Seas" (the Mediterranean and 
I'nsian Gulf) (R2: 11, 32, 97), it was meant to indicate that Sargon had reached the 
l'lId of the world, and could therefore ritually cleanse his weapons, since there was 
lIothing left to conquer (R2:11, 14, 17). 

The destruction of the walls of conquered cities, while not unknown before, 
Ill'came a standard policy under Sargon. Presumably the city walls were not 

Iltirely destroyed, but were left with major breaches or without gates, rendering 
Ihem indefensible and thereby making rebellion a very dubious proposition. The 
I.lct that so many cities in the Akkadian empire repeatedly rebelled despite their 
III ined city walls is an indicator of the great hatred the conquered people had for 
lheir Akkadian overlords. A related policy undertaken by Sargon was to install loyal 
'\kkadians as governors of conquered cities rather than allowing conquered kings 
In remain as vassal rulers: "from the Lower Sea to the Upper Sea citizens of Akkad 
Iil'ld the governorship [of conquered cities]" (R2:14). Sargon is also sometime 
Iedited with creating the world's first standing army, based on one of his inscrip

tions where he claims "5400 men daily eat in the presence of Sargon" (R2:29). 
I his passage probably has reference to Sargon's palace establishment rather than an 
lllual standing army, and references to ration distribution to ministers, scribes, 

1" iests, courtiers, and perhaps even servants at the palace of Akkad. It is quite 
likely that a portion of those 5400 men were in fact the Royal Bodyguard who 
llrl11ed a permanent standing army. 

The exact chronological order of his subsequent conquests is uncertain, though 
\l' can identify four regions where Sargon campaigned: Elam, Subartu (northern 
I Igris), Syria, and perhaps south-central Anatolia. With Sumer secure, Sargon 
llil ned towards a traditional enemy of Mesopotamia, Elam, in south-western Iran. 5 

IllS inscriptions describe thirteen cities or regions which he defeated and plun
korcd, along with capturing a number of governors and generals, including both 
Khishibrasini, king of Elam" and his son Lukh'ish'an. A victory stele erected at 

''\lIsa shows Sargon, with thick beard and long hair tied in a braided bun at his 
!ll'ck, leading prisoners and booty in triumph after his capture of the city.6 Elam 
\.IS apparently not permanently subdued, however, for Sargon's son Rimish was 

'lllllpclled to campaign there again (see pp. 78-80). 
Sargon also campaigned into northern Mesopotamia (C1/2:430-2). A vague 

1l,Idition records his victories in Subartu (northern Tigris), where he "defeated 
lill'lll, cast [their dead boclies] in heaps [of burial mounds], and overthrew their 
\ ItI<.:spread host" (C112:430). Nineveh and Ashur, the homeland of the Assyrians, 
""I: clearly flIlcd by Sargon's successors, and presumably were conquered at this 

Illlll' Thl' pl<Klicc ofpilillg lhe corpses of dead enemies and burying them on the 
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battlefield is noted in the inscriptions, which seems to have served both as a reli
gious ritual, and as a victory monument reminding would-be rebels of the price of 
defeat (R2:53, 56, 129, 144). For example, "when [Shulgi] destroyed the land of 
Kimash and Hurtul11, he dug a ditch and heaped up a pile of corpses" (R312:141; 
£4:387). 

Sargon's campaigns up the Euphrates are more clearly documented in his own 
inscriptions (R2:12, 15, 28-31). Sargon began his campaign by seeking author
ization from the gods for his proposed conquest of Syria. At the city of Tuttul in 
the middle Euphrates ... 

Sargon, the king, bowed down to the god Dagan in [his temple in the city ofj 
Tuttul [seeking oracular confirmation for his plan to conquer Syria]. He lthe 
god Dagan, through an oracular pronouncement] gave to him [Sargon] the 
Upper Land [Syria], [including the cities ofj Mari, Yarmuti, and Elba as far as 
the Cedar Forest [of Lebanon] and the Silver [Taurus] Mountains. (R2:28-9) 

Archaeological evidence shows destructions of Mari and Ebla at this period, 
probably by the invasion of either Sargon or his grandson Naram-Sin (AS 277-9). 

There are also later legendary sources which claim that Sargon invaded south
central Anatolia and attacked Purushkhanda, in defense of Mesopotamian mer
chants who were being abused by local rulers. There is no confirmation of this 
campaign in contemporary Akkadian sources, but it is not inherently implausible, 
since Anatolia was an important source of silver for Mesopotamia, and would 
therefore have been an attractive source of plunder for Sargon (Cll2:426-9). 

Overall, Sargon was clearly the greatest Mesopotamian conqueror before the 
Assyrian period some 1500 years later. In military terms his achievements arc 
remarkable: 

Sargon, king of the world, was victorious in thirty-four battles. He destroyed 
the [city] walls [of his enemies] as far as the shore of [both] the seas. He 
moored the ships of Meluhha [Indus Valley], Magan [Oman], and Dilmull 
[Bahrain] at the quay of Akkad.... 5,400 men daily eat in the presence of 
Sargon. (R2:28-29) ... He [the god Enlil] gave to Sargon [all the land froml 
the Upper Sea [to] the Lower [Sea]. Sargon [became] king of the [entire I 
world. (R2:32) 

He created the largest empire the world had yet known, stretching from the 
Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean, and encompassing most of modern Iraq and 
Syria, and over twice the size in population and land of contemporary Egypt7 

From another perspective, however, Sargon's empire was what we would call 
today a humanitarian disaster, for "the god Enlil instructed rSargon to conquer tht, 
world] and he showed mercy to no one" (R2:32). This nH.,rtdt'" il'.lture of Sar 
gon's conquests, imitated by all his successors, [Ol11t'Jl(I'<! Will, .plt',ld hatred fOJ 
Akkadian rulers, creating a constantul1derlying Ihll',lt lit I~·hcllioll Wh\,n ch,' W,"ll 

\ II lord finally died, his entire empire rose in revolt, only to be furt:ter suppressed 
mass devastation by his son Rimush (see pp. 78-80). 

Sargon as the ideal warrior-king (LKA 57-139) 

hI' reality of Sargon the Warlord as unifier of Mesopotamia was amplified by 
Ihsequent generations. For later Mesopotamians Sargon served as the exempiar of 
1(' conquering warlord, a mythic role similar to Alexander's or Caesar':; in 
Illnpe - two subsequent kings of Assyria took his name. In the past few decades 
hnlars have been able to reconstruct the legendary account of the life of Sargon. 
It hough the historical value of these texts for understanding Sargon's historic 
Igll is limited - rather like the Alexander Romance in relation to the historic 
k"mder - the legends are useful to illuminate the warrior mentality of the age. 
ItllOugh these literary texts cannot necessarily be viewed as reliable hlstOry, they 
I provide narrative detail of a typical military campaign that is often lacking ir. 
l' terse and propagandistic royal inscriptions. 
'l.lrgon is described as ever eager for war: "Sargon girds his loins with his ter

hk weapons. In the palace, Sargon opens his mouth. Speaking to his warriors he 
,1.1I·es: 'My warriors! With [the land of] Kanish I desire war!'" (LKA 109-11). 
Igo 11 recognizes the logistical and intelligence problems facing his army in 
Illpaigning far from Akkad. When his advisors warn him, "The road, a my 

<lJd, that you wish to travel- it is month-long, it is dangerous" (LKA 111-13), 
II ~on  summons merchants "who spy out the regions" to provide him with 
Il'lligence to properly plan for the march (LKA 115-21). 
()n the eve of battle, Sargon is depicted as giving a speech to his assembled 

III iors, admiring their "courage, strength, vigor [and] heroism" (LKA 63). His 
II I iors are compared to "strong bulls" (LKA 67). His champion responds, 
I tlIl10rrOW, Akkad will commence battle. A festival of warriors will be cele
Ilt'd" (LKA 63). The army is encouraged to act bravely "so the king [Sargon] 

ill proclaim you 'My Warrior' and erect your statue in front of his own statue" 
I I,A 66-7). "My Warrior" may have been a technical term for personal guards. 
I he reference here to making monuments commemorating the bravest warriors 

I t .ll11paign may mean that some soldiers depicted along with the king on 
~  J..,ldian monuments may represent actual individuals. The soldiers are described 
\Vl',lring fine robes adorned with gold (LKA 67-9), perhaps like those depicted 

I IIle Alabaster Victory Stele (AM §119; AFC §131). These may be robes of 
IIlor given as another type of reward for heroic soldiers. 
"o.lcrifices, prayers, and divination preceded and followed battle. 8 Armies are 

!I\'ldcd into center lines and two flanks (LKA 87, 181), and the troops are divided 
III battalions (kim) (LKA 65), armed with "maces and copper battleaxes" (LKA 

I~  ') Sargon naturally fights in the front ranks (HTO 244-5), and is compared to a 
," III battle: "Was it not because of his frightening radiance and his bellowing 
II llLlt no Oil,' dared to approach him? I, Sargon, am your raging lion ... When 

he 1(' " t'OI11b,ll, Illvoke my Ilame!" (LKA 99 1(1). This may be an allusion to 
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shouting the king's name as a battle-cry. On another occasion the men shout 
"Charge, man against man!" (HTO 37) to launch an attack. 

Even after the battle is won, the enemy's capital must be besieged to win the 
fmal victory. Some narrative details of siegecraft are provided: 

Sargon undermined [the walls ofj the city, broadened the Gate of the Princes, 
[he made a breach] two iku [co 120 meters] wide. He cast it down; in the 
highest part of its wall he made a breach; he smote all of his wine-intoxicated 
men. Sargon placed his throne before the gate. Sargon opens his mouth, 
speaking to his warriors. He declares, "Come on! Nur-Daggal [the enemy 
king] ... Let him stir himself1 Let him humble himself! Let me behold [him 

surrender]." (LKA 123-5) 

With his city walls undermined, Nur-Daggal panics and surrenders, negating the 
need for an assault into the breach. In victory the Akkadian army strips the 
countryside of both humans and animals, leaving the conquered city a heap of 
ruins depopulated for miles around (LKA 71-3, 91). 

Rimush {2278-2270}9 

Even during Sargon's lifetime, there were hints of rebellion among the conquered 
peoples of Mesopotamia (R2:30; C112:433). It is clear there was substantial dis
satisfaction with Akkadian rule, and upon Sargon's death most of the empire rose 
in revolt. Sargon's son and successor Rimush probably spent most of his short reign 
trying to keep his empire in one piece. It is difficult to obtain an accurate picture 
of the extent and success of these rebellions, since they are only mentioned in the 
Akkadian annals after they have been suppressed; successful rebellions are never 

discussed. 
Rimush recorded a lengthy inscription in which he details his suppression of 

these rebellions. His inscription, however, is higWy formulaic, repeating over and 
over that a city revolted, Rimush defeated it, killed and captured a certain number 
of men, captured the rebel leaders, and destroyed the walls of the rebellious city. 

Here is an example: 

Rimush, king of the world, was victorious over Adab and Zabala in battle and 
struck down 15,718 men. He took 14,576 captives. Further, he captured 
Meskigala, governor at Adab, and Lugalgalzu, governor of Zabala. He con 
quered their two cities and destroyed the walls of both of them. Further, he 
expelled many men from their two cities and annihilated them. (R2:41) 

After six campaigns, Rimush had apparently suppressed the rebellion, COIl 

cluding that, like his father, he "[was] king of the [entirel world the god EnJjj dill 
indeed grant kingship to him.... He took away lhell lll!lull' [from defeated 
enemies from I as far as the Lower Sea IPersian (;1I1~" (It. 1 I.) 
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rhe inscriptions of Rimush introduce a new element into Akkadian military 
I Inice: mass slaughter, enslavement, and deportation of defeated enemies, and 
1<' total annihilation of their cities (R2:42, 44, 46, 48). The policy was that, if a 
II y rebelled against the king of Akkad, that city should be utterly destroyed as a 

II ning to others contemplating revolt. Rebellion against the king was tanta
It\l1l1t to rebellion against the gods. Table 3.1 summarizes the casualty reports 
IIIll Rimush's inscriptions, emphasizing the widespread human suffering caused 

Akkadian imperialism. 
fhe names of a number of important captured aristocrats are also given, 

It luding Kaku, king ofUr (R2:46-7). Since Ur had been previously captured by 
ligon, this would indicate either that he had left Kaku as vassal prince of Ur, or 
I.lt Kaku restored kingship in Ur as part of the rebellion. Other cities in Sumer 
.. described as being ruled by rebellious "governors" (ensl). To the extent that the 
:u res given by Rimush are not pure fabrications - he repeatedly insists "by the 
lld~  Shamash and Ilaba I swear that [these] are not falsehoods, [but] are indeed 
Ill''', perhaps protesting too much (R2:49, 54, 57-8) - these numbers undoubt
lIy represent casualties among the entire civilian population of the defeated cities, 

II her than just numbers of soldiers. 10 If so, they represent the first evidence for a 
w policy of mass destruction as punishment for rebellion, one which will endure 

II ~everal thousand years in the Near East, bearing terrible fruit under the 
,yrians and Babylonians, and which continues to be practiced by some modern 

Iiddle Eastern tyrants who, like the ancient Akkadians, rule with blood and 
III ror upon the earth. 

I laving solidified his rule, Rimush launched a campaign against Parahshum in 
11111, winning a great victory at the battle of the Middle River {c. 2273}, for 
Ilieh we have a detailed description (PAE 103-6; ME 100-2). 

ftimush, king of the world, was victorious in battle over Abalgamash, king of 
Parahshum. Zahara, Elam, [Gupin, and Meluhha,p 1 had assembled in Para
hshum for battle, but he [Rimush] was victorious [over them] and struck 
down 16,212 men [and] took 4,216 captives. Further, he captured Emahsini, 
king of Elam, and all the [nobles?] of Elam. Further, he captured Sidga'u, 
general ofParahshum, and Sargapi, general ofZahara, in between [the cities ofj 
Awan and Susa, by the "Middle River". Further, he heaped up over them a 

hI(' 3.1 Summary of enemy casualties from Rimush's campaigns 

uy Killed Captured Expelled Source 

d.lb and Zabala 15,718 14,576 R2:41 
111111.1 and KI.AN 8900 3540 3600 R2:43-4 
I .\J1d Lagash 8049 5460 5985 R2:45-6 

1111~e  b,lttiCS in Sumer 11,322 - 14,100 R2:47-8 
lI.dlu 12,052 5862 R2:48,51 

1'II,dd1,hlll11 (El,lI11) 16,212 4216 - R2:52 

7K 7' 
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burial mound in the area of the city. Further, he conquered the cities ofElam, 
destroyed their walls, and tore out the foundations of Parahshum from the 
land of Elam. [Thereby] Rimush, king of the world, ruled Elam. The god 
Enlil showed him [the way to victory] ... When he conquered Elam and 
Parahshum, he took away 30 minas [roughly a pound each] of gold, 3,600 
minas of copper and 300 male and female slaves and dedicated [them] to the 
god Enlil. (R2:52-5) 

An interesting element of this inscription is the reference to troops from 
Meluhha - the Indus Valley civilization - serving in the anti-Akkadian coalition at 
the battle of the Middle River. 12 Rimush saw this victory as definitive for his 
reign, describing himself in later inscriptions as "Rimush, king of the [entire] 
world: the god Enlil gave to him all the land. He holds the Upper Sea and the 
Lower Sea and all the mountain [lands] for the god Enlil" (R2:59). Overall 
Rimush managed to keep much of the Akkadian empire together after significant 
rebellions, and solidified Akkadian power in Elam. 

Manishtusu {2269-2255} 13 

According to later legend, Manishtusu usurped the throne after the murder of his 
brother in a palace coup; certainly Rimush's reign was rather short. As was usual at 
Akkadian succession, his reign began with a general uprising of most conquered 
provinces, which was probably an extension of the revolts against his predecessor 
Rimush: "all the lands ... which my father Sargon left had in enmity revolted 
against me [Manishtusu] and not one stood fast" (Cll2:437-8). There is no 
account of his suppression of this revolt, but he apparently maintained control over 
most of the empire. An inscription from Ashur indicates that the local ruler Azuzu 
recognized Manishtusu as his overlord (A1:8). 

The military affairs of Manishtusu's reign are poorly documented. His single 
martial inscription alludes to two great campaigns: 

Manishtusu, king of the world: when he conquered Anshan and Shirihum [in 
south-west Iran], had ... ships cross the Lower Sea [Persian Gulf]. The cities 
across the Sea, thirty-two [in number], assembled for battle, but he was vic
torious [over them]. Further, he conquered their cities, struck down their 
rulers, and after he roused them [his troops] plundered as far as the Silver 
Mines. He quarried the black stone of the mountains across the Lower Sea, 
loaded [it] on ships, and moored [the ships] at the quay of Akkad. He fash
ioned a statue of himself land] dedicated [it] to the god Enlil (R2:75-6). 

Here we see a first campaign into eastern Elam, solidifYing and even expanding 
the conquests of his brother in that region. (Anshan is Tal-i Malyan ncar modern 
Shiraz, while Shirihum is the area west of modern Bandar Abb.t\.) ·,'!lcn.:atLer, he 
launched a major maritime campaign "across the Lowel Sl';'" III t11\~  IIC1 \I,111 Culf. 
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I'he specific target of this offensive is not named, but there are three lands gen
ITally reached via the Persian Gulf during this period: Dilmun (Bahrain), Magan 
(Oman) and Meluhha (Indus delta). Most scholars assume it to be Oman, since it is 
,I source of the "black stone" which is probably diorite (R2:117). None of the 
three regions can be excluded, however. Given the mention of a Melluhan con
Ill1gent allied with the Elamites at the earlier battle of the Middle River against 
Itimush, it is possible that Manishtusu's expedition included a punitive raid on the 
Illdus delta as well. The ability of the Akkadians to launch a successful maritime 
\'.'(pedition in the Persian Gulf in the twenty-third century BC indicates a fairly 
\ophisticated level of administration and logistics, as well as ocean-going naval 
tl'chnology. Manishtusu's ocean campaign (c. 2260) comes almost a century after 
Weni's maritime campaign against Canaan (c. 2340) (see pp. 336-40); together 
these events represent the beginning of recorded naval warfare. 

Naram-Sin {2255-2218}14 

I\fter his grandfather Sargon, Naram-Sin was the greatest of the Akkadian 
warlords. The widespread use of terror and massacre by his uncle Rimush to sup
press revolts had done little to endear the people of Mesopotamia to their 
I\kkadian rulers, and Naram-Sin's rule was likewise inaugurated with a massive 
I evolt. 1S 

When the four quarters [i.e. the entire world] together revolted against him, 
[which] no king whosoever had [ever] seen [before]: when Naram-Sin, the 
mighty, [was] on a mission for the goddess Ishtar, all the four quarters together 
revolted against him and confronted [him] (R2:96) .... Through the love 
which the goddess Ishtar showed him, he was victorious in nine battles in one 
year, and the [three] kings whom [the rebels I had raised [against him], he 
captured. (R2:113) 

()t course the suppression of the rebellion was not nearly as straightforward as 
Naram-Sin wanted to make it seem. The exact order of the different phases of the 
I ebellion and its suppression cannot be established, since the inscriptions lack a 
( hronology. None the less, it is clear that the rebellions nearly toppled the empire. 

As the rebellion began, the newly independent city-states elevated anti-Akka
di.11l rulers as new kings, and organized large coalitions to oppose Naram-Sin. 
I\kkad's old rival Kish rebelled under Iphur-Kish, rallying half-a-dozen cities to his 
(.lIlse, enlisting the aid of Amorite bedouins (shadu) (R2: 104, 109), serving as an 
oll1inous precursor to the Amorite invasion and migration into Mesopotamia in 
\lIbsequent decades (see pp. 157-9). As leader of the rebel coalition, Iphur-Kish 
Illustered his force and marched toward Akkad, where "he drew up battle lines 
Ibetore the cityl and awaited battle" at the "Field of the God Sin" (R2:104). 

Wit h ,1 rebel army at the gates of Akkad, Naram.-Sin was seriously threatened: 
N;\1,1111,SII1, Lhc mighty, Imobilizedl his young men there fin Akkad], and he held 

Hll HI 
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Akkad. He closed [the city gates]" against Iphur-Kish (R2:104-5; LKA 255-7). 
Rather than face a lengthy siege, which would only give other cities the oppor
tunity and motive to join the rebellion, Naram-Sin mustered his army and 
immediately attacked Iphur-Kish. "In the field of the god Sin the two of them 
engaged in battle and grappled with each other. By the verdict of the goddess 
Ishtar-Annunitum, Naram-Sin, the mighty, was victorious over the Kishite 
[Iphur-Kish] in battle at Tiwa", capturing "300 officers and 4932 captives" 
(R2:105-6). Thereafter Naram-Sin pursued the routed rebels: 

Further, he [Naram-Sin] pursued him [Iphur-Kish] to Kish, and right beside 
Kish, at the gate of the goddess Ninkarrak, the two of them engaged in battle 
for a second time, and grappled with each other. By the verdict of the goddess 
Annuntium and the god Anum, Naram-Sin, the mighty, was [again] victor
ious over the Kishite in battle at Kish. (R2:106) 

Another 3015 men were captured in battle, and the city and its walls were 
destroyed. '6 

The immediate threat to Akkad was thus averted, but unfortunately for Naram
Sin, rebellion spread rapidly throughout Sumer. Ur and Uruk had joined Iphur
Kish's coalition (R2: 109), but, because of Naram-Sin's swift response and victory, 
they were apparently unable to arrive with their armies in time to face Naram-Sin 
in the initial battles. After the fall ofKish, rebellion continued in southern Sumer 
under the leadership of Amar-Girid ofUruk, who formed an alliance with nearly 
all the Sumerian city-states including Ur, Lagash, Umma, Adab, Shuruppak, Isin, 
and Nippur (R2:107). Amar-Girid "drew up battle lines" near Ashnak (R2:108). 
Wasting no time, Naram-Sin "hastened" to successfully attack Amar-Girid 
(R2:108), thereby apparently crushing the rebellion in Sumer. In all, Naram-Sin 
was victorious in nine battles in a single year {2255}, capturing three of the rebel 
kings (R2:113, 115-17; LKA 260-1). By any military standard it was a remarkable 
victory. 

In grateful recognition for the divine intervention that preserved Naram-Sin's 
rule and saved city of Akkad, the people of Akkad spontaneously prayed that the 
gods might accept Naram-Sin as one of their own - at least ifyou believe Naram
Sin's account: 

In view of the fact that [Naram-Sin] protected the foundations of his city 
[Akkad] from danger, [the citizens of] his city requested from [the following 
gods] - Ishtar in [the temple of] Eanna, Enlil in Nippur, Dagan in Tuttul, 
Ninhursag in Kes, Ea in Eridu, Sin in Ur, Shamash in Sippar, (and) Nergal ill 
Kutha - that [Naram-Sin] be [made] the god of their city, and they built 
within Akkad a temple [dedicated] to him [as a god]. (R2:114) 

Thereafter Naram-Sin took the title "king of the four qu.\rtl:I~".  1lll'.lf1l11g lhe 
entire world, and was fi-cquently called the "god of M k,\I'" (C I 12;,1,10) As with 
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\kxander the Great, it is impossible to determine whether this self-deification was 
Icgalomania, shrewd propaganda, or a sincere religious belief - or, most likely, a 
llinbination of all three. 

The rebellion against Akkadian rule was not limited to Sumer, however; city
I ILl'S in northern Mesopotamia (Subartum) revolted as well. Naram-Sin appar
lilly undertook two campaigns in this regionY The first, up the Tigris river 
iIley, is poorly documented (R2:125-30). He claims to have "smashed the 
("'pon of all of [the land of] Subartum" and to have conquered "fourteen for-

tl',ses" (R2:141-3); Naram-Sin boasts of having "reached the source of the Tigris 
liver and the source of the Euphrates River" during his campaigns (R2:140). 

With the Tigris Valley subdued, Naram-Sin turned his attention to the 
llphrates, where the revolt was galvanized under the leadership of the lord of 

\pishal, swearing to fight Naram-Sin "whether I die or keep myself alive" 
Il2:91, 141).18 One inscription gives us a feel for the nature of Naram-Sin's 
IlI1paign and an itinerary of his march against this northern rebellion (cf. 

1t2:125). The rebels mustered their troops and marched to the battle of Mt. Bashar 
kbel Bishri on the west bank of the Euphrates in Syria): 

Naram-Sin, went from Ashimananum to Shishil. At Shishil he crossed the 
Tigris River and [went] from Shishil to the [east] bank of the Euphrates 
River. He crossed the Euphrates River and [went] to [Mount] Bashar, the 
Amorite mountain.... He [Naram-Sin] marched to Habshat. Naram-Sin, 
[going] from the Euphates River, reached Bashar, the Amorite mountain. He 
personally decided to fight: [the two armies] made battle and fought one 
another. By the verdict of the goddess Ishtar, Naram-Sin, the mighty, was 
victorious in battle over Apishal at [Mount] Bashar, the Amorite mountain.... 
He struck down in the campaign a total of 9 chiefs and 4,325 men. Naram
Sin, the mighty captured [?] captives and the king of Apishal.... [He cap
tured] leaders and chiefs, as well as 5,580 captives. [Enemy casualty list for this 
campaign]: Total: 6 generals. Total: 17 governors. Total: 78 chiefs. Total: [?] 
captains.... [Grand] total: [?] kings. [Grand] total: 13 generals. [Grand] total: 
23 governors. Grand total: 2,212 chiefs. Grand total: 137,400 men [including 
civilian casualties?]. The god Enlil showed [him the way and] Naram-Sin, the 
mighty, struck down as many as there were in the campaign, and captured 
[them]. (R2:91-4) 

I>cspite the probable hyperbole in the total of 137,400 casualties he claims to have 
Illflicted on his enemies, this inscription makes clear the magnitude of the oppo
Ilion to Naram-Sin, with over two dozen city-states allied against him, together 
'Ilh the Amorite tribesmen from the Syrian Desert (R2:93). 

Ilis subjugation of the rebellion in the northern Euphrates left him in a position 
I,) L1ndertake further campaigns into Syria (R2:163, 167). Naram-Sin's inscription 
dl\lnbll1g h,s lOl1tjUl'Sl of Armallum (Aleppo?) and Ebla contains the most 
111lporl,l1lt dl'SlflpOOIl of 101 tlfl( .lliOI1S .111d sil'gl'crafl for this pcriod. 19 
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Whereas, for all time since the creation of mankind, no king whosoever had 
destroyed Armanum [Aleppo?] and Ebla, the god Nergal, by the means offhis 
divine] weapons opened the way for Naram-Sin, the mighty, and gave him 
Armanum and Ebla [through conquest]. Further, he gave to him [by con
quest] the Amanus [Mountains], the Cedar Mountain, and the Upper Sea. By 
means of the [divineJ weapons of the god Dagan, who magnifies his kingship, 
Naram-Sin, the nughty, conquered Annanum and Ebla. Further, from the 
[west] side of the Euphrates River as far as [the city o~  Ulishum, he smote the 
people whom the god Dagan had given to him for the first time, so that they 
perform service for the god I1aba, his god. Further, he totally [conquered] the 
Amanus, the Cedar Mountain (RS2:163, 167). 

The region's described here are all in western Syria. The Amanus Mountains are 
the range north-west of modern Antioch, while the Cedar Mountain is in modern 
coastal Syria or Lebanon. From central Syria Naram-Sin marched to the 
Mediterranean Sea and to "Talkhatum", apparently in south-central Anatolia 
(Cll2:442-3). At least large portions of Syria were incorporated into the 
Akkadian empire, with Nagar (Tell Brak) in northern Mesopotanl.ia beconl.ing 
the main Akkadian ad.l1unistrative center, flourishing during this period (AS 

279-80). 
With Syria subdued and his conquests extended to the "Upper Sea" or the 

Mediterranean, Naram-Sin turned his attention to the Akkadian overseas domain 
in the Persian Gulf, which had been established by his father Manishtusu. His 
army "crossed the [Lower] Sea and conquered Magan [Oman], in the nl.idst of the 
sea", capturing its ruler Manium (R2:97, 117, 138, 140, 163). Naram-Sin also 
attacked Elam and Parahshu111 in south-western Iran, but these campaigns arc 
poorly documented (R2:130, 167; PAE 106-8; ME 105-16). There is archae
ological evidence of direct Akkadian rule in Elam in the form of victory monu
ments and other Akkadian artifacts. 

Onl.inously, the inscriptions of Naram-Sin include a vague reference to 
"smiting the people and all the [Zagros] Mountain Lands for the god Enlil" 
(R2:138, 140). Mountain Peoples, or highlanders (shadu) is a somewhat vague 
term, but is generally understood to refer to fierce mountain tribes of the Zagros 
Mountains. Evidence of direct Akkadian rule in part of the central Zagros is 
found in copper and stone votive maceheads which were discovered in the area 
(ME 112). Most importantly, the famous Victory Stele of Naram-Sin describes 
a punitive campaign against the highlander tribal confederation of the Lullubu in 
the central Zagros (AANE §49; Figure 3): "Satuni, the king of the the highlanders 
of Lullubum assembled together ... [forJ battle.... [Naram-Sin] heaped up a 
burial mound over them ... [and] dedicated [this object, the stele] to the god 
[who granted victory]" (R2:144). The Lullubu highlanders who "assembled 
together" to attack Akkad were an ominous precursor to the inv;1\ion of Akkadian 
empire by Gutian highlanders within a few years aftl'! N,lI,lIll "1111\ tb1lh (sec 

pp. 102-4). 

IH 
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Akkadian martial art 

l.lven the warlike nature of the Akkadian kings, the fact that we have only nine
 
II viving pieces of Akkadian monumental martial art - all but two of them
 

I Igmentary - clearly emphasizes the point that we are at the mercy of random
 
h.lIlce for both survival and discovery of our evidence for ancient Near East
 
Iiditary history. I wilJ exanl.ine each of these pieces here for the insights they can
 

L' Ive us into Akkadian military history. 

II	 Victory Stele of Sargon (Susa).20 King Sargon, identified by an inscription, is 
shown in procession with soldiers and prisoners (AM §115). This badly 
damaged stele, which is a small fragment of a much larger original relief that 
probably included item Ib below, consists of only half of two panels. The 
upper panel shows a row of naked prisoners with their arms bound behind 
them at the wrist. The lower, more important panel shows Sargon leading a 
victory procession. Sargon is dressed in a robe, with his long hair and beard 
precisely matching the famous bronze bust of an Akkadian ruler (9, below). 
He may have a dagger in his belt. Two characteristics of the stele make it 
slightly possible that Sargon is riding in a war-cart. First, there is a triangle of 
damaged rough stone in front of Sargon, about waist high. It is in high relief, 
and if Sargon were walking one would expect this portion of the panel to be 
in low relief, as is the rest of the background on the stele. This piece of the 
stele is in the rough shape of the upper front of a two-wheeled war-cart from 
the period (see WV §8, §13, §17, §18, §31), but is too damaged to see any 
confirnl.ing details. Something is there, which has the vague shape of a war
cart; if it is not a war-cart, what is it? Second, Sargon is taller than the rest of 
Ius soldiers; this may be because of the widespread tradition in Near Eastern 
martial art of representing the king as larger than ordinary mortals, but may 
also be because he is standing on a war-cart. The bottom and front part of 
image that would have shown the wheels and equids are both nl.issing. Sargon 
is followed by a courtier carrying either a standard, a banner, or perhaps a 
parasol. Behind march five soldiers with long pleated robes on their left 
shoulders and carrying large Akkadian battle-axes. 21 

Ih The Prisoner Stele of Sargon (Susa). This shows prisoners led by an Akkadian 
soldier with an axe (AFC §127)22 This is likely, but not certainly, a diff'erent 
piece of stele la. It shows an Akkadian soldier in a kilt with a broad-headed 
battle-axe escorting naked prisoners with their arms bound behind their backs 
at the wrist. 

he War-net stele of Sargon (Susa) (AAM §126-7; AFC 193). This highly 
ragmentary relief shows a war-net scene based on iconography quite sinU1ar 
I'o Ningirsu's war-net on the Stele of the Vultures (see pp. 55-9). Here Sargon 
holds a net in which a dozen enemy prisoners are ensnared. As with Ningir
su's net, onc prisoner is trying to escape and is being bashed on the head by 

argon \ malC. S,lrgoll is prescnting thc net to the war goddess Ishtar 
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(Sumerian Inana) who is seated on her throne. All we see is her skirt, and a 
mace over her shoulder (presumably in a quiver on her back), which icono
graphically point to Ishtar. 

3	 Stele ofRimush (two sides) (from Telloh) (AFC §129a-b; Figure Se, p. 219).23 
All that survives of this stele is one triangular fragment with reliefs on both 
sides. Parts of three panels ofwar-scenes are shown on either side. On side one, 
the upper panel depicts two archers with their tasseled quivers on their backs, 
and vague outlines ofbows; they are very similar to an archer from an Akkadian 
cylinder seal (AFC §139). The second panel ofside one shows an archer with a 
drawn bow. In front of him, a soldier with an axe dispatches a naked enemy. 
The third panel shows a man wielding his pike with two hands, stabbing a fallen 
enemy who is missing from the fragment. The second side, panel one, shows a 
soldier carrying a large axe. On the second panel, a soldier dispatches a kneeling 
man pleading for his life. Behind him, a soldier with a long 2.S-meter pike 
escorts a prisoner. This man's marching stance with his pike is very similar to 
that in the Victory Stele ofNaram-sin (4). On the feet just below the pikeman 
is the head of an archer with the top of his bow visible. Taken together we see 
four archers, three axemen and two pikemen. 

4	 Victory Stele of Naram-Sin (AANE §49; Figure 3). The the most famous 
Akkadian martial monument,24 this stele shows the king and his army 
ascending into the Zagros Mountains and defeating the Lullubu higWanders. 
This scene is the first in the history of Mesopotamian martial art to attempt to 
depict the natural terrain of the battlefield in a single scene rather than in 
stylized panels. The terrain shows a number of ridges covered with trees and a 
high mountain peak in the background. The inscription reads in part, "Satuni, 
the king of the higWanders ofLullubum assembled together ... [for] battle.... 
[Naram-Sin defeated them and] heaped up a burial mound over them ... [and] 
dedicated [this object, the stele] to the god [who granted victory]" (R2:144). 
The Lullubu soldiers, with their distinctive long braided ponytails, are shown 
in an utter rout. Several lie dead; one has an arrow orjavelin protruding from his 
neck. Another falls from the mountain. Two more run away, one with a broken 
pike. The Lullubi king Satuni stands before Naram-Sin, begging for his life. 
The Akkadian army, on the other hand, marches boldly forward in good order. 
All six of the Akkadian soldiers wear kilts and helmets, broadly similar to 
those shown in the earlier Sumerian Standard of Dr and Stele of the Vultures 
(Figure 2). They all also have narrow-bladed axes for melees. Two carry war 
banners, two hold 2.5-meter pikes at the butt, resting the shaft on the shoulder 
like a rifle on the parade-ground. The fifth Akkadian has a bow, while the sixth 
seems to have an axe. The heroic Naram-Sin leads his army into battle on the 
crest of the mountain, standing twice as tall as anyone else, and stepping on the 
bodies of fallen enemies. He has a similar kilt, but has a thick beard and long 
hair, and wears a horned crown symbolic of his divinity. In his hand he carries all 
axe, a bow, and an arrow. His bow is often said to be the ~"lrlle\t  rcprcscnta 
tion of a composite bow, an issue that will be dl\\"lI\wd h('!lm (pp. 89 95). 

"x"re 3 The "Victory Stele" of Naram-Sin, Akkadian {c. 2230} 

,,"tree: Louvre, Sb 4; drawing by Michael Lyon. 

Darband-i-Gawr rock cut relief of Naram-sin (AAM §lS7; Figure Sd, p. 218). 
This gives a different version of the events depicted on Naram-Sin's victory 
stele (4). The king is shown in precisely the same martial pose, striding for
ward to victory carrying a bow and a mace or axe. Beneath him are the fallen 
bodies of the dead Lullubu higWanders, again with long braided ponytails. 
Royal Stele ofNaram-Sin (from Pir-Hussein), (AFC §130).25 This stele shows 
the king in courtly robes in a ritual pose. In each hand he holds the haft of a 
weapon, probably an axe or a mace; unfortunately, the heads of both weapons 
are missing. 
Alabaster Victory Stele (from Nasiriyya). The three fragments show a triumph 
scene of yoked prisoners and booty with an armed Akkadian escort.26 Frag
ment A (left, AM §119), shows two Akkadian soldiers bearing booty, includ
ing two nicely rendered bronze daggers in leather sheaths and belts. The 
Akkadian solider wears a long kilt with a sash-like fringed robe over his 
shOll Ider, and a helmet/cap with stripes, either striations on metal, or colored 
bands. The solider has a broad-headed axe thrust in his belt. A comparison 
with the dress of soldiers in combat leads me to suspect that this is the court 
c.lress of the bodyguard, rather than combat dress. Fragment B (center, AM 
§11(1), \hows a line of naked prisoners with their arms bound behind them at 

811	 li7 
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the elbows, yoked together at the neck with long poles. The middle soldier 
has a beard and a long braided ponytail similar to the Lullabi soldiers on the 
Naram-Sin Victory Stele (4; see also 8). Fragment C (right, AFC §131) shows 
an Akkadian guardsman wearing the same robes and helmet as the soldier in 
Fragment A. He holds a broad-headed battle-axe which is nicely rendered, 
showing the details of the blade and how it was riveted to the haft. Above him 
are the feet of another guardsman with what appears to be the spiked-shapc 
head of a spear pointing downward. 

8	 Vase. This shows a bound highlander captive, with long beard and braided 
hair similar to that of the LuUubu (SDA 190-1; AANE §367), and the prisoners 
in 4 and 7. 

9	 Cast bronze bust of Sargon or Naram-Sin. Technically not a piece of martial 
art, this is however the most striking example of royal iconography, and shows 
details of how the hair of the king, and possibly other warriors, was braided 
and bound for combat. 27 

Other sources of martial art 

Akkadian period weapons included the mace, dagger, bow, javelin, narrow-headed 
axe, broad axe, spear, and pike, all of which are depicted on contemporary cylindcl 
seals; several have surviving archaeological examples. Contest scenes depicting 
grappling with animals or mythical creatures may show ancient wrestling stanccs 
(FI §95-101 §703), and presumably Akkadian warriors were trained to fight 
without weapons. In other hand-to-hand combat the dagger is frequently used 
(FI §566, §876). A finely rendered and well preserved glyptic scene shows 
four armed men, one with bow, arrow, and quiver, one with javelin, and two with 
small narrow-headed axes (AFC §139, §150; Fl §641). The two-handed long speal 
or pike makes a frequent appearance in Akkadian art. In one scene two gods 
attack a seven-headed monster with longs spear held overhand with both hands 
(FI §840). 

The mace is actually the most .frequently represented weapon in Akkadian 
cylinder seals, but it appears mainly in mythical scenes of combat between herocs, 
monsters, and gods, where the mace is a primary weapon (FI §445, 516, §77\), 
§849; AFC §143-4, §156-7; AM §113b). Sometimes maces appear in ritual poscs 
but other times they are used in combat (FI §126), where a broken mace shaft is ,I 

symbol of defeat (AFC §156; AM §l13b). Some scenes show maces with handb 
roughly a meter long which would best be wielded with two hands (FI §103-.') 
§126, §896). One god holds two large maces, one in each hand (FI §896). TIll' 
widespread presence of the mace in Akkadian glyptic art may be because of ico 
nographic conservatism resulting in representing archaic weapons in mythicil 
scenes, since the mace is rarely seen in actual combat scem's bl'lwel'n humans 
Thus, these mythic scenes may not tell us about real Al..l..,HII.1I1 \W,lpllnl y, bUl lhn 
certainly show the importancc of the mace in c,lrlll'! lltlll 
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Mesopotamian archery and the Akkadian composite bow28 

I 1963 Yigael Yadin, in his magisterial study 171e Art of Waifare in Biblical Lands,29 

!,L1cd that two Akkadian stelae depict "the very first representation of the com
<lSilC bow in the history of ancient weapons". He maintained that the Akkadian 
'1llposite bow "explains ... [how] the Akkadians were able to conquer and gain 

Illninion over Mesopotamia .... It is indeed no exaggeration to suggest that the 
Ill'ntion of the composite bow with its comparatively long range was as revolu
Ilnary, in its day, and brought comparable results, as the discovery of gunpowder 
ltltlsands of years later" (AW 1:47-8). Yadin later included a then newly dis
'\"l'red archery scene from Mari as a third example of what he believed to be the 
'Iliposite bow in Akkadian times (Figure 5c, p. 218).30 Since Yadin, many scholars 
Ill' accepted this interpretation.3! The standard interpretation holds that, during 
H' Akkadian period, the combination of the greater range and power of the 
llllposite bow, with the added penetrating power of bronze arrowheads, gave a 
llsive tactical advantage to Akkadian archers. Thus, the Akkadian conquests 

l'IC due at least in part to the new technological innovation of the composite 
,IW with bronze-tipped arrows. 

In order properly to evaluate Yadin's argument, we need to re-examine the 
Idence for the development of Mesopotamian archery, some of which has been 
Ihlished since Yadin's book, and some of which Yadin did not consider. The 

III x of Yadin's argument for the development of the composite bow in the 
\I'nty-fourth century is based on an interpretation of three artistic depictions of 
1\' bow. As far as I can tell, no one has presented any archaeological or textual 
Idence for the composite bow before the Middle Bronze period. Yadin's argu

n\'nt, then, rests entirely on the iconographic interpretation of these three pieces 
" martial art. To properly interpret their significance, these depictions need to be 
,l,lccd in the broader context of Mesopotamian artistic representations of bows 
lid archery. 

r'he bow was known in the Neolithic Near East by at least 6000, and 
Ilidoubtedly much earlier (EBD). Many figures depicted at Catal Hoyuk {c. 
,()()O} use the bow (CH 171, §54, 61-4; xiii). Likewise Syrian pottery {sixth 
nJiknnium}32 and Mesopotamian pottery {c. 4200} have examples of hunter/ 
'.lIriors with bows (AANE §186); these weapons seem to be simple wooden self 
lIlWS. The bow is also well represented in Pre-Dynastic {3500-3000} Mesopota
111.111 martial art. The Priest-king figure (see pp. 37-39) is shown using the bow 
<II huntmg and in a siege. The most famous archery scene is the Uruk lion
1I111l,33 in which the nocks of the bow are clearly recurved. However, this scene is 
1111 thc most informative. Less weU-know are cylinder seals showing the Priest

IllIg hunting bulls using the same type of bow (Figure Sa, p. 218; AFC 23; FT 
IlH3), and in t::lrgct practice (Fl §682). In two siege scenes the Priest-king again 
I,\'S the same bow (AFC 24; FI §743; PAE 68/2), which is also found in a 

Illylhological Early Dynastic hunting scene (FI §993). Burials at Susa in Elam from 
dll' '''lIly lhm! millennium included copper arrowheads (PAE 95). All of these 
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depictions seem to show the same type of bow. It is fairly large proportionally 
(c 100 em), going from above the head to the waist when drawn. It is also clearly 
recurved at the nocks or tips of the bow. The most pronounced recurvature is 
found on the Uruk lion-hunt stele, but every example shows some degree of 
recurvature at the nacks. My suspicion is that the Uruk stele artist was simply 
exaggerating the size of the nocks because of the difficulty of working in a basalt 
medium with only copper or stone carving tools. 

While some have interpreted this Pre-Dynastic bow as composite (PAE 67), the 
most decisive argument against a Pre-Dynastic composite bow comes from a Pre
Dynastic cylinder seal showing an arms factory (Figure 5b, p. 218; FI §742). In this 
scene, five unstrung bows are shown. They are all essentially straight when unstrung, 
although they show a clear difference in thickness - thicker in the limbs and 
thinner in the handle and nocks. But each shows a pronounced hook-like recur
vature at the nock, very similar to the nocks on the drawn bow of the Uruk lion
hunt stele. The fact that the overall shape of the bow is not recurved in the 
slightest when unstrung implies that the weapon is probably a self bow with some 
type ofhigWy recurved nocks for the bow string. Another crucial piece of evidence 
comes from Uruk, where a stele shows the Priest-king carrying a bow which is 
not drawn and may be unstrung (PAE 68/3). This bow may exhibit some recur 
vature of the limbs and also has the curved nocks. 

In overall structure, this Pre-Dynastic bow appears quite similar to the late Early 
Dynastic bow from Mari, which Yadin believes is a composite bow (Figure Sa, 
p. 218).34 In the Mari scene the archer seems to be depicted as he begins to draw 
the bow, which certainly appears to be recurved. This creates a problem: if the 
Mari bow is definitely composite, as Yadin argues, one would have to argue that 
the Pre-Dynastic Mesopotamian bow, which seems to have the same basic shape 
and type of recurvature, should also be composite. This would place the origin of 
the composite bow in Mesopotamia at around 3400, a thousand years earlier than 
Yadin suggests. It also ignores the fact that in the bowyer scene mentioned above, 
the bow has no recurvature when unstrung (FI §742). If the bow in Pre-Dynastic 
art is not composite, there is no reason to believe the Mari bow is either. 

Archery does not appear frequently in either the art or texts of the Early 
Dynastic period. This has led Yadin to conclude that "the bow ... was not used by 
the Sumerian army" (AW 1:47). There are, however, several examples of its use. 
Two cylinder seal from Early Dynastic Susa show the use of a bow (FI §758, §933; 
ME 110), but these are from Elam. The Early Dynastic archery scene from Mari 
also shows archery, but this is from Syria. None the less, although there were sig 
nificant cultural differences between Mari and Sumer, there were also many par 
allels in military equipment; a martial scene from Mari shows the use of the bo"" 
(AFC §99). In textual evidence, an inscription of king Eanatum of Lagash {2455 
2425} claims that "a person shot an arrow at Eanatum. He was shot through by 
the arrow and had difficulty moving" (PI 34), indicating the Lise or archery on the' 
battlefield among the Sumerians. The infantry on the Sic'le· of thc' Vultures aI(' 
protected by large body-length rectangular shields (IA In AM ~(16 9), which 
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l.lkes sense as a defense against missiles (see p. 55). There is thus limited evidence 
II the use of the bow among the Early Dynastic Sumerians. 

Furthermore, although there is no artistic evidence of the bow among the 
Illnerians in the Neo-Sumerian period {c. 2200-2000}, there is extensive textual 
\Idence for their use of the bow at that time. In a twenty-second-century myth 
Ie god Ninurta uses the bow (HTO 244). Gudea of Lagash {2141-2122} had a 
'ow for a chariot he built (R3/1:96-7). A twenty-first-century text mentions the 
IC' of a bow in battle (LD 61), while king Shulgi of Ur {2094-2047} mentions 
ollscripting archers for his army (R312:101). Hymns of Shulgi also mention the 
IIIg shooting a bow in battle (TSH 79), while a quiver is among objects dedicated 
I the god Ningirsu (R3/1:34). The importance of archery is further emphasized 
I the seal of "Kalbaba, bowmaker (GIS. ban-dim) , servant of [king] Ishbi-Erra [of 
Ill, {2017-1985}]" (R4:12). The possession of seals was generally associated with 

he elite of Mesopotamian society; Kalbaba was thus an important man, perhaps 
hc king's personal bowyer. What we actually have in the sources is evidence for 
h,' extensive use of the bow in Pre-Dynastic art, limited evidence for the bow in 
Irly Dynastic sources, and extensive evidence again Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian 

llurces. It is impossible to tell if this reflects a change in the importance and 
,,,,(tice of archery, or a change in the nature and survival of our sources. 

In the 2048 the king of Ebla sent Shulgi of U I' tribute (gun) consisting of"500 
11'r//l.u-weapons of sudii'lnum-wood and 500 containers (GIs.kab-ku0 of the same 
'<10d."35 This text leads us to the complicated problem of the philology of ancient 
"'.Ipon names, an issue with many ambiguities leading to possible confusion. 

I Ichler has argued that the tilpiinu is ajavelin,36 while Groneberg has made a strong 
II gUl11ent that it should be a bow.37 I believe that the fact that the 500 tilpiinu
'capons are sent along with 500 "containers" strongly points to the tilpiinu being a 
lOW, in which case the 500 "containers" would obviously be quivers. Otherwise, 
If what use are the 500 "containers" for javelins? At any rate, if the tilpiinu here is 
II ract a bow, as seems probable, it is said to have been made out of the same 
IIdilmum-wood which is used to make the quivers. The most straightforward 
l"lding of this evidence is that the tilpiinu-bow of the twenty-first century is an 
lIdinary selfbow made from wood, not a composite bow. It is, of course, possible 
h,lL the sudiiinum-wood is used only for the wooden part of a composite bow, or 

th,lt these bows were self bows, while other weapons were composite bows. Once 
1~,lin,  the evidence is inconclusive. 

The Akkadian artistic sources provide Yadin with two pieces of evidence that 
Ill' crucial to his argument: one shows Naram-Sin holding an undrawn strung 
h<1w, the other shows an Akkadian warrior drawing a bow. Yadin argues that 
"J,tra111-Sin's bow "bears the two characteristic features of the composite weapon; 
It IS small - al:>out 90 centimeters from end to end (an estimate based on its rela
tionship to the size of the figure holding it); and its arms tend to recurve near the 
{lIds ~l1d then bec0111e straight" (AW 1:47). In actuality there are a number of 
olllel artistic representations of the use of the bow by Akkadians, which serve to 
IIlllddy the inlelprctalive waters, The two sources discussed by Yadin need to be 
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compared with six others showing an undrawn Akkadian bow, and two others 
with drawn bows. 

We have a number of examples of gods or kings posing in Naram-Sin's "archer 
stance" from his Victory Stele, showing the Akkadian bow strung but not 
drawn. 38 

•	 Naram-Sin's famous victory stele (4 in the list on p. 86; Figure 3, p. 87) shows 
the conqueror holding a 95-cm bow which recurves and becomes quite 
straight toward the end. Indeed, about a third of each limb appears straight in 
this example. 39 

•	 Often neglected in the study of the Akkadian composite bow is the parallel, 
but less famous, war monument of Naram-Sin, the rock-cut relief at Dar
band-i Gawr (5 on p. 87; Figure 5d, p. 218).40 This source is important 
because it shows Naram-Sin in precisely the same dramatic stance, holding a 
bow in the same way. However, at Darband-i Gawr, Naram-Sin's bow does 
not appear to be a composite bow. Whereas the tips of Naram-Sin's bow are 
straight and parallel with the string for about one third of the limb on the 
Victory Stele, at Darband-i Gawr the bow is shorter (70 cm to the stele's 95 cm) 
and immediately curves away from the string; it is actually more triangular in 
shape. Now it is, of course, possible that Naram-Sin is depicted using two 
different types of bows, but it is equally possible that the differences between 
the bows of the two monuments are based on artistic style rather than tech
nological substance. Assuming Naram-Sin had a powerful and expensive 
composite bow, why would he use an ordinary self bow in battle, or order a 
monumental propaganda depiction of himself with the inferior weapon? 

is	 Another soldier on the Naram-Sin victory stele also holds a bow (c. 90 cm). 
The bottom part of the image of the bow is damaged, but the top part shows 
that the bow is smaller than Naram-Sin's, and has less recurvature towards the 
tip; in style it seems midway between Naram-sin's bow on the stele and that 
on the Darband-i Gawr relief. 

•	 A god holds a somewhat longer bow (102 cm) and arrow; the bow shows very 
little recurvature towards the tips (FI §761; AM §113a; SDA §237; AFC §139). 

•	 A god holds a rather small, undrawn bow (67 cm) which displays moderate 
recurvature towards the tips (FI §849). 

•	 A cylinder seal shows an Akkadian archer with an undrawn bow (94 cm) and 
a quiver with tasse1. 41 Here the fine work of the artist shows a moderate 
recurving of the limbs toward the nocks, but it is less pronounced than in the 
Naram-Sin stele. 

•	 In the lower right corner of the right fragment of the Victory Stele of 
Rimush (p. 86) we see the head and top of the bow of an archer (AFC §129; 
AAM §135). This bow, on the same stele as the drawn bow that Yadin saw a, 
composite, shows no recurvature and no straightening at the end. The slight 
outline of the bottom of a bow on the other side of this ,t~k' 111 thl' Lipper left 
panel also appears to have no recurvature and no '1I,III.d1\1 1111111 II lh~  nock 
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Also, the ends of two other bows on the Rimush stele show no straightening 
at the nocks. 

In summary, these examples show a range in both size and recurvature: 95 cm, 
Iiong recurvature (Naram-Sin stele); 90 cm, moderate recurvature; 67 cm, mod

11,lte recurvature; 94 cm, moderate recurvature; 102 cm, little recurvature. From 
this evidence we note that Naram-Sin's weapon on his victory stele is of average 
11'llgth, but is by far the most recurved of all these weapons. Yadin's deduction that 
Ihe Akkadians used the composite bow is thus a generalization from an atypical 
".Imple.
 

We also have three depictions from the Akkadian period of a drawn bow.
 

•	 Yadin's example comes from Akkadian monumental martial art (Figure 5e, 
p. 219).42 Yadin believes that the bow's "arms still curve outward slightly" at 
full extension (AW 1:47; AFC §129), but if so, it is quite slight. In my view, the 
shape of this flexed bow is much closer to that of a self bow than the classic 
composite bow (EBD 78-9); it is certainly less recurved than the next example. 

•	 A god draws a bow which remains quite recUl"Ved in form (FI §876). 
•	 An archer shooting a bow; the image is unclear, but there is not much 

apparent recurvature (FI §685). 

f these latter three examples, I would classifY one drawn bow as recurved, and 
\\0 as not recurved. This leaves the evidence for the Akkadian recurved (and 
H'nce composite) bow ambiguous. It either means that the Akkadians used both 
It .. composite bow and the regular self bow, or that the Akkadian artists were not 

P\l'I"ly concerned with accurately representing the weapons they saw. None the 
", when recurvature on Akkadian bows is seen, it is a distinctive enough feature 

it,lL it seems unlikely that it would have appeared as an arbitrary artistic aberration. 
II Lhl: composite bow was known to the Akkadians, it was certainly not uni

I I,.llIy used by Akkadian archers; some, probably most, would have continued to 
1\1' sci f bows. 

rhus I would suggest that, while the existence of the composite bow among 
lit,· Akkadians is possible, it is still uncertain. More to the point, however, the 
1I1111Lary impact of the Akkadian composite bow, if it existed, is also unclear. The 
lH'1 e technological capacity to make composite bows would not necessarily 
I Illsbte into a tactical revolution on the battlefield. What percentage of all 
\~k.ldiai1. troops used the bow? What proportion of these had composite bows (if 
'"y) instead of self bows? How many bronze (as opposed to copper or flint) 
lI11wheads were available? One Neo-Sumerian text mentions that the king him-
It ,hot "Aint-tipped arrows" (HTO 330). If the king is still using flint arrow
lIds, how widespread could bronze arrowheads be? How many arrows could 
Hh archer realistically shoot in a battle or siege'? There is no hard evidence to 
IIw,:cr <lny of lhesc questions. If tlte composite bow existed in Akkadian times I 
<lukl ,uUUl',1 lh.ll it was a rare ;lnc! expensive weapon used by kings and other 
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elites. As discussed elsewhere (p. 255), the expense of making bronze (as opposed 
to copper or flint) arrowheads would probably limit the overall tactical impact of 
the Akkadian composite bow. A few dozen archers in an army of several thousand 

would not be tactically decisive. 
Old Babylonian martial art also has a few representations of the bow, but the 

surviving textual and artistic evidence does not give a great importance to the 
weapon. One scene shows a god holding a bow in the Naram-Sin archer stance; it 
is a short weapon with little or no recurvature (FI §160, §686). A scene from Ebla 
shows an archer hunting with a quiver and what appears to be a short self bow 
(AANE §451; SDA 292). During the Middle Bronze period, the god Ashur gives 
the king of Assyria a bow at his investiture, indicating its continued importance as 
a royal cerelTlOnial weapon (Al:21). King Anubanini of Lullubi (modern Luristan) 
is also depicted in the Naram-Sin pose, trampling a fallen enemy. In one hand he 
holds an axe, and in the other a bow and arrow; the bow itself is not recurved, but 
has slightly recurved tips where the string is attached (PAE 319; ME 20). In the 
Old Babylonian version of the Epic of Gilgamesh, the hero arms himself with dag
ger, axe, and "his quiver with the bow from Anshan" in south-west Iran (EG 113). 
In the Beni Hasan murals in Egypt, Canaanite warriors have bows similar to those 
of the Egyptians - though this may be the artistic convention of an Egyptian artist 
who is told to draw a Canaanite with a bow, and draws the Canaanite with an 
Egyptian bow, the only weapon the artist knows (AW 1:166-7). The textual evi
dence for the bow from Mari, again indicating its relative unimportance, is dis

cussed on pages 254-5. 
If, as Yadin argues, the composite bow existed in Mesopotamia in the twenty

fourth century with revolutionary military impact, the following questions 
become difficult to answer. Why does the bow seem to decline in importance in 
later evidence from Mesopotamia and Syria? Assuming the composite bow made 
archery more effective, one would expect its use to increase, not decline, relative 
to the Akkadian period. Why did the composite bow not spread to Canaan and 
Egypt by the Middle Bronze Age, if it had already existed in Mesopotamia for 
several centuries? Most other Syrian military technologies - fortifications, axes, 
chariots - spread quite rapidly to Canaan. Assuming the Beni Hasan murals arc 
accurate in showing the Canaanites using Egyptian-style bows, why are the 
Canaanites not using the superior composite bow if the technology had been 
known to their Syrian neighbors for centuries? Why are arrowheads so sparsely 
attested in martial tombs with other weapons burials? Why does archery appear to 
playa relatively minor role in warfare in the Mari archives? Why are charioteers 
not shown using a bow in martial art before the eighteenth century (see Chapter 
Five)? Why do we not see the rapid spread of body armor and shields from the late 
third millennium for protection from the new, more powerful composite bow? 

I would argue that the most probable interpretation of the evidence is that the 
composite bow - or at least an efficient version that could be produced in 
reasonable quantities - developed only in the nineteenth 01 ('I~ht('('nth  century. 
The dramatic military impact one would expert fmlll till' de v, le.\\\ll11 III of a ne\'. 
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weapon like the composite bow, with twice the range and penetrating power of 
Ihe selfbow (EBD), only begins to be seen in the eighteenth century. We also find 
Inctual evidence for the increasing weight of bronze arrowheads which could have 
IH:en shot from the more powerful bows (ARM 18.5; MK 63; see pp. 254-5). 
I )uring the seventeenth century we see marked evidence of the use of the bow 
110m chariots, and the weapon is introduced into Egypt probably in the seventeenth 
I L'lltury by the Hyksos (see Chapter Eighteen). Increased use of body armor and 
,hields is found in the seventeenth century and throughout the Late Bronze Age, 
hut is not found in the Akkadian and Old Babylonian periods. If the Akkadians 
did have the composite bow, it was either a less efficient version of the weapon, or 
It was so difficult and expensive to make that only the elites could afford it, and 
Iherefore its tactical importance before the late Middle Bronze Age was limited. 

Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian military systems43 

()nly a partial understanding of the Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian military systems 
I,ln be obtained from fragmentary bits and pieces of information. Sumerian city
,I.ltes apparently organized their population into "clans", each with a different 
II.lIne and emblem, who were called up in labor corvees for construction of canals, 
dikes, and temples (R3/1:78). Presumably, a similar organization existed for 
I ecruiting levees for warfare, which were treated administratively as a type oflabor 
dllty to the state. Each band of warriors served within a kinship or socially related 
!-\roup. Each Sumerian family owed military service to the state. Shulgi named one 
Ill' his years "the year the citizens of Ur were conscripted as spearmen". He also 
describes his "conscription with the bow and arrow; nobody evaded it - the levy 
heing one man per family" (R312:101). These levees were recruited on an ad hoc basis 
for a specific war, with soldiers returning to their homes after the campaign (MAS 27). 
'\~ a special privilege, the military and labor conscription required of a city could 
he cancelled. For example, Ishme-Dagan ofIsin {1953-1935} "relieved the citizens 
or Nippur from military service ... and made the nation content" (R4:32-4, 89). 

Sargon is sometimes credited with having created the first-known standing 
IIl11y in the world. His claim that"5400 men daily eat in the presence of Sargon" 
(It2:29, 31), however, refers not just to soldiers, but to priests, scribes or other 
lllurt functionaries see (see p. 75). None the less, a substantial number of the 5400 
were probably soldiers. On the other hand, it is very likely that earlier rulers also 
h.ld professional guards. Texts of Amarsin mention the elite gardu, translated as 
'royal body guard" (R312:239), who were probably professional troops. A seal 
hom the reign of SUlTlU-EI of Lagash mentions an "Iemsium, lieutentant of the 
liite soldiers (ligula aga.us.sagga)" (R4:136), perhaps another professional regiment. 
,'here is a group know as the aga-ush - "followers of the crown" - who seem to be 
professional full time soldiers as opposed to levees (MAS 27). Soldiers are some
tlllles described ,1S receiving land in return for military service.44 

fhe Akk,ldiam and Nco ·Sumcrians had a sophisticated bureaucracy over all 
"Iw("(s o( tl\(' sWe, 1I1dudl11g the military (EM). City governors (ells/) seemed to 
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have had responsibility for military recruitment and supplies in their jurisdiction 
(MAS 26-7). Within the homeland, cities were expected to provide supplies and 
accommodation for armies passing through their province. Numerous Sumerian 
and Akkadian economic texts describe the requisitioning of food and equipment 
for government use, although it is not clear if this is for labor gangs or soldier~  

(MAS 26). From the Mesopotamian perspective, there was probably no distinction. 
Surviving archives describing the disbursement of supplies and equipment to 

soldiers demonstrate that, at least by the Akkadian period, Mesopotamians had 
developed a well organized commissary system which kept detailed records of the 
collection and distribution of supplies45 The archive recorded "the number of 
workers ror soldiers] and how long they worked on the one hand, and the numbel 
of times they had been fed on the other" (USP 25). They dealt with the collec 
tion, storage and distribution of grain, foodstuffs, personnel, livestock (including 
donkeys), textiles, and equipment, including weapons (USP 38). A typical record 
reads: 

580 shu-loaves [of bread,] 29 jars of 30/30 beer did the chief of the work 
troops receive. 20 loaves, 1 pot of 30/30 beer to the soldier of Adda. The 
bread and beer are a disbursement. Year 5, month 5, day 27. 

This extensive and complex bureaucracy facilitated the creation of the Akkadian 
army and the management of the lands conquered by the armies. 

The capture of booty was a major purpose of war. Several "booty tablets" 
(namrak) have survived from the Neo-Sumerian period, giving lists of booty taken 
on a campaign and its disbursement (R312:236). A portion of the booty wa~  

generally donated to the temples of the gods, for practical use by the priests. One 
text mentions, for example, the "booty dedicated to the god Shara [taken a~  
plunder] from the city of Sharithum" (R312:238). Since the gods were the most 
important allies of the king, and granted him victory, they deserved their share of 
the plunder just as any other allied king would, even though this portion of the 
plunder was not of inunediate practical u"ulitary use. Part of the booty was directly 
distributed to soldiers, both for food while on campaign, and as rewards after battle 
(R312:108, 110). Great victory feasts were held for the "heroes" of the campaign, 
in which captured animals were roasted (R312:109, 239). Finally, a portion of the 
booty went to the king, some of which would eventually be recycled to fund the 
army. The logistical and economic costs of ntaintaining this standing army may 
have caused Sargon to create the world's first predatory army - a force which is too 
large to be maintained by the economic resources of the kingdom, and must per
force campaign every year to provide plunder for its own upkeep (war must feed 
war). A number of the texts focus on the plunder and captives taken from con 
quered regions, indicating these important economic aspects of Akkadian warfare 
(R2:23-4, 31, 60-7). 

The cOIID1under-in-chief of the Akkadian and SUlllerian ,limy W,1S the king, 
who regularly campaigned in person. However, lhl' kill\! \\.1 ,I fwd hy ,1 l1umbCI 

(U1 

IliTerent types of military officers, although the specifics about their differences 
I IlInctions are sometimes obscure. The Sumerian epic Gilgamesh and Agga has 
<lion where Gilgamesh lists five military offices in order of ascending rank 

PC 148): 

1\ZlIla lieutenant (overseer) 
1Ii1l1/nda captain 
11\1 governor (or perhaps colonel in a military sense) 
/"(I!ina general 
/'1I,l!ina erin "general of the army", or perhaps field marshal 

\I"/(!ina (Sumerian GIRNITA, roughly "general") was probably the highest mili
office, and occurs repeatedly in inscriptions (R312:349, 353). Successful 

I ".Is were honored in royal inscriptions (R2:32). Generals also appear as mili
I-(overnors of conquered cities; for Mari we have a list of seven generals who 

, Illed the city for the Akkadians (R2:231-7; R312:143), with several others 
("llling Elam (R2:302-8). Under Naram-Sin a warrior named Lugal-uru-si was 
IInal of the land of Sumer and Akkad" (R2:103), the supreme army com
IIder under the king, and perhaps the same as the shagina erin. As in many 
l<'llt societies, generals often held many additional government and religious 

II l'~  - Caesar, for example, served as a priest as Pontifex Maximus. Under king 
"I n, [rnanna served simultaneously as governor, a sanga priest of the god Enki, 
I I lJe GIR.NITA of several different provinces (R312:323-4). In addition to his 
11l.lry duties, general Babati served as royal steward, accountant, canal inspector, 
I \(1I1._l!a priest (R312:341-2). Likewise, city governors (ens/) are often described 
1',lllicipating in campaigns, and seem to have ranked immediately under the 
Ill.ll. 

I 1,<.: second most frequently mentioned military office is nubanda, rougWy 
lllv.llent to captain (R2:93; R312:239). They were clearly of lower rank and 
Ill' IILllnerOUS than the generals. We can get a sense of the relative status, rank, 
I r1llmbers of Akkadian period officers by some of Naram-Sin's prisoner lists. 

,1.1ims during one of his extended campaigns to have captured six shagina 
l1\'1'aI5), seventeen ensi (city governors), 78 rabi'anu (nomad "chiefs"), and 2000 
"ll/tin (captains) (R2:92-3). At the battle of Tiwa, Naram-Sin captured the 

II'A (general) of Kish, along with four of his nubanda (captains) (R2:105-6). 
"',/Ildas were often assigned specific types of duties; under Shusin we hear of 

I lll-\.llniagure, captam of the watch" (nubanda ennuga) serving as governor of Ur 
I' \2:326,418). 

IIJ(.' Akkadian army was also organized into military units, though these seem 
II.1V1.' been rnher Aexible in size. The basic term for a military unit was kiseri, or 
Il1ll'nl; Sargon is said to have mustered nine kiseri against Uruk (R2:16). Several 
<11th de\tribe companies of roughly 200 men commanded by a nubanda (MAS 
111 I) rhe professional nature of the Akkadian army allowed it to campaign at 

':d ~I)l'l'ds; ,1 Nalill11 Sin inscription describes a forced march in which the 
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Akkadian army moved at over twice the normal rate of march for several day, 
running (R2:125). Soldiers on campaign are described as eating "bread [baked] on 
coals" and "drinking water from skins" (LKA 179). Some type of camp fortifica 
tions on campaign seem to be implied when Naram-Sin "made firm the founda 
tions of the army camps" (R2:141). 

Manishtushu (R2:75-6), Naram-Sin (R2:97, 117) and Shar-kalli-shan 
(R2:192) all claim to have undertaken maritime expeditions in the Persian Gulf. 
Conquest of the coast of the Persian Gulf allowed Akkadians to control much of 
the maritime trade of the region, with merchants arriving in Akkad from Meluhh,l 
(the Indus valley), Magan (Oman), and Dilmun (Bahrain) (R2:28-30). The cap 
tain of a boat is also called a nubanda (R3/1:41), like his land-based counterparts. 
The "chief sea-captain", or admiral, is called nam-garash (R31247-8); thi, 
inscription has specific reference to trading activities, but presumably this officer 
would be involved in any naval military affairs as well. 

Weapons in the Akkadian and Sumerian arsenals included lance, spear, javelin, 
narrow-headed axe, broad battle-axe (or scimitar-axe), mace, dagger, and bow. 
Weapons were kept in a special arsenal, sometimes inside a temple complex, which 
were protected by images of divine beings. King Gudea {2141-2122} gave a 
description of one of these arsenals: "in the inner [arsenal] where the weapons 
hang, [at] its Battle Gate, [Gudea] posted the warriors 'deer-of-six-heads' and 
'Mount Si~ar'  " (R3/1:85) - the latter apparently being images of mythical war 
rior demons slain by Ningirsu. 46 

A ritual blessing given by Imdugud, a mythical dragon-like creature, to the epic 
hero Lugalbanda, describes the arms of a Sumerian king: 

May your flint-tipped arrow hit its man . 
May it be sharp like the point of an axe . 
May [the god] Ninurta, Enlil's son, 
Cover your crown with the helmet, "Lion of Battle" ...� 
When you have wielded the net in the mountain,� 
May the net not let loose [your enemies]. (HTO 330-1)� 

The throwing net mentioned here was used to entangle enemies (HTO 236), 
perhaps as depicted on the Stele of the Vultures (AM §66-9, see Figure 1, p. 55). 

A description of a ritual inspection tour by Gudea of Lagash included a catalog 
of some of the weapons at the temple arsenal at Lagash: 

Gudea brings to [the god] Ningirsu ... [the officer] Shul-shaga ... holding 
the seven-spiked mace, and opening the Ankar, the Battle-Gate [to the 
arsenal], that the 

dagger blades [eme-gir] 
the miW ["dead-man"] mace, 
the "Aoodstonn" weapon 
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the "bitter one" [khurratumJ� 
,1J1d all the weapons of war;� 

IIlght all exactly hit their targets, that he might flood all the lands of [the god] 
I IlljJ's enemies. Gudea brings along with himself [for the inspection] to [the 
I 1l1ple of] Ningirsu the mighty weapon "Slaughterer of a Myriad", which 
Ilbdues all lands in battle, [and] the officer of [the temple] Eninnu, hawk of 

"ll' rebel land, [and] his general Lugalkurdub. 47 

ll'xt apparently refers to a special blessing for weapons before battle. Weapons 
often viewed as magical objects, as gifts from the gods imbued with divine 
I which was the real source of victory (R2: 133). Many of these special cer

111.11� weapons were made of very precious and rare materials and given evo
names such as "Mace-unbearable-for-the-regions", "Three-headed-lion

" and "slaughterer-of-a-myriad" (R3/1:34). Sargon claimed that "the god 
, mighty one of the gods - the god Enlil gave to [me] his weapons". Sargon 
Ill', his victory over Uruk to the power of the "mace of the god Ilaba"; per
,omething similar to a mace he dedicated to the gods as a victory trophy 

\ I 1, 17-18). Bur-Sin of Isin donated a "three-headed gold mace with heads of 
l.lZuli as a great emblem for Ninurta" (IYN 30). Sargon's grandson Nararn

\Irlded this same mace (or another of the same name) in battle (R2:94). At his 
'"l.1tion Naram-Sin was given "a weapon of heaven from the temple of the god 
d" (R.2:85), as well as divine weapons of the gods Dagan and Nergal (R2:133), 
I I,htar (LKA 195, 199); Shu-sin received the a'ankara weapon from Ninlil (E3/ 

11l2, 307; cf. R4:391). The shibirru weapon - sometimes called a "scimitar" _ 
Ipparentlya special weapon of kingship (LKA 199-200). What distinguished a 

lilt' weapon from an ordinary one is unclear. They may have been ancestral 
IJlO I1 S preserved in the temples, or weapons that were manufactured with a 
• l,tI ritual and consecration by the priests. Meteoric iron was worked by the 
k.lt!ians (R2:68); such a mace could perhaps have been described as coming 

11111 heaven". These weapons of the gods are said to have the power to make the 
IllY panic in battle (R3/1 :93). 

Akkadian martial ideology 

nil' god EnW, whose major temple was E-kur ("mountain house") at Nippur, was 
II pJrticular focus of Akkadian martial devotion. Sargon became ruler by the 

I I diet" of Enli!, and ruled as his "governor" (R2:10, 13, 19, 34, 133). Enlil 
dll'd Manishtusu "by name", granting him the "scepter of kingship" (R2:77). 
,tIti gl<IJJtcd Sargon "surpassing intelligence", thereby insuring that Sargon had 

1111 IIV,II" in the world (R2:34, 11, 14, 20, 29, 31, 45). 
I'hr kll1gs rukd as they were "instructed" by the gods, presumably through 

11< b ,lilt! divination. Divination often preceded battle. Enlil's instructions 
II\< I,Jlll'lI thl' (,OI11t11,1I1d to "show ml'rey to no one", which the Akkadian rulers 

til 
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followed religiously (R2:32, 34, 56, 192-3): "Naram-Sin, the mighty, by the 
authority of the god Enlil, showed mercy to no one in those battles" (R2:138). 
The gods also "go before" or "open the way" for the king in battle, granting 
victory (R2:50, 133; LKA 181). 

The link between Akkadian kings and the gods was strengthened and empha
sized under Naram-sin, who was no longer merely the representative of the gods, 
but the "spouse of the goddess lshtar-Annumitum" (R2:88). When he defeated a 
rebellion of "the four quarters" (i.e. the entire world), thereby saving the city of 
Akkad from destruction, Naram-Sin was proclaimed a god, and a temple was 
dedicated to him (R2:113-14). Thereafter, his name was always written with a 
divine determinative - a linguistic marker indicating the name of a god. His son 
Shar-kalli-shari also claimed divinity in one of his inscriptions (R2:206). 

Shar-kalli-shari {2217-2192}, and the decline 
of the Akkadians48 

Naram-Sin's son and successor, Shar-kalli-shari ("king of all kings") was the last of 
the great Akkadian rulers, but was unable to retain power over the vast empire his 
father had controlled by brutal repression. As with all Akkadian kings, the exact 
chronology of his reign is uncertain. He is noted as a great temple builder, who 
undertook resource gathering expeditions to Syria and Lebanon (R2:185-91, 
193); he may have been more interested in religious and cultural pursuits than in 
warfare. Be that as it may, at some point during his reign a major rebellion broke 
out, which is described in terms similar to those used by Naram-Sin: 

When the four quarters together revolted against him [Shar-kalli-shari], from 
beyond the Lower Sea as far as the Upper Sea, he smote the people and all the 
Mountain Lands for the god Enlil and brought their kings in fetters before the 
god Enlil. Shar-kalli-shari, the mighty, by the authority of the god Enlil, 
showed mercy to no one in those battles. (R2: 192-3) 

Although he claims to have suppressed this rebellion, it is clear that his victory 
was tenuous. Whereas his ancestors consistently called themselves "king of the 
four quarters [of the world]", Shar-kalli-shari is satisfied with "King of Agade", as 
were his feeble successors. 

Shar-kalli-shari's inscriptions are far fewer and less instructive than those of 
Sargon and Naram-Sin, but a basic picture begins to emerge of an empire in crisis. 
In his "year names" he mentions three campaigns, claiming victories in all. The 
Amorites were defeated in their mountain stronghold at Bashar (R2:183), where 
Naram-Sin had fought them earlier. Shar-kalli-shari claims to have defeated the 
Elamites at the battle of Akshak, near modern Baghdad (R2:183; PAE 108). Sig 
nificantly, rather than campaigning into the heart ofElam, Shar blli ·shari fought 
the Elamites as they were invading the Tigris valley. Finally, rill' CtllJ;lJ1 highlanders 
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11/11 the Zagros mountains under their ruler Sharlak were defeated (R2: 183), but 
It destroyed. In a few years Sharlak reappears as Sharlagab (KS 330), a Gurian 
Idord ruling in Mesopotamia (see pp. 102-4). 

I'hus Shar-kalli-shari's inscriptions reveal the empire surrounded by powerful 
III militant enemies: the Amorites to the north-west; the Gutians to the east, and 

~lamites  to the south-east. These problems were further complicated by the 
Innal revolt of recalcitrant city-states. Although royal defeats are never men
'/led in the Akkadian annals, they were obviously occurring with increasing 
'I'lency, and would culminate with the collapse of the Akkadian state shortly 

1<'1 Shar-kalli-shari's death. The Gurian invasion and collapse of Akkad will be 
( lIssed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Neo-Sumerian period {219O-2004} 

The Neo-Sumerian period is characterized by the cultural and political revival of 
Sumerian peoples after a century-and-a-half of domination by Semitic Akkadians 
The collapse of the Akkadian empire was in part caused by, and at the same tiI1lt' 
facilitated, the migration of highlander warlords known as Gutians into Mesopo 
tamia, For over half a century these foreign warlords dominated local peoples, but 
were never accepted by them as legitimate leaders. Sumerian kings first achieved 
local independence, and then ousted the foreign warlords, creating the cultural!) 
dynamic Third Dynasty ofUr. The Neo-Sumerian age lasted less than a century 
and-a-half, however, ending with a second wave of outsiders invading Mesopota 
mia. This time, Semitic Amorite warlords from Syria were successful in integrating 
themselves into Mesopotamian civilization, creating a new political and military 
order that transitioned into the Middle Bronze Age.' 

Gutian warlords {c. 2190-2115}2 

At the death of Shar-kal!i-shari the military crisis of Akkad was exacerbated by an 
apparent civil war in which four kings ruled in only three years {2192-2190} 
There are vague allusions in the inscriptions to inter-city warfare during this per 
iod (R2:209-18), which the Sumerian King-list succinctly summarizes: "Who wa, 
king? Who was not king? 19i9i, the king; Nanum, the king; lmi, the king; Elulu 
the king - the four of them were kings but reigned only three years." (KS 330) 
Although Dudu {2189-2169} finally emerged as ruler of Akkad, by that time 1m 
domain had been reduced to one city-state among many in central Mesopotal11i,l 

During this period of chaotic anarchy, Gutian highlanders emerge as a major 
military power in Mesopotamia. Earlier vague allusions to Gutians appear in Akkac\i,1I1 
texts, where they are described as highlanders of the Zagros Mountains to the ea\t 
of Akkad (ME 24-7), but their fmt major reference is to the defeat of the Gutian 
king Sharlak by Shar-kalli-shari, mentioned on pp. 100-1 (R2:183). Thereaftel 
Gutian warbands appear in Mesopotamia, fmt as devastating raiders,3 and evcn 
tually as conquerors. The specific pattern of Gutian conqucst is unclcar. From till 
military perspective, the Gil of Akkad was characterin'd by hnlh II1lt'rnal revolt, 
and outside invasion. The city-states of Sumer, El.l11l, ,\I III 11111 lilt III Ml'sopotal11l,l 

In 

'n:ame independent, while outsiders simultaneously invaded Mesopotamia. 
IIHain highlanders from many surrounding regions seem to have participated 
" migration, including the Hurrians (from the northern mountains), Lullubi 
hbors ofthe Gutians in the Zagros mountains), Elarnites from the south ofZagros, 
"ites from the Jebel Bishri region of Syria, and perhaps the obscure Umman

1(1,1. 
4 Archaeological data confirms the devastation of a number of cities in 

hnn Mesopotamia during this period (RA3:710). Later epic literature describes, 
I lonsiderable hyperbole, the panic and devastation of these invasions.s The 
IIh.1I1 armies are defeated, the land devastated, cities are destroyed, and the rites 
Il' gods blasphemed (LKA 271-7); all of Mesopotamia is overrun (LKA 315). 

I he most important invaders were the Gutians, described as fierce and lawless 
Iluns from the mountains. Some of the Gutian warlords managed to establish 
"elves as kings over some of the city-states of Mesopotamia. The Sumerian 

list mentions twenty-one Gutian rulers reigning for a period of about 90 
with each king ruling for only a few years (KS 330); an alternative possibility 

II Illany of these Gutian kings were contemporaries. They should not be seen, 
,vcr, as forming a coherent dynasty ruling all of Mesopotamia. It is more 

Lhey were loosely allied warlords who ruled as a foreign military aristocracy 
I number of city-states. Perhaps it is best to view them as broadly similar to 

( ,crmanic kingdoms following the fall of Rome. 
I he Sumerians viewed this period as one of chaos and devastation: 

I he Gutians [are] the fanged serpent ofthe mountain, who acted with violence 
Ig.linst the gods, who carried off the kingship of the land of Sumer to the 
l110untain land, who fdled the land of Sumer with wickedness, who took 
IW;,y the wife from the one who had a wife, who took away the child from the 

<lllC who had a child, who put wickedness and evil in the land ofSumer. (R2:284) 

1i1llary sources for this period range from vague to non-existent. Only the 
l.ligns of the Gutian king Erridu-pizir have substantial documentation. An 

llpl ion describing the revolt of one of his rebellious vassals, the king ofMadga, 
111.IPS reflective of the anarchy of the age: 

I I ridl1-pizir, the mighty, king of Gutium and the four quarters, hastened [to 
lonfront] him [the rebellious king of Madga]. [Since the Gurian ruler of 
M.ltlga] feared [Erridu-pizar] he retreated [into his own original] mountain 
Ihomeland], and [Erridu-pizir] hunted him down, captured him, led him 
Iway Icaptive, and executed] him. Erridu-pizir, the mighty, king of Gutium 
IIld the four quarters took [him] away by force through the gate of the god of 
(,ulIum, struck him, and killed him, the king [of Madga]. (R2:221-2) 

We see J liulian warlord ruling a city in Mesopotamia as the vassal of another 
1;11) When a conAict arises between the two, the vassal flees back to his origi
t1(IlII1(,lil1 hOl1lt·lal1d, hoping vainly to escape the wrath of his lord. 
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Erridu-pizir's greatest victory was a campaign against the rival highlander LuI 
lubi tribe in the Zagros. Erridu-pizir provides an itinerary for his campaign into 
the mountains, forcing mountain passes and capturing the enemy commanders and 

mountain strongholds: 

KA-Nisba, king of Simurrum, instigated the people of Simurrum and Lullubl 
[highlanders] to revolt. Amnili, general of [the enemy Lullubi] ... made the 
land [rebel] ... Erridu-pizir, the mighty, king of Gutium and of the fOlll 
quarters hastened [to confront] him. He proceeded [through] the peaks 01 

Mount Nisba. In six days he conquered the pass at Mount Hamemepir .. 
entered its pass. Erridu-pizir, the mighty, pursued him [Amnili] and con 
quered the pass at Mount Nuhpir. Further, he struck down Amnili, the 
[Lullubi] ... on its summit ... In a single day he ... conquered the pass 01 

Urbillum at Mount Mumum. Further, he captured Nirishuha. (R2:226-7) 

Gutian domination in Mesopotamian was not universal. Many Sumerian cities 
like Ur, Uruk, Umma, Lagash, and Mari, achieved some degree of independenC(' 
during this period. Their few inscriptions, however, provide little concrete mili 
tary information. From these independent Sumerian city-states arose a nationalis 
tic anti-Gutian movement aimed at ousting the hated invaders. The most 
successful leader of this movement was Utuhegal of Uruk {2117-2111}, who Is 
credited with driving out the Gutians and inaugurating the Neo-Sumerian period 

(see pp. 105-7). 

Gudea, Second Dynasty of Lagash {2155-2122}6 

While the Gutians dominated much of Sumer, the city of Lagash remained inde 
pendent under the kings of its Second Dynasty. Although this period is renowned 
as a cultural golden age under king Gudea {2141-2122}, the Second Dynasty of 

Lagash has not produced many military inscriptions, leaving our understanding of 

warfare during this period rather vague. The corpus of inscriptions from Lagash 
focuses instead on temple building and other ritual activities. When compared to 

his lovingly detailed description of temple building, Gudea's most important 
campaign is laconically described: "Gudea defeated the cities of Anshan and ElaJll 
and brought the booty there from to Ningirsu in his Eninnu [temple]" (R3/1 :3')) 
Indeed, the allusion to the campaign only occurs in the context of describing thl 

materials gathered to build his beloved temples. 
From the inscriptions of Lagash, it would seem that there was relative peal! 

during the reign of Gudea. Gudea praises the god Ningirsu, who "opened for hllll 
all the roads leading from the Upper to the Lower Sea" (R3/1 :33), which pI! 
sumably meant for trade rather than for warfare. His inscriptions describe bringlll 
building materials, precious metals and jewels from Lebanon, Elalll, the Pers).11 
Gulf, Magan (Oman), and the Meluhha (Indus valley) (lUll B I, 78). None lit 
Gudea's numerous splendid statues depicts the kll1~  111111\ 11111 [Ill context (SDA 
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17). This is generally true of the next several centuries of Mesopotamian art; 
I whatever reason, martial themes are seldom depicted (SDA 196-251);7 martial 
I essentially disappears during the Neo-Sumerian period. 

nlike the first dynasty, described in Chapter Two, the second dynasty of 
1I',,1sh was not an expansionist state, but apparently had a sufficiently strong mili

\- to insure its own survival. Several of the year-names are associated with the 
'llstruction of ritual divine weapons for dedications at temples. These include 
hI' year the wooden [shaft] of the [divine weapon of Ningirsu] 'Mow-down-a
,I iad' was made"; "[the war-god] Ningirsu's mace with fifty heads was fash
Iled" (R3/1:27, 33, 75). But even these are, strictly speaking, ritual rather than 
,htary activities. It remained for the warlike king Utuhegal of Uruk finalJy to 
I VI: the hated Gutians from Sumer. 

Puzur-Inshushinak (Kutik-Inshushinak) and the Elamites 
{c. 2120-1990}8 

II' collapse of Akkadian power allowed local nobles in Elam to gain indepen
Ilee for the first time in a century, recreating their Elarnite kingdom based at 

1\,1. Puzur-Inshushinak, who began as an Akkadian vassal viceroy in Elam, 
S'llltually asserted his independence, taking the title "mighty king of Awan 
111Il1" by the end of his reign. His main martial inscription describes his rise to 
.\ser in Elam, capturing two rival kings "Kimash and Hurtum" and "crushing 
',kr his feet in one day 81 towns and regions". The king of Shimashki, a land 
,I of Elam, "grabbed his feet", begging for mercy, and was allowed to live as a 

Ios,d of Puzur-Inshushinak (PAE 123). Claiming imperial titles from the 
IltllbLing Akkadians, Puzur-Inshushinak proclaimed that "[the god] Inshush
Ik looked graciously upon him and gave him the four quarters of the earth" 
1/2:653). 
J'redominant in Elam, Puzur-Inshushinak turned his attention to Mesopotamia. 
ll'xt from Ur from the reign of Urnammu lists several regions of central 

k,opotamia as being under the rule of Puzur-Inshushinak, including Eshnunna 
"I Akkad itself. This brought Puzur-Inshushinak into conflict with the rising 
'\ser of Urnammu of Ur (see pp. 108-9). Urnammu claims he "liberated 
~  ,11.1k, Marad, Girkal, Kazallu, and their settlements, and for Usarum, whatever 

I II itories] were under the subjugation of [Puzur-Inshushinak] of Anshan" 
I '" 2:409a; PAE 124-5). Elamite incursions into Mesopotamia were thus 
IllporariJy forestalled, but a century later they would return to sack Ur itself (see 
I ~()). 

Utuhegal ofUruk {2117-2111}9 

It, overthrow of the Gutian warlords occurred in the reign of Utuhegal, king of 
II IIs. SCI:ring the opportunity afforded by the uncertainty surrounding the 
( IISIOIl of ,1 Ilcw CUli,111 monarch named Tirigan, Utuhegal rebelled against his 
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Gutian overlord. He left a vivid inscription of his victory over the Gutians which 
contains one of the most detailed military narratives of the third millennium, 
illustrating one of the fundamental principles of ancient Near Eastern warfare: that 
the decisions of the gods, even if inscrutable, control the course of history. 

The god Enlil, lord of the foreign lands, commissioned Utuhegal, the mighty 
man, king of Uruk, king of the four quarters, the king whose utterance can
not be countermanded, to destroy [the Gutian] name. Thereupon Utuhegal 
went to the [war] goddess Inanna, his lady, and prayed to her, saying: "My 
lady, lioness of battle, who butts the foreign lands, the god Enlil has commis
sioned me to bring back the kingship of the land of Sumer. May you be 

my ally." 
The enemy [Gutian] hordes had trampled everything. Tirigan, the king of 

Gutium, had [seized kingship in Sumer] ... but no [Sumerian lord] set out 
against him [in battle]. He had seized both banks of the Tigris River. In the 
south, in Sumer, he had blocked water from the fields. In the north, he had 
closed off the roads and caused tall grass to grow up along the roads of the 

land. 

The foundation ofUtuhegal's success was that the god Enlil chose him to "destroy 
[the Gutian] name". What this meant in practical terms is uncertain, but it likely 
has reference to oracles presented by the prophets of Uruk calling upon Utuhegal 
to overthrow the Gutians. Utuhegal, however, does not act alone. 

Utuhegal, the mighty man, went forth from Uruk and set up [a wal 
banner?] ... in the temple of the god Ishkur [in Uruk]. He called out to the 
citizens of his city [Uruk], saying: "The god Enlil has given Gutium to me 
My lady, the goddess Inanna, is my ally" ... Utuhegal made the citizens ot 
Uruk and Kullab [a suburb of Uruk] happy. His city followed him [in the 

decision to go to war] as if they were just one person. 

Having received oracles of victory from the gods Enlil and Inanna, Utuhegal 
summons a city council at the plaza before the temple of Ishkur. He announces the 
oracles and he rallies the citizens of Uruk to support his rebellion against th, 
Gutians. This incident emphasizes that Sumerian kings had to rely on the support 
of their citizens for war, and that oracles could sway public opinion in these mat 
ters one way or another. With the support of the city, Utuhegal launches 1m 

campaign. 

Utuhegal arranged in correct array his select elite troops. After Utuheg.d 
departed from the temple of the god Ishkur [in Uruk], on the fourth day h, 
set up [camp] in the city of Nagsu on the Iturungal canal. On the fifth day III 
set up [camp] in the shrine Ilitappe. He captured Ur· Nill.llll ,tne! Nabi EnId 
generals whom ITirigan, king of the Gutians I h,ld ','Ill \. I mm, to the I,lnd ot 
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Sumer, and put handcuffs on them. Mter he departed from the shrine Ili
tappe, on the sixth day he set up [camp] at Karkar. He proceeded to the god 
Ishkur and prayed to him, saying: "0 god Ishkur! The god Enlil has given me 
his weapon. May you be my ally." 

he reference to "select elite troops" is important, demonstrating a ranking of the 
I.dity and value of soldiers. Utuhegal's itinerary is our most detailed description 
.\ Sumerian army on the march. He emphasizes his daily piety, repeatedly calling 

1 lhe gods for assistance, attempting to act in accordance with the will of the gods 
h.lttle. A rough estimate of a day's march for a Sumerian army can be deter

Illed from Utuhegal's itinerary. The next passage notes that battle took place 
Ip'tream from Adab" some fifty miles north ofUruk, which was reached after a 

,by march, thus averaging about eight to nine miles a day. Utuhegal then 
.( ribes the day of battle. 

In the middle of that night [Utuhegal] got up, and at daybreak proceeded to a 
point upstream from Adab.... In that place, against the Gutians, he laid a trap 
.1I1d led his troops against them. Utuhegal, the mighty man, defeated their 
generals. Then Tirigan, king of Gutium, fled alone on foot to Dabrum.... 
Since the citizens of Dabrum realized that Utuhegal was the king to whom 
the god Enlil had granted power, they did not let Tirigan go. The envoys of 
Utuhegal captured Tirigan along with his wife and children at Dabrum. They 
put handcuffi and a blindfold on him. Utuhegal made him lie at the feet of 
the god Utu and placed his foot on his neck. [Thus Utuhegal] removed [the 
~utians  and] ... brought back the kingship of the land ofSumer. (R2:284-7) 

III1l'gal's use of a stratagem to trick the Gutian should remind us that, although 
Illg on the will of the gods for victory, the Sumerians none the less also fought 

.1\ in the real world of weapons, supplies, and tactics. Even ifEnlil had promised 
II Inry, Utuhegal still used a stratagem. This auspicious victory over Tirigan was 
, nl'lIlbered in later years in books of divination (Cll2:462). The mention that 
'I~."l  "fled [the battle] alone on foot" undoubtedly has reference to the standard 

: of war-carts in battle at this time. 
lJli,hegal's victory, although decisive, was apparently not complete. Most of 
It han Mesopotamia rallied to his support, but the full extent of his domain is 
I lertain. He did not, however, found a stable dynasty. After a reign of only 

,\'," years he died, according to legend, by accidental drowning while inspecting 
dike. I~cal political power in Sumer passed into the hands of Urnammu, the 

IIclillle governor ofUr, founder of the glorious Third Dynasty ofUr. 

The Third Dynasty ofUr {2112-2004}10 

file I hlld J)yn,my of Ur (or Ur III) witnessed the last flowering of Sumerian 
\t1ll.i1 .Ilhll:wml'nt; Indeed. mmt of thl' liter,Hurl'. ,11t, and architecture generally 
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associated with Sumer was produced during Ur III. Militarily, this was also a Pt'l 

iod of Sumerian ascendancy in Mesopotamia, in which the kings of Ur were Ih. 
dominant military force in the region. 

Urnammu {2112-2095}11 

Although best known for his cultural achievements in law, literature, and art, ,111< 

for the building of the magnificent Ziggurat of Ur, Urnammu also played ,II 

important military role as well. Unfortunately, his surviving inscriptions focus 01 

his building projects, leaving us with fragmentary information about his milit.ll \ 
activities. Furthermore, as is often the case in early Mesopotamian military histol \ 
a precise chronology of Urnammu's campaigns cannot be established from th 
fragmentary evidence. 

Under Utuhegal of Uruk, Urnammu had served as governor of Ur; SOIlI 
scholars suspect that he was the son-in-law ofUtuhegal (R312:9). While governol 
ofUr for Utuhegal, Urnammu engaged in a border dispute with Lagash, defeatlll 
them and annexing a portion of their land with the acquiescence of Utuhq~.,  

(R312:10). Upon the death of his suzerain Utuhegal, Urnammu declared himscll 
an independent king {2112}, initially ruling only the city-state ofUr and its Slif 

rounding land; the fortifications of Ur were significantly strengthened early in hI 
reign (R312:11, 19, 25-6). Later the fortifications of Nippur were also refurbislm 
(R312:76). 

The anarchy of the Gutian period left brigands and pirates infesting bod 
Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf. Part of Urnammu's achievement was to "put 
the road in order from the south to the north" (R312: 14) and to resume tr.ldl 
with Magan (Oman) in the Persian Gulf (R312:41, 47). This restoration of 
order and trade in Mesopotamia laid the foundation for the economic and cuI 
tural renaissance of the Neo-Sumerian period. One of Urnammu's claims was II 

have cleared out the brigands and to have made river and land travel seClU, 
(CS 2:409). As part of this process he mentions the "sea-captains" who "Iw 
control of the foreign maritime trade" in the Persian Gulf; Urnammu "establishl'\ 
freedom" for the Sumerian maritime traders (CS 2:409a). These "sea-captains 
can be interpreted in one of two ways. It could simply refer to non-Sumen,1II 
merchants who had taken control of ocean trade during the Gutian anarchy. ()II 

the other hand, they may be Persian Gulf pirates who were pillaging Sumen,lI 
merchants, in which case Urnammu is describing the first anti-pirate na\ .11 

campaign in history. He also mentions the return of a "Magan-boat" at UI 
probably a reference to a boat capable of sailing the Persian Gulf to Magan-Om,1I 
(CS 2:409a). 

Urnammu undertook a number of campaigns which resulted in the hegemoll' 
of Ur in Sumeria. His armies conquered Lagash in battle, absorbing the city illto 
his domain, although leaving it to be governed by local ari~tocrats (R312:47). II 
also defeated his former masters at Uruk (R3/2: I(I) 1 V~ nl\l.t1ly he "balllShu 
malediction, violence and strife" which is 10 S,I}' hl~ dcfc.ll~d hiS nv,lh ,\11\ 
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III igands. Ur's predominance in Mesopotamia was ritually recognized in a 
011 festival at Nippur, culminating in his declaration as "king of the lands 
I ,llld Akkad" who "restored the ancient state of affairs", which is to say, 

I \'d Sumerian rule in a unified Mesopotamia. 12 

Illgh Urnammu's direct military power was limited to central and southern 
·1 Ill1ia, he formulated an alliance with Mari to the north-west in Syria to 
I he growing power of the Amorite nomads in the Syrian steppe, who 
l1~ly  threatened Mesopotamia throughout Ur IIL 13 This alliance was sealed 
III.lrriage of Urnammu's son with Taram-Uram, the daughter Apil-Kin, 

.Iri (R3/2:86). 
1111t: point in his reign Urnammu began to campaign to the east outside of 
IlIll1ia. As noted above, the Elarnite kingdom under Puzur-Inshushinak 

II .ldvantage of the power vacuum in Mesopotamia following the collapse 
III power in Mesopotamia to sieze several Sumerian city-states (R312:48). 

11 III campaigned into "highland Elam", defeated the coalition of the 
killt'!, and liberated the Sumerian city-states (R312:19-20, 65-6; PAE 

'I' .Ire fragmentary inscriptions describing campaigns by Urnammu against 
1III.II1S as well. Although driven from dominance in Mesopotamia by the 
11"1'1 of Utuhegal, the Gutians had not been decisively crushed, and still 
Illed a serious potential threat to Mesopotamia. Gutarla, king of the 

I'. still had garrisons in parts of Mesopotamia, from which he conducted 
I{ V2:67). Urnammu campaigned victoriously against the Gutians "in their 
11111", binding "the bloody hands of the Gutian" prisoners (R312:11, 21). 
1i1ls victory did not fully break the Gutians, however, for, according to 
1I1111"S funerary lament, he died in battle against them in 2095, when his 
Ilioke and fled, leaving him stranded on the battlefield: "in the place of 

.1111'1 they [the army ofUr] abandoned [their king] Urnammu [in battle] like a 
II pitcher" .14 This is one of the rare examples of Mesopotamian royal 
1'l10ns describing the defeat and death of a king in battle. 

Shulgi {2094-2047}15 

Ii} ,Iftcr the death of his father Urnammu in battle, Shulgi carried out a 
HII\\' campaign against the Gutians to avenge his death (R312:20). Thereafter, 

h,' Inost part, the early years of Shulgi's reign are generally associated in his 
1I.1Ines with peaceful religious and building activities. There were, however, 
IIl1lirary undertakings; in his seventh year {2088}, the higWander "Su peo

lilt! the lands of Zabshali [northwest Iran], from the border of Anshan to the 
I.� 1 $C,I, rose like locusts" and invaded Mesopotamia. Shulgi undertook a 

lIIiVl' cxpedition against them (DZ 138-9). 
III rhl' scctlntl half of his reign {2076-2047}, however, war becomes increas

I o III 1l1()11 , with ,1bout half the year-names associated with campaigning. In 
I~l\l  p.11 t of his reign Shulgi undertook a generally expansionist policy, leading 
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to conquests throughout Sumer and hegemony abroad, which was continued by 
his son Amarsin, creating a Sumerian empire. 

Shulgi's campaign against Der {2076} contains some interesting tactical details. 
On the eve of battle Shulgi apparently destroyed some irrigation dikes, flooding 
the enemy's positions: "The banks of the River Diyala and the River Taban he 
smashed, and in a swamp he annihilated the enemy. [In] the land which he inun
dated he smashed his enemy's weapon" (R312:142-3). Thereafter, Shulgi under
mined the walls of Der and destroyed the city: "I [Shulgi] arrived at the rebellious 
land [ofDer]; [my army] ripped out the brickwork [of its walls] by its foundation. 
May the city I have smitten not be restored! The houses which I destroyed were 
ruined heaps" (R312:103). After the destruction of Der, Shulgi built two 
fortresses - Shulgi-Nanna and Ishim-Shulgi - to maintain Sumerian control of 
the region (R312:103), assigning Ur-Suena as military governor of the area 
(R312:190). 

Thereafter Shulgi was at war on a regular basis. One of his major efforts was in 
the north against the Hurrian invaders, who had migrated into much of northern 
Mesopotamia during the Gutian period. Shulgi launched three multi-year wars 
against them in the upper Tigris region. Although he was generally successful in 
these campaigns, the Hurrians remained an important and growing military 
power.16 Most of Shulgi's campaigns are only vaguely described, with standardized 
formula such as "the year X was destroyed". Some of these sites cannot be securely 
identified. Shulgi claimed victory over Karahar {2071}, Harshi {2068}, Shasru 
{2053}, and Simashki (R312:104, 108; 451). At some point in the latter part of his 
reign, Shulgi added to his original title "mighty man, king of Ur", the title "king 
of the Lands of Sumer and Akkad" and "king of the four quarters [of the world)" 
(R312:149), indicating his claim to military pre-eminence in Mesopotamia 
(R312:111-16). 

We are given more detail on a few of his campaigns. Over the course of twenty 
years Shulgi campaigned against the recalcitrant Hurrian stronghold of Simurrum 
five times {2069, 2068, 2062, 2050, 2049}, eventually capturing the city and its king 
Tappan-Darah. This was considered a great victory, as it is referenced several times 
in later oracular literature (R312:104-5). Attempting to improve relations with Elam, 
Shulgi married his daughter to the "governor of Anshan" in 2065. The alliance 
was unstable, however, and he invaded and defeated Anshan in 2061 (R312:104-5) 

There are signs in the later part of Shulgi's reign of increasing military stress. In 
2059 he built the "Wall of the Land", also known as the "Wall Facing the High 
land". The location of Shulgi's wall is not certain, but it was probably aimed at 
preventing incursions by the Tidnumite nomad tribe of the Amorites (R312:106) 
The "highlands" possibly refers to Mount Bishri (Bashar) to the west of the Upper 
Euphrates, which had been a haunt of Amorite nomads since the days of Naram 
Sin two centuries earlier. If so, the wall was the first attempt to limit or control tht 
access of the An-writes into central Mesopotamia. The building ofche wall was left 
in the care of his general Puzur-Shulgi; part of the Ieltt'l 111 whlt'h ShLilgi orders 
the building of the wall has survived: 

The wall is to be finished in the period of one month! There are to be no 
further inquiries pertaining to these building activities! For now the Tidnum 
Itribe of the Amorite nomads] have come down from the mountain. (R3/ 
2:106) 

hiS letter seems to indicate that the building of the wall was taking longer than 
pected and presumably going over budget, and that part of the reason for this 
1\ that the Tidnum nomads were harassing the builders, having already "come 
'\VII from the mountain". 

I'his wall seems to be the first phase of the more famous "wall that repels 
l1orites" which was built by Shusin against incursions by Amorite nomads, 
II esenting the beginning of a shift from an offensive posture against higWanders 
defensive walls to limit their raids. This represents a significant psychological 

lit in the martial mentality of the age: the Amorites, Hurrians, and Gutians 
Ilnot be decisively defeated - the best we can do is hold them at bay. This "great 
III" mentality, more famous in its monumental Chinese manifestation, became 
IId.llnental to the Ur III martial policy in the twenty-first century. The wall was 
ol1lpanied by the development of military garrison colonies and cities along a 

kllsive zone facing the Zagros Mountains to attempt to prevent incursions from 
Idanders (DZ 153-6). The wall and defensive zone may have been initially 

I ( t'ssful, for we hear of no further Tidnum incursions for over twenty years. On 
other hand, as noted below, the policy was ultimately to fail. 

In the last five years ofShulgi's reign {2051-2047} Ur was involved in repeated 
IIlpaigns against coalitions of partially subdued Hurrian city-states in northern 

I '\opotamia. The problems began with a coalition between the city of 
1IlIlTum - which Shulgi had already defeated three times - and the higWanders 
I 1I1lubu. Shulgi claims to have defeated them in 2051. Ifso, it was not a decisive 
I (ll y, for in 2050 they were back in alliance with Urbillum (modern Arbil) and 

Il Ihar. The campaigns of 2049-2047 were directed against another rebel coali
II of Kimash, Hurti, and Harshi (R312:107-9; 455), whose defeated dead he 
,Iped up [in] a pile of corpses" (R312:141). The need for repeated campaigns 

Illls1 Hurrian and Lullubi coalitions again points to declining military strength, 
I h,ipS associated with the fact that Shulgi was by now probably in his sixties or 
\ ( nties, and may have been too old to effectively rule or lead his armies. Despite 
,h mixed success in warfare, Ur was none the less the predominant military 
\\l'r of Mesopotamia at the death of Shulgi. 

Military themes in the Shulgi hymns (TSH) 

/t( t'Ourt of king Shulgi of Ur {2094-2047} - who proclaimed himself a 
IJ 1I111y prepared a number of panegyric hymns praising the king's divine 
I dlUl'S, 1I1Lluding his military prowess. It goes without saying that the king is 

Il!,Wlll', sliong, cOLlragcous and brave (TSH 73-5). By aU accounts Shulgi was a 
1\ Ih ,llhk'll'; hl' bO,lsts of having run Ii'om Nippur to Ur (over 100 miles) 
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some 1500 years before Phidippides' more famous effort in Greece (R312:97, 
157; Her. 6.106), in which he was later emulated by Ishme-Dagan of Isin 
(R4:37). 

The Shulgi hymns provide us with some detailed literary narratives of actual 
combat in Neo-Sumerian times. One of Shulgi's hymns gives an epic description 
of a battle against the Gutians. Despite its hyperbole, poetic language and ritual 
setting, the hymn provides a useful window into the characteristics of Sumerian 
battle. The battle begins with an exchange of missile fire: 

I will raise my spear against [the enemy] 
I will set up my banner against the border of the foreign land 
I will fill my quiver, 
My bow will distend, ready to shoot, like a raging serpent, 
The barbed arrows will flash before me like lightening 
The barbar-arrows, like swiftly flying bats 
Will fly into the "mouth of its battle". 
Slingstones will pour down on its people; 
Heavy clay lumps, like the "hand stones", 
Will be striking on their back. 
The crushed people of the rebellious land, 
I will cut down with my bow and sling like locusts. (TSH 79) 

Following the missile exchange, the battle transforms into a bloody melee with 
maces and axes: 

My rmace?] will sharpen its teeth at the "head of the land" 
My mitum-weapon will shed the blood of the people like water. 
My weapon, the double-edged axe, 
Will [spill?] their blood, which will cover the Uand] 
Having been spilled on the highland, the contents of a broken wine-jug, .. 
In its wadis the blood will flow like water. (TSH 79) 

In many periods of history, being taken captive after a battle or siege was often 
only marginally more satisfactory than dying. But in the ancient Near East the 
plight of the prisoner was particularly miserable. Royal prisoners were often mar
ched naked and in stocks back to the capital of the victorious king, where they 
were paraded in triumph, brought before the gods, and ritually debased by having 
the victorious king stand on their heads or bodies in the courtyards before the 
temples of the gods. The great hero Shulgi boasts that he will "set my foot on his 
[the defeated king's] head ... I will make him die amid dripping blood" (TSH 77); 
the enemy was ritually executed by being disemboweled (TSH 77) in what prob 
ably amounted to a form of human sacrifice. 

In the aftermath of the battle the adults were oftell "d Il'd , rhddren were 
enslaved, and the fields and city destroyed. 
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he children of the foreign land, he made them embark on his ships 
rhe adults he killed in revenge.... 
rhe hero avenged his city, 
Whatever has been destroyed in Sumer, he destroyed in the foreign [Gutian] 
I.lnd ... In its cultivated fields of shining barley, he caused weeds to grow, 
I IL: destroyed its wide and large trees with the axe....� 
"he king, after he destroyed the city, ruined the city walls ...� 
I k dispersed the seed of the Gutians like seed-grain. (TSH 85)� 

IllY other prisoners were kept as slaves and sent to work on agriculture, canal 
'Ing, mining, and quarrying or building projects (USP 47-50). 
'\fler the victory, great plunder is brought back to Sumer in a triumphal 

" (,~slOn: 

I'he pure lapis-lazuli of the foreign land he loaded into leather-bags� 
I k heaped up all its treasures� 
Amassed all the wealth of the foreign land,� 
liS fattened oxen and fattened sheep.� 
I k invokes the name of [the god] Enlil,� 
I Ie:.: invokes the name of [the god] Ninlil� 
rhe hero [Shulgi], having carried out a noble revenge in the foreign land� 
IThe king rode in] his shining royal magur-boat ...� 
Shulgi, the righteous shepherd of Sumer,� 
I'hced his feet upon [his enemy's neck]� 
Upon a throne he took seat.� 
f'he sim and ala-drums resounded for him, 
rhe tigi-drums played for him music: 
"My king has destroyed the foreign land, you have plundered its cities 
I,ike a wild bull in the mountain", 
Sang the singers a song for him. (TSH 85-7) 

hIIlgi then enters the temple of Enlil, dedicating the plunder to the gods, and 
I ('Iving in return a divine decree of long, prosperous, and victorious rule (TSH 

<)), In another context it is clear that the soldiers also received their fair share of 
plllnder. After defeating the Elamites, the king "brought the booty to the god 

IIlil, my lord, in Nippur, and marked it for him. The remainder I presented as a 
Iii I\) my troops" (R312:66). 

Amarsin (Amar-Suena) {2046-2038}17 

(h,'I,ill the reign of Amarsl11 is rather poorly documented for military affairs. 
\111,\1\111 \ucceeded his father Shulgi in the midst of an ongoing war with Urbil

1.,111, aW"I1Sl which he dispatched his general Niridagal III 2045 (R3/2:236), Nir
IUJI.l.d we'lllS to have decisively defeated that city, which is later listed as having an 
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Ur-appointed military governor (R312:324). Thereafter Amarsin turned his 
attention to the north, launching two expeditions under general Haship-atal 
against Shashrum and Shuruthum in 2043 and 2041. According to the recon
struction of events by Frayne (R312:238-9) , the campaign went northwest 
from the Diyala river, also conquering the cities of Rashap and Arrapha. In 
2040 Amarsin invaded Huhnuri in Elam (R312:239). At some point in his reign 
he built a "watchtower" in Ur, but its precise military function, if any, is obscure 
(R312:259). 

Some idea of the size of the empire of Ur can be discerned by the seal 
inscriptions of Ur-appointed city governors. Eventually the rulers of Ur are 
known to have had dependent governors in at least sixteen Mesopotamian cities, 
including Umma, Push, Kish, Lagash, Kazallu, Nippur, Sharrakum, Adab, Ishkun
Sin, Shuruppak, Marad, Simudar, Kutha, Uruk, and Eresh (R312:xli-xliv, 3, 271
7). There were undoubtedly other governors as well, for whom we lack records, 
along with additional vassal states. There were other cities with known Sumerian 
governors outside of Sumer itself, including Ashur, Babylon, Eshnunna, Simur
rum, and Susa in Elam (R3/2:271-7); Ashur was governed by a general (GIR.NITA) 

named Zarriqum (R312:278, A1:9). 
At the height of its power the empire of Ur III was divided into three zones, 

each with a different relationship to the city of Ur. 18 In the central heartland of 
Sumer and Akkad (southern and central Mesopotamia), the cities were ruled by 
governors directly appointed by the king of Ur, directly paying taxes (bala) of 
goods and services. The second zone, along the central Tigris valley and parts of 
Elam, were conquered lands which had garrisons of soldiers (erin) with military 
commanders (shagina) appointed from Ur. These provinces paid the "tribute of the 
provinces" (gun mada) in livestock and other products. In one year alone this tri 
bute amounted to 28,000 cattle and 350,000 sheep (CAM 102). The third zone 
consisted of allied and vassal states, who had their own independent rulers but who 
were dependent in some way on Ur. This region is rather amorphous and infor 
mal, with changeable relations with specific cities, but included at different time, 
parts of western Iran, the upper Tigris, the middle Euphrates and parts of Syria 
These regions sent ambassadors to Ur, intermarried with the royal family, and sent 
various forms of tribute or diplomatic gifts (HE2:85-101). The middle Euphrates, 
including Mari and Ebla, seemed to have some type of tributary status to Ur (H I 
2:125-33), while ambassadors were received from as far away as Byblos on thl' 
Mediterranean coast (EH2:122). In 2048 Shulgi received tribute (gun) from Ebl.\ 
consisting of"500 tilpZmu-weapons ofsudiZmum-wood and 500 containers (GI5.kab-kIl0 
of the same wood" (HE2:128-9), which I interpret to be 500 bows and quiver, 
(see p. 91). This substantial tribute in weapons points to some type of vassalage 011 

the part ofEbla to Ur, and further emphasizes the importance of archery in Neo 
Sumerian armies. 

Amarsin's overall predominance in Mesopotamia is reRected in his continuing 
claim to the title "king of the four quarters lof thl' wOIld j". laler legend, 
remember that, during Amarsin's reign, "the hOllll'l,l1ld fl'\.llhnl" (RV2:23(1), but 
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" cannot be confirmed by any contemporary documents. It seems succession 
• lilTed without incident. 

Shusin {2037-2029} and the Amorite mirs 

Itlilarily speaking, Shusin's reign is one of the better documented of the Ur III 
I1my (R312:285-359). As noted above, most of Shusin's predecessors had 
II,ed their attention on the conquest of the Tigris valley in north-eastern Iraq. 

II h this flank stabilized, Shusin turned his attention to the west and the middle 
phrates basin. Early in his reign he entered into a military alliance with the 
II Ii Euphrates city-state of Simanum (north-east Syria) through the marriage of 
ILlUghter Kunshi-matum to Arib-atal, son of king Pusham. 19 Although the 
III, are unknown, in 2036 a coup occurred in which Pusham and his family 
I,' ousted from power. The perpetrators of the coup are not named, but they 

1\ have been Hurrians, and they received assistance from the Amorite nomads. 
II h the help of the gods Enlil and Inanna, Shusin - who "makes the foreign 
IlIllry tremble" -launched a campaign against the rebels in Simanum in 2035, 
III h quickly turned into a much larger extended war with the Amorites. 
I 10m his base at Ashur, Shusin led the army of Ur northward up the Tigris, 
\luring Nineveh, Talmush, and Habura. At this time Nineveh seems to have 

11 in the domain of the Hurrian king Tish-atal of Urkish (modern Mozan), 
htl appears to have dominated the upper Tigris during the early Ur III period, 
I who may have been Shusin's uncle.2o Shusin continued his march up the 
'I J', eventually reaching Simanum, where Shusin "smote the heads of Sima
III, Habura, and the surrounding districts". With the rebels defeated, Pusham 
I his family were restored to the throne. 
We are provided with some details of the fate of prisoners from this campaign, 

III were deported and settled in a new town on the frontier of Nippur, perhaps 
work on Shusin's defensive wall described below. Shusin boasts: "Since the 
Ihical] days of decreeing the fates [at the foundation of the world], no king has 

lhlished a town for the god Enlil and the goddess Ninlil on the frontier of 
ppm, with people he had captured." This type of mass deportation of citizens 
III defeated cities would become a standard practice throughout Mesopotamian 
ttll y. Conquered people became in many ways a form of war plunder, to be 
11.'ned and transported just like silver or lapis lazuli or building timber. Warfare 
"lll'd a mobile market of displaced migrant workers whom the kings could move 

IIpport new agricultural or building projects. 
I )I'~pite this victory, Shusin was forced to deal with an ongoing threat from the 

lUll ile nomads, which his grandfather Shulgi had temporarily suppressed twenty 
", earlier, in around 2059. The Amorite nomads of the Tidnum tribe had 
1'IIl'Iltly been r<liding, or migrating into, the agricultural land along the middle 
plll,lles, since Shusin's continuing campaign in 2034 is said to have been 
I. Il.lkt'n in order to "remove any cause for complaint from the [people who 
I~ IIll'l ftlilOw, or the lagriculturalJ land Ibyl vengeance lagainst the] Tidnum 
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[nomadic raids]" (R3/2:290). Perhaps using the newly conquered Simanum ,I' 

base, in 2035 Shusin launched an attack against the Tidnum Amorite nom,lI! 
possibly advancing as far as Aleppo (Yamhad) (R312:290, 299, 301). He claillll 
that "the big mountains [where the Amorites live] were subdued ... the tO\o\11 
the populatiol15, and their settlements, were turned into ruins". 

Despite these claims, the campaign was far from decisive, for in the folloWlll 
year, 2034, Shusin decided to build "the Amorite waLl called 'It keeps [the] Tid 
num [nomads] at a distance' " (R312:290, 328). A letter from the building COlll 
missioner to king Shusin provides an informative description of the wall: 

To Shusin, my king ... thus says Sharrum-bani, the high commissioner, yOIl 
servant. You have sent me as an envoy in order to build the great wall 'II 
keeps Amorites at a distance". ! am presenting to you how matters stand. Till 
Amorites are descending UpO!1 the land. You have instructed me to build till 
wall, to cut off their path so that they may not overwhelm the fields by 
breach between the Tigris and Euphrates.... As a result of my buildlll 
activities the wall is now 26 danna long. When I sent for word to the an 
between the two mountains it was brought to my attention that the [AmO! 
ites] were encamped in the mountains. [The Hurrians at] Simurrum h,ld 
come to their aid. Therefore I proceeded to the area "between" the mounLllll 
ranges of Ebih in order to do battle. 21 

The text is somewhat vague, but it seems the Amorites had already crossed til 
Euphrates, probably in the north, and were raiding southward between till 
Euphrates and the Tigris. The wall was being built from the banks of the Tigris to 
the Euphrates to forestall further penetration southward into central and southelll 
l\IIesopotamia. Ruins of this earth and clay wall - estimated to have been abollt 
170 miles (280 km) long - can still be seen north of Baghdad. 22 The wall would 
thus be similar to Nebuchadnezzar's later "Wall of Media". The "mountain rangl 
ofEbih" have not been identified with certainty, but might perhaps have refercllll 
to the twin mountains Abd al-Aziz and Sinjar in northern Mesopotamia. TIll 
building of this wall shows the concern over the growing military threat from thl~  

Amorites, who would eventually participate in the destruction of the empire ot 
Ur. None the less, Shusin's campaigns were successful in temporarily holding thl 
Amorite threat at bay. 

The Zagros highlanders posed a simultaneous threat which was opposed with .1 

vigorous campaign in 2031 against Indasu, king of Zabshali (R312:301-6). ShUSIII 
describes their depredations as being "like a swarm of locusts from the border of 
Anshan (in south-east Iran] to the Upper [Mediterranean] Sea", listing over ,I 

dozen subsidiary tribes or city-states who formed a confederation against UI 
Details of the battle are lacking; attention is paid to kiHing, scattering, and decall 
itating the enemy, finally piling their corpses into a heap. The captured kadel 
were bound and brought as captives before the god hlltl Othl'r, ,cattel'l'd 
attempting to ... 

lve their lives by fleeing to their cities, [but Shusin marched] against their 
111l'S, screeching like an Anzu [dragon]. He turned their cities into ruined 

hl',lps; he destroyed their waHs. He blinded the men of those cities ... and 
'tablished them as slaves in the orchards of the gods ... [the women] he 

llilcred as a present to the weaving mills of the god Enlil and the goddess 
"JIllliJ. (R3/2:309-12) 

I captives were enslaved and forced to work in the silver and gold mine at 
,� 1.1, one of the conquered cities. In addition to slaves, Shusin lists livestock and 
hn sacks filled with gold and silver" and bronze as his booty. In triumph, 
111 created a monument depicting himself trampling the captive king Indasu, 
, with the names of ten other captured leaders of the coalition. 

\ fragmentary inscription describes a naval campaign of Shusin to "Magan 
11.l111, along with its provinces ... [and] the other side of the sea ... " (R3/ 

1), which could have been an extension of Shusin's Elamite campaign. The 
hillation of his campaigns on the Upper Euphrates, against Elam, and in the 
1.111 Gulf allowed Shusin to claim the ancient Akkadian title of ruler frem the 
\l'I" to the Upper Sea" (R312:302, 317), maintaining the Third Dynasty ofUr 

II' dominant power in Mesopotarnia. 

Ibbisin (lbbi-Stlen) {2028-2004} and the fall of Urn 

Ill'S reign marked the decline and collapse of the Ur III dynasty, unJeashing an 
IIllg period of invasion and chaos. Ibbisin's year names and inscriptions show 
1110re concern with religious ritual than with the collapsing military and poli
I 'ltuation ofUr. None the less, a number of campaigns are mentioned. For the 
I part these were defensive in nature, against provinces or cities which had 

hl'!' submitted to Ur, but had now gained independence. 
III 2023 {Y6} Ibbisin undertook repairs and expansion on the walls of Nippur 
I U r, perhaps reflecting a perception of an increasing threat to the heartland 
,\2:363). In a propagandistic inscription describing the building of the walls, 
"111 wrote: "in order to make the land secure and to make the highlands and 
IlIlds bow down before him, he surrounded his city with a great wall, whose 

pp holes cannot be reached, and which is like a yellow mountain" (R312:369). 
1111\\ a defensive will on a city in Sumer would make the highlanders "bow 

\11" before the king ofUr is not explained. The defensive attitude, perhaps an 
IIIl~ion  of the great wall mentality, could not mask an increasingly desperate 
dlt,lIy situation. 

I he fall of the empire ofUr is rather well documented by the standards of the 
! I)' (3ronze Age. Psychologically for Mesopotamians it was rather like the fall of 
"I I I\: in the West, and from the military perspective it marks the end of the Early 

"(Ill"\: Age and the beginning of the Middle Bronze. A number of factors con
h\!t~'d  [0 the (.111 of Ur. Internal political instability is reflected in the defection 
II II1dcpcl1dl'llt~' of " 1111l11bl'r or city states in both the heartland and the 
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periphery of the empire, which had been brought into submission by the cam 
paigns of Shulgi, Amarsin, and Shusin. "The lands that had been in obedience to 

Ur were split into factions" (LD 43). By 2027 {Y2} Eshnunna and the province of 
Simurrum had cast off allegiance, leading Ibbisin to send an army against them thc 
next year (R312:366, 362). The campaign was apparently a failure, because thc 
defections increased rapidly: Susa and Elam in 2026 {Y3}, Lagash in 2024 {Y5}, 
Umma in 2023 {Y6}, and Nippur in 2022 {Y7}. Girsu became independent 
under kings Ur-Ningirsu and Ur-Nanshe (R312:427-31). 

Although we lack full documentation, other cities undoubtedly followed suit, 
while "brigands roamed the roads" (LD 42). More ominously, the Elamites werc 
not only independent, but becoming increasingly hostile towards Ur, which 
would culminate in their destruction of the city. In an effort to stabilize the situa 
tion in Elam, Ibbisin "marched [eastward] with heavy forces against Huhnuri [near 
modern Behbehan] the 'open mouth' of the land of Anshan" in 2020 {Y9} (R3/ 
2:363). This operation was indecisive, however, for he was back in 2015 {Y14} 
Ibbisin "roared like a storm against Susa, Adamdun and the land of Awan [in 
Elam]; he made them submit in a single day and took their lords as bound cap 
tives", dedicating part of the plunder to the gods. The booty from this war appear\ 
to have caused a temporary economic boom in Ur, but was insufficient to save thc 
state (R312:364, 371-2). Overall, prices of foodstuffs increased manifold during 
this period.24 

At the same time the situation was also rapidly degenerating on the north-we\t 
frontier, where the Amorites were becoming an increasing military threat. A seric\ 
of letters exchanged between Ibbisin and his governors in the north-west shed an 
interesting light on the unfolding crisis. Despite the defection of south-easterl1 
Mesopotamia, Isin remained temporarily loyal under its governor Ishbi-Irra. Front 
2020 to 2010 {Y9-19}, the degenerating situation began to threaten the grain 
supply to Ur. Ishbi-Irra, governor ofIsin, wrote to Ibbisin explaining the situation 

Thus says Ishbi-Irra, your servant: You have instructed me to proceed on an 
expedition to Isin and Kazallu in order to purchase grain. The market price of 
grain has reached one gur [of grain] per shekel [of silver] .... Word having 
reached me that the hostile Amorites had entered into the midst ofyour land I 

brought all of the 72,000 gur of grain into Isin. And now all of the Amoritc\ 
have entered into the land. One by one they have seized all the fortificatiom 
Because of the Amorites I have been unable to thresh the grain. They are too 

strong for me, I am trapped [in the city ofIsin].25 

Here we see a countryside overrun by Amorite nomads to the extent that the Sumel 
ians are simply hiding in their cities, unable to harvest their fIelds as the price ofgram 
skyrockets. At some point Ishbi-Irra, exasperated with the weakness of Ibbisin 
declared his independence, leading to war with his former overlord (sec pp. 159-62) 

Tn 2013 {Y17} Tbbisin made the enigmatic claim that "tim Yl"l1 the Amoritl" 
of the southern border, who fi'om ancient time~  h,1Vl' klH1\"n 1111 chin, \Ubl1lttll'd 

IIH 

Ihbisin, king of Ur" (R3/2:364; AUP 94). Importantly, the text does not a 
1111 military victory over the Amorites, but only that they "submitted", perhaps 
Icturn for a payment of tribute. This "submission", however, apparently repre
Icd the formation of some type of coalition between Ibbisin and the Amorites 
Ill\t Ishbi-Irra, the erstwhile governor of Isin; it may be alluded to in mythic 

111\ in the following inscription: "[the god] Enlil, my helper, has summoned the 
Itlrites from their mountain, Elam will come to my side and catch Ishbi-Irra 
'l'[ governor ofIsinl" (AUP 95). Thus, as has happened on occasion in history, 

I II two rivals are locked in a civil war for the control of an empire, one may 
II 10 outside barbarians for assistance, buying short-term victory at the cost of 

I " term security. What exactly this submission or coalition entailed is unclear; 
lit' it may have represented a temporary set-back for Ishbi-Irra, it was a major 
<11 y for the Amorite invaders, whose spread throughout Mesopotamia was 
Ichy facilitated. 
Imtead of providing military assistance to his beleaguered governor, Ibbisin 
Ill'd Ishbi-Irra for dereliction of duty and malfeasance: 

I'hus says your king Ibbi-Sin: ... You received twenty talents of silver to buy 
grain and you proceed to buy two gur of grain for each shekel, but to me you 
wnd one gur for each shekel. How is it that you permitted the Amorites, the 
cnemy, to enter my land against Puzur-Numushda, the commandant of Bad
'gihursagga? I sent you weapons with which to strike; how is it that you sent 
the "men without heads" [fools? decapitated soldiers?] who are in the land 
,lg.linst the Amorites from the north? (R312:367) 

I he degenerating relations between Ibbisin and his governor eventually led to 
II war. By 2010 {Y19} Ishbi-Irra of Isin had declared independence from the 
Ikltual Ibbisin, and had begun carving out his own state in central Mesopota
I I'he situation was described by Puzur-Shugli, governor ofKazallu, apparently 
I.\\t governor in the region loyal to Ibbisin: 

II~hbi-Irra]  has built the wall of Isin.... He has taken Nippur, set his men as 
the garrison, and captured Nigugani, the highest priest of Nippur. He has 
Ill;lde [his general] Idi enter Malgium and plundered Hamasi. He has put 
~innum.,  governor of Subartu, in prison. He has returned Nur-Ahum, gov
:rnor ofEshnunna, Shu-Enlil, governor ofKish, and Puzur-Tut, governor of 
130rsippa, to their [former] positions [from which Ibbisin had removed them 
for disloyalty?l .... Ishbi-Irra proceeds at the head of his army.. , . He captured 
t he banks of the Tigris, Euphrates, [and] the Abgal and Me-Enlila canals. He 
hrought in Idin-Malgiul1l [as an ally.] He quarreled with Girbubu, the gov
l't"J10r of Girkal , , , and took him prisoner. His battle cry lies heavy upon me. 
Now he ha~  set his eye upon me. I have no ally, no one to go [to battle] with! 

Illwugh hi~  hand h.1~  not yet reached me, should he descend upon me, I 
1\.\11 h.1Vl' It) flel', ,'I> 
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By this time, however, Ibbisin was in no position to help his last loyal governor in 
central Mesopotamia. "Ur's king sat immobilized in the palace, all alone. Ibbi-Sin 
was sitting in anguish in the palace, all alone. In the Enamtila, the palace of his 
delight, he was crying bitterly" (LD 43). 

By 2007 {Y22} the chaos had reached the capital ofUr. Amorite nomads from 
the north, along with Gutian highlanders and Elamites, overran all of Mesopota
mia. Ibbisin records an obscure inscription: "Ibbisin, king ofUr, held firm the city 
of Ur ... which had been devastated by the 'flood' which had been commanded 
by the gods and which shook the whole world" (R3/2:365). Many scholars view 
this statement as a euphemistic metaphor: the "flood" is a flood of enemies who 
overran much of the kingdom, but were unable as yet to capture Ur itself. Indeed, 
this same flood metaphor is used to describe the attack of Gutians and Elamites 
against Ur (LD 41).27 The next year, 2006 {Y23} Ibbisin also describes the com
ing of a "stupid monkey" to Ur, which some scholars see as a euphemism for an 
attack by an enemy king (R312:365). In 2005 {Y24}, the final year of Ibbisin's 
reign, a fragmentary inscription describes the Elamites as "smiting Ur", ending the 
dynasty (R312:366); Ibbisin was dragged in chains to Elam (LD 39; PH 7). 

The Lament for Ur 

An important document describing the fall of Ur is The Lamentation over tl,e 

Destruction of Sumer and Ur (LD) - a kind of Sumerian City of God. Although 
clearly a literary text filled with hyperbole, it none the less contains a vivid 
description of how the Sumerians viewed the fall of their civilization, with 
numerous details on military matters. As with all affairs in human life, thl' 
destruction of Ur is, from the Sumerian perspective, the result of the inscrutabk 
decrees of the gods: "the gods An, Enlil, Enki, and Nimah decided its fate. Its fate 
which cannot be changed, who can overturn it - who can oppose the commands 
of An and Enlil?" (LD 39, 37). For although "Ur was indeed given kingship [by 
the gods] ... it was not given an eternal reign" (LD 59). The war goddess "Inann.1 
handed over victory in strife and battle to a rebellious land ... revolt descended 
upon the land [of Sumer], something that no one had ever known, something 
unseen [until now]" (LD 41). 

To accomplish this decreed destruction, the gods unleashed the foreign bar 
barians, the Anwrites, Gutians, and Elamites. The god "Enlil then sent down 
Gutium from the mountains. Their advance was as the flood of Enlil that cannot 
be withstood, ... the teeming plain [of Sumer] was destroyed [by the Guti,1I1 
invaders], no one moved about there" (LD 41). The Gutians settled in the land 
like a nest of vipers: "the snake of the mountain [the Gutians] made his lair then' 
it became a rebellious land; the Gutians bred there, issued their seed" (LD 45) 
The Elamites, who would actually destroy Ur, were also unleashed by the gods 
"Enlil brought down the Elamites, the enemy, from the highlands ... Fill 
approached [the god] Ninmar in the shrine Guabba, largl' bo,Hs Wl'fl' carrying of! 
its precious metals and stones I~s  plunderl" (I I) 17) I ,b's\ 1st' thl' 1101l1,1dll 
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\lllorites from the west joined in the slaughter: "To the south, the Elamidep
d in, slaughtering ... To the north, the [Amorite] vandals, the enemy. The 

\lllorite] Tidnumites daily strapped the mace to their loins [for battle]" (LD-3). 
I'he culmination of these invasions was the siege of Ur by the ElamiteThe 

IIH;nt of the poet, who may have been an eyewitness, provides our mosivid 
, ()unt of a siege from ancient Mesopotamia: 

Laments sounded all along its city wall, 
Daily there was a slaughter before it. 
Large axes were sharpened in front ofUr, 
The spears, the arms of battle, were being launched, 

The large bows, javelin, and siege-shield gather together to strike, 
The barbed arrows covered its outside [wall] like a raining cloud, 
Large stones [from slings], one after another, fell with great thuds.... 
Ur, which had been confident in its own strength, stood ready for slau,ter, 
Its people, oppressed by the enemy, could not withstand their weapons 
Those in the city who had not been felled by weapons died of hunger, 
I lunger filled the city like water, it would not cease.... 

Its people dropped their weapons, their weapons hit the ground.... 
r - inside it there is [only] death, outside it there is [only] death, 

Illside it we are being finished off by famine,� 

Outside it we are being finished off by the Elamite weapons....� 
1:13111, like a swelling flood wave, left only the spirits of the dead....� 
IUr's] refugees were unable to flee, they were trapped inside the walls. (LD 1-3)� 

Illltlllded and starving, the citizens ofUr finally give way to despair, disselion, 
:I II eachery: 

I,) Ur no one went to fetch food, no one went to fetch drink, 
Its people rush around like water churning in a well, 
I'heir strength has ebbed away; they cannot even go on their way, 
I rhe god] Enlil afflicted the city with an inimical famine, 

I Ie affiicted the city with something that destroys cities, that destroys terPles, 
lie affiicted the city with something that cannot be withstood with weaons, 
I Ie afflICted the city with dissatisfaction and treachery. (LD 55) 

Illl' end, the Elamites breached the walls and sacked the city, and "Ur, like city 
t h,ls been wrought by the hoe, became a ruined mound" (LD 59). "Tht sol
, or Shimashki and Elam, the enemy, dwell in their [the Sumerian5] race, 
IIH'I :,1 shepherd /king] is captured by the enemy, all alone; Ibbisin is takP to 
Jllld or Elam in fetters" (LD 39). 

'\ \ 11th or the rest of the LMllentation consists of poetic descriptions of the (eso
I "Ill' artel the fall of Ur, with temples deserted, cities destroyed, unpU1ted 
I 1l1festl'd fields. and livestock captured. People were massacred, le,ving 
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By this time, however, Ibbisin was in no position to help his last loyal governor in 
central Mesopotamia. "Ur's king sat immobilized in the palace, all alone. Ibbi-Sin 
was sitting in anguish in the palace, all alone. In the Enamtila, the palace of hI' 
delight, he was crying bitterly" (LD 43). 

By 2007 {Y22} the chaos had reached the capital ofUr. Amorite nomads from 
the north, along with Gutian higWanders and Elamites, overran all of Mesopota 
mia. Ibbisin records an obscure inscription: "Ibbisin, king ofUr, held ftrm the city 
of Ur ... which had been devastated by the 'flood' which had been commanded 
by the gods and which shook the whole world" (R3/2:365). Many scholars vie~  

this statement as a euphemistic metaphor: the "flood" is a flood of enemies who 
overran much of the kingdom, but were unable as yet to capture Ur itself. Indeed, 
this same flood metaphor is used to describe the attack of Gutians and Elamite, 
against Ur (LD 41)27 The next year, 2006 {Y23} Ibbisin also describes the com 
ing of a "stupid monkey" to Ur, which some scholars see as a euphemism for an 
attack by an enemy king (R3/2:365). In 2005 {Y24}, the ftnal year of Ibbisin\ 
reign, a fragmentary inscription describes the Elamites as "smiting Ur", ending the 
dynasty (R312:366); Ibbisin was dragged in chains to Elam (LD 39; PH 7). 

The Lament for Ur 

An important document describing the fall of Ur is The Lamentation over t!ll 

Destruction of Sumer and Ur (LD) - a kind of Sumerian City of Cod. Although 
clearly a literary text ftlJed with hyperbole, it none the less contains a vivid 
description of how the Sumerians viewed the fall of their civilization, with 
numerous details on military matters. As with all affairs in human life, tht' 
destruction of Ur is, from the Sumerian perspective, the result of the inscrutabk' 
decrees of the gods: "the gods An, Enlil, Enki, and Nimah decided its fate. Its fate, 
which cannot be changed, who can overturn it - who can oppose the command, 
of An and Enlil?" (LD 39, 37). For although "Ur was indeed given kingship Ib\ 
the gods] ... it was not given an eternal reign" (LD 59). The war goddess "Inann.l 
handed over victory in strife and battle to a rebellious land ... revolt descended 
upon the land [of Sumer], something that no one had ever known, something' 
unseen [until now]" (LD 41). 

To accomplish this decreed destruction, the gods unleashed the foreign bar 
barians, the Amorites, Gutians, and Elamites. The god "Enlil then sent dowlI 
Gutium from the mountains. Their advance was as the flood of Enlil that cannot 
be withstood, ... the teeming plain [of Sumer] was destroyed [by the Guti,ln 
invaders], no one moved about there" (LD 41). The Gutians settled in the land 
like a nest of vipers: "the snake of the mountain [the Gutians] made his lair thert 
it became a rebellious land; the Gutians bred there, issued their seed" (LD 45) 
The Elamites, who would actually destroy Ur, were also unleashed by the gOth 
"Enlil brought down the Elamites, the enemy, from the highlands ... Flit 
approached [the god] Ninmar in the shrine Guabba, large bO.ll' W("e c:1rrying oil 
its precious metals and stones las plunderl" (I J) 17) 11~f\'I\t'  (he: nOI1l,1dll 

11t1l ites from the west joined in the slaughter: "To the south, the Elamites step
I 111, slaughtering ... To the north, the [Amorite] vandals, the enemy ... The 
lIorite] Tidnumites daily strapped the mace to their loins [for battle]" (LD 51-3). 
I he culmination of these invasions was the siege of Ur by the Elamites. The 

It lit of the poet, who may have been an eyewitness, provides our most vivid 
llllnt of a siege from ancient Mesopotamia: 

I .ll11ents sounded all along its city wall,� 
I hily there was a slaughter before it.� 
I .Irge axes were sharpened in front of Ur,� 
I'he spears, the arms of battle, were being launched,� 
I'he large bows, javelin, and siege-shield gather together to strike,� 
I'he barbed arrows covered its outside [walJ] like a raining cloud,� 

I .Irge stones [from slings], one after another, fell with great thuds.... 
1', which had been conftdent in its own strength, stood ready for slaughter, 

Its people, oppressed by the enemy, could not withstand their weapons. 
I'hose in the city who had not been felJed by weapons died of hunger, 
I lunger ftlled the city like water, it would not cease.... 
lis people dropped their weapons, their weapons hit the ground.... 

I' - inside it there is [only] death, outside it there is [only] death,� 
Inside it we are being ftnished off by famine,� 
)lItside it we are being ftnished offby the Elamite weapons... , 

1:l.lIn, like a swelling flood wave, left only the spirits of the dead.... 
IUr's] refugees were unable to flee, they were trapped inside the walls. (LD 61-3) 

Ilolll1ded and starving, the citizens ofUr ftnally give way to despair, dissension, 
I 111'~chery: 

111 Ur no one went to fetch food, no one went to fetch drink, 
Irs people rush around like water churning in a welJ, 
I'heir strength has ebbed away; they cannot even go on their way, 
I !'he god] Enlil affiicted the city with an inimical famine, 
I Ie afflicted the city with something that destroys cities, that destroys temples, 
I Ie afflicted the city with something that cannot be withstood with weapons, 
I Ie afflicted the city with dissatisfaction and treachery. (LD 55) 

IIlhe: end, the Elamites breached the walls and sacked the city, and "Ur, like a city� 
I,ll h:1, been wrought by the hoe, became a ruined mound" (LD 59). "The sol�

himashki and Elam, the enemy, dwelJ in their [the Sumerians'] place,� 
IIlll" \1 shepherd Iking"1 IS captured by the enemy, all alone; Ibbisin is taken to� 

lInd of Elam in fetters" (LD 39).� 

11Ilh of Lhe n:st of the Lamentation consists of poetic descriptions of the deso�
'\ ('il(' ,1fL(" the fall of Ur, with temples deserted, cities destroyed, unplanted� 

Ii Illk'~L('d (1('ld", and livestock captured. People were massacred, leavmg 
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"corpses floating in the Euphrates" (LD 42), while others were enslaved (LD 53). 
The few survivors are "refugees, like stampeding goats, chased by dogs" (LD 47) 
who were "scattered as far as Anshan" (R4: 17). The text lists many majOl 
Sumerian cities destroyed by invading Gutium and Elamites, repeating the refrain, 
"Alas, the destroyed city, my destroyed temple." With these invasions the old 
Sumerian order and the Early Bronze Age ended. The new political and military 
order of Mesopotamia was to be forged by Amorite warlords (see Chapter Six). 

Ideal warfare in the Epic ofNinurta 

Though describing a mythical tale of the gods, the Epic of Ninurta (HTO 233 
72) provides our most detailed literary account of the Neo-Sumerian army at 
war. 28 Written in the twenty-second century, shortly after the overthrow of the 
Gutian highlanders from Mesopotamia, the myth centers around the great struggle 
between the god Ninurta and Azag, a demonic ruler of the Zagros Mountains to 

the north-east of Sumeria and personification of the Sumerian view of the high 
land warriors such as the Gutians. Azag is plotting to "take away the kingship and 
sacred offices" of Ninurta in Sumeria, just as the Gutians had done (HTO 239) 
Azag is a "fearless warrior", a "killer out of the highland", a "towering man" and 
"true fighter" whose highland "warriors constantly come raiding the cities" of 
Sumeria (HTO 237-8). 

Ninurta is roused to anger by these incursions, and raises an army to destroy 
Azag. The advance of his army to battle is compared with the terror and destruc 
tiveness of a rising storm and flood: 

Rising, the lord [Ninurtal abutted heaven 
Ninurta marching to battle kept abreast of the hours 
A very storm he went to war, 
Rode on seven gales against the rebel country. 
Javelins he held cradled in the arm, 
The mittu-mace opened its mouth against the mountains, 
The weapons raged at the hostile horde. 
The evil wind and the south storm were tethered to him, 
The flood storm strode at their flanks, 
And before the warrior went a huge irresistible tempest, 
It was tearing up the dust, depositing it again 
Evening out hill and dale, filling in the hollows; 
Live coals ~ighteningl it rained down [from heavenJ 
Fire burned, flames scorched. (HTO 240-1) 

Mesopotamia was a land criss-crossed by rivers and canals, and boats were uSl,d 
to transport troops and supplies in almost all campaigns. This is rl,Al'ctl'd in the l'pll 
as Ninurta "hastened toward battle" in "the boat Makarnlll1l.ll',1 'bO,ll \,liling fi'OI11 
the royal quay' " (HTO 241). As Ninurta approadll'd lhl' llIl.! lit A/.. \g. he \l'lll 
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,Ind agents "slipping into the rebel country" to "cut off cOl11l11unication 
n:n its cities" (HTO 241). His agents "brought an enemy captive back" to 
I pgate, while bringing additional information about the enemy's movements 
preparations (HTO 242). 
"hen combat finally came, Ninurta's "heart was brightening for him from 
III c in this lion-headed mace". The pre-battle arming ofNinurta is described like 
l'lnbrace ofthe beloved". In pre-battle preparations, a small portable shrine for the 
W,IS established for prayer, sacrifice, and divination (HTO 243). The marshaling 

oops for battle is described as preparations for a religious ritual, "the festival of 
Ilood, [the war-goddess] Inanna's dance" (HTO 243). This may refer either to 

luttle war-dance undertaken in honor of Inanna, or a description of actual 
h,ll as being a ritual dance honoring Inanna. This relationship of dancing with 
1I1.ly point to the rote-learning of combat actions and marching in unison in 

Illr In of a ritual war-dance. In some ways these war-dances are probably the 
,11\ of martial arts - the teaching of stylized patterns of combat through dance. 
I Ii Iollghout the myth, Ninurta's mace, named Sharur, is described as a sentient 
II' who spies for Ninurta and gives him council (HTO 236-8). This may sim
he the personification of a divine weapon, but may alternatively reflect a 
til c of giving weapon-titles to great champions of the king, just as Ninurta 
III is called the sky-god "An's mace" (HTO 242). Elsewhere in the epic, 

1111d'S soldiers armed with long spears are simply called his "long spears" (HTO 
Ninurta holds a war council, and his councilors advise caution, fearing the 

I of Azag in his mountain retreats: "we will prove no match for Azag; we 
ht not to enter the highland!" (HTO 244). 

.1Iurally, Ninurta is not dissuaded by their fears, but marshals his troops for 
,h,ll. 

I he lord [Ninurta] stretched the thigh� 
Il'he chariot pulled by aJ donkey steed was mounted� 
lie girded himself with warbelt� 
('.lst over the highland his long august shadow ...� 
l)nto Azag's stronghold [in the highland] he attained� 

nd stood in the front line of battle....� 
I k gave his [regiment o~  long spears instructions ...� 
I he lord called upon his weapons, set out most completely arrayed.� 

Il,llLie itself is described as overwhelming natural chaos, with the sky darken�
1I11dcr lhe rising dust cloud caused by the combatants.� 

Inlo the fi'ay the warrior [Ninurta] rushed ...� 
Ilow and battle sling he wielded well,� 
"tlwtl'n:tI was lhc Iarmy of the I highland, it dissolved� 
IIl'!tlll' NlIlllrla\ battle array� 

thl' W.1H101 INlIllillal OIdl'll'd his WC,tpOIlS "gird yourself" Ifor battlel. 
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The sun marched no longer [through the sky], it had turned into a moon, 
In the highland the [mountain] peaks were wiped from [view] 
The day was made black like pitch [from the dust] (HTO 244). 

The enemy king Azag, however, described as a gigantic dragon which struck 
fear into the hearts of the gods, was not yet defeated: "Azag rose to attack in the 
front line of battle" (HTO 245-6). At least in mythic texts, kings challenge each 
other to single con1.bat (HTO 297), or use champions (HTO 309-10); one such 
champion is described as wearing a lion skin (HTO 316). Such a single combat 
occurs between Ninurta and Azag, described metaphorically as a struggle between 
the natural forces of desert and water (HTO 245-7). The enemy "sent arrows 
flying at [Ninurta] .. , and threw elite troops against him like bolts of lightening" 
(HTO 258). The combat culminated in Ninurta's fmal charge: 

Howling like a storm, [carrying] his long spear, 
Ninurta ... rammed his battalion like a prod into the highland.... 
The mittu-mace smote [enemy] heads with its bitter teeth, 
The shita-weapon, which plucks out hearts, gnashed its teeth, 
The long spear was stuck [through the enemyl into the ground 
While blood flowed from the hole it made. (HTO 248) 

Ninurta is described as a "warrior, striding into battle, trampling down all 
before him, putting a fighter's hand to the mittu-mace, reaping like grain the necks 
of the [enemies]" (HTO 235). At last Azag's army begins to collapse: 

The warrior [Ninurta] set up a howl loudly in the highland ... 
He battered the heads of the enemy horde, 
The highland was brought to tears, 
The lord [Ninurta] bound up [captured] soldier teams like looted goods ... 

Ninurta passed through the [dead] enemies 
Laid them out as if they were fatted calves. (HTO 249-50) 

Azag is killed by Ninurta, who celebrates his victory by ritually dismemberin!-, 
Azag's corpse, perhaps in imitation of the god Marduk's dismemberment of the 
monster Tiamat at creation (MFM 254-5). Abuse of enemy corpses in Mesopo 
tamia should probably be understood in this mythic context. 

The victory was followed a cleansing ritual in which the arms and body wen 

cleaned from the gore of battle. 

The lord [Ninurta] rinsed belt and weapon in water, 
Rinsed the mittu-mace in water, 
The warrior wiped his brow 
And sounded the victory cry over the corpse lof A7ag!; 
He carved up Azag, who he had killed like ,1 f,ltll'd (.dl (liTO '''lO) 

THE NEO-SUMERIAN PERIOD 

1 his ritual is probably alluded to in several royal inscriptions in which the kings 
Ish their weapons in the waters of the ocean (R2:11, 14, 17,32,97). 
With Azag and the highland army defeated, Ninurta brings civilization, irriga

nil and agriculture to the area (HTO 250-4), including fortifications to protect 
I,llllleria: "He made a bank of stones against the highland ... and placed it as a 

II before the country [of Mesopotamia] like a great wall" (HTO 252). He then 
,Ihle to exploit the "gold and silver ... copper and tin" of the region (HTO 

), as weJJ as numerous types of stones and gems (HTO 256-68). Returning to 
" hoat Makarnuntaea, which had been left in the river valley, Ninurta sails 
nille in triumph, where he is met with hymns praising his great victory (HTO 
/.1'1 71). 

What we have in the epic of Ninurta is a complete description of the ideal 
co-Sumerian campaign, from its inception to the triumphal return of the king to 

h l.lpital. Although this ideal model could not always be fully followed in reality, 
" likely that Sumerian kings made conscious efforts to have their real campaigns 
"Jf()rm as closely as possible to this ideal. 

Trillmphal procession 

\11('1' victory the warriors celebrated a triumphal procession, to honor both the 
loes and the gods. The "Hymn to Inanna", the goddess of war, describes such a 

IIl1nph, which concludes with the ritual sacrifice of prisoners of war. 

Drums, silver inwrought, they are beating for her �
Ikfore holy Inanna, before her eyes, they are parading �
The great Queen of Heaven, Inanna, [ will hail!� 
Iioly tambourines and holy kettledrums they are beating for her ...29� 

The guardsmen [sag-ursag] have combed their hair for her ...� 
rhey have made colorful for her the back hair with colored ribbons ...� 
)11 their bodies are sheep skin robes, the dress of divinities ...� 

They are girt with implements of battle ...� 
Spears, the arms of battle, are in their hands ...� 
PlayfuJJy, with painted buttocks, they engage in single combat .� 
~~ptive  [enemy] lads in neck stocks bewail to her their fate .� 

Daggers and maces rage before her ...� 
fhe kurgaru Iwarriors] mounted on chariots swing the maces ...� 
~ore  is covering the daggers, blood sprinkles ...� 

In the courtyard of the place of assembly� 
I'he temple administrator-priests are shedding blood 

As loudly resounds there the music of tigi-harps, tambourines and lyres. 
(11'1'0 115 17) 

1\ Ill-l'ly lhal celebratiolls like this were organized for most victorious armies, 
1,1 plllb,1hly Il'pll'sellL thl' .\!th,lic Of igillS of the later ',-om3n triul1lphs. 
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Warfare in the Epic of Gilgamesh 

The Epic of Gilgamesh is a Mesopotamian literary epic which tells of the adventure, 
of Gilgamesh, king ofUruk. The historical Gilgamesh reigned as king in the earl, 
twenty-seventh century (see pp. 46-8), and is noted for constructing the walls of 

Uruk (EOG 1). He was worshipped as a deified king by the twenty-fourth century, 
by which time it is assumed oral tales were told of the famous ruler. The olde,t 
extant parts of the Gilgamesh epic cycle date from the twenty-first century ill 
Sumerian. By the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries, nearly a thousand year, 
after the death of the historical Gilgamesh, the epic had reached its classical forlll 
in Old Babylonian (EOG Ix). Thus, from a military perspective, the epic probabl, 
best reflects military practices of the late third or early second millennium. 

The Epic cif Gilgamesh provides a number of interesting descriptions of militar) 
activities associated with the battle against the monster Humbaba (EOG 22-47) 
Gilgamesh represents the ideal Mesopotamian martial king, who "has no equ,lI 
when his weapons are brandished" (EOG 4). The first part of the epic focuses 011 
Gilgamesh's battle with Humbaba on Mount Lebanon (EOG 19); although 
mythic, it none the less represents the military ideal, if not necessarily the reality 

The description of Gilgamesh's preparations and march to Lebanon probabl) 
reflect actual practices on military campaigns. When Gilgamesh conceives ofthe pJ.lIl 
to attack Humbaba, his first act is to cast new bronze weapons: axes and daggel 
with "gold mountings" (EOG 20). He then summons the town assembly, composed 
of the elders and the "young men ofUruk who understand combat" (EOG 20-1) 
In other words, the assembly is composed of the military-age males who deball 
issues of war and peace, broadly paralleling similar institutions in early Greece 
This body debates Gilgamesh's military proposal; the elders advise the king of lhl 
perils of his proposed undertaking, objecting that "you are young, Gilgame,h 
borne along by emotion; all that you talk of you don't understand" (EOG 2:-') 

Gilgamesh laughs at their fears, and in the end the assembly gives him advice al1d 
prays to the gods to bless him (EOG 28-9). They advise Gilgamesh "not to rely Oil 

your own strength alone", but to take Enkidu as counselor and war-companioll 
(EOG 28). They also give advice in the form of a military proverb: "who goe, II 

front will save his comrade, who knows the road shall guard his friend" (EOG 2H 
apparently meaning that proper scouting and intelligence will protect an army. 

Gilgamesh's companion on the campaign against Humbaba, then, is Enkidu 
"savage man from the midst of the wild" (EOG 7); he probably represents lhl 
Mesopotamian view of higWand hunters and nomads who are said to have newr 
tasted bread and beer (EOG 14). Enkidu is explicitly said to have been "born III 

the uplands" where the monster Humbaba dwells (EOG 13, 18), which are a"o 
ciated with "the mountain of cedar" in Lebanon (EOG 34, 39). In strength ,11111 
military prowess he is described as being the "equal" of Gilgamesh (EOG 11, 1.1) 
although Gilgamesh defeats him in a wrestling match (EOC 16). Ill' is repe,Hedl 
said to be as "mighty as a rock from the sky" (EOC 5, 10), pos\lbly a referent( to 
meteoritic iron, the hardest substance known LO th~' Mc',opm,lIl1l,1l1' 
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11,lving prepared his weapons, met with the council of the military assembly, 
'~'Iected his companion-at-arms, there remains the crucial issue of consulting 
will of the gods and gaining their support. For this Gilgamesh consults his 

dllT, the goddess-priestess Ninsun. In historical terms the "goddess" Ninsun 
probably represented by her mortal high priestess, who led divination rituals 
presented oracular responses from the gods, broadly paralleling the Pythia at 

phi or the Sybil at Cumae. Ninsun performs various purification rituals, climbs 
hl' top of a ziggurat, and invokes the blessings of Shamash the sun-god on 
II11esh and Enkidu, concluding with a ritual in which she adopts Enkidu as 
,Oil, and thus as Gilgamesh's brother (EOG 24-7). In a badly damaged portion 
h\' tablet, Gilgamesh and Enkidu also perform various rituals to insure their 
" ,1I1d victory in battle (EOG 27). Such divination and the reception of 

1I.II11e oracles were crucial for any military undertaking; no one in Bronze Age 
I1potamia expected victory in battle if their plans were not approved by the 

('ICC pp. 186-92). 

I he epic cif Gilgamesh thus presents us with three phases of military preparation 
I h were probably normative for most Bronze Age armies: 1, preparation of 
pOllS, equipment, and supplies; 2, consultation with the assembly of military
l11l'll to determine the battle plan and selection of those to participate in the 
tlltionary force; and 3, divination and invocation of the gods to insure divine 

Hli ization and blessing. Elements of these three phases of military preparation 
h\' seen in many other historical and literary sources. 

I hc march from Uruk to the Cedar Mountain is described, with regular stops 
l10d and encampment. The emphasis in this section of the epic is on preparing 
(I,d evening ritual which allows Gilgamesh to receive five oracular dreams; 

1 \WIS a nightmare, filled with distressing images causing Gilgamesh to fear that 
111,sion will fail. Enkidu, however, cleverly interprets each dream as reflecting a 
II\C outcome for Gilgamesh (EOG 30-7). This doubtless reflects actual practices 
Illlpaigns. Oracular dreams were widely regarded as authentic communications 

II the gods throughout the Ancient Near East. As such, the dreams of the 
1I11,111der ofan expedition were particularly important. Such dreams always needed 
""Ional dream interpreters to explain their meaning, and a clever interpreter 
I nkidu could make almost any omen or dream seem to favor his ruler's plans.3D 

1)11 the campaign, and in battle, Gilgamesh and Enkidu encourage each other. 
I Yl)llr shout resound like a kettle drum, let the stiffuess leave your arms, the 

IIHlI S your knees," Gilgamesh proclaims, encouraging his friend on to battle. 
,h,lJJ go on together, let your thoughts dwell on combat; let him who goes 

! I'l' on guard for himself, and bring his comrade to safety" (EOG 38-9). When 
II11C'sh's courage fails him at the sight of the terrifying monster Humbaba, 

ItllI berates him: "why, my friend, do you speak like a weakling? With your 
k" words you make me despondent.... Don't draw back, don't make a 
II! M,tke your blow mighty!" (EOG 41). 

I\~ III hCl'OlC Grcccc, one of the principle goals of the warrior is to garner fame 
11 h,lllk' Cdg,\Il1l'sh t!l,lItks to fight IILll11baba in order to "establish for ever a 
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fame that endures, how Gilgamesh slew ferocious Humbaba!" (EOG 43). Details 
of the battle itself are sparse. Gilgamesh and Enkidu fight hand to hand with dag
ger and axe; no missile weapons are mentioned (EOG 39, 44-5, 70). As with a 
Homeric duel, the battle begins with challenges and taunts; Humbaba boasts, "I 
will slit the throat and gullet of Gilgamesh, I will feed his flesh to the locust bird, 
ravening eagle and vulture" (EOG 41). Again paralleling Homeric literature, 
humans can also challenge and threaten the gods. Later in the epic, Enkidu 
threatens the goddess Ishtar that he will "drape your arms in your guts" (EOG 52). 
When, with the help of great winds sent by the god Shamash, they finally subdm' 
Humbaba, the monster pleads for his life (EOG 43). When Gilgamesh refuses to 

relent, Humbaba curses them: "May the pair of them not grow old, besides Gil 
gamesh his friend, none shall bury Enkidu", after which Gilgamesh slits his throat 
while Enkidu cuts out his lungs (EOG 44). Thereafter they plunder the cedat 
forest - Humbaba's kingdom - and take the timber back to be made into a 
monumental door for the temple of Enlil, while Gilgamesh carries the head oj 
Humbaba home in triumph (EOG 47), where he purifies himself and washes hi, 

weapons (EOG 48). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

War-carts and chariots 

!lilt-: the many military innovations in the Bronze Age Near East, two would 
.111 impact on warfare for thousands of years: the enlistment of animals into 

III y service, and the creation of machines to facilitate war-making. The crucial 
!,1.1ycd by animals in warfare has declined only in the twentieth century CEo 
IIIIICS, on the other hand, are playing an increasingly dramatic role in warfare; 

would argue that we may be on the verge of seeing machines become more 
!lll.lllt than men in determining the outcome of war. All of this began in 
H'I ia with the donkey and the wheel. 

Animals and warfare (MK 156-65) 

,,( the most important and long-lasting Neolithic military innovations was the 
"I ,Inimals in warfare (CAM 36-7). There were five ways in which animals 
1lll.1I1y became employed in the ancient Near East to supplement human war 
II' for guarding humans, and supplementing their sense of smell and hearing 

), as a mobile source of food (goats, sheep, cattle); transporting food and 
'!,lllcnt as pack animals (donkeys, mules, horses, camels); pulling wheeled 
.Il's (donkeys, onager-donkey hybrids, mules, horses, oxen), and for riding 
I~  l'ys, mules, horses, camels). 
I Ill' oldest military animal partner of humans was the dog, which has been 
IInl icated in the Near East since at least the tenth millennium. Dogs were 

1II.1I1y used for hunting and protection, a function they continued in the 
111111 y context. Watchdogs appeared with paramilitary functions protecting cities, 
I<",~S  and camps (EA 2:166-7; EAE 1:229-31; AEMK 82-4). They occasion

\. ,l<lol1lpanied soldiers into combat: "the frenzied dogs were wagging tails 
lIl' dlc encmy, Ias if asking] 'have you killed a victim?' and were drooling slaver 
lilt'll forcpaws" (HTO 245; FI §723; AM §64). Although there are some 

• t:\mcd lions or cheetahs, these were probably rare, and were used 
urt spcctacle than for day-to-day protection (EAE 1:513-16). 

rill Ill'XL LISC of animals in warfare was as a source of food. With the beginnings 
I' dOl1lt'SLICHion of animals in the Neolithic period, humans were able to shift 
1 1l11l11IIlU to helding, cre.Hing a morc rcliabk and controllable food source. 

''1' 
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Animals had a significant advantage over other possible military food sources su, I 
as grain or fruit, in that animals could move themselves along with the army, ratllli 
than requiring a man, pack animal or vehicle to carry them. On the other hand, III 
arid regions animals competed with humans for water, required supervision alld 
protection, and, depending on the gait and speed of an animal, could slow an aml\ 
down. In the ancient Near East goats, sheep, and cattle were the main mobile food 
sources which accompanied armies on campaign; on the other hand, donkey' 
mules, horses, and camels, though primarily draft and pack animals, were al". 
eaten when necessary. 

The most significant military use of animals in the Chalcolithic and Earh 
Bronze Age was the pack animal. The donkey, in particular, was domesticated and 
used to carry burdens in all aspects of Near Eastern life: domestic, agricultur,d 
mercantile, and military. Throughout the Early and Middle Bronze ages, till 
donkey (or donkey-onager hybrid) was the primary means ofland transportation 
(EA 2:255-6; EAE 1:478-9; AW 1:166-7). The military use of the donkey pel 
nutted armies to stay in the field longer, to campaign over greater distances, and (0 

have extended marches in desert terrain (AEL 1:25-6). On the other hand 
although we know donkeys were ridden, there is no evidence of donkeys bein~'  

extensively ridden in combat situations. 
The fourth possible use of animals in ancient Near Eastern warfare was as draft 

animals to pull wheeled vehicles. In the late fourth nullennium {c. 3300-28()(): 
kings in Mesopotanua were conveyed in palanquins (PI §711) or on throlll 
dragged on wheel-less sledges by bovines (FI §10; WV §2); while the sledge V.,l 

the ceremonial precursor to the chariot, it obviously had little military potenti,d 
The wheel seems to have developed from modifications made to log rollers tot 

sledges. It is possible that wheeled vehicles appear in Mesopotamia as early as till 
thirty-second century, though the ambiguous depiction in our evidence may shO\\ 
a sledge on rollers rather than true wheels (WV 13, §1). In addition to carryin¥ 
loads, the earliest archaic vehicles were used for the ritual transport of images 01 

the gods. Indeed, in Mesopotamian mythology the gods are frequently describ"d 
as riding in wheeled vehicles. l Kings were also conveyed on vehicles in ceremolll.\1 
processions. There is evidence that wheeled vehicles were extensively used for th, 
transportation of goods, supplementing pack animals and boats (EA 1:433-4) 
Hammurabi's law code {c. 1760} includes laws concerning renting wagons, dn 
vers, and oxen (ANET 177). During the Bronze Age the use of equids to pull 
wheeled vehicles in battle was their most important military role. 

By about 2700, wheeled vehicles begin to be used in warfare in the form 01 

war-carts which will be discussed in detail below. 2 Militarily, wheeled vehick, 
were probably used to carry supplies on campaign, and, along with boats and pal~  

animals, remained the primary means of transporting supplies and military eqUIp 
ment throughout the Near East. Despite the fact that the Egyptians had ampl, 
trade relations with Syria, where war-carts and wheeled whick~  were kn()\\ 11 

during the Early Bronze Age, there is no evidence of lh,' ,',l,'n,"',' \IW of whel'lt'd 
vehicles in Egypt before the New Kingdom {,lft"1 1'170 I \1,11 0\'('1 a lhou\,lllli 
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1\ after the first appearance of the wheel in Mesopotarnia 3 Presumably the fact 
nearly all of inhabited Egypt is within a few miles of the Nile rendered the use 

I heeled vehicles irrelevant for any type oflong-distance travel, which could be 
llmplished more efficiently and quickly by boat. Furthermore, the existence of 
lIerous irrigation canals and ditches in the fertile river valleys of Egypt and 
,opotamia complicated travel by wheeled vehicles. In this context it must be 

phasized that early wheeled vehicles were not necessarily superior in either 
d or carrying capacity to simple pack animals or boats, and the mere knowl

" of the existence of wheeled vehicles did not necessarily constitute a com
lillg reason for their widespread use or adaptation for transportation.4 The 
ptims adopted the widespread use of wheeled vehicles only at the very end of 
Middle Bronze Age in the seventeenth century, probably in response to the 

llduction of the war-chariot by the Hyksos. 5 

I he final military use of animals was combat riding. The precise date and place 
lhe origin of equid6 riding is still somewhat controversial, due to the limita

11\ of evidence and ambiguities of interpretation. It seems to have first occurred 
I he Eurasian steppe in the third millennium, although some scholars argue that 

Il.ly have begun as early as the early fourth millennium? Given human nature, it 
III~  likely that informal riding was spontaneous and simultaneous with the first 
1I"'stication of equids; but this is something quite different from developing an 
Ille culture of horse-riding. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that domes
ILiOn of equids does not necessarily imply riding, nor does riding necessarily 
ply military equestrianism, Nor does military equestrianism necessarily imply 
hling from horseback, since horses can be ridden by mounted infantry, scouts, 
I messengers, and riders can dismount to fight. 
111 the Near East, the donkey was probably domesticated no later than the late 
IIlh nullennium, and is widely used as a pack and draft animal until the present 

nagers were probably not domesticated, as they tend to be intractable (EEH 
.I). Onager-donkey hybrids, however, were widely used and highly prized in 
I.lte Early Bronze Age; the kunga onager-donkey hybrid could cost forty times 

IIlLICh as an ordinary donkey (EEH 117.1). The first evidence for the domes
lled horse appears in Mesopotamia by the late third millennium (EEH 117b). 

Ilild riding is first documented from the royal tombs ofUr {2550-2400}, where 
}Iinder seal shows a man riding an animal, possibly with a weapon in his hand 

H:I U 65). More clear evidence comes from the twenty-third (PI §685) and 
""llLy-first centuries. 8 

1101' our purpose, however, the crucial question is not the appearance of equid 
ding, but of equid riding in combat. There is some evidence of early horse riding 
I '()ll1bat. An Akkadian seal {23C} shows a man riding an equid holding what 
nrlel be a javelin (EEH 118). Another scene shows an equid rider in a combat 
III[exL lrampling a fallen man (EEH 118). A Canaanite ruler is shown riding an 
pilei while holding an axe during the reign of Amenemhet III {1843-1797} (IS 
L ,W) Ifowl'wr, lhese scenes may depict riding an animal to battle rather than in 

b,lnl,' I hl' Ughl"\l Il1l,'1 preL.lliom of lhl' evidence point to the beginning of the 
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widespread use of mounted warriors in the Near East probably occurring in the 
early Iron Age, perhaps around the tenth or ninth centuries 9 Although horses or 
donkeys may have been ridden on campaign, or used by scouts or messengers, we 
have no evidence for Widespread combat equestrianism in the Early or Middle 
Bronze ages in the Near East. Either as draft animals for vehicles, or mounts, the 
intimate union of man and equids in war has been one of the most momentous in 
military history, continuing for at least 4500 years, and fading only within living 
memory. 10 

Two other animals with potential use in military contexts were also known in 
the ancient Near East, the camel and the elephant. Dromedary (one-humped) 
camels were indigenous to Arabia, while the Bactrian (two-humped) camel 
inhabited Iran and Central Asia; camels were introduced into Egypt and North 
Africa only during Classical times. Camels were probably domesticated by the late 
third millennium; an eighteenth-century Syrian cylinder seal depicts men riding a 
Bactrian camel (FI §738). However, the camel did not have an appreciable military 
impact until the Late Bronze Age. 11 Elephants were also widespread in North 
Africa and Syria, where they were famously hunted by Thutmose III {1504
1452}, who is said to have hunted 120 elephants in the Grontes valley in Syria 
(ANET 241a); there is no evidence of the use of elephants in combat in the Near 
East, however, until Classical times (EAE 1:467). 

Sumerian war-carts {2700-2000}12 

The evidence for the use of the Sumerian war-cart, though striking, is rather 
sparse. We have three types of evidence: archaeological, artistic, and textual. 
The remains of war-carts were discovered from burials at Kish, Ur, and Susa 
(WV 16; RTU 21-5, 32-8); these were found in a higWy decayed state, but 
enough was preserved both to confirm and to elucidate the war-cart depicted in 
artistic sources.13 

Early Dynastic four-wheeled war-carts {270Q-2300} 

The military use of wheeled vehicles first occurred in southern Mesopotamia in 
the twenty-seventh century, or perhaps somewhat earlier. Although there was 
undoubtedly a period of experimentation and development of both wheeled 
vehicles and their military potential, in our surviving sources the war-cart appears 
fully developed by no later than the middle of the Early Bronze Age in Sumer. I 
will here only review the artistic sources, leaving a discussion of the military use of 

the war-cart for later. The following are the major artistic sources for Early 
Dynastic four-wheeled war-carts. 14 

1 Cylinder seal on a pot from Uruk, Sumer {ED, 2900 2300} (FI 24i, p. 15 l 

FI §499). A four-wheeled war-cart led by one m<1n, ellt ying ,1 ~catcd 111<ll1 

with axe; the cart's wheels are grooved for bell('r 11:1((11111. 

u� 

(a) 

(b)� (c) 

(d)� (e) 

/1.1" Early and Middle Bronze Age war-carts and chariots (drawings by Michael Lyon) 

(a)� Sumerian four-wheeled war-carts from the "Standard of Ur", tomb of king 
Ur-Pabilsag {c. 2550} (British Museum 121201); see AFC 98-9. 

(b)� Akkadian war-cart trampling enemies; cylinder seal from Nagar (Tell Brak, 
Syria) {c 2250}; see EEH 116 §2. 

(c)� Nco-Sumerian two-wheeled war-cart, relief from Ur {26C} (University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, 17086); see AFC 
72 §31. 

(J)� Warrior in two-wheeled chariot trampling enemy; cylinder seal from Baby
lon {1779} (British Musuem 16815a); see WV §31. 

((.)� W;lI'IO' (in scaJc armor?) shooting a bow from a two-wheeled chariot; 
(·yiJndcl ,c:al frol11 Syn" {1 H 17C}; sec WV §36. 
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2� Vase pamtmg from Khafajah {ED II, 2650-2550} (AW 1:128). A four 
wheeled war-cart with studded wheel rims, carrying two men and perhap, 
four javelins in a side quiver-box. 

3� "Standard ofUr" {ED IlIA, 2550-2400} (cover art; Figure 4a, p. 133; pp. 49 
50; AFC 98-9; FA 84; AW 1:132-3; SDA 146-7; WV §3; AM §72, §x-xi) 
Along with the Stele of Vultures, the Standard of Ur is our most important 
war-cart scene. Five war-carts are depicted being drawn by long-eared equid, 
(donkeys or donkey-onager hybrids) with barding for the animals. All tht 
war-carts have javelin quiver-boxes; half the men hold axes in their hands, halt 
are throwing or thrusting javelins. Judging from the gait of the equids, the 
war-cart on the top panel is being walked in a procession, as is one war-cart 
on the bottom panel; the other three, with long strides for the animals, seem 
to be running, while trampling the dead bodies of enemies. 

4� "Stele of Vultures" of Eannatum of Lagash (from Telloh) {ED IlIA, c. 2440 I 
(FA 82; AFC 190-1; AW 1:135; SDA 134-7; AM §66-9). The wheels an 
missing; this could be a four or two-wheeled vehicle. Most of the war-cart I' 
missing, but the remaining fragment shows a war-cart with a large javelin 
quiver and the king holding ajavelin (or thrusting spear?) and what appears to bt' 
a proto-sickle-sword. This image is discussed in detail on pp. 55-9, Figure 1, p. 55 

5� Inlaid shell panel from Mari {ED III, 2550-2300} (AFC 159). A standard 
Sumerian four-wheeled war-cart with javelins in a front quiver-box, accom 
panied by a spear-armed foot soldier; the war-cart is trampling a corpse 
Overall, the composition is similar to the that depicted on the Standard of Ur 

6� Inlaid shell panel from Mari {ED III, 2550-2300} (AW 1:139). Fragmentary 
probably four-wheeled, but possible only two-wheeled war-cart. 

7� Cylinder seal from Syria (Mari?) {ED III?, 2550-2300} (FI §722). A standard 
Sumerian four-wheeled vehicle with one rider, drawn by four equids and 
followed by a soldier with a javelin. 

8� Cylinder seal from Kish {ED III, 2500-2350} (FI §724; ELH pI. 1). Seated 
figure on four-wheeled war-cart being led by another man; the war-cart h,I' 
javelins in a front quiver-box and is trampling a fallen enemy. 

Early Dynastic {270Q-2300} two-wheeled war-carts15 

As far as we can tell, four-wheeled and two-wheeled war-carts appear roughh 
simultaneously in Sumer. Both utilize essentially the same technology, and .m 
both shown in similar military situations. The four-wheeled war-cart, discussed 
above, appears more frequently and in more intense military contexts than an 
shown in any of the representations of the two-wheeled version. The rebtl\"l 
military merits of both will be discussed on pp. 137-41. The major artistic sourn 
for Sumerian two-wheeled war-carts mclude: 

9� Cylinder seal from Sumer {ED, 2900-2300} (FI §723; AM §64).RoyaJ figull 
armed with axe entering a two-wheeled war-cart, accomp'111icd by a dog .llld 
three men, two armed with axes and olle Wilh .1 'P~·.l1 

UI 
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('opper model from Tell Agrab {ED II, 2650-2550} (AW 1:39, 129; SDA 
1')2-3; WV §7; AM §49). Drawn by four horses, studded block wheels; there 
" no apparent military context. 
VOtive plaque from Ur {ED II; 2650-2550} (Figure 4c, p. 133; AFC 72; AW 
1.130; AAM §43; WV §8). The driver is standing on the ground behind the 
\\,lr-cart, holding the reins, and carrying a javelin; there are other javelins in 
I Ill: box-quiver on the war-cart. The war-cart seems to be draped with a 
It'()pard skin. It is pulled by two (possibly four) equids which are not protected 
hy barding. It is probably part of a ceremonial scene similar to that depicted in 
till' votive plaque from Khafajah described below. 
Votive plaque from Khafajah {ED II?, 2650-2550} (AAM §42; AM §45; SDA 
I \2). The overall layout of this scene closely parallels the votive plaque from 
l) r described above; indeed each complements the gaps in the other. A festival 
" in process in which the third and lowest panel shows a war-cart drawn by 
lour equids, preceded by a man with a javelin or short thrusting spear. 
\llhough the parallel scenes depicted in the Ur and Khafajah plaques are 
t" cmonial rather than military, these two-wheeled war-carts clearly have a 

1I1,1rtial purpose, with a javelin quiver-box, and both the driver and accom
p,'l1ying foot soldier armed with javelins. 

The Sumerian war-cartl6 

II lhe archaeological and artistic evidence outlined above, we can obtain a 
til Iderstanding of the Sumerian war-cart. The classic Sumerian war-cart 

""I {2600-2300} was essentially a wagon adapted for military use. The four
led version seems to have preceded the two-wheeled version, but by the time 
widespread military use both the two- and four-wheeled versions were used 

Illk. The major limitation of the four-wheeler was weight; the Sumerian war
Il.ld a heavy wooden frame with four solid disk wheels. The cart itself was 
lild narrow, allowing only one person abreast, the driver generally in front 

tilt' warrior behind. The cart was surrounded by a high front and lower side 
I. for protection and for the driver and rider to hold to stabilize themselves. A 
lid major limitation on the four-wheeler was that the front wheels could not 

Il1dependent of the vehicle as a whole, giving it a very wide turning radius. 
IIlIgh the royal-cart was originally pulled by oxen, which continued in use for 
llllUIJI and commercial carts, in military settings the war-cart was always 
d by equids - since bovines could move at only a few miles an hour, a war
pulled by oxen would be slower than a man on foot (CG 77).� 
III(~' our sources are generally vague in both naming and depicting equids, it is� 
I IItll possible to determine with certainty what specific species of equid was 

V 22 8, 41 3). Donkeys were the most common equid in Mesopotamia. 
I ~ (wild asses) were probably not used because they are difficult to domes
lIlel l:C1l1l1ol; lhe donkey ollilgcr hybrid was common with war-carts, being 

IJ 
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larger and stronger than the donkey, but more docile and manageable than the 
onager. The horse was introduced into Mesopotamia in the late third millennium; 
the horse or mule (horse-donkey hybrid) was probably adopted for pulling war
carts by the late Early Bronze Age (ELH 197-8). It must be emphasized that, 
although the Bronze Age horse was larger, stronger and faster than the donkey, it 
was still substantially smaller than modern horses; based on evidence from bones 
we can estimate that ancient horses ranged from 12-14 hands high at the shoulder 
(130-150 cm; one hand = eleven centimeters), while the modern Western riding 
horse is 15-17 hands (160-185 cm). Due to the weight of the war-cart and the 
limited size and strength of the draft animals, the speed of the Sumerian war-cart 
was rather slow. Experimentation with modern reconstructions have demonstrated 
that its speed ranged from 10 to 12 miles per hour, or five to six minutes per mile 
(WV 33), slower than the top speed of an unarmed fast man, but probably some 
what faster than the average man in a combat situation. 

Development of the Sumerian war-cart 

The evidence, though inadequate, allows the following hypothetical reconstruc 
tion of the development of the Sumerian war-cart. The first war-carts seem to 

have developed directly from ritual vehicles used for conveying divine images or 
kings in ceremonial processions, initially drawn by oxen rather than equids. At 
some point, probably in the twenty-seventh century, kings began to ride thell 
ceremonial war-carts to the battlefield rather than simply in ceremonial proces 
sions for civic and religious purposes. Carts were also made to carry statues of till' 
gods in ritual processions, and were dedicated to the temples (PI 100). Initially thl 
king probably had the only war-cart on the battlefield. Presumably he rode 1m 
war-cart to the battlefield, dismounted and fought, and then rode again after thl 
battle. For example, in the Stele of Vultures {c. 2440}, Eannatum of Lagash {( 
2455-2425} is shown in the lower panel in the only war-cart depicted in till 
entire battle scene (although others might have existed in the large damaged pOl 
tion of the stele). In the upper register, on the other hand, Eanatum is shown 
fighting on foot (item 4, pp. 131-3). Military leaders were undoubtedly quickh 
able to recognize the mjlitary potential in the royal war-cart. The king could mov, 
among his own troops more quickly, giving orders and receiving reports. A f1eein 
enemy could also be pursued more quickly by war-cart. At some point the kin 
began to ride the war-cart during the battle, and fight from it. In due course, th( 
number of war-carts on a battlefield increased, either because members of the roy;11 
family and other nobles wanted to share in the high status of riding war-carts, 01 

because military leaders recognized that, by increasing the number of war-can 
an army could potentially gain a tactical advantage over an enemy. Some speed II 

changes in the design of the cart may have had military impetus. Increasing lh 
height of the side and front panel would afford greater protection and stabJlll 
to the rider. Sheep skins, strips of leather, or other types of barding, were hung 01 

the chests of the equids for their protection (item 1, p. Ill. MM 32), whd(' 
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I\elin quiver-box and probably other weapon containers were added to increase 
ill' ammunition supply and make it more readily accessible (item 3 above). The 

'I iod roughly from 2600 to 2300 was the classic age of the Sumerian war-cart, as 
ll'cracularly represented in the rnilitary art of the Standard ofUr (item 3) and the 
Il'le of Vultures (item 4), described above. By at least the twenty-fifth century this 
( hnology had spread up the Euphrates to Mari and south-eastern Syria (items 
10 7). 

The Sumerian war-cart in battle 

ill' archaeological and artistic evidence can be supplemented by a few texts giving 
.1 basic understanding of the military use of the Sumerian war-cart. The weap

1\ of the warrior of the Sumerian war-cart were the javelin and the axe - the 
liidard weapons of the ordinary Sumerian warrior. Javelin quiver-boxes are 
lIost always found on the war-carts; warriors are shown wielding both javelins 
I ,Ixes from within the war-cart (item 1). There is no indication that the bow 
, used. The war-carts are almost always accompanied by foot soldiers, 
doubtecl1y to protect the war-cart from attacks by enemy infantry. The equids 
"'metimes shown being led by a man (item 1), generally in a procession. The 

" carts are often preceded by an armed man (items 3, 8, 11-12), or followed by 
1I,ln (items 1 and 7) or a group of men (items 4 and 9) armed with javelins andl 

I \L'S. 

'\ 11 in'lponant question posed by the artistic evidence is, why did the Sumerians 
horh four-wheeled and rwo-wheeled war-carts? The four-wheeler has advan
, in stability and having room for a driver allowing the warrior to give his full 
III ion to combat. Psychologically, the larger war-cart was probably more ter
IlIg to the enemy. The two-wheeler, on the other hand, would have the 
IlIl.lge of speed, since it was lighter, and maneuverability, since the four
l'ler war-cart lacked a pivoting front axle and therefore had a wide turning 

1111'. Since the Sumerians used the javelin rather than the bow - which requires 
I h,lnds to shoot - as the major missile weapon from war-carts, a single warrior 
1.1 drive a two-wheeler holding the reins in his left hand and a javelin or axe in 
light hand, as several drivers are depicted. Overall, it seems that the two
('led war-cart proved to be the most effective in battle, for, as we will see on 
I'i, the four-wheeled war-cart disappeared entirely from the battlefield by the 
Middle Bronze Age. 

1n,1 of the war-cart scenes in Sumerian martial art are rather static. There are only 
d('pirrions orthe Sumerian war-cart in which we get a sense of the actual use in 

the St;lI1dard ofUr (item 3; cover art, Figure 5a, p. 133) and Stele of the Vultures 
III I), bOth dating to the twenty-fifth century. The Standard of Ur shows five 

i~1i lS. Structurally they are all almost exactly the same: four disk-wheels, a 
p,lllCI berween chest and neck height, and side panels about knee or thigh 

Ill, In ,1 sense, the war-cart can be seen as a mobile shield whose mgh front panels 
1,II'd protection to lhl: driver and warrior from enemy missiles. All are pulled 
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by four long-eared, long-tailed equids which have strips of sheep-skin or leathcl 
barding covering their necks and chests to protect them from enemy missiles. Th, 
war-carts are shown in two panels. The first shows a victory procession, with ,j 

single war-cart to the rear. It does not have a visible javelin-quiver, but the uppcr 
part ofthe top register is partly missing, so this may simply be lost. The driver, axe III 

hand, stands on the ground holding the reins; the equids are depicted with walkil1!! 
gait (all four legs visible at angles). The king - the presumed rider of the war-cart 
stands at the head of three soldiers armed with spear and axe, and receives pri\ 
oners of war from other soldiers in an after-battle triumph ritual. The other fOllr 
war-carts are shown in the bottom register in the midst of battle, all with javelill 
quivers. The equids on three of the war-carts are shown in full gallop gait, tram 
pling the corpses of fallen enemies. The fourth war-cart, at the rear, is shown witli 
equids walking and not trampling enemies. Each war-cart has two riders, a drivel 
in the front and a warrior standing on the very edge at the rear. They all han 
sheep-skin kilts and sheep-skins flung over their left shoulders for protection to 

their upper torso; they also have either leather or metal helmets with a strap und," 
the chin. Of the drivers, one holds an axe on his right shoulder (though the hc.1l1 
of the axe is missing), holding the reins in his left hand, just like the driver in thl 
upper panel; the image of one of the drivers is damaged and it can't be seen to' 
certain what he is doing with his right hand. The other two drivers hold sonH 
thing in their right hands, it but it is uncertain what - possibly axes or a javelim 

Several things seem clear from the Standard of Ur. Both driver and warnor 
were expected to fight, since the drivers are also shown armed with axes. The 
javelins were thrown, since the javelin quiver-box attached to the war-cart COil 

tains multiple weapons. Axes were considered useful weapons for war-carts, whl 
ther to fight off infantry that might attack the war-cart, or to use wh'l 
dismounted. Sumerians recognized that the greatest vulnerability of the war-clI 
was the equids. Since the easiest way to stop a war-cart was to kill or disabk' 
single equid, they were given some type of protection on their chests. War-carl 
could move across the battlefield at a gallop and pursue fleeing enemies. 

Unfortunately, there are number of ambiguities in the Standard of Ur whl< I 
make a complete interpretation impossible. First, is the scene meant to depict fOlil 
war-carts simultaneously, or one cart at different moments in a cartoon hk 
sequence? It probably shows four different war-carts, since each warrior has a dll 
ferent weapon. Second, does it represent a line of war-carts following one anotlwr 
or a group of war-carts side-by-side? Third, are they charging formed-up enelll 
ranks, or chasing and overwhelming already defeated and fleeing enemies? In othl 
words, were the war-carts used to break formed-up enemy ranks, or simply II 
chase down a fleeing enemy whose ranks were already broken? The Standard (\ 
Ur seems to indicate the latter, since all the enemies have their backs to th 
advancing war-carts; no one is making any serious resistance. Are they tramplll 
the enemies, or riding around and beside them? In later depictions of war-cuI 
riding over a prostrate enemy becomes a stylized depilliol1 of victory in b.ndl 
Unfortunately, the evidence is insufficient to alhwe, 11)(1\1 Ill' lhl\e qllestioll\ It 

1 but it must be remembered that, whatever the artist of the Standard ofUr 
'lng to depict in this particular instance, it does not demonstrate that this 

I' Icfore the only way the war-cart could have been used by the Sumerians. It 
possible that the Sumerians both fought from the war-cart and dismounted 

II The war-carts could have been marshaled in line or rank depending on 
IlcaJ circumstances. They may have on some occasions attacked formed-up 

III cnemy, and on other occasions chased down fleeing enemies. There is no� 
I 10 assume the Sumerians were incapable of tactical flexibility in their use of� 
111~.  It is also important to emphasize that Sumerian art almost invariably� 

110t actual battle, but victory qfter battle. The Standard of Ur may thus not 
III!!. to tell us how war-carts were used to win a battle, but how they were 
IIln the battle was already won. 

'ilcle of Vultures {co 2440} (item 4; Figure 1, p. 55) shows king Eanatum 
"h charging into battle on his war-cart, followed by a large body of infantry 

I \\ ith spears and axes. The depiction may be intended as symbolic rather 
It Ill'al - the king is always said to lead his army into battle even if, in reality, 

11.1\ at the rear of the army. But it may also represent a real tactic of the war
1l"("L'ding the infantry into battle. The king stands at the front of the war
Illding a long spear overhead in his left hand and what appears to be a proto
word (or perhaps a club or a scepter, see pp. 66-71) in his right hand. The 

III is also equipped with a quiver-box with half a dozen javelins, as well as a 
I \t', The depiction of a spear in Eanatum's hand is unique in Sumerian 

all other war-cart warriors hold javelins. The spear is held overhand in 
Ii lund, so far to the rear of the shaft that it would seem to be unbalanced. 
IIgh the head of the weapon is lost and we cannot tell the length of the spear, 
le.llly not a javelin. A fragment of a parallel scene from the same stele shows 
'I' 1)[ the largely lost fourth panel of the Stele of the Vultures. 17 There, the 
II,I gment at the far left of the fourth panel shows the hand of a man grasping 
III of the long lance in the very same unbalanced way Eanatum holds the 
III lhe second panel. In the fourth panel the length of the entire lance is 
\ Jl h the lance head about to be thrust into the face of the enemy king. This 

IhllS shows the use of a long thrusting lance from the war-cart rather than 
,1111. In the upper register of the stele, Eanatum stands on the ground in 

lit his army, indicating that Sumerian chariot warriors could dismount and 
lU' the ground with axe and spear, along with the infantry. Each of the soldiers 
WIII~  Eanatum is similarly double-armed, with thrusting spear in one hand 
II :I\l' in the other. 

1I1l,hl'r odd characteristic ofEanatum's war-cart is that the driver appears to be 
lllll< he/lilld Eanatum. The torso and head of the second figure is missing in a 

.I portion of the stele, and his legs are largely hidden behind the side panel 
.1rt. The only indication of a second occupant of the war-cart is the 

III :In(/ right hand which extends to the side ofEanatum's hip, and appears to 
Jding ,In ,1Xt'. The reins of the cart rest on the top of the front panel, but then 
le;ll'; 1:,II1,l[lll11 lk-,nly is not holding Ihem, since he has a weapon in each 

IJH I'll 
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hand. Unless this scene is composed with unrealistic artistic license, I suspect t1w 
the reins go behind Eanatum to his left side (and hence are invisible in the scent' 
and are held in the left hand of the nearly obscured man to the rear of Eanatulll 
The Standard of Ur shows the king standing in front of the war-cart while hi 
driver stands on the ground holding the reins in his left hand and an axe in hi 
right, just like the largely defaced driver of Eanatum's war-cart seems to be doinV 
I suspect that if each man stood on opposite sides of the war-cart it would not hI 
impossible for the man at the rear to drive, though it does seem quite awkward 
On the other hand, since the equids and everything to the front of Eanatum all 

missing because of damage to the stele, it may be that there was originally a m,lII 

leading the war-cart in front of the equids. 
Another important characteristic of Sumerian war-carts depicted in art is th 

development of the theme of the war-cart trampling the enemy as a symbol III 
victory in battle. It appears most strikingly in the Standard of Ur (item 3). A pH 
cisely analogous scene, though fragmentary, occurs at Mari (item 5), and in 
cylinder seal from Kish (item 8). It may also possibly have been shown in the Stt'l 
of Vultures prior to damage; the area under the war-cart is now missing, but th 
infantry in the register above the war-cart are trampling enemy corpses under thn 
feet (item 4). This issue will be discussed more fully on p. 150. 

These artistic representations of war-cart battle can be supplemented by OCIo\ 
sional references to war-carts in Sumerian royal inscriptions. The most import.1I1 
comes from an inscription describing a battle in the agricultural Ugiga-fi,·l. 
between king Enmetena of Lagash {c. 2400} and Urluma of Umma, in whlll 
Enmetena "confronted the retreating Urluma, ruler of Umma, at the base of til 
Lumagirnunta-canal, and [Urluma] abandoned his sixty teams of asses there, ,111 

left the bones of their personnel [of the war-carts] strewn over the plain" (PI 'i 
77). This text describes a battle occurring on a flat open agricultural field, ideal II 
war-carts; unfortunately, the details of the actual battle were not recorded. 'III 
result, however, is clear: Enmetena defeated the army ofUmma, which fled be/of 
him until they reached a canal which their war-carts could not cross. The warnell 
abandoned their war-carts and tried to flee on foot, but many were run down 
either by pursuing war-carts or by infantry. The text also provides anoth 
important detail - that king Urluma had "sixty teams of asses", or, in other word 
60 war-carts. We cannot be sure that some of the war-carts did not escape, so 
should be considered the minimum number in Urluma's army. None the less 
shows that an average Sumerian city-state could probably muster 50-80 war-ell 
for battle. At this point they were no longer merely ceremonial vehicles or 10\ 

conveyances, but were an important combat component in the Sumerian ann 
When Enmetena wished to emphasize the magnitude of his victory, he underhIll 
the capture of 60 war-carts, rather than the total number of enemy dead or 1,1\ 

tured. 
Enmetena of Lagash {c. 2400} also built a war-cart named "Ningrsu's chall 

that heaps up [burial mounds of dead enemies inl dcfl',lll'" fml'ign lands" (Ill ~ 

cf. 100); it is obviously a divine war-cart for tI'1l1pl~' 11111" hill 1\, tl,11ll1' shm" I 

I Illilitary functio] The war-cart brings victory in battle, resulting in 
Itlg up" burial mOnds of the corpses of the defeated enemies - a standard 
11,111 metaphor for \ilitary victory depicted in the Stele of Vultures (item 4; 

I. p. 55).18 Althouh to the modern mind the ceremonial aspects of the war
,ornetimes seen to rnply a lack of serious application to real combat, to the 
I mind the quasi-sa'red qualities ofa war-cart enhanced rather then detracted 
I, ,nilitary value. T1e fact that a war-cart was dedicated to a god, carried a 
III image of a god i religious rituals, was kept in a temple treasury, and was 
111 imitation of thecelestial vehicles used by the gods, gave the war-cart a 
<IllS quality, makinht more effective by psychologically increasing the fear of 
, hI) faced it in batt\. To the mind of the Sumerian warrior, the war-cart was 
,low-moving WOOlen box on heavy wheels pulled by asses as often described 
Inn scholars; rathy, it was a chariot of the gods, representing and convey
lilt' power to the S-ttlefield. It was perhaps viewed by the Sumerians more 

hiblical Ark of th~  Covenant. Indeed, against an ancient enemy, the psy
11,11 impact of the Slmerian war-cart - its size, weight, speed, heroic warrior, 
1I1l: aura - was prSably as significant as its actual military impact. 
leremonial aspec of the war-cart and chariot as the proper vehicle for 

dignity is emphasiz!d in one of the much later Mari texts {1760s}. Here 
I 1.1111 is advised abolt proper riding decorum: 

I, lord should prese:ve his royal dignity. Even though you are the king of the 
lI111.1dJ Haneans, y~u  are also the king of the Akkadians. Thus my lord 

ll'ltid not ride horSts, but a chariot with mules (kudanu), and maintain the 
,tJ{!c of his sovere~nty. (ARM 6.76; EEH 120b; MK 165) 

h,1I iot as a symbol of kingship was as significant as its practical military 
IIIOIlS in war. 

W;lr-carts and th(ir equid teams seem to have been housed in special 
111'inimgina of lagash describes building "a chariot-house for [the war

Illgirsu, a building whose awesome splendor overwhelms all the lands" (PI 
I Ur-Bau, ruler of Lagash, built the "house of the donkey-stallions" (E3/ 

I hese were probal::.ry building complexes for constructing, repairing, and 
\\;1 r-carts and their equipment, and for the care and breeding of their equid 

ar-carts in tht; Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian periods 
{2300-2000} 

le:n:l1t1y it has genel-ally been thought that the Akkadians essentially aban
I Ih~' L1~C of the four-.wheeled war-cart in battle. Crouwel and Littauer sum

...1 Ihl\ rO~ilion:  the "evidence for !theJ use rof war-carts] in warfare, for 
I lh,~y WCIC clearly LIIl'>LlitabJe. fades rapidJy after the middJe of the [third] 

111\1111" (FA 5'344; \XIV I 1 5). l)"ecel1tly pL1bli~hed cylinder seals from 

1,1 
1<1 I 
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ancient Nagar (Tell Brak; Figure 4b, p. 133; EA 1:355-6) in the Khabur Trianglt 
in north-eastern Syria, however, provide some new, fairly conclusive evidence that 
the use of the war-cart continued unabated during the Akkadian period. Naram 
Sin {2254-2218} built a large palace at Nagar, which became the major Akkadian 
administrative center in northern Mesopotamia. The discovery of three militan 
scenes of four-wheeled war-carts on Akkadian-period cylinder seals from Nagar 
indicates the ongoing Akkadian use of the four-wheeled war-cart in battle (EEl 1 
116, §1-4). On the other hand, none of the better-known monumental Akkadian 
martial art depicts the use of the war-cart. For the Akkadian four-wheeled war 

cart in battle we have: 

1 '. Akkadian cylinder seal {c. 2250} (EEH 116 §1). A four-wheeled war-call 
drawn by equids with protective barding on their chests. One seated mall 
drives the cart, with a man stepping into the war-cart behind, and anoth~'1  

standing on the ground. The war-cart is trampling a corpse, while anoth~  I 
wounded man on the ground is being dispatched by a warrior armed with I 

dagger or axe, while a vulture eagerly hovers nearby. 
14 Akkadian cylinder seal {c. 2250} (EEH 116 §2; Figure 4b, p. 133). A fOUl 

wheeled war-cart drawn by equids. The seated driver is followed by one mall 
stepping into the war-cart from the rear and another standing brandishing 
dagger over his head. The war-cart is trampling a fallen corpse. Underneath 
this scene may be four prisoners sitting on the ground with their arnl 

pinioned behind their backs. 
15 Akkadian cylinder seal {c. 2250} (EEH 116 §4). A four-wheeled war-c.1I1 

tramples an enemy and is followed by a foot soldier. 

Additionally, there are two non-military Akkadian scenes with similar fmu 

wheeled carts: 

16� Cylinder seal {Akkadian, 2220-2159} (AFC §143; WV §13; SDA 189; 11 
§725). This mythological scene depicts a god riding in a standard fOUl 
wheeled war-cart being drawn by a griffin. The god holds a whip, but III 

weapons are apparent, though there may be a javelin in a quiver-box. 
1"7� Cylinder seal {Akkadian, 2220-2159} (AM §113). God riding in a fOUl 

wheeled war-cart drawn by a griffin, similar to item 16 above. 

For two-wheeled Akkadian war-carts we have: 

18� Akkadian cylinder seal {2334-2193} (WV §17; FI §726). God riding III 

two-wheeled celestial war-cart drawn by a griffin, similar to items 16 and 

above. 

During the Ur III period (2112-2004} there is addllllll1.\1 l'vidence for tWll 

wheeled war-carts: 

1,\ 

11,'gmentary scene from Ur III (AAM §192-3; WV §18). Man riding a two
, heeled war-cart with grooved disk-wheels; the upper portion is missing, so 

I hL're is no indication of military use. 
11,1gJnents from the stele ofUrnammu {2112-2095} (AFC 445). These are 
InO damaged to determine if any military accoutrements are present. 
I )~'piction  of two-wheeled war-cart from Tepe Hisar, northern Iran, south

N of Caspian Sea {2350-2000} (WV §21; ELH 199). This is a badly com
posed scene of a man riding a two wheeled war-cart; there is no clear military 
lliltext. Some have argued that the partially damaged wheel is spoked; others 

II gue that it is a cross-bar wheel (WV 40). This may represent the spread of 
, .I r-cart technology into Iran, or perhaps reflects a transitional form between 
hL' steppe war-carts of Central Asia and those of the Near East. 

hus, for the period from 2300-2000, there is an apparent shift in the depiction 
u cart warfare, with fewer and less dramatic military scenes. None the less, it 
II that carts continued to be used during this period (items 13-15 above). 
I his apparent change in our source material reflect a change in actual combat 

" es, a change in the way warfare was depicted, or merely the random chance 
1.11 martial art happens to survive and to have been discovered and published? 
I Ihe recent publication of Akkadian-period cylinder seals from Nagar (EEH 
Iherc was no clear example of the depiction of a war-cart in a military context 

II~',  that period (WV 44--5). Now there are three examples, which should serve 
Ininder that, in ancient archaeology and history, absence of evidence is not 

Illl' ofabsence. Much ofwhat we claim to know about ancient history is often 
lOll the rather random preservation and discovery ofa fragmentary, obscure, and 
d r;lI1ge of sources. None the less, despite their fIXation on war, no Akkadian 
" ,hown riding in a war-cart in battle in surviving monumental Akkadian art. 
1Il'I e is additional literary evidence that is generally overlooked in the discus
<\1 war-carts in the Neo-Sumerian period. We are fortunate to have detailed 
III descriptions of the Sumerian war-cart from Gudea of Lagash {2141
':� from precisely the period in which it is sometimes claimed that the war-
sent out of military use. 19 Gudea built a ceremonial war-cart for the god 
I"u, taking special care in the selection and preparation of the materials: 

I Ill' good shepherd Gudea [king of Lagash] , .. broke the seal on his store
Illlllse lin the city of Girsu], pulled aside the wooden [bolt of the door]. 
( ;llt!ca checked the wood [for the war-cart] piece by piece, taking great care 
If It. Thc mes wood he smoothed and he split the khalub wood, and fitted 

1I1l'Ill togcther to make his blue chariot.. .. He decorated the chariot with 
dwr and lapis lazuli, with arrows protruding from the quiver like the [shafts] 

,,( daylight Ifi'oll1 the sunl; he was especially careful with the ankar [mace], the 
'V,lIllor's arm" .... lIe harnessed to it [donkey] stallions, the "lions-sum

IlIlltH.:d for· flInning". Gudea fashioned for Ningirsu his beloved standard and 
\ r<He 1m INlllglr~u'sl own name on it,2l1 

1,\ 
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The use of a mace from a war-cart is also n1.entioned in the epic of Ninurta 

(HTO 117). 
A description of the completed war-cart and weapons donated by Gudea to thc 

temple of Ningirsu provides a poetical description of the Sumerian war-cart ill 

battle: 

The chariot named "It subdued the mountain" Qands],� 
Bearing terror and dread [to the enemy],� 
Drawn by the donkey "Merrily-Neighing-Wind"� 
Harnessed with the other donkeys.� 
The seven-spiked mace, fierce battle mace,� 
Weapon unbearable from the North to the South ...� 
The mittu-mace, a lion-headed weapon of hulalu stone,� 
Which does not flee from enemy lands ...� 

Nine banners� 
The "warrior's arm" [mace]� 
A bow [C1Lban] that roars like a forest of mes-trees,� 
Its terrible arrows [t11 flashing like lightening in battle� 
On its quiver [mar] a leopard and lion [were depictedl� 
With a serpent flicking its tongue� 
The weapons of battle� 
The power of kingship ...� 
Gudea, ruler of Lagash, presented to the Temple. 21� 

There is one ambiguity in interpreting the meaning of this text; Gudea 1\ 

clearly describing the building of a ceremonial war-cart for use in rituals in till 
temple of the god Ningirsu. Does this mean that this war-cart was purely cen 
monial, or was it taken into battle as well? However that may be, this is clearly' 
ceremonial war-cart, and represents our best contemporary description of thl 
building, purpose, and conceptualization of the role of war-cart of this period 
The war-cart was the "power of kingship", which brought "terror and dread 
upon the enemy. If the military function of the war-cart had all but disappean'd 
during the two centuries previous to Gudea, a~  is sometimes claimed, it is unlikch 
he would have so dramatically emphasized precisely those obsolete military fUI1l 
tions in his dedicatory inscription. We should also avoid imposing modern pn 
conceptions on ancient peoples: if a vehicle is "ceremonial" for a procession to 
temple, it cannot simultaneously have a "practical" function in battle. In actuaht\ 
to some extent, all ancient battle was ceremonial; indeed, in some ways, the worl.l 
of ritual was more "real" for ancient peoples than what we consider today as till 

world of real events. 
The other striking feature of Gudea's war-cart is the emphasis on the use of till 

bow and arrow in war-carts, our earliest example of the bow and chariot combl 
nation which would become standard in the Late BronJ'c AI-W I h~'  use of th~'  bo" 
from the chariot in Nco-Sumerian times is ,llso 11111'111 d III Iht~ I Pit of N Inllll.\ 

1'1'1 
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'IrtOry over Azag. There Ninurta is said to have mounted a chariot to fight, and to 
hNe shot his bow in battle (HTO 244); although not exp1Jcit, this may imply the 
11\<' of a bow from the chariot. This represents a major m:nsition from the Early 
I lynastic javelin to Neo-Sumerian bow as the war-cart missile weapon, and is a 
~ l'y transformation in the development of the "true" war-chariot which occurs in 
Ihc later Middle Bronze Age, as will be discussed on pp. 1~5-722 

In summary, by the end of the Early Bronze Age the Sumerian war-cart was a 
.\capon in transition, That the Sumerians retained the two'wheeled war-cart, and 
\"L'n experimented with using the bow from it, demonstratts that the war-cart was 
I ill considered useful in battle, even if it was not decisive. In the right terrain 
1~,linst  the right enemy and used at the proper moment in battle, the war-cart 
ollid create a military advantage and perhaps win a battle. Thus experimentation 
ontinued in the coming centuries to discover the ideal fcrmula for the building 

lilt! use of the war-cart, leading to the innovation of the tne war-chariot, and the 
ll'.1t chariot revolution of the seventeenth century. 

Middle Bronze Age and the origins of tht war-chariot 
{2000-1600}23 

I hL' Middle Bronze Age saw the rise of what is often called the true war-chariot, 
, opposed to the early Sumerian war-cart. The transformltion from war-cart to 

Il.\riot required a transformation of biological, technological, social, and military 
"lors to create the ideal vehicle for l.ate Bronze Age warfare. Once that proper 
oillbination of factors had developed, the war-chariot spnad rapidly throughout 
IlIlCh of the Old World, encompassing Central Asia, the N~ar  East, Europe, India, 

( 11Ina, and North Africa. 
Scholars tend to define the "true" chariot, which would revolutionize warfare 

!I Ihe l.ate Bronze Age, by the following characteristics (CG 74-120; El.H; WV 
'llS, §24-36). The chariot was drawn by horses rather than by other equids, 
1I0wing faster speed. Lighter construction techniques, two wheels instead of four, 
I/Id spoked wheels rather than disk wheels, also contributed to decreasing the 
'clght and increasing the speed of the chariot. The change from four to two 
\ heels allowed greater maneuverability. A shift from the nGse ring for controlling 
hI' horse to bit and reins, along with improved yoke and harness, created a more 
If I, iel1t means both for controlling the horse and for the hcrse to pull the chariot, 

1",,1111 boosting maneuverability and speed. The overall implct of new lightweight 
Ollsl ruction, improved harness and horse-power, resulte:i by the seventeenth 

III ury in vehicles which could attain a maximum speed of thirty miles per hour 
III short distances, two-and-a-half times the speed of the Early Bronze Sumerian 
~'III  wheeled war-cart (CG 84). To the improved speed ofthe chariot was added 
h. lise of the composite bow, allowing rapid fire at a distar,ce. The greater pene
I IllUg power of the composite bow with bronze arrowhe<ds made the chariot a 
lJ'ltlly 1Jl()vlng platform shooting the most powerful russile in the ancient 

IIIsrl\,d 1·1 Il ,lIso k't! LO the adoption of bronze ~cale  armOr for chariot warriors, 
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and often for their horses. The fact that the bow required two hands to be shol 
meant that chariots were most efficient when they had a battle-team of driver and 
archer. This complex and expensive combination of chariot craftsmanship, com 
posite bow-making, horse grooming and training, and metal-working for armor. 
created the need for large and expensive royal workshops and stables to maintain 
the chariots. It probably required half a dozen men - carpenter, bowyer, groom. 
metal-worker, and a servant or two - to maintain a .single chariot in combal 
readiness. The building and repairing of chariot wheels is mentioned (L 377). 
along with reference to a courtier named Yashub-Ashar who seems to have been 
in charge of chariot production at Mari (MM 31). 

Chariots were obviously valuable and somewhat rare, since they were given .1\ 

gifts to vassals and nobles (ARM 5.66, 5.58, 10.113). The relative scarcity of both 
chariots and the skilled craftsmen necessary to build and repair them is emphasized 
in one of the Mari texts, where a nobleman, Ila-salim, requests a new chariot frolll 
the king Zimri-Lim: 

The king gave me a chariot, but when I went away between the country and 
the mountains, that chariot broke in the middle, and now as I travel to and fro 
there is not chariot for me to ride. If it please my lord, may my lord give Ill( 

another chariot, so that I can organize the country until my lord comes. I alll 
my lord's servant; may my lord not refuse me another chariot. (ARM 5.61., 
MK 164) 

This text is interesting at a number oflevels. The fact that the chariot broke III 

the mountains shows the problem of the use of the chariot in the rough terralll 
outside the flat plains. It also appears that this nobleman had the only chariot in 111 
city; he had no other vehicle, and didn't seem to be able to borrow one. Fut 
thermore, he had no craftsmen in his employable to repair the chariot or bUIld 
him a new one. He had to ask for one from the king. The chariot is also not uSl,d 
in a military context, but as a vehicle to assist the nobleman in administering III 
provInce. 

Texts mention "harnessed teams" of chariot horses, grooms, and trainers (MI
161-2; ARM 18.55), indicating an organized stable system for chariot horses. lor 
every pair of horses pulling a chariot, another half a dozen horses would be neednl 
in reserve for breeding, training, and replacement for horses that were injured, 
captured or killed. All of this required a state that was wealthy and powerful 
enough to maintain armies with hundreds of chariots. More importantly. 11 

required the creation of a new military mind-set focused on the tactical advanta~l  

and limitations of the chariot. As the experiences of soldiers with new tech nolo 
gies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries CE amply demonstrate, it probabl 
required several generations to fully develop such tactical expertise, and seWl ,I 
more generations for soldiers and other elites to fuJly accept all the social alld 
military changes required by the new chariot warfare. It \V.l\ tl(l[ until the seVl'1l 
teenth century that all of these complex elcl1ll'llls werc !1'1,lly In placl' III th 

llper balance to maximize the military potential of chariot warfare. From the 
Ihtary perspective, the transition from the Middle Bronze Age to the Late 
llnze Age - usually dated to around 1600 BCE - can be defined as the transition 
IIIl non-chariot-centered warfare to the new chariot warfare. 

Artistic evidence on the development of the chariot25 

Inc are a few examples of the continued use of the four-wheeled chariot in the 
fly Middle Bronze Age {2000-1600} in Anatolia, but depictions of four
Iccled war-carts in a military context have disappeared by the nineteenth century.26 
lIoughout the rest of the Middle Bronze Age the majority of the depictions of 
" vehicles - nearly all from cylinder seals - are two-wheeled vehicles drawn by 
II horses (ELH). A rough outline of the development and use of the war-chariot 
I be culled from these examples. The data can be broadly divided into roughly 
<l periods, the early Middle Bronze {2000-1800} and the late Middle Bronze 
r{()O-1600}. It must be emphasized that our evidence is quite limited and we are 

Illially reduced to generalizing from inadequate data. The following is a list of 
I II1~or evidence with a military context. 

Early Middle Bronze evidence {200o-1800} 

I Cylinder seal, Kultepe (Karum), Anatolia {2000-1850} (WV §29; ELH §4). 
A single rider, a royal figure with an axe, in a chariot with two four-spoked 
wheels, drawn by two horses with nose rings rather than reins (cf. WV §28). 
,ylinder seal, Uruk, Iraq {20-19C} (WV §30, p. 69). Single rider in chariot 

with two spoked wheels. 
.Iay tablet with cylinder seal impression, Babylon {1779} (Figure 4d, p. 133; 

FI §730; WV §31). The single rider is a king on a chariot with two four
spoked wheels, trampling a prostrate enemy, and followed by four soldiers in a 
procession before the gods. 
:ylinder seal, Syria {19-17C} (FI §728). A single rider in a chariot with two 

four-spoked wheels, trampling a prostrate enemy. 

ll.lsed on this - admittedly limited - evidence, we find the following char
I, I Istics ofchariot warfare in the early Middle Bronze period {2000-1800}. Only 

I lwo-wheeled chariot was used for military purposes, a practice which had prob
I, begun in the Neo-Sumerian period {2200-2000} as discussed on pp. 141-5. 

r H' Early Bronze technique of having a single rider on the two-wheeled Sumer
II lVar· cart continued throughout the early Middle Bronze Age; all of the 
pit tions from this period show a single rider. This obviously had its limitations, 
,'1\ tally when facing archery to which the charioteer could not respond at a 
IIIKC. The earlier Sumerian trampling-the-prostate-enemy motif, whether 
l1!lO!tC or tactical, continued throughout the Middle Bronze Age (items 24 and 
dHlW) ('h.lt lots ,Ire sometimes accompanied by infantry, who generally follow 

I'~ll 1·17 
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the chariot (item 24). This characteristic is also found in Neo-Sumerian chariol 
warfare. From hints in the depiction of equids, we find the increasing and even 
tually exclusive use of horses (characterized by short ears and manes) to pull 
chariots. Horses are first attested pulling war-carts in the Neo-Sumerian period, 
becoming universal during the early Middle Bronze period. The axe continued to 

be used by chariot warriors (item 22), but there are no early Middle Bronze artistil 
examples of the use of the javelin or the bow from the chariot, although the use of 
the bow is attested in the Neo-Sumerian texts discussed on pp. 143-5. Finally, we 
see a shift from disk wheels to spoked wheels (items 22-25). In other words, other 
than the adoption of the spoked wheel, which is the major innovation of the early 
Middle Bronze Age, aU of the characteristics of early Middle Bronze chariot war 
fare were also found in the early Neo-Sumerian period. What happened during 
the early Middle Bronze Age seems to have been the universal adoption 
throughout the Near East oflate Neo-Sumerian practices. 

Late Middle Bronze evidence {180o-1600} 

In contrast, during the later Middle Bronze period we find a number of innova 
tions in chariot warfare depicted in our artistic sources. 

26� Cylinder seal, Syria {19-17C} (FI §729). Chariot with two six-spoked 
wheels; single rider has quiver on his back and is followed by four soldiers 011 

foot. 
27� Cylinder seal, Syria {1850-1650} (WV §33; ELH §5). Chariot with two 

four-spoked wheels drawn by two horses with two riders, trampling a pros 
trate enemy who raises his arms to protect his face. 

28� Cylinder seal, Syria {1850-1650} (WV §4; ELH §6). Chariot with two four· 
spoked wheels drawn by two horses; driver has a quiver on his back, while ,I 

man behind him with an axe and a dagger is either attacking him, or, mon 
likely, stepping into the chariot to ride with him. 

29� Cylinder seal, Syria {1750-1600} (ELH pI. 2). Chariot with two four-spoked 
wheels drawn by two horses trampling a prostrate enemy who raises an arm to 
protect himself; the single rider is followed by three infantrymen 

30� Cylinder seal, Syria {1750-1600} (ELH pI. 3; MK 160; WV §35). Chariot 
with two four-spoked wheels (with metal rims?) drawn by two horses; singh
driver with bow and quiver on his shoulder is followed by three men on foot 
wearing helmets. A partially damaged lower portion seems to show a mall 

being trampled. 
31� Cylinder seal, Syria {175Q-1600} (ELH pI. 4; MK 160). A single rider in ,I 

chariot with two four-spoked wheels, drawn by two horses; a prostrate body 
and severed head indicates a military context. 

32� Cylinder seal, Syria {1750-1600} (ELH pI. 5). A single rider in a chariot with 
two seven-spoked wheels, drawn by two horses; lh~'  rldCl hel\ .1 quiver on 1m 
back and is followed by four soldiers 011 font I hI «IIIHI Sl'~'111\  to h,Wl' .1 
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helmet, and the hatched markings on his long skirt may ·dicate bronze scale 
,lrnlOr. 

~ylinder seal, Syria {1750-1600?} (Figure 4e, p. 133; W 63, §36). A single 
I ider in chariot with two eight-spoked wheels, drawn by vo horses; the rider 
h~s  a quiver on his back and is shooting a bow while drivin. He apparently has 
lhe reins wrapped around his waist (or tied to the front pane)fthe chariot?); this 
I~ the first representation of this practice (WV 63), which Widely depicted in 
!.lter New Kingdom Egyptian chariot warfare (e.g. E\P 198, 240). The 
lutched markings on his long robe may indicate bronze slie armor. 
;ylinder seal,. Anatolia {17C} (F! 57, §841). A huntiniscene depicts four 

I wo-wheeled chariots each drJ.wn by two horses on the hnt; three carry one 
111:111, one has two men. The scene is small and the details;omewhat obscure, 
hut one man seems to have a quiver on his back. Anotherin a chariot with a 
driver, is shooting a bow; several animals seem to have ar)WS in them. 
'ylinder seal, Syria {1800-1600?} (MK 162). A. sing~ rider in a two

wheeled chariot pull by two horses, followed by one m;1 with a spear and 
,Illother with a dagger. 

II,i~  evidence from the late Middle Bronze period {180C-1600} attests to a 
IIhn of fundamental innovations in chariot warfare. The s;ift from the use of 
l1o~e  ring to bit and reins, allowing for more efficient driviJ5, is first attested in 

"Ion in the early eighteenth century (items 24, 26-28). AlflOUgh the use of a 
1(' rider remains the norm, we begin to see the driver and wrrior combination 
b,'comes predominant in Late Bronze chariot warfare (itens 27, 28 and 34). 
l'~e  of a lighter frame and spoked wheels decreased the wight of the chariot 

" IClltly to allow the cart eventually to be widened enough 0 allow two riders, 
""1lain light enough to be faster than an enemy on foot. 

I \ ,dellce of a close association of archery with chariotry aIPears with increas
Irc1luency, generally as a quiver and/or bow on the back ofhe chariot warrior 

111\ 26, 28, 30, 32, and 34). This raises an important issue. The association of 
Ill'! y equipment with a charioteer does not necessarily meal the bow was shot 
II ,1 moving chariot during warfare. It may simply be that he chariot warrior 
Il'd the full panoply of Middle Bronze weapons with lim in his chariot, 
IIdlng the bow. He may have dismounted to fight and shoo his bow. Thus, in 

1111011 to the mere presence of a bow, it is important to note :he appearance, for 
til \1 time, of scenes of actuaUy shooting the bow from chari~t,  both by a driver 

Ill" ,Ind by a warrior accompanied by a driver (items 33 and34). 
h:ll iots continue to be accompanied by infantry, as they w<!e in the Sumerian 

Ii I ,Illy Middle Bronze periods (items 26, 29, 30, and 32). This emphasizes the 
I""lam potential vulnerability of the chariot to light infantri. The chariot was 
:. I drective when used with combined-arms tactics in co~tf1ction  with infan-

I hll~ chariot warriors continue to be armed with axe arP dagger as melee 
, l"lJ1\ (01 d,\mOllnted combat (item 28). Finally, although tr.e interpretation of 
, illll\nr l'vltll'llle 1\ 1lllCI'rtain, two charioteers have hatch-mlrked clothing that 

1,1 1·1' 
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may be intended to represent bronze scale armor (items 32 and 33). In sununary, 
the late Middle Bronze period {1800-1600} was one of significant innovation in 
chariot warfare, including the bit and rein, driver-warrior teams, archery from 
chariots, and the introduction of bronze armor. Thus, all of the elements of the 
revolutionary chariot warfare of the Late Bronze were in place by the seventeenth 
century. 

The symbolic or tactical trampling-the-prostrate-enemy motif retains its 
importance in the late Middle Bronze period (items 27, 29, and 31). As noted 
above, the war-cart trampling scene became a standard symbol of victory in Early 
Bronze Sumer, appearing frequently in Middle Bronze depictions of chariots, 
indicating a continuity of symbolic ideology from Early Bronze war-cart to Mid
dle Bronze chariot, as well as the probable tactical continuity in the actual use of 
the chariot in battle. Although the precise means of ideological and artistic trans
mission are unclear, by the eighteenth century the trampling scene is found in 
Anatolia (item 27), Syria (items 29-31) and Babylon (item 24); in other words, it 
has become a universal war motif throughout the Near East outside of Egypt. 

In this regard, an important question for the military historian is whether the 
trampling scene was intended to represent an actual military tactic, or was merely a 
striking means to symbolize victory in battle. However this may be, it is certainly 
possible that war-carts could have trampled corpses, wounded or fleeing enemies, 
and, under the right circumstances, could in theory have broken standing enemy 
infantry formations as well. Two of the later Middle Bronze trampling scenes show 
that the victims on the ground are animate and clearly alive, raising their arms to 

protect themselves from the oncoming chariot (items 27 and 29; ELH §5-6). 

Chariot warfare in Middle Bronze texts27 

Compared with artistic representations of chariots, the Middle Bronze texts about 
chariot warfare are rather elusive. None the less, enough evidence survives to giw 
us a broad picture of the chariot in battle. Ishme-Dagan, king of Isin {1953-1935l 
has left us a detailed literary description of a chariot from the early Middle Bronze 
which complements Gudea's description given on pp. 143-4.28 The hymn praises 
both the god Enlil, for whom the chariot was made, and Hme-Dagan, the kin~  

who ordered its construction. It provides both a detailed description of the parts of 
the chariot, a mythic account of the cosmic meaning of the chariot, and SOIlH 

hints as to its military significance (see also ARM 7.161). The chariot was built 
and possibly specific elements of its design were specified - by order ofEnlil in ,HI 

oracle given in his temple. 

o lofty chariot; Enlil, the lord of intelligence, the father of the gods, 
Spoke about your construction, in the Ekur [temple], his sublime shrine... 

A number of specific parts of the chariot are mentiOl1ed, with a compll 
technical terminology for the various parts of the challot pole, yoke, ropes, 'lxll 

pole pin, front guard, platform, beams, side boards, and foot board. These types Oi 

items are also mentioned in several of the texts from the Mari archive, though the 
technical terminology is somewhat opaque (MK 162-3; ARM 18.45, 7.161). It i~  

adorned with "silver, gold and precious stones". Since the chariot was to carry the 
statue of the god in ceremonial processions, it was apparently a portable temple, 
:md is described as a microcosm of the universe. 

Although the text is fundamentally mythic in function, some military details of 
lhe chariot are also mentioned. A bow may be mentioned in an uncertain passage 
(line 12), supplementing the mention of a bow in Gudea's chariot. Both driver and 
warrior are described as fighting: "[On] your [the chariot's platform], warriors 
I·Ire] fighting together" side-by-side. The poem describes the god EnEl entering 
I he chariot to go off to war, undoubtedly paralleling the practice of earthly kings. 

[Enlil] completed his great harnessing, he stepped in [the chariot] 
He embraced Ninlil, the Mother [goddess], his wife.
 

[The wargod] Ninurta [son ofEnlil], the hero, [went in front (as driver?)]
 
The Anunnas [a class of gods] ... [marched] after him
 
The chariot shines like lightning, its bellowing [noise] a pleasure.
 
[...] the donkeys harnessed to the yoke.
 

Enlil [is in] his mighty chariot, his shining [glory] is bright. 

I his appears to be a textual reference to Ninurta, the war-god and son of Enlil,
 
11 her driving the chariot for his father, or perhaps preceding the chariot on foot.
 

I I1lil is accompanied by the Anunnas, a class of gods, who follow or surround the
 
h,lriot on foot, just as infantrymen are frequently shown accompanying chariots
 

111 Ihe artistic sources. 

The use of chariots (narkabtum) in battle is not mentioned extensively in the 
\l,lri archive (WM 144). It appears that, by 1750, the chariot had not yet become 
, 1I1.00r element of Mesopotamian warfare. There are, however, a number of hints 
h.ll might point to the limited use of chariots in combat. One problem in inter

'Icling the use of combat chariots is that the distinction between the terms for
 
"'Ight wagon and for chariot is unclear; both are probably best translated as cart.29
 
III example, one passage mentions the itinerary of an army on the march,
 
hnibing the "elite troops, chariots and gear"; it is not clear from the text if the
 
I h.lriots" were war-chariots or carts carrying the gear (L 222). There are
 
lllnerous references to carts for transportation purposes (L 184, 223). Chariots
 
I I,' clearly used for messengers and for transportation of small valuable goods.
 

, )11(' text mentions the delivery by chariot of silver cups (MK 161). Chariots were 
",n used in religious ceremonies (MK 161); the "golden chariot" mentioned in 
I Mari archive was probably intended to carry statues of the gods, or perhaps for 
I" king in ceremonial processions (L 324; MM 32). 

All additional problem in interpreting the textual evidence for chariots is the 
r the term rnkib ANSI' I II A, "rider of cquids" (L 593 index). A double ambi

IIV ,'xists in this phrilSt' IS rill' "Tld,'I" riding the equid itself, or riding a chariot 

I 'ill 
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drawn by equids? Second, what specific species of equid is intended? I agree with 
Heimpel's interpretation that this phrase is a technical term for charioteer (L 593). 
Several lines of evidence point in this direction. First, the artistic evidence dis
cussed above clearly points to the prominence of the chariot, and the rarity of 
actually riding equids. Second, the texts strongly imply that these "riders" are 
persons of importance; culturally speaking, this would associate them with char
iots, the vehicles of kings and gods, as indicated by concepts of proper royal riding 
decorum discussed on p. 141 (ARM 6.76; EEH 120b). Third, even when discussing 
a single "rider", the texts use the plural for the equids (L 296, 402) - thus a single 
rider rides multiple animals, an impossibility if the man was riding the back of an 
animal, but the norm if the equids are pulling chariots. 

The texts mention "riders" as royal messengers, or perhaps better ambassadors, 
men not just carrying a clay tablet but on special missions from the king, aCCOI11 
panying "high ranking servants" (L 322, 385, 402, 517). In a sense "rider ot 
equids" almost seems like an aristocratic title in the texts rather than a descriptioll 
of a means of transportation. It is perhaps closer to the idea of an English "knight" 
in the Hundred Years War period, who did not necessarily actually fight frOI11 
horseback, just as the Roman equites was a member of an aristocratic order and not 
necessarily a combat cavalryman. 

There are two texts which give some indication of the actual combat use of 
chariots. One text implies that chariots were vehicles used by officers in battlc 
One army is described as having "four thousand good troops; the generals 
Hammu-Rabi and Dada and the diviner Kakka-Ruqqum, riders of equids, an 
those in the lead of those troops" (L 225). Clearly the chariot is mentioned herc ,IS 

a vehicle for a high official to ride to or during battle. But three chariots amoll!' 
4000 men would not be sufficient to have a significant tactical effect on the out 
come of a battle. On the other hand, the text does not explicitly state that thCl1 
were not other combat charioteers as well, only that the three highest officers III 

the army were "riders of equids". The limited scale of the employment of chariot 
on Middle Bronze battlefields was probably related to the enormous cost ofhorsl's 
One horse could cost five minas (300 shekels: MM 13), fifteen times the comb,1I 
wages of a captain (see pp. 196-7), At such a cost a king would be hard presscd tl 
field a large number of chariots, and would be wary of risking such valuable hom 

in combat. 
There is another text, however, which points to substantial numbers of COl11b,1I 

charioteers in battle. A general defeated an army of 500 men operating on til 
plains area of the middle Khabur River, and claimed to have captured "twl'1v 
riders of eguids" (L 417). These were apparently important men, because till 
were being held for prisoner exchange for two officers. Assuming each of thesl' 
a charioteer, we have a ratio of at least one charioteer per forty infantrymcn; til 
actual ratio was probably lower since presumably some of the charioteers eSt.11'1 
or were killed rather than captured. This compares nicely with the one challOtl'l 
per thirty-five infantrymen in contemporary Anatolia (MJ IT 27; scc p. 3(1) ..lIId 
may imply there was a substantial chariot (OI11POIH'tl( III \111111.' 11I)llh\.'11l 'lVtl.lll 
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,lrmies in the mid-eighteenth century. It may be significant that this is a northen 
Syrian army, rather than an army from the Mesopotamian river valley, perhap 
,'gain pointing to northern Syria and Anatolia as the zone of greatest use of char
Iots in warfare. 

Conclusion 

III the Near East the final synthesis of all of these factors relating to chariot warfare 
'cems to have occurred in Syria and central Anatolia in the seventeenth century 
IlIlong the Hittites, Hurrians, and Syrians. King Hammurabi of Babylon made an 
"'tcresting observation about the relative importance of wagon vs. boat transpor
I II ion in Syria and Mesopotamia: "The means [of transportation] of your [king 
,iIl1ri-Lim's] land [the city of Mari in Syria] is donkeys and carts; the means [of 

Il.lllsportation] of this land [Babylon] is boats" (L 379). Although the chariot was 
l'rtainly known in Babylon, the rivers and numerous canals and irrigation ditches 
lI11vided ideal avenues for transport by boat, which was faster and easier than cart 
1,1I1sport. Furthermore, the same canals that facilitated boat transport hindered 
h,lriot transport. The situation was mUch the same in the Nile Valley. Thus the 
Illcial transformation from war-cart to the true chariot occurred in the Syrian 
lid Anatolian highlands, where carts, rather than rivers and irrigation systems, 

• ITC the standard means of transport. By the end of the Late Bronze Age we begin 
II find texts describing the actual use of chariots in battle, especially from the 

1IIIIite archive (WV 63-5). Given the explosive and unprecedented victories of 
hc Hittites in Anatolia, Syria, and Mesopotamia around 1600 (see Chapter Ele

\'111), one is tempted to suspect that the Hittite Old Kingdom was the first state 
1.11 fully and successfully synthesized all of these elements of chariot warfare into a 
IIgk system, which would bring about the beginning of the new "chariot age" of 
II rJre for the next half-millennium. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Middle Bronze Mesopotamia 
{co 200o-1600} 

There are three main military characteristics of the Middle Bronze Age in Meso
potamia. First, we see the increasing importance of non-1'vlesopotamian peoples 
who migrate into, and in various ways come to militarily dominate, Mesopotamia. 
These include Elamites from south-western Iran, Hurrians from eastern Anatolia, 
and most importantly Am.orites from the steppe fringes of Syria. In the early 
Middle Bronze period Amorite warlords managed to usurp control over most 01 

the city-states of Mesopotamia, establishing a series of Amorite dynasties. While 
most of the population of Mesopotamia remained Akkadian or Sumerian speakers, 
the military elites tended to be Amorites. The domination of. Mesopotamia by 
non-Mesopotamian military aristocracies was to remain a regular, though nOL 
constant, feature of Mesopotamian military history for the next four thousand 

years.! 
The second major military development was the disappearance of political 

unity for the first two-and-a-half centuries of the Middle Bronze Age, and till' 
reintegration of Mesopotamia into a single state under Hammurabi of Babylon 
{1792-1750}, himself a descendant of Amorite warlords. The period of disunity IS 

often called the Isin-Larsa period {2017-1792}, after the two dominant city-states 
of Mesopotamia. The second phase is known as the Old Babylonian period 
{1792-1595}, during which Babylon arises as the predominant power and 
reunites Mesopotamia. The period ends in 1595 with the destruction of Babylon 
by an invading Hittite army under Mursilis I (see pp. 183-4, 301-2). 

Isin-Larsa period {2017-1792} 

For the two centuries after the fall ofUr, southern Mesopotamia was embroiled III 
a complicated see-saw struggle between numerous city-states for domination 01 

the region. Although the broad outline of events can be established, the precl'l 
details are often elusive, due to numerous lacunae and ambiguities in the evidente 
The internecine and often chaotic warfare characterizing the Isin-Larsa period 
culminates in the early eighteenth century as two new centcr~  of military pOWll 
begin to emerge in Mesopotamia: Assyria in the north lIlltk-r SI1.1Imhi Adad, alld 
Babylon in the center under Hammurabi. The 1'111 I 11 I III t Illd hl'~1I1S with till 
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Illigration of the Amorites into Mesopotamia and the fall of Ur, as described in 
'hapter Four. 

The Am.orites (MAR.TU. Am.urru) {2200-2000}2 

III some ways the predominance of the Amorites marks the commencement of the 
\i1 iddle Bronze Age. Beginning around 2200 from their original homeland in the 
,yrian steppe country to the west of Mesopotamia, they migrated throughout 
'yria, Mesopotamia, and Canaan during the following centuries. Amorite is a 
Illguistic term defining an ethnic group speaking a North-west Semitic language. 
I he name derives from the Sumerian MAR.TV (Akkadian, Amurru), meaning 
West" or "Westerner" - a reference to the land and people in the deserts and 
Illi-arid regions to the west of the Euphrates River. The Amorites were a 

1<1llladic people who "from ancient times have known no cities" (R312:364); 
hl'ir nomadic background is clearly reflected in Sumerian administrative texts, 
here Amorites are frequently associated with livestock and animal products 
hith they exchange for manufactured goods from the cities (AUP 16-45, 282

,Il~).  From the Sumerian perspective they are described as: 

Tent dwellers buffeted by wind and rain, who dig up mushrooms at the foot 
of the mountain; he does not know how to bend the knee [to Sumerian royal 
:wthority]. He does not cultivate grain, but eats uncooked meat. In his life
Lim.e he does not have a house, and on the day of his death he will not be 
buried. The Amorite does not know house or city; [he is] an awkward man 
living in the mountains 3 

From a military perspective, the Amorites were described as fierce warriors, "as 
<1\yerful as the southern wind" (AUP 94), who frequently created fear among the 
liitierians (AUP 336-7). "The hostile Amorites" are "a ravaging people, with the 
I,LII1Cts ofa beast, like wolves" (R312:299; AUP 332). Centuries later their fierceness 
H\ military prowess remained legendary; the Israelite prophet Amos describes 
thl.' Amorite, whose stature equaled the cedar, and whose strength equaled the 
II," (Amos 2:9). 

Nomadic herders predominated in many of the ecological zones of the Near 
I't, both mountain pastures and steppe, during much of the Bronze Age. 4 Care 

1\1,t be taken to distinguish between the pastoralism of the Bronze Age and that 
I I.lter periods. The full domestication and integration of the camel and horse 
Ito nomadic economies and military systems significantly changed the nature and 
III'L.try impact of nomadic groups in the Near East, especially after the develop
I'll of horse-archery in the tenth and ninth centuries. The Arabian camel was 
Illl>.lbly domesticated by the late third millennium, but military camelry did not 
I\C extensive impact before the early Iron Age. s 

I hell' were, however, severnl militalY advantages for Bronze Age nomads. 
[I,,'jr WilY of life cle,Hl'd h,udcllCd W;11 I i(w" with instinctive survival skills often 
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not found in sedentary populations. As non-agricultural tribal groups, a greatci 
percentage of their male population were available for lnilitary service, since thn 
were not bound to agricultural work on the land for lengthy periods of time. A 
tribe of a few thousand could produced as many effective warriors as a city-stal' 
with many times their numbers, since most of the male population of the citi," 
knew little of warfare and were required to spend much of their time caring fOI 
their farms. Furthermore, their lack of a central city and fields meant that thn 
were difficult to defeat permanently, since they could simply flee into the wild 
erness with their herds where sedentary armies found it logistically difficult 10 

operate for any period of time. 
The agriculturalists admired the martial skills of the nomad, while despisinl-' 

their perceived barbarism. Uncontained nomads represented a serious militan 
threat to sedentary kingdoms, either from raids on fields, villages, and caravans, 01 

from widespread invasion and plunder. One standard sedentary response was to mt 

various means to hire the nomads to provide protection and military service. 
The highlander pastoralists were viewed much the same as the steppe nomad" 

and are described as being "warriors constantly coming to raid the cities" (HTt) 
238). The archetypal leader of the highlanders is the mythic demon Azag, ,I 

"fearless warrior" whose "attack no hand can stay, it is very heavy" (HTO 23 
239). Demonic warriors in mythic texts are described in terms probably reflectill" 

the Mesopotamian view of nomad mercenaries: 

The men who went after him for the king were a motley crew 
They knew not [civilized] food, knew not drink, 
Ate not flour strewn [before the altars as offerings] 
Drank not water LPoured to the gods] as a libation ... 
They set not tooth into the pungent garlic; 
They were men who ate not fish, men who ate not onions.... 
[They] stunk of camelthorn and urine of the corner ... 
Around their necks hung fly-shaped beads [stolen] from anointed priests .. 
Weapons and severed heads [were] tied to their hips (HTO 35-7, cf. 222). 

In the Bronze Age, nomads generally fought on foot, or occasionally in wal 
carts, as did all other armies. Whereas horse and camel riding were spreadillf 
during the Middle Bronze Age, actual combat on horseback was rare or unknowll 

during this period. 
The earliest recorded Amorite homeland was in the area around Mount Bash.lf 

(or Basalla, modern Jebel Bishri in Syria), the "mountain of the Amorites" (AUI' 
236-41; HE2 116-21). Although originally nomads and selni-nomads on tlit 

western fringes of Mesopotamia, Amorites began to migrate into Sumer in tlit 

early third millennium, drawn to the fertility and wealth of the cities in the riVlI 
valley. They are mentioned in docUinents as living in Sumer as early as the twelll) 
sixth century; eventually Sumerian administrators devc!opl'd ,1 spl'cific offiCl'r III 

charge of Amorite affairs, the "Inspector of the AI11()rJ\t""" llw l',tt liCSL AI11()rtle~ 

kcd political unity, being divided into several different and often feuding tribes, 
I"" over by tribal chiefs known as the abum or "father" (R312:297; AUP 332

l'hese chiefs could hold high status in Mesopotamian society; some apparently 
III ied into royal Sumerian families (AUP 338-9). Among the most important 
rly Amorite tribes are the Yahmadu, Tidnum (Didnum), and Yahmutum (AUP 
lS). Despite these tribal divisions, feuding Amorite clans were known to have 
Ilcd together on occasion into larger confederations to fight the Sumerians 
lJ!> 334). Another important fact to remember is that, although the Amorites 
It' originally nomadic, by the year 2000 many can be found already settled in 
In and farming villages. While generally retaining their old tribal bonds and 

111 ies, many Amorites had become city-dwellers or farmers. Others became 
III Ilomads, fanning part of the year in semi-permanent houses, but wandering 
I t of the year to care for their herds. Still others remained pure nomads, con
11IIIlg to herd their animals in their original mountain and desert wilderness. 

II is impossible to tell for certain if the crisis at the end of the Bronze Age was 
"'cd by the Amorites, or was created by conditions - ecological stress in pas
Il'1.1Ilds, combined with political and military weakness in sedentary lands 
Ii It h facilitated the migration and conquests of the Amorites. Most likely a 
IIllplex combination of factors contributed to the Early Bronze crisis, in which 

Amorites were both a cause and an effect: climatic, ecological, social, and 
,Iii ical difficulties created conditions which facilitated Amorite migration and 
'"'I'lest, while the Amorite migration exacerbated the already existing political 
I'" in Mesopotamia. It nmst also be emphasized that, while from an archae
"glcal perspective this transition seems rather rapid, it in fact transpired over two 

,,"t1red years, roughly equivalent to the time from Napoleon to the present day. If 
Illy one major city-state was conquered by the AnlOrites every five years, the 
llllllilative effect over the course of two centuries would be the transition of 
!lwcr in forty city-states - in other words, most of the major cities in the Near East. 

I'hc nl.igration of Amorites from their original homeland around Mount Bashar 
I 'lyria clearly began before 2200, and spread in all directions. However, the crisis 
I 1he end of the Early Bronze Age created a military climate of anarchy which 
II 11 iLa ted more extensive Amorite migrations, as well as their ability to usurp 
'IlIlicr in the city-states and regions into which they migrated. From around 2200 
I 1000 Amorite tribes and warlords lnigrated and conquered much of the Near 

I "I, seizing power in a number of important city-states in Canaan, Syria, and 
k,opotamia. During this same period the Hurrians spread south and east from 

lil'11 core zone in the Khabur triangle (see pp. 303-7). The specific impact of 
\llIorite conquests will be discussed in the chapters devoted to each of these 

!<·I!IOns. 

The rise of tire Amorites in Mesopotamia {210o-1900} 

'llit' rir'L military appcaral1Cl' of till' AmoriLes in the historical consciousness of the 
511111l'\1,1I1' Ol'llJl\ in till' A~  ~  .(tli III (lC,'lllld. Wlll'l1 Naral11-Sin {22SS-2218} claims 
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to have defeated the Amorites who formed part of a rebellious coalition against found serving as mercenary-allies for Ishbi-Irra of Isin in his wars against thehim. His son Shar-kalli-shari {2217-2192} undertook an expedition against their Elarnites. After a victory, Ishbi-Irra instructed his officials to divide the booty frommountain stronghold at Mount Bashar in Syria? Thereafter the Amorites appear the Elamite campaign with the Amorites, giving "890 sheep and goat skins forwith increasing frequency in Mesopotamian texts. wrapping silver as gifts for the Amorites when Elam was defeated" (PH 10). OnAmorite migration into Mesopotamia occurred by both peaceful and military the other hand, Amorite soldiers also campaigned on their own accord. One textmeans. Many Amorite tribes traded with Sumerian cities, and sent envoys on describes how "the [Amorite] tribe ofHadam has defeated 1500 troops of [Zabazuna,diplomatic missions (AUP 337-8), thereby becoming accustomed to urban ways son of] Iddin-Sin" (PH 11), indicating that the Amorites were militarily capable ofand products (AUP 323-62); people with Amorite names were found in many raising enough men to defeat an army of 1500 from a Mesopotamian city-state.cities in Sumer during the late Dr III period, but most prominently in Drehem This defeat was considered serious enough for the garrison commander of(near Nippur), Isin, and Lagash (AUP 253-73). Some became fully integrated into Eshnunna to be warned to "guard your city!" (PH 11).Sumerian society, taking service with Sumerian lords, as indicated by references to Taken together, this evidence indicates that a judicious combination of royalAmorites on government ration distribution lists (AUP 34-64). Others became l11arriage, mercenary service, increased wealth from plunder, and independentagriculturalists or engaged in other sedentary occupations (AUF 46-7). Still others campaigns allowed Abda-EI and other Amorite chiefs to become significant miIiwere allowed to graze their herds in marginal pastures surrounding the rich irri 1.1ry powers in the region. In a sense the Amorites could become arbiters of thegated agricultural land of Mesopotamia. Amorites passing through Sumerian land political balance ofpower. Those rulers who could draw the Amorites to their sideare once described as having a Sumerian military escort, presumably to prevent gained a significant military advantage. In the end, the funeral of Abda-EI was anpillaging or other trouble (AUP 343). Increasing interaction between Sumerians ('vent of international importance in Mesopotamia. A letter from Eshnunnaand Amorites also led to some transfer of military technology; wagons or carts describes how "the ambassadors of the whole land are corning for the funeral of(gigir) are described as being given to the Amorites (AUP 24), though it is not Abda-EI and all the Amorites are gathering. Whatever you intend to send [as a giftcertain if these vehicles were for transportation or war. The process of partial fllr the Amorites] for the funeral of Abda-EI, your father, send separately"integration combined with continued nomadism in the hinterlands was to have (OBLTA 49; PH 15-16). Presumably this process broadly paralleled the migration,important military consequences in the following centuries. IIltegration, and conquests by Germanic peoples in the later Roman period, orMost importantly from the military perspective, some Amorites who settled in I'urkic peoples in the medieval Near East. The ultimate result is that, by the end ofMesopotamia eventually became mercenaries or government officials (AUP 340 I he twentieth century, most Mesopotamian city-states had come under the dom1, 357). As the Ur III political order disintegrated during the reign of Ibbisill IILuion of Amorite royal dynasties, either through usurpation by Amorite warlords{2028-2004}, high officials or military commanders of a number of city-states or conquests by outside tribes. Most of these royal dynasties of Amorite ancestrybecame functionally independent. These included the Amorite Nablanum {2025 hecame integrated into the Mesopotamian political, cultural, and religious order,2005}, who became king ofLarsa after the fall ofUr III, as discussed on pp. 117-20. II ding in the style of traditional Sumerian or Akkadian kings. The following secHis successor, Zabaia of Larsa {1941-1933}, and others of the early dynasty con lions will examine the fortunes of the most important of these Amorite warlordstinued to use the title "chief of the Amorites" (rabian Amurrim) as part of theil Illd dynasties, culminating with the most successful of them all, Hammurabi ofroyal nomenclature (R4:112, 122). At the same time, Amorite warbands invaded Il.lbylon.
and conquered much of Mesopotamia, eventually taking control of a number oj
cities where their chiefs were established as kings. By the nineteenth century The Kingdom of Isin {2017-1794}8Amorite dynasties were in control of most of the major Sumerian city-states,
including Larsa, Kish, Babylon, Sippar, Marad, and Urah, becoming the most
powerful military force in Mesopotamia. 

Ishbi-Irra (Ishbi-Erra) of Isin {2017-1985}9
The rise to power of Amorite warlords in Mesopotamia is illuminated to SOl11t J\., the military situation in Mesopotamia worsened under the ineffectual leaderdegree by our fragmentary knowledge of the Amorite chieftain (rabian Amurri/ll) hip of Ibbisin of Ur, regional Sumerian governors and commanders wereAbda-El and his son Ushashum. They appeared around 2000 in north-cenu.1! lIlC:rcasingly left to their own devices for defending their territory against theMesopotamia, where they astutely played the game of power politics in the anal IIlounting Amorite and highlander threats. The most important of these was Ishbichy following the fall of Ur. Abda-El made an important alliance by marrylll!' IlIa or lsin {2017-1985}, the most successful Sumerian warlord of the age of theUshashum to the daughter of Nur-Ahulll, ruler of Eshnunna. In return for thl \l11orite invasions. Ishbi Irra began his career as governor of Isin for the falteringalliance, Eshnunna was protected from Amorite raid." ,llld could call 011 th, Ih1mll1. Their deteriorating I t'l.llioll", k.lding to lshbi-Irra's decision to declareclansmen for military service as allies. At the sal11t' tlllH', otht r All1(lllle., arc .I!.,o IItdt'lwIHIt'Ilt't', h.1Vt' bCt'1l dt,cu'wd (',llllt'I, 011 pp. 117 20. 
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In a remarkable letter to one of his rivals, Puzur-Shulgi of Kazallu, Ishbi-Irll 
outlined his justifications for usurping the kingship of Mesopotamia, and thl 
mechanisms by which he planned to assume control: 

[The god] Enlil, my king, by his command, has given me [Ishbi-Irra] till' 
kingship of Sumer. Enlil commanded me to bring the cities, gods and peopk 
from the bank of the Tigris to the bank of the Euphrates, from the bank of thl 
Abnunme [canal] to the bank of the Me-Enlila [canal], and from the land of 

Hamasi to the sea of Magan [Persian Gulf), to the presence ofNin-Isina, to Sl·t 
up Isin as the chief cult place of Enlil, to make it have a reputation, to carry 
off spoils, and to conquer cities. Why do you [puzur-Shulgi] resist me' I 
swore by [the god] Dagan, my lord: "Let my hand overwhelm Kazallu!" FOI 
each city of the land which Enlil entrusted to me, [I] will build thrones ItOI 

their gods] in Isin, and will celebrate their [divine] montWy festivals. I will 
settle my statues, my emblems, my en priests and my gods in their giparu ch.1 
pels. Let their citizens utter their prayers before Enlil in [the templej Ekur and 
before Nanna in [the temple] Ekishnugal! ... [Ishbi-Irra] has taken Nippur, Sl'C 
his men as the garrison, and captured Nigugani, the highest priest of NippUl 
(PH 9) 

Here Ishbi-Irra clearly outlined the standard ideological and programmatic pl.\Il 
for conquest in ancient Mesopotamia. First, you must act only at the command 01 
the gods. Second, the purpose of the conquests is always to insure proper ordll 
and worship and fame of the gods; plunder from the cities is given by the gods 
Third, Ishbi-Irra offered his rival Puzur-Shulgi the chance to submit peaceably to 
the will of the gods: "Why do you [Puzur-Shulgi] resist me?" Fourth, the statutl 
of gods of captured cities and lands were apparently provided thrones in Isin, al1d 
given proper divine honors. Fifth, the priests of the gods were systematicall., 
replaced by priests appointed by Ishbi-Irra, while royal statues and emblems well' 
set up in the temple precincts, with a garrison to insure compliance. Finally, till 
conquered people were required to perform some type of ritual act of allegiance to 
Ishbi-Irra's new order as part of their temple rituals. Although not all elements of 
this program are always manifest in the surviving sources, these basic elements 
continue across most of the Near East throughout antiquity. 

His early years as independent king were spent securing his position in centr.1i 
Mesopotamia against both Amorite invaders and Sumerian rivals. In 2014 {Y4} ill' 
conquered the city of Girtab (IYN 13), probably from an Amorite. An unnal1ll'd 
city in Amorite hands was defeated in 2010 {Y8} (IYN 13; AUP 93). By this tillll 
Ishbi-Irra was well on his way to military predominance in central Mesopotal11l.1 
An agent of the king of Ur wrote the following report of lshbi-Irra's advances to 

his lord Ibbisin: 

[Ishbi-Irra] has built the wall of Isin .... He has talen Ntppur, set his men .IS 
the garrison, and captured Nigugani, the highl'" Pill'! l)r N'1'plll'. J Il- holS 

IIl.lde [his general] Idi enter Malgium and plundered Hamasi. He has put 
Illnum, governor of Subartu, in prison. He has returned Nur-Ahum, gov

IllOr ofEshnunna, Shu-Enlil, governor of Kish, and Puzur-Tut, governor of 
11'}I'sippa to their [former] positions [from which Ibbisin had removed them 
tor disloyalty?] .... Ishbi-Irra proceeds at the head of his army.... He captured 
the banks of the Tigris, Euphrates, [and] the Abgal and Me-Enlila canals. He 
hrought in Idin-Malgium [as an allyJ. He quarreled with Girbubu, the gov
II10r of Girkal ... and took him prisoner. His battle cry lies heavy upon me. 

Now he has set his eye upon me. I have no ally, no one to go [to battle] with! 
\Ithough his hand has not yet reached me, should he descend upon me, I 
h,tli have to flee. (PH 9; Me 253-68) 

III the following years Ishbi-Irra focused attention on fortifYing his domain, 
1III1g a "great wall" to protect his capital Isin, as well as several other fortifica

(I YN 14-17; OBLTA 25-6). Thereafter he felt secure enough to go on the 
lI\1ve. In the meantime the city-states of Mesopotamia were coalescing into 
Il1.00r confederations. The first was under the leadership of Zinnum of Shu

ll ••ll1d included the cities of Nippur, Girkal, Kazallu, and the Elamites. The 
Ilid was headed by Ishbi-Irra, including Eshnunna, Kish, and Borsippa. Initially 
111m's confederation seems to have been victorious, capturing Eshnunna, Kish, 
11"d-Ziabba and driving their kings into temporary exile. In year 12 {2006}, 

II Irra campaigned northward, decisively defeating the combined army of 
1111111 of Subartu and Kindattu of Elam, thereby establishing himself as the 
IllIg military power in central Mesopotamia (R312:434; PH 6-7). In the vola-
dilution of the collapsing kingdom ofUr, thrones could be quickly won and 
h.hcd on a single battle, while alliances shifted in favor of the current winner. 
successful Ishbi-Irra thus quickly became the champion of Sumerians against 

11I11es, Hurrians, and Amorites. 
I I1l1owing this victory, Ishbi-Irra was able to restore his former allies to their 
Il1l'~  ~s  vassals, thereby establishing hegemony the region. 

Isilbi-Irra took captive Zinnum, lord (ensi) of Subartu, plundered Khamazi 
,llld returned Nur-akhum, lord of Eshnunna, Shu-EnJil, lord of Kish, and 
1)lIzur-Tutu, lord ofBad-Ziabba each to his own place (OBLTA 23). 

tllnably "returning" each of these rulers to their thrones was not an act of 
tl"" generosity, but a ritual of vassaJization (PH 6). 
I he Blamites, although part of the coalition defeated by Ishbi-Irra, were by no 
III, decisively crushed. The following year {2005} they besieged and con
Il'd Ur, bringing to an end any semblance of the old order. This propelled 

hhlll 1,1 :1, now the de facto protector of Sumerian civilization, into a lengthy war 
Itil the Elnmiles. In 2002 {Y 16}, in alliance with Nur-Ahum of Eshnunna, 

hhhi 11,.1 LlLInchcd an ~Ltack ag,linst king Kindattu of the Elamites (IYN 16; PH 7). 
I'll" W.\! .11l..1In" till' EJ.lIl1lll" was p'obolbly ongoing for scvcr~l years, culminating 
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in 1992 {Y26}, when "Ishbi-Irra the king brought down by his mighty weapon 
the Elamite who was dwelling in Ur" (IYN 20). His victories over the Elamitn 
are celebrated in the poem, "lshbi-Irra and Kindattu" (PH 6).10 For this campaIgn 
Ishbi-Irra also allied himself with Abda-El, the Chief of the Amorites of centr.d 
Mesopotamia; a document describing the dividing of Elamite booty survives, III 

which "890 sheep and goat skins for wrapping silver [were given] as gifts for thl 
Amorites when Elam was defeated" (PH 10). In the next several years the struggl, 
against the Elamites continued in southern Mesopotamia, until finally "Ur w.I\ 
made safe in its dwelling place" in 1987 {Y31} (IYN 21). Thus, by the end of 1m 
reign Ishbi-Erra had caused Isin to replace the devastated Ur as the dominalll 
military power in south-central Mesopotamia and the new champion ofSumeri.l1l 
civilization. He had forestalled the Amorite advance, driven out the Elamites frolll 
Sumer and avenged the sack ofUr. Ishbi-Irra's victory, however, was not absolutl 
Both Elamites and Amorites were still powerful, and much of Sumer was stili 
independent ofIsin (M = CAM 109.1). 

Successors to Ishbi-Irra {1985-1787}11 

Throughout much of the subsequent Isin-Larsa period our major source oj 

information about military affairs is year names. It was the practice in Mesopot.l 
mia to name each year after a major event. Frequently these are religious - a gre.11 
festival or the dedication of statue. Year names are also often linked with buildillf.' 
programs of temples, canals, or fortresses. Military victories are another major 
category of events for year names. Furthermore, vassal cities would frequently U\< 
the year names of their overlord; thus, by seeing what city is naming its years 11\ 
which king's year name, we can begin to see patterns of dominance and vassalagl 
It must be emphasized, however, that year names do not record all major events or 
military campaigns. Each year has only one name, and if a great military victor\ 
was won and a great temple built, the year may be named after the temple, and thl 
military victory, however significant, could go completely unrecorded. By carl 
fully collating the data from year names and royal inscriptions, Douglas Frayne 11.1' 
analysed the details of the shifting fortunes of the city-states and kingdoms of 
south-central Mesopotamia during the next two centuries. 12 

The successors to Ishbi-Irra did not record inscriptions of continued milit.lI\ 
offensives; most of their year names focus on ritual activities. This is characterislIl 
of most of Mesopotamia during this period. Although warfare continued UIl.I 
bated, military affairs cease to be a significant part of ritual activities that were till 
focus of royal art and inscriptions. A few elements of Isin's later military histol) 
can be gleaned from the sparse sources. Shu-ilishu {l984-1975} was contellt to 
improve the fortifications of Isin (IYN 23), which continued to be maintained 11) 
subsequent kings (IYN 29-30, 32, 41). We are aware of one major campaigll III 

the 1950s, when the city of Nippur was attacked and sat ked by an UnkIlO\\ II 
enemy. Iddin-Dagan {1974-1954} regained control of til\' "ly. goillg to gn'll 
expense to rcbuild thc tcmples of this impoltallt I HI 1.1I (CIlICI. By !910 Isin' 

nllance 111 Sumer was declining (CAM 109b); the northern cities were 
Icd by another Amorite dynasty known as Marad-Kazallu after their twin 

while at the same time another Amorite dynasty at Larsa was expanding 
tid (see pp. 163-6). For the most part the kings of Isin were content 
l() retain control of their slowly dwindling kingdom by building fortifica

IYN 23, 29, 30, 32, 41). Only Erra-imitti of Isin recorded some type of
 
!.Ittack: around year 1865, when he "destroyed the fortifications ofKazallu"
 
Il that time was in the hands of Babylon (IYN 32). By 1800 Isin was a
 
power in Mesopotamia, flanked by the mighty Babylon to the north and
 
1 Ihe south; in 1794 it was conquered by its great rival Rim-Sin ofLarsa; by
 

I InlU11Urabi absorbed Isin into his expanding empire (see pp. 172-7). 

The Kingdom of Larsa {c. 2000-1762}13 

l'IllS to have become independent under the Amorite warlord Naplanum 
'')2005} during the period of the decline ofUr. We have little information 

I for the next 70 years, during part of which it may have been a vassal of 
I II sa's ascent to military eminence began under Gungunum {1932-1906}, 
r'l'llt his early military career securing his south-eastern flank by campaigns 

Ihe Elamite provinces of Bashimi {1930, Y3} and Anshan {1928, Y5} 
) He thereafter turned his attention to the kingdom of Isin, conquering 

It\ of Ur from Isin by 1923 {Y10}, and taking the title "king of Ur" 
II "I), In subsequent years he campaigned up the Kishkattum canal; in 1914 

by the order of [the gods] An, Enl.il and Nanna, the army of Malgium was 
ld by the weapons [of Larsa]" (LYN 9). His ultimate triumph was his 

1111 It of the supreme cultic center Nippur from Isin by 1911 {Y22} (R4:114, 
Ill; FSW 21-2), an ideological victory, allowing him to use the title "king of 
I ,llld Akkad" (R4:115, 118), thereby proclaiming his nominal supremacy in 
111'lmia. Many of his successors continued to use this title. Gungunum was 
11V\.: in fortifying his domain, constructing the "great gate ofUr", and walls 
I .llld Ka-Geshtinanna (LYN 9-10). 
lhc same time that Larsa was expanding in the south, an Amorite warlord, 

I sh.ldum, founded the kingdom ofKazallu (Kazallu-Marad) northwest ofIsin 
I(azallu-Arahtum canal. Although almost no details of this kingdom are 

\\ II, It appears that the five Amorite kings of this dynasty conquered all the 
1('\ (Ill the central Euphrates from Kazallu to Marad, which became the twin 
1I,lls of the state (FSW 23). In roughly this same period a third Amorite warlord 
III d Manana founded a small kingdom north-east ofIsin based on the city-states 
III' .llId Akusum, to which Kish was added by king Halium (R4:660-7). 

IIvh thesc victories of Larsa, Kazallu, and Manana, the balance of power in 
'I'lltlmia shiftcd dramatically; the previously predominant Isin was reduced to 

II oil ~lllgdol11, 

I'lt milItary (haos of tht' pt'l iotl is evocatively dcscribed in an inscription of 
l~hLlt.  h.lllg or M,lIWUlll "Al lh,1l l1111t' ,ll1tht' land in its cntirety came down, 
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made a great clamor, and performed an evil deed" (R4:670). The plight of the 
petty ruler of a small city-state during this period is movingly expressed in an 

inscription by Ashduni-Yarim of Kish. 

When the four quarters [of the whole world] became hostile against me, I 
made battle for eight years. In the eighth year my adversary was turned to clay 
[= died?]. My army was reduced to three hundred men. When the god 
Zababa, my lord, made a favorable judgment for me and the goddess Ishtar, 
my lady, came to my help, I took some food to eat and went on an expedition 
of only a day. But for forty days I made the enemy land bow down to me. I 
built anew the wall [ofKish called] Inuh-Ilum. (R4:654-5) 

Many kings ofsmall threatened city-states must have had similar experiences during 

these internecine wars. 
The death of the expansionist king Gungunum of Larsa {1906} allowed Isit: to 

launch a temporary counter-offensive under Ur-ninurta {1923-1896}, who 
recaptured Nippur and several other cities on the Kishkattum canal. Ur-ninurta's 
offensive was finally stopped around the city of Adab by Abisare of Larsa {1905
1894}, who "defeated the army of Isin with his weapons" in 1896 {Y9} (LYN 
13). Thereafter Larsa again took to the offensive against Isin under Sumu-EI 
{1893-1865}. Expansion against the well fortified heartland of Isin proved diffi
cult. He claimed victory over the army of Kazall u {1890} and Kish {1883} (LYN 
16, 18, 19), but strategically decided to attempt to bypass and surround Isin. ~-iis 

most innovative strategy was economic. By conquering the small town of Eduru
Nanna-isa on the canal north of Isin, Sumu-El gained control of [sin's water sup
ply. However, his construction of a dam in an attempt to cut off the irrigation 

water proved unsuccessful (FSW 23-5). 
During the reign of Sumu-El two new players emerged on the political scene 

in southern Mesopotamia: Vruk and Babylon. It is not certain ifUruk had been a 
vassal ofLarsa during the late 1900s, but by 1889 it is clearly an independent city-state, 
which Sumu-El ofLarsa claims to have defeated (LYN 14, 16). It may have become 
independent some years earlier under its first two Amorite warlords, Alila-hadulll 
and Sumu-kanasa (R4:439). An exact chronology for the dynasty cannot be 
established, but at the height of its power in the 1870s it ruled over Kisurra and 
Darum (R4:460), and briefly controlled Nippur. The rise of Babylon had much 
greater long-term implications for the future of Mesopotamia, and will be dis 
cussed below. Thus, by the mid-nineteenth century, military power in Mesopota 
mia was fragmented between half a dozen different Amorite-controlled city-states. 

The military history of Larsa during the coming decades is only fragmentarily 
recorded in the year names. These were decades of low-level internecine warfart' 
in which the kings of Larsa claimed several victories, but no major shifts in tht' 
balance ofpower seem to have occurred. Sin-iddinam {1848 1842} claimed to haw 
defeated Babylon in 1845 (LYN 24), and Elam in 1843 (LYN 24). Sin iqishalll 
{1839-1836} seemed to feel under military preSSlIIt', (OJ 11\ Idolufied I ars,\ III 
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1837 (LYN 28), after which he claimed to have defeated "Uruk, Kazallu, the army of 
lhe land ofElam and Zambia king ofIsin" (LYN 29). Overall, however, Larsa seemed 
generally in decline and on the defensive until the usurpation of Kudur-Mabuk. 

Klldllr-Mabllk {c. 185O-1834} and J#lrad-Sin {1834-1824} 

1< udur-mabuk was an Amorite warlord operating in southern Mesopotamia in the 
I I lid-nineteenth century, probably as an ally or vassal of Larsa. Late in the reign of 
'iili-Adad of Larsa, the king ofKazallu invaded and defeated Larsa. Sili-Adad seems 
10 have not been able to offer effective resistance, at which point Kudur-Mabuk 
ll'urped the throne to defeat the invaders and save the city. He "gathered the 
,clttered [Amorite] people and put in order their disorganized troops, [he] made 
tile land peaceful, [he] smote the head of its foes ... [and] smashed all the enemies 
lof the Amorite tribes and Larsa]" (R4:220). He not only drove the king of 
1<.IZallU from Larsa but captured and sacked his capital: 

Kudur-Mabuk, father of the Amorite land ... [with Warad-sin, his son] smote 
the army of Kazallu and Muti-abal in Larsa and Emutbala, [and] by the decree 
of the gods Nanna and Utu seized Kazallu, tore down its wall, and made it 
submit. (R4:206-10; LYN 31) 

Thereafter he continued his victories in central Mesopotamia: 

King Kudur-Mabuk ... by the supreme decree of the gods Enlil, Ninurta, 
Nanna, and Utu, having conquered Silli-Eshtar [king of Mashkan-shapir] ... 
[brought him] captive in a hand-stock, in the main courtyard of the Gagis
shua, the temple of the goddess Ninlil, striding with his foot placed on Silli
Eshtar's head. (R4:266-7) 

Kudur-Mabuk thus not only saved Larsa from conquest, but launched Larsa 
11110 a second period of several decades of expansion and military predominance. 
I k was apparently quite old when he became king of Larsa, and he left much of 
hl' actual governing in the hands of his son Warad-Sin {1834-1824}, who served 
" co-ruler. When Warad-Sin ascended the throne in his own right it was as king 
.f aU southern Mesopotamia, including "Vr, Larsa, Lagash, and the land of 

1\l1lJJJa" (R4:202-6). In 1830 Warad-Sin added Zabalam (LYN 32) and in 1829 
'-JIPPur to his domain. In his tenth year Warad-Sin renovated the monumental 
,dis of Vr (R4:236-43) and other cities (R4:253). He was succeeded as king of 

111\" by his brother Rim-Sin. 

Rim-Sin {1822-1763}14 

11 1111 ·Sin's sixty· year reign is the Jongt'st in Mesopotamian history (though it is 
11\,11 it'd hy Pt'py II of E"rypt \ IlItit'dihlt'l1il1l'ty four Yl'ars {2300 -2206}). Militarily 
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he led Larsa to predominance in southern Mesopotamia, and lived to see the loss 
of his entire kingdom to Hammurabi of Babylon (see p. 176). We have little 
military information for his early reign, but the supremacy of Larsa was challenged 
in 1808 {Y14} by a coalition of most of the major kings of Mesopotamia (LYN 
44), which Rim-Sin claims to have defeated. He ... 

smote with weapons the army ofUruk, Isin, Babylon, Rapiqum and Sutium, 
seized Irnene, king of Uruk [in that battle,] and put his foot on his [Irnene's] 
head as if he were a snake. [He captured] the various cities of the land of 
Uruk. ... The booty, as much as there was, of the various cities of the land of 
Uruk which I smote, I brought to Larsa. (R4:285) 

The defeat of this coalition and the fall of Uruk left him pre-eminent in the 
south. In subsequent years he captured a number of small cities, expanding his 
power northward: "by the decree of the 'great mountain' [Enlil] he conquered the 
city ... the city Bit-Shu-Sin, the city Imgur-Gibil, Durum, Kisurra and Uruk 
their kings and their lands he overthrew, and tore down their walls" (R4:291; 
LYN 44-9). In year 20 {1802} he took the important cult center of Nippur, giv
ing him great religious prestige (R4:270). 

There followed a confusing five-year struggle with Babylon for control of Isin 
{1797-1792) in which the city seems to have changed hands several times. In 1792 
{Y30}, "the true shepherd Rim-Sin with the help of the mighty weapon of An, 
Enlil and Enki, had Isin, the royal place, and its inhabitants - whose life he spared 
taken, and he made great his fame" (LYN 60). The city was held only until 1786, 
when "Uruk and Isin were conquered" by HanUTlurabi (ANET 270). At this 
point Rim-Sin was probably in his eighties and no longer seems to have been all 
active campaigner; we have little evidence from the records of Larsa of major 
military campaigns, though Larsa appears as a participant in the wars described ill 
the Mari archive. In the coming decades Larsa took part in the great six-way 
struggle for ascendancy in Mesopotamia (see pp. 173-7), not so much as a serious 
contender but as a major ally who could shift the balance of power in favor of o Ill' 

coalition or the other. In 1763 Hammurabi attacked his former ally, captured Lars.1 
after a siege of four or five months (L 150-7), and incorporated the country into 
his kingdom (see p. 176). 

The Old Assyrian Kingdom {2300-1741}15 

The city-state ofAsh"r bifore Shamshi-Adad {230Q-1814}16 

The city of Ashur - from which the name Assyria derives - lay in northern Mesopo 
tarnia in the land known to the Sumerians in the third millennium as Subartu. Llllil 
is known of the military history of Assyria before the rise of Shamshi-Adad. TIll 
city-state had been founded by at least 2400 (OAC 28) I .lll'l It '1ditiom, as Il',1II 
ded in the Assyrian King-lists,17 remember "sevl'IH"I'n ~.lllgS  who Ilwd III tl'Il1 

referring to the traditional ArrlOrite nomadic ancestors of Shamshi-Adad (AR 1:1). 
The names of the first twelve of these Icings bear remarkable parallels to the names 
of the ancestors of Hammurabi, indicating that the Amorite warlords who took 
control of both Assyria and Babylon were probably from related branches of one 
Amorite tribe (AR 1:1; OAC 36-7). These nomads are followed by another list of 
"ten kings whose fathers are known", but whose names are not confirmed by any 
inscriptional evidence (AR 1:4); these rulers also seem to be the ancestors of 
'lhamshi-Adad, but not early rulers of Assyria (see p. 168). 

This archaic section of the Assyrian King-list has no contemporary confirma
tion. Instead, two inscriptions indicate that, in the late third millennium, Ashur 
was controlled by Akkad under Manishtushu {2269-2255} (A1:8), and later by Ur 
III under Amar-Sin {2046-2038} (A1:9), and presumably by other southern rulers 
who did not leave inscriptions. On the other hand, archaic Ashur was not always 
dominated by foreign kings. During this period one apparently independent ruler, 
Iliti, dedicated booty from his victory over Gasul' (Nuzi) to the goddess Ishtar 
(A I :7; OAC, 31-2). 

Beginning about 2015 a dozen Icings - numbers 26 to 38 on the Assyrian King-list
Ill' also confirmed from sparse inscriptional evidence (AR 1:5-18, A1:11-46). 
I he Assyrian kings began marking their independence from Ur III at this time by 

pillclaiming in their stylized inscriptions, "[the god] Ashur is king, [the mortal 
lukr] is XXX, vice-regent of[the god] Ashur" (A1:13, 21); the title "vice-regent 
,~~i'(/k)  ofAshur" is used by all Assyrian kings of this period for whom inscriptions 
III vive. Despite their great fame and military power in later times, the original 
\ssyrian kingdom was merely one city-state among many in Mesopotamia, with 
10 particular military importance. 

('he rise of Assyria to significance began under Puzzur-Ashur {c. 1970
'l'i()},'8 who founded a dynasty lasting over a century-and-a-half {c. 1970-1809} 
Illil the usurpation by Shamshi-Adad (ANE 1:82). As is typical of this age, the 
1\1 majority of the inscriptions of this dynasty deal with religious affairs and 
Illplc building, giving us little military information. The major exception to this 
til' is an inscription by Ilu-shumma {c. 1920-1906}, who claims: 

I established the freedom of the Akkadians and their children. I purified their 
pper. I established their freedom from the border of the marshes and Ur and 

Nippur, Awal, and Kismar, Del' of the god Ishtaran, as far as the city Ashur. 
(A I :18) 

I his text has been interpreted by some to imply a major military expedition or 
Ill,' type of political hegemony over southern Mesopotamia. However, Larsen 

us interpreted the "freedom" (addurarum) as referring to economic freedom from 
I t1h on the textiles and tin trade in an attempt to establish a monopoly on that 
dl' from Mesopotamia to Anatolia (see pp. 290-1).19 
Ihlshulllnl.l" successor was his son Erishum I {1906-1867}, for whom a 
Jlhl'r of 1I1SUlpllO!1S ~ul-vive, again with unfortunately only incidental military 

Illll III 
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references which provide no information on campaigns. A blessing in a temple 
inscription asks that the god Ashur "give [the king] sword, bow and shield", 
(A1 :21), perhaps indicating the major weapons of an Assyrian warrior of the period. 
Erishum also improved the walls of Ashur "from the Sheep Gate to the People's 
Gate; I made a wall higher than the wall my father had constructed" (A1:22; AR. 
1:11; OAC 60-3), indicating ongoing maintenance of fortifications. The military 
strength of the terrain of the city of Ashur was praised in a metaphorical descrip
tion of the god Ashur: "Ashur is like reed swamps that cannot be traversed, terrain 
that cannot be trodden upon, canals that cannot be crossed" (A1:21). During this 
period the Assyrians were noted as great merchants on the Tin-Road to Kanesh in 
Anatolia, where they founded a number of merchant colonies. The military 

implications of this are discussed in Chapter Eleven. 

Assyrian kings in the nineteenth century {1906-1814} 

Assyrian military history in the nineteenth century is only fragmentarily known. 
The Assyrian King-list and royal inscriptions (AR 1:16-18; A1:39-46) provides 
the names of five kings: Ikunum, Sargon I, Puzur-Ashur II, Naram-Sin, and Eri
shum II. The precise dates of these rulers are not known because that portion of 
the document is damaged, and the royal inscriptions provide no information on 

military campaigns. 

The rise of Shamshi-Adad {1832/1809-1776}20 

The two centuries of fragmentation and anarchy in Mesopotamia following the fall 
of Ur culminated in the rise of two great An-lOrite warlords, both of whom were 
nearly successful in reuniting Mesopotamia. These were Shamshi-Adad of Assyria 
and Hammurabi of Babylon. These two rulers would lay the foundations for the 
fluctuating military and cultural predominance of Assyria or Babylon over Meso
potamia for the next 1300 years. Shamshi-Adad was not ethnically Assyrian, and 
did not begin his reign as ruler of Assyria. Although later Assyrian kings declared 
Shamshi-Adad their predecessor (CS 1:464), he was, in fact, an Amorite usurper. 
The Assyrian King-list begins with "seventeen kings who lived in tents" - the 
Amorite nomadic ancestors of Shamshi-Adad - folJowed by "ten kings whose 
fathers are known", who appear to be Amorites who had infiltrated into Meso 
potamia perhaps beginning around the time of the fall of Ur III {200S}. This 
portion of the King-list ends with the brother and father of Shamshi-Adad (CS 
1:463-4). His grandfather, Yaskur-El (or Yadkur-El) {co 1850} may have been the 
Amorite ruler of the city-state of Zaralulu (Tel al-Dhibai) - one of dozens of such 

petty Amorite warlords during this period (PH 62-3). 
Shamshi-Adad's father, Ila-kabkabu {c. 1850-1832}, was the Amorite ruler of 

the city-state of Terqa21 on the middle Euphrates, and engaged in ongoing war 
with Mari. Their armies fought at least one major battle in \vhich "many soldiers 
of [Ila-kabkabuJ fell and so did those of Ikingl Y;lhdUli 11111 !uf" M,ll il", probably 

indicating that the battle was a draw (PH 70). Ila-kabkabu, however, was victor
ious in another battle, conquering the city-state of Suprum, only a day's march 
Ii'om Mari (PH 66-69). It is in this situation that Shamshi-Adad appears on the 
scene in 1832. 

The Assyrian King-list provides a laconic description of the rise of Shamshi
Adad: 

Shamshi-Adad [I], son of Ilu-kabkabi: In the time of Naram-Sin [king of 
AssyriaJ he went to Kar-Duniash [i.e. Babylon]. In the eponymy of Ibni
Adad, Shamshi-Adad marched out from Kar-Duniash [in BabyloniaJ. He 
seized the town ofEkallatum [near Ashur]. He stayed in Ekallatum for three 
years. In the eponymy of Atamar-Ishtar, he marched out from Ekallatum. He 
removed [the Assyrian king] Erishum [II], son of Naram-Sin, from the throne 
[of Ashur]. He seized the throne [of Ashur]. He ruled as king [of Ashur] for 
thirty-three years [1809-1776J. (ANE 1:86) 

l\cyond this, the background to Shamshi-Adad's early life is quite obscure. A 
Ilumber of different interpretations have been offered. 

A crucial problem related to the rise of Shamshi-Adad is the question of whe
lher there are two separate rulers named Naral11-Sin, or only one. The basic pro
hkm is that a king named Naram-Sin was ruling in both Eshnunna and Ashur at 
I he same time. Is this a single person, or two people with the same name? If it is a 
\Ingle person, did Naram-Sin ofEshnunna conquer Ashur,22 or did Naram-Sin of 
Ashur conquer Eshnunna?23 A third scenario posits two contemporary kings, both 
1l.lmed Naral11-Sin, one the ruler of Eshnunna and one of Ashur (PH 80-7). 
()bviously the data is both insufficient and ambiguous, and does not allow a cer
1.1in reconstruction; I will follow the interpretation that there were two distinct 
rulers named Naral11-Sin. 

Shamshi-Adad's personal reign did not begin auspiciously. His initial years, 
roughly 1832-1814, were spent as a minor prince at Terqa, where he was engaged 
111 internecine wars with other petty princes. The documentation for this period is 
f1.lgl11entary, but Shamshi-Adad is mentioned being involved with fighting his 
Ill'ighbors on several occasions (PH 80), not always successfully. In 1831 he was 
defcated by nomadic brigands known as the Lullum, who were considered 
'\ ril11J11als" (PH 65) and who had been marauding for some time throughout the 
'<lul1tryside (PH 80), indicative of the anarchy of the age. 

InitiaJJy a tense peace treaty was formulated between Shamshi-Adad and his 
IIIOSL powerful neighbor, Yahdun-Lim of Mari {1820-1796}, who had earlier 
hl'cn ~t  war with Shamshi-Adad's father Ila-kabkabu. 

hal11shi-Adad ... and Yahdun-Lim [king of Mari] ... took a grave oath 
between them by the god INergal], and Shamshi-Adad never committed a sin 
,1gaimt Yahdun-Lim li.e. he followed the treaty]. It is Yahdun-Lim who 
lOl11miLLed a sin ag.1il1st \h,llmhl ·Adad Iby breaking the treatyJ .... rThe god 
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Nergal] went at the side of Shamshi-Adad and punished [Yahdun-Lim] so that 
[Shamshi-Adad's] servants killed IYahdun-Lim in battle]. [Nergal] decided 
to ... turn over the city of Mari and all the banks of the Euphrates to the 
hand rof Shamshi-Adad, who] assigned his son [Yasmah-Addu in 1796] to the 
lordship of Mari; thereafter, [Yasmah-Addu] built for [Nergal] an everlasting 
temple [at Mari]. (PH 68) 

Apparently Yahdun-Lim's "sin against Shamshi-Adad" had been to renew the 
war against Shamshi-Adad in alliance with Naram-Sin of Eshnunna. In this war 
Shamshi-Adad was defeated and ousted from the throne of Terqa around 1814, 
and his former domain was divided between his two enemies (PH 84). Thereafter 
Sharnshi-Adad fled to his distant Amorite relative Apil-Sin of Babylon, the 
grandfather of Hammurabi. 

Presumably Shamshi-Adad arrived in Babylon around 1814 with a band of 
Amorite warriors who had served with him at Terqa. Always on the lookout for 
trained mercenaries, Apil-Sin enlisted this warband, giving them land in the Kar
Dunaish area of northern Babylonia. Around 1812 some type of crisis left Ekalla
tum vulnerable, and Shamshi-Adad grasped the opportunity, taking his warband 
either under instructions from his overlord Apil-Sin of Babylon, or perhaps 
entirely on his own initiative - and conquered Ekallatum, where he established 
himself as an independent ruler. After three years securing his base of power there, 
he captured Ashur around 1809. 

Shamshi-Adad the Assyrian {1809-1776f4 

With the conquest of Ashur, Shamshi-Adad was in a position to become a serious 
military force in Mesopotamia. By this time military power in Mesopotamia was 
divided into eight major kingdoms, involved in rapidly shifting alliances and bal
ances of power politics: Ashur, Babylon, Eshnuna, Larsa, Elam, Mari, and Aleppo 
and Qatna in Syria. During the next twenty-five years Shamshi-Adad dominated 
the military scene in Mesopotamia like a colossus. 

Shamshi-Adad's first order of business was to deal with Yahdun-Lim of Mari, 
who had been at war with Shamshi-Adad's father, and who had broken a treaty with 
Shamshi-Adad himself (PH 68). Yahdun-Lim's kingdom of Mari controlled thc 
Middle Euphrates and dominated the great nomadic Amorite tribes, giving him .1 

good source ofwarlike mercenaries (PH 93-9). Sharnshi-Adad began by encroaching 
on the territory of Abi-Samar, a vassal of Yahdun-Lim, who pleaded with his 
overlord to make peace or come to his assistance (PH 106-7). With twelve vassal 
kings by his side, Yahdun-Lim fought a great battle with Shamshi-Adad, but was 
disastrously defeated (PH 107); Assyria thereafter overran much of the domain of 
Mari. In the midst ofthe crisis Yahdun-Lim was deposed by his son Sumu-Yama, who 
busied hirnselffortifying his land against further incursions by Shamshi-Adad. SUI11U 
Yama himself was assassinated by one of his own ministers, possibly at Shal11shl 
Adad's instigation (PH 109-10); Mari quickly surrendered co \h.umhi Adad { 17%} 

MIDDLE BRONZE MESOPOTAMIA 

With the fall ofMari, Shamshi-Adad now ruled northern Mesopotamia from the Tigris 
10 the Euphrates, and established three provinces. In the center he reigned person
,illy from his new capital at Shubat-Enlil (Tell Leilan, EA 3:341-7) in the Khabur 
I'riangle of north-eastern Syria. His eldest son Ishme-Dagan ruled from the ori

gi nal capital at Ekallatum in Assyria, and was in charge of the frontier with the 
I'lirukkiean highlanders (who had replaced the Gutians in the Zagros mountains in 

western Iran), and the rival city-state ofEshnunna. His younger and inexperienced son 
Yasmah-Adad {1796-1776} ruled from Mari as viceroy, in charge of Syrian and 

1l10rite nomadic military affairs. Shamshi-Adad, of course, was in ultimate command 
nr the empire, and sent numerous letters to his sons training them and instructing 
Ihem in imperial strategy; many of these letters survive in the Mari Archive, 
Il'Recting the character of the great warlord, and his imperial policies (ARM 1-6). 

In Syria Shamshi-Adad claims to have marched to the sea and erected a victory 
Illonument in imitation of Sargon (C2/1:3), but if so it was a short-lived raid. His 
Illain strategic problem was Aleppo, where Zimri-Lim, the heir to the throne of 
Mari, had fled for protection. Shamshi-Adad and his son, the viceroy Yasmah
J\dad, maneuvered to isolate and destroy Aleppo by a political and marriage alliance 
'lith Qatna, the dominant power in southern Syria. As described on pp. 257-60, 
'Illamshi-Adad managed to gather a coalition of Qatna, Carchemish, and Ursha 
Igainst an isolated Aleppo, but, for unknown reasons, they failed to take the city. It 

111.1Y in part be that the Syrian kings realized that Sharnshi-Adad was more of a real 
Ihreat to them than Aleppo, and only unwillingly participated in the anti-Aleppo 
',lInpaigns. Sumu-Epuh of Aleppo {1810-1780} played the diplomatic game 
Il1.lsterfully, forming a coalition with Shamshi-Adad's enemies in the south and 
,ht, including Sutean and Turukkean nomads, to attack him from those directions 
<:2/1:3; PH 114-47). The final disruption of Shamshi-Adad's hopes in the west, 

however, may have come from a plague which ravaged Mari at this time (pH 147-52). 
On the eastern frontier Shamshi-Adad's son and viceroy Ishme-Dagan faced a 

.('1 ies of four enemies: Turukkean highlanders to the north-east, Eshnunna to the 
I~t,  Elam to the south-east, and Babylon and Larsa to the south. Babylon, with 

dlL' longest border with Shamshi-Adad, seemed most intimidated by Assyrian 
!,"wer. Alliances in the east were unstable and opportunistic, with kingdoms 
111.lcking Assyria at one time and allying with it at another. Overall, Shamshi-Adad 
I"Lured Qabra and Arrapha in the north-east (PH 181-5), but was forced to 
',npaign regularly in the Zagros against both recalcitrant city-states and Tur

lIJ...kean highlanders; although he was generally victorious, the Turukkeans proved 
IIltractable in their mountain highlands, and desultory warfare continued on that 
flont throughout most of his reign (PH 186-235). At his death, Shamshi-Adad was 
hl'gcll1on of Mesopotamia, but surrounded by marginally subdued enemies. 

Ishme-Dagan ofAssyria {17So-1741} 

I be death of Shamshi-Adad cngendered an immediate n'lilitary crisis, as recalci
I lilt vassals and barely sllbdunt ~'IWllll~'S  rose lip almost simultaneously to achieve 
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independence and revenge. Although Ishme-Dagan was a competent ruler, he 
lacked the skill and aura of invincibility of his father, and was unable to retain 
control of the empire. The most disastrous event was the restoration of Zimri-Lim 
to the throne of Mari with the assistance of the king of Aleppo {1776}, resulting 
in the loss of the western portion of the empire (see pp. 261-3). Thereafter, all the 
surrounding kings made common cause against Ishme-Dagan, and his empire was 
whittled away during the coming years by Eshnunna, Mari, and Hammurabi of 
Babylon, until he was left with only the enclave around Ashur on the upper Tigris. 
The Old Assyrian kingdom had lasted less than two generations. 

The Old Babylonian Empire {1894-1595} 

The Foundation of the Old Babylonian Empire {1894-1793fs 

In the third millennium, Babylon was a minor city, never playing a major political 
role. Its rise to importance occurred in the years of anarchy following the collapse 
of Ur III. As with most other cities in Mesopotamia, power in Babylon fell into 
the hands of an Amorite clan under the leadership ofSumu-abum {1894-1881}. 
Sumu-abum apparently exercised some type of suzerainty over nearby Sippar,26 as 
well as being chief of several surrounding Amorite clans (PH 28-31). His son 
Sumu-Ia II {188Q-1845} permanently annexed Sippar and rebuilt its walls, which 
may have been damaged in his conquest. The next three successors27 slowly added 
other nearby city-states by diplomacy or conquest until, in 1792, at the ascension 
of Hammurabi, Babylon controlled most of central Mesopotamia, including Dil
bat, Sippar, Kish, and Borsippa (M = CAM 109d). Their most important victory 
during this period was the defeat of the rival Amorite kingdom of Marad/Kazal
Ius, which controlled the central Euphrates basin. 

Hammurabi {1792-1750}28 

As one of the great conquerors and cultural figures of ancient Mesopotamia, 
Hammurabi of Babylon was the first ruler to reunite Mesopotamia in the almost 
250 years since the fall of Ur III in 2005. The military aspects of his reign can be 
divided into three periods: early {l792-1776}, middle {1776-1764}, and late 
{l763-1750}. 

In the first decade of Hammurabi's forty-three-year rule {1792-1781}, Baby
lon remained a relatively minor player in Mesopotamian international affairs, and 
was quite likely a vassal, at least nominally, of Shamshi-Adad of Assyria. There are 
three major recorded campaigns of Hammurabi before 1764 {Y29}. The most 
important was in 1786 {Y7} when "Uruk and Isin were conquered" at the 
expense of Larsa (ANET 270), providing his kingdom with new agricultural lands 
to exploit to improve the economic base of his state. His second campaign {1783. 
YlO} focused on the Tigris south of Babylon, whcrc "the army ;1nd inhabitants of 
Malgia were crushed" (ANET 270). [n Hall1l11l1r;1bi\ ,'!l'wl\(h y,',l1 {1782} h,' 

records that "he conquered Rapiqum and Shalibi" on the Euphrates north-west of 
Babylon. More details on this campaign are found in a letter from the Mari 
drchive, in which Hammurabi claims "Shamshi-Adad forced Rapiqum out of the 
king of Eshnunna's control and gave it to me. Since then my garrison stayed 
Ihere '" as Shamshi-Adad's garrison stayed there" (CANE 2:910). It seems, then, 
lhat Shamshi-Adad and Hammurabi allied together and took Rapiqum from the rival 
city-state ofEshnunna, which Shamshi-Adad obviously saw as a greater threat than 
Ilabylon in 1782. Eshnunna's power was thereby curtailed, and Assyria and Babylon 
\IJared joint control over the city. 

The middle period of Hammurabi's reign {l776-1764} begins after the death 
otShamshi-Adad in 1776, at which point Assyria was ruled by his son Ishe-Dagan 
who was much less militarily daunting that his father. The military predominance 
or Assyria was quickly diluted as Hammurabi and other kings were able to 
lilldertake increasingly independent foreign policies during the rule of the inef
fl:ctual Ishe-Dagan. With the death of Shamshi-Adad a new tenuous bcilance of 
power developed in Mesopotamia between six rivals: Ibalpiel of Eshnunna 
Ie. 1780-1760}, Ishme-Dagan ofAssyria {1780-1741}, Zimri-Lim ofMari {1776
1761}, Siwe-palar-huppak ofElam {c. 1770-1750}, Rim-Sin ofLarsa {1822-1764}, 
Illd Hammurabi of Babylon {1792-1750}. In addition the city-states of Aleppo 
Illd Qatna in Syria often played a role in Mesopotamian power politics, especially 

III relation to the affairs of Mari. This military balance of power of this period is 
d,'scribed in a famous letter by Itur-Asdu to the king of Mari: 

There is no king who is strong by himself 10 or 15 kings follow Hammurabi 
of Babylon, as many follow Rim-Sin of Larsa, Ibalpiel of Eshnunna and 
Amutpiel of Qatna, while 20 kings follow Yarim-Lim of Aleppo. (ANE 1:99) 

During this early period Hammurabi's main military activities focused on 
huilding fortifications to protect his domain; the walls of Sippar were particularly 
\ell fortified {1768, Y25}, and the army was used for part of the labor needs: "By 

I he supreme might which the god Shamash gave to me, with the levy of the army 
<It Illy land, I raised the top of the foundation of the waU of Sippar with earth until 
II was like a great mountain. I built that high waJJ ... for the god Shamash" 
(I\cl :335). His year names also record rebuilding the walls of Malgia {1789, Y 4} 
IlIeI Basu {1772, Y21}, as weJJ as constructing two fortresses, one named for the 
llddess Laz {1787, Y6} and the other called Igi-kharsagga {1774, Y19}. Most of 

liS other early year names are associated with digging canals to improve economic 
llodllctivity or religious rituals (ANET 270). 

The Great War {1765-1763}29 

\ r:lscinating window on the military and diplomatic world of the eighteenth 
IlIl11)' is provided by Ictter~ from the palace archive of Mari. Most of these date 

he reriod roughly (jOI11 17HO to 1761, whcn Mari was conqucrcd by 
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Hammurabi.30 This period was marked by remarkably volatile and unstable alliances 
as each of the six rival kings jockeyed for position, aiding, betraying, and attacking 
each other in dizzying turnabouts of diplomacy (CAH 2/1:178-9). Heimpel has 
done a masterful job of correlating and integrating the letters into a coherent pic
ture of Mesopotamian warfare from 1765-1763. These letters give us our most 
complete understanding of warfare from any period of the ancient Near East; the 
military implications of these letters are discussed in detail in Chapters Eight and 
Nine. Here I will simply outline the major military events leading to the hege
mony of Hammurabi. 

As noted above, with the death of Shamshi-Adad the hegemony of Assyria in 
Mesopotamia collapsed and political order reverted to an eight-way struggle for 
power between Elam, Eshnunna, Assyria, Larsa, Babylon, Mari, Aleppo, and 
Qatna. In addition to these eight major powers there were nomadic and high
lander tribes on the fringes ofMesopotamia, including the Hurrians in Anatolia to 
the north, Turukkeans in the Zagros mountains to the east, and Amorite tribes in 
the Syrian steppe to the west of the Euphrates. Each of these tribal groups took 
turns raiding various kingdoms, at times independently and at times as allies of one 
or more of the sedentary states. Each of the eight sedentary kingdoms played a 
machiavellian game of power-politics, formulating and breaking alliances with 
reckless abandon. The chaotic picture offractious, anarchic warfare reflected in the 
Mari letters was probably the norm for military affairs throughout much of 
Mesopotamian military history, and gives quite a different picture than the pious 
and formulaic royal inscriptions, where the gods decree victory for a king, and it is 
so. Reality was always much more messy. 

The final phase of Hammurabi's military history {1765-1750} begins with a 
crisis engendered by the growth of opposing coalitions from among the rival 
warlords. The unstable multi-kingdom balance of power of the middle period of 
Hammurabi's reign created a time of political uncertainty as alliances were formed 
and collapsed based on which king was perceived to be the closest to achieving 
hegemony. As soon as one king appeared to be nearing hegemony, everyone allied 
against him. In 1769 Mari, Babylon, and Elam allied against the powerful kingdom 
ofEshnunna, conquering that state and massacring the family of its king Ibal-pi-EI 
II (PAE 171). King Siwe-palar-huppak of Elam rightly viewed himself as the 
senior partner in this enterprise. Whereas most of the allied kings called them
selves "brother" - indicating an alliance among equals - they referred to them
selves as the "sons" of Siwe-palar-huppak, the coalition leader. Elam thus obtained 
the lion's share of the spoils, including the city of Eshnunna itself (PAE 168-9; 
L 56-9). 

This victory gave the Elamite king31 the hope of establishing complete hege 
mony in Mesopotamia. Hammurabi was thus faced with a crucial decision: should 
he submit to de facto vassalization to Siwe-palar-huppak, or risk a major war to 

avert the growing power of Elam. Hammurabi recognized that he was unable 
to risk war with Elam on his own and turned to his long-standing ::tlly Zimri-Lilll 
of Mari, seeking to form an anti-Elamite cO,llitiC)J1 /111111 I 1111 realized th,\( 

Hammurabi was in a desperate position, whereas Mari, quite distant from Elam, 
was much more secure. As Zimri-Lim's ambassador's informed him: "Does my 
lord not know how badly Hammurabi king of Babylon wants to make an alliance 
with my lord?" He therefore drove a hard bargain in the negotiations. Neither side 
really trusted the other; as Zimri-Lim's ambassadors told him, "My lord will surely 
come to realize how exaggerated is [Hammurabi's] information and how full oflies 
:lre his words!" (CANE 2:909). But, on the other hand, neither king could hope 
to survive without allies in those perilous times. Hammurabi desperately needed 
this alliance, and in the end he got it. Allied armies from Mari, Babylon, and 
Aleppo together marched against the Elamite coalition in 1764 {Y30} (CAH 2/ 
1:183; L 60-3). In the meantime, Siwe-palar-huppak was not idle. He marshaled 
his vassals to meet Hammurabi's advancing coalition. These included contingents 
(I'om Marhashi (Iran), Subartu (Assyria), Gutium, the newly vassalized Eshnunna, 
.1I1d Malgi (ANET 270). 

When Hammurabi occupied the smaller towns of Mankisum and Upi in the 
rornler domain of Eshnunna {1764}, the outraged king of Elam ordered Ham
J1lUrabi to surrender the two cities and terminate his alliance with Zimri-Lim of 
Mari, or face immediate invasion by Elam. The crisis was compounded when 
Hlamite soldiers temporarily conquered Ekallatum, Ishme-Dagan's capital, ren
dt.:ring him a vassal. Clearly Siwe-palar-huppak was intent on creating hegemony

32 
I n Mesopotamia. Hammurabi, mustering as many troops and allies as he could, 
IIlet in an indecisive battle with the Elamites at Upi, while the Elamites tried to 
woo Hammurabi's old adversary Rim-Sin of Larsa to their side. The Elamites 
focused their attention on the siege ofRazama in the upper Tigris basin. The siege 
went on for several months until it was finally relieved by the intervention of 
:imri-Lim as ally of Babylon (L 65-78). This probably represents the height of 
I~Jamite  power, for, after their failure at Razama, several other cities join the anti
1:lamite coalition with Babylon and Mari. 

rn 1764 the Elamite army was active against southern Mesopotamia, but was 
\1 rongly countered by a Babylonian-Mariote army on the opposite bank of the Tigris 
It Mankisum in the Diyala region. The Elamites attempted a siege of the strategic 
IlLy ofHiritum near Sippar, but Ishme-Dagan ofAssyria joined the Mari-Babylon 
i1liance and the coalition's forces broke the Elamite siege (L 95-100). The failure and 
"ithdrawal of the Elamites led to a revolt in Eshnunna, which threw off the Elamite 
\.Issaldom and installed a new independent king (L 108-9). With their imperial 
pl.\ns in shambles, peace was made with between Elam and the coalition (L 110-11). 

This proved to be the decisive campaign for domination of Mesopotamia. 
I I.llllmurabi described it, praising the gods for their assistance but conveniently 
, Iding to mention the aid of armies from Mari and Aleppo: 

he leader [Hammurabi], after having defeated the army which Elam _ from 
Lhe Frontier of Marhashi, also Subartu, Gutium, Eshnunna, and Malgi _ had 
raised in masses, thro~'gh Lh<: mighty power of the great gods, re-established 
thl' foundatiom or 111w ('mpH(' ()~  <';~ll11t'r  and Akkad. (ANET 270) 
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Thus, according to Hammurabi's official propaganda, after his victory over Elam 
he re-established the traditional empire of Sumer and Akkad, formally declaring 
himself ruler of Mesopotamia. 

With the threat removed, the anti-Elamite coalition that once had united most 
of the Mesopotamian kingdoms began to break up, with each king pursuing an 
independent foreign policy (L 117-50). This renewed regional feuding presented 
Hammurabi with an opportunity. Hammurabi first turned on his old rival Rim
Sin of Lana, with the continued assistance of the trusting Zimri-Lim of Mari. In 
1763 {Y31} "the great gods called Hanunurabi by name [through an oraclel; with 
his fetters he tied up the enemy [1:tim-Sin], his weapon smote the army that was 
hostile to him, in combat he slew the evil land [of Larsa]" (R4:338-9). His yeal 
name adds additional details: 

Encouraged by an oracle given by Anu and Enlil who are advancing in fronl 
of his army, and through the mighty power which the great gods had given to 
[HammurabiJ, he was a match for the army of Emutbal [= Larsa1and its king 
Rim-Sin ... thereby forcing [all] Sumer and Akkad to obey his orders. 
(ANET 270) 

Hammurabi's great victory over Larsa made him clearly the pre-eminent mili 
tary power in Mesopotamia (L 150-7). However, the victory was not without it<; 
cost; it was followed by the rapid creation of an anti-Babylonian coalition, as the 
remaining rulers began to see Hammurabi as the 'greatest threat to their indepen 
deIKe. Hammurabi's earlier victory over the Elamites in 1763 had not resulted ill 
the full annexation or destruction of that defeated kingdom. While Hammurahl 
was distracted by his Larsa campaign in 1762, king Silli-Sin of Eshnunna, thl 
Subartu (Assyria), and the Guti highlanders marshaled an army for revenge - Elal11 
was notably absent from this coalition. In 1761 {Y32} Hammurabi met alld 
defeated the coalition, defeating Eshnunna and conquering the land of Mankizulll 
(R4:339-40). 

The hero [Hammurabi] who proclaims the triumphs of [the god Mardukl 
overthrew in battle with his powerful weapon the army ofEshnunna, Subartll 
(Assyria) and Gutium and was a match for the country of Mankizum and the 
country along the bank of the Tigris as far as the frontier of the counl! y 

Subartu. (ANET 270) 

During this period of intensive conquest Hammurabi was also active both 111 

strengthening the agricultural foundation of his state through irrigation WOI b 
(R4:341), and improving its defenses by fortifications. The walls of Sippar well 
reconstructed (R4:335), and the fortress of Dur-Sin-muballit was built on 1m 
north-western border; he "raised high a tall fortress with gre.1l hl·.lpS of c,mh 
whose tops were like a mountain .... J named t11<1l fOlln'\<; ")lil 'lin ll1uh.llIn 
abim-walidiia' IFort Sin-Illuballit, father who l'n~l'll(kll'd  lllel" (Ill \ 12 ~). 

Although we are largely dependent on Zimri-Lim's archive from Mari to 
llnderstand the history of the complex diplomatic relations between Mari and 
II.lbylon, it is clear from the overall results that Hammurabi played the machia
\cllian power-politics game of the age better than any of his rivals. With southern 

csopotamia conquered, the east subdued, and his domain secured by additional 
Illrtifications, Hammurabi turned his attention to the central Euphrates basin, 
whcre his major rival was the kingdom of Mari. It is not clear why Hammurabi 
went to war with his long-standing ally Zimri-Lim. Perhaps Zimri-Lim, fearing 
I he rising power of Hammurabi, had broken the alliance. Or perhaps it was simply 
Ihe next inevitable step in Hammurabi's move towards full hegemony in Meso
potamia. At any rate, in 1761 {Y33} Hammurabi "overthrew Mari and Malgi in 
h.lltle ... also made several other cities of Subartu, by a friendly agreement, obey 
111\ orders" by becoming his vassals (ANET 270). Zimri-Lim apparently remained 
1111 his throne of Mari as a vassal of Hammurabi, but he remained recalcitrant and 
I('helled two years later. Hammurabi suppressed the rebellion of his former ally 
'\Ith ruthJessness, and in 1759 {Y35}, "upon the command of the gods Anu and 
I nlil", he "destroyed Mari's wall, and turned the land into rubble heaps and ruins" 
ANET 270; R4:346). 

The final years of Hammurabi's reign were focused on campaigns in northern 
rvksopotamia and the upper Tigris valley, where the anti-Babylonian coalition was 
till strong. "By the great power of the god Marduk Hammurabi overthrew the 
II Illy of Sutium, Turukku, Kakmu and the country of Subartu" in 1757 {Y37} 

NET 270). Babylon's old rival Eshnunna was definitively destroyed in 1756 
: Y38}, after a flood had destroyed part of the city walls, perhaps intentionally 

I I (.lted by Hammurabi by diverting water from the canal system (ANET 270). In 
1m hst recorded campaign {1755, Y39} he again "defeated all his enemies as far as 
Ihe country ofSubartu" (ANET 270). 

The military achievement of Hammurabi was one of the greatest of the Middle 
II,onze Age. Hammurabi made Babylon the center of culture of Mesopotamia, a 
1.ltLiS which it would retain for over 1500 years. His achievement, however, was also 

,phcmeral. Since his major conquests occurred only late in his reign, he was unable 
III focus much attention on stabilizing his new domain. Within a decade after his death 
IllS cmpire began to break up during the rule ofhis son Samsu-iluna (see pp. 181-3). 

Hammurabi and the ideal of martial kingship 

I\lthough Hammurabi's famous law code has naturally been studied mainly for its 
., K i~ I ramifications, its introduction also provides important insights into the 
Ill.lltinl idcology of Babylonian kings. 33 Hammurabi rules because of the destiny 
I"termined by the gods; his scepter and crown are bestowed upon him "by the 
SISC goddess Mama" (LC 78-9). Anu and Enlil "named the city of Babylon", and 
\Llblished "within it eternal kingship whose foundations are as fixed as heaven 

lilt! c,mh" (LC 78; R4:114, '\4 I); his dynasty was promised an "eternal seed of 
roy.lily" (I.e 80) "11.1I11JlIIII',lhi. til(' plllllS pi in((·. who vcncrates the gods ... Iwas 
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chosen] to abolish the wicked and evil", which would naturally include conquer
ing impious rival kings (LC 76). He is thus able to "stride through the four quar
ters of the world" conquering enemies until he "makes the four quarters 
obedient" to Babylon and the gods (LC 77, 80). Although he is a "warrior". 
wherever he conquers he is also a restorer and builder. He "restores the [con
quered] city of Eridu", "shows mercy to the [conquered] city of Larsa", "revita
lizes the [conquered] city ofUruk", "gathers together the scattered peoples of the 
[conquered] city ofIsin", and "gives life to [the conquered] city ofAdab" (LC 77
8). He not only conquers cities, but protects them; he "shelters the people of the 
city of Malgium in the face of annihilation" (LC 79); he "sustains his people in 
crisis, [and] secures their foundations in peace in the midst of the city of Babylon" 
(LC 80). Thus, Hammurabi only conquers at the command of the gods (R4:345. 
351-3,389), and does so only to restore prosperity and order, to "spread his light 
over the lands of Sumer and Akkad" (LC 80). Obviously, much of this is sheer 
propaganda; this is especially clear in his claim that he "showed mercy to the 
[conquered] people of the city of Mari" (LC 80). In reality he sacked the city in 
1759 and mercilessly destroyed it. 

Of course, Hammurabi never undertook any of his conquests on his own 
initiative. He is in all things the servant of the gods. Hammurabi is always "obc 
dient to the god Shamash", who is thus his "ally" in all his conquests (LC 77); he 
acts only "upon the command" of the gods (ANET 270; R4:332-3). He is the 
"leader of the kings [of Mesopotamia], who subdues the settlements along till' 
Euphrates River [including Mari] by the oracular command of the god Dagan, his 
creator" (LC 80). 

With peace and prosperity restored to Mesopotamia, Hammurabi becomes .1 

great temple builder "heaping up bountiful produce" and "supplying abundance" 
for the gods through donations to their temples from the plunder he has taken 
from war (LC 78). The epilogue to his law code summarizes the royal propagand.l 
of the time: 

With the mighty weapons which the gods Zababa and Ishtar bestowed upon 
me, with the wisdom which the god Ea allotted to me, with the ability which 
the god Marduk gave me, I annihilated enemies everywhere, I [thereby] put 
an end to [the] wars [that had afflicted Mesopotamia for decades], I enhanced 
the well-being of the land, I made the people of all settlements lie in sail' 
pastures, I did not tolerate anyone intimidating them [through brigandage 01 

threat of invasion]. The great gods having chosen me, I am indeed the shep 
herd who brings peace, whose scepter is just. My benevolent shade is spread 
over my city [Babylon], I held the people of the lands of Sumer and Akkad 
safely in my lap. They prospered under my protective spirit, I maintained 
them in peace, with my skillful wisdom I sheltered them (LC 133) .... Ham 
murabi, the lord, who is like a father and begetter to his people, submitted 
himself to the command of the god Marduk, his lord Ito conquer the wotldJ 
and achieved victory for the god Marduk evcl yWhl'II' I'h' 1'1.1ddellcd the 11t'.111 
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of the god Marduk, his lord, and he secured the eternal wellbeing of the 
people and provided just ways for the land. (LC 134-5) 

The stylized imprecations at the end of the law code include a number of curses 
Igainst anyone impudent enough to challenge Hammurabi by defacing or mod
Ifying his inscriptions, illuminating some of the subliminal fears of military rulers 
of'the age. Hammurabi curses his enemies with the things that all Mesopotamian 
~  lIlgs feared. The god Enlil is summoned to bring to Hammurabi's enemies "dis
order that cannot be quelled and a rebellion that will result in obliteration" and 

the supplanting of his dynasty and the blotting out of his name and his memory 
III the land" (LC 136-7). The gods likewise pass judgment on the enemies, "pro
lIouncing the destruction of his land, the obliteration of his people, and the spilling 
<If his life force [blood] like water" (LC 137). Ea, the god of wisdom, is summoned 
'll deprive Hammurabi's enemies "of all understanding and wisdom" and to "lead 
them into confusion" (LC 136). Hammurabi summons the sun-god Shamash to 
\onfuse [his enemy's] path and undermine the morale of his army; when divina
Ion is performed for him, may he provide an inauspicious omen portending the 
Iprooting of the foundation of his kinship" (LC 137-8). The war-gods Zababa, 

hhtar, and Nergal are particularly summoned to bring military disaster on Ham
Illurabi's enemies: 

May the god Zababa, the great warrior ... who travels on [Hammurabi'sj 
right side [in battle], smash the weapon [of Hammuarbi's enemy] upon the 
field of battle; may [Zababa] turn day into night for him,34 and make his 
enemy triumph over him. May the goddess Ishtar, mistress of battle and war
fare, who bares [Hammurabi's] weapons [in battle]35 ... curse the kingship [of 
Hammurabi's enemy] with her angry heart and great fury; may she turn his 
auspicious [pre-battle] omens into calamities; may she smash his weapon on 
the field of war and battle, plunge him into confusion and rebellion, strike 
down his warriors, drench the earth with their blood, make a heap of the 
corpses of his soldiers upon the plain [of battle], and may she show his soldiers 
no mercy; as for [Hammurabi's enemy], may she deliver him into the hand of 
his enemies, and may she lead him bound captive into the land of his enemy. 
May the god Nergal, the mighty one among the gods, the irresistible 
onslaught [in battle], who enables me [Hammurabi] to achieve my triumphs, 
burn his [Hammurabi's enemy's] people with his [Nergal's] great over
powering weapon like a raging fire in a reed thicket; may he [Nergal] have 
him [the enemy] beaten with [Nergal's] mighty weapon, and shatter his limbs 
like those of a clay figure. (LC 138-9) 

I his remarkable curse is essentially an outline of the course of warfare in the Old 
11.,bylonian period: it begins with pre-battle divination and omens, the fight on 
hI' battlefield. the mound of corpses. the merciless treatment of defeated enemies, 

Ihlll lapllvity. and thl' fin.lllTllll11ph ofthc king, 
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Middle Bronze Mesopotamian martial art 

One of the remarkable features of the Middle Bronze Age in Mesopotamia is the 
near disappearance of monumental martial art. The reason for this is not clear. It 
may be because of changes in the cultic and ritual context in which martial art was 
generally produced. Alternatively, it is possible that martial art of this period was 
general.ly done in the form of fresco paintings such as those at the palace of Zimri
Lim at Mari (SDA 275-83). If so it is likely that little of this art has survived. On 
the other hand, when we remember that only nine fragments of martial art survive 
from the militant Akkadian period, the relative lack of Middle Bronze Mesopota
mian martial art may simply be a matter of the failure as yet to discover any sur
viving remains. 

This is not to say that monumental martial art is unknown from this period.3(, 
The most striking example is a fragment of a stele sometimes attributed, on rather 
flimsy grounds, to Shamshi-Adad (AAM §204-5; SDA 252). One side shows a 
warrior in a long ornate robe with a spear in his left hand and an axe in his right. 
He has one foot on the stomach of a fallen enemy; he is thrusting a spear into the 
man's chest while simultaneously striking him in the forehead with an axe. The 
opposite side of the stele fragment shows a triumph scene with a royal prisoner 
with his hands tied behind his back (AAM §205). An interesting feature of this 
stele is the simultaneous use of two different weapons in two-handed combat. 

The second major martial scene shows a king with an axe in one hand and a 
badly worn weapon - which appears to be a sickle-sword - in the other, striding 
over the walls of a conquered fortress and a diminutive prostrate enemy (SDA 
291c). He is followed by a soldier with a banner. One very important feature of 
this scene is that it is the only artistic depiction of a Middle Bronze fortress. 1l 
shows a city wal.l with crenellation and a large city gate flanked by two projecting 
towers. The gate has a clearly depicted brick arch, quite similar to the Middle 
Bronze gate discovered intact at Tell Dan in Israel, which can still be seen at the 
site (ALB 208; Figure 7, p. 278). 

A third mythic scene shows a god with a long flowing robe and a triangular 
shaped bow and quiver on his back, grasping a monster by the neck and stabbing 
him with a large bronze dagger (AAM §211; SDA 291 a). Another mythic scene 
shows Gilgamesh and Enkidu trampling the prostrate Humbaba while slaying him 
with dagger and mace (AFC 482). Both of these may depict typical weapons and 
their use during the Middle Bronze period. 

Historical and mythic scenes from cylinder seals add to our repertoire of martial 
art from the Middle Bronze Age. These scenes can be categorized into a numbel 
of stylized scenes. The most common shows a god, goddess or king in a victory 
stance with either a curved or rectangular sickle-sword in one hand?7 Sometime' 
the figure is trampling a prostrate enemy.38 The smiting scene shows a kin~ 

standing with raised axe, mace or sickle-sword about to smite a cowering enemy 
(FI §160, 541, 763). One scene shows the god or king with sickle-sword in 011(' 

hand and mace in the other (AM §157b), confirming th~'  two h,1ndcd use of 

IHI 

weapons shown in the "Shamshi-Adad" stele discussed above. A more di, 
,cene comes from Anatolia, showing a king in battle (FI §4). The king has 
,haped shield, rather similar to contemporary shields in Canaan and Syr 
hand holding the shield also holds the spear, with the head facing down. J
b;lttle-axe in the other hand, and is standing on a dead enemy; a nearby 
uses an underhand thrust of a dagger. 

If one were to guess at patterns of Middle Bronze weapons use, based 
glyptic art, it would appear that the sickle-sword was the most common v 

hut, based on archaeology, the sickle-sword is a relatively rare find comp 
'pears, axes, and daggers, and appears largely in royal contexts (MW 1:142-3, 
,ee pp. 66-71). This again points to the problem of generalizing about the 
or warfare based on mythically and ritually oriented martial art. 

Samsu-iluna {1749-1712}39 

1'01' the first eight years of his reign Samsu-iluna was at peace; his year naml 
Oil economic and religious activities. The new Pax Babylonica brought 
telllporary prosperity, and Samsu-iluna celebrated his coronation by de 
"fi'eedom from taxation for Sumer and Akkad" (ANET 271). Samsu-iluna 
\,~'.Ir  {l741} is called "the year of the Kassite army" (ANET 271). The 
U~tl5Su)  were tribal higWanders from the Zagros region, successors to the 
(:utians. Kassites were eventually to succeed the Babylonians after the 
JI.lbylon by the Hittites in 1595. They would eventually found a dyna5 
\\lluld dominate Mesopotamia from 1595-1155.40 At this time, howevl 
\\LTe still higWanders from the Zagros, migrating in small groups, serving, 
I t'llaries, or seeking opportunities for plunder in the rich cities of the Bab
lllipire. No details of this first Kassite raid are known, but Samsu-ilu 
Ipp:,rently unable to defeat them decisively. This sign of imperial weakne 
\ Icled a catalyst for Widespread rebellion against Babylonian rule. 

The instigator of this rebellion was Rim-Sin II ofLarsa {1740-1738}, wh 
llvcrran most ofsouthern Mesopotamia. Samsu-iluna, however, reacted vigt 
uppressing the revolt and killing Rim-Sin II in 1738 {Y12} (R4:317, 379 

At that time I [Samsu-iluna] defeated with weapons, eight times in the 
of one year, the totality of the land of Sumer and Akkad which had [
hostile against me. I turned the cities into rubble heaps and ruins. I It 
the roots of the enemies and evil one from the land. I made the cntircl> 
nation dwell according to my decree. (R4:376-7) 

his campaign is recounted in greater detail, beginning with the 111 

h.lt kground in the world of the gods. 

The god Enlil, greal lord, whCl\~'  lltlel.lllCC cannot be ,h,1I1g~'cI thc" 
lh,ll he delell11111C'S (',11111111 11Idit I\'t! lookc'd with hIS Joyfid t:" 
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[warrior] god Zababa, his mighty oldest son, the one who achieves his victory, 
and at the [war] goddess Ishtar, his beloved daughter, the lady whose divinity 
is not rivaled, and spoke with them happy words: "Samsu-iluna is my mighty 
untiring envoy [as king on earth] who knows how to carry out the desire of 
my heart. May you be his shining light. May your good omen occur for him. 
Kill his enemies and deliver into his hands his foes that he might build the 
wall ofKish, make it greater than it had been previously and make you dwell 
in a happy abode." 

The god Zababa and goddess Ishtar . .. raised their faces of life brightly 
towards Samsu-iluna, the mighty king [of Babylon], the valiant shepherd, the 
creation of their hands, and joyfully spoke with him: "0 Samsu-iluna, eternal 
seed of the gods, one befitting kingship - EOOI has made your destiny very 
great. He has laid a commission on us to act as your guardians for your well
being. We will go at your right side [in battle], kill your enemies, and deliver 
your foes into your hands. As for Kish, our fear-inspiring cult city, build its 
wall, make it greater than it was previously." (R4:385-6) 

This type of language presumably represents oracular pronouncements and 
omens from court priests and prophets. Having received a divine mandate frOI11 
the gods, Samsu-iluna marched to defeat the rebels in southern Mesopotamia and 
restore the sacred city of Kish to Babylonian rule: 

Samsu-iluna, the capable king, the one who listens to the [oracles of the] great 
gods, was greatly encouraged by the words which the god Zababa and the 
goddess Ishtar spoke to him [through an oracle]. He made ready his weapons 
in order to kill his enemies and set out on an expedition to slaughter his foes. 
The year was not half over when he killed [the rebel king] Rim-Sin [II of 
Larsa], who had caused [southern Mesopotamia] to rebel, and who had been 
elevated to the kingship of Larsa. In the land of Kish [Samsu-iluna] heaped 
up a burial mound over him. Twenty-six rebel kings, his foes, he killed; he 
destroyed all of them. He defeated Iluni, the king of Eshnunna, one who had 
not heeded his decrees, led him offin a neck-stock, and had his throat cut. He 
made the totality of the land of Sumer and Akkad at peace, made the four 
quarters abide by his decree. At that time, Samsu-iluna, the mighty, by means 
of the force of his army built the city of Kish [in 1726 {Y24}]. He dug its 
canal, surrounded it with a moat, and with a great deal of earth made its 
foundations firm as a mountain. He formed its bricks and built its wall. In the 
course of one year he made its head rise up more than it had been before. 
(R4:387-8) 

Thus, Samsu-iluna portrays his acts as enforcing the decree of the gods by restor 
ing order to Mesopotamia and rebuilding the gods' sacred city of Kish. Although 
ultimately defeated, the revolt revealed the serious potenti,11 weakness of the 
Babylonian empire. 

MIDDLE BRONZE MESOPOTAMIA 

The suppression of the rebellion in the south was followed by a threat from the 
northeast. Eshnunna and the higWander Kassites constantly chaffed under Babylonian 
domination, and in 1730 {Y20} Samsu-iluna ... 

subjugated the land ofIdamaraz from the border of Gutium to the border ofElam 
with his mighty weapon; he conquered the numerous people of the land of 
Idamaraz and demolished all the various fortresses ofthe land ofWarum who had 
resisted him; he achieved his victory and made his strength apparent. Mter two 
months had passed, having set free and given life to the people of the land of 
Idamaraz who he had taken captive, and the troops ofEshnunna, as many prisoners 
as he had taken, he rebuilt the various fortresses of the land of Warum which 
he had destroyed and regathered and resettled its scattered people. (R4:389-90) 

Samsu-iluna's triumph, however, was short-lived. Within a few years his con
1101 over southern Mesopotamia was again threatened. In 1721 {Y29} he lost 
(ontrol over Nippur (R4:425), and by 1712 {Y38} the south was permanently lost 
III the rising power of Iluma-Hum {c. 1735-1710}, king of the "Sealand" (or 
(oastal) dynasty from the coastal marshes of southern Mesopotamia. Iluma-Ilum 
11l-lOaged to fend off three offensives from Babylon during his reign (C2/1:222); in 
I he end the kings of Babylon were forced to acquiesce to his independence. Little 
1\ known of the Sealand dynasty; it ruled much of the Mesopotamian coastland 
lInder eleven known kings for two-and-a-half centuries {c. 1735-1460}, but few 
I mcriptions or records survive, and almost nothing is known of its military history 
AI 243; C2/1:222, 442-3). 

Late Old Babylonian Kingdom {1712-1595} 

'\Ithough the dynasty founded by Hammurabi would endure for another century, 
tor all practical purposes the Babylonian empire had been reduced to central 
\lksopotamia by the death of Samsu-iluna. Following the death of Samsu-iluna, 
I he deeds oflater Old Babylonian kings are only sparsely recorded in inscriptions. 
II is clear that the military power ofBabylon was increasingly restricted during the 
eventeenth century. The year names of Abi-eshuh {1711-1684} mention several 

defensive campaigns against the Kassite invaders from the mountains, but no major 
\ Ictories in the south. Amrni-ditana {1683-1646} was also apparently on the 
ddensive, focusing on fortifications. He repaired the walls of Babylon (R4:412), 
IIld built Fort Anuni-ditana (R4:413). A fragmentary inscription by Amrni-saduqa 
: 1646-1626} claims that Babylonian power was temporarily restored in Nippur, 
\\ here a cult figure of the goddess Ishtar was installed (R4:426). Samsu-ditana 
r 1625-1595} was the last king of Hammurabi's dynasty. Although the details were 
lUll known, he was killed during the Hittite conquest of Babylon in 1595, bring
11Il! an cnd to Hammurabi's dynasty (see p. 301). 

hc four ccnturies between the fall of Ur {2005} and the fall of Babylon 
: 1595} arc chal,1("(l'rin'd by ,1 leJl1,1Jk,1blc political and military instability in 
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Mesopotamia. A number of quite successful warlords rose to power during this 
age - Ishbi-Irra of Isin {2017-1985}, Shamshi-Adad of Ashur {1809-1776}, and 
Hammurabi ofBabylon {1792-1750} - but each of their empires rapidly collapsed 
under less talented successors. In contrast to Egypt, which emerged united and 
powerful under the New Kingdom in the Late Bronze Age, this long-term inter 
nal instability left Mesopotamia consistently vulnerable to outside invasions during 
subsequent centuries, including attacks by Elamites, Kassites, Hurrians, Amorites, 
and Hittites. Only in the ninth century under the great Assyrian warlords would 
political unity and military strength be restored to Mesopotarrua. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Waifare in the age of Mari 

I he most detailed textual sources we have for warfare in the Middle Bronze Age is 
ht· extraordinary archive from Mari, which contains more than 20,000 cuneiform 
Ihlets, many of which are military dispatches from field and garrison conU11anders 

el the king of Mari, Zimri Lim {1776-1761} 1 Remarkably for the ancient Near 
I .Isl, the military letters from Mari give us the words of actual commanders writ

11 within days or even hours of the events they are describing. Nothing is filtered 
111 ough the royal propaganda machines. We are, in a sense, transported into the 
IIldst of Middle Bronze Age battles. 

rhere are, however, a number of historiographical limitations and problems 
'Ilh the Mari archive. First, chronologically the tablets come largely from the 

Ign of Zimri-Lim, king of Mari, and hence cover only a narrow period of 
k,opotamian history. None the less, that period was one of the most militarily 

III portant and active, covering the rise of Hammurabi ofBabylon {1792-1750} to 
IlIpcrial predominance in Mesopotamia. Indeed, the destruction of Mari, which 
l<lllically preserved the clay tablets, occurred two years after Hammurabi con
Jlll'red Mari {1759}. The archive also presents us only with the Mari perspective; 
't' ~re  left with limited information concerning the views of their enemies. The 
1I ( hive also includes only letters to king Zimri-Lim; unfortunately his responses to 

',llS commanders are included only incidentally in quotations within the letters. 
likewise the words of other kings, such as Hammurabi, are occasionally indirectly 
Ilioted in the Mari letters. 

ur second problem in interpreting the Mari archive is that some of the texts 
1I t' broken or damaged, leaving lacunae - gaps created by lost text. Tablets can be 
\I okcn in a number of different ways, losing the top, bottom or one or other side 

ell .1 particular missive; other lacunae are created by a gash in the middle. The net 
rnult is that many of the letters are obscure and difficult to interpret. To the pro
''It'l11 of lacunae is added philological difficulties relating to uncertain grammar or 
IIt'.llling of words. The result is that the exact meaning of many texts is often 
Illtertain. This is especially a problem in relation to technical terminology. 

"inally, we have the problem of historical contextualization. Many of the letters 
II(' llJ1tiJted, meaning we don't know whether the events in one particular letter 

11(\ llll'l'tI before or aflel tl1(' l'wnL, in anOLher. The letters ::tlso often contain 
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numerous references to unknown people and places. The result is that, although 
we know what happened, we frequently are uncertain about when it happened, 
where it happened, or who was doing what to whom. 

Trying to reconstruct military history from the Mari archive is thus rather like 
trying to reconstruct the events of the Napoleonic wars from a disorganized pile of 
often damaged and semi-legible dispatches of Napoleon's commanders to Napo
leon, but none of his responses. Remaining with the analogy, it is unclear if the 
battle of Waterloo occurred before or after the invasion or Russia, or if Austerlitz 
is in Germany, France, or Spain. It is also uncertain if Wellington is an ally or an 
enemy of Napoleon. Nor do we have a French dictionary - we have to make up 
our own as we go along. Fortunately, great strides have been made in recent years 
through painstaking study of the Mari letters. The recent publication of Wolfgang 
Heimpel's Letters to the King of Mari has given us both a historical framework and a 
translation of many of the letters. 2 

Battle divination and martial ideology3 

Ancient Near Eastern armies operated in a world in which belief in the super
natural power of the gods was an omnipresent assumption. Battles were fought and 
won by the will of the gods. The prophet of one god promised Zimri-Lim "0 
Zimri-Lim, swear that you will not neglect me, and I shall hover over you and 
deliver your enemies into your power" (ARM 10.8; MK 138). Whereas Napoleon 
claimed that "God is on the side with the big guns", the ancient Mesopotamians 
would have countered "God is on the side with the big temples". To insure that a 
king, general, or army were operating in accordance with the will of the gods, 
Mesopotamian rulers employed diviners and prophets who would interpret the 
will of the gods. A wide range of methods were used to accomplish this. Few kings 
dared go to war without the explicit approval of the gods. 

In the Mari texts, the most important form of martial divination was extispicy 
(tertum), the ritual examination of the liver of a sacrificed animal for patterns and 
markings which were interpreted according to a complex set of rules. 4 Mari 
commanders invariably consulted the diviners (biirum) before undertaking any 
major military operation; special martial diviners were assigned to accompany 
military units on campaign (L 225, 463; ASD 176-9). They were obviously 
important officers, since one is described as riding in a chariot like the generals of 
the army (L 225). One biirnm seems to have been the independent commander of a 
force of several hundred men: 

Ilushu-nasir, the biirnm-priest leads the forces of my lord. A Babylonian 0 0 • 

biirnm-priest goes with the Babylonian forces. These 600 troops are now in 
Shabazim. The biirnm-priests are now gathering omens. (ARM 2.22; WM 130) 

Frequently the letters give no details about divination, mentioning only that thl 
omens were favorable or unfavorable (L 210 II, 214 I'i) Ollle! times, mOIL' 

IHll 

precise questions were asked and specific detailed prophecies were given; examples 
of oracular responses to divination include: 

•	 "The king's hand will catch territory that is not his" (L 175); 
•	 "My lord will seize the city [he is besieging] in a hard battle" (L 221);
•	 "The enemy will attack and carry off livestock" (L 175); 
•	 "The enemy will not make an incursion [into the king's land]" (L 229);
•	 "Those extispicies were bad. Rebellion [in the city] was repeatedly indicated. 

I have put the [guards] of the city gates on notice about the citizens" (L 230); 
•	 "When [the allied Babylonian soldiers] enter Mari, they will not cause rebel

lion to be committed and seize the city of Mari" (L 235-6); 
•	 "This month the enemy will not move against you with his troops and his 

allies, and he will not besiege you" (L 239); 
•	 "Zimri-Lim, do not go on the road [on campaign]! Stay in Mari!" (L 268). 

Sometimes, alternative plans were made depending on the forthcoming results 
o[ the extispicy. One commander ordered: "Make an extispicy, and if that [rebel] 
village still holds out at the end of the month, leave the fifty men behind [to 
hlockade it], and depart! If the extispicies are bad, [capture the city] and take down 
Iits fortifications]" (L 236). On other occasions double extispicies might be taken, 
"king the same question in two different ways to get confirmation, or perhaps to 
gct the answer one wanted. 

I made extispicies as follows: I asked, "If [king] Zimri-Lim cedes [the city of] 
Id to the king of Babylon, will [king] Zimri-Lim be well? ..." I made 
[extispicies] on two more lambs as follows: "IfZimri-Lim cedes Id to the king 
of Babylon, will Zimri-Lim be well? 0" My extispicies were not soundo. 

[indicating a negative answer]. I did [extispicy again] as follows: "If Zimri
Lim [does not] cede Id to the king of Babylon, will Zimri-Lim be well?" My 
extispicies were sound [indicating a positive answer]. (L 237) 

Battle could not be undertaken without favorable omens. One priest reported 
the results of his pre-battle extispicy. He first listed the question asked, and then 
the answer derived from his divination: 

Should Sumu-Dabi, with troops few or many, however many he can readily 
equip, draw up in battle formation against Zimri-Lim, should he do battle 
with him, and be safe, defeat him, be victorious? . 0 (The result of the extis• 

picy was that] he must not do battle. (L 240) 

When the result ofthe extispicy was favorable, the commander would carry out his 
,1111: "[ had extispicies done for the well-being of the troops ofmy lord. 0 and the • 

llspicies were sound, and thc troops may move from their position" (L 216, 242). 
\umhcl officcr rcp()lt~'d'  "Wl' .\1(' h,lvinR extispicies done now. If the god answers, 
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we will do what the god says to us. May the god ofour lord go by our side [into battle]!" 
(L 329). If unfavorable omens occurred, however, the plans were generally put on 
hold. In such a situation, the commander could wait a while, and consult the 
oracles again, hoping for a better result. "I made extispicies for the well-being of 
the messengers, and they were bad, [so I cl.id not send them]. I will make [extispicies] 
for them again, and when the extispicies have come out sound, I wilJ dispatch 
them" (L 210). Some oracles were given as a conditional warning; an ecstatic prophet 
proclaimed, "Ifyou do not make that [new] city gate, there will be a corpse heap [of 
the solcl.iers killed in battle at the gate when the city is sacked by the enemyJ" (L 263). 

When the omens were bad the king or his priests sometimes had to intervene 
ritually, by making special offerings to re-establish good relations with the gods. 
Impurity or other types of sin that could antagonize the gods had to be ritually 
purified to insure success in battle: "There is a taboo [of sin or impurity] among 
you. The [exorcists and purifiers] must wash off the taboo" (L 199). The king was 
required to expiate for sins and impurities; according to one oracle: "If my lord 
stays for seven days outside the walls [of the city] when he does his ablutions [then 
the gods will grant] well-being" (L 261, 177). In such situations, if the king per
sona]]y made sacrifice, cosmic order could be restored. One minister advised: " ... 
our lord [Zimri-Lim] must come to Hanat to meet the troops, and our lord must 
perform an offering before rthe goddess of] Hanat. And he must see the troops 
whom we moved and calm their hearts, which are frightened" (L 196). Bad omens 
could be changed to good omens by the king making an offering in expiation and 
taking another extispicy: "I have obtained the [sacrificial] offering that my lord 
[king Zimri-Lim] offered and whose extispicies he sent, and the god accepted the 
offering of my lord [and the omens are favorable],' (L 212). 

In addition to cl.ivination by extispicy, natural phenomena were sometimes seen 
as omjnoLls. An eclipse of the moon caused panic among the troops (L 209). 
Eclipses were often, but not universally, associated with disaster, but it was not 
always clear for whom. In cl.ifferent months an eclipse might presage that "a city 
loses its population", "many troops fall", or "a defeat of the other king will hap
pen" (L 271). A prodigious birth of a deformed lamb was seen as ominous, 
requiring careful study by the diviners (L 510). Dreams were often thought of as 
prophetic: "Yasim-Dagan had a dream before his eyes. The dream is serious and is 
raising concern [among the soldiers]. I had an extispicy of his dream done.... [The 
meaning of the dream is that] my lord must give strict orders to guard the 
strongholds" (L 209). Another oracular dreamer wrote: "In my dream the allies of 
Zimri-Lim defeated Elam" (L 264). 

Oracular prophecy is also described in the Mari letters in which ecstatic pro 
phets spoke the words of the gods from trance-like states. Sometimes such pro
phecies were highly metaphorical and enigmatic. For example, does the prophecy 
"a wind rises against the land" (L 255) refer to a desert sandstorm or an enemy 
invasion? Others used simile prophecies: an ecstatic prophet ate a lamb alive, then 
pronounced, "A devouring will occur" (L 256), possibly an allll'iIOn to ;In invading 
army consuming a land. 

WARFARE IN THE AGE OF MARl 

The gods frequently requested specific offerings or behavior from the king. 
fhe prophet of the god Shamash told Zimri-Lim: 

I [the god Shamash] am the lord of the land. I requested from you [as votive 
offerings] a great throne as seat of my plenitude and your daughter [to serve as 
a priestess in Shamash's temple] - let them be rushed quickly to Sippir, city of 
life. Herewith I deliver into your hand the kings who stood against you [in 
battle]. (L 249) 

()ther prophets made independent prophecies not requested by the king: 

One "shock-head" (qammatum: an ecstatic spirit-possessed prophetess with 
cl.isheveled hair) of [the god] Dagan ofTerqa came and spoke to me as follows. 
She said: "The peace offers of the Eshnunakeans are deceit.. .. I will collect 
him [the king ofEshnuna] in the net that I knot. I will erase his city. And his 
wealth, which is from old, I will cause to be utterly defiled." (L 251) 

A.s it turned out, Eshnuna was in the end defeated by Hammurabi. 
Some oracles were very detailed, prOinising that the gods themselves would 

fight on the side of the king: 

I [asked the prophets]: "Will my lord [Zimri-Lim] come close to battle?" 
They [the prophets replied]: "Battle will not be done. As of the arrival [of 
Zimri-Lim] his [Ishme-Dagan's, son of Shamshi-Adad, king of Assyria] allies 
will scatter. And they will cut off the head of Ishme-Dagan, and they will 
place it under the foot of my lord [Zimri-Lim], saying, 'the troops of Ishme
Dagan were many. And although his troops were many, his allies scattered. My 
[Zimri-Lim's] allies are [the gods] Dagan, Shamash, !tur-Mer, and Belet
Ekallim and Addu, lord of determination; they [these gods] go at the side of 
my lord [into battle].' " (L 257) 

Unlike the mortal allies of Ishme-Dagan, who will desert him, Zimri-Lim's 
lilies are the gods, who will stay by his side and lead him to victory. Another 
I" ophet agreed, repeatedly shouting his prophecy by the palace gate: "Ishme
I ),lgan [son of Shamshi-Adad] will not escape the hand of [the god] Marduk" 
(I 325). As it happened, Ishme-Dagan died and lost his kingdom (L 145-6). 

When a king wanted to go to war, he had to consult the gods, both to increase 
tile morale of his troops, but also because a favorable oracle from the gods was 
'\lnsidered a justification for war. Hammurabi, when he attacked his erstwhile a]]y 
I ,lisa, proclaimed: 

"I now requested Ian oracle about going to war with Larsa from the gods] 
Shamash and M,lrdlll" ,lnd they ~nswered  me with yes. I would not have risen 
10 this Orrel1'ilvl'I,I~~,llllt 11l'.11 without consulting a god lfirsfl." To his troops 
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he spoke as follows: "Go [to Larsa], may the god go in front of you [into 

battle]!" (L 333) 

It is possible that Hammurabi had no desire to attack Larsa before the oracle 
from the gods, but more often kings were simply seeking divine permission to do 

what they had already determined to do. 
Sometimes a commander or a king ignored the omens, though they were 

repeatedly advised by the diviners not to do so. One commander was adamant: 
"Only go out [on campaign] upon sound extispicies!" (L 458). Another oracle 
declared: "I am afraid the king [Zimri-Lim] will commit himself to [peace with] 
the Eshnunakean [king] without asking a god.... He must not commit himself 
without asking the god" (L 253). One priest complained that the commander was 

considering acting against the omens: 

The enemy are enlisting border guards from the elite troops and enlisting 
additional troops [in preparation for war] but my lord must [wait] and keep 
catering to the wishes of [the gods] Dagan, Shamash, and Addu about these 
things.... My lord must not hurry into battle, and my lord must not [attack] 
the enemy.... When Dagan, Shamash, and Addu, these gods, have answered 
you with yes and your extispicies are sound, then my lord must do battle! 

(L 243) 

In general, however, the omens and prophecies were ignored at great peril. Bad 
omens and military misfortunes were blamed on the inscrutable will of the gods: 
"have I done anything that does not please [the sun-god] Shamash so that he has 
done this to me? ... Why has the god treated me this way?" (PH 33). Although 
most of us today are rather dubious that the will of God can be found in the 
blotches on the liver of a sheep, we should never doubt that the ancient soldiers 
had absolute belief in the efficacy of extispicy and prophecy. If a commander 
operated against the omens, the morale of his army suffered drastically. Omem 
changed the course of battle not because they were real, but because the Meso 
potamian soldiers believed they were real, and behaved in rational response to that 
belief. Although generals might miss important military opportunities by refusin~  

to march when the omens were bad, campaigning with bad omens could brin~  

disaster because of the devastating psychological impact on the morale of the 
troops.s All successful ancient commanders instinctively acted upon this, whether 
they themselves actually believed in the gods and the omens or not. 

Middle Bronze generals well understood the importance of maintaining high 

morale among their soldiers, as is reflected in this dispatch: 

The last of the Hana [nomad auxiliaries] have arrived here.... No one is sir\... 
No one! There are no losses.... When I observed all Ipreviousl cxpeditioll 
there were many worries; but in this expedition I obselVl' no ~orr()w  or ,lny 
thing of that kind, only laughter and joking. ITlll' ~ll!dll  I ~I ,\1 c .\~  h,lppy ,1\ II 
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they were living at home. The hearts of my lord's servants think [only] of the 
endeavor of fighting battles and defeating the enemy. Rejoice, my lord! 
(WM 101-2) 

13ad battle omens were one sure way to destroy this type of good morale. 
Modern disbelievers in ancient prophetic techniques might naturally expect a 

high rate of inaccuracy from ancient omens and prophecies. And, indeed, many of 
the oracles are manifestly false. One prophet, for example, proclaimed: "kingship, 
'l'cpter, throne, reign, the upper Uand of Syria] and lower land [of Mesopotamia] 
.Irc given to Zimri-Lim" (L 267). In fact, it was Zirnri-Lim's erstwhile ally Ham
Illurabi of Babylon who became universal king of Mesopotamia, by sacking Mari 
,Ind killing Zirnri-Lim. This naturally leads us to wonder: if the omens and pro
phccies were frequently inaccurate, why didn't military commanders simply 
Ibandon their use altogether? To answer this question we must remember that 
omen interpretation was an art, not a science, and there was a great deal of "wig
~Ie-room"  possible in extispicy, allowing a range of possible interpretation by the 
diviner. We must also remember that the diviner-priests were among the most 
l'ducated men of their day. They were well-informed high courtiers with close 
I,sociations with the power elites of the kingdom. Julius Caesar, for all his great
lIess as a commander, also occasionally served Rome as a diviner, as pontifex 
IIIrlximus and auger. 6 Like Caesar, Mesopotamian diviners led troops in battle 
1\ IW 2.22). They frequently served as spies, sending detailed reports on poli
lid and military matters back to the king (L 94-5). Whether intentionally or 
lIhconsciously, the interpretation of omens and extispicies could be manipulated 

hy the diviners. The results of oracles and divination were thus not merely 
1111l10m, but were informed interpretations of omens made with knowledge of 
I hl' major military and political issues facing the commander. Court and regi
lll'lltal diviner-priests were undoubtedly often wrong, but overall they were 

1" obably not much more inaccurate than modern political pundits and intelligence 
'I vices. When a modern intelligence service fails, we blame human error. We 

Il.ly try to change the personnel or fix the system, but we don't abandon it. 
Vhen ancient oracles failed, it was likewise seen as a mistake made by the diviner 
Ither than evidence that the overall system itself was faulty. A particular 
II\iner-priest may have been dismissed from court, but the practice of divination 
<1lltinued. 

ddly enough, battle-divination was one of the most pervasive and long-lasting 
IIht.lry practices of ancient Mesopotamia. Long after chariots and slings were 
h.lndoned, battle divination continued. Divine sanction for Saul's reign over Israel 

" withdrawn when he disobeyed his diviner-priest, the prophet Samuel (1
 
IIl1l1C! 13). Likewise there was a dispute between Ahab ofIsrael and the prophet
 
\ I( ,\iah over battle divination (1 Kings 22). A thousand years later, Greek and
 

J <1111.\11 generals were still practicing essentially the same type of battle-divination
 
111,11~.7  The last pagan Roman battle divination was requested by Julian the
 
I'mt,lll' in 3()3 C E, ") I()() yl"ll' ,11(('1 till' writing or the Mari letters8 Medieval
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Christians had their own forms of pre-battle divination, beginning with 
Constantine's vision at the battle of Milvian Bridge in 312 CE9 Indeed, in its core 
feature pre-battle divination has continued in use to the present, for when a mili
tary commander today prays for God's help in the planning and execution of his 
battle and for the protection of his troops, he is, in essence, engaging in the same 
practice as the ancient Mesopotamian diviners. 

Military organization 

There are few texts in the Mari archive which explicitly discuss military organi
zation (L 498-500, 507-8). However, there are a number of incidental allusions to 
such matters which give us a fairly detailed view of how a Mesopotamian Middle 
Bronze army was organized and functioned (MK 141-5; MM). 

Conscription and records 
(MM 7-11; MK 141-5; WM 66-88) 

In order to know the proper duties owed by each community, Mesopotamian 
rulers are known to have instituted censuses. The most detailed account we have is 
the census of Zimri-Lim of Mari (MK 142-3). The census was called a tebibtum, 
which literally means purification, probably related to religious rituals associated 
with the census. The people were required to gather to be counted. The common 
people were understandably wary of a census that would be used to determine 
both their financial obligations to the state and the number of men they would 
have to provide for military and labor drafts, and the records of Zimri-Lim's census 
show that many tried to avoid being counted (ARM 14.64).10 One official sug
gests parading the severed head of an executed prisoner as an inducement to those 
villagers who refused to be counted (ARM 2.48). 

Troops were recruited for military service in three broad categories: profes
sional soldiers, militias and mercenaries. Recruitment (puhrum) procedures werc 
run by a sophisticated military bureaucracy led by the "secretary of the army" 
(DUB.SAR MAR.TV) (ASD 106-9). Each regiment had a scribe attached to it who 
received the pay equivalent of a lieutenant (L 500; MM 9, 12-13). These military 
scribes kept detailed complete lists of the names and hometowns of all of the sol
diers, from which were derived lists of casualties and deserters, a frequently men
tioned problem (MM 45-7; WM 72). Each village mayor (suqiiqum) was required 
to oversee the recruitment in his village, and to make sure his village's quota was 
fulfLlled. The recruits were required to "swear an oath lof loyalty] by Dagan" or 
some other god, after which their names were recorded on clay tablets; a copy was 
kept by the regimental scribe and another sent to the central archive (L 461, 482; 
WM 73-5). When called up, new recruits were inspected and those unfit fOI 
duty - the sick and old - were sent home (L 483). None thc less, unfit soldiers 
could be found in the ranks; one general complained: "Rl'il.lbk' lmop" ,HC not .Il 
hand" (L 400). Another echoed this sentiment: "Why do yOIl fIle IS,' ",It,lble I11CI1 
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Ifrom service] and then replace them unnecessarily with [inexperienced] little 
children?" (L 330). 

In times ofpeace soldiers are frequently described as being on furlough (patfrum) 
(L 224; WM 75-6). Specific lists offurloughed soldiers were recorded and forwarded 
LO the central government (L 194). One commander reported to king Zimri-Lim: 

My lord wrote me about dead and runaway troops. My lord said: "Write 
down a name-list and send it to me!" Because I watch the troops closely over 
here, I have sent for the soldiers on furlough twenty days ago. Let the soldiers 
on furlough arrive here, and I shall inspect the name-list on the tablet and see 
who are the troops on hand and the runaway troops, and I will send a com
plete report to my lord. (L 297) 

A commander forwarded to the king the "name lists of the men on hand, the 
I roops of the garrisons, the soldiers on furlough, the deserters, and the dead, place 
hy place, on tablets" (L 348, 462). One such furlough tablet survives, listing indi
vidual soldiers by their regiment, personal name, and home town (L 464). One 
lat mentions that sixteen out of fifty soldiers were on furlough (L 224); another 
lInit had twenty-five on furlough and only twenty-two on duty (L 312). When 
war breaks out, these furloughed troops are immediately called back to service (L 
243). Sometimes a commander was not able to muster the requisite number of 
troops; one officer was reprimanded for having only 800 men instead of the 
lequired 1000 (L 487). 

As in any army, officers and soldiers grew weary of extended duty away from 
Ilome. One city commander wrote to the king, complaining: "I have been staying 
III [the city of] Ilan-Sura [on duty] in the garrison for five years. Now, if it pleases 
Illy lord, let my lord dispatch an alternate for me!" (L. 310). Ordinary soldiers also 
npected to rotate after a certain term of service. "My lord instructed us as follows: 
";0 and stay three months' .... Now we have fulfilled three months.... If my lord 
will dispatch to me a replacement for these troops, let those troops go!" (L 312). 
When conditions of service became bad enough, the troops became mutinous. 
hfty men deserted when there was insufficient food (L 213), and others threatened 
lO do so as well (L 314). One conunander reported growing dissatisfaction in the 
1.lnks, with his soldiers complaining: 

Why did we go on campaign, and why did we not return to our lord at the 
end [of the campaign]? ... [The soldiers] hearts are angry, and they will rise 
[and desert] and depart for somewhere else.... [The king] must give them 
Rour. He must replace these troops! (L 313-14) 

Soldiers also complained of serving in winter, apparently expecting military 
," vice to be seasonal (L 185, 192-3). Punishment for disobedient or cowardly 
oldie'., could be harsh, including bcing stripped naked, bound, beaten, and para

d"d befolc th" lJOOpS to Iw l11or"-"d (I '1(3). 

I' l' 
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Nomad mercenaries 

Mercenaries were frequently recruited from the nomads (L 222-3; WM 67), and 
the Kassite and Elamite highlanders (ASD 88-9). Most prominent sources of 
nomad mercenaries for the king of Mari were the Hana tribe of the Sim'al tribal 
confederation.!! Another major tribal confederation, which seems to have been 
less willing to serve in the armies of Mari, was the Banu-Yamina (Yaminites, 
Benjaminites) to the north-east around the Khabur River (WM 95). These groups 
were divided into a number of clans, each ruled by a sugagum - a chief or shaykh. 
In the Mari archives they make frequent appearance both as raiders attacking the 
kingdom and its caravans, and as mercenaries in the service of the king. Under the 
right conditions, the nomadic tribes could muster sizable forces in service of a 
kingdom. Zimri-Lim mobilized some 7000 nomads for one of his campaigns: 
"Two thousand [soldiers from the] Hana [nomad tribe] were assembled in Qattu
nan, and they keep assembling as scheduled.... Five thousand Numha and 
Yamutbal troops are assembled together. They go to [military service for] my lord" 
(L 416). The nomads needed both monetary and verbal inducements to join the 
king's campaign. One commander reported: "the Hana [nomads], all of them, arc 
assembled now and I delivered the instruction of my lord [king Zimri-Lim]. I 
caused them relief with words; and they arose and proclaimed favorable words and 
greetings to my lord" (L 200). There was a downside to using nomad mercenaries. 
The passage of nomad troops, often together with their families and herds, could 
cause problems for farmers in the campaign area. "There were masses of Numha 
and Yumutbal [nomads]' together with their little boys and girls, slaves, maids, 
oxen, and donkeys. Mter they use up the grain, they will destroy the sedge and 
reed of the bank of the Euphrates" (L 204). 

Organization12 

Reports of the payment of some Mariote regiments in Babylonian service provide 
us with a basic outline of both military organization and pay rates (L 498-500, 
507-8). Compensation for military service took a number of forms, including land 
grants (L 446), clothing (L 507-8), food (ASD 88), weapons (see section 011 

logistics on p. 21), silver wages (L 498-500, 507-8), and slaves (L 225, 349). One 
tablet records the daily grain distribution to soldiers: high officers received two 
thirds of a liter (qa) of barley per day, lower officers half a liter, and ordinary sol 
diers about a third of a liter (WM 140); there were also occasional distributions of 
vegetables, beer, and mutton (WM 14). 

Land (sibtu) was given to a soldier's family in return for military service, and was 
governed by strict laws in Hammurabi's Law Code (LC §26-38 = ANET 166-8, 
ASD 96-101; L 446). Land was distributed in varying amounts to different ranks, 
one general was given a huge estate of 190 hectares of land (MAS 26), whik 
common soldiers were given small, single-family plots. If the mldier failed to 
report for duty or sent an unauthorized substitute, he was to bl' l'xc'lIlcd (I C §26) 
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On occasion, however, soldiers were permitted to send substitutes (takhkhu) to 
fulfill family military obligations (ASD 91-3). Soldiers who were taken prisoner 
,n war were to have their land protected, and passed to a son who was to assume his 
f:1ther's military responsibilities (LC §27-9); land with a military obligation 
"ttached to it could not be sold (LC §36). Officers were forbidden upon pain of 
death to take the goods of a soldier, to hire the soldier out for labor, or appropriate 
his land grant (LC §34). Soldiers were also forbidden to sell the provisions given 
I hem by the state (LC §37). 

Plunder (sallatum) (WM 76-9) was an important element in the soldier's pay; a 
portion of all booty was kept by the king, but soldiers expected their share: 

Let your troops seize booty and they will bless you. These three towns are not 
heavily fortified. In a day we shall be able to take them. Quickly come up and let 
us capture these towns and let your troops seize booty. (ARM 5.16; WM 77) 

The documents mention soldiers who stole booty from the king's share, and 
liso officers who kept booty that should have been given to the soldiers. One 
, ollunander complained that some of his officers ... 

have stolen the soldier's booty! I put an oath of the king into my mouth ... 
not to rob the booty of a soldier. Not ten days had passed after my decree 
when a tablet ... arrived, saying "Whoever has taken away the soldiers' booty 
has committed a sacrilege against me." (ARM 2.13; WM 78-9) 

rn Table 7.1, I give very rough hypothetical equivalents to modern military 
Llllks. The fundamental military leader was the general (GAL.MARTU, rab Amurrim), 
IltlTally the "great man of the Amorites". Generals are mentioned as commanding 
I<'giments of sizes ranging from 500-2000 men (L 581, index; MM 12), 
h\ll perhaps ideally standardized at 1000 (MK 142). At Sippar the rank was not 
permanent; rather it rotated among different officials every one to three years 

Sf) 93-6), perhaps to prevent officers from gaining a permanent independent 
lowcr base. 

Mention is also made of two colonels (sapiru ~abim) as assistants to the general (L 
llH). Under the generals were captains (rab pirsim, GAL.KU), who commanded a 
1,llldardized company of 100. 13 Each captain was assisted by two lieutenants 
I"/Ill//um or NUBANDA).14 There is also mention of 50 "standard bearers" (mubab
'lilllll) in a regiment of 1000 men (L 597, index). This would make five "standard 
he.,rcrs" assigned to each 100 men. They may have been something like a sergeant, 
ol11manding twenty men each (L 508). Finally, there is the corporal (UGULA 10 

Jl,lIoS, IlJaIdI 10 aWllum, literally, "overseer of ten men"), who commanded ten 
111"11 (L 499, 581 index). A quasi-military conunander was the mayor of a royal 
ily (SIIgngll/ll). These served as citadel-conunanders and were responsible for 
'i1llpping and feeding troops, and sometimes leading troops in battle (L 587, 
IIlkx; MM 13). 

I ~)'l  It 
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That these were somewhat standardized ranks rather than merely vague titles is 
indicated by the proportional pay scale associated with each rank. The following 

chart (Table 7.1) shows the scale of pay. 
In interpreting these figures, it must be emphasized that the shekels mentioned 

here are measures of weight, not coins. The Middle Bronze Mesopotamian shekel 
weighed about eight grams, but the actual weight of a shekel could vary from 
region to region and time to time. Broadly speaking, a talent was the load a man 
could carry - roughly 30 kilograms. This was divided into 60 mina: roughly 500 
grams or 1.1 pound. The mina was further divided into 60 shekels, of about 8 

grams each (L xiv). 
To complicate matters, the Mesopotamians in this period indulged in the time 

honored practice of devaluing their currency. The texts speak of, for example, 
"silver rings of five shekels nominal value, their [real] weight four shekels" (L 500). 
It seems that the Babylonians were either adding 20 percent copper to their silver, 
or trying to pass off shekels that were in reality only 80 percent of their supposed 
weight. On the other hand this discrepancy might reflect a distinction between 
different weights of a shekel in different regions. The silver was not in the form 
of coins, but in the form of jewelry, cups, or plates, though these could have 
a standardized weight. The texts mention rings, cups, disks, and collars (L 498

500, 508). 

Table 7.1 Pay scales associated with military ranks 

Ancient rank Modem parallel Payment Payment Payment Payment 

L 498-9 L 500a L 500b L 508 

rab Amurrim general 8G - 20 G 
30 S 1 garment 
3 garment 1 shirt 

tapim )abim colonel 5G 
10 S 

10 G 
1 garment 

10 G 
8S 

1 garment 1 shirt 2 garment 
2 shirts 

rab pirsim captain 7S 
1 garment 

20 S 
1 garment 

20 S 
1 shirt 

1 shirt 

laputtum lieutenant 5 S 
1 garment 

7 S 
1 garment 

10 S 
1 garment 

11 S 
1 garment 

1 shirt 1 shirt 1 shirt 1 shirt 

mubabbilum "standard bearer" - ? 6S 6S 

= sergeant 1 shirt 1 shirt 1 shirt 

wakil "overseer of ten" 2 S 1 shirt 
= corporal 

10 soldiers 25= 25= 35= 35= 
0.2 S Iman 0.25 1man 0.3 S 111'1<ln 0.3 S Il11an 
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To give a sense of the economy of scale, we can look at other prices mentioned 
111 the Mari archive. The price of a boat ranged from 10-30 shekels depending on 
,ize and quality (L 407). A slave cost 10 shekels, while three sheep could be bought 
lor two shekels (MM 13). Six (large?) jars of wine cost one shekel (L 407), as did 
I wenty arrows. Men who brought back a prisoner of war were given two shekels 
o( silver and a new shirt (L 467). A horse, on the other hand, cost five minas (300 
,hekels), fifteen times the wages of a captain. 

One can see from this chart that payment was proportionally relatively stable, 
dLhough the specific amounts varied. The variation in pay is probably because of 
ddTerences in the period of time which the soldiers served; was this payment for a 
Illonth, two months, or a full campaign season? The pay may have been campaign 
p.lY rather than monthly or annual pay; an army of 650 was paid two shekels per 
1l'1l men, and their leader eight shekels and a shirt for a short campaign (L 467), 
roughly the same as indicated in Table 7.1. Some of the payments were also given 
10 allied troops or nomad mercenaries, who may have been paid at a different scale 
'h.m the king's own professional troops. 

Mesopotamian armies were also divided into categories based on equipment, 
11.1 iIling and experience (MM 17-25). The precise meaning of many of the terms 
I"cussed here is unknown, and must be inferred from the context. It is also 

1I11clear ifsome terms designate a specific assignment or function given to soldiers on 
III ,ld hoc basis, rather than indicating separate permanently organized regiments. 

he normal term for a simple soldier is be'rum or eyin (MM 22-3); generically, 
oldiers or troops are ~abum  while an ~.rmy  is ummanatum (L 598-601, index). The
 

1('1111 ~abum is used with all sorts of qualifiers indicating specific assignments for
 
I ClOpS. Mesopotamian armies clearly understood the importance of reconnoiter

IIg before battle. Scouts (sakbum) are mentioned frequently (L 594, index), as are
 
~Irlllishers  or reconnoiterers (baddum) (L 592; MM 16-17). Armies were some

1111es divided into different columns, marching ahead or behind each other. The
 
II,buard (rasum) seems to have been composed of elite troops who could march
 
I\lcr than ordinary soldiers, and were sent ahead of the main body (MM 18).
 
I hcy were more than just scouts; one letter mentions that a commander "led the
 
Illguard of 1000 men and reached Qatunnan. The rest of the troops will come
 

"'l'r me in battle formation to Qatunnan. The [total] force of 3000 men ... will 
! II gathered" (ARM 3.14). According to contemporary itineraries, armies gen
.. r1ly made 25 kilometers (15 miles) per day, but could march 35 (21 miles) on a 
"l cd march. IS 

rhere were also different classes of troops serving as guards and garrisons for 
illt:S. The border guards (bazahatum) (L 573, index) seem to be small outpost and 
Iliol units which were stationed away from the main city and who watched the 

honk'r and reported to the commander on the movement of troops, nomads, 
"llil hants, messengers, or any other significant groups of people. Garrison troops 

11111111), on the other hand, were assigned to defend cities (L 581, index; WM 98; 
" .... ,) 87 8). Ma.~~(/rlllill or guards Illay be a different term for a similar function; 
h,'y ,lit' 111,1inly dcscrrbl'd ;1S RlI.lnhllj.t "iLil'S (L 582, index). 

II}() 
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There are also classifications of troops which seem to apply to their state of 
readiness. The regulars (pihrum) seem to be permanent professional troops (L 592. 
index). They are mentioned as receiving tracts ofland in return for their military 
service; whether they were to farm these lands or receive the produce or revenues 
is unclear. They received "five dike plots", whereas ordinary farmers had only 
"three dike plots" (L 446). Another category were the reservists (diriga), who were 
called up only in times of war (L 593, index). This category may be related to 
"replacement" troops (rnddum) (MM 19). Archers are rarely mentioned as a sepa 
rate category of soldier in the Mari texts (MK 63), though there is some evidence 
for a low level of military archery. It may simply be that archers are assumed to 
have been included in the broader categories of troops mentioned above, but it 
may be that archery was not widely used in Middle Bronze Mesopotamian armies. 
In conditions of extreme emergency the entire population could be mobilized fOI 
military and labor in the service of the state (L 319,386). 

A strange category of troops are the "fishermen" (bii'irnm) (ASD 101-2). They 
have sometimes been interpreted as being enlisted to fish for the army on cam 
paign, or for using their nets to entangle the enemy (WM 93-4). A more likely 
explanation is that the "fishermen" were more generically simply boatmen, who 
were enlisted to run the boats servicing the army, and probably to act as marines 
fighting from boats. One Mari text shows that they were clearly expected to fight. 
"When you hear this tablet send me the bii'irum who are with you, all who arc 
present. They can carry their axes and equipment" (ARM 1.31; WM 94). In the 
contemporary Law Code of Hammurabi the military obligations of the bii'irum arc 
precisely the same as those of the ordinary soldier (redum).16 In the military context 
I would suggest that marine might be a broadly analogous modern term. 

Troops were also classified by their arms (see pp. 252-6) and function. Light 
troops (qallatum) are frequently mentioned in association with ambushing enemies 
(L 474; MM 17-18, 43-4). Elite or heavy troops (kibitum) seem to be more heavil) 
armed and better trained than ordinary soldiers, but also to move more slowly. I 
Rulers, governors, commanders, and hngs were frequently served by person.tI 
retainers (sut resim), who were presumably the most experienced and skilled war 
riors they could find (L 591, index). The king's personal retainers formed the 
Royal Bodyguards (kisrnm; girsequ) , who accompanied the king wherever he wellt 
(MM 18-19). The royal bodyguard ofShamshi-Adad numbered 200-400 men (ARM 
2.1; WM 99). Charioteers were undoubtedly also elite warriors (see pp. 145-53) 

Numbers
 
(MM 7-9; L 599-601 index)
 

A wide range of numbers are given for military forces in the Mari tablets, from ,I 

few dozen to tens of thousands. The figures provided in the sources are sometimes 
based on propaganda, attempting to inflate the glory of a king either by increasillt-: 
the strength of his army, or that of a defeated enelllY. Othl'l r.llIlty figures fre 
quently derive from ignorance, and were no mOIl' th,lll \\ tid ~I,lil'S\l's I lowewl, 

IIJM 

1113ny numbers provided by the sources are derived from internal archives, which 
were intended for day-to-day operation of the state. These figures are probably 
'Iuite reliable (MK 141-2; MM 7-8). 

The largest force mentioned during this period is a claim of 120,000 men by 
llie king of Eshununa. The king claimed "he inspected my troops at the gate of 
I\,lb-Kjkurrim and now from my 600,000 troops I will send [as an allied con
1lllgent] 120,000 good troops" (PH 79). Given the demographic and logistical 
ll'.llities of the day, these figures are undoubtedly sheer hyperbolistic propaganda 
I 599, index). Other extraordinarily large armies include one of 60,000 (MM 8; 

I 599), 40,000 (L 329), and 30,000 (L 418, 459, 460; ARM 2.69). Six armies of 
1().000 are mentioned and another four of 10,000.18 

However, such large armies were certainly exceptional and in some ways the 
1I111llbers are problematic. One of the letters in the Mari archive contains a 
ll'lllarkable statement of intentional disinformation by Hammurabi: "When I dis
1,ltch 100 troops the one who hears it will quote it as 1000. And when [I dispatch] 
IIH)O troops, he will quote it as 10,000." It seems here that Hammurabi was wor
led about enemy spies hearing about the number of his soldiers, or capturing the 
Ill'ssenger and reading the dispatches from the clay tablets. Thus, in at least some 
" his correspondence and communication, Hammurabi used a simple code: 
lIultiply his real troop strengths by ten. Thus, if the enemy somehow intercepted 
lie message, they would be confused by how many men Hammurabi really had, 
Ii I liking he had more men than he did and hopefully causing confusion and hes
(Ilion, perhaps even forestalling an attack altogether. The problem is that, though 
I I.ulllnurabi wanted to confuse the enemy, he may also have succeeded in con
uSing later scholars. Was this a permanent policy on the part of Hammurabi, or 
\,IS it used only for a limited period of time in a particular campaign? Which of 
Ill' numbers for Hammurabi's army found on the clay tablets are accurate, and 
\llich should be divided by ten? Did other rulers also use similar codes for the 
II Iual numbers of troops? Or did other rulers use a different code system: should 
lie numbers given for Zimri-Lim's Mariote armies be divided by two, or four, or ten? 

I ), should they be read as the actual numbers? Unfortunately, we can't be sure. 
lIased on archaeological evidence we can obtain good information on city size, 

lid from that, a range of population for cities based on an assumption of potential 
npulation density per hectare. 19 Unfortunately, even here we are left with esti

11.11es. How many floors did a building have? How many people slept in a room? 
.\Ie cannot be certain. But the overall population of the largest Mesopotamian 
IIIl'S was probably around 50,000 people. If there were armies of 20,000-60,000 
q~ularly  operating in Middle Bronze Mesopotamia, these forces undoubtedly 
II,ltlded large numbers of militia conscripts, and even laborers to build siege 
IIllpS. Due to logistical limitations such huge armies would be able to stay in the 
II Id for only limited periods of time. 

n the other hand, as discussed above, Mesopotamian military scribes kept 
I, (liled censuses Wilh l.lhk,ts Il'rording the name of each individual soldier. It is 
III that kUlgs h.\d good 111/(11 Illltll1ll 011 tlH'1r potential and actual manpower. 
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Sh.llmhl Ad"d {1809-1776} wrote a letter to his son Yasmah-Adad, who Iw 
b('('11 Imt,1l1ed as king ofMari {1796-1776} before being ousted by Zirnri-Lilll II 

1776. This letter explains how Shamshi-Adad planned to raise an army of 20,()( II 
men for his campaign. 

[One of my officials] has inspected the Hana [nomad mercenaries] of til" 
encampment and I have fixed at 2000 men those who are to go on a cam 
paign with Yasmah-Adad [king of Mari]. All of these men are now inscribed 
by name on a tablet.... [These men] will march with you, plus 3000 m('11 
[you will mobilize from Mari] .... All those people who go with you should 
be inscribed, by name, on a tablet.. .. Collect 1000 men between the two 

[nomad tribes?], 1000 men among the Hana [nomads], 600 men from amOll 
the Uprapu, Yarihu, and Amnanu [clans of the Yamjnite nomad confeder,\ 
tion]. Pick up here and there two or three hundred men according to tilt 
circumstances and collect 500. With your [own personal military] attendant\ 
1000 men will suffice. Then you will have assembled 6000 men. As for me, I 
will send you 10,000 men of the land [of Assyria] .... They will be a strOll!! 
and well-equipped contingent. I have also written to [our allied kingdom of] 
Eshnunna. Six thousand men will come up from Eshnuna. These [addedl 
upon those [troops you will raise will total] 20,000 men, a strong army. (MM 
8-9; WM 66-7) 

Shamshi-Adad seems to have had a little trouble with math; his numbers an 
confusing, but I interpret his figures as follows. The first part of the letter describ('\ 
2000 nomad mercenaries and 3000 regular troops from Mari. The next mentioll 
of 1000 men from a clan whose name is lost and the 1000 Hana nomads, I believe 
repeats the original number of 2000 nomads, but breaks the total down into 
smaller clans. To these are added 600 men from sma]Jer nomad clans, creating ,1 
total of 2600 nomads, plus 500 men recruited from odd sources to bring the total 
up to over 3000. This figure is then added to the 3000 men mobilized from Man 
mentioned in the first half of the letter, of whom 1000 are the personal attendant\ 
or elite troops ofYasmah-Adad. The two groups added together make up the 60()() 
men Shamshi-Adad expected from Mari, to which he adds the 10,000 men he will 
send from his forces in Assyria and 6000 Eshnuna a]Jies, giving the grand total oj 

20,000 (actually 22,000) he wants for the campaign. The numbers are obviously 
vague estimates, but indicate that Shamshi-Adad, an experienced warrior, believed 
it was realistic for an alliance of three of the most powerful kingdoms of the age to 
raise an army of 20,000. He also states, however, that this is "a strong army", 
implying that most armies were smaller than 20,000. 

In extreme emergency a general mobilization of the entire population could 
occur, as happened when the Elamites invaded Babylon: 

The conscripts of Hammurabi have positioned themselvcs for battlc.... 
Hammurabi has ordered a total mobilization in his 1,1Ild II( (,llkd lip troops 

00 

of all merchants, all males, including releasing slaves [from slavery if they serve 
In the army], and they are ready. And he sent high-ranking servants to Rim
Sin [king of Larsa] asking for [allied] troops. (L 319,386) 

I I is thus likely that figures mentioning armies larger than 20,000 men were 
hn disinformation, included a large number of laborers, or represent a tem
I,lry total mobilization for a state emergency. Generally, most armies mentioned 
I he Mari tablets ranged in the hundreds and low thousands, even in major 

\I\.:w 

Logistics (MM 34-6) 

I, pending on the circumstances, the state frequently provided soldiers with 
'pons, clothing, and food. An official known as the abi sabi was a type of 

"1\lical officer (ASD 102-5). Troops going on campaign are often said to have 
('" given provisions for a certain number of days (L 361-4, 368), ranging from 
II (L 458, 507) to forty days (L 383). Delays in campaigning were often caused by 
If lculties in collecting enough supplies: "he is staying in Manuhatan and secures 
ll'l I' travel provisions" (L 191-2, 487-8). Requests for supplies are frequent in the 
ItlTS, including oil (L 193). Sometimes troops show up without weapons and 
1\(' to be equipped by the state (L 516). Weapons were stored in government 
'l'lIals, and were issued to troops as they were mobilized: a commander ordered 

IlL his men "open the storehouse, provide a spear [for each soldier], and add 
,vel provisions for forty days."21 Weapons mentioned in texts from the Old 

Ilhylonian period include the standard Middle Bronze panoply. 
State storehouses also contained thousands of bushels of grain (L 409), but 

Ilillg these supplies to the troops in the field was frequently a problem. Com
11I11ders often complained oflack of supplies (L 213,262); one officer, exasperated 
" \lIch grumbling, responded, "Stop griping! Accept those provisions [we sent]!" 
I '-1M). A bad harvest or a plundered crop could send a city-state into crisis. 

When armies were in the field, there were sometimes not enough men to collect 
till' harvest (L 421-2); soldiers might therefore be temporarily assigned to aid with 
\he harvest (L 457). One officer says his soldiers could not be mobilized until after 
Ill' harvest is over (L 520). Armies sometimes confiscated local carts and boats for 

IIldltary transport, with the result that the harvest could not be co]Jected for sto
I Ige and rotted in the fields (L 413). Good boots are always in short supply in war. 
(),le conIDlander asked his friend, "Send me good boots!", to which his friend 
I<,plied, "Send me an impression of your feet and I shall have good boots made" 
I 308). 

As warfare continued, supplies could dwindle; people were sometimes reduced 
11\ cating the seed-crop for next year, insuring ongoing grain shortages (L 419). 
l\hl1lc Dagan's crops were destroyed in war, leaving "no grain whatsoever in his 
IlIld" (L 402); he was forced La \l'l1d his sons as hostages along with boats and eight 
,11('111\ of' silvcl ,1S U Ib\ltl', en IHlY KI,1I11 (jom his enemy (L 389, 396, 403). In the 
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end he sold 400 "little boys and girls" into slavery to buy grain (L 390). As farniJ1t" 
spread, the poor were forced to move in search of food, spreading the crisis: "Am 
strong man who has grain is staying [in the city]. Any weak commoner who ha, 
no grain departed for the [Euphrates] River [in search offood]" (L 419, 420). A, 
in any other war, the supplies were not always in the same place as the soldiers 
"The troops are hungry. They have not received provisions" (ARM 13.33, WM 

141). 
Natural disaster, drought, or bad harvest could exacerbate food shortages 

Locust attacks wiped out one harvest (L 420-2), causing a commander to recall an 

army: 

My lord must dispatch troops, and they must save the grain of the palace, and 
[come] over here for harvesting. These commoners - they suffered last year 
They now saw the hand of the locust and said, "If the locusts [eat] the grain 
plantations, we will not stay on [but will leave in search offood]." (L 422) 

The problems of garrisoning troops are discussed in some of the letters. o ill' 

letter mentions a plan to move a force of"rwo thousand strong spearmen.... [ButJ 
if you evacuate the troops, their [total] population is ten thousand [including thel 
men and [their] women [and children] .... If we evacuate a population of ten 
thousand and also leave their grain behind, it will be a heavy burden for the palacl' 
to feed them.... Boats and pack asses, indeed carts [will be needed to moVl' 
them]" (L 195). Keeping an army stationed in one region for too long could put.l 
strain on local food resources, since the land where the troops were stationed was 
expected to provide half of the supplies for the army each month (ARM 1.60, 
WM 142). One commander complained: "The load [of feeding the army] has 
become great. The garrison troops, all of them, consume [our] grain rations" (1 
417). In another city, the commoners rioted because too much of the city grain 
supply was being taken by the army (L 521). 

Corruption and war-profiteering were problems four thousand years ago as 
well as today. One disheartened quartermaster was shocked at the disarray of the 
grain supplies for the soldiers in one city: 

I came down and found the earlier troops [who had been quartered in a cityJ 
have sold [the army's] grain for silver. The later troops came and wasted grain 
Now there are fifty donkey-loads of grain.... Not that they gave grain ratioll\ 
to anybody - and five hundred measures of grain are gone from the granary 
for no reason whatsoever! (L 271) 

When soldiers were serving on campaign with an allied king, the ally W.IS 

expected to provide their supplies (L 281, 438), though he didn't always fulfill 1m 
responsibilities properly (L 215). Some allied logistic services were better orga 
nized, with precise amounts of provisions prepared for a specific number of sol 
diers, who were also provided with quarters by the .dhl'd ("nlllJllldel (I 323). 
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Transport 

.... lIpplies, equipment, and men needed to be transported to the war zone, and 
11.1I1y of the Mari letters deal with the problems of military transportation. Ancient 
oll1manders recognized that the type of transport used was in some ways deter
Ilined by ecology and terrain. Hammurabi made the following observation: "The 
Ileans [of transportation] of your land [the city of Mari in Syria] is donkeys and 
.Irts; the means [of transportation] of this land [Babylon] is boats" (L 379). 

As Hammurabi noted, the transportation of supplies in ancient Mesopotamia 
\.1\ done by human porter (L 178), donkey (L 271), cart (L 223), or boat (maturrum) 
WM 143-4). One caravan included 300 men and 300 donkeys; another thirty 
Ilen and 60 donkeys (L 365). A commander received a shipment of flour, but 
oillplained: "sixty donkey-loads of flour ... are not enough. They must provide 
IS with 100 donkey-loads of flour" (L 454). Was the failure to send 100 donkey
11.lds because of a lack of flour, or of donkeys? Lack of transport was a frequent 
110blem. One commander complained that "the baggage of my lord has been left 
ll'hind in Saggaratum ... because of the lack of porters" (L 178). Ifhe was relying 

<Ill human porters he obviously had no pack animals or carts. Heavy baggage was 
Il'quently left behind or taken on different routes to allow the army to move faster 
i\1~M  1.35; WM 142-3). 

Boats were frequently used to transport both men and supplies by river (L 184, 223, 
\24). One quartermaster sent this order: "Load onto ships 3125 bushels of barley, 
\ 13 bushels offlour and 313 bushels of billitum, at the rate of 156 bushels [per boat] 
lilt! send it downstream.... This grain is the regular barley ration for the fortress 
'.lhliya" (ARM 13.33, WM 141). Boats were often simply requisitioned from the 
o1.11 population (L 505): "he must seize ten small-boats on the right bank [of the 
'Iver] and ten small-boats on the left bank upstream from Dir and collect for me as 
1II.111y boats as there are, be it from the palace or be it from the commoners" (L 203). 
'\"other general "gathered together as many boats and small-boats as there were 
IV.lilable to bring up grain" (L 309). Soldiers would disrupt the river traffic of their 
IH:mies to prevent shipment of supplies (L 278). When moving upstream against 

the current or wind, boats would sometimes be pulled by men on the shore (L I8S). 
( 'ombat from boats is not mentioned in the letters, but presumably did occur. 

Fairly large forces could be moved by ship; 6000 men are mentioned with 
hips, but it is likely that many of these walked on shore alongside the fleet in the 

Ilv<.:r (L 320). Another force of 5000 men was accompanied by 600 "small-boats" 
I 381,514; ARM 6.68), about eight men per boat; clearly more or less the entire 
Illl1y could have been moved by river in a fleet that size. On the other hand, 
Illothcr army of 5000 men had onJy 120 "small-boats" (L 384) - about forty-rwo 
Illell per boat. This force seems to have marched by foot and had the boats bring 
dlcir supplies and equipment (L 383). Troops are described as crossing rivers, 
I" esul11ably by boat (L 323). An army of Hammurabi, which was covering an 

nel11Y army besieging the city of Upi, withdrew by boat (L 324). Boats were also 
Ilsl'd to transport sick and wOlln,kd soldiers (L 281). 

o 
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Boats could be expensive, and prices fluctuated wildly as war brought soaring 
demand for a limited number of ships. Depending on the size and circumstances, .1 

boat could cost from 10 to 30 shekels of silver (L 407).22 Furthermore, the price of 
a boat varied, depending on whether one was going up or down stream. Oil\' 
commander complained: "Once I buy a boat here for ten shekels of silver, will It 

then not be worth [only] one shekel in Mari?" (L 407). Carts were likewist' 
sometimes in short supply, especially at harvest time when everyone needed .1\ 

many carts as possible (L 413). 
Trips could be slowed by lack of supplies and logistical difficulties. One com 

mander reported on the logistics of his operation: 

On the third day of the month of Kinunum ... we started out from [the cit, 
of] Rapiqum and went to [the city of] Harbe [in one day]. We stayed five day\ 
in Harbe [fourth through ninth of Kinunum], until the troops had secured 
their travel provisions. We started out from Harbe and reached Yabliya in Ollt 

day. The tenth [day] of the month of Kinunum was in progress when we S\,( 

to fortifYing Yabliya.... We brought the grain, belongings, and gear that WI 

shipped [by boat] upstream from Rapiqum into Harbe. (L 383) 

Here a journey of less than two days actually took seven days to complete beCall\l' 
the troops had to wait for extra supplies. The army seems to have marched on foot 
while the supplies and equipment were brought by boat. It is not clear if the fiVt 

day delay at Harbe was because the soldiers were collecting supplies from till' 
countryside or were waiting for the river fleet to catch up with them. 

The army on campaign 

There are no detailed narrative accounts of Mesopotamian armies on campa1l-t1l 
(harri1num). A coherent picture must be cobbled together from scattered bits 01 

information in the military dispatches. There is none the less enough informatlOlI 
to give us a broad picture of life on campaign. 

Scouting and spies (MM 37-42; WM 116-18) 

Scouts are frequently mentioned as both spying on the enemy and openly obsn 
ving enemy movements. When enemy troops were seen operating in a hosul 
fashion, a king might send a letter of ultimatum: "Withdraw your troops that ,n 
with Atamrum and withdraw your encampment that is settled in my district!" (I 

338). But even in the course of such ultimatums military vigilance was n,'v( 

relaxed: "The scouts must stay on the right bank [of the river] from Appan I 

Niattum-Burtum, and anyone who is headed toward ... an [enemy] encampml'1I1 
[the scouts] must arrest" for interrogation (L 198-9). Armies operating \I 

unknown areas used local people for scouts and guides (L 391, 397, 470). ~Pl  

were sent into enemy camps during siege~  to di~cover  elll'my pbns (I. .159). 

),1 
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Spies and informers would ti-equently report on the movement and plans of 
It'my kings (L 291, 303, 503), but despite such efforts the fog of war is every
ilne apparent in the Mari military dispatches (L 364). Agents were frequently 
ailed the king's "eyes" and "ears", while enemy informers were called "tongues" 

M 116). One report states that "[the enemy] general La-Awil-Addu went out 
1111 Shubat-Enlil together with three thousand Eshnunakena troops. Perhaps he is 
Itlcd for Ashnakkum, perhaps for Shuruzum. Who would know?" (L 313). 
Imher report claims La-Awil-Addu had 5000 men instead of 3000, but still 
III ,ot say where he is bound (L 313). Yet another report is similar: "I do not 
llW whether those [enemy] troops are headed for laying siege to Andarig or else 
K,lrana. I will [make] a determination of [where] they are headed [and report 
II" (L 336). Mesopotamian commanders recognized the problem of uncertain 
Iligence, and refused to commit themselves to battle without proper informa-

II "Within five days we will see a [more] complete report. And in view of that 
nrt that we see, we will consult and act. As long as we do not understand the 
ItI~  of the situation, I will not dispatch any troops!" (L 475,477).
 
I Ilcmy spies naturally tried to infiltrate an army, and could undermine the plans of
 
11\'ra1. One report mentions the discovery ofmen at the court ofZimri-Lim who 

I hl'cn sending information to the enemy (L 295). An allied force of2000 Mariote 
I 1000 Babylonian troops went on campaign against Eshnuna, but were thwarted 
II"e a spy revealed their plans to the enemy: "A secret agent went out [from 
l'llcmy], and the enemy got hold ofthe news about them, and the troops returned 

1Ili their campaign] empty-handed.... How can 5000 troops return empty
"it'd to camp?" (L 458). One captured enemy spy was kept bound in prison (L 319). 

Raids 

11.1\ are frequently mentioned in the Mari letters (L 332-3). The purpose of 
1\ 1':1 ids was simply plunder. Capturing enemy livestock was common,23 as well 
1~.ll1g  human prisoners for slaves (L 309,349). Grain was also plundered (L 362); 

'\ 'vcr, since it was bulky and difficult to move rapidly, it might simply be 
It'd (L 458, 511). Orchards were also cut down (L 479). Thus, in addition to 
I.ler, raids were intended to undermine the enemy's will and capacity to resist. 

I 11 enemy armies attacked, it caused a cessation of both communication and 
I1lcrce between cities: "The land is stirred up [by the enemy invasion] and the 
, ,1re cut" (L 410); this would naturally disrupt economic exchange. When a 

IIlding enemy was raiding the countryside, the people would flee to the 
\( fortress city for protection (L 361). 

1I11lders were closely guarded against raids and incursions (L 233). King Zimri
1I1,1I llcted one of his commanders: 

I'n not neglect guarding the district and guarding against expeditions of the 
I1CI1lY· A~ for the Ilanean Inomad chien Yahsib-El, together with his troops
Ittploy them rOrLhll(.lhlly "11 cxrh.tngl'! for grain, and let them strengthen the 
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[boundary defenses] of the district. Let the border guards depart [the city for 
duty at their outposts]. They must not let the enemy pass freely through the 

interior of the land. (L 229) 

Some raids were small affairs, capturing only thirty people (L 384) or "two 
Sutean women and three donkeys" (L 385). Another raid "captured thirty men 
and women [and] fifty head of cattle. They killed two men and one woman.... A 
rescue detachment of seventy troops of the city of Nusar went in pursuit. The 
enemy killed twenty troops from among them" (L 397). 

Other raids could be much larger and more destructive (L 399). A successful 
raid netted "forty men and women, 100 cattle and 2000 sheep" (L 398, 511). 

Another large-scale raid brought widespread devastation: 

[Sasiya, the king of] the Turukkean [highlanders] raided the land ofEkallatum 
on the other [east] side of the [Tigris] river and went [all the way] to Kur
dishatum. They took the sheep of[the king] Ishme-Dagan, all of them. There 
was nothing left for miles. They carried off [the inhabitants] of four of his 
cities [as slaves] and defeated 500 soldiers [of the king]. (L 362) 

He was encroaching on my land. And I wrote you for troops but you did not 
give me troops. Yet you gave troops to another place. (L 332) 

Expeditions were sent out from cities to try to rescue captured slaves or animals 
(L 384, 387, 458, 467); presumably a raiding party would move slowly when 
herding captured sheep and could be more easily ambushed. On the other hand, many 
rescue expeditions failed (L 398). In such cases war-slaves could be ransomed; a 
family paid twenty-three shekels (184 grams) of silver to ransom their captured 
brother (L 360). On the other hand, there could be haggling for the ransom price. 
A man offered 67 shekels of silver for his son, but the captor demanded 100. The 
father couldn't raise the additional money, and in the end the son was tortured to 
death (L 366). Sometil11.es prisoners managed to escape, showing up at their home 
town naked and starving (L 487). The Law Code of Hammurabi has an interesting 

clause relating to the ransoming of captured soldiers: 

If a merchant has ransomed either a private soldier (redum) or a marine 
(ba'irum), who was captured in a campaign of the king, and has enabled him to 

reach his [home I city, if there is sufficient to [repay the merchant the] ransom 
in his house, he himself shall ransom himself; if there is not sufficient to ran 
som him in his house, he shall be ransomed from the [temple] estate of 1m 
city-god; if there is not sufficient to ransom him in the estate of his city-god, 
the state shill ransom him, sinc~  his own field, orchard and house may not be 

ceded for his ransom. (LC 87) 

Thus the state had the ultimate obligation to ransom pn'llIl\ r, elf \V,\I. 

llll 
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As in all other times in history the devastation caused by raids and plunder, 
,dong with the disruption of the agricultural cycle and the displacement of popu
I.ltions, frequently brought famine in the wake of war. Hungry people were seen 
wandering the countryside in search of food (L 309). There was sometimes little 
difference between planned, government-sponsored raids and mere marauding and 
hrigandage by soldiers. Hungry soldiers and nomads might simply take to mur
dLTing the peasants, pillaging the countryside, and alienating the people, though 
,uch practices were usually counterproductive: "The Turukku [highlanders] could 
Iwdly have taken along food for even five days.... They sacked [a village], and this 
1.111d, which had [once] been sympathetic to them, is hardened and become hostile 
ttl them. Now the Turukku are constantly hungry" (MM 11). 

Battle 

I lie importance of strategy and battle tactics was emphasized in a letter from 
"'1i'llTIShi-Adad to his son, "You think up stratagems to beat the enemy and to 
1I1,lneuver for position against him. But the enemy will likewise try to think up 
,I I ,ltagelTIS and to maneuver for position against you, just as two wrestlers use tricks 
19,1inst each other" (ARM 1.5; MM 43; WM 171). Unfortunately, detailed 
descriptions of field battles are relatively rare in the Mari letters. Often we are 
Il1Iply given a terse report: "The troops of the land of Mutiabal, all of them ... 

dll'W up in battle formation. Hammurabi gave battle and defeated them" (L 321). 
Victory in battle was always attributed to the gods: "Today the god of my lord 
\('Ilt in front of the army of my lord, and the spear of fiend and foe has been 
lInken!" (L 334). 

;enerally speaking, when facing a stronger enemy, an army would withdraw to 
I fi)l·tified city or camp rather than engage in open battle (L 329). When battles are 
Il"cribed, they are sometimes an attempt to drive off a besieging army. In this 
<'lise it may be that Middle Bronze warfare in Mesopotamia was broadly parallel to 
Ill' medieval warfare in western Europe, where raids, sieges, and attempts to res
Ill' besieged cities were more frequent than efforts to defeat an enemy field army 

III ()pen battle. 
ne Mari commander, Yanuh-Samar, reported the following engagement, 

Iiowing how armies maneuvered back and forth before battle. 

I [Yanuh-Samar, general of Mari] equipped 500 troops of Huziran and dis
patched them to [fight the enemy at] Mariyatum. On the second day a rescue 
detachment [of the enemy] came from Kahat.... Seven hundred Kahatean 
troops came to the rescue.... [But later they] retreated [back] to their city. As 
the Kahateans [retreated] on the road to Kahat, [I sent] 100 troops of [com
manderl Ishhi-Addu [from Mari] and 150 troops ofHuziran [a vassal ofMari], 
250 troops Itotall with Ish hi-Addu at their head with the order: "Go! Lay an 
,llnbllsh for the Iretrl"llin~ Kahate<1nl troops toward [the city o~  Pardu." They 
took 1.1 bark roull'l ,Hili l 1IIIl' mil tow,lrd P,1rdll to meet the Kahateans and 
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fought, and the servants of my lord pushed the Kahateans back, and [the 
1(,lhateans] abandoned six corpses. All of them [the soldiers allied with Mari] 
seized one [prisoner of war] alive. And the troops are back alive. Of the 200 
[of our troops in the battle] - they were not more numerous than that - not 
one was missing. The Kahateans were defeated good. The Servants of my lord 
were victorious. (L 315) 

Here a battle is described in which 250 soldiers of Mari ambushed and defeated 
700 enemy soldiers. There are a number of uncertainties in this narrative. Yanuh
Samar claimed his force suffered no casualties, but reports that 250 soldiers 
attacked and 200 returned safely; is this bad math, or a tacit admission of fifty 
casualties? The enemy left "six corpses" on the field; does this imply that only six 
men were killed, or that they managed safely to carry away the rest of their dead 
and wounded?24 He also reports that "all" the soldiers of Mari took one prisoner, 
apparently meaning that each soldier took one prisoner, making 200-250 total 
prisoners. Despite these ambiguities, one gets a feel from this report for both the 
chaos of war, and the possibility of an officer exaggerating the extent of his victory. 

As in any age, the panic of troops with low morale or who were surprised could 
cause a quick collapse of resistance (L 346). A defeated enemy might abandon their 
shields and heavy equipment on the battlefield in order to flee more quickly. 
"Those troops [of ours] got going [in battle] and [the enemy was] pushed aside. 
They [the enemy Ekallateans] left their gear behind and their shields lying on the 
ground. [The enemy king] Ishme-Dagan got away by a hair" (L 481). 

Campaigns did not always conclude with battle. One army of5000 marched of! 
to battle, but returned without ever encountering the enemy, to the dismay of the 
king, who protested, "how can 5000 troops return empty handed to the camp?" 
He gave them two days rest then ordered them back to battle (L 458). Armie, 
faced each other across a major river to prevent the enemy from crossing (L 500), 
this could create a stand-off where enernies camped on opposite sides of a river, 
neither force willing to cross and engage in battle at a disadvantage (L 474, 478) 
Kings might also mobilize their armies, come face-to-face with the enemy, but 
make peace before the fighting actually began (L 478). 

Prisoners 

War prisoners were invariably enslaved and often shared among troops as booty (1 
225, 349), or purchased from the captors by the king (L 467). After one baLlI\ 
each soldier was said to have had one prisoner (L 315). Torture, mutilation, alld 
other atrocities were sometimes inflicted upon prisoners in order to terrOl17\ 
enemies. Some prisoners had their throats cut or heads severed (ARM 2.33, 4H 
others were impaled on stakes (ARM 13.108). Corpses might be t-itually abus\,d 
with heads or other body parts being sent to the king, paraded through towm, or 
hung on walls of temples in triumph (ARM 2.33, 48), likc' thc fatc' th,lL berell kill 
Saul and his son Jonathan at Beth-Shan (1 Sall1l1c,l 1 I Ii I \) OI1\' ttlnlll1,1I111 
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ordered his men to "take along two Hanean [nomads] to the border alive and 
mutilate them at the border. Let them go alive to the [nomad confederation of the] 
'OilS of Yamina and tell how my lord seized the city of Mishlan by force" (L 283). 
Another man was tortured to death in a most gruesome manner to terrorize the 
l"nemy: 

He [a commander] pierced his [a prisoner's] nose and placed a nose-rope in it. 
He opened [wounds] in both thighs, skinned his rib-cage, cut off his ears. 
[The prisoner] passed through agonies. Thirty times they took him [the pris
oner] around the city [to terrorize the people in the city, and then killed 
him] .... His [the prisoner's] father was present. (L 366) 

Important prisoners were frequently executed when captured: "Let him hand 
Ii11C enemy prisoner] Ashkur-Addu over to me, and then I shall cut off his 
hc~d .... Now, let a god hand two or three of my enemies over to me and I shall 
I lit off their heads" (L 298). Heads of executed kings or nobles were sent to the 

Ictorious king as trophies (L 479). The king of the Turukkean highlanders "cut 
niT the head [of one of Ishme-Dagan's generals] and sent it to Ishme-Dagan, say
Illg: 'Herewith the head of one who relied on you' " (L 396). 

Of course the fate of all prisoners was not so gruesome. Though commoners 
'l're generally enslaved, the elites could hope for prisoner exchange or ransom. 

1'1 I~oners were occasionally released and resettled on their lands, as described by 
~.lll1su-iluna  of Babylon after his cO:1quest ofEshnunna: 

After two months had passed, having set free and given life to the people of 
the land of Idamaraz who he had taken captive, and the troops of Eshnunna, 
as many prisoners as he had taken, he rebuilt the various fortresses of the land 
of Warum which he had destroyed and regathered and resettled its scattered 
people. (R4:389-90) 

J'riests, priestesses, and other religious personnel were sometimes treated with 
!'c<:ia! dignity so as to not offend the gods. In a letter, King Zimri-lim ofMari wrote: 

Indeed, the god Adad of Kulmish must have organized this disruption for the 
sake of his priestesses! On the tablet of captives that I have sent to you the 
priestesses of Kulmish and the priestesses of other gods are listed separately on 
,I different tablet.... Give them clothes to wear (ARM 10.123; MK 145). 

When peace was finally established between rival kingdoms, the peace treaties 
Ildd include not only the large-scale strategic issues, but a number of details 

l\nu:rning prisoners and refugees. A treaty between Shadlash and Neribtum (PH 
\ () I) from the mid-nineteenth century makes special provision for refugees 
\ I!<lcver ned from the war" LO be aLlowed to return and be restored to their lost 

111.\ ,lilt! propc'rty (pI I "i"i) 1 Ikc'WISC', ,111 exchangc' ofpri~oners was mandated (pH 55). 

llH 
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Diplomacy (MK 150-4) 

The Old Babylonian period was an age of complicated diplomatic intrigue ill 

which kings needed to win diplomatic victories to prepare the way for milital\ 
victory. In many ways Hammurabi was victorious in the overall power struggle not 
so much because he was the superior soldier, but because of his diplomatic finesse 
Although details are often lacking, it is clear from surviving diplomatic archive
such as that of Mari that diplomacy in the ancient Near East was highly sophist! 
cated. Many kings kept permanent ambassadors at rival courts; as today, these mell 
often served as spies as well, occasionally distributing judicious bribes. King Zimn 
Lim of Mari kept two ambassador-spies at the court of Hammurabi, Ibalpiel and 
Ibalel (CAH 2/1:180-1). Such spies were used to gather intelligence, both abollt 
the general policies and goals of an enemy, and about the specifics of their militan 
plans and dispositions (HTO 239-42). Their correspondence with their kin~l  

demonstrates a detailed knowledge of and wide range of interests in all military 
Inatters. 

Council meetings between allied princes or their diplomats were summoned to 
deal with mutual dangers (PH 27-8). Some used thinly veiled intimidation to 
coerce unwilling allies, along with occasional overt threats of war (PH 28-9) 
Weak rulers groveled to more powerful allies, begging assistance. One weak. 
prince, Huma, wrote to two of his allies: "Apart from you two, I have no brothel 
[ally] ... Save me!" (PH 29); "I have taken refuge under you in my fear" (PH 33) 
Yet in another letter he attempts to arrange a secret meeting with only one of thl 
two (PH 30-1). Diplomats frequently ask each other for intelligence and gossip 
about other rulers, and tell each other of the plans and activities of various rival, 
(PH 32, 36). 

As with modern diplomacy, the personalities of the rulers and their repre 
sentatives were often an important factor in the success or failure of negotiatiom 
One prince in the nineteenth century complained that he was not being treated 
with the honor he felt was due to him: 

Is the prince who sent you superior to me? Does he have troops superior to 
mine? Or does he rule a land superior to mine? As he rules in his city, I rule ill 
my city. As he is the king ofEshnunna, I am the king of the land ofUrshitulll 
In what way is he superior to me and why does he always send his envoy' 
here to take tribute? (PH 79) 

Of course, the very fact that such questions needed to be asked is a reflection of 

the relative unimportance of the king ofUrshitum. 

Vclssal kings 

Sometimes, when a city was conquered, its former king was replaced by a gowr 
nor of the conqueror (L 482). On other occasion~.  hOWl'WI ••1 kIng who 'V.l' 

Ideated or forced to submit was allowed to retain his throne, but became a vassal 
,I Lhe conqueror. These vassals were required to take the "oath of god" that they 
ould be loyal to their new overlord, and were expected to provide soldiers, tri

lIILC, and other services to their new master. Kings also had an obligation to pro
Ill..: assistance to a vassal who was under attack (WM 48); vassalage to a stronger 
lIler could thus be a favorable option when facing an aggressive enemy bent on 
I\l'rthrowing a weak king. This naturally had the potential for creating an unstable 
"Iitical situation, where vassals chafing at the bit of their overlords might seize any 
'I'portunity for mischief-making or rebellion. Kings might also try to undermine 

I ival king's vassals by supporting revolts (L 511). 
A major victory in battle could cause cities to shift allegiance rapidly. One 

Illllmander reported to Zirnri-Lim: 

I kept pulling in city after city [into our alliance], and I was making each 
declare a sacred oath [ofloyalty to Zimri-Lim] .... Now, I caused the land to 
change sides to my lord. May my lord be happy! And may my lord not be late 
[in arriving to take control]. If my lord is late, he must dispatch me troops [in 
his stead], any that may be dispatched, and I shall cause the land of Idamaras 
land] the upper land to reject the Elamites. (L 501) 

I II ,J Middle Bronze version of public opinion polling, the commander continued: 

I keep pulling in [information] on the opinion of the commoners of the land, 
and they fall down [in reverence] before my lord [Zirnri-Lim].... My lord 
nmst dispatch me 1000 or 2000 troops, and we shall pacify this land. 
Otherwise ... they will bring up the gods and bind the land up to the [enemy 
king of] Zalmaqum with an oath. I am afraid the land will swear [allegiance] 
in its fear [of Zalmaqum], and matters will become troublesome. My lord 
must dispatch troops quickly. (L 501-2) 

It is important to note that the volatile public opinion of the commoners, with 
IIp,cd loyalties, religious oaths, alternating fear of attack from different kings, 
,l,lycd an important part in the realistic ability of a king to subjugate new lands or 

1I1,lintain control over conquered lands. 
m.aller cities were often treated as feudal property, to be exchanged between 

! lIkrs and given to followers and vassals (L 294, 337). Frequently the citizens of a 
II y were unhappy with new rulers, and sometimes took matters into their own 

Ii lnds. When the city of Kahat was conquered by king Haya-Sumu, he installed 
""C of hjs soldiers, Attaya, on the throne. There was unhappiness with this move, 
howcver, requiring that "twenty troops ... attend him [to protect him from pos
Ihle attacks by the citizens] .... Until things calm down, those troops must attend 

IlIl11" (L 299-300, 440). It was always possible that rebellion was simmering 
b'lll:ath thc surfacc of a va~~al city. When a vassal king was ready for succession, he 
h It! to WI Ill' to 1m nVClltlll1 fllf PCI1111~~I0I1:  "lie docs not ascend the throne 
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without LPermission from] my lord [king Zimri-Lim]. Write to my lord! A servant 
of my lord must come and let him ascend [the throne]" (L 311, 317). 

In times of crisis, a new king might be installed by a military coup. The city of 
Eshnuna was captured and looted by the Elamites, who did not feel strong enough 
to hold the city and thus withdrew. Thereafter, the surviving army of Eshnuna 
raised one of their commanders to the throne: "The Eshnunakean troops have 
installed a king of their own. The man who was installed to be their king, that man 
is a commoner. ... His name is Silli-Sin. He [had previously] exercised the rank of 
company captain (galku)" (L 328, 506). 

Alliances 

A diplomat of the Mari period summarized the political realities of his age thus: 
"There is no king who is strong by himself 10 or 15 kings follow Hammurabi of 
Babylon, as many follow Rim-Sin of Larsa, Ibalpiel of Eshnunna and Amutpiel of 
Qatna, while twenty kings follow Yarim-Lim [king] of AJeppo" (ANE 1:99; L 
290). Political power in the Mari period was based on having as many vassals and 
allies as possible: "The spear of Zimri-Lim and [his nomad allies] the Hana is 
strong over all the land, all of it!" (L 290). 

Military treaties were frequently established between rival kings, either to end a 
war or to create a new military alliance. Representatives of the kings would meet 
and discuss the terms, which were often spelled out in great detail. Terms might 
include trade agreements, rights of passage for merchants or armies, extradition 
clauses, mutual defense agreements for allied military operations, and distribution 
of booty after an allied victory. Then, as now, different rulers could use different 
interpretations of ambiguous language in order to attempt to manipulate treaties to 

their advantage. Rim-Sin of Larsa, for example, wrote a letter making excuses as 
to why he failed to provide the promised troops for a military operation with his 
ally Hammurabi (CAH 2/1:179). Treaties invariably involved an invocation of the 
gods to witness the oaths. A special religious ceremony was undertaken, usually 
involving a sacrifice, after which both parties swore the "oath of the gods". Each 
party to the treaty received a duplicate copy of the particulars, which were 
deposited in temples for safekeeping (MK 126-7, 140-1). 

Allies were independent kings who were treated as equals, or "brothers" in 
Middle Bronze diplomatic parlance. Many of the Mari tablets center on diplomatic 
negotiations and requests between the allies Zimri-Lim of Mari and Hammurabi 
of Babylon. Though allies were not required to provide each other with troops or 
tribute, there was a strong expectation that they would support one another in 
times of crisis. AJlies were expected to honor requests for troops. As Hammurabi 
put it: "when [an allied king] requests troops from me, I will give troops to him to 
let him accomplish his objective. [An ally] who does not dispatch me his troops 
[when I request it]' I will give him no troops when he writes to me for troops" 
(L 334, 479). Having an alliance, however, did not preclude the need for hard 
nosed negotiations (L 374,379-81). It also often meanl P,lYll1~  fOt ;1\ k,m part of 

the food and wages of allied troops. The king ofEshnunna, for example, expected 
to be given thirty talents of silver in return for sending troops to assist his ally 
(PH 78). 

Alliances and treaties were always reinforced by a shared sacrifice and mutual 
"oath of the gods" (MK 140-1). We have the text of an alliance treaty between 
Hammurabi and Zimri-Lim, illustrative of the diplomatic mentality of the age: 

[By the sun god] Shamash of the sky, lord of the land, [by the storm god] 
Adad of the sky, lord of determination - by these gods Hammurabi, son of 
Sin-Muballit, king of Babylon [swore]: "From this day, as long as I live, I will 
be an enemy ofSiwa-Palar-Huhpak [king ofElam]. I will not [assist him and] 
I will not write to him. Without [the agreement of] Zimri-Lim, king of 
Mari ... I will not make peace with Siwa-Palar-Huhpak." (L 512-13) 

Military cooperation was a key element in a successful alliance. Many of the 
letters discuss plans for different allied units to meet at specified times and places (L 
190). Sometimes, of course, units missed their rendezvous, causing problems and 
onfusion: "I waited three days in Terqa and no [allied] troops whatsoever were 

.!\Sembled ... Where are the troops?" (L 191). When an enemy army approached 
Il.lbylon, Hammurabi of Babylon and his then ally Rim-Sin of Larsa made a 
loordinated plan for mutual defense: "My troops are assembled in my land, let 
your troops be assembled in your land. If the enemy heads for you, my troops and 
small-boats will get there [to help you]. And if the enemy heads for me, your 
lroOps and your small-boats must get here" (L 322). In addition to sending troops, 
,lilies might send money and grain to support the war effort; Hammurabi sent 
'I wo talents of silver [60 kilograms] and 70 bushels [21,000 liters] of grain" to aid 

one of his allies (L 327). 
On occasion, however, allies failed to observe the terms of the alliance. When 

die king ofElam invaded Mesopotamia, one of his ministers reported: 

My lord [the King ofElam] wrote me: "Right now Zimri-Lim will go against 
you. And he will stir up the land. Write the Turukkean [highlanders], and the 
Turukkean will come down to you. [Then] do battle with Zimri-Lim." And 
he wrote to the Turukkeans, and they did not come to him [to help fight 
Zimri-Lim]. (L 294) 

Peace treaties 

W.lr was frequently declared and peace negotiated in the letters. As in all political
 
\'stCI1lS, there often existed among ancient Mesopotamians real causes and justifi


, Ilions for war which were shrouded in various more or less transparent pretexts.
 
I hl' political order of Mesopotamia was guaranteed by taking oaths by the gods to
 

lllSllll' proper Fulfillment of treaty obligations. Violation of treaties was described in
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terms of violation of the oath to the gods, which was considered justificatioll It 

warfare. Around 1800, "Ila-kabkabu [king of Terqa] and Yagid-Lim [king of M.II 
took a grave oath by the god [Nergal] between them and Ila-kabkabu Ill'\ 
committed a sin against Yagid-Lim [i.e. he never violated the provisions of tI 
treaty]. It is Yagid-Lim who committed a sin against Ila-kabkabu" which led I I 

war (PH 68). Thereafter, because of the violation of the oath to Nergal, the gl d 
"decided to punish [Yagid-Lim] and went to the side of Ila-kabkabu ... [wltol 
destroyed [Yagid-Lim's] city and defeated his son Yahdum-Lim" in battle (PH (,l'll 

Treaty or covenant violations are thus viewed as violations of oaths and com III II 

ments to the gods, who punish the violators by granting military victory to tI 
other party of the oath and covenant. 

Peacemaking was accompanied by a shared equid sacrifice and oath-taking: I 
shall kill a stallion of peace between me and [the enemy king] Mutebal" (L 19 

Peace was made through diplomatic councils (L 344), exchange of cities or land (1 
337), sacred oath taking (L 337, 345), a ritual equid sacrifice (L 344, 351, 3(d 
and sharing food and drink at a feast (L 345). Oaths and divination were reqUlrn 
to accompany all treaties and alliances; bad omens from extispicy could at It.., 
temporarily derail agreements; as one diviner advised: "the sign is not right; w.III 

for one month" (PH 31-2). Peacemaking could include an exchange of prisollll 
and captured plunder: "I will release to you your losses [of prisoners, booty, aliI 
captured land] that I am keeping ... and you will release my losses" (L 351, 3C>H 

The specific details of one peace treaty were recorded, requiring a mutll .I 
renunciation of feuding. The defenders required of the attackers: "Do not hunt II 
[for slaves], do not kill us, and do not deport us to another land!" In return th 
people of the city, under the new king installed by their conquerors, were similarl.. 
required: "Do not hunt him [the new king], do not kill him, and do not brill 
your former king back!" (L 350). These peace oaths were often taken very Sl't 
iously. One allied commander refused to fight with the troops of the ally of .\11 

enemy because of a sacred peace oath sworn by his own king with the ally of thl 

enemy king (L 346). Such circumstances could obviously very quickly beC0I111 
complicated: "Let eternal peace be established between us!" one treaty proclaiml'" 
(L 374) - a peace to end all wars. Unfortunately, like the rest of the world, such 
peace efforts were always temporary in Middle Bronze Mesopotamia. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

Mesopotamian siegecraft 

Itl'reas battle narratives are relatively rare, sieges (lawrtum) were quite common: 
k\opotamia and are discussed in some detail in the Mari archive, allowing us 
IIIy good understanding of Mesopotamian siegecraft.1 Fortification existed 
Innpotamia from at least 6000, when Tell al-Sawwan near modern Samar 
1\ fortified with a thick brick wall and a three-meter-wide moat (EA 4:47: 
gl'craft undoubtedly began when wall building began. By the third millenniu 

I IY major city in Mesopotamia had massive walls. With a large number 
"III fled towns and cities closely packed into the river valleys, sieges, rather th; 
Il'll battles, became the normal mode of warfare. If one seeks the face of batt 
, Middle Bronze Mesopotamia, it is not to be found in the open fields 
IlI11bat, but in the long, tiresome, dangerous, desperate, hungry and dirty soldie 

I \leges. 

Pre-Dynastic {3500-3000} 

I Ill' first artIstlC evidence we have of siegecraft comes from the Pre-Dynasl 
<'I iod in Mesopotamia {350Q-3000}, from the art of the so-called Priest-ki 
'l'e pp. 37-9). Two different cylinder seals show the Priest-king with a drawn be 
I\(\oting at a besieged city. In one scene the defenders are outside the wall ir 
OIl ie, punctured by arrows as they flee (Figure Sa, p. 218). The other scene sho 
Itl' Priest-king with five bound captives, kneeling outside the wall of the city. 0 
lUll on the wall is fighting, while another falls from the ramparts, apparently a 

Inuit of the archery of the Priest-king (AFe 24, PAE 68/1-2, 70, FI §74 
'\ third Pre-Dynastic scene, from Elam, shows a siege with four defenders 01 
lltree-storied rampart wall throwing rocks, or perhaps sling-stones, at besiegi 
olders on the ground below (FI §748). Archaeological evidence fr0111 destructi 

hvels at some sites provides confirmation that sieges occurred, and that the rCSl 
"I defeat could be devastating. AlLhough the seals show us that siegcs occUrJ 
Ihey unfortunately show 11\ Illtk ,lhoul how sieges were actually conductcd. I 

IlltHC information we: .lre H'ljulfnl til Willi ,I number of celllllric\ until the 111.1t' 

lllSl1lptlOl1S of 1I1C Akl.ll!i;1l\ wnrl 

.. 1·1 
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Early Dynastic and Akkadian siegecraft {2500-2200} 

For the last half of the Early Bronze Age we have two cylinder seals which prob
ably depict sieges, as well as a number of incidental references to sieges in 
inscriptional sources. Overall, the data is slim, but sufficient for a basic outline of 
early Mesopotamian siegecraft. 

Later texts from the Old Babylonian period {1800-1600} describe two major 
types of siege engines, the battering ram (yi'lssabum or asubum) (CAD 1/2:428-9) 
and the siege tower (dimtum) (CAD 3:144-7), which will be discussed in detail on 
pp. 229-30; they are generally mentioned together in most Old Babylonian siege 
descriptions. Ironically, although our earliest texts about sieges do not mention 
these siege engines, two cylinder seals depict sieges using what are very probably 
the ram and tower. 

The first seal, from the late Early Dynastic period, is unfortunately badly worn 
(Figure Sf, p. 219).2 In the center a tower or city walJ is under siege, with two men 
on the ramparts, one facing right and one facing left. The building is shown with at 
least two stories. If the proportional heights of the men to the wall is accurate, the 
wall would be about 20-25 feet tall. To the right of the wall stands a large siege 
tower (dimtum). It rests on a base rougWy the size ofa four-wheeled war-cart. The top 
of the tower overtops the wall slightly. A man on the top of the tower is attacking a 
man on the wall. Two other men appear in the tower on two different stories, 
indicating the tower has a base level on the vehicle, a middle level, and a top 
platform. To the right of the tower five men are shown; although a ladder is not 
clearly visible, I interpret these men as climbing up ladders which are resting 
against the back of the siege tower. The tower protects the men from missiles shot 
from the city and allows the men rapidly to ascend the tower for an assault on the 
wall. To the left of the city wall we see the same type of four-wheeled vehicle, but 
this one is without a tower. Three men may be standing in the vehi,cle, while a 
fourth stands behind it. There are no equids pulling the vehicle and its front rests 
near the wall. There appears to be a knob projecting from the vehicle against the 
wall. I interpret this to be a ram (yi'lssabum) smashing into the side of the wall. Above 
this vehicle two men, seeming to float in the air, are probably ascending ladders to 
assault the wall. If one compares this ram with similar, more detailed renderings 
from the Assyrian period, it appears they are quite similar in form (AW 2:401). 

Recently-published cylinder seals from Tell Beydar (Nabada) {c. 2400-2250} 
in north-eastern Syria show another very early depiction of the siege tower and 
battering ram (Figure 5g, p. 219; EEH 116 §10-11). Here we again see a four
wheeled vehicle with a three-storied tower upon it: the base, resting on the 
wheels, a middle level, and an upper platform on which stand two men. Behind 
the tower stands another four-wheeled vehicle with some type of protective cover 
on it and a large projecting beam. This second vehicle is again similar in general 
form to later Assyrian siege rams (AW 2:388, 391, 407-8, 413, 422-5). 

Another seal (EEH 116 §10) shows two four-wheeled vehicles with square 
boxes on them. They are not in the standard shape of ch~1  ilm, ,\Ill! h,lW no equids 
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Hdling them. Instead each has a long rope in front, perhaps used by men to pulllt. 
I he scene is a martial one, for there are two dead bodies and men with long hafted 

11I,lces. One of the vehicles is empty, but the other has three men standing it, with 
lilly their chests and heads protruding above the walls of the vehicle. These are 
1l'rhaps wheeled heavy shield platforms that could be used as a portable wall. The 
..hicles could be pulled into position and the wooden walls of the vehicle would 
Ivc as a shield wall, behind which the soldiers could shoot missiles, undermine a 

III Ii fication, or throw baskets of dirt to make a ramp. This vehicle may be the 
Iligmatic samukanum (CAD 15:132), occasionally mentioned along with the ram 

II tower as a siege device: "even if the Amorites should make war for ten years 
Ilid bring ten battering rams ([y]asubum), ten siege towers (dim tum) and twenty 
1llIlIkanu, I wilJ remain strong in my city" (OBLTA 14, 46-7). The Epic oj Gilgamesh 
ll'scribes "a battering ram that destroys the walls of the enemy" (EOG 49), but we 
III not know how far back that element of the tale originates. 

When a city faced the imminent threat of a siege, special precautions were 
I h.en. Walls are described as being strengthened and repaired in the face of ene
Illes (LKA 329). Special guards were mounted on the wall when the city was 
Illcler threat: a garrison at Eshnunna was informed that the Amorite warlord 

.ikhada has taken two thousand Amorites and they are marching against you. It 
llrgent. Do not do any work [in the fields outside the city]. Night and day the 

II-Ird should not come down from the wall" (OBLTA 44). 
In such circumstances the assistance of the gods was always invoked. A garrison 

llnllnander assured the king of Eshnunna that "the city is safe. The omen report 
tlilcerning my lord is strong. My lord should not worry" (OBLTA 46). Religious 
• OilS and standards were placed on city walls and gates to assure divine protection. 

[The god Ningirsu's weapon] "Slaughterer-of-a-myriad" he drove in [the 
wall] as a huge banner at Lagash; he had it placed at [the gate] Shugalam, the 
dreadful site. He let terror emanate from it; from the dais of Girnun, where 
judgment is issued, the provider of Lagash [Ningirsu] lifted horns like a 

mighty bull. (R3/1:83) 

We have a few incidental references to siegecraft in Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian 
1I1scriptions. The most important method described in the texts is undermining 
1,,'ls/lI1m), when the attackers simply dug through the mud brick wall. Shulgi's armies 
\I e described as "ripping out the brickwork of the foundations of the walls 
1. 11 Der)" (R312:103; R2:135; LKA 123-5). The fact that most fortifications in 
Mesopotamia were built from sun-dried bricks meant that undermining the walls 
IIl10unted essentially to digging through dry clay. Although specifically describing 
I he building ofa temple, an inscription from Ur-Bau ofLagash gives us an idea of the 
• llilstruction procedures: "I excavated a large buildi.ng plot [xl cubits deep; its earth 
I shifted like gems ... This earth I then returned from there. I piled up the foundation. 
( lvcr it I built a retaining wall, 10 cubits (5 meters) high, and over the sustaining walJ I 
hlldt the Eninnu Itel11plel ... ,0 Cllbits (15 meters) high" (R3/1:19, cf. R2:80-2). 

17III 
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Figure 5: Archery and siege techniques (drawings by Michael Lyon) 

(a)	 The early Mesopotamian "Priest-king" shooting his enemies with a bO\\ 
during a siege of a city, {32-31 C}; cylinder seal from Susa, Iran; see FI §74 1 

(b)	 Craftsmen making bows and javelins {32-31C}; cylinder seal from Uruk. 
Iraq; see FI §742. 

(c)	 Incised plaque depicting spearman with shield protecting an archer; Mart. 
Syria {26-23C} (Museum ofDeir ez-Zor, Syria 11233); see AFC 158 §99. 

(d)	 Naram-Sin, king of Akkad, striding forward in victory with bow and axe 01 

mace; victory relief of Naram-Sin from Darband-i Gawr, Iran {23C}; Sl'l 

AAM §157. 

(e)	 (I) 

(g) 

(e)	 Akkadian archer with quiver and drawn bow; fragment of stele attributed to 
the period of Rimush {2278-2270} (from Telloh, Iraq; Louvre AO 2678); 
see AFC 201 §129a. 

(f)	 Badly worn cylinder seal depicting a Mesopotamian siege tower (dimtum) and 
ram (yaHabum) assaulting a city; southern Mesopotamia {mid-third millen
nium} (Antiquity Department of the Royal Museums of Art and History, 
Brussels, 0 437); see Fi §749. 

(g)	 Akkadian siege tower and ram; cylinder seal from Nabada (Tell Beydar, Syria) 
{24---23C}; see EEH 116 §11. 
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The waUs were m.assive, and the difficulty of undermining would be increased 
by the enemy harassing the diggers from the walls with mjssiles, sling stones, and 
rocks, but there were no fundamentally insurmountable engineering problems. 
Given sufficient manpower, it was essentially a matter of time until an attacking 
force could undermine the walls, create a breach, and assault through the breach. 

Armies would on occasion march near a city, challenging the garrison to fight 
in open combat, hoping to avoid a lengthy siege (R2:105-6). The defenders might 
come out and fight to prevent their land fi:om being devastated by the besiegers. 
Gilgamesh marched outside the walls to defeat Agga who was besieging Uruk 
(EOG 145-8). Likewise, Naram-Sin marched out from the protection of the city 
walls to drive otfIphur-Kish, who was besieging his capital (R2:104-6). 

For the most part we have few descriptions ofactual sieges; the scribes are content 
merely to state that a city was taken (R2:14, 41). Akkadian inscriptions include 
numerous references to the destruction of the walls of conquered cities, a frequent 
practice for defeated cities (R2:14, 28, 41, 52-5; R4:149). It is not clear from the 
evidence precisely what the destruction of these walJs entailed; it seems most likely 
that it was the destruction of key sections of walls and city gates rather than the 
complete leveling of the walls, which would have been a massive undertaking. 

The most detailed account of a siege from this early period comes from an 
inscription of Naram-Sin's siege of Armanum (Aleppo). 

When the god Dagan determined the verdict [of battle in favor ofj Naram 
Sin, the mighty, [the god Dagan] delivered into his hands Rid-Adad, king of 
Armanum, and rNaram-Sin] personally captured him in the midst of his [city 
or palace?] gateway.... From the fortification wall [of Armanum-Aleppo] to 
the great wall: 130 cubits [c. 65 meters] is the height of the hill [and] 44 cubits 
[22 meters] is the height of the wall. From the quay wall to the fortification 
wall: 180 cubits [c. 90 meters] is the height of the ruU [and] 30 cubits is the 
height of the walJ. Total: 404 cubits [c. 200 meters] in height, from ground 
[level] to the top of the [highest part of the] wall [of the citadel]. He under 
mined the city [wall] Armanum [causing a breach which allowed the city to 

be taken]. (R2:132-5) 

The figures given here for Armanum, which may be exaggerated, seem to repre 
sent the overall height of the earlier levels of the tell, an outer wall, and then an 
inner citadel wall on top of the acropolis. Naram-Sin says he took the city by 
undermining the waU, which presumably created a breach into which the Akka 
dian army attacked. 

Part of the later literary legend of Sargon describes an assault through a breach: 

Sargon undermjned [the walls ofj the city, broadened the Gate of the Princes, 
[he made a breach] two iku [110 meters] wide. He cast it down; in the highesl 
part of its wall he made a breach; he smote all of hi~  wille inloxicated Illl'll 
Sargon placed his throne before the gate. Sargoll Opt'lIS IllS 1l1(ll1lh, Spl',lkillg 10 

() 
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rus warriors, he declares, "Come on! Nur-Daggal [the enemy king] ... Let 
rum stir rumself! Let him humble himself! Let me behold [him surrender]." 
(LKA 123-5) 

However, siegecraft was not always successful, and sieges often turned into 
blockades which could last for months. A siege of KulJab by the army of Uruk is 
described in the Epic of Lugalbanda: 

Like a snake traversing a grain pile, [the army] crossed over the foothills 
But when they were but one double-mile from the city, 
[The soldiers ofj both Uruk and Kullab threw themselves down prone 
In Aratta's field watchtowers and dikes, 
For from the city darts rained like rain 
And from Aratta's walls clay slingstones came clattering 
As hailstones come in spring. 
Days passed, the months lengthened, the year returned to its mother. 
A yellowed harvest was about to grow up under heaven ... 
But no man knew how to go to the city, 
Was able to push through to go to KuUab. (I-ITO 336-7) 

With the siege in a stalemate, Lugalbanda seeks an oracle from Inanna, who teUs 
him to fell a certain tamarisk tree and make a sacrifice of sacred fish from the 
I ,1Ilals before Inanna's battle standard A'ankara (HTO 341-4). Although the end of 
lhc epic is lost, it is clear that the divination and sacrifice is successful and the city 
IS taken. Whatever one may think of the intercession of Inanna in the siege, 
Mesopotamians frequently used divination, oracles, and magic as mechanisms to 
levitalize flagging morale. A favorable sign from the gods could encourage men to 
OIlC last effort to break a stalemate. Bad omens might be sufficient to break a siege. 

Thus, although the details are generally not known, it is clear from both tex
t Ilal, artistic, and archaeological evidence that the Akkadians were masters at sie
/!;ecraft. It was this skill, more than any other, that allowed them to create their 
t'lnpire. Indeed, it could be argued that the Akkadian rnilitary revolution was one 
or siegecraft; they discovered the right balance of technologies and methods that 
Ill.:rnutted them to take cities faster and with fewer resources than had been pos
Sible before. This created a sort of force multiplier that allowed their army to 
,Iccomplish more in a given year than other armies could. The basic principles of 
Akkadian siegecraft - towers, rams, and undernuning - would remain the standard 
.11$Cnal of weapons against cities throughout the Middle Bronze Age, a period for 
which we have much greater source materials on siegecraft. 

Siegecraft in the Old Babylonian period {1800-1600} 

'I'hanks to the Mali ,1rdllVl' (ARM), we .Ire betLcr informed about siegecraft in the 
Old B.lbylonlan Pl'lllld Ih.II\lhOIlI ,IllY IHhl'1 1I11ll' ill lhe Early or Middle Bronze 
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ages. Although we have no artIstic representations of sieges for this period, our wall. In the course of that year five months had not passed when I baked itstextual information gives us an excellent understanding of siegecraft in the age of bricks. I finished the great wall and raised up its parapet. Like a verdant
Hammurabi. mountain I caused it to grow up in a pure place. I made its height surpassing,

had it release its terrifying aura. I raised its head commensurate with its name 
Fortifications 

and greatness. I caused it to shine forth splendidly to the wonder of the
nation. I chose the place for my royal foundation inscription in its foundation,The nature of siegecraft in any age is based upon the nature of fortifications. and raised the head of its gate there. I made its [osse strong, cirded it withDefense of cities was a primary concern of Mesopotamian kings (WM 158-60). bricks, and dug its moat. I built for him [the god Nanna] the great wall, [theThe basic defense pattern of cities is described in one report: "The inner city wall top o~ which like a mountain raised high cannot be touched.... I surroundedis surrounded by an outer wall, and the palace [citadel] by an outer wall and a his [Nanna's] city. The name of that wall is "The god Nanna makes themoat" (ARM 6.29; WM 158). Some of the larger cities had concentric fortifica foundation of the land firm" S

tions, with outer walls (durum) around the main city as well as inner fortifications
(salhum) for the citadel which could be defended separately, and to which the Samsu-iluna, son of Hammurabi, also has a detailed description of the city wallspopulation could retreat if the outer city fell (MM 4; MK 145; Figure 6, p. 267). of Kish: "by means of the labor of his army [Samsu-iluna] built the city of Kish.When city walls were destroyed by old age, natural disaster, or enemy attacks, I Ic dug its canal, surrounded it with a moat, and with a great deal of earth made itssoldiers were used as labor crews to repair them (L 231, 497; MM 4). Royal foundations firm as a mountain. He formed its bricks and built its wall. In theinscriptions frequently describe the fortifications built by the king; Gudea of (ourse of one year he made its head rise up more than it had been before"Lagash, for example, built fortifications (E3/1: 111, 128) and restored a city gate (1(4:385-8).
(E3/1:147, 161). Babylonian kings also describe "levying of the army of my land" Many walls had water-filled moats surrounding them (LKA 329; MM 4). Abifor military construction projects (R4:335, 377). In a sense, soldiers were a form .Irc of Larsa describes digging "the canal of the wall of Larsa" (LYN 13). Anam ofoflabor conscription, and, like later Roman legionaries, could be used as ordinary l) ruk in the nineteenth century provides more details: he "restored the wall of
laborers. Uruk - the ancient work of divine Gilgamesh ... in baked bricks in order that theOn the other hand, repairs were often put off until the enemy was at the gates: \\,lter might roar in [the wall's] surrounding [moat]" (R4:474-5). Hanunurabi

1.1ised the head of the wall of Sippar with earth like a great mountain. I encircledThe city where our lord is staying is not in good repair. Already before an II with a swamp" (R4:348), probably referring to a moat (ASD 15). Likewise,alarm of the coming [of enemy] troops is heard, our lord must give strict \,lll1su-iluna of Babylon "surrounded Nippur with a moat. He dug the Euphratesorders to guards and border guards outside. They must not be negligent.... IIH.1 made the wall reach the bank of the Euphrates" (R4:374, 390). The moat wasHe must not neglect the guard of the wall. Here, we are very concerned ltl'lJUently simply the quarry pit from which the earth was taken to build the wall.about the guard of the wall and the city gates. (L 242) 'I,lll1su-iluna claims that "in the course of two months, on the bank of the Turul
Ilwr, he built Fort Samsu-iluna. He dug its surrounding moat, piled up its earthBrick walls required regular repair, and numerous inscriptions describe the hl'l'c, formed its bricks, and built its wall. He raised its head like a mountain"building or refurbishing of city walls. Shu-ilishu {1984-1975} rebuilt the walls of 1~4:39O-1).

his capital Isin (R4:19). A century later, Enlil-bani of Isin{186o-1837} found it Gates (abullum) of the city were often massive; up to six meters high and built ofnecessary to "build anew the wall ofIsin which had become dilapidated" (R4:80). l11ported cedar wood (ARM 3.10; MM 4), with bronze reinforcing and boltsA letter requests bricks to repair a wall (L 376). In reality, the walls of major cities I KA 199, 215). An artist's depiction of a Middle Bronze gate survives in a smallprobably required frequent if not constant upkeep.3 In 1733 Samsu-iluma repaired ,l.lljue (SDA 291c). It shows high brick walls with crenellations, and a large gate-six forts which "in their old age had fallen into ruin of their own accord" .IY with a brick arch and projecting towers. A similar surviving arched gate and(R4:381-2). Repair projects usually took several months (R4:382, 390). Nur Ill'tch of wall can be seen at Tell Dan in Israel (ALB 208; Figure 7, p. 278). LikeAdad of Larsa {1865-1850} lists the daily wages of each worker on his walls, giv Ills, gates needed to be regularly repaired: one city ordered the construction of aing a sense of the expense of such repairs. 4 
I w city gate (L 263). City gates were frequently named after gods. In Sippar twoWarad-sin {1834-1823} describes his monumental rebuilding of the walls ofU r: ill'S were named after the gods Nungal and Shamash, while a third was named
~1,lJrway Gate", presumably because it included a stair leading to the ramparts.[At the] fine base [of the walls ofUr] the [Sumerian I pl'opk ll1ultiply and arl' I Ily officials included the G,lll'kl'l'per (.11111 1111111/;/11), who was in charge of security,able to save their lives. The god Nanna entrmtl'd llll' !hl hulldll1f!; of IUr\j .dlll rOlltrol. alld du!)' I olin! lUll (A.... I) 15 1(1. H"i; rf. I ITO 175). 
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Preparations for a siege 

When a city faced imminent threat, special precautions were taken. Walls ;]1' 
described as being strengthened and repaired in the face of enemies (LKA 32'») 
Border guards (bazahatum) manned outposts and patrolled the land, watching tOI 

enemy raiders and troop movements (L 573, 382, 393; MM 5, 7). Such patrol 
were reported to have ranged fifty kilometers from their bases (L 482). This typ" 
of duty was considered onerous: "the guarding of a city is a hard [duty]; and thell 
are few troops available" (L 449). When there was fear of approaching enel11\ 
troops, the scouts, outposts, and city-guards were increased: "Because an alarln 
[caused by the enemy's approach] might be heard, we ordered a herald [to III 
ready] to call it out over the town.... Our lord must give strict orders to keep till 

guards of the wall and outposts at the ready by night and siesta" (L 239-40) 
During wartime, officers inside cities were required to report daily to the com 
mander at the main city gate-fortress to receive their orders (L 462). Beacon firl" 
were lit to alert the surrounding regions of approaching enemies (L 398; MM 1() 
WM 119-21), as described in a dispatch: 

I departed from Mari, and spent the night at Zuruban. All the Banu-Yamin.1 
[nomad confederacy] raised fire signals. From Samanum to Ilum-Muluk, from 
Ilum-Muluk to Mishlan, all the cities of the Banu-Yamina of the Terqa distrill 
raised fire signals in response, and so far I have not ascertained the meaning of 
those signals. Now I shall determine the meaning, and I shall write to my lord 
whether it is thus or not. Let the guard of the city of Mari be strengthened. 
and let my lord not go outside the gate! (ANET 482a) 

Fire signals could thus inform a ruler of a danger and perhaps the direction thl 
danger was coming from, but additional information had to be obtained by field 
officers and reported in dispatches. 

As an enemy army approached, sheep and other livestock were collected into 
safe areas (L 394); the king would "gather before him [in his city] oxen, sheep, and 
his population that were loyal to him" (PH 78). Border guards also went on patrol 
to capture enemy agents or stragglers, and sent dispatches with reports of enell1)
troop movements back to the commanders (L 383). When a major enemy aml)
approached, the border guards alerted the regiment in the city, but were unable to 
offer more than nominal resistance, as one report indicated: "the [advancingl 
enemy has pushed the border guards out of the way" (L 243). 

Standing orders were given to move people and troops into the city upon thl' 
approach of the enemy: "when the enemy comes, let those seeking refuge entl'1 
the strongholds" (L 398,247,315,361; MM 6). Supplies and provisions were also 
gathered into the city in preparation for a siege. Cattle and sheep were brought 
into the city for protection and kept in the peoples' houses (L 466). As an Elamitl' 
army approached Babylon, Hammurabi ordered: "[The encmy! will soon cross thl' 
border. Collect cattle and grain, straw, small boys, 1$111.111 VIII" ,III ()( thcm! and 

IIg them into Babylon!" (L 320). Panic might spread among the population as 
1'I1emy pillaged their land and surrounded their city (L 317). 

Offensive first moves 

hl'l1 first approaching a city an army often tried to make a surprise attack, cap
Il1g the city before it could prepare a proper defense (L 314). On occasion, a 

,liat was surprised could fall to a conqueror in a single day. "During that same 
III, troops [of king Haya-Sumu] went to [the city of] Kahat and, upon their 
I\,d, seized the city of Kahat and caught [its king] Kapiya. Attaya, who is with 

1\.1 Sumu, ascended [the former Kapiya's] throne on that early morning" (L 
I) The potential of surprise attack necessitated constant vigilance by both 
Il kers and defenders. During time of war soldiers were constantly admonished 
Ill' on the alert: "I am afraid [that the enemy king] Ishme-Dagan may be 
Ihled, through some negligence [of the soldiers], to do harm in the encamp
lit" (L 359). 

If ;1 surprise attack failed, cities were frequently given a chance to surrender 
tlr L: the siege formally commenced. One surrendered three days after a siege 
-.111 (L 350). Most cities, however, seemed to have rejected these initial overtures 
\Irt'ender, preferring instead to make at least nominal resistance. For example, 

tlllt: siege, "after he [the enemy king] laid siege to the city, he offered it peace 
, kept his troops in place. And he requested [the surrender of the besieged city's] 

lin, They [the city] did not give [their king] to him [the enemy king]" (L 399). If 
II Ysurrendered on terms, it was spared looting; if it fought on and was taken by 
Ililt, it could be plundered and destroyed, and its population taken as slaves 

1M 48). Hammurabi instructed his commanders of his policy towards Mashkan
, 11m, a major city in the kingdom of Larsa in southern Mesopotamia: 

Ir you succeed [in negotiating a surrender], and if the city opens [its gates] in 
ront ofyou, accept its peace! Even ifhe [the commander] violates the oath by 

It he gods] Shamash and Marduk, [do not plunder] that city! If the city does 
lIot open [its gates, besiege it] and send for me [for reinforcements]' (L 333) 

III' policy created a psychological crisis for the defenders of the town as they saw 
II \I,,;ge ramp daily progressing towards their walls (L 352). As it turned out in this 

t', tlie city of Mashkan-Shapir did not immediately surrender, but as the siege 
tlgl essed, the besieged army began to lose heart as they saw Hammurabi's siege 

11111', ladders, towers, and rams moving closer. Hammurabi's commander reported: 

rhey Ithe army ofLarsal are dreading an assault [by the Babylonians] .... Sin
Muballit, the brother of R.im-Sin [king of Larsa] ... is surrounded [by the 
13'1bylonian arnlY! in the city of Mashkan-Shapir. And the land of Larsa dreads 
111 ,martlt and he ISII1 Mub,'llitl is about to change sides. [Then] the city of 
f\;\'1\l1k.ln 1.111.11111 will opell Ih g.lll'\ thll'e 01 (OUI days frOI11 now. (L 334) 
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It is not clear if the city eventually surrendered or was taken by assault, but Ham
murabi was victorious and moved on to capture the capital Larsa and annex the 
entire kingdom. 

Sometimes an attacker would give the defender an ultimatum, allowing him a 
few days to surrender a city before the battle began in earnest. This was potentially 
dangerous, however, since it gave the defenders an opportunity to receive rein
forcements. One Mariote commander, Buqaqum, reported: 

Five thousand men [of Mari] are fortifYing the city of Yabliya. And [the 
enemy general] Shallurum is strengthening Harbe together with 15,000 
men.... Shallurum spoke ... as follows: "I will wait five days for you [to 
withdraw from the city], then [if you do not] I will commence fighting." A 
rescue detachment [from Mari] must get here soon [or the city will surren
der]. (L 383, 384) 

If a relief army came they might camp near the camp of the attackers, hoping to 
force the enemy to withdraw. When facing an enemy relief force, the commander 
of one siege hoped he could lure the enemy out to an open battle: "when I lay 
siege to the city, and he [the enemy relief army] quits his camp and sets himself in 
motion toward me, at that time I will do battle" (L 418). 

Assault 

If a city refused to surrender, the next alternative was assault, which could be dif 
ficult and costly to both sides. Whenever Mesopotamian soldiers campaigned in 
close proximity to the enemy they built fortified encampments (nawum) (L 193. 
319,320,328), especially when besieging an enemy city (L 457). Such camps werc 
often built by the gates of a city to prevent the besieged people from leaving. 
communicating, or receiving reinforcements (L 301, 346). One fortified camp i~  

mentioned as being about three kilometers from the city under siege (L 400). If 
the armies remained in encampments for a long period of time they built housc~  

and towers (L 468). When two allied armies besieged the same city, they buill 
separate encampments for each army (L 275,346). If enough troops were availabll' 
the city would be completely surrounded (L 309). 

Attackers would generally plunder the countryside for food and attempt to 
ambush and capture anyone coming in or out of the city (L 316). If possible thc) 
would attack at harvest time, harvesting the fields to feed the besieging army whitt 
the enemy watched hungrily from their city (L 324, 396). Besieging armies naW 
rally had their own problems with supplies. One group complained that "thl') 
transport water to the troops day and night from five kilometers away. Who [roil I 
among the two to three thousand [enemy troops in the besieged city] might attack till' 
water carriers?" (L 497). Night operations were also sometimes undertaken (L 35H) 

The size of armies besieging cities could vary greatly, UCpl'lltllJ1g on the sizc of 
the city being attacked. Vast forces were not l1l:ceSS,lI ily Iln·d",l I In' hlll1un:d 111l'1l 

captured the small town of Tilla (L 455). The siege of Shehna was undertaken by 
2000 men (L 301), while the same number took Urgish (L 455). A major city, 
however, like Shubat-Enlil, required at least 4000 men to besiege it (L 455), and 
sometimes more (L 383). The size of defending armies also varied. Royal garrisons 
of towns were often very small: 20 (L 299), 50 (L 312), and 100 (L 314) men are 
Illentioned, though those numbers would swell dramatically when war began, by 
reinforcements and conscription of the city militia into service. One city was 
strongly defended by a garrison of 300 (L 352). The city ofAshihum was defended 
by "1000 good troops", which allowed that commander to make numerous sorties 
(L 346). 

Once a city was blockaded and defensive camps constructed, the attacker had to 
decide on the best approach to assault the city. One method was to attempt to 
undermine (pi/sum) the walls causing them to collapse (ARM 1.35; WM 171). 
Ishme-Dagan successfully took the city of Qirhadat with this technique: "As soon 
.IS I had approached the town of Qirhadat I set up siege towers. By sapping I 
"I used its walls to collapse. On the eighth day I seized the city of Qirhadat. 
Il..ejoice!" (ARM 1.135; WM 172). 

The preferred technique for besiegers, however, was to construct siege equip
1I1ent and a siege ramp (epirum) (L 321, 328, 331, 356; WM 171). The purpose of 
lhc siege ramp was to provide access to the upper wall for ladders, mobile siege 
lOwers and rams, as exemplified in.a siege by Ishme-Dagan: 

The town of Nilimmar that Ishme-Dagan besieged, Ishme-Dagan has [now] 
taken. As long as the siege-ramps did not reach to the heights of the top of the 
city [wall], he could not seize the town. As soon as the siege-ramps reached 
the top of the city [wall], he gained mastery over this town. (ARM 1.4; WM 173) 

ike Roman legionnaires, soldiers of Bronze Age Mesopotamia were fre
11Il'ntly used in military engineering, building fortified camps and siege ramps, as 
'I'll as defensive engineering activities. Although a relatively small army could 

hnicge a town, the construction of a siege ramp was a major operation requiring a 
Il"1t deal of labor. While the soldiers certainly provided manual labor for siege 
Ilgineering, they were frequently helped by corvee laborers (L 318-19). 

Mesopotarnian engineers had turned siegecraft into a science, creating mathe
11,llieal exercises that allowed them to calculate the volume of earth, number of 
Ill'l1, and time it would take to construct a siege ramp reaching a given height6 

1\' ( ording to one problem, the engineers had to build a ramp to assault a wall 22 
11l'lcrs high. The ramp began 240 meters from the city wall, and was 36 meters 

Idc. The ramp progressed slowly towards the wall, leaving an ever decreasing gap 
I ween the unfinished end of the ramp and the wall. This was presumably done 

" Ih~t as much of the work on the ramp could be done as far away from the city 
\ ill ,1S possible. The reason that siege ramps were preferable to undermining the 

ill IS probably that all of the operation of undermining had to occur directly 
IIHkl lhe wall, and lhl'lcfclI e W;IS Inon' vull1erable to enemy attacks. 
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The rampart and wall of the besieged city in this mathematical problem was 22 
meters high;7 the total height of the ramp at 48 meters from the wall was said to be 
onJy 18 meters. It is unclear if the end of the ramp was intended to reach a total 
height of 22 meters, or if it leveled off at 18 meters high for the last part of ramp. 
A gap of 4 meters (13 feet) between the top of the wall and the end of the ramp 
could be bridged by siege towers and ladders. There would be no need to con
struct rams, ladders, and siege towers, which were always used on the ramps, if the 
end of the ramp reached the height of the wall. If this interpretation is correct, it 
gives us a good sense that a Mesopotamian siege tower was about five meters tall, 
which corresponds with our artistic evidence discussed elsewhere (see pp. 216-7). 
Wooden planks (CIS.arammum) were laid down to form a more solid pathway up 
which the towers and rams could be pushed (WM 180 n16). 

According to this hypothetical mathematical problem, it would take 9500 men, 
each carrying two cubic meters of earth per day, only five days to build a siege 
ramp to the top of the wall. This number, however, was derived from a hypothe
tical mathematical exercise assuming ideal conditions. It does not take into account 
the number of men who would have to blockade the city or protect the camp. It 
does not consider that some of the men would be required to gather and prepare 
supplies for food, or that some men would be sick or injured. Most importantly, it 
doesn't deal with the reality of building the ramp in the face of enemy missiles and 
sorties, requiring men with shields to defend the workers, slowing the work and 
creating casualties. In reality it probably took several weeks to build such a siege 
ramp, even with 10,000 men. Most importantly, however, this hypothetical mili
tary engineering exercise does not match the reality of the size of actual besieging 
armies in the Middle Bronze, which seldom numbered 10,000 men. None the 
less, given the right men and circumstances, towns could fall to an assiduous 
attacker in a week. Ishme-Dagan, son of Shamshi-Adad, reported, "I set up a 
tower and a battering ram against [the town of Hurara], and in seven days I cap
tured that town" (ARM 1.131); and on another occasion "As soon as I had 
approached the town of Qirdahat, I set up a tower and made its wall fall down by 
tunneling, and in eight days I captured the town" (ARM 1.135; cf. 1.138). 

No artistic depictions of siege ramps, ladders, rams, or siege towers exist from 
the Middle Bronze period, but they were probably broadly similar to the Early 
Bronze representations discussed on pp. 216-7 (Figure 5f-g, p. 219), and to the 
Assyrian practices of a thousand years later as depicted in the much later Assyrian 
martial murals (AW 2:406-49). Siege ramps and other siege earthworks were gen
erally taken down after a siege (L 459), meaning that they survive archaeologically 
onJy if the city was captured, destroyed, and never reinhabited. An Assyrian ramp, 
from the siege of Lachish in Judea, was discovered during the excavations of 
Lachish.8 Indeed, most of the elements found in later Assyrian siegecraft of the 
early first millennium seem to have been developed by the Middle Bronze Age. 

While the siege ramp was being constructed, special craftsmen were busy 
building the ladders, siege towers, and battering rams for lI\C 111 a~~al1lting the wall 
when the ramp was completed9 They were gCl1cl,1l1y \I\\'d \I11l\t111111'0l1\ly in all 
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.1ssault; frequently the attacker is said to have onJy a single ram and tower (ARM 

1.131,135), or sometimes onJy two (L 457). The construction of these devices 
was difficult, requiring skilled craftsmen and special materials (ARM 6.65). The 
precise details of these siege engines are not know, but their basic function seems 
'lear. 

Ladders (sirnrniltum) (L 205) were obviously devices that allowed the soldiers to 
'cale the last part of a wall once the siege ramp had reached it. A large number 
were used in sieges, and were stored after siege for reuse and transported to the 
liege by boat or cart. Cormnanders felt an assault on d. city wall could not be 
undertaken without sufficient ladders: 

About the [siege] ladders that Ibal-Pi-EI brought into [the city of) Rapiqum
they are being kept inside Rapiqum. And there are no boats inside Rapiqum 
for bringing them upstream to Hurban [the city that is being besieged]. We 
lack ladders. If it pleases our lord, we must not have a lack of ladders. (L 393) 

Battering rams (yaSJaburn) were used to break down walls or gates. 10 They were 
dlo used from the top of siege ramps. Battering rams were sometimes used to 
I\leak down revetment walls supporting earthworks; it was possible that when the 
Il'Vetment walls collapsed, the slumping earthworks would bury the ram (L 479). 
'1lcge towers (dirnturn) do not seem to have been extraordinarily tall - perhaps 
Ihout five to six meters. ll They were essentially strengthened and protected lad
Ins allowing the soldiers to assault the top of the wall from the siege ramp. 
\ Ilother siege device which seems to have been part of the tower is the "leaner" 
1lIlIlIadia) (L 205-6, 393); it is either some type ofladder, or a gangplank that was 
Ilwered by ropes from the top of the siege tower onto the top of the wall. The 
II ival of 500 reinforcements with a siege tower caused consternation for a 
ll"ieged garrison commander, but he vowed to continue the fight: " [even] if he 
11l1leS with a [siege] tower, I will not permit him to enter the city" (L 305). 
Illwers could be disassembled, moved, and used in another siege (L 470). 

n some occasions the siege equipment was constructed at a distance and 
'l1~ported  to the site of the siege, either by boat (ARM 2.107, 2.110 14.45) or by 

, IlccJed vehicles (ARM 2.7, 2.15). Shamshi-Adad ordered the transport of siege 
III ipment by river and land: "as soon as they have brought the siege towers and 
" battering ram upstream to Mari they should load them on wagons". In the 
lll'r case, it is not clear if the disassembled parts of the tower and ram were 
III\porred by cart, or if the tower and ram were built on wheels and moved on 

I II own. The latter option is probably indicated by the siege representations of 
III Early Bronze period, discussed on p. 216, which show siege towers and rams 
HI wheels. As in the Middle Ages, siege engines were given special names by the 
pldll:l s; one was called haradan - wild donkey (ARM 6.63; CAD 6:88), which, 
clilludcntnlly, in a Latin form olinger, was used by the Romans for a type ofcatapult. 

()Il lhc other hand, ~icge  ct]uipml:Jlt was often built at the site of the siege. The 
\)f high quality hlill\hllg 11111hl'I lhrtHlll.holil mo~t  of thl: Mesopotnminn 

H 
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floodplain caused difficulties for sieges, requiring that either siege equipment 01 

good timber be shipped to the site of the siege. One general asked the king to ship 

in special wood for building siege equipment. 

About cutting trees for xattassi12 and axletrees for a battering ram and towers. 
of which my lord wrote - [we need] straight stems which are suitable fOl 
xattassi, and axletrees do not exist on the bank of the Habur [River, a tribu 
tary of the Euphrates], and cornel wood, straight stems, do not exist. (L 414) 

Another cOlmnander had put his assault on hold while waiting for good 

building timber to build thirty ladders for a siege. 

Load on one boat those pines from the dry pines that are with you, that is, 4() 
pines of two reeds length for ladders, 20 pines for short ladders (kammu) , 2() 
pines for "leaners" (hu-mu-da-ia), and provide silver for buying travel prav! 
sions for the haulers [of the equipment]; those pieces of wood must arriV\" 
tomorrow. Do not neglect this letter of mine! Further: send a blade of om 
pound [ofbronze] for the battering ram! The assault [on the city ofMishian h.1S 
been] on hold for nine days [because ofthis lack ofsiege equipment]. (L 205-(,) 

Archers were also used during sieges, but again apparently in rather sm<lll 
numbers. A small plaque from Mari shows an archer, behind another man holdinv 
a large shield, shooting upward, apparently at enemies on a wall during a siegl 
(Figure 5c, p. 218).13 One letter from the commander of a besieging arJl1\ 

requested more ammunition: 

Have made 50 bronze arrowheads of 5 shekels weight (40 grams) each, 51) 

arrowheads of 3 shekels weight each, 100 arrowheads of 2 shekels weighl 
each, and 200 arrowheads of 1 shekel weight each. Make it a priority, so th.ll 
it is finished quickly. It looks as if the siege of Andarik may be prolonged, and 
that is why I am writing to you. (ARM 18.5; MK 63) 

The total number of arrows requested was only 400, enough to arm only twellt\ 
archers with twenty arrows each. The urgency of the letter seems to imply that thl 
commander felt that these 400 arrows were important, possibly reflecting till 
overall small levels of archery used in Middle Bronze Mesopotamia. Thirty nll"1I 

with javelins are also described as harassing the city walls (L 497). 

Difensive operations 

One standard response of a besieged city was to make sorties to disrupt till 
attackers (L 400). An active defense could include many sorties. One defend III 

commander had "1000 good troops" in his garrison, allowing him to "COllSt<lllt!v 
keep coming out [of the cityJ to do battle" with till' hI ,II ~~ill~  ,11 Illy (I 14(1) A 

I'II-timed sortie could break a siege: "Two hundred troops and [commander] 
Iggar-Abum went out from Kurda, and he defeated 500 Eshnunakean troops. He 
!<lve them from their [fortifiedJ camp" (L 417). 

A series of contemporary dispatches to king Zin1I"i-Lim of Mari from his city 
111ll11ander named Zimri-Addu give a vivid description of the course of the siege 
I I liritum by the Elamites in 1764 (L 103-5). The city was defended by both 
111 iote and Babylonian allied soldiers (L 459). The Elamjtes had surrounded the 
(\, built a fortified camp, and constructed a ramp that was nearing the walls of 
, city. In response Zimri-Addu undertook active defensive tactics. 

To my lord [king Zimri-LimJ speak! Your servant Zin1I"i-Addu says: "The 
troops of my lord [in the city of HiritumJ are well. Some time ago I wrote my 
lord that [we setJ fire to the tower [standing on] the lower fringe [of the Ela
mite siege rampJ, and that the enemy [are seeking materials] for obtaining 
.mother tower. Now, that method [was successful in destroying] one tower, 
Ibut one tower] remained standing. And the work within the city against 
the tower of the enemy and his earthworks [continues]; a counter-ramp14 that 
Iwe defenders] made was two ropes wide, earthworks for two ropes. And the 
[Babylonian] servants of [the allied king] Halmnurabi were talking as 
foLlows. They said: 'We wiIJ make these earthworks higher toward our [...] 
counter-ramp, and do battle from their top [against the enemy attack from 
their siege rampJ. The enemy wiLl not be able to do anything to this city!' " 
L 457-8) 

defenders seem to have been building a counter-ramp inside the city, with 
lment waLls and earthworks allowing them to make the overall height of their 

II higher, forcing the enemy to increase the height of their siege ramp. 
Il1lri-Addu continued the narrative in a subsequent dispatch written on the 
:ve of the battle he is describing. Some unfortunate lacunae leave part of the 

( unclear: 

my lord [king Zil11I"i-Lim] speak! Your servant Zil11I"i-Addu says: "The 
troops of my lord [in the city of Hiritum] are well. The day I sent this tablet to 
Illy lord, the troops of my lord and [the allied] Babylonian troops were posi
(Ioned against the enemy in front of the [enemy siege] tower and the earth
works [of the enemy]; [our soldiers] fought and drove [the enemy] from his 
Isiege ramp] earthworks.... In the morning [the enemy] returned ... to the 
()p of his earthworks [and] was coming out toward the [gate]. One of the 
Icaners' [siege gangplank] and [... the siege tower?] gave way [and collapsed]. 
nd I heard the following: 'There is no [siege] tower left to [the enemy], and 

hI' 1is waiting for more materials] to obtain a [new] tower.' This I heard. The day 
when the battle was fought, Dagan-Mushteshir distinguished himselfvery much. 
IAI fire Iwas litl and wa~ kept burning in front of the [enemy siege] tower. 

Ild o(thl' troops of Illy IOld. Ill,lny llOOpS distinguished themselves." (L 459) 

\1 
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In the aftermath of their failure to break into Hiritum and the loss of their siege 
towers, the Elarrilte army withdrew (L 460), as Zimri-Addu describes in his next 
dispatch: 

The troops [of Mari] are staying in the camp of Hiritum. The Babylonian 
troops took down the [temporary fortifications o~  the city of Hiritulll 
[including] the counter-ramp that they had built. They are spreading the 
earthworks [of the siege ramp] that the enemy had heaped up.... Now the 
enemy has crossed to Kakkulatum. He has regrouped.. .. The enemy has 
released the work detail [which had been conscripted to build the earthworks 
and siege ramp] to [return] to his land. (L 459) 

Another siege for which we have some detailed narratives is the siege of 
Razama by the Elamites (L 65-9). It began when Atamrum, king of Allahad and 
ally of the Elarriltes, with an army of 700 Elamites and 600 Eshnunakeans (L 496) 
made an attack on the city. Zimri-Lim of Mari was overlord of the city, but he 
was engaged in the north, and needed time to return to Mari, refurbish his army 
and relieve Razama (L 496). The city was thus required to hold out on its own fo! 
nearly a month. The king of Razama, Sharraya, a loyal vassal of Zimri 
Lim, strongly resisted the siege. As Atamrum made siege ramps against the walls 
and prepared rams and siege towers for the final assault, Sharraya led sorties to 
disrupt the besiegers' efforts, specifically targeting the craftsmen making siege 
engmes. 

The city of Razama is under siege, and [its commander] Sharraya is staying 
inside his city [to defend it]. He put up a fight. He went out and felled 5()() 
troops from among the [enemy] troops. [He also killed] two leatherworkers 
and battering-ram makers [in the sortie]. (L 489) 

The ramp had progressed well, and a siege tower and ladders were ready for thelt 
final placement when Sharraya's soldiers made another impressive sortie. 

Sharraya placed lumps of pitch opposite a tower and then lit a fire under till' 
lumps of pitch, and the tower collapsed. And the fire consumed the "leaners" 
[siege tower gangplanks] .... [Thereafter] Atamrum wrote to Sharraya [offer 
ing to withdraw on terms, saying]: "Give me tribute! And release to me thl 
troops that you [captured in battle] and brought inside [the city]!" But he dId 
not give him tribute.... And the city is strong. I am afraid Atamrum and hl\ 
troops will quit [the siege] before the arrival of my lord [with reinforcementsl 
(L 300) 

At this point the attacking commander Atamrum considered negotiating, and 
wrote to his Elamjte overlord, explaining: "J put a chokehold on the CIt; 

[ofRazamal. Write to me if you want me to quit. ane! I slllllll'n'ln' the tribute ot 

I he city and quit. Otherwise [I shall take down] the fortifications of the city" 
(L 495-6). The townspeople seemed willing to accept an offer and pay tribute, but 
hy this time the situation had changed; Atamrum's confidence had been restored 
,Ind he broke off negotiations. 

They [the attackers] took a break for ten days, and then the elders [of the 
city] came out to Atamrum and told him the following. They said: "We are 
for making peace. The [besieging] troops must withdraw five kilometers from 
his camp, and I shall supply silver [as tribute]." And he [Atamrum] answered 
them as follows. He said: "You really have decided the following: 'We shall 
deceive him with words. Let him withdraw from his camp, and we shall 
[thereby] put a stop to the exertions [of the siege] ....' If you are for making 
peace, why does Sharraya [the king of Razama] not come out to me 
[personally to negotiate]? Go, put up a fight, strengthen your city [for the 
coming attack]!" And the townspeople answer him as follows: "The city is 
Zimri-Lim's, and his regular army went behind him [to Aleppo]. Stay [and 
fight] until the lord of the city [Zimri-Lim] comes to [attack] you!" 
[Thus king Sharraya] made his decision, strengthened the city, and started 
coming out regularly [in sorties], and he was beating the Eshnunakean 
troops. And he [Atamrum] was heaping up earthworks going toward the city. 
(L 496) 

I\s the siege ramp advanced toward the city wall, an urgent message was sent to 
IInri-Lim requesting immediate assistance. 

Atamrum is besieging Razama. [His siege ramp] is astride the lower city 
fwall]. The troops of the city are doing battle all the time. If the city of 
R.azama does not stop him, the whole land of Idamaras mjght change sides to 
him, judging by what I keep hearing from those Docal citizens] around me. 
The eyes ofYamutbal and its entire land are fixed entirely on [what] my lord 
[Zimri-Lim will do to respond to this siege]. (L 454) 

hile waiting for the relief army from Zimri-Lim, Sharraya redoubled his efforts 
II "esistance with a secret assault on the attackers. 

The front of the earthworks [of Atamrum's army] reached the parapet of the 
wall of the lower town, and the townspeople ... made two tunnels [through 
the wall], right and left toward the front of the [enemy's approaching] earth
works. At night they [the troops of Razama] entered [the tunnels] at the front 

f the [enemy] earthworks, and in the early morning the troops of the city 
3111e out [in a surprise attack] and beat half of the troops [of Atamrum]. They 

l11ade thel11 drop their bronze spears and their shields [in flight] and brought 
Ithe discarded weapoml inside the city [as booty]. The townspeople keep 
Invoking the Jl,lnH' ll( Illy Itlrd 11'.11)11 i Lim in victoryl. (L 496) 

p 
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At this point Atamrum was reduced to attempting a rather feeble stratagem of 
his own. 

He supplied bronze javelins to thirty imposters [who pretended to be soldiers 
from Mari], and they hassled the city, saying: "Why do you keep invoking the 
name of [king] Zimri-Lim? Do not his troops besiege you right now?" And 
the townspeople answered them as follows: "You [Atamrum] equipped 
impostors and let them approach [the city wall]. Yes, in five days, the troops 
who are with Zimri-Lim will arrive for you. You will see." (L 497) 

The morale of the besiegers continued to deteriorate as that of the besieged 
improved with the news of the immanent approach of Zimri-Lim's relief army. 

The alarm of the coming of [the relief army] of my lord [king Zimri-Lim] has 
been sounded for the [besieging] troops [of Atamrum], and in the course of 
the night the troops in camp are being woken up twice.... Those from inside 
the city will come out and they will kill many [enemy] troops! And those 
troops in that [enemy] camp are sleepless. They keep being apprehensiw 
about [the arrival of the army of] my lord. My lord must do what is necessar) 
to come here and save the city. (L 497) 

The end of the siege is not recorded, but it appears that Zimri-Lim's army did 
arrive and save the city. These examples show that an active defense - with 
counter-ramp, sorties and fire, and hope for a relief army - could defeat a deter 
mined besieging army. 

Climax of the siege 

On the other hand, when an enemy siege was nearing success the morale of thl 
defenders played an increasingly important role. In some situations, the soldit'l 
began to panic and even mutiny. Sleeplessness and exhaustion contributed to 
deteriorating morale (L 347, 400, 466). At the siege of Shehna, the city COllI 

mander "said to the herald, 'Get the troops up on the wall [to defend against til( 
coming assault]!' [One of the officers] Ushtashni-El rose and said, 'My troOpt'l 
will not go up on the wall.' The herald said, 'My commander sent me.' He rUsh 
tashni-EI] acted maliciously and shoved the herald" (L 302). On the other hal1d 
many commanders and soldiers were willing to fight to the death for their kill 
one defender of a besieged garrison proclaimed: "I will not open the city to ,111\ 

body. If a rescue detachment of my lord arrives, I will have lived. Otherwise I wll 
have been killed [in the fall of the city]" (L 304). 

As the situation became more desperate, cities under siege usually requested 
relief army to march to their rescue (L 298, 299). "A rescue detachment 111111 

arrive like one man on the day we hear the alarm of jthe l'm'l1lyl rtlming Ollt [iii 
attack our city]" (L 239). Sometimes reinforn'Jlll'llts ,IIIIWd 111st III the 11I(~  If 

\1 

Ille to save a city: "Had the troops of my lord been one day late, the city ofKaran 
light have long since been seized [by the enemy]" (L 352). City commanders 
IInplained when they didn't get the reinforcements they thought they needed; 

king, of course, wanted them to make do with the men they had: "One time, 
o times, and three times I made my request before Zimri-Lim, and still he did 
.t give anything to me" (L 262). Another commander echoed the same concern: 
I he city was left to itself. Now, my lord must dispatch troops, and they must take 
IIltrol of[the city of] Nahur. That city must not slip from the hand of my lord!" 
Il' ,imple reply - "There are no troops" (L 311) - has been echoed throughout 
tory. 
I'he exasperation of the defending city commander is reflected in his refusal to 

l responsibility for defeat if he is not given sufficient resources: 

Ill' [the king] disregards our word! We wrote to our lord once, twice, about 
troops entering MisWan, and our lord [responded], "Whom do you fear that 
you keep writing me for troops?" ... If our lord does not dispatch us the 
troops, he cannot blame us [if we are defeated] in the future. We guard the 
wall and the city gates. We are afraid about [enemy devastation of] the flanks 
of the cultivated zone [around our city]. If there were one thousand or two 
thousand troops staying with us, one-half we would leave on the wall [to 
protect the city] and one-half we would send out on rescue missions [against 
the enemy pillaging the countryside]. (L 241) 

\, a siege progressed, starvation for the garrison and citizens became a real 
d'ility (L 465). One commander wrote asking for assistance against a besieging 

claiming: "There is no grain in the city. My lord must do what is necessary 
'iing grain to the city" (L 311, 304, 309; ARM 2.50). With a deteriorating 
It Ion the loyalty of some besieged towns could be dubious as a growing por
'If the population came to believe that a negotiated surrender was preferable 

IISl.lvement and the destruction of their town. The king of Mari had 100 sol
g.lrrisoning the city of Qatara (L 404) that was besieged by an enemy general, 

~ 1Ilanum, who managed to instigate a revolt of the citizens: 

I it' IKukkutanum] caused the opinion of the commoners to turn against 
IM,lri] .... And the commoners turned to the side of Kukkutanum. They 
.Lllted seizing Qattara. If it had not been for the troops of my lord [from 
1\.1", i, who were garrisoning the town], they [the rebel citizens] would have 
'lied Qattara. (L 354) 

IH~1l ,1 besieging army took the lower city, they faced the reality of an entirely
 
Qnqller the citadel. One besieging army "took shelter in [the cap


II<lwCI city on Kiyat<ln. lie fixed lip the lower city for use as his camp.... The
 
I of till' nty IS stlOnp;. Till' townspc()plc cntered it and arc holding the cita


\Ild [till' t'lll'lllyll' mrllpYll11! l1ll' IOWl" t1ty. Ilis elite troops are in his camp"
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(L 362). When the lower city fell, it was plundered: "the soldiers looted the lower 
part of that city, but the citadel is untouched" (L 368). Often, however, when the 
lower city fell the citizens decided to take the last chance to surrender the citadel 

on terms (L 365). 
Thus the entire range of siege techniques of the ancient Near East - siege 

towers, battering rams, undermining, ramps, protective shelters, siege shields, and 
ladders - were all in place by at least the eighteenth century, and probably several 
centuries earlier. Although there were many subsequent important technical 
improvements, the basic elements of siegecraft had all been developed by the 
Middle Bronze Age. The only siege devices unattested in the Bronze Age Near 
East are the large, projectile throwing devices which developed in three phases: basic 
torsion devises beginning in the fourth century BCE; counterweight trebuchets in 
the twelfth century CE, and gunpowder in the late fourteenth century CEo 
Despite these significant advances, the essence of siegecraft was an invention of the 

Bronze Age. 

CHAPTER NINE 

Syria and Lebanon 

I he two core zones ofcivilization in the ancient Near East, Mesopotamia and Egypt, 
\'LTe surrounded by peripheral regions which had their own cultures, but which 
\l're tied in various cultural, political, and economic ways to the great agricultural 
I en valleys. One of the most important of these, with the closest cultural and 
'tllitical ties to Mesopotamia, was Syria,1 which, for the purposes of this study, 
,ill be defined as the modern countries of Syria and Lebanon. The geography and 
l ology of this region is quite complex, ranging from narrow coastal plains to high 
.lIe·sted mountains, rain-fed agricultural highland valleys, the upper Euphrates 
I\'l.~r  basin, steppe, desert, and oases, all interlocking in complex patterns creating a 
timber of separate micro-environments with distinctly different agricultural or 
l\toral potential (M = EDS 35). 

I'ractically speaking, this area is geographically divided into four zones: 

the coastal plains, or Phoenician zone; 
the inland valleys; 
Lhe middle Euphrates basin; and 
the steppe and desert fringe to the south and east. 

I:ach of these zones created different styles of human social organization. Each 
t the first three zones was home to city-states. The Phoenician coastal zone was 
1.lllionally home to the world's first great maritime civilization, best documented 

the Early and Middle Bronze ages at Byblos and Ugarit. The fourth zone, the 
ppe and desert, was generally inhabited by nomadic and semi-nomadic pastor

I\ts, who often played an important military role in Syrian and Mesopotamian 
11\ ,tates, either as raiders or as allies of sedentary armies. 

I'he archaeological periodization of Syria (Table 9.1? is not as precisely defined 
t h.ll of Egypt or Mesopotamia. In broad terms Syrian archaeological periods 
l.iIld those of Canaan, but there are important distinctions, and different scho
h Illterpreters arrange things differently. 
I he earliest written texts from Syria appear at Ebla around 2500. Before that 
.IIC dependent for our knowledge of Syrian military history solely upon 

hll'oklgy or incidental rdl'rences LO Syria in Mesopotamian sources. The mili
h"l()rv or SYria 111 Lill' N"(ll,th'l: IWrttlt! h,IS been discussed in Chapter One. 

'C1 
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Table 9.1 Simplified archaeological chronology of Syria 

Period Phase Date Alternate names 

Epi-Paleolithicl 16,000-10,000 
Mesolithic 

Early "Pre-Pottery" 10,000-8700 Pre-Pottery Neolithic A 
Neolithic 8700-6800 Pre-Pottery Neolithic U 

6800-6500 Early Pottery 
Neolithic 

6500-5900 Pre-Halaf 

Neolithic 

Late Neolithic 5900-5200 Halaf 
5200-4000 Ubaid 

4400-3500 
Chalcolithic Uruk 

Protohistoric 3500-3000 

Early Bronze	 3000-2000 

Middle Bronze Middle Bronze I 2000-1800	 Old Syrian 
PeriodMiddle Bronze II 1800-1600 

Middle Syrian Period Late Bronze	 1600-1200 

Chalcolithic {4400-3 OOO}3 

The Chalcolithic period in Syria is characterized by the rise and spread of copper 
working for ornamentation, statues, tools, and weapons. City fortifications also 
make their first appearance in Syria during the Chalcolithic. Culturally, anothcl 
significant development is the closer cultural and economic integration of Syria 
with southern Mesopotamia, with Syria increasingly sharing forms of pottery, 
cylinder seals, architecture, writing, and cultural institutions; this phenomenon is 
sometimes called the "Uruk expansion" (AS 181-4, 190-7; HE1 14-18), which 
naturally included an exchange of military technologies and practices - most 

apparent in fortifications and weapons. 
While all archaeologists agree that there are significant parallels in material 

culture between Syria and Mesopotamia during this "Uruk expansion", they dis 
agree as to the extent to which this integration came about by actual migration and 
colonization of eastern and central Syria by people from southern Mesopotamia a, 
opposed to the influence of merchant colonies or indirect influence.4 Th,' 
Sumerian perspective of this phenomenon has been discussed in Chapter Threl'. 
Here we will look at the issue from the perspective of the Syrians. 

The Sumerians seem to have tried to create a chain of towns and markets to 

connect them with areas containing resources crucial to the new forms of urban 
social organization that were developing in Me~Op0l.lIl1l,\, '~H h ,\\ l11l'l,ll, building 
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11ll1ber, stone, and precious stones such as lapis lazuli. In Syria, the major trade 
Illute passed up the middle Euphrates, thence branching into western Syria, the 
\lkditerranean and Anatolia. A major Sumerian colony in Syria was Habuba 
I\.tbira (Tell Qannas, Jebel Aruda) {c. 3500-3200}, which was protected by three
lIcter-thick mud-brick walls with numerous projecting square towers and at least 

I \Vo fortified gates. The city had strong cultural links with southern Mesopotamia, 
111L1 is frequently described as a Sumerian colony (AS 190-7; EDS 81-6; EA 
I 146-8; DANE 135-6). Many surrounding sites also exhibit, to a greater or lesser 
kgree, close parallels in their material culture to the Sumerian city-states over 
,'veral centuries (AS 195-7). Smaller Sumerian outposts, such as the fortress at 

"shnaqa, have also been discovered (AS 200-1). The fact that the Sumerian 
llionies in Syria have some of the first major fortifications known in Syria points 
tl two important mihtary facts. First, the colonies were not entirely peaceful and 
l ()Jlomic in nature, but felt sufficiently threatened by surrounding non-Sumerian 
,,'oples that they needed to fortifY their cities. Second, the process of 
'1l1llerian colonization necessarily included a transfer of military technology and 
',hniques from the Sumerians to the Syrians. 

The occupation of Habuba lasted less than 200 years, after which it was aban
Illiled. The precise reason for the disappearance of Habuba and related sites is 
I1lkllown. The city was not destroyed, but there could certainly have been a sig
IJflcant military threat contributing to the decision of the Sumerian colonists to 
!>.tlldon the city. Phoenican city-states were also involved in the rising militarism 
,I I he late fourth millennium; city walls have been found at Dakermann in Leba
lOll (MW 1:187). Weapon burials in elite graves at Byblos indicate the beginning 
,f I he rise of a military elite (MW 1:187). 

rhe precise political and military relationship between the northern Mesopo
lillian "colonies" and the Sumerian city-states of the south is unclear. Given the 
III rent evidence, it is probably premature to speak of an empire, where southern 
Illl'S had direct control over their colonies in the north. Rather, it is more 

'I'propriate to think of the relationship between Greek city-states and their colo-
Ill', in the sixth century BC, where close cultural, economic, political, and mili
II Y ties existed, but without direct control by the mother city (AS 204-5). Some 
11,,~,  like Habuba Kabira, seem to have been entirely new foundations created by 
1IIIlerian colonists. Others, like Tell Brak, show a mixture of indigenous Syrian 
ILlIl'riaJ culture with significant Sumerian influences (AS 185-90; EDS 86--9; DANE 
l~  I»). Such sites may represent Sumerian elites ruling local peoples, or local Syr
III clites allying themselves with the Sumerians and adopting Sumerian culture. 

What is clear, however, is that the period of the spread of the "Uruk world 
(em" also witnessed the spread of militarism; military threat increased during 

III mid-to-late fourth millennium, leading to the beginning of fortification in 
~YI  Lt, derived from models originating earlier in Mesopotamia. Unfortunately, 
I.ld; of lexts from this period prevent us frolll understanding any of the details of 
\\';11 (lIl' .IUI ing the latl' Urllk age, hut it is prl'sumed that competition for resources 
lid t'tll1lto] of It adl' mull', \\,\\ ,111 11l1PO\ t,1nl ("tor. 
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Whatever the nature of the military component of the "Uruk expansion", 11 

came to a relatively abrupt halt around 3000. Some of the Uruk sites, such ,I' 

Habuba Kabira, were simply abandoned with few signs of military conflict or 

destruction. Other Sumerian sites, however, such as Jebel Aruda and Sheikh Ha, 
san, do have destruction layers probably caused by war (AS 208). Still other sitl'\ 
continued in use, but without the distinctive Uruk-style pottery and artifacts. It " 
assumed that the Sumerian "colonists" either were driven from these sites OJ 

withdrew on their own accord under some type of pressure. Many Sumeriall 
colonists probably merged with the local Syrian population, losing their distinctivl 
identity, at least in terms of material culture identifiable to archaeologists. We an 
uncertain as to the causes of the collapse of the "Uruk expansion"; there wen 
probably a number of contributing factors, and a military component should nol 
be excluded. 

The Early Bronze Age in Syria {3000-2100r 

After the decline of the initial impulse of city building in Syria during the Uru).. 
expansion {3400-3000}, Syria experienced a decrease in the scale and complexit> 
of urbanization for several centuries {3000-2600}. Although small towns and viI 
lages remained widespread in Syria, there is little evidence of large-scale urballl 
zation until the twenty-sixth century (AS 233-5, 268-7). Thereafter a number of 
sites give evidence of rapid expansion in size and population. The largest of thesl' 
reached up to 100 hectares in size, with populations possibly approaching 30,000, 
probably representing the maximum potential population of an ancient Syrian city 
given the ecological, agricultural, technological and transportation limitations of 
the age. For the military historian, two developments of the Early Bronze Age an 
most important: increased use of copper and later bronze for weapons - tin-bronzl' 
becoming common only during the late third millennium; and the nearly uni 
versal spread of fortifications for cities, after the halting beginnings during the 
Uruk expansion in the late Chalcolithic (AS 250-1, 268-9). Martial themes also 
begin to appear in royal art. This triple combination of weapons, fortification, and 
martial art is a sure sign of the crossing of the warfare threshold. 

As with southern Mesopotamia and Egypt, the most striking military feature of 

Early Bronze Age Syria is the Widespread appearance of massive mud-brick city 
fortifications at a number of sites, probably based on earlier southern Mesopota 
mian models and technologies. Major fortified cities of Early Bronze Age Syri,\ 
include: Ebla, Mari, Qatna (Tel Mishrife), Hama (ancient Amad), Aleppo (ancient 
Yamkhad), Ugarit (Ras Shamra), and Damascus. 6 Each seems to have been thl' 
center of a major independent city-state (AS 244-6). In north-eastern Syria, in a 
region known as the "Khabur triangle" encompassing the tributaries of the Kha 
bur River, there were three main strongly fortified city-states by the middle of the 
third millennium (AS 259-62): Nagar (Tell Brak; EA 1:355 ()), Urkesh (Tell 
Mozan; EA 4:60-3) and Shekhna (Tell Leilan; EA 3:34 I 7). 1',1,1, or which can 
trolled surrounding towns and villages. Nagaf ,el'l11' tIl I,IVl~  helll fill' domin,JllI 

Il 
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'l~te  in the region. The surviving fortifications of Shekhna (Leilan) are parti 
II y impressive, with two concentric brick walls, the largest ten meters wide 
flrteen meters high, with a circumference of 3.5 kilometers (AS 262; EDS 

j North-east Syria also contained a unique form of fortification consisting of 
ircular mud-brick walls and ditches known as kranzhugel ("wreath

Illds") by archaeologists; the outer city walls were often supplemented by inner 
kl fortifications around the temple and palace complexes on the acropolis 

, '')6-9). 

Ebla (Tell Mardikh) {c. 255O-230of 

I wo major city-states of Early Bronze Age Syria were Ebla and Mari, both of 
It h were culturally integrated in many ways with Sumerian civilization in 
IhlTn Mesopotamia. The remarkable discovery of a huge archive of 17,000 clay 
I l\ at Ebla in 1974-76 has made it the best-documented city in Early Bronze 
II, with the earliest extensive written corpus in any Sernitic language (AS 239). 
lorLunately for the military historian, the vast majority of the texts at Ebla were 

1IIl'Il by its extensive and highly centralized economic and administrative 
",llIcracy. None the less, enough military information can be extracted to pro

I, liS with an important glimpse into military affairs in the twenty-fourth cen
> IJcfore the discovery of the Ebla archive, "no inscriptions prior to the second 

1111l'r of the second millennium were found in any of the north Syrian archae
"',Ieal sites" (HEl 3; AS 235); until this discovery it had been presumed that 
Illng was unknown in Early Bronze Age Syria. This provides an important 
Illnnary tale: our understanding of ancient Near Eastern military history is 
, 'ys tentative and subject to sometimes radical reorientation by new discoveries. 
I bh was first settled around 3500. In the following centuries it grew in size, 

l <lllling the predominant town in the region, supported by numerous sur
IIlding satellite agricultural villages. Ebla's significance was in part linked to its 

Ir .IS an entrepot of growing international trade, probably beginning with 
II' I ('ased demand for wool in Sumer. At its height, Ebla reached a size of 60 

,Llfes, and a population of from 10,000 to 20,000. Archaeological and textual 
Illence shows Ebla as a nexus of trade eastward with Mesopotamia and south
'I wnrd with Byblos, and hence indirectly with Egypt. 
Allhough for the most part details are not known, a tentative list of rulers 

'\II11Crian: en; Akkadian malikum) ofEbla up until the destruction of the city-state 
.... ,lfgon (?) in c. 23008 can be reconstructed from the texts (HEl 19-26; SHP 

ANE 2:1222). These, include, with very rough chronological estimates 
11l11ing a 20-year generation: 

l~lIlmnu  {c. 2740}
 
N,l 111 ,I IlLI {c, 2720}
 
1),1 I,. ,I{l. 270()}
 
S,ILl.I,J,\1 {I 2MlO
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Dane'um {c. 2660} 
Ibbini-Lim {c. 2640} 
Ishrut-Damu {c. 2620} 
Isidu {c. 2600} 
Isrut-Halam {c. 2580} 
Iksud {c. 2560} 
Talda-Lim {c. 2540} 
Abur-Lim {c. 2520} 
Agur-Lim {c. 2500} 
Ibbi-Damu {c.2480} 
Baga-Damu {c.2460} 
Enar-Damu {c. 2440} 
Ishar-Malik {c. 2420} 
Kum-Damu {c. 2400} 
Adub-Damu {c. 2380} 
Igrish-Halam {c. 2360} 
Irkab-Damu {c. 2340} 
Ish'ar-Damu {c. 2320} 

This list implies that the beginning of the dynasty coincided with the building of 
the first royal palace (G2) on the acropolis at about 2700, with the dynasty lasting 
until the destruction of that palace complex around 2300; it was through this 
destruction that the Ebla archive was inadvertently preserved. However, most of 
the Ebla tablets come from the period of the last three rulers on this list - roughly 
the late twenty-fourth century; the earlier rulers are little more than mere names. 

Based on a careful study of the political implications of economic and admin
istrative texts, Ebla should probably be seen as a hegemonic state, the major eco
nomic and military power in inland Syria during the Early Bronze Age (HE1 51
69). At its greatest extent the kingdom occupied an area roughly half the size of 
the modern state of Syria. Ebla ruled over two dozen or so large cities, and many 
other towns and villages. About half of the kingdom ofEbla was under the direct 
rule of the king, administered by governors (lugaO; the other half of the cities werc 
vassal states which retained their own kings (en), who provided tribute, supplies, 
military equipment, troop levees, and work crews to Ebla.9 Smaller towns and 
villages were ruled by overseers (ugula) who were appointed by the king (HE1 34). 
The king also sent agents (mashkim), collectors (ur) and messengers (kas) to overscc 
royal affairs and interests (HE1 51-2). Members of the extended royal family oftcn 
served in major positions of power or as rulers of subsidiary cities, while daughtcrs 
of the king were made high priestesses (dam-dingir, "wife of the god") in temples 
in different cities (HE1 53). Some of these client kings had their own sub-c1icnt 
rulers; the king of Burman, for example, was a vassal of Ebla, but was hil11sclf 
overlord of his own vassals in the towns of Shada and Arislll11 (II E I 33). Many of 
the smaller towns and villages were treated as property, which W,1\ tl.1tIl'd bctwccn 
kings, client-kings, vassals, governors, nobles, and tt'mph !ltcl1ltt Ilin (I' E I 'I, 
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15-9). With variations in detail, this basic pattern of political organization would 
continue in Syria for the next thousand years. 

The royal administration included departments for the collection and distribu
lion of metals (e-am, "house of metal"), textiles (e-siki, "house of textiles"), and 
chariots and draft animals (e-gigir, "house of chariots") (HE1 53). Ebla could be 
t.llled a tribute-state, whose power was based on wealth derived from tribute 
collected from vassals and allies. At the height of its power the king of Ebla 
Icceived annually an average of 357 kg of silver, 10 kg of gold, and 490 kg of 
(opper, with a royal flock totaling 670,000 sheep (CANE 2:1125-6). Vassal cities 
were also required to supply the army ofEbla with weapons, including spearheads, 
IITOWS, and daggers. 

Supplies for soldiers were also part of the vassal tribute system, including 
,lathing, animals, wine and food, and men for labor or combat (HE1 40-1,45-6); 
thc small town of Armi, for example, provided 120 soldiers, while the town of 
>\hatum mobilized 180 (HE1 44). At full mobilization the army ofEbla was thus a 
, omposite force of each of its vassal city-states; nomadic clients of the king of Ebla 
Icre also required to send troops and supplies. The Ebla texts also describe brisk 

liver traffic on the Euphrates, including wooden and reed boats (HE1 60-1); a 
lIumber of different types of boats are described, including: boats (ma), large boats 
ilia-gaO, and deep draft cargo boats (ma-gur) (HE1 60-2); these boats were pre
Ilmably commandeered and used during military campaigns to provide logistical 
1I1d transportation support for armies marching up and down the Euphrates. 

Some city-states in the region were Eblaite allies, bound together by mutual 
Ilierest and marriage. Diplomatically, Irkab-Damu {c. 2340} sealed an alliance 
\ Ith the vassal city of Emar, through the marriage of his daughter to the king of 
I Illar (SHP 28-9). Although the details are lacking, it is clear that there was 
1I1going intrigue and tension between Ebla and rival city states, creating frequently 
Illstable and shifting patterns of alliances. Diplomatic intrigue focused on the 
lllgoing struggle between the two main military powers of Syria in the middle 

I Ilphrates, Mari and Ebla, for hegemony over the city-states lying between them. 
I hc ruler of a city-state called Adu was lured away by Mari, apparently under 
Clme duress, from its former alliance with Ebla: "the friendship [alliance] ofEbla is 
HIt good, better to establish good friendship with Mari" (SHP 29). Tactics in this 
I r llggle included marriage alliances and diplomatic intrigue, as well as outright 
',II - two of the year-names in the Ebla texts mention defeat of the armies of 
1.11 i (SHP 29; HE1 43). 

he most important military texts describe a struggle between Ebla and its 
I<".ltest rival, Mari, which lasted off and on for nearly a century.10 Our informa
Ilil comes in the form of a rather laconic and formulaic combat report from the 
hbite general Enna-Dagan to an unnamed king of Ebla, perhaps Irkab-Damu 

2340}, describing a sequence of campaigns over the course of three genera
I'"h. 'Iere is an example of the combat report formula: "Iblul-Il [king of Mari] 
lefl',ltcd Shada, AdtLllini, .lIld ArisUI11, IvassalJ countries of Burman at Sugurum, 
11.1 I.""cd a Ibult.dJllHlltl1d loVt'l ,1 pdt' or t'ncmy corpsesJ" (HE1 29-30). 
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It appears that for three generations Mari had been incrementally encroaching 
up the Euphrates until it had reached the Eblaite vassal city-state of Emar at the 
great bend, forcing Ebla to pay tribute (HE1 38-9) totaling 1000 kg of silver and 
60 kg of gold over the course of perhaps forty years (CANE 2:1226). At that point 
Ebla dispatched an army under general Enna-Dagan, who launched a triumphant 
counterattack. The specifics are vague, but the overall picture is clear. Enna-Dagan 
was victorious, retaking the cities on the middle Euphrates that had been captured 
by Mari. The scale of the conflict is reflected in reports of 3600 dead at a battle at 
Darashum and another 3200 dead at Badanu and Masanu - though it is not clear if 
these numbers included civilian and military casualties (HEI 43). Enna-Dagan 
then proceeded south-east down the Euphrates, defeating the armies of Mari and 
its allies several more times, culminating in the capture of Mari itself, after which 
general Enna-Dagan was established as the new king (en) of Mari; it is not certain 
ifhe had been a vassal of the king ofEbla, but he seems to have become essentially 
independent. Thereafter the boundary between Ebla was established at Halabit, 
with that important fortress in Ebla's hands (HEI 49-50). 

Early Bronze Age Mari (Tell Hariri) {260o-2300}11 

The remarkable archaeological discovers at Ebla, and our consequent knowledge 
of that site, overshadow the achievements of Early Bronze Mari. However, most 
evidence points to J\1ari rather than EbIa as the dominant city-state on the midcIJc 
Euphrates. It was nearly twice as large as Ebla (100-plus hectares versus 60 hec
tares), and contained from 20,000 to 30,000 people (AS 263). Its double circular 
mud-brick fortifications measured 1920 meters in diameter, with gates protected 
by large projecting towers (EA 3:414; AFC 135). As noted above, Mari also 
seemed to be militarily predominant over Ebla during much of the twenty-fourth 
century, until the great victories of the Eblaite general Emu-Dagan {c. 2340}. 

We are able to reconstruct a king-list for the Early Bronze Age Mari, which 
unfortunately is little more than names, with very rough dates for their rule. 12 

1.	 Ilshu {c. 2550-2520} 
2.	 Lamgi-Mari {c. 2520-2503} 
3.	 Ikun-Shamash {c. 2503-2473} 
4.	 Ikun Shamagan {c. 2473-2453} 
5.	 Ishqi-Mari {c. 2453-2423} 
6.	 Anubu {c. 2423-2416}
 

Sa'umu {c. 2416-2400}
 
Ishtup-Ishar {c. 2400}
 
Iblul-II {c. 2380}
 
Nizi {c. 2360}
 
Enna-Dagan (conqueror from Mari) {c. 2340}
 
Ikun-Ishar {c. 2320}
 
Hida'ar {c. 2300}
 

I-I 

Mari's predominance was brought to an end by the campaigns of general Enna
Ihga of Ebla, as we have seen, who defeated the armies of Mari and captured the 
city, installing himself as king (HE1 26-51). Little is known of Enna-Dagan's suc
cessors, and by around 2300 the city was conquered by Sargon of Akkad. 

Ierqa (EA 5:188-90; AS 267) 

Another powerful Early Bronze Age city-state on the middle Euphrates was Terqa 
(' I<:11 Ashara), with some of the most massive brick fortifications of the period 
I hree concentric walls totaling twenty meters in thickness. The first of the three 
\V;dls was built about 2900, and the next two at rougWy hundred-year intervals. 
I'he walls were maintained and repaired over the course of the next thousand 

y,',lrs, indicating an early perception of increasing military threat throughout most 
or the Early Bronze. It seems likely that Terqa was politically dependant on Mari in 
.()IIle way, and served as a major bastion for the defense of that kingdom. 

TMlrriors ofEarly Bronze Syria 

1\11 analysis of archaeological and artistic evidence gives us a fair idea of the 
11 rnament of the Syrian warrior of the Early Bronze Age. It is important to 
1I1phasize that the term "Early Bronze" in reference to the weapons technology 

'II' the third millennium is something of a misnomer. For example, although 
III onze arrowheads are known, most Early Bronze arrowheads continued to be 
III,lde of flint (AS 272); in general, flint or obsidian weapons remained common. 
I ven when metal weapons were used, throughout the first half of the Early Bronze 
".ge most weapons were actually cast from arsenic-copper. True tin-bronze was 
1\·l.ltively rare because of the scarcity of tin sources in the Near East. Tin, along 
\ II h lapis lazuli, was imported over 3000 miles from Afghanistan; city-state 

bllrC,lUcracies tried carefully to control the importation and distribution of tin. 
{lilly in the later Early Bronze Age had tin supplies become large and reliable 

lIough to allow tin-bronze to become the predominant metal for weapon mak
1111-;. The term "Early Bronze Age" refers to the flrst appearance of tin-bronze 
H\lpOnS, not to the period of their universal adoption. Thus, Early Bronze Age 

\\l','ponS industries were dependent on access to the scarce resource of tin; the 
'liler with the best and most reliable access to tin could arm more soldiers more 
11l'.lVily with bronze weapons. 

IJ(;rhaps the earliest martial art from Syria was erected by an unknown Early 
III onze king near Jebelet el-Beidha, showing a bearded king wearing a (sheep
~ til?) kilt and sash on his left shoulder, holding a mace in his right hand. One of 

1\1\ I wo followers holds an axe; the weapon of the other is lost (AS 273). This stele 
\\ .I~  erected on <l promjnent plateau as some sort ofvictory monument, pointing to 
Ih(' rise of royal martial ideology. Other details are uncertain. 

A mnjor source for Syrian warrior armament is arm.ed god figurines. 
] hlOlluhout the Levant ,1IlU Syri,l during Early Bronze III {230o-2000} and the 
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Middle Bronze Age {2000-1600}, a religious tradition developed centered 011 tI 

offering of copper or bronze votive statuettes to temples. Hundreds of thesc sl 
tuettes have been preserved. Many of them represent armed warrior gods..11 ,I 
hence provide for us an invaluable record of the changing dress and armamClll ,,' 
Bronze Age Syrian and Canaanite warriors. 13 It must be emphasized that til,,\, 
figures are intended to represent divinities, and hence their weapons tend to relic I I 

the weapons of the elite warriors rather than the common soldiers, but tim " 
generally true of all Bronze Age martial art. 

Several EB III {2300-2000} figurines were found at Tell el-Judeideh (SAl ~ I 
These depict bearded nude warriors wearing an eight-inch wide leather hi II 
around the waist, armed with a short thrusting spear or javelin and a round-he.ldr I 
mace. They wear a torque around the neck, and have a conical helmet, eithcl I 

copper or leather (SAF §1-2). Since other contemporary art shows warriors g\1 

erally wearing kilts, the lack of clothing on several of these figures in this ,III 

subsequent periods may reflect religious concerns related to fertility, or an attclllpl 
to indicate if the votive figure is a god or goddess, rather than an actual traditioll <I 

fighting in the nude, though that cannot be discounted (SAF 133-4). 
Another major collection of bronze figurines comes from the mountaim II 

Lebanon and dates to roughly the end of the Early Bronze Age {2100-1900} C'lAI 
15). These depict the warrior-god wearing a knee-length kilt and an eight IlIl 
wide leather belt at the waist; some have long braided ropes hanging from thc III 
or wear a torque or necklace. The figures have full beards and shoulder-lcl1~~lh  

braided hair. Unfortunately the weapons for these figures were cast separately ,III 

are missing from most of the figures, but those remaining include a man-lcllgl 
broad-headed thrusting spear and a mace or club (SAF §3-9). The helmets wor 
by the earlier Early Bronze III figures from Tell el-Judeideh are not present. 1'11\ 
two sources point to the mace and thrusting spear as the standard Early Bromc III 
armament in Syria. 

Our understanding of the arms and armor of Syria during the Ebla agc {\ 
250Q-2300} is greatly enhanced by fragments from military murals from the p,d,1 
ces of the kings of Ebla (AFC 175-7) and Mari (AFC 157-60), which cOlllpl\ 
ment related martial art from contemporary Mesopotamia in Early Dynastit 111 
{265Q-2300} from Girsu (AFC 190-1) and Ur (AFC 97-9), which was discussl't 
on pp. 59-60. Fragments of a palace military mural from Ebla, sometimes kl1O\s 
as the "Standard ofEbla", give us a good view of Syrian warriors of the twel1lS 
fourth century (AFC 175-7). Most of the surviving fragments of the I1UI'lII 

murals from the palace at Ebla seem to be post-combat scenes related to prisol1\ I 
The first shows a soldier from Ebla wearing a leather cape as armor, typical of Ih\ 
Early Dynastic period found on the Standard ofUr. This warrior also has a hell11\t 
probably ofleather, and carries a short javelin which he is thrusting into the 11\'\ 

of a prostrate captured enemy lying bound at his feet (AFC 176). The sctolld 
shows a soldier in a leather (or sheepskin) kilt, which is cut illlO ~trips at thc krl\'\ 
to facilitate movement; this soldier has 110 helmct. lie h,,\ ,I puk Ull hiS ,hould\'! 
from which hangs something which looks lih' r~,br  H ,lIld h.1 heell illl\'! plt'(\'d .1' 
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Iller, a battle net, or a pouch to carry equipment or booty. The pole may in fact 
,Ill axe or a javelin - there are other scenes showing weapons carried on 

l.dders from which other equipment or banners are hung. '4 In his right hand he 
rles two severed enemy heads, perhaps hoping to obtain a bounty from the king 
I C 176). The third vignette shows a man dressed precisely like the warrior in 
second, but here he is grappling with a naked enemy prisoner (AFC 177). The 

tI scene shows a man in the same type of kilt also grappling with an enemy. The 
"I lor has a large bronze dagger in his right hand, with a "distinctive crescent
pcd pommel and ridged blade", which he is thrusting into the eye of a fallen 
illY. The enemy lies on his back, holding his attacker by the knees with his 

III hand, using his left hand trying to hold back the dagger (AFC 177). Other 
'nlents from the mural show an archer and a bound prisoner being escorted by a 

.lIt'!' (AS 241). A contemporary statue of a king ofEbla shows him holding the 
11\,1\ Sumerian Early Dynastic narrow-bladed axe (AFC 171). 

I he martial art from Early Bronze Age Mari '5 shows very close parallels to that 
I, hla and Ur, indicating there was essentially a single shared military system 
\ "ding from Sumer up the middle Euphrates into eastern Syria - or alter
r\e1y that they shared the same art style and craftsmen. Weapons depicted 
Illde the narrow-headed axe (AS 264; AW 1:137-9), javelin (AFC 157), spear 
Ie 158; AW 1:138), and bow (AFC 158). Most of the soldiers wear leather (or 
t.t1) helmets, fastened by a strap under the chin (AFC 158); some have beret

(,IPS (AS 264; AW 1:139). One of the warriors carries aloft a tall pole topped 
I bull-emblem - presumably a regimental standard (AW 1:138). Most of the 

dlers wear knee or ankle-length kilts with fringed hems. Most also have a long, 
.1\. sash over their right shoulders, extending down to their knees in both front 
d hack; it is marked by two rows of evenly spaced circles (AFC 157-8; AW 
I IH); this sash seems to be unique to soldiers from Mari from this period. It has 

II interpreted as a leopard skin - though the circles seem far too evenly spaced
_welded leather (AFC 157); it may simply be a colored fabric sash used at Mari 
"l11e type of heraldic uniform. Prisoners are shown with their arms tied to their 

'hts and pinioned behind their backs at the elbows (AFC 157; AS 264; AW 
I 11\). The standard Early Bronze Sumerian-style war-cart - four solid wheels, 
l\\ n by equids, with a driver and warrior with multiple javelins - is found in the 

1111 murals (AFC 159-60; AW 1:139). A detailed discussion of the Sumerian 
I cart is found in Chapter Five, but here it should be noted that war-cart 
hnology had spread to the middle Euphrates by at least the twenty-fourth 

IIturY. 
Militarily the most interesting scene at Mari is a shell plaque depicting two 

"1101'S in typical Mari military dress and a sprawling dead enemy (Figure 5c, p. 219).'6 
IH fim soldier holds a long thrusting spear underhand in his left hand. His right 

It IIHI supports a huge reed shield, with the reeds bound in leather in four evenly 
I'n'd plact's. The shield appears to be about two meters tall, and is strongly 

Iwd bJtkward in Its upper portion; it \t'ems too big and bulky to be maneuvered 
ilv in b,llt!l' lkhilld thl' ,Imld IWl1\'1 's an ,trcher, shooting an arrow upward 
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over the top of the curved shield. It is difficult to resist the interpretatioll It 
scene represents a siege, in which one warrior holds a large shield for till 
tion of the archer. The fact that the shield is curved backward indicates I h I 

of l1ussiles from above - this could occur either from missiles shot fro11l 
from high trajectory arrows or sling stones shot from the ground. Th, 
shooting his arrow upward indicates a probable target on a wall. The buH I 

the shield would make it unwieldy in mobile combat, but it is an ideal II. 

tification for static siege combat. In broad terms this shield is sinlllar to lil· 
body-shields ofSumerian warriors cliscussed in pages 55-9; the same type ofSI<.'!' 
remained in use in Mesopotamia until Assyrian times {930-612} (AW ' Ii 
418-19,424,435). 

Archaeologically, weapon finds from tombs confirm the standard Early I 
Age panoply found in Syria, including spears, javelins, maces, axes, arrO\\ 
and daggers (MW; AS 270-1). The most important sites of weapon finds III 

Qatna (south of modern Hama), where over 100 copper/bronze weapoll 
discovered in tombs (MW; EA 4:35-6; AS 245); Til-Barsib (Tell Ahmar) , whell 
three dozen weapons were found in local tombs (MW; EA 5:209-10; A'-t 
and the tombs at Jerablus Tahtani, near Carchemish (MW; EA 1:423-4; A'" 
These weapons are mainly of arsenic-copper, with tin-bronze appearing 1 
end of the Early Bronze Age. Surviving weapons include narrow-bladed axes. I 
spearheads, javelin heads, arrowheads, thin daggers, and broad, leaf-shaped dag 

In summary, complementary evidence from written, artistic, and archaeol, '~  

sources give us a fairly good picture of Syrian warriors of the Early Bronze IW 
There were two overlapping rnilitary traditions in Syria. The first could be I 

the indigenous Syrian system, with warriors in kilts and broad leather belts .l\ I 

with a combination of spear, javelin, mace, axe, and bronze dagger, probably 
plemented by the bow. The second Syrian military system, found at Man, J 

and probably other major cities on the middle Euphrates, could probably lx' II 
sidered an extension or variation on the contemporary Sumerian military SY'11 

The basic dress is a leather (or sheepskin?) kilt extending from the waist to I 

knees. The leather is cut into strips for about six inches above the knees to 1.1<.1 

itate movement. This basic gear is often supplemented by heavy infantry elJul 
ment consisting of a long leather cape or cloak extending from the shouldt" 
below the knees, and a leather or metal helmet. The weapons shown include I 

standard Early Bronze bow, javelin, spear, large dagger, and axe. Other thall 111'1· 
mets, no metal armor has been found from the Early Bronze Age; it is likely dill 
almost all armor depicted in the martial art was leather. Metal helmets have hn II 

found in the Royal Tombs of Ur, inclicating that they were used at least by til 
warrior elites.] 8 

Akkadian Empire in Syria {c. 230Q-2200}19 

The long-lasting, bi-polar military struggle between Ebla and Mari 011 the I11lddl<. 
Euphrates was overthrown by the intervention of the Akkadians around 2300. I hI 

.lnll uction layers at many Early Bronze sites in Syria are generally 
,. lhe Akkadian conquest (AS 277-82). The major campaigns of the 
I A\..kadian warlords Sargon {2334-2279} and Naram-Sin {2255
lwen discussed in Chapter Three. Among the claimed conquests of 

,11 i, Yarilluti, and Ebla, then westward to the Mediterranean (R 2:12, 
We have no precise chronology for Sargon's reign, but this campaign 
(l(curred rather late in his reign after he had fmnly secured Mesopo

lups .Hound 2300. His army, presumably supported by a river fleet, 
II' tile Euphrates to the city-state Tuttal, which submitted. There Sargon 
Ihe oracle of the god Dagon, "who gave him, from that time on, the 

Hllllry 10fSyria, inclucling the city-states of] Mari, Yarmuti, and Ebla, as 
I orcst of Cedars [Lebanon I and the [Taurus] Mountain of Silver" (Cl/ 

l II h lhe god Dagon's approval, Sargon continued his march north-west
~  1I1g Mari, and reaching the Mediterranean Sea. Sargon's motive for his 

I I' <-lear; he was seeking direct access to the "Forest of Cedars and the 
", of Silver" - in other words, he was searching for building timber and 
,\ h of which were in short supply in Mesopotamia itself. Archaeology 
ilUL Mari was destroyed about this time, a destruction generally attrib

'1.11gon. Many other sites in Syria show destruction layers datable to this 
1\ 'i 278). Some were rebuilt and continued as urban centers under Akka

I" others were never reinhabited, initiating the urban decline in Syria 
"wid reach crisis proportions from 2200 to 2000 (AS 281-7). 
Illterpretation of the archaeological evidence for direct Akkadian dom
Ilf Syria is somewhat controversial (AS 278-9). Maximalists argue for a 

I "I direct Akkadian control of Syria in the twenty-second century, inter
t with rebellions and a period of independence between Sargon and Naram
'lulring a strong campaign to reassert Akkadian authority by Naram-Sin (R 

hey point to the Akkadian palaces of Naram-Sin at Nagar (Tell Brak) 
')ltd,hna (TeLl Leilan) as exemplars of Akkadian direct rule (EA 3:343-4; AS 

I) Minirnalists see the claims of the Akkadian warlords as exaggerated and 
""minion limited. Some type of hegemony must have been exercised by the 
11.lns; after Ius conquests Naram-sin was able to install two of his daughters as 
,~es at Mari, and to build a palace with bricks stamped with his name; an 

Ipllon of Rimush was also found at Mari (C112:331-2). In either case, 
,.lI,ln intervention in Syria created a major power shift in the old political 
I Ilf Early Bronze Syrian city-states. Ebla was also destroyed by the Akkadians; 
High it was quickly rebuilt and remained an important economic center in 
qllcnt centuries as attested by references to it in trading texts - it never 

111 I<.'gained iLs earlier role of regionall11ilitary predominance. 

risis at the end of the Early Bronze Age {2200-200ofo 

ddi'I'I1K Ch,II.IW'II\tl\ of til(' <,'Ild of lht' E.lIly Bronze Age is a region-wide 
I dknt'd III wld<'\I'I<",II! n 0101(1(",1\ dl'l W. dYIl,\\tlr \01l,lp,e, III b,m di,integration, 
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and tribal migration. Similar patterns of crisis are found in Egypt, Canaan, Syria, 
Cyprus, Anatolia, the Aegean, Mesopotamia, and Iran during this same period. 
Since similar patterns of decline have been discovered throughout the Near East, 
some scholars have searched for region-wide factors contributing to this crisis. 
One theory posits that increasing aridity initiated a crisis for both farmers and 
herders. An extended drought reduced both annual crop yields and the overall 
carrying capacity of nomadic grazing grounds. An alternative, or perhaps com
plementary theory posits human-caused environmental deterioration through 
over-grazing, soil depletion, salinization, deforestation, and other forms of ecolo
gical degradation. The impact of either or both of these developments was 
decreasing productivity, increasing social stress, competition for resources, and 
population displacement through migration and war. Given that the legitimation 
of most Early Bronze dynasties was intimately connected to temple ideologies of 
divinely sanctioned kingship and promises of fertility from the gods, drought and 
decreasing productivity with subsequent famine, war, and chaos would have served 
to undermine the legitimacy of reigning dynasts, contributing to the collapse of 
their power and authority. The cumulative result was a period of political disin
tegration, war, anarchy, social upheaval, and migration. 

Although the precise cause of the urban collapse at the end of the Bronze Age is 
uncertain, the results are clear in both the archaeological and the historical record. 
The major centers of urban civilization and military power in both Mesopotamia 
and Egypt underwent serious decline and even collapse, resulting in the fragmen
tation of power and a sequence of wars. At the same time, nomadic or semi
nomadic peoples from the periphery of the urbanized regions - Amorites. 
Canaanites, Hurrians and Gutians - migrated from their pastoral homelands, either 
under ecological pressure or because military weakness of the collapsing central 
authority in the great urban centers created an inviting target. These peoples 
migrated first into the fringes of the urban areas, eventually usurping power in the 
major city-states throughout much of the Near East. In Egypt this infiltration 01 

Canaanite semi-nomads occurred mainly in the eastern delta, but the internal 
fragmentation of Egypt in the First Intermediate Period occurred throughout the 
entire Nile Valley. The specific military results of this region-wide transformation 
will be examined in the chapters associated with each region. 

The two centuries following the collapse of the Akkadian empire {2200-2000} 
are very poorly documented in Syria. In addition to the resurrected Ebla, the 
major city-states of the twenty-second and twenty-first centuries included Aleppo, 
Alalakh, Urshu, Tuttul, Byblos, Carchemish, and Qatna;21 there were, of course, 
numerous smaller towns and unfortified farming villages which were generally 
dependent on the larger city-states. By the twenty-first century the city-state of 
Ebla ruled a mere skeleton of its former empire (HE2 101-33). If Astour's recon 
struction of events and synchronisms are correct, Ebla was destroyed by Hurrian 
invaders around 2030 (HE2 133-71). Unfortunately, we have almost no con 
temporary indigenous records describing the military relation~  betwecn the city-states 
during this period. The only other textual exall1pk' Wl' hl\'(' of pmt Akkadian 

() 
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csopotamian military intervention into Syria comes from the reign of Shusin of 
lJr {2037-2029}, who campaigned up the Euphrates to the "land where cedars 
\IC cut" (R 312:191; SHP 36). On the other hand, archaeological excavations 
,Iten discover "burn layers" which indicate destruction by fire, frequently assumed 
l) have been caused by war: "an unchronicled episode in the never-ending drama 
,I' warfare between neighbours that was characteristic of Syria's early history" 
(: 1/2:339). Such burn layers can only be rougWy dated by stratigraphy; further
liore, it is impossible to know for certain who destroyed the city, or why. But their 
,istence does point to ongoing serious wars resulting in frequent sieges, capture, 

Illd the destruction of cities. 

Amorites in Syria22 

III Syria the late Early Bronze crisis witnessed widespread urban collapse, popula
IPII decline, decentralization, and devastation (HE2 164-71). Some sites, like 

\-1.lri under the shakkanakku (descendants of the Akkadian installed "governors") 
: ~250-1900},  survived the crisis relatively unscathed, and indeed, seem to have 
plospered (AS 286-7), Many sites were destroyed and never reinhabited. Others, 
Ike Ebla, were burned and "reduced to minuscule, short-lived villages" (AS 283) 
Ilh:lbited by impoverished squatters (AS 294). Some cities, however, like Nagar 
1\'11 Brak) and Urkesh (Tell Mozan) managed to survive the crisis, though often 
\llh reduced population, wealth, and power. Overall twenty m<tior cities in Syria 
II,' known to have been destroyed during this period (HE2 164-71). 

Many cities which survived in one form or another experienced major dynastic 
hdts, with new Amorite elites rising to power. Thus, by the twentieth century 
\lllOrite warlords had come to power in most of the major city-states in Syria. 
1hcy were rivaled in the Khabur triangle in north-eastern Syria by Hurrians, 
Illgrants from Anatolia who slowly became the dominant ethnic group (see 
'p, 303-7). The shift from the Early to the Middle Bronze in Syria is clearly 
ll.\rked in the material culture of ceramics, figurines, and house and town plan
IIII!!' (AS 291). 

Middle Bronze Age Syria {2000-1600}23 

Ily the twentieth century the crisis which had resulted in the decline of urban� 
Ivilization in the Near East had largely played itself out. Changing ecological,� 
Ilrial, and political conditions apparently again favored urbanization; major city�
t ill'S reappeared, while older surviving sites grew in size and power. The transi�
Ion fi'om Early to Middle Bronze is characterized by many new archaeological� 
\ pologies, including pottery styles, other forms of material culture, weapons,� 
III [ification styles, art, and language. The Middle Bronze Age is a period of the� 
,vlval of urban life; one way in which this is manifest is by increasing military� 
olllpetition betwcel1 cxp,1I1dlll~ cicy ~tates. Though still woefully fragmentary and� 

Illldel)lJ<'ll:, the ral1l/;l', lll',lIlliry, ,lIltl qllality of our sources for military history� 
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improve dramatically in Middle Bronze II (SHP 39-40, 44-9), especially in rela 
tionship to the late Middle Bronze archive at Mari. 

Nearly all of the known names ofSyrian rulers in the Middle Bronze period an 
linguistically Amorite; the exceptions are those of north-eastern Syria, which an 
predominantly Hurrian (see Chapter Eleven). Amorite-dominated dynasties wen 
established in most major cities by the beginning of the Middle Bronze period 
Some of these dynasties, such as Byblos and Ugarit, proved quite stable and long 
lasting, in contrast to the political anarchy and dynastic instability characterizillV 
the end of the Early Bronze Age. Most of the city-states of Syria shared a related 
military system which can be reconstructed in broad strokes from surviving artistll 
and archaeological sources. 

Uilrriors ofMiddle Bronze Age Syria (MM 25-31; MK 148-50) 

As with most of the ancient Near East, our major source of information for amI' 
and armor in Middle Bronze Age Syria comes from archaeology and art, supplt' 
mented by important scattered references to weapons in the Mari archive alld 
other texts. Archaeologically, we are fortunate that the massive collections of 
votive objects found at the temples at Byblos included a large number of actll,d 
weapons, which allows us to make a precise one-to-one correlation between th 
weapons seen in art and those found in the temple-offering hordes (SAF §120-."\() 
MW; AW 1:174-5; WM 153-6). These include dagger blades (patrum, MM }()) 
javelin and spearheads, both socketed and riveted, the "duckbill" and "eye" aX( 
and narrow socketed axes with chisel-like heads.24 Bronze spears (Sinnum) are till 

most commonly mentioned weapon in the Mari archive (L 195, 239, 383, 4~c.  

516); some of them were poisoned (L 385). One force consisted of2000 speamH'1I 
(L 195). Javelins are also mentioned at Mari (L 467,497,516). Some of these wt'll 
ornamental weapons of pure gold designed for ceremonies rather than fighlill 
(AW 1:170-1). Such ornamental weapons were presumably for officers, elite ,01 
diers, or troops on parade. One text from Mari mentions "ten gold-plated broil 
spears, forty silver-plated bronze spears and 250 bronze spears" (L 324). 

There are several significant transitions from the Early to Middle Bronze agl ~ 

such as shields, axes, socketed weapons and sickle-swords. In the Middle BrOil 
Age, although the mace (kakkum) continued in use for ceremonial purposes, 'Ill I 
as the example found at Ebla (EDS 236, 239-40), the mace as a practical weapOI 
essentially disappeared, being replaced by the axe (hassinnum) (MM 28-9; M \\ 
AFC 76). Increasingly weapons were made with a socket which into which til 
wooden haft was inserted. This permitted the head of the weapon to be 111lHh 
more securely fastened to the haft, thereby decreasing breakage. 

The tradition of making figurines of armed warrior-gods that began ill Iii 
Early Bronze Age continued throughout the Middle Bronze as well. Ol1e colin 
tion comes from northern Syria around the beginning of the Middle I3roll7e A 
{2100-1900} (SAF 15, §10-18). Each figure in thi~ \tyle OIKe hl'ltl lwO Wl',lPOII 
one in each hand. Unfortunately many of the wl',lpnl1\ of till flVllIllH'\ ,lIl' 1111\\111 
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or the forty-one figures from this period, all but ten lack weapons. The early fig
111 es in this collection are very crudely done, with the quality of the later figures 
IIllproving. Many figures are nude, but others wear the standard Syrian-Canaanite 
~ dt with a broad leather belt. The most frequent weapon is the javelin or short 
I hrusting spear. Six figures have a type of baldric around their right shoulders with 
hronze daggers attached, which hang about halfway down the front of the chest; 
\vo others have daggers on their belts. Three figures hold what seem to be early 
Ilkle-swords, which were probably elite weapons. Two figurines from Ugarit have 
Iliques, and are armed with maces (SAF §18). 

The figures associated with the Orontes Valley from Syria are found throughout 
hl, Middle Bronze Age {2000-1600} (SAF 15, §19-27), and contain a number of 
IIditary innovations which might be associated with the Amorites. There are, 
101le the less, a number of points of continuity with earlier warriors. The standard 
Ii l'~S continues to be a knee-length kilt with a broad leather belt. However, the 
Ihric of the kilt is often ornamented with lines and patterns. Headdress also 
lomes ostentatious, with tall, pointed conical hats (divine crowns), and some

lilies fan-like flourishes which may be feathers (SAF §24-5). Several figures also 
I\C torques around their necks. The dagger becomes more prominent, again 
lIerally hung in mid-chest from a shoulder baldric (SAF §19), though sometimes 

! It cd in the belt (SAF §21). Most figures have two other weapons in addition to 

I 'II' sheathed dagger. The spear, dagger, mace combination of the Early Bronze 
'.l' is replaced by spear, dagger and one of two types of axe: the "eye" or the 
Ilick-bill" axe (SAF §19; AW 1:166-8). 
Allother innovation of this period is the shield and axe combination (SAF §94, 
(8). Shields are mentioned in the Mari texts (L 239). From the figurines they 

III to be of typical Canaanite style, shown in several Egyptian depictions of 
1I1.1:inite warriors (see Chapter Seventeen). The Canaanite shield is rectangular 
,hape with small triangles cut out of the top and bottom; they appear to be 
Ide from animal skins with the pointed projections on the four corners being the 
II shoulders. If proportional, the shields held by the Orontes figurines are quite 

1.111� - almost bucklers - perhaps 35 cmlong and 20 cm wide. Egyptian depictions 
t he same Canaanite shields show them much larger, capable of protecting most 
I he upper torso. Seeden believes that the sculpters were forced to make unu
tlly small shields for the figurines due to the limitations of the casting process 
\/- 144); it is likely that the actual size of the shield depicted by the Egyptians is 

II II C accurate. 
I he latest and largest archaeological find of armed god figurines comes from 

hlns, where several hundred have been found, again covering the entire Middle 
Ollie period. Most of these are small, poorly made, and with no survivmg 
Ipons; they seem to have been� mass produced as inexpensively and quickly as 
Ihle. Some, however, preserve a number of military details. Some have a long, 
Id he,1(lecl thrusting spear in the kft hand, a long-hafted semi-circular axe in 
light. ,llld ,1 daggt" thlll\t III the bnm! bell (SAF #195, 774,1107). The axe is 
111I1st pml11111l'I1t ,IIlIOIl", S\lI \ l\dllg Wl',lPOI1S (SAF #22H, 231). Another has a 
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small shield, axe and dagger thrust in his belt (SAF #281). The Early Bron 
baldric has disappeared; the daggers of the Byblos figurines are invariably tucked I 

the broad belt, either at the front or the left side (SAF #769-73). Though til 
weapons are usually missing, by comparing poses and the empty sockets of we,ll 
onless figurines with similar figures whose weapons remain, it is possible I, 
extrapolate that the spear-axe or shield-axe combinations are by far the 1110 

common (SAF §34, #307, 511-16). The widespread use of the dagger-axe-spe,1T 
javelin combination is confirmed by both archaeological and Egyptian artisll' 
sources. A few figures are armed with two spears, perhaps one a javelin ti" 
throwing and the other a thrusting spear, or, alternatively, two javelins (SAF #73 ') 
4, 1502). Many of the figures seem to have tall conical hats which are probabl 
divine crowns; some, however, may be helmets (SAF #1129-30). Helmets (1]1/1 

pissum) (L 205) are occasionally mentioned in the Mari texts, but body armol I 

rare.25 One warrior may have a bow, though this may simply be a bent spear 01 

even a walking stick (SAF #1406); other than this one possibility, none of th 
Middle Bronze figurines carries a bow, though this may be because of the tee h 
nical difficulties of casting such a weapon (SAF 144). 

A ritual votive basin from nineteenth-century Ebla is ornamented with I 

number ofwarriors; all of them are bearded, with no headdress, wearing shouldc'l 
to-knee robes with patterns and fringes (AANE §448-53; AS 303; EDS 242). Ir 
one panel three soldiers flanking an enthroned king all carry broad-headl'd 
thrusting spears overhand, and sickle-swords in their left hand (AANE §448). III 
another panel an enthroned king is guarded by warriors with man-size spe,1l 
held upright and resting on the floor (AANE §450). A hunting scene shO\\ 
one man with an axe on his shoulder and another with a bow and qui\'( I 
(AANE §451). 

Archery is relatively rare in Middle Bronze Syrian and Mesopotamian an 
archaeology and texts. There are two types of bows mentioned in the M,ITI 

archive: the tilpanum and the qastum. The tilpanum was once thought to have belli 
a "throwing-stick", but recent research has confirmed it is probably the composllc 
bow (MK 148; MM 25); qastum is a more generic term for bow. These bows ,11 

mentioned occasionally in Mari texts (ARM 2.116, 7.24,10.19), but in relatiwl 
small numbers. Zirnri-Lim ordered six tilpanum (ARM 18.21); another tc"t 
describes thirty being sent to the palace (ARM 9.102). Arrows (ussum) are ordernl 
in greater quantity, but still in relatively small numbers. Shamshi-Adad orderl'll 
10,000 bronze arrowheads (samrntum) ofsix shekels each (about 50 grams), but \\,1 

forced to reduce his order to 5000 because of lack of tin to make the bronze. Al 
twenty arrows per archer, 10,000 arrows could equip 500 archers; the 5000 arrow 
he actually got would only equip 250 archers. Another order of arrowhead 
included a number of different weights, presumably for different types of archen 
"Have made 50 bronze arrowheads of 5 shekels weight (40 grams) each, 511 
arrowheads of3 shekels weight each, 100 arrowheads of2 shekels weight each, ,1Ild 
200 arrowheads of 1 shekel weight each" (AR.M IH.S; MJ< (3). The lightn 
arrowheads, with greater range but less pl'l1l'tr,llltll! pmwr ;llld also !c'1 

\l'l1sive - were more popular. Even so a total of 400 arrows ordered for a siege 
nld only equip twenty archers with twenty arrows each. 
I he price was one silver shekel for twenty arrowheads; it is not clear if this is 
Ihe price of the arrowhead, or if it includes the wood, feathers, and labor cost 

he: arrow as well (ARM 1.38; MM 26). When we remember that ten ordinary 
hCTS were paid 2-3 shekels for campaign service (one month? three months?) 
1')9-500; pp. 196-7), we begin to see how expensive arrowheads were. 

IlIlling the highest pay for the lowest period of service, we get a third of a 
~ l'1 per soldier per month, which would equate to the value of six or seven 
nwheads.26 The third of a shekel per soldier does not represent his entire 
'c's; he received food, housing, equipment, and booty as well. Nonetheless, in 
Inn terms, an arrowhead would probably cost the equivalent of one or two 
Idred dollars. One possible reason for the relative lack of archery is simply the 
"'lise of bronze arrowheads. At the same period an axehead required 650 grams 
hi OllZe, the equivalent in weight of seven arrowheads. But the axe could be 
lover and over again, while there was a good likelihood that a bronze arrow

111 would be lost once shot. Bronze arrow ammunition was simply too expen
In the Middle Bronze Age. This expense may have contributed to the 

\\darity of the sling (waspum), ofwhich 500 are mentioned in one text (MM 26; 

, 148). 
I he royal palace of Middle Bronze Mari was sacked by Hammurabi in 1759, 
\'rving a unique set of color frescoes on the palace wall, some of which have 

111l.lly aspects. The overall theme of the murals is the ceremonial investiture of 
king before the gods, who are sometimes armed. I am here assuming that the 

'pons of the gods reflect the actual weapons used by Mari soldiers from the 
lilt! - an assumption generally confirmed by archaeology and other artistic 
II es. The largest mural shows the war-goddess Ishtar investing king Zirnri-Lim 
h loyal authority. Ishtar holds a proto-sickle-sword in her right hand, and has a 
nhcr of other weapons (axe and mace?) in a quiver on her back (SDA 279). The 
'pons in the back quiver are more clearly depicted in another scene showing a 
I w.lted on a throne receiving offerings. Here again the weapons, which pro

\I I" .It an angle over the left shoulder (presumably held in a quiver on the back), 
Ihe axe, mace, and proto-sickle-sword (SDA 282-3). Two common soldiers are 

I depicted in the murals (SDA 275, 282). Both warriors are bare-chested, 
1I111g white knee-length kilts with elaborate fringes. Both have yellow, knee-
III capes tied on their shoulders with a white sash. One is beardless, with a 

Iii" tLirban-like hat that is wrapped under his chin; a sculpted head of a soldier 
I ,hows this same head-gear.27 This warrior seems to have two arrows or jave
plotrLlding from his back or side; perhaps they are lodged in his cape. Despite 
\()llnds he is brandishing a javelin in his right hand, ready to throw. Much of 
p,llncing is destroyed, but the warrior seems to be leaning slightly backward 

h hIS left arm extended forward at waist level. My impression is that he might 
'hqkhng 011 to a clUJ ml fl,ll11e' with his left hand, and leaning backward to throw 

1111 lwhll1d htlll With 1m II~,JH h,lJ1d, The other warrior is bearded, without 
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head-gear, and is carrying a bundle over his shoulder on an axe or javelin (SDA 
275, 282). 

A final artistic source for Syrian Middle Bronze warfare is martial scenes m 
glyptic art (cylinder seals). Many scenes show the king (or hero, or god) armed 
with a mace (FI §220, 790), or double-armed with mace and dagger (FI §545, 
789) and possibly mace and axe (FI §220). One warrior is shown carrying what 
seems to be an axe, accompanied by another with a bow (FI §686). Another 
weapon which appears occasionally in glyptic art is the sickle-sword (FI §872; see 
pp. 66-71). The warriors are generally depicted wearing kilts and turbans, or some 
type of horned helmet whjch is generally associated with mythic depictions of the 
gods (FI §220, 545, 789, 790). 

Two late Middle Bronze cylinder seals from Syria are some of our earliest 
examples of the war-chariot, depicting the light, two-wheeled, horse-drawn 
chariot with spoked wheels riiling over defeated enemies (Figure 4e, p. 133).2R 
One warrior has a quiver on his back, inilicating the use of the bow from the 
chariot; he is also followed by four infantry "runners" or support troops for the chariot 
(FI §729). Another Middle Bronze scene shows people riding what seems to be a 
two-humped Bactrian camel (FI §738), the earliest extant depiction ofcamel-riffing, 
which, in the long run, would create a miJitary revolution in the Near East and 
northern Africa, ultimately faciJitating the rise of the medieval Islamic world 
elTlpire and West African Berber empires. In the Middle Bronze Age, however, 
there is no evidence for the military use of the camel, though nomads were 
probably beginning to use it for transport and logistics in the desert fringes of the 
Near East (EA 1:407-8). 

Maritime power9 

Unfortunately, due to very limited artistic, textual, and archaeological data, little 
can be said about maritime warfare in the Bronze Age Levant. Only in the Late 
Bronze does the evidence become sufficient to provide details. The two most 
important Early and Middle Bronze maritime cities were Ugarit and Byblos, 
though there were half-a-dozen other major Early Bronze maritime city-states,30 a 
number that expanded to nearly two dozen during the Middle Bronze.31 All of 
these sites were heavily fortified during the Middle Bronze Age. Archaeological 
evidence makes it clear that during the Middle Bronze Age maritime trade was 
occurring between Syria and Egypt, Cyprus, and the Aegean. It can be assumed 
that competition for trade routes would have led to some type of conflict, if only 
piracy, but no specifics are known. 

The Great city-states of Syria in Middle Bronze II 
{1800-1600} 

Syria during the Middle Bronze Age was divided inlo ,lboul .l d()7en major cilY 
states, often engaged in fierce military comp(.'llll()ll JIll' 1l1.lJOI Mlddk I3IOI1Z(.' 
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I i~n city-states included Alalakh, Aleppo (Yamkhad) , Byblos, Carchemish, 
liinascus, Ebla, Hama (Amad), Khana (Terqa, Tell Ashara), Mari, Nagar (Tell 
Ir.lk), Qatna (Tel Mishrife), Shekhna (Tell LeiJan), Ugarit (Ras Sharma), and 
Ikcsh (Tell Mozan).32 In adilition, the city-states of Hazar (EA 3:1-5) and 
Il'giddo (EA 3:460-9) in northern Canaan were in many ways part of the city
Itl' military system of Middle Bronze Syria. Generally speaking, political and 

1I111ary power in Syria during the Middle Bronze Age was ilivided among these 
Iy states in a rather unstable system of balance of power, shifting alliances, and 
Il'mpts at hegemonic domination. Overall, Aleppo was the predominant military 
'\Vcr of Syria, with Mari a close second. 

From the fragmentary textual and archaeological evidence we can establish a 
l'letal history of these city-states and their mjlitary interrelationships. Middle 

1l0llze I {2000-1800} is rather poorly documented (SHP 39-40), but after 1800 
II' ~rchival cuneiform sources from Alalakh, Hatrusis, Shekhna (Leilan) , and 
I'l'cially Mari become quite rich by Bronze Age standards (SHP 44-9). The 
II I'e dominant city-states in Syria during Middle Bronze II were Aleppo, Mari, 
lid Qatna. After the destruction of Mari by Hammurabi {1759} - a destruction 
Ilieh ironically preserved the greatest surviving archive of the age, a crucial 
,"rec for mjJitary history - Aleppo remained the predominant power for a cen

III y-and-a-half until defeated and destroyed by the Hittites around 1600. The 
I'.lt campaigns of Mursili in Syria and Babylon {1600-1595}, discussed in 
h.lpter Eleven, brought an end to the Middle Bronze period, inaugurating the 
I!'\equent three-way struggle for control of Syria between the Hittites, Mitanni, 
Id Egyptians during the Late Bronze Age {1600--1200}. Our information for the 
IIlll~ry  history of each of the major Middle Bronze Syrian city-states is rather 
IIliled, but a skeletal outline ofrnilitary history can be obtained. 

Aleppo (Yamkhad, Halpa, Halab)33 

\lthough Aleppo was the most powerful Syrian kingdom during the Middle 
I,ollzc period, it has yielded only limited archaeological data and no textual 
II hive because of modern occupation over the ancient site. Enough data survives 
1 11:11 us that, like most other Middle Bronze city-states, Aleppo was defended by 
double wall - an outer earthen rampart surrounding the entire city, with large 
1I11fied chambered gateways and circular towers. There was also an inner citadel, 

Il11W covered by the magnificent medieval Islamic citadel (AS 303). Because of the 
I" k of texts from Aleppo, we are left largely with incidental references to Aleppo 
I I Ihe records of rival states to reconstruct its military history. 

I)uring much of Middle Bronze II Aleppo was one of the greatest powers of 
II' Ne:!r East. According to the Itur-Asdu letter {c. 1775}: "There is no king 
Ill) is strong by himself: 10 or 15 kings follow H:tmmurabi of Babylon, as many 
,lIow !\.im-Sin of Lars:!, Ibalpiel of Eshnunll;\ and Amutpiel of Qatna, while 
'\lllY kll1gs follow Y.H1111 I 1111 Iklllgi of Aleppo" (A NE 1:99). In other words, of 
I "X 1Il.110r pmwl\ III Mt ,llpllt 11111,1 ,l11d "Iyn.l around 1775 Mari, Babylon, 
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Larsa, EshI1Ullll,l, Qatna, and Aleppo - Aleppo was the most powerful. The "twent\ 
kings" who werc ,illies and vassals of states of Aleppo included, at various time\. 
the ruin, or the major city-states ofEmar, Alalakh, Ugarit, and Carchemish. The) 
also nwnlained an on-off vassal relationship with two nomadic tribes in Syria, the 
R.,lbbeal1s and Ubrabeans (SHP 52), who sometimes served as mercenary allies of 
Aleppo. In the late seventeenth century Hittite rulers referred to the king 01 

Aleppo as a "great king", hence he was the diplomatic equal of the Hittite king. 
From various historical sources we can reconstruct a king-list for imperial 

Aleppo, up to the time of the Hittite conquest in c. 1600, with approximate date\ 
of the rulers (CANE 2:1202): 

Sumu-Epuh {1810-1780} (SHP 51-4) 
Yarim-Lim I {1780-1764} (SHP 54-8) 
Hammu-rabi I {1764-1750} (SHP 58-9) 
Abba'el I {1750-1nO} (SHP 60-1) 
Yarim-Lim II {lno-1700} (SHP 62) 
Niqmepukh {c. 1700-1675} (SHP 62) 
Irkabtum {c. 1675-1650} (SHP 63) 
Yarim-Lim III {c. 1650-1625} (SHP 63-4) 
Hammu-rabi II {c. 1625-1600} (SHP 64) 

The written military history ofAleppo begins around 1805 with a campaign by 
Yahdun-Lim, king ofMari {1820-1798}, who marched from the Euphrates to the 
Mediterranean in search of cedar and other building timber; he claims to haw 
subdued the peoples of the area, forcing them to pay tribute. As a result of thi, 
invasion Sumu-Epuh of Aleppo {1810-1790}, in alliance with a number of sur
rounding city-states and nomadic tribes, marched against Yahdun-Lim, who 
claims to have defeated the coalition (SHP 50). Shortly thereafter, however, Yahdull 
Lim was attacked from the east by Ilakabkabu, father of Shamshi-Adad; Mari 
entered a life-or-death struggle with the rising power ofShamshi-Adad (see pp. 168
71), culminating in the fall of Mari around 1796. In the last few years before the 
fall ofMari, its king Sumu-Yamam {1800-1796} attempted to organize an alliance 
with his former enemy of Aleppo against the rising Assyrians, but failed to save his 
city (SHP 52). On the other hand, Sumu-Epah ofAleppo seems to have welcomed 
the refilgee dynasts of Mari - some would say legitimate kings - to Aleppo, 
invoking the ire of Shamshi-Adad. 

The subsequent power vacuum in Syria was ultimately filled by Sumu-Epuh of 
Aleppo {1810-1780}, who in the two decades following the fall of Mari rose to 
prominence in the region, becoming a major enemy of the rising Shamshi-Adad 
of Assyria. During the last years of Sumu-Epuh of Aleppo, Shamshi-Adad and his 
son Yasmah-Adad {1796-1776}, who had been installed as client king of Mari 
upon its conquest by the Assyrians, allied with Qatna, the major Syrian kingdom 
on Aleppo's southern border, sealing the alliance with a dynastic marriage. The 
smaller independent city-states to the north - Carchemish and Urshu - both 

I the anti-Aleppo alliance, leaving Sumu-Epuh surrounded and basically 
ItII allies (ARM 1.24; SHP 53-4). Unfortunately, no surviving text describes 
'''tcome of this contest, but somehow Sumu-Epuh managed to forestall con-

by Shamshi-Adad, probably by allegiance with Shamshi-Adad's enemies in 
'potamia. 
hl\ rnilitary crisis was inherited by Sumu-Epuh's son and successor Yarim-Lim I 
II I764} (SHP 54-8), who during his reign engineered a dramatic reversal of 
lIl', He overcame the crisis by a deft alliance with Shamshi-Adad's other 
1I\'S Ibalpi-el ofEshnunna {1779-1765} and Hammurabi of Babylon {1792
I:, Shamshi-Adad was thus surrounded by enemies on the east, south, and 

Ihiring this alliance Yarim-Lim is credited with having "saved the city of 
11111" (SHP 55), presumably by attacking the Assyrians in the rear while they 
l'l1gaged in one of their attacks against Babylon. 

, 111m-Lim also had at his court a political wild-card, Zimri-Lim, grandson of 
11 Yamam, former king of Mari (L 42), whom many at Mari would have 
Idl'red the legitimate heir to the throne of Mari instead of the usurper and 
".111 imperialist Yasmah-Adad, son of the warlord Shamshi-Adad (SHP 55). 
I his protege Zimri-Lim, Yarim-Lim captured the strategic fortress-city of 
,Ii on the confluence of the Balikh and the Euphrates in 1777, where Zimri

\V.IS installed as king (L 41). Fortuitously, Shamshi-Adad died the next year 
(,}, creating succession tensions which were exploited by Yarim-Lim 
:1ll1ri-Lim who marched on Mari, defeating and ousting Yasmah-Addu and 

'Illig Zimri-Lim to the throne of his ancestors as an ally-vassal of Aleppo 
I 2). Yarim-Lim cemented the alliance by the marriage of his daughter Shibtu 
1I1Iri-Lim, insuring that his grandsons would rule Mari (SHP 56). The tri

,h.lilt wedding was attended by the "kings of the whole land" (ARM 26.11). 
,lloilS with Mari remained strong until the city fell to Hammurabi in 1761. In 
11\1 years of his reign Yarim-Lim consolidated his hold on Syria, bringing a 

IIhl'r of city-states and kings into alliance or vassalage. The important and rich 
IllIg city of Ugarit was probably a vassal of Aleppo in this period (SHP 56-7). 
III~  death in 1764, Yarim-Lim, with his twenty vassals and allied kings (ANE 

'J), was the mightiest ruler in the Near East outside of Egypt. 
I hl' reign of Yarim-Lim's son Hammu-rabi I {1764-1750} (SHP 58-9) was 

I< I.llIy peaceful, with Aleppo maintaining good relations with most of its 
hbors. The city of Carchemish seems to have come under Aleppan domina

I dLlring this period (SHP 59). An expeditionary force was sent from Aleppo to 
II;lbylol1, including both regular Aleppan troops and Yamanite tribal con

I 11 IS (SHP 59). His reign coincided with the last phase of Hammurabi of 
h\ 101"s impcrialism and the sack of his brother-in-Iaw's city of Mari, but 

I 1I1111U rabi of Aleppo seemed unwilling to be drawn into the war with Babylon. 
'\!lb.1 el {1750-lnO} (SHP 60-1) also ruled over a fairly peaceful period for 
!,pll, Illaintaining good relations with Haml1lurabi's successors in Babylon. The 

,il)1 Il'lorc.lec.l milital y l'Wlll of his reign was a rebellion of Zitraddu, governor 
,id, 11111 ,OI1H: mh,,\ va",l!s 111 \11'1"'1 Ml'sopotamia: 
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Zitraddu, the governor of Irridi, revolted against Yarim-Lim [brother 01 

Abba-e!, king of Aleppo] and led robber bands and brought them to Irridi, hi 
city. He incited the whole land to rebel against Abba-e! [the king of Aleppo I 
The mighty weapon [of the gods, which was decorated] with silver, gold, lapl' 
lazuli, [and] the great weapon of the Storm God [were raised against the rebel, 
by the king of Aleppo]. As for Abba-e!, he seized Irridi and captured thl 
enemy [robber] bands. To Aleppo he returned in peace. (CS 2:369-70) 

The rebellion was thus suppressed and the rebe! city was destroyed. Yarim-Lilll 
Abba-e!'s brother, who had been client-king of Irridi before its rebellion, w,,, 
given the city of Alalakh as compensation, where his descendants ruled as clienl 
allies of Aleppo for the next century (see pp. 264-5) (SHP 61). 

The reigns of the subsequent kings of Aleppo are only sparsely documented III 
military affairs. Niqmepukh {c. 1700-1680} conquered the city of Arazik ne,lI 
Carchemish (AT §7; SHP 62). Irkabtum {c. 1680-1660} campaigned in thl 
region of Nashtarbi, east of the Euphrates (AT §33), probably against the expand 
ing power of Hurrian princes in north-eastern Syria (SHP 63). Yarim-Lim III {I 
1660-1640} fought a war against Qatna to the south (SHP 63). Unfortunately, no 
details are known of any of these events. 

Under Hanunu-rabi II {c. 1640-1620}, Aleppo faced its greatest military 
challenge since the war with Shamshi-Adad 150 years earlier. This threat canll 
from a new unexpected direction, the rising Hittite kingdom to the north under 
Hattusilis I {1650-1620} (SI-IP 64). Although we have no Aleppan records of thIS 
war, it is clear that Hammu-rabi II was outmatched by the Hittites. Nonetheless 
through an alliance with the Hurrians, Hammu-rabi II was able to resist ongoin~ 

Hittite aggression for over two decades, at one point apparently killing the son of 

Hattusilis and heir to the throne in a victorious battle (KH 102). A few tcxl\ 
mention an Aleppan general Zukrasi, "overseer of the army", who commanded 
the resistance to the Hittite invaders (KH 76; CS 2:369b). In the end, however 
Mursilis I {c. 1620-1590} crushed the Aleppan army, sacking the capital alld 
destroying the kingdom around 1600 (see Chapter Eleven). 

Mari34 

From the perspective of military history Mari is the most important city-state III 

ancient Syria. This is in part because of its important role as a major political and 
military power of the day, but more because of the huge archive of 20,000 cum'l 
form tablets discovered at its palace, which contain hundreds ofletters describinj.( 
military affairs. The military system described in the Mari letters has been dis 
cussed in detail in Chapter Seven. Here I will outline the basic political history oj 

Mari during the early Middle Bronze Age. 
Geographically Mari is located on the Euphrates river at a strategic junclUl'l 

between four ecological, cultural, and political zones: Babylon ,llld SUlller to lhl 
south-east, Asshur to the north-cast, Syria to the nm lh \\ ~ ,I Illd till' l10llladll 

III 
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ppe and desert to the south-west. Its strategic location was both a blessing and 
llirse; it brought wealth as a trading center, but also frequent invasion as a 
"ssroad between Mesopotamia and Syria. In classical times the strategic 
Ii economic functions of Mari were transferred to the nearby Roman city of 

IIII'I-Europos, which served as a major Roman frontier fortress against the 
I sims until it was destroyed by a siege of the Sasanid king Shapur in 256 CE 
'\ 2: 173-8). 
As noted above, Mari had been conquered by the Akkadians, where they 
t.dled a military governor. As Akkadian power collapsed, the governors ofMari, 

lown as the shakkanakku, siezed virtual independence and formed a dynasty. 
uollghout the Ur III period Mari was governed by seven rulers, although little is 
lOW about their military activities (R312:439-50). Under the fifth ruler, Puzur
ht.lr, a contemporary of Amarsin of Ur {2046-2038}, Mari apparently became 
il'pendent, with its subsequent two rulers taking the title of king. Sometime 
lliud 2000, however, it was conquered by Amorites, who thereafter ruled the 
\ .IS a new dynasty. 
I ittle is known of the kings of Mari in the early twentieth century. For the 

Iletcenth century, however, we are much better informed. The precise details of 
rise ofYagid-Lim {c 1830-1820} to power in Mari are obscure; he may have 

;un as ruler of nearby Suprum. At some point he gained power over Mari and 
llliaimed himself independent king. His son Yahdun-Lim {c. 1820-1800} was 
ontemporary of the great warlord Shamshi-Adad of Assyria. He undertook a 

, I cssful military career, transforming Mari into a significant military power in 
ksopotamia, and a major rival of Assyria. His two martial inscriptions provide 
1I'Iesting details of his campaigns. After securing Mari he campaigned down the 
'I'hrates, conquering the regions to the south-west. 

Yahdun-Lim, son ofYaggid-Lim, king of Mari, Tuttul, and the land of Khana 
Ion the Euphrates south-east of MariJ, mighty king, who controls the banks 
of the Euphrates - the god Dagan proclaimed my kingship and gave to me a 
J1lighty weapon that fells my royal enemies. Seven kings, leaders of Khana 
who had fought against me, I defeated. I annexed their lands.... I built the 
wall of Mari and dug its moat. I built the wall of [the conquered city of] Terqa 
.1I1d dug its moat. Now in a waste, a land of thirst, in which from days of old 
110 king had built a city, I took pleasure in building a city. I dug its moat and 
;alled it Dur-Yahdun-Lim ["Fortress of Yahdun-Lim"] .... I enlarged my 
Imd, established the foundations of Mari and my land, and established my 
:11l1e until distant days. (E4:602-3) 

hl'SC victories brought Mari into contact with both Babylon to the south-east 
III� Assyria to the north-cast, inaugurating a decades-long struggle for supremacy 

IcsOpotaJTlia that would be concluded fifty years later under Hammurabi. 
',Ihdllll Lim llcxt lllrlll'd 111\ ,llIl'mioll westward, towards Syria and the Medi

I Illl'an coast. 
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When the god Shamash agreed to his supplications and listened to his [Yahdlll 
Lim's] words; the god Shamash quickly came and went at the side ofYahdun-l I 
[in battle]. From distant days when the god El built Mari, no king resident II 

Mari reached the sea, reached the mountains of cedar and boxwood, the gn 
mountains, and cut down their trees, [but] Yahdun-Lim, son ofYaggid-LI11 
powerful king, wild bull of kings, by means of his strength and overpOWel1l1 
might went to the shore of the [Mediterranean] sea, and made a great offel1l1 
[befitting] his kingship to the Sea. His troops bathed themselves in the Sea.. 
He made that land on the shore of the Sea submit, made it subject to h 
decree, and made it follow him [as vassals]. Having imposed a permanl'lll 
tribute on them, they now bring their tribute to him. (E4:605-6) 

The details of this campaign are a bit obscure - no specific city-names .\1 

mentioned - and his supremacy in Syria was certainly not unchallenged 11\ 
Aleppo. It is likely that Aleppo ruled northern Syria, Mari had vassals in th 
middle, and Qatna dominated the south. 

As with all Mesopotamian warlords, Yahdun-Lim's victories did not gl 
unchallenged. His invasion of Syria was a cause for concern for Sumu-Epuh, kin 
of Aleppo, who orchestrated a revolt against Mari: 

In that same year [as the campaign to the Mediterranean Sea] - Laum, King 01 

Samanum and the land of the Ubrabium, BaWukullim, king of Tuttul and tIll" 

land of the Amnanum, Aialum, king ofAbattum and the land of the Rabbulll 
these [three] kings rebelled against [Yahdun-Lim]. The troops of SUI11U 
Epukh of the land of Aleppo came as auxiliary troops [to aid the rebel king'l 
and in the city of Samanum the tribes gathered together against [Yahdlln 
Lim]. But by means of (his] mighty weapon he defeated these three [rebell 
kings. [...] He vanquished their troops and their [Aleppan] auxiliaries and 
inflicted a defeat on them. He heaped up their dead bodies. He tore down thl 
walls [of their cities] and made them into mounds of rubble. The city of 
Khaman, of the [nomad] tribe of Haneans, which all the leaders of [the tribl 
of] Hana had built, he destroyed and made into mounds of rubble. Now, hl 
defeated their king, Kasuri-Khala. Having taken away their population [Yahdun 
Lim] controlled the banks of the Euphrates.... May the god Shamash, who 
lives in that temple, grant to Yahdun-Lim, the builder of his temple, the king 
beloved of his heart, a mighty weapon which overwhelms the enemies (and) .1 
long reign of happiness and years ofjoyous abundance, forever. ... [Concllld 
ing curse on enemies:] May the god Nergal, the lord of the weapon, smash 1m 
[Yahdun-Lim's enemy's] weapon in order that he not [be able to] confront 
[the] warriors [of Mari] .... May the god Bunene, the great vizier of the god 
Shamash, cut the throat [ofYahdun-Lim's enemies]. (E4:607-8) 

Yahdun-Lim's victories in Syria, however, were occurring undcr the shadow of 
the rising power of Shamshi-Adad in Assyria, who ~OOI1  (,II11l' II1l() contlin wIlh 
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Ill. Yahdun-Lim's son and successor Sumu-Yamam {1800-1796} was unable to 
!lI1tain his father's military success against the power of Assyria. In 1796 Mari 

conquered by Shamshi-Adad, who made the city a vassal kingdom under his� 
I Yasmah-Adad, who ruled Mari from 1796-1776 (E4:615-22). At the death of� 
IInshi-Adad, Zimri-Lim, probably a grandson of the former king Sumu�
lI\1m, was able to retake the city with the help of the hng of Aleppo. During his� 
-r fifteen-year reign {1776-1761} he brought Mari to the height of cultural� 

\I y and political power as the staunchest ally of Hammurabi of Babylon. In the� 
I. however, relations broke down between the two allies, leading to war and 

Il1linating in the conquest of Mari by Hammurabi in 1761 {Y33}. Two years 
,I {1759} the city was sacked and utterly destroyed, and left essentially 
l11habited (ANET 270b). The military details of these events are discussed in 

I.1pter Six.� 
I'hereafter, the geopolitical role of Mari as the major city of the middle� 

Iphrates was taken by Terqa (Tell Ashara) (EDS 217-22), the capital of the� 
lIgdom of Khana. Terqa remained a vassal kingdom of the Babylonians for the� 
~l  century and a half until the fall of Babylon to the Hittites in 1595. Thereafter� 
Iynasty of Hurrian kings was installed, who were integrated into the empire of� 

11l,11lni sometime during the sixteenth century. 

Qatna (Tell Mishrife near Hamaj35 

lilna was the third most powerful state in Middle Bronze Syria, and often a major 
'1()nal rival to Aleppo. The city covered about 100 hectares, with a possible 
lplilation of 25,000. As with most Middle Bronze Syrian cities, it was defended 

.1 huge earthen rampart, 15 meters high, with at least four chambered gates. 
l,llna served as a major emporium for trade routes from Mesopotamia through 

\ II i to the Mecliterranean, Canaan and, indirectly, Egypt. 
,'he first known ruler of Qatna was Ishhi-Adad {c. 1795-1775}. As noted 

'OYe, a serious military rivalry existed between Aleppo and the house of Shamshi
dId of Assyria. Qatna was therefore cultivated as an ally by Shamshi-Adad; an 
11.lllce-marriage was arranged between his son Yasmah-Adad, viceroy of Mari, 
lid Beltum, daughter of Ishhi-Adad (ARM 1.46, 77; SHP 65). This alliance was 
Ill'l1dcd to create a military coalition against Aleppo, which had been raicling the 
J11.lgcs and flocks of Qatna (ARM 5.17). Assyria and Mari sent troops to Qatna to 
1~\,1nize  a unified attack, but the results are unknown (SHP 54, 66); since Aleppo 
,II vi ved and expanded after the death of Shamshi-Adad, it is clear that the alliance 

1\ IIltimately unsuccessful. 
AnlLltpi'e1 {c. 1775-1755} succeeded his father to the throne; the Mari 

~"hlves  describe him as the equal of Hammurabi of Babylon and Rim-Sin of 
1..11 1,1, each king having "tcn or ftfteen [vassal and allied] kings" who "follow" 
11(111 (AN E 1:99; SII P (8), Following the death of Shamshi-Adad {1776} and the 

,Ihpsc of AssyrJ.111 II11PC11;1IiSI11, lhere was reconciliation between Aleppo and 
( 1'111,' (~1  lP (9) 0,1011 W \ on I .mn,1I1y involved in sending auxiliary allied troops 
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to aid Mari (ARM 14.69), and was known for breeding fine horses (ARM 14.8H) 
With the end of the Mari archive {1761} our knowledge of the military history 01 

Qatna essentially ends, other than the notice of a war between Qatna and Alep!," 
{c. 1640?} (AT §6; SHP 60). 

Alalakh36 

AJalakh was a second-tier military power, generally the vassal of Aleppo. Thl 
excavations of the site have discovered signs of the standard rampart, fortified gatl 
and citadel of Mjddle Bronze Syrian defensive architecture (EA 1:57). 

In Middle Bronze II it was ruled by a subsiillary line of the Aleppan royal famlh 
after Abba-el of Aleppo {c. 1750-1720} installed his brother Yarim-Lim as vass,i1 
king of Alalakh. 

When the allies [of the vassal city-state of Irridi] rebelled against Abba II 
[king of Aleppo], their [rightful] lord, Abba-el, the king, with the help of till 
gods Hadad, Khepat, and the spear of Ishtar, went to [the city o~  Irriill, cap 
tured Irridi, and defeated its troops. At that time Abba-el, in exchange 101 

Irridi which his father had granted [to his brother], gave Alalakh of his own 
free wiU [to his brother Yarim-Lim]. (R4:799; AT 2; CS 2:329, 369-70) 

The text describing the transfer of the city to Yarim-Lim includes a vassal oath 
indicative of the obligations and ritual curses associated with vassalage. 

Abba-el [the king of Aleppo] swore the oath [to give the city of Alalakhllo 
Yarim-Lim, saying: "If r take back [the city] that I have given you, may I III 
cursed." If ever in the future Yarim-Lim sins against Abba-el, or if he gin 
away Abba-el's secrets to another king, or if he lets go of the hem of Abb,i1 
el's garment [as a ritual gesture of vassalage] and grasps the hem of anothll 
king's garments rthus becoming the vassal of the other king], his towns allli 
lands he shall forfeit. (CS 2:370) 

This branch of the AJeppan royal family ruled Alalakh as vassal-allies of Ale!,!,' 
for the next several generations, incluillng Yarim-Lim {c. 1740-1720}, his SOl 
Ammi-taqumma {1720-1700}, and his grandson Irkabtum {1700-1680}. It I 

occasionally mentioned in the affairs of state of Aleppo. Alalakh is noted for th 
preservation of roughly 175 tablets from the eighteenth century (level VII) and 
another 300 from the fifteenth century (level IV) (AT; EA 1:59-61), which high 
light a few military matters of the period (AT §2). Alalakh was destroyed dUrin 
the wars of Hattusilis the Hittite around 1640, but later rebuilt. 

During the reign of Irkabtum {1700-1680}, the king was said to have "111,\(1< 

peace with [the warlord] Shemuba and his Habirur-warriorsJ" (AT §58). Till ,( 
Habiru (Hapiru, Apiru) were "fugitive" bands of nomads, mercenaries, brig.lIld 
outlaws, or robbers; similar robber bands have il1tc'rl11lltc'lllly IItfc'stc'd p,lI ts of til 

"1',11' East throughout its history, most recently in the form of insurgents in Iraq. 
I hey are occasionaUy mentioned as serving as mercenaries in armies in the Mari 
~l'J7  The Habiru became quite widespread in the Late Bronze Age, when they 
l'I'C frequently mentioned both as mercenaries and as independent raiders.38 An 
.Imple of Habiru activities is found in the fifteenth-century story of Idrimi, a 

1..11bin Hood-like dispossessed citizen of Aleppo who fled to the wilderness and 
I ,1me a Habiru, eventually returning to capture Alalakh and become its king (CS 
179-80). 

Ugarit (Ras Shamra)39 

C;,lrit, an important Early Bronze kingdom, was destroyed in the twenty-second 
I1tury in the anarchy at the end of the Early Bronze period. It was rebuilt around 

'1100 by Amorite warlords, whose martial tombs contain an important collection 
t copper/bronze duckbiU axeheads, socketed spearheads, daggers, and torques 
'" standard axe-spear-dagger Middle Bronze armament (AS 296; MW). Molds 
11 casting bronze weapons were also found in the city. A stele from Ugarit of the 
111 Ill/war-god Baal from the end of the Middle Bronze reflects the armament of 

he age. Baal, with flowing shoulder-length hair and beard, wearing a kilt and 
IIL'tal?) helmet, is armed with a mace, a dagger, and a long, broad-headed 

111 listing spear (AANE §74; EA 5:261). The city was strongly fortified by a mas
I\'!' rampart wall with a remarkable surviving gate complex including a stone 
Ilris, narrow stone gate, hidden entry ramp, large square stone tower and postern 
Ill' (EA 5:258-9). 

Ugarit, along with Byblos, was one of the most important Levantine maritime 
"wcrs of the age, maintaining extensive trade connections with Cyprus, the 
11110ans of Crete, the Aegean, and Egypt. They were especiaUy noted for their 
'k of transshipping tin across the Mediterranean (SHP 77). Unfortunately, unlike 

he Late Bronze period when Ugarit's archive is one of our most important his
'Ilcal sources (EA 5:262-6), the Middle Bronze period at Ugarit is poorly 

I'HLllllented. An incomplete ancestral king-list of Ugarit mentions fourteen 
'Iddle Bronze kings with Amorite names, beginning with Yaqaru, the presumed 
>\lIlder of the Amorite dynasty at Ugarit around 2000. 40 The kings of Ugarit 
Ill' either vassals or close allies of Aleppo during most of Middle Bronze II. No 

I l.lils of theIr military history are known. 

Byblos (Gubla, Gebal, ]ubaylll 

I hI' Phoenjcian coast lacked the great agricultural resources of Mesopotamia and 
'pt, but was instead blessed with access to huge forests of cedar and other hard 

oods, some mctal resources, and, most importantly, a long coastline with several 
,wI,11 harbors. One of the most ancient and important coastal settlements was Byblos, 
\lIch dllflng the Brol1ll' Agc' W,lS till' gll:Jlest trading and maritime city in the Levant. 

1\ \lIm had be-c'll wctlC'd 111 till NC'1l11111l1 pnlOd by at least the fifth millennium, as 

,I 
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a small village near a perennial spring, slowly developing into a full city. The earliL'st 
cultural influences, like those of all Syrian and Lebanese cities, came from Meso 
potamia, but by at least the reign ofKhasekhemwy {2714-2687} ofEgypt, Egypti.1I1 
trade and cultural influences began steadily to grow. By the Middle Kingdom, Byblo 
was a large and fantastically wealthy city with strong and friendly ties to Egypt. 

Byblos was destroyed by war in around 2800, after which it was rebuilt with .1 

magnificent fortification system including massive stone walls, two known gatl 
and a glacis. The city was again destroyed sometime around 2300-2100 by ,III 

Amorite invasion; Amorite princes ruled Byblos in the subsequent centurics, 
including the kings buried in the nine royal sarcophagi. In the fourth millenniulll 
the primary weapon found in burials is the pear-shaped macehead, common also 
in Mesopotamia and Egypt (C112:344). This gave way in the Early Bronze Age to 
the standard Bronze Age arsenal of large spearheads, daggers, and axes of sever,11 
different styles (MW). Some were higWy ornamented ceremonial weapons, such .\ 
a gold dagger sheath (AANE §72). 

As with so much of the Near East outside of Mesopotamia and Egypt, the lac ~ 

of surviving historical records does not permit the reconstruction of the militan 
history of Byblos.42 The names of a number of the Amorite kings of Byblos han 
been discovered, largely from the Middle Bronze period, allowing us to recoil 
struct a tentative king-list. 43 The name of the first known Middle Bronze I king 01 

Byblos, Ibdadi {c. 2000}, is linguistically Amorite (LMB 103; SHP 40); he is oftcll 
thought to be the founder of the new Amorite dynasty there. 

Carchemish (Karkamish; ]erablllst4 

Militarily Carchemish was a second-level city-state. Its importance lay in its StLI 
tegic location on the upper Euphrates for the trade routes to Anatolia; the strategll 
resource tin came from Mari to Carchemish in exchange for wine and Anatoli.lII 
horses - another strategic commodity for the rising importance of chariots ttl 

warfare (SHP 72). A Mari letter from around 1765 describes some of the Anato 
lian horse trade of the king of Carchemish: 

I [the merchant ambassador from Mari] spoke to him [the king of Carchcl11 
ish] in the matter of the white horses, and he said: "No white chariot horsl' 
are available. I will give orders that they lead white horses to me where thL" 
are available. In the meantime, I will have them bring some red Harsal11ll.1 
horses." (EEH 121a; L 406) 

The mention ofspecific breeds and colors ofhorses indicates that horse breeding W.\ 

already fairly developed by this time {1765}, and the search for a matched set ofwhltl 
horses, presumably for the king, points to the importance ofpageantry in chariotI') 

Like most Middle Bronze cities, Carchemish was defended by outer waJls ,1IId 
an inner citadel. Little is known of its Middle Bronze history except for a !t'\\ 

references in the Mari Archive in the early eightL'clllh I'L'111\lry. rhrcc kings 01 

111 

hcmish are known from this period: Aplahanda {1786-1766} (SHP 54, 70-2), 
his sons Yatar'ami {1766-1764} and Yahdul-Lim {1764-1745} (SHP 73-4). 
Ihanda was a strong ally of Shamshi-Adad in his unsuccessful war against 
ppo (SHP 71), but after his death the city seems to have become a client or 
II ~ vassal to the kings of Aleppo (SHP 72). Upon the death of Aplahanda he 

briefly succeeded by his son Yatar'ami {1766-1764}, who may have been a 
Ii ofMari. He was followed by Yahdul-Lim {1764-1745}, who seems to have 

"ned to the fold of the Aleppan alliance after the fall of Mari to Hammurabi 
c, I }. Thereafter the military history of Carchemish is unknown other than its 
Ilripation as an ally-vassal ofAleppo in the defense of the city ofUrsha against a 
'I' by Hattusilis in the 1620s (SHP 74-7; see pp. 298-300). 

Ebla (Tel Mardikh IlIA and flIBt S 

"lIlg the Middle Bronze period Ebla never achieved its former greatness or 
lonal predominance, and little is known of its military history. The best-docu
Itted ruler was Mekum, the king (ensl) ofEbla, whose name is mentioned in an 
'I iption of one of his governors, Ibbit-Lim {c. 2030}.46 
As with many other cities in Syria, Ebla was conquered and destroyed at the 

d of the Early Bronze Age {c. 2000}, but was re-established as a major military 

II~I/Ie  6: R.amparts of Middle Bronze Age Ebb, Syria {c. 200o-1800}. These earthen 
ramparts Wl'I'L' 01 iginally surmounted by mud-brick walls and towers which have 
oll.1pwd ,llld I'r<ldl'd 

Slll/rTr: Ilhtltll!tI,lph hy WIIII:IIII I I.llllhlll1 
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1l1~'1  by the conquerors, who were either Amorites or Hurrians (HE 2:142 I, 

Wt' Chapter Eleven). The new dynasty at Ebla built a massive system of fortitl' 
rions, some of the most spectacular of the period, with an earthen rampart I 

meters high and 45 meters thick, supported by a stone foundation and revetml'lI! 
Small six-roomed tower-forts were built at regular intervals along the rampall 
The inner citadel and palace complex were also fortified and could be defend, 
separately. A fine gate survives on the south-west ofEbla with angular entry llllli 
tiple chambers faced with large stone slabs (orthostats) (AS 295, 298-9; EDS 211 

Few military details are known of the history of Ebla during this period. EbJ.1 
importance in the early Middle Bronze seems to have declined. It became a vas, 
of Aleppo in the wake of the imperialism of Shamshi-Adad {1776}, after which I 

played a minor role in Near Eastern military affairs. We know of an Indilimgll 
ruling around 1725, and a dynastic marriage of the daughter of the ruler of EIlI 
with the son of Ammi-taqumma of Alalakh. The city was destroyed in the Hittll 
invasions of the kingdom of Aleppo by Mursilis in the late seventeenth cemUI, 
(see Chapter Eleven). 

CHAPTER TEN 

Canaan 

he term "Canaan" I will refer to the region occupied by the modern states of 
I, Palestine, and Jordan. Unfortunately, textual and artistic evidence is limited 

!loll-existent from Canaan during most of the Early and Middle Bronze ages.! 
,liT therefore largely dependent on archaeological evidence, along with occa

1.11 notices from the texts of Mesopotamia and Egypt, for our understanding of 
,lllcient military history of Canaan. Although archaeology can provide evi-

Ill' that war existed, it cannot provide us with a full military history. The fol
Illg chart (Table 10.1) outlines the basic chronological periods of Canaan,2 

III rough comparisons with contemporary periods in Egypt. 

Chalcolithic {4300-3300}3 

. he Neolithic background to warfare in Canaan has been discussed in Chapter� 
hll' (pp. 29-30). Two major innovations relating to military history occurred� 
IIll1g the Canaanite Chalcolithic period: the introduction ofmetallurgy and the rise� 

I political units known by anthropologists as chiefdoms. The term Chalcolithic� 

,J,{i' 10. 1 Simplified archaeological chronology of Canaan 

•"or! 

I I" Paleolithic (Mesolithic) 

('ulithic 

( h,l1colithic 

I ,Illy 13ronze 

""'t/die I3rol1ze 

Phase 

Natufian 

Pre-Pottery A 
Pre-Pottery B 
Pottery A 
Pottery B 

Ghassulian 

I 
II 
III 

I 
IIA 
111\ 

Date 

10,500-8500 

8500-7500 
7500-6000 
6000-5000 
5000-4300 

4300-3300 

3300-3050 
3050-2700 
2700-2300 

2300-2000 
2000-1750 
1750 1550 

Egyptian periods 

Pre-Dynastic 
Early Dynastic 
Old Kingdom 

First Intermediate 
Middle Kingdom 
Second Intermediate 

IH 
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means "copper-stone" and refers to the development of early copper metalluq.,'J 
which was introduced from Syria, and originally from Anatolia (see pp. 19-23) 
The period is often called Ghassulian, based on the largest and best-excavated sitt" 
at Teleilat Ghassul (EA 5:161-3; DANE 127-8). Although copper working was 
known in Canaan and Jordan during the fourth millennium, it should be empha 
sized that most tools and weapons continued to be made of stone. Copper should 
be seen more like a valuable commodity such as gold, rather than a day-to-day 
metal for use by ordinary people. 

There are a large number of Chalcolithic settlements in Canaan, indicating 
rising population density from the earlier Neolithic period. Many of these settle 
ments are rather small villages, often clustering around a larger central location; 
this characteristic has led some archaeologists to posit the existence of chiefdoms, 
where a larger central city-state dominated smaller surrounding villages. It is sig· 
nificant to note that most Chalcolithic sites were not fortified; this does not mean 
that there was no military conflict during the Chalcolithic period, but probably 
implies that, to the extent there was warfare, it was generally of low intensity. Two 
temples from this period at Ein Gedi (ALB 66-8) and Teleilat el-Ghassul (EA 
5: 161-3) had enclosure walls which could have served as a citadel oflast resort in 
time of war, and as a model for fortress building. At any rate, these sites demon 
strate the capacity of Chalcolithic peoples to have built fortifications had they been 
needed. 

From the military perspective the most important characteristic of the Chal 
colithic period was the development of copper weapons. As noted in Chapter 
One, metal-working originated in Anatolia, with the earliest-known metal 
weapon in the world being a copper macehead dating to c. 5000 from Can Hasan 
in southern Anatolia (ET 125). By the fourth millennium copper-working and 
mace-making technology had spread to Canaan. Signs of copper-working, 
including copper maceheads and axeheads, have been found in the Beer Sheba 
region and at Teleilat Ghassul (ALB 72-3; AW 1:120), but the largest find of 
copper objects is from the "Cave of Treasure" in Nahal Mishmar, between Ein 
Gedi and Masada, south-west of the Dead Sea. 4 The weapons were cast with a 
sophisticated "lost wax" technique, and the copper has trace elements that show it 
originated in north-eastern Turkey, pointing to long-distance trade either in ore, 
or perhaps in the finished weapons themselves. Among 436 copper objects there 
are 99 mace-like objects of various types (COT 52-89; THL 74). These maces 
have long hollow copper shafts, ranging in length from a few centimeters to a third 
of a meter, ending in a metal ball and frequently with a flared disk at the top. 
Many have spiral or horizontal grooves. Some have rather blunt, spike-like pro 
jections (COT 53, 57, 61, 64, 83-5; THL 83); others have numerous serrated 
knobs (COT 89), or a flared disk alone (COT 94-7). Some scholars view these as 
ritual objects; others see them as weapons - of course, they may have been both. 

More certainly weapons are the 249 maceheads, which lack the long copper 
shaft of the other mace-like objects (COT 116-31; THL 8LI). Th~'s~' maces arc all 
smooth and polished, averaging about 5 cm high ,llltl \\ Illt ~Wllelillly  ~'ither  
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'herical or pear-shaped. The vast majority are of cast copper, though some are of 
1l1atite or stone. Similar maceheads have been found at other Canaanite sites 

( OT 116). A few axes and spiked mace-like heads were also found (COT 98-9, 
12; AW 1:126). Additionally the cave contained a number of copper standards 
hich were placed on wooden or reed poles and carried in procession (COT 40
I, 100-3). It is not clear if the standards were designed for religious purposes or 
ne a type of clan totem carried in battle, such as were found among the Pre
>ynastic Egyptians as depicted on the Narmer Palette (TEM 27, 37, 40). The 
t\'sence of nearly 250 maceheads along with another hundred mace-like objects 
nplies a strong militant component in Chalcolithic culture. According to 

h\· proportion of archaeological finds, the mace remained the primary melee 
'capon during the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze I periods, after which it 
Ipidly decreased in importance (MW 1:173-4), being replaced by daggers, spears, 

Ind axes. 
The Ghassulian Chalcolithic Age ended rather abruptly around 3300. Many of 

he most important sites were abandoned and remained unoccupied. It is often 
peculated that the large copper hoard found at the Cave of Treasure was originally 
IOIll the Ein Gedi temple, which, it is assumed, served as a religious pilgrimage 
Ill' for southern Canaan (ALB 66-8; EA 2:222-3). The treasure was removed 
I()111 the temple in the face of some threat, and carefully buried in the cave in 

'\I,lhal Mishmar, where it remained until discovered by archaeologists five thou
.llld years later. The assumption here is that the treasure was hidden in the hope of 

III inging it back to the temple; but the temple was abandoned and the treasure 
never returned. There is certainly a strong possibility that there was a military 
!.lctor in the collapse of the Ghassulian Age, although there is little archaeological 
('vidence for fire or other violence at the abandoned sites (ALB 88-9). Some 
'< holars speculate about the possibility of the migration of new peoples into 
(:.maan, again with military elements in the migration, bringing with them new 
( Idtural patterns. 

Early Bronze Age {3300-2300}5 

1\ rchaeological evidence for large-scale endemic warfare in Canaan begins in the 
<\Irly Bronze Age. Bronze Age Canaan is distinguished from the earlier Chalco
lithic period by a number of characteristics: new styles of pottery, use of cylinder 
'\'als, changing settlement patterns, intensification of agriculture, increasing 
population, shifting trade patterns, and, of course, the use of bronze. Many of 
these developments had military significance. Intensification of agriculture and 
Illcreasing population created larger cities, capable of building bigger fortifications 
.Ind fielding larger armies. Broader trade connections brought cultural and tech
nological exchange, and hence the transfer of military technology. 

or the military historian, however, two characteristics are especially important. 
Fir~l,  we SCI.' Ilot only till' sprL'ild or the use of copper in weapon making, but the 
Icvclopl11cnt of \H'W \'\lplll1 IYPl'S, ,nduding the axc, tanged daggers, and spear 

70� 
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The most important archaeological find of Canaanite arselll lillie the existence of fortifications in Canaan clearly indicates the presence of
,lilt! J:1Vclin points

6 

Ill, it does not tell us who was involved in the conflict. A destruction layer at
copper weapons comes from Kef:1r Monash, dating to around 2700, which reVt 

t ,in tell us there was a war, but not who attacked. The phenomenon of the
the standard weapons of the Early Bronze Canaanite warrior: spear and dagV� 

(ALB 134; AW 1:42; MW). However, not all burials uniformly contain each I 'Ive fortification of Early Bronze Age city-states has been attributed to a� 

(,llIatlOn of three factors: inter-city military rivalry, invasion by Egyptians, and�
these weapons. Some contain onJy one or the other, while others contain both 

Illic raids. Due to the nearly complete lack of indigenous Canaanite written
few examples of axes begin to appear as welJ. The dagger alone seems to be tI 

,.I, or martial art during the Early Bronze Age, the lnilitary history of the
weapon of choice for burial (MW 1:164-5). It must be emphasized that, althoul 

I.lllite city-states cannot be fully known. A number of assumptions, however,�
such arsenic-copper weapons existed, flint knives and projectile points were '0 

.flen made. First, it is assumed that each city-state was independent, broadly�
widely used, indeed, probably more widely than coppet (ALB 103), with COppt� 

, the lines of the Greek city-state system in the fifth century BC, and in
weapons remaining "either rare or very expensive" (ABL 134). With the den� 

Ill' Age Syria and Mesopotamia. This would imply complex shifting patterns�
opment of the arsenic-copper fighting axe during this period, we also sec th 

decline in use of the copper mace, which had been the most widespread mel. IIl.\llces and confederations, with one city-state occasionally rising to tempor

weapon of the Canaanite Chalcolithic (MW 1:173-4). I t'gional hegemony. A confederation of eight of the two dozen city-states of 

Lin could possibly field armies of at most 3000-6000 men, a force large
The second development of the Early Bronze Age is the rapid spread ,1Il� 

IIgh to threaten and conquer enemy cities.�
improvement of fortifications (ALB 119-25; C 1/2:214-18). Jericho's earlll 

I he second source of military conflict in Canaan was military intervention
Neolithic stone walls and tower were almost unique in Neolithic Canaan; the V,I 

II Egypt, which can be documented in a fragmentary way (ALB 105-8; ECI
majority of pre-Early Bronze sites in Canaan were unfortified. This would impl 

~); these military operations will be discussed later (see Chapters Twelve,
that whatever military threat Jericho faced was intense, but local. By the Earl 

Illl'en and Sixteen for Egyptian sources discussed here). Some scholars posit a
Bronze Age military threat had become universal and constant. AJthough small 

Ihle struggle over control of the copper resources of Sinai and southern
villages remained unfortified, alJ major cities had massive stone or brick fortifir.1 

1.l.1n. The earliest Egyptian kings of the First Dynasty have brief notice~ of
tions. The building of these fortifications came in two phases. The first phasl' • 

IIp.ligns against Easterners (EDE 71-4). Archaeologically, Egyptian artifacts have
the fortification process began in Early Bronze J {3300-3050} and II {30So 

2700}, when cities built defenses of simple stone walJs generally 3-4 meters thld 11 found in a nUl11.ber of southern Canaanite towns, but these could have been 

loduced through trade or invasions. At Tel Erani, the largest Early Bronze site in 
By Early Bronze III {2700-2300}, these walls had doubled in thickness to ,II 

II h western Canaan, Egyptian artifacts predominate, probably indicating per
average of 7-8 meters, and were reinforced by semi-circular or rectangular tower 

IIll'nt Egyptian occupation of the city for a century or so under Narmer and his
bastions, and fortified gates. Some of the towers were huge, reaching 10 mett'l 

thick and nearly 30 meters long. Glacis are found at many of the cities, both t, .e~sors {c. 3025-2915} (ALB 106-7). This city would have served as a military 

,,' for further raids and attacks, such as those carried our by king Den {296S
strengthen the foundation of the walJs and to prevent ladders and other siq~, 

II "i }. The Canaanite reaction to the ongoing military intervention of the First
equipment from being placed near the walls. The largest surviving fortificatiom 01 

Early Bronze Age Canaan are found at the city of Tel Yarmut, with walJs made 01 II II.1~ty Egyptian kings into Early Bronze I Canaan was probably a key factor in 

huge uncut stones surviving to nearly eight meters high; the original walls weI III I apid militarization and fortification of Canaan. 

rhe military threat from Egypt decreased, but did not entirely disappear, in the
even higher (ALB 119-23; EA 5:369-72). The foundations of the Early Bron 

walls at Arad have also been fully excavated, including numerous projecting tOWl" Ih,cquent centuries. The large Canaanite city of Arad was sacked and burned in 

<lund 2800,8 possibly by Egyptian invaders. Arad's connection with the copper
(EA 1:169-74). 

AJthough the cities of Early Bronze Age Canaan shared a single material cui llurces of southern Canaan and the Sinai may have made it a magnet for attack 

\! U 134). The Egyptian king Peribsen {2734-2714} claims to have been the
ture, it seems that they were politically divided into about two dozen rival cit) 

lllnqueror of Canaan (inw Stt)" and "conqueror of foreign lands (inw h3st)"
states.

7 
The largest Early Bronze Age cities of Canaan ranged in size from 8 to ") 1 

\NET 228a = EDE 89-90), indicating military intervention in that region.
acres, with populations probably ranging from 2000 to 5000 people per city (AlII 

I IIder Khasekhemwy {2714-2687}, Egyptian trade with Canaan seems to have
111-13). This would give a maximum fighting force of between 500 and IOOll 

gun to shift to sea-routes through Byblos, bringing declining interest and mili
men per city-state. However, most cities seem to have been supported by a nU1l1 

!I Y il1lervention in southern CanaanY None the less, massive fortification of
bel' of surrounding fanning villages, which could double or even triple the over,d)� 

population, and hence the potential military force, of any given city-state. Itl',l G:lIl,l.1IlIte llties continucd throughout Early Bronze III {2700-2300}; if Egyptian� 

listically the Canaanite city-states probably seldom fil'ltkd arlllil', or more th,11I 11Iilil,II y lntl" Wl1l10n dl'llllll'lI dllllll~ rhi, period, there remained other significant� 

1000 men. Most armies were probably numbered in till' hUlldl nl, lliliclI y thll',ll' n'lIulIlIlV (1I11l111l1l'lI 1001lftlauoli ,lnd vigil,mce.� 
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Throughout its history Canaan has been a land of mixed ecological zones willi 

sedentary and pastoral populations. Even today, a few nmes west ofJerusalem Oil 

the road to Jericho, you can find Palestinian nomads herding sheep. The Earh 
Bronze Age was no different. While there were numerous possible sharn 
interests - kinship, religion, economic - between nomad and farmer which migll 
lead to cooperation, there was also stress and competition that could lead to COil 

flict, such as competition over water or other limited resources. While it is qUill 
certain that there were struggles between the city-dwellers and the nomads, it I 

likely that this rarely took the form of all the nomads uniting against all the cit) 
dwellers. Rather, based on anthropological analogy, we can assume that nomadll 
clans were often related by descent, marriage, or shared interests with nearby city 
dwellers; wars more probably were often fought between one city-state and II 

nomad kinsmen and allies, and a rival city-state and its nomad confederate, 
Nomadic warfare would be characterized by plundering raids; generally speakill~  

nomads would not besiege and assault the massive city walls of the period on thcll 
own. None the less, nomads would have been a constant and sometimes decisiVl 
element in Canaanite warfare. 

Middle Bronze Age I (or Early Bronze IV) {2300-2000}1O 

Although we still have found no contemporary written records and few artistll 
sources from Canaan during the Middle Bronze Age, we do have increased WrIl 

ten sources from Egypt, and, for the first time, Egyptian artistic depictions of 

Canaanite warriors. We are thus able to have a fuller understanding of Middk 
Bronze warfare. 

The most striking characteristic of the shift from the Early to the Middk 
Bronze Age is the massive destruction and abandonment of the Early Bronze Agl 
cities. Those large cities that were not entirely abandoned were only inhabited by 
scattered squatters rather than the former dense urban populations of the Early 
Bronze period. Most of the population of Canaan early Middle Bronze I seems to 
have consisted of semi-nomadic herders. There were three factors which COli 

tributed to the collapse of urban life in the early Middle Bronze Age: ecologic.\1 
degradation, tribal migration, and Egyptian invasion. The exact balance alld 
interrelationship between these three factors cannot be determined, but eal h 
played a significant role. As discussed elsewhere (pp. 249-51), from an ecological 
point of view the twenty-third and twenty-second centuries seem to have beell 
periods of serious crisis and drought in the Near East. This was perhaps COI11 

pounded by deforestation and over-utilization oflimited resources by Early BronZ!' 
cities. Cities facing decreasing productivity would be hard pressed not to attac).. 
their neighbors to resolve their crisis. Extended drought would have not onl) 
created a struggle for increasingly limited resources between cities, but would haw 
compelled the nomads to increasing nmitancy as they sought for depleted watl'l 
and grazing lands, culminating in tribal migration frol11 thl' l11arginal ecologically 
stricken steppe country into the farmland. As nOl11ads pltilldlll'd wC',11..Iy defended 
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III ing villages, the already stressed food resources of the city-states would be 
I h er depleted. Such cities might be willing to submit to a rising nomadic warlord 
I his confederate clans, and, in predatory fashion, join the attack on the next city
II'. Some scholars see widespread nomadic migrations throughout the Near East 
I I ng this period, and have associated events in Canaan with the contemporary 

to power of Amorite princes in Mesopotamia and Syria,ll broadly paralleling 
II h later Near Eastern migrations of nomadic Arabs, Turks, and Mongols. 
['he third factor in the collapse of Early Bronze urbanism was Egyptian inva

II. The most striking examples of these are the five campaigns of Weni, under
:.. n in the late Sixth Dynasty {c. 2340}, which are discussed in detail on pp. 336

12 Unfortunately, we are not told the precise chronology or the motivation for 
'I: attacks. Weni simply tells us he invaded Canaan at the head of an army of 

I \ ny tens of thousands from all of Upper Egypt" along with Nubian mercen
.,. This number is presumably hyperbole, but none the less Weni was probably 
the head of an army which was virtually unstoppable by the Canaanite city
II'S. The devastation wrought by Weni is vividly described in his triumph poem: 

his army returned in safety,� 
It had ravaged the Sand-dwellers' land.� 

This army returned in safety,� 
It had flattened the Sand-dwellers' land.� 

This army returned in safety,� 
It had sacked its strongholds.� 

This army returned in safety,� 
It had cut down its figs, its vines.� 

This army returned in safety,� 
It had thrown fire in all its [dwellings].� 

This army returned in safety,� 
It had slain its troops by many ten-thousands.� 

This army returned in safety,� 
[It had carried] off many [troops] as captives. (AEL 1:20)� 

I'he fundamental problem in interpreting this text is to decide if Weni is 
",\ged in vainglorious hyperbole, or an accurate description of the actual cam
1~11.  Weni describes destroying the agricultural infrastructure, fortresses, cities, 

I I houses, and killing or enslaving thousands. Furthermore, he engaged in five 

Illpnigns: 

I lis majesty sent me to lead this army five times, to attack the land of the 
and-dwellers as often as they rebelled, with these troops. I acted so that his 

majesty praised me Ifor it beyond anything]. (AEL 1:20) 

I( c"ld1 of WC'I11 \ fiw C.1J11p,lIW1S conquered and sacked two Canaanite city
n, h.llf of dlt' l"nd wm"d h.IVI' Iwell left desolate. And, in fact, archaeologically, 
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that is precisely what we see; all Early Bronze Age Canaanite cities are destroyed Of 
abandoned within a generation or two. It is quite tempting to see Weill" 
campaigns - and perhaps other similar unrecorded campaigns - as a crucial factor III 
the collapse of Canaanite urbanism at the end of the Early Bronze Age (ECI 63-9) 

The long-term result of the combination of climatic change, environment.i1 
degradation, intense competition between rival city-states, nomadic migration, 
and Egyptian invasions was the collapse of urban life for several centuries. On the 
other hand, several sites in modern Jordan - such as Iktanu (EA 3:143-4), Khirbl'l 
Iskander (EA 3:188-9), and Aroer (Ara'ir) (EA 1:177-8) - seem to have escapl'd 
this collapse. These cities show continuity in urban life between the Early Bronn 
and Middle Bronze Ages, with continuation of the Early Bronze tradition 01 

massive fortification building (ALB 158). For the most part, however, fortiflcatioll 
building disappears during the early Middle Bronze period. 

This is not to say that warfare disappeared; only that it changed from city-statl 
to nomadic clan warfare. The development ofpastoralism and small village subsistenn 
agriculture as the predominant form of social and economic organization ill 
Canaan for several centuries was not accompanied by a loss of metallurgical skill
(AW 156-7). Whether acquired by trade or indigenous manufacture, copper and 
bronze weapons remained important in Canaan, probably used in ongoing clan warfan 
between rival nomadic groups. Indeed, true tin-copper bronze alloying becoml'\ 
widespread only in the Middle Bronze period. Metalworking seems to have been ,I 

specialty among some nomadic clans, one of which is depicted as migrating 10 

Egypt to sell their metalwork (ALB 166; AW 1:166-7, 59; EWP 124). Some earl} 
Middle Bronze burial sites include copper or bronze weapons with the graw 
goods (MW; ALB 160, 165-6). These generally include daggers and/or spearhead\, 
precisely the same weapons found in the panoply ofEarly Bronze warriors, demon 
strating the continuing importance of the warrior in early Middle Bronze Canaan 

In his manual of political advice for his son Merikare, king Akhtoy of Egypl 
{c. 2090-2070?} gave a description of these warlike nomadic Canaanites of 
Middle Bronze l: 

But now, these things are said about the barbarian [nomadic] bowmen: thl 
vile Easterner is wretched because of the place where he is -lacking in watel, 
barren of trees, whose roads are painful because of the mountains. He ha\ 
never settled in anyone place, lack of food makes him wander about on fOOL' 
He has been fighting since the [mythical] Time of Horus [at the beginning of 
the world]. He cannot conquer; he cannot be conquered. He does nOl 
announce the day of battle, but sneaks about like a gang of thieves.... Do nOl 
worry about him! The Easterner is a crocodile on its riverbank that can snatch 
[his victim] from a lonely road but cannot take from the quay of a populou\ 
town. (TS 223-4 = ECI 67 = AEL 1:103-4) 

Even when the cultural bias of this Egyptian view ofCall,l.llllle 1I0mad~  is taken 
into consideration, this text none the less give~ II' ,Ill 1111pOlllill Ill\lghl illlO lhl 
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,")udic warriors of Middle Bronze I: migration through barren terrain; constant 
IId~  and counter-raids, stealthy tactics in search of plunder, and the unwillingness 
, rome to decisive battle. 

In one sense, the collapse of the Early Bronze city-states strengthened the 
IIlitary position of the Canaanites relative to Egypt. The Early Bronze city-states 
I Canaan represented an ideal target for Egyptian military intervention. They 
,'re small enough that they could not single-handedly resist the overwhelming 

IlIlitary force of an Egyptian invading army such as Weni's. On the other hand, 
Il'Y were large enough to provide enough potential plunder to make military 
IIOIl attractive to the Egyptians. The nomads of the early Middle Bronze period, 

II I he other hand, did not have sufficient wealth to economically justifY a major 
'yptian attack. The costs of such a campaign to the Egyptians would outweigh 

IV potential economic benefit from plunder. Furthermore, when faced with an 
\ ,\ding Egyptian army, the nomads would simply practice their traditional strat
'\ of withdrawal and dispersal, waiting for the Egyptian army to depart, after 
Inch they would return to their grazing grounds. Added to this was the problem 

1.11, during Middle Bronze I, Egypt was fragmented politically into several rival 
Illgdoms; there were therefore no major Egyptian military expeditions during this 
Ilod. Rather, as discussed on pp. 379-81, there are a number of indications that 
111.)anite and Sinai nomads migrated into the north-eastern delta during this 
IIOd, whether as mercenaries, traders, or raiders, or simply to graze their flocks 

I I~gyptian  pastures. Rather than conquering and plundering cities in Canaan, as 
V"lli had in the late Old Kingdom, Akhtoy III was found fighting Canaanite 

lIllads in the delta of Egypt {c. 2025} (TS 223-4 = AEL 1:104). 

Middle Bronze Age II {2000-1550}13 

" il h the coming of the Middle Bronze II period we find a much richer set of 
'" rCL:S for the military history of Canaan, with archaeology supplemented by texts 
III martial art, both indigenous Canaanite and Egyptian. Middle Bronze II was an 
I of "almost total revolution in all aspects of material culture: settlement pattern, 

I b,llIism, architecture, pottery, metallurgy, and burial customs" (ALB 175). The 
IIIIL' is true for warfare. The most striking difference between Middle Bronze I 
11,1 II is the re-emergence of a number of large cities with massive fortifications 
\1 n 176-81, 197-208; AW 1:65-9).'4 While most small rural farming settle
1l1I1~  remained unprotected, nearly all large cities were strongly fortified. Most of 
Il' lIew fortifIcation techniques found in Canaan seem to have been introduced 

1<1111 Syria, from which colonists migrated into northern Canaan and down the 
<IN (ALB 178-9). A spreading feature of Middle Bronze II fortifications is the 
lidding of massive earthen ramparts in addition to city walls15 These seem to 

11 1\',' been designed largely to prevent siege equipment from being placed against 
lh,' w,llls, but also to rai'l' the ovcrall height and sizc of the fortifications. Other 
Ill" huilt large glacIo, to ,llll'l11pl to IWI 1'01111 ,1 sil11ilar function with less expendi

I~'  of le,Olllle, (Alii '0,' ~) tvl1ddlt, II lOll'lL' C,ll1,l,lIlite fortrcsses were built 
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from stone or brick, usuaUy with massive towers and bastions at key position' 
Walls ranged from 3 to 10 meters thick and up to 10 meters high. Some sites, h~ I 

Hazor, had fortified citadel and palace complexes on higher ground which COllI. 

be defended independently in the event of the faU of the main city. Hazor was t I 
largest Canaanite city-state during this period, covering an area of 80 heclar, 
with a potential population of20,000. One ofHazor's kings, Ibni-Adad {c. 177() I, 
is known from northern Syrian texts to have been involved in international al1.11 
there (SHP 54). City gates were strongly fortified, with long narrow hallv.,1 
chambers for guards, and huge wooden gates. A remarkable arched brick gatc\s 
survives at Dan (Figure 7; ALB 207; THL 93). By the late Middle Bronzc [I 
standardized fortified gate begins to appear; surviving examples are found 
Gezer, Hazor, Yavneh-Yam, and Shechem. 16 These new gates, sometimes cdl 
"Solomonic", were flanked by two huge towers, with guardrooms, and sl ~I 

aUowing ascent to upper levels. The gatehouse was divided by pilasters into I 

inner chambers and had two huge wooden gates, allowing a double defense ag,1II 
any assault (ALB 205-8). These massive fortification programs indicatc tI 
Middle Bronze II was an age of serious and sustained military threat. 

Archaeologists have discovered a number of well preserved bronze WC,lplll 

from Middle Bronze II which give us a good understanding of the basic Cana,lIl1 
panoply of this period (MW 1:168-70; ALB 184-5,218-19; AW 1:166-7'1) I 
addition to the spear and dagger of earlier times, the axe becomes increaslll 

Figtm 7	 Middle Bronze Age gate at Tel Dan, [srael {c. 2000 1ROO}. TllII g,IlI' In.:lu 
stone foundations, a brick arch over the gateway, thick high w,llI" ,111" 1''''1<'[11 
towers flanking the gate. 

SOllrce: Photograph by William Ilamblll1. 
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plominent, as it does in late Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom Egypt (Figure 
',_I, p. 69). This spear-axe-dagger weapon cOI11.bination in tombs is not, however, 
lI1iversal. Some burials have only one, while others have a combination of only 
wo of the three (MW 1: 168-70). Another striking characteristic of the archae

ological record is that, although the bow appears as an important Canaanite 
,capon in numerous Egyptian textual and artistic sources from the Middle King
lorn, arrowheads are rarely found in Middle Bronze tombs in comparison to other 
'capon-types (MW 1:144-6). This should alert us to the fact that weapons asso
1,Iled with burial practices are more concerned with social status and religious 
Itllal than with the actual practical military usage of the living (MW 1:149-61). 

likewise, perishable weapons, such as bows, will be inherently under-represented 
I ,\rchaeology when compared to bronze weapons. 

Another development in weapons technology in Middle Bronze II is the 
ppearance of the curved sickle-sword, or scimitar (Egyptian bpS) (AW 1:60-1). 
I hc origins of this weapon in twenty-first century Mesopotamia are discussed 
ISl'where (see pp. 66-71; Figure 2a-f, p. 67). In Palestine a single example is 
nown from Shechem, although three such weapons were found at the royal 
.IIlbs of Byblos (MA 1:142-3, 2:514; AW 1:172). Syrian or Canaanite sickle
. ords may also be mentioned as plunder taken in an Egyptian raid in Syria during 
'" reign of Amenemhet II {1929-1895} (ECI 79 n49). They are also depicted as 

Ine weapons in contemporary Mesopotamian art (AW 1:173). Their association 
It h royal tombs and gods has led Graham to suggest that they may have been 
Tial or even uniquely royal weapons (MW 1:170-1). A final new weapon to 
pl'.lr in Middle Bronze II is the almost spike-like narrow-bladed axe (Figure 2g, 
h<); AW 1:60, 174; MW 2: figs 1-4, 8, 57). Yadin suggests it originated in 

\ 'sopotamia, where it was speciaUy designed to pierce helmets or armor (AW 
III(); MW 1:176-7); it was later traded or copied in Canaan, even though there is 

(I evidence of armor in either Egypt or Canaan during the Middle Bronze. 
I:~,'yptian  artistic sources confirm and supplement our archaeological informa

111 ,.bout Middle Bronze Canaanite dress and weapons. 17 The most famous of 
I Sl' is the tomb ofKhnumhotep at Beni Hasan (Tomb 3), with its splendid color 

II,ds depicting the arrival in Egypt of an armed Canaanite caravan under the 
\, [lain Abisha (AW 1:166, OHAE 192). Canaanites in Egyptian art are generally 

II 1\\ n dressed in multi-colored kilts and tunics, but none are shown with armor 
hdmets. Canaanite warriors are armed with all types of Middle Bronze weap

mcluding bows (AW 1:166-7; EWW 38), javelins (AW 1:166-9), fighting 
~ s (BH 2 §15b; AW 1:159, 166-7), slings (BH 2 §5b, §15b; AW 1:159), axes 

111'2 §5b, §lSb; AW 1:59,169), large curved axes (BHl §16; AW 1:166-9), and 
tile daggers (BH 2 §Sc). Many Canaanite warriors were double-armed with 

Iii I a nussile and a melee weapon, or with two melee weapons. These include 
11\ every possible combination of weapons: 

11(,' and ftghtll1~  slid (01 '!lIIg') (B11 2 §ISb)
 
!,OW alld sllllg (or fi~hlill~  ,lll~  ') (HI I 2 95(, I §47)
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• bow and bronze dagger (BH 2 §5c) 
• sling and bronze dagger (BH 1 §47) 
• bow and axe (BH 2 §5c, 1 §47; AAK 2/1.8) 
• large curved axe and javelin (AW 1:169; AAK 2/1.7)
 
~  large curved axe and axe (AW 1:169)
 

• bronze dagger and large curved axe (TEM 150-1) 

Although no Canaanites have armor or helmets, some are shown carrYIII 
distinctive rectangular shield with triangular indentations on the top and bolte 
(BH 2 §15b; EWW 38; AAK 2/1.9); only one Canaanite is shown with 
Egyptian-style shield (BH 2 §5b). All Canaanites with shie.lds are armed with .1 

Egyptian martial art depicting Canaanite warriors can be supplemented I 
indigenous Canaanite art from scattered scarabs, seals, and religious artifacts, nil 
of which is stylistically strongly influenced by Egyptian, Syrian, and Mesope 
mian iconography (ALB 222-3). From the military perspective, these SOUl 
often depict gods or heroic figures armed with contemporary weapons. I I 
weapons depicted include knives (GG §7-8), bronze daggers (GG §39c IH), ,I 

(GG §29), and long-handled "duckbill" axes (GG §35). Some warrior-gods 
double-armed with mace and axe (GG §30) or mace and sickle-sword (GG §"\ I 
Highly abstracted and stylized depictions of the Canaanite weather-god sho 
him standing in the traditional pharaonic smiting pose; the weapon held by I 
god, if any, is unclear, but would presumably be an axe or mace (GG §J 
These few examples of Middle Bronze Canaanite martial art confirm the arth" 
ological and Egyptian data reflecting the military importance of daggers and ,I 

To these can be added an eighteenth century vase painting showing two Cana,lIIl 
warriors in a duel with daggers (AW 1:72). Both the overall quantity and detat! 
art and the prevalence of martial themes greatly increase in the Late Bronze A 
(GG 49-132). 

Indigenous contemporary Canaanite written sources appear for the first timt 
the Middle Bronze Age. Unfortunately, these amount to half a dozen texts fnll 
Hazor and Gezer written in Akkadian on clay tablets, none of which contain SI 

nificant military information (ALB 224). The other major possible Middle Broil 
text is the Abraham tradition in the Bible. However, the use of the Bible a, 
historical source for the Middle Bronze Age is fraught with controversy. Illltl 
pretations range from fundamentalist views that every detail of the bibla 
narrative is not only historical, but inerrant, to minimalist views that nothing II 

the biblical accounts can be accepted as authentic history unless confirmed I 
non-biblical sources. 

19 
In many ways such debates are more about theology tim 

history, often thinly masking a much deeper debate about the overall spinlll 
authenticity and authority of the Bible. None the less, similar debates hilV 
occurred in classical studies, concerning for instance the historicity of HOl11t'l 
account of the Trojan War, or late Greek traditions ~boUl  l11uch earLier (;It't. 
history. The fundamental question is: how much hi,tollt.ll t I ('t!cilce should h.. 
placed in a late text purportedly describing t'WIlI' dlll nfnll,cd Ct'nlUI H' 

lin? This is linked to related questions concerning the reliability and durability 
nul traditions. The answer is, of course, that some parts of oral traditions pre
l' authentic ancient information, while other parts represent later mis

,krstandings, accretions, conflations, or outright fabrications. The problem 
Ililles determining which parts of the ancient tradition are authentic and which 

Ih are inaccurate. Thus, although the biblical Abraham tradition should be 
I, ()~ched with caution as a source for Middle Bronze warfare, it should not be 

"'red. 
I I'Om. the perspective of military history, the most interesting Abraham tradition 

(:ellesis 14, which describes a war between rival city states in Canaan (M = 

IIA §24). The story is apparently a very old one, since the author of the text feels 
need to repeatedly explain things to his contemporary readers (i.e. Iron Age 

1('lites), such as the current names for a number of the ancient place-names he 
,(Genesis 14.3,6,7,15,17). Attempts to identify the kings mentioned in the 

"y through other contemporary records have failed. In military terms the story 
I, of a coalition of four kings from the north (14.1), who forced a coalition of 

kings of Canaan to "serve" them as tributaries for twelve years. After this, the 
nthern Canaanite kings rebelled (14.2-4), bringing swift reprisal by way of an 
,I,ion from the army of the northern coalition. The story describes a patch

l\ k of ethnic groups in Canaan - Rephaim, Zuzim, Emim, Horites, Amalekites, 
" Amorites (14.5-7) - each of whom inhabited small independent enclaves in 
111.1:m and Transjordan, and were defeated in turn by the northern coalition. The 
I() of Canaan is inhabited by numerous tribal groups and city-states, each ruled 

,Ill independent lang (melek), which form into rival coalitions competing for 
1~('lllony.  Defeated enemies flee and are ruthlessly hunted down (14.10); 
!t',lled cities are plundered and their inhabitants enslaved (14.11). A wealthy 

1(\ powerful nomad, Abraham, whose semi-urbanized kinsman Lot is swept up in 
Il chaos of war (14.12), calls upon his allied tribal chiefs (14.13), while mus
Illlg men from among his own tribal warriors (~anlk:  "trained" or "dedicated"?) 
I 14) to rescue his captured kinsman. Abraham's tribal army of 318 men was 
Il1.'Ips matched by similar numbers from his three allied Amorite nomadic chiefs 

ll1nre, Eshkol, and Aner; this would give the nomads an army of 1000-1200 
I( 11, a force which was apparently strong enough to ambush and defeat the 
1I111bined field armies of the four enemy kings (14.15) and free his kinsman Lot 
I(! ~Il  the other captives (14.16). A sacrifice of thanksgiving for victory in 
It lie, along with a tenth of all the plunder, is piously offered to Melchizedek, the 
IIl'\t of the god El Shaddai ("God Most High"), who then blesses Abraham 
I I I8 19). Thereafter some of the remaining spoil is returned to its rightful 
\\ Ilcrs and punctiliously divided among the nomads (14.21-24). The story makes 

(1,111 military sense when compared with all the other fragmentary con
IllpOrary Middle Bronze evidence that we have. This does not, of course, prove 
III lhe story is historical it may simply be a fictional legend with historical 
I ISlll1ilitutlc. HUl (hIS ub'nne' lhe rca I point for our purpose here; as we 

III\'(' WCIl t'l,cwlwn'. allncflt ItlilllliV fI'lion oftcn tclls us morc about the reaLities 

HCl 
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of ancient warfare than the often tendentious contemporary royal propagand.1 
inscriptions. 

Biblical traditions also provide us with possible ethnographic and geographll 
information on the Middle Bronze Age, in the form of traditions about anciclIl 
inhabitants of Canaan who preceded the rise of Israel. These people are known .1' 
Nephalim (Numbers 13.33), Anakim (Numbers 13; Joshua 14-15), RephaiIll 
Emim and Horites (Deuteronomy 2:10-12). They are described as ancient, war 
like, and fearsome people of great strength and size (Numbers 13.32-3). Such 
descriptions are believed to represent Israelite recollections of the warlike pre 
Israelite peoples from perhaps the late Middle Bronze through the Late BronZ( 
Age who built the huge ancient ruined fortresses the Israelites saw - it must lx 
remembered that, by the time of the Israelite kingdom, some of the ruined Bronz~  

Age cities were already well over a thousand years 0ld2o 

Egyptian military intervention in Middle Bronze Canaan will be discussed III 

detail in Chapter Sixteen. These Egyptian sources contain several strikinl-t 
descriptions of the warfare of Middle Bronze II Canaanites. The historicity of tilt' 
Egyptian "Story of Sinuhe", like the tale of Abraham's war with the four kings, I' 
disputed. None the less, the tale ofSinuhe is certainly contemporary with the Middl~  

Bronze Age, and thus provides a crucial snapshot of contemporary Canaanit~  

warfare. The broader context of the story will be discussed later (pp. 430-3); hen 
we will only review Sinuhe's description of Canaanite arms and warfare. Sinu}w 
describes the military life of Amorite pastoralists in the nineteenth century: 

When the Canaanite [rulers of the city-states] conspired to attack the [nomadl 
rulers of the Hill-Countries, I opposed their movements. For this ruler of 

Canaan [Amunenshi, the tribal chief and Sinuhe's father-in-law] made me 
carry out numerous missions as commander of his troops. Every hill trilx 
against which I marched I vanquished, so that it was driven from the pastuTl' 
of its wells. I phmdered its cattle, carried off its families, seized their food, and 
killed people by my strong arm, by my bow, by my [tactical] movements and 
my skillful phns. (AEL 1:227) 

Sinuhe also provides us with the most detailed narrative description of the anm 
and combat methods of an unnamed Middle Bronze Canaanite warrior, with 
whom Sinuhe engages in single combat; "Easterner" is an Egyptian term for 
Canaanites, who lived to the north-east of Egypt. 

He [Sinuhe's Canaanite enemy] raised his battle-axe [minb] and shield, while' 
his armful of javelins [nywy] flew toward me. When I made his ImissileJ 
weapons attack me, I let his arrows pass me by without effect, one followin 
the other. Then, [when he was out of missiles], he charged me, and I shot 
him, my arrow sticking in his neck. He screamed and feJl on his face; I sle\\ 
him with his [own] axe. I gave my war cry, standing on hi~  b,lCk, while every 
Easterner [in my tribeJ bellowed lin triumphl (AI 122M) 

CANAAN 

Complementing both the archaeological and artistic data discussed above 
'>Inuhe's Canaanite enemy is armed with shield, axe, and multiple javelins. Th 
wa rrior first engages in an exchange of missiles, after which he charges for a mele 
with his axe. 

Another Egyptian warrior, Sebek-khu, described an undated campaign c 
'>cnwosret III {1878-1843} against Palestine: 

[After the Nubian campaign] his majesty traveled downstream [northward] tl 
overthrow the Bedouin of Canaan. His majesty arrived at a foreign lanc 
Shechem [skmm] by name.... Then Shechem fell, together with the vil 
Re~enu [Canaanites], while I acted as the rearguard [for the army on it 
return march to Egypt]. Then the soldiers joined in to fight with the East 
erners [who attacked the rear of the column]. Thereupon I [personally] cap 
tured an Easterner. Then I had his weapons seized by two soldiers. There wa 
no turning back from the fray, but my face was [always] to the fore [of th 
battle]. I did not show my back to the Easterner [in retreat]. (AI 120 = ARJ 
1:304-5) 

I \cre we see an army from Egypt invading Canaan and sacking one of the city 
,!.ILl's. As in the story of Abraham's war, other Canaanites wait until the Egyptial 
11 illy is marching homeward, slowed down by plunder and women and childrel 
,l.lves. The Canaanites then ambush the Egyptians, but, unlike Abraham, thei 
1l1,1Ck is thwarted by Sebek-khu's firm defense. 

Like the Early Bronze Age, Middle Bronze Canaan was organized into abou 
IWU dozen ntajor city-states, each ruled by its own independent king (melek), an, 
dominating the surrounding satellite agricultural villages. These city-states forme' 
I .llious coalitions, with shifting patterns of dominance and submission punctuate, 
hy warfare between rivals as well as battles with Syrian, Egyptian, and nomadi 

Ilclnies. The names of most of these city-states, kings, and wars are lost to histoll 
Nc)ne the less, a very broad pattern can be discerned through the Egyptian Exe 
I !.Ition Texts, ritual magic designed to curse the enemies of Egypt.21 Scholar 
~l'ncrally  think that the early Execration Texts (the Mirgissa and Berlin collections 
il. 1950} (CS 1:50-2) describe a different political situation in Canaan than til 
\.llcr Execration Texts (Brussels collection) {c. 1800}. The earlier texts appear tl 
,kscribe regions and tribes rather than towns. The later texts focus more on spe 
( Iric towns and individual rulers following more organized itineraries. This has Ie, 
.l holars to speculate that we are seeing a military transformation in these text 
hom domination of the region by selni-nomadic clans and their chiefs represent 
1I1g' thc type of political situation in Middle Bronze I, to the world of Canaanit, 
ciry·statcs and kings of Middle Bronze II. This seems to confirm the evidence 0 

1I('haeology concerning thc domination of Canaan by nomads during Middl, 
Illollzc' I and the rc~tol,llI()11  of lllb.lI1 lifc at the beginning of Middle Bronzc II 

h.ll 1\ c\c,lI l~ th.lt C.IIl.lIll 1\ .1 l.1l1d fr,I~l1lc'ntcd into numcrous cl.111\ and oty 
I.lll',••\Ill! th,lt the Ll'.}I11iolll~  felt the IICnl to elillC' thc' lot o( them' "thc'lI ~tmlli 
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men, their messengers, their confederates, their allies, the tribesmen in Canaan, 
who will rebel, who will plot, who will fight, who will say that they will fight, 
who will say that they will rebel in this entire land" (CS 1:52). Unfortunately, the 
texts amount to little more than a list ofplace, tribal and personal names, providing 
no specific information about alliances or ongoing feuds. None the less, we get ,I 
quick glimpse at the complexity of Canaanite political order, with dozens of citie" 
kings, and tribal chiefs. 

Middle Bronze IlB Canaan {1750-1550} belongs to a new phase in ancient 
Near Eastern military history. This period was the most dynamic in ancient 
Canaanite military history, in which the introduction of the chariot, compositt 
bow and metal armor from Anatolia and Syria (see Chapter Five) revolutionized 
warfare, both in Canaan and throughout the Near East. During this period 
Canaanites first emigrated into and later invaded the Egyptian delta, creating the 
most powerful Canaanite military confederation of the late Middle Bronze known 
to the Egyptians as the "foreign rulers" or Hyksos. 22 This will hopefully be tht 
subject of a future study. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Anatolia 

I PI' the purposes of this study I will use the term Anatolia to describe the regie 
Illore or less coterminous with the modern country of Turkey (into which Turl 
'I"t migrated in the eleventh century CE). Background on Neolithic Anatolia ca 
Ilt· found on pp. 24-7. The folJowing chart (Table 11.1) 1 outlines the maje 
lit haeological and historical periods of ancient Anatolia. 

Chalcolithic Anatolia {5500-3000}2 

()vt:rall the evidence for military activity in Chalcolithic Anatolia is certain 
\..('Lchy, but does fit a basicaIJy consistent pattern. The transition from the Nee 

Itlhic to the Chalcolithic period in Anatolia is not only defined by the appearan( 
111 copper casting oflarge objects, but also by the spread of militarism. The numb, 
liid size of settlements expands, as does trade and other forms of contact betwec 

I Ity-states. Competition develops between these small city-states, culminating i 
I he building of increasingly sophisticated fortifications, along with an increasir 
IteC\ucncy of arsenic-copper weapons. A number of sites show evidence , 
de'lruction in war, sometimes repeatedly. Cities that are destroyed in war at 

I;""e 1'1.1 Simplified archaeological chronology of Anatolia 

Ihior! Phase Date Historical 

Nl'olithic Early Neolithic (Pre-pottery) 11,000-6500 
Late Neolithic 6500-5500 

( h,1lcolithic Early 5500-5000 
Middle 5000-4500 
Late 4500-3000 

I lily 13lonze Early Bronze I 3000-2700 
Early Bronze II 2700-2300 
:arly 1310117C III 2300-2000 

/'vlltkill.: l3ronze Maid'" IIl\lI\1\: I 
Mllldk Ilhlll 'l~  II 

200Q-1800 
1800 IliOO Id Illltil' 

l.tll' IllClll1\: lliOO 1200 Nt'W I IItt! 

HI 
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rebuilt, gCIll'rJlJy with larger fortifications, indicating a perception of increasing 
military thre,lt. 

A Ilumber of specific sites and finds point to spreading militarism. Fortification 
building expands, with the best-preserved Chalcolithic Anatolian fortress at Mer
sin, which was strongly fortified with a wall, gate, and glacis, dating from about 
4500. Storerooms near the gate had piles of sling stones ready for use by defenders 
of the walls, with quarters for a garrison. The fortress was destroyed in war in 
about 4300.3 Arslantepe was another major site in southern Anatolia during the 
late Chalcolithic (EA 1:212-15). From 3300 to 3000 it seems to have been part of 
the Uruk expansion from Sumer, and may have been colonized in part by the 
Sumerians; twenty-one copper spears and daggers were found at this site. The city 
was violently destroyed in 3000 by a group from eastern Anatolia who rebuilt a 
fortified city on the ruins. A "warrior" burial at late Chalcolithic Korucutepe 
{3500-3000} included a copper dagger and a mace made of iron ore (ET 137). 
A royal tomb from about 2900 included metal weapons, with royal retainers 
buried alongside as human sacrifices. Thus, although a true military history of 
Chalcolithic Anatolia cannot be written, the evidence hints that Anatolia may 
have crossed the warfare threshold by the fifth millennium, and was possibly the 
first region in the world to do so. If so, military history can be said to begin in 
Anatolia. 

Early Bronze Age Anatolia {3000-2000}4 

The Early Bronze Age was a period of significant change in Anatolia. As a major 
source of copper and silver for the Near East, Anatolian city-states became 
increasingly wealthy; the famous treasures of Troy are a striking example.s The 
lack of almost any military art or written records from the Early Bronze Age makes 
a detailed reconstruction of a specific military history impossible, but broad gen
eral trends are clear. All major Anatolian cities of the Early Bronze Age were 
strongly fortified, generally with high, thick, citadel-like stone walls. This, along 
with arsenic-copper and eventually bronze weapons, shows the perception of ser
ious military threat. 

By the middle of the Early Bronze Age a number of city-states had risen to 
positions of prominence in Anatolia, including Troy (Willusa; Hisarlik) (DANE 
302-3; CANE 2:1121-34) in the north-east and Beycesultan (DANE 51-2) in the 
south-east. Troy {level II, 2500-2300} was well fortified by a stone wall with brick 
superstructure, where sixteen rich treasure troves were found in Schliemann's 
famous excavations. Schliemann mistakenly identified this level of the city as 
Homer's Troy. Troy II was destroyed in war around 2300, perhaps by the invasion 
of the Luwians (see p. 289). Related Early Bronze fortresses were found at 
Poliochni on Lemnos and Emporio on Chios (Cll2:374), fleshing out our 
understanding of fortifications of the period, which included narrow tower
flanked gates and arrow slits (Cll2:374). In some ways thl'SC (ortil'SSeS should be 
conceived more as palace-fortress complexes desiglled tOJ till' IO\',t1 Il'sldeIKl' or J 
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dynasty ruling over a more rural population. The size and population of these sites 
tends to be limited, often measuring from 100 to 250 meters in diameter 
(C1/2:387). In central Anatolia Hattusas (Bogazkoy) (EA 1:333-5) - destined later 
to become the capital of the Hittite empire - was a major city-state in the Early 
Bronze period, ruled by an ethnic group known as the Hattians. Other city-states 
which have been excavated include Alisar (Amkuwa), Zalpa, and Kanesh (Nesha; 
Kultepe) (EA 3:266-8) in south central Anatolia. Demirci Hoyuk is an Early 
Bronze fortress city built in a circle 70 meters in diameter. The wall is of mud 
brick with a stone foundation, defensive ditch, fortified gates, and projecting 
round towers (ET 164). Overall, Anatolian Early Bronze II {2700-2300} is char
acterized by opulent war-like dynasties ruling strongly fortified citadels. 

Weapons in Anatolia include the standard Early Bronze arsenal of dagger, 
spear, and axe, supplemented by stone maces (C1I2:377-8). One set of con
troversial artifacts, has sometimes been associated with this period. In 1959 James 
Mellaart claims to have been shown the so-called "Dorak Treasure", a collection 
of weapons that were said to have been taken from a royal grave in northern 
Anatolia (DANE 94-5). The weapons included the standard axes, maces, and 
daggers, but also included iron weapons, and short swords about 60 cm long. 
Mellaart produced drawings of these weapons, but the actual weapons were never 
photographed, nor were they ever seen again. Although Mellaart claimed they 
were authentic, 6 most scholars now believe the artifacts either never existed or 
were forgeries which the forger was planning to sell, but eventually panicked and 
withdrew from the market. 

Early Bronze Age III {230o-2000} 

The Indo-European invasions {230o-2200r 

The twenty-third century witnessed widespread destruction in western and 
southern Anatolia. Three-quarters of the Early Bronze II sites were destroyed and 
abandoned (Cll2:406-10). Of those sites that survived, many were greatly 
reduced in size, and were inhabited by peoples with new types of pottery and 
other material culture. Although the lack and ambiguity of evidence makes cer
tainty impossible, many scholars associate this devastation with the migration of 
Indo-European peoples into Anatolia (KH 10-11). The designation "Indo
European" is a linguistic concept based on the fact that many languages spoken 
in India, Iran, Central Asia, and throughout most of Europe are all linguistically 
interrelated. It is assumed that all these languages developed from an archaic Proto
Indo-European language, and that the ancestors came from a single "homeland" 
generally placed north or east of the Black Sea in the fifth millennium. From there, 
the Indo-Europeans are thought to have migrated in all directions. In the ancient 
Near East Indo-European languages are found in Anatolia and Iran. There arc 
two fundamental methodological problems relating LO LhL' 'llidy of lhc,c archai 
Indo-European migrations solely from non written ;11'( h,1l'olo~'lr,d  r vldr'llt:t:' Pi I'l, 

language and ethnicity cannot be determined by material culture - that is to 
we cannot tell the language a person spoke by the type of pot or tool 
used. Second, language and material culture are not coterminous - people u 
the same type of pot or tool may speak different languages, while people spr 
ing the same language may use different types of pots or tools (DANE 153; 
3:149-58). 

Thus, although it is clear that there was Widespread warfare and devastatiol 
Anatolia in the twenty-third century, in the absence of written records we car 
determine with certainty the ethnicity of the peoples involved8 Here I will aSSl 
the theory that there was a major nugration of Indo-European-speaking peo 
into Anatolia in the mid-to-late third nllilennium. Two possible routes ( 
twenty-third-century Indo-European invasion are posited. One is from the] 
kans into western Anatolia; this group is generally called the Luwians, assun 
they are the ancestors of the Luwian ethnic group inhabiting western Anatoli 
the Middle Bronze Age. Another possible route was over the Caucasus Mount 
into northern Anatolia, which may have been the path of migration for 
.1I1cestors of the Hittites, who will be discussed on p. 292. From the vague· 
(knce we have it appears that the Indo-Europeans were warlike, bronze-us 
'attle-breeding peoples formed into loose tribal confederations. 

From the military perspective, it is clear that there was widespl 
devastation in Anatolia in the late Early Bronze period, resulting in the dissolll1 
of the old political and military order. When we begin to have the first wri 
I'l:cords in Anatolia of the Middle Bronze Age, the names of the peoples of A 
lolia and the languages they speak are largely Indo-European, divided into tI 
;roups: the Luwians in the south and west, the Palaians in the north, and 
Nesites in the central area around the city-state of Nesha (Kanesh), of whom 
I littites were a part (KH 10-20). In addition, the Hurrians, a non-Indo-Europ 
:Lhnic group, appear to have originated in eastern Anatolia. They are first m 
tioned in the Akkadian period {2334-2190}, when they are seen migra 
southward out of Anatolia into northern Mesopotamia and Syria, quite poss 
under military pressure from Indo-European migrants further to the north 
pp.303-4). 

At roughly the same time that Indo-European tribesmen were dcvastal 
I1luch of Anatolia, the southern regions of Anatolia bordering on Syria 
Mesopotamia faced invasion by the Akkadian empire. Late Mesopotamian Lr 
lions remember Sargon {2334-2279} defeating Nur-Dagan, the Anatolian kin 
Ilurushanda. Later Naram-Sin {2254-2218} fought against a rebellious coalil 

seventeen kings; the list of rebel kings included Zipani, king of Kanesh 
1>.ll11ba, king ofHatti, both Anatolian rulers (KH 9, 24-5). The nature of Akkar 
Iuk in south-central Anatolia is unclear, but it appears that the Akkathum 
:.. l.lblished some type of hegemony over those regions probably LO in,mc .l 
to ,ilvcl and nth"'1 111('III,r"O(l1n', Th", ovel'alllcsldL oftht:' (Ol11binauon of In 
I Ulopt"ln 1111~\l,llllll\. 1'llIf I inll 11l1~·.I,l(lllll,  ,Ind Akkadl;lIl I11dll,III'111 Wil' wv 
n.~l1lllllt:' .. or 1111111Il'V 1Il1flrdw 111/\1111<1111 III til(' Lltl' t1l11d 111111r'l1l1ll1l11 
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ANATOLlA
WARFARE IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST TO 1600 BC 

Though the Indo-European invaders devastated much of Anatolia, they did not 
completely destroy urban civilization. Though many sites were abandoned, other 
cities were burnt but rebuilt. The Indo-European-speaking peoples intermarried 
with local conquered peoples, and adopted many beliefs and practices from them, 
laying the foundation for the revival of large city-states and the rise of empire in 
the Middle Bronze period. Overall the basic pattern of scattered regional inde
pendent city-states continued. 

Middle Bronze Age Anatolia {2000-1600} 

By the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age a number of new city-states in central 
Anatolia were rising to importance, among them Nesha, Zalpa, Purushanda, 
Wahsusana (Nigde), Mama, and Kussara. Writing makes its first appearance in the 
form of an archive of Old Assyrian merchants at the city of Nesha. The key to the 
success of the new central Anatolian kingdoms was the two-way tin-silver trade 
with Mesopotamia. Anatolia was rich in silver and copper, but lacked tin, the key 
ingredient in bronze-making. The most reliable source of tin in that period was 
Afghanistan. Mesopotamian merchants, whose homeland lacked copper, silver, 
and tin, acted as middle-men in the tin trade, creating a "Tin Road" stretching 
from Mghanistan to central Anatolia. Those kings who participated in the silver
tin trade were able to receive more tin at a cheaper price. They could thereby 
create more bronze weapons and equip larger and better-armed armies, giving 
them military predominance in the region. Initially the city of Nesha controlled 
this trade, making it the predominant power in central Anatolia. However, the 
city-state destined to transform the military history of Anatolia and the Near East 
was Hattusas, capital of the newly rising Hittites. 

Nesha (Kanesh) {200o-1750}9 

The military history of Middle Bronze Anatolia is illuminated to some degree by 
the discovery of an Old Assyrian colonial archive at Nesha (Kanesh, modern 
Kultepe) in Anatolia. Although most of the 15,000 tablets from this archive are 
legal and commercial, there are a number of important military implications of this 
remarkable colony. In the wake of the collapse of the Ur III political order in 
Mesopotamia, merchants from the newly independent Assyria gained control of 
the rich tin trade to Anatolia, founding a merchant colony at Nesha which flour
ished from roughly 2000 to 1750. Twenty-one Assyrian merchant settlements are 
mentioned in the texts. Some, known as karum, were large trading colonies, while 
others, the wabartum, were apparently military garrisons assigned to secure the 
trade routes. These Assyrian colonies did not represent an actual military conquest 
by armies from Assyria, but a network of alliances and power-sharing with local 
Anatolian city-states, who benefited greatly by being the recipients of the A~syrian  

tin trade. The system was perhaps broadly analogous to the early Europ~"ln col 
nies in south Asia in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

ht' Assyrian merchants traded tin (ultimately transshipped from Afghanista 
\\syrian and Babylonian textiles for the gold and silver of Anatolia. The tra, 
IIndertaken by donkey caravans, taking three months for the journey fro 
1.\ to Ashur. Over the fifty years described by the archive, 80 tons of tin v

lit ed to Anatolia, enough to make 800 tons of bronze (KH 27); certainly n 
(It this was devoted to bronze weapon making, but the large quantity of t 

<II ts permitted the development of true bronze-armed armies. It is a Ion 
ling principle of military history that, where merchants travel, armies, 
1111.llly able to follow. As we shall see, Hittite armies would eventually mar 

II~~  this "Tin Road" opened by Assyrian merchants and their caravans, culn 

ng in the sack of Babylon in 1595. 
I he city of Nesha {level II, 1920-1850} was strongly fortified with a wall 2. 
a!ol1leters long, one of "the largest in the Near East" at that time (EA 3:26 

Assyrian colonies flourished during the period covering the reign ofErishl 
I	 .1 Assyria through his great-grandson Puzur-Ashur II, but was destroyed arou 
,,0 by the rival Uhna, king of the city-state of Zalpuwa (Zalpa) to the nor 
h" may have been assisted by allies from Hattusas (CS 1:183a; KH 34). Mter d 

Ii lily was abandoned by the Assyrians for a number of decades. 
I he merchant colony was re-established {level Ib, 1810-1750} during 1 

1.',11 of Shamshi-Adad {1813-1781}; the control of this tin and textile trade 
lltolia may have provided an important supply of gold and silver which helt 

11111Shi-Adad in his remarkable conquests (see pp. 168-71). A few of the milit 
tlvities of the kingdom of Nesha can be reconstructed from hints in the Assyr 

11"1 chant letters (KH 34-9). There were two kings of Nesha at this time wh 
lines we know: Inar {c. 1810-1790} and his son Warsama {c. 1790-1775 
Illg fnar established predominance in the region, making a number of rulers 
1\\.lls, and besieging the city of Harsamma for nine years (KH 36). Therea 
',llsama had tense relations with a rival king, Anum-hirbi of Mama, who 

11Imdf as Warsama's equal: both are described as "kings" who ruled over "do~  

tlll'ir vassals (KH 35). These vassal kings would often raid each others' lands 
.lnle and other plunder. One such occasion caused Anum-hirbi to complail 

W,llsama ofNesha that one ofWarsama's vassals had perfidiously attacked Anum-I 

'\ hile he was engaged in warfare on another front: 

When my enemy rinvaded my country and] conquered me, the Man Iv 
kingl of rthe city o~  Taisama invaded my country, and destroyed twelve of 
towns, and carried away their cattle and sheep ... Did my people invade' 
land las provocation for this attack!, and did they kill a single lofyour] 0 

sheep? (Kll 35-6) 

I'h~'  kings negotiated ,llld ,1gu:cd to "take all oath" of pe;llC In ordl'! to • 

1111: lo.Id" for lhl' .111 II1lPO\l;llll lin ,1l1d llmh tr,llk (jOin AsshLII (Kf I )(1) ~l  

dnll" til l'rl'il[tl'r, W,It .1111.\ \' .1' llH'IthltlWn by .ltl InV.lsmn by lhl' f 1I1g of Kil 

tilt: .lIlt(\ll.l\ htlllll~1.IIl.Il}l"thc  IllldlC), 



WARFARE IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST TO 1600 LJ( ANATOLIA 

The early Hittites {2300-1600}11 

Origin of the Hittites {230o-1900} 

The basin of the Halys River (Kizil Irmak) in north-central Anatoli.! \\
 
to the ancients as Hatti-land, from the name of the early non-Indo I III
 

inhabitants, the Hattians (M = CAM 139). The Hattians, although they ~ v
 
name to the land and later empire of the Hittites, were not, in £Kt, til
 
ancestors of the Hittites. Rather, sometime around 2300, Indo-Europl.l/' I
 

men migrated into the Halys River basin, settling among and eventually ((1111
 

dominate, intermarry with and eventually assimilate the local non-Indo I
 
Hattian peoples. In the process the new invaders adopted the name "the p
 
the land ofHatti", or Hittites (KH 16-20).
 

The most important kingdom of north-central Anatolia in Early Brolll(' III
 
not the eventual Hittite capital of Hattusas, but the nearby city-statl' of
 
H oyuk (DANE 9-10), which flourished in the last centuries of the th 11 d 111
 

nium {2300-2100}. The royal dynasty of the city was buried in thiill'l'l\
 
graves containing splendid treasure and numerous weapons. Finds at Alal,! 11
 
include standards with bulls, stags, and lions; these were possibly religiom, hUI
 

have been military clan or regimental standards (AH 2, 17-23, §J-12) S
 
scholars view Alaca Hoyuk, and related sites such as Horoztepe and Mahlll.lll
 
Indo-European centers of power which had newly come to dom.in;lte till
 
(KH 12). 

The conquests ofPithana and Anitta 
{177S-17S0} (KH 36-43) 

The original homeland of the Hittite royal dynasty, however, was Kussara, a ot" 
the south-east of their later capital at Hattusas. Our major source for this pl'lll 
the Anitta inscription (CS 1:182-4; MHT 24-7), describes the rise to powu 
Pithana {c. 1790-J770}, king of Kussara, and his son Anitta {c. 1770 17;1l 
rough contemporaries of Shamshi-Adad of Assyria and Hammurabi of !3abyh I 

(KH 36-43). Kussara, the Hittite ancestral home, was a city to the south e,l,t 1 

Nesha on the Tin Road to Ashur. Around the year 1775, probably in an .lLLl'1l11 t 

to gain more control of the tin trade, Pithana ... 

the king ofKussara came down out of the city [ofKussar'/ with large nUl11hu 
[of soldiers] and took Nesha during the night by storm. He capLurl'd till 
king of Nesha [Warsama] but did no harm to any of the citizens or Nl',Il .• 
He treated them [with mercy as if they were his] 11l0thers and ra tIll' I • 

(CS 1:182) 

By protecting the city and the Assyrian l1lerchant eLm, Pil!Wli1 ~U,lrolllll'l'd r1l.1t 

the valuable tin trade would continue un.lb.lled, bLlt With till' plClfi(, 111 11" h.llllh. 

1J\llved his capital to Nesha, where his son Anitta built a great palac
 
t I 111 an inscription on a dagger (MHT 22).
 
I I'llhana died a few years later {c. 1770} while still in the process ,
 
ling his new conquests, a revolt broke out in a number of his vassal citi, 
,on Anitta ruthlessly crushed. The major rebel cities were "devoted" 1 

II god, and were left completely desolate and depopulated, with a cur: 
\11'011 anyone who would rebuild them (CS 1:183a). Thereafter Anit 
111IImelf to transforming his kingdom into an empire. His first campai@ 

hWolrd against the alliance of Zalpuwa and Hattusas in the basin of d 
1\II1Ik. river, which had earlier sacked Nesha around 1850. It appears th 

\\ I' victorious, making "the sea of Zalpuwa [Black Sea] my boundary [t 
hi" (CS 183a) {co 1765?}. 
" not a decisive victory, however, for Huzziya king of Zalpuwa, ar 

I klllg ofHattusas, remained on their thrones as Anitta's vassals, and quick 
I ,lgJinst him. Anitta marched north again and met the army ofPiyushti , 
I' ,llld his vassals, forcing them to flee into Hattusas and fortifY it for a sieg 

I was captured and sacked, after which Anitta blockaded Hattusas. "Sul 
Illy, when [Hattusas] became most acutely beset with famine, the godde 

1I1L gave it over to me, and I took it at night by storm." Anitta's revenf 
this rebel vassal was again ruthless; Hattusas was sacked and sown wil 
IIld perpetually cursed: "Whoever after me becomes king and resett!, 

\1 ", Ict the Stormgod of the Sky strike him!" (CS 1:183b). Ironically, the cil 
1<1 l'vcntually become capital of the Hittite empire. 

II h I he north secure, Anitta turned westward against Salatiwara, whose arn 
'\IIILta in the field and was defeated and made vassal; he celebrated his triul1lF 

I gl cat hunt of wild boar, lions, and leopards (CS 1:183-4). With the plund' 
I hi, campaigns Anitta naturally dedicated wealth to the gods and built grc 

Il'll" dt his capital of Nesha. He also strongly fortified the city, which becan 
II" "I I he great fortresses of the age (EA 3:266). Anitta's triumph was short-live, 

,IIIW.lra revolted and marshaled his army on the Hulanna River. Anitta evad( 
II' 11I11y, and "came around behind him [the king of Salatiwaral and Icaptuf< 
dl \l'L fire to his city." Seeing their city in flames, the army of the king of Sal 

\\,,11:1 ,lpparently escaped with "1400 infantry and 40 teams of horses Ifor cha 
I. md Ibisl siJver and gold" (MHT 27). This incidental reference gives us tI 

IIllnllng figure of1400 men and forty chariots as the potentiaJ size of an army 
"" ,ddle !3ronze Age Anatolian city-state, or about thirty-five inJ:,ntrYl11en p 

111I10l; it further implies that chariot warfare was a part of the Anatolian milit,\ 
1111\ in the mid-eighteenth century, an issue that was discussed in Chapter Fi\ 
Where did Lhe king of Salatiwara go' Anitta docs not say, bUL it is pOSSible t11 
fkd to his ally the king of Purushanda, a westccl1tral An,ILolian city· st,Hl' IlC 

IAlkl', 'I'lI/, SlllCl' AnILt,l's neXL call1paign was an aLt,lck agaimL chaL king. Thl' klllg 
1'\llll~h,IIHL\, 	 hm,wwl, qllit'kly wnt w\"l'n, orsLlbl11ission and vas"i1,lgl' ,111 "it< 
hl<lIl(' ,lilt! "'('pll't" lO Anlll! (illl 1,111111.\ .1 1ll.'JOt (ollfmnt.ltIt111 (CS I IH4b). I 
he tlltl til' !lIS I(I~W  Anilu \\':n hill! lI~'1  I ill of n Illl,ll Ail.Holl.1 



WARFARE IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST TO 1600 BC ANATOLIA 

A period of anarchy {17So-1670} (KH 64-6S) 

Anitta's empire was not to last, however; around the time of his death {c. 1750?} 
his erstwhile vassals unanimously rose in successful rebellion. Nesha was destroyed 
by fire around the time of Anitta's death, and his empire collapsed, with the poli
tical order of Anatolia returning to feuding city-states. The last of the Assyrian 
merchant letters bemoan the toll taken on their trade by the unsettled conditions 
in Anatolia (KH 42), and at some point the tin trade ceased, adding economic 
problems to political anarchy. Hurrian peoples migrated into the south-eastern 
fringes of central Anatolia, while the warlike Kaska mountain tribesmen, who 
would later repeatedly raid and invade the Hittite empire, make their first 
appearance on the north-eastern frontier; the Luwians dominated the south-west. 
The gap of about 80 years between the death of Anitta and the rise of Labarna is 
essentially a blank in terms of specific military history. It seems, however, that 
during this period Anitta's dynasty lost control over its original city-state of Kus
sara, which passed into the hands of either a collateral branch of the royal family or 
a rival Hittite clan whose dynasty would found the Hittite empire. Kussara 
remained one of many petty city-states in central Anatolia until the reign of 
Labarna, the founder of the Hittite empire. 

Labarna (Tabarna) {c. 167o-16S0}12 

When Labarna came to the throne, he was only the ruler of the city-state of 
Kussara, whose "land was small". During the course of his reign, Labarna claimed 
to have conquered seven rival city-states south of the Halys (Marrassantiya) river to 
the Mediterranean Sea, establishing his sons as kings in these cities (CS 1:194a). It 
appears that he also campaigned to the north-east of Kussara, capturing the city
state of Sanahuitta, where he also installed one of his sons as king. As he neared his 
death Labarna attempted to secure the succession to his throne for a son, also 
called Labarna, who was governor of Sanahuitta. However, a large faction at court 
supported a rival son, Papahdilmah, who seized the throne in a coup (CS 2:81a; 
KH 70-1). The details of the factional fighting or even civil war are not known, 
but it appears the state was split in two, with one faction ruling from Sanahuitta 
and the other ruling Kussara and the southern domains. This was the political 
situation at the succession of Hattusilis I, said to be the grandson of the first 
Labarna. 

Hattusilis I {c. 16So-1620}13 

Hattusilis described himself as "son of the brother of [the] Tawananna [Queen 
Mother]" (KH 73).14 He also implied that he was the grandson of Labarna. The 
exact genealogical relationship of the Hittite royal family at this time is muddled 
(MHT 57). In the Wars of the Roses-style political crisis following the coup 
attempt by Papahdilmah, Hattusilis somehow became the prime candidale for on~'  

branch of the fawjly, and ascended to the throne at K ussara, while a rival branch 
the family under Papahdilmah (or his successor) ruled at Sanahuitta. 

The military historian is fortunate to have two fairly detailed records from 
court of Hattusilis - his Annals and his Testament - though, as is not unusual w 
ancient Near Eastern historical documents, they often create more questions d 
they answer. Early in his reign, perhaps in his first year, Hattusilis moved his cap 
from the traditional Hittite homeland in Kussara to the ancient ruined city 
Hattusas (Bogazkoy), which had been destroyed and ritually cursed by Anitt 
century earlier (KH 73). This city was to become the imperial capital of the I-: 
tites for the next four centuries, and would eventually become one of the gr 
cities of the ancient Near East, whose ruins still awe visitors today.1s Hattus 
Jpparently took his throne-name at this time from the name of the city he m; 
his new capital. The "land of the Hatti", from which is derived the dynastic na 
of the Hittites, occupied the region around the city of Hattusas. It is not cert 
why Hattusilis moved his capital. It may have been initially planned as a tempor 
1l10ve to be closer to the rival dynasty at Sanahuitta; on the other hand, his 0' 

hold on the throne was probably still dubious, and he may have moved to esc; 
from the powerbase of rival political factions at the old capital of Kussara. 

The first order of business upon his enthronement was to deal with the ri 
Ilittite faction to the north. 

He [HattusilisJ marched against Sanahuitta. He did not destroy it, but its 13 
he did destroy. I left my troops in two places as a garrison. I gave whate 
sheepfolds were there to my garrison troops. (MHT 50) 

Although unable to conquer his rival at Sanahuitta, Hattusilis plundered the t 
I ilory, leaving the city blockaded by two garrisons and hoping to starve it il 
submission. His reason for not undertaking a more rigorous siege of the city \ 
,I pparently a threat from the king of Zalpuwa (Zalpa) to the north, the rival of I 
(',lrlier proto-Hittite king Anitta. Hattusilis destroyed and plundered ZalpU\ 
I'lking the statues of its gods and three divine chariots captive to his royal temple 
IllS new capital of Hattusas (MHT 50-1). 

With the north secure, Hattusilis turned his attention to Syria - the first-kno' 
t I" Ie a major Anatolia military power intervened outside Anatolia. At this peri 
Ilorthern Syria was ruled by the powerful kingdom of Aleppo (Yamkhad, Hal 
sec pp. 257-60). No reason is given by Hattusilis for his invasion of Syria, a 
perhaps none was needed. It may be, however, that Aleppo had been allied 
11~llll1Siljs'  rivals for the Hittite throne, or to another of his enemies. On the oLi 
h,lnd, he may have simply needed a new source ofplunder to keep his soldiers a 
'lipporlers satisfied. Whatever the motivation, the Syrian war would inaugural 
h,df ccnlLiry of Ilittite mililary adventurism in Syria which would culminale in t 

:Ick of Ah:ppo {c. IClO()} ,lilt! 13.1bylon {1595} by H3ltllsilis' grandsOIl MUISI 
I hiS poim, howl'wr, 11,1llll,,111S' 1t11l11edi;lcc goal was mOIl' l11()tk'sl. J Ie s,ld 

1111(' 01 Aleppo's v,m.lls. AI.t1ilkh (1111 AIl'h,IIlI, FA 1'551); I)ANI~  10 I)' k'.lV! 

III 
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a precious cache of cuneiform tablets in the ruins (AT) - and plundered the sur
rounding countryside (MHT 51; KH 75-7). 

Hattusilis' third campaign was against Arzawa, the land of the Luwians in south
western Anatolia. There, as he was plundering the countryside, he received 
shocking news. The king of the Hurrians, an ally of Aleppo which Hattusilis had 
attacked the previous year, had invaded central Anatolia from the south-east. 
Hittite vassal city-states in that region, whose loyalty was nominal at best, seized 
the opportunity to rise in rebellion, and most of the region south of the Halys 
river was swiftly lost. Hattusilis retired at speed to his capital of Hattusas, where he 
regrouped and launched a counter-attack against the rebel cities (MHT 51). 

The Sun Goddess of Arinna put me in her lap and took me by the hand and 
went before me in battle. And I marched in battle against Ninassa [which had 
rebelled], and when the men ofNinassa saw me before them, they opened the 
gate of the city [and surrendered without a fight]. (MHT 51) 

He subsequently attacked the cities of Ulma (Ullamma) and Sallahsuwa: 

Thereupon r marched in battle against the Land of Ulma, and the men of 
Ulma came twice in battle against me, and twice r overthrew them. And r 
destroyed the Land of Ulma and sowed weeds [as a ritual symbol of a divine 
curse]. r brought the [statues of the] seven gods lofUlm.a as symbolic prison
ers] to the temple of the Sun Goddess of Arinna.... r marched against the 
Land of Sallahsuwa ... and on its own it delivered itself by fire. (MHT 51-2) 

The act of the city of Sallahsuwa "delivering itself by fire" apparently has 
reference to burning the city gates as an act of submission, thereby rendering the 
city indefensible (HW2 67). 

By this swift response Hattusilis prevented the complete collapse of his king
dom, but his situation was stilJ far from fulJy stabilized. His dynastic rival still 
controlled the city of Sanahuitta, which Hattusilis had blockaded four years earlier. 
He now undertook a full-scale six-month siege at the end of which he finally 
sacked the city, removing his potential rival as a possible focus for rebellion. 
Thereafter a number of cities submitted, and the few that stilJ resisted were ruth
lessly sacked and destroyed (MHT 52-3; KH 81-2). 

With internal stability restored in Anatolia, Hattusilis undertook a second 
campaign against northern Syria, in which he crushed the army of the coalition of 
Aleppo in open battle. With the field army defeated, Hattusilis was able to con
quer a number of cities in the region. 

In the fol.lowing year r marched against Zaruna and destroyed Zaruna. And I 
marched against Hassuwa and the men of Hassuwa came against Ille in battle. 
They were assisted by [their allies, thel troops ITom Aleppo. They came 
against me in battle and I overthrew thelll. Within a few d,lYS I no.,.,ed til" 

ru. 

river Puruna and I overcame [the city ofj Hassuwa like a lion with its cla' 
And when I overthrew it I heaped dust upon it [in a ritual burial mound] , 
took possession of alJ its property and filled Hattusas with it. r entered [ 
city oil Zippasna, and I ascended [the walls oil Zippasna [by stratagem] in 
dead of night. r entered into battle with them and heaped dust upon them. 
I took possession of [the statues ofj its gods and brought them to the temple 
the Sun Goddess of Arinna. And I marched against Hahha and three tir 
made battle within the gates. I destroyed Hahha and took possession of 
property and carried it off to Hattusa. Two pairs of transport wagons w 
loaded with silver [from the plunder of the victories]. (MHT 52-4; KH 82· 

Hattusilis' force then briefly raided crossed the Euphrates, allowing him 
boast that he had surpassed the military achievements of Sargon of Akkad, VI; 

had crossed the Euphrates from the other direction, and whose martial fame" 
still pre-eminent 600 years after his death. 

No one had crossed the Euphrates River [with an army], but r, the Gr 
King Tabarna [i.e. Hattusilis], crossed it on foot, and my army crossed it 
foot. Sargon also crossed it [600 years ago], but although he overthrew 
troops of Hahha, he did nothing to Hahha itself and did not burn it do" 
nor did he offer the smoke [of the burning city as a sacrifice] to the Sto 
God of Heaven. (MHT 55; KH 84) 

Hattusilis' army made no attempt at permanent occupation of Syria at t 
point, but, rich with plunder (MHT 54-5), withdrew back into Anatolian Hitl 
territory. Although he had devastated part of the kingdom of Aleppo, and defea 
their army in battle, he had not decisively defeated them nor taken their stron 
fortified capital. Unfortunately his detailed Annals end at this point and we arc 
with only vague references to later campaigns against both Arzawa and Alq 
(IZH 88-9). A later document, the "Alaksandu Treaty", possibly alludes to 
subjugation of Arzawa late in Hattusilis' reign (MHT 89), but stalemate seems 
have ensued on the Syrian frontier. Overall, Hattusilis' victories established 
I Iittites as the pre-eminent power in Anatolia, and one of the leading empires in 
Near East, allowing Hattusilis to claim the title of "Great King" (MHT 100, 1(' 

Part of the reason for Hattusilis' failure to fulJy capitalize on his initial victol 
in Syria may have been factional feuding among his potential heirs, as described 
his deathbed Testament (CS 2:79-81; MHT 100-7; KH 89-99). As the old k. 
began to age, he lost control of his kingdom: 

ach of his sons went to rrulel a Iconquered I country; the great cities w 

assigned to them. Latcr on, however, the servants of the princes ILhe .,011\ 

IlaLllIsilisl bec,ln1l' n:belIl(1lls. they began LO tk'vour theIr ILhe prlllt"1 
homt's; they l<1ok to "lIlSP"111~~  toncil1ll.11ly ,1j{;1IIht tht'll IOlds. and tht'v b 
to slwd tht'll Illlld," hlncII1. (CS 1:1~)1) 
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One son, Huzziya, who had been made governor of Tappassanda, unsuccess
fully rebelled against Hattusilis and tried to seize the throne (CS 2:80). A daughter 
in the capital Hattusas plotted with some of the nobility of that city to overthrow 
her father and place her son on the throne. She seems to have been tem
porarily successful, massacring her opponents in the capital, but was eventually 
overthrown and banished (CS 2:81). Another son, Labarna, plotted with his 
mother - "that snake", as Hattusilis describes her - to murder the king and seize 
the throne. Considering Hattusilis' record of devastation and massacre against 
his enemies, it is with no apparent irony that he criticises his son: "He showed no 
mercy. He was cold. He was heartless." Labarna's plot was exposed and he too was 
banished (CS 2:79-80). Despite these plots and rebellions, Hattusilis is never said 
to have ordered any of his children to be executed; banishment was the usual 
punishment. 

This type of dynastic instability, presumably occurring when the Great King 
was either away from the capital on campaign, or mentally or physically debilitated 
with age, seriously undermined the military potential of the Hittites by regularly 
requiring the king to abandon a campaign and rush back to the capital to secure 
the throne. It would be a problem that would plague the dynasty throughout its 
history. Hattusilis finally called an assembly of all the "army and dignitaries" of the 
kingdom and formally adopted his grandson Mursilis as his heir: "In the place of 
the lion [Hattusilis] the god will establish only another lion [Mursilis]" (CS 2:80a). 
At the time, Mursilis was still a young man, and was placed under the regency of 
Pimpira, a minister, for three years (CS 2:80a; KH 101). 

Hittite siegecraft: the siege of Ursha 
(~rsuwa)  {1620s?}16 

Although the precise date is unclear, at some point in Hattusilis' reign he under
took a major siege of the city ofUrsha in northern Syria (MHT 65-6; SHP 76-7). 
It may have been during his second Syrian campaign, or in one of his later 
unrecorded campaigns. When an enemy army invaded, some cities preferred to 
meet the enemy in open battle rather than having their countryside ravaged while 
they retreated into their main fortified city (HW2 66-7; CS 1:183b). Other cities, 
seeing no hope ofvictory, would simply submit without a fight and become vassals 
(CS 1:184b). 

The city ofUrsha decided to resist. It was apparently a vassal of a Hurrian king 
(KH 78; SHP 76), but was also in alliance with the king of Aleppo, both of whom 
provided support during the siege. When a siege began, the besieger would build a 
fortified and entrenched camp near the city (HW2 67). Thereafter a siege ramp 
was constructed, providing access to the upper walls for battering rams and siege 
towers (HW2 67-8). A later literary account describes some of the events sur
rounding the siege of Ursha, giving us insight into the nature of Middle Bronze 
siegecraft. The first part of the text is lost, and the account bcgim in the middle of 
the siege: 

tlH 

The [defenders of Ursha] broke the [Hittite] battering ram. The king [H 
tusilis] was angry and his face was grim: "They constantly bring me bad ne, 
may the Weather-god carry you away in a flood! Be not idle! Make a [ne' 
battering-ram in the Hurrian manner and let it be brought into place. Makl 
'mountain' [siege-ramp] and let it also be set in its place. Hew a great batterin 
ram from the Uarge trees in the] mountains ofHassu and let it be brought in 
place. Begin to heap up earth [into an assault ramp]. When you have finish 
let everyone take post. Only let the enemy give battle, then his plans will 
confounded." (GH 148) 

It is not clear why the first battering ram broke; it could have been destroyed 
.1 sortie from Ursha, but it seems that it was poorly made out of inferior materi2 
I lattusilis therefore ordered a new ram constructed "in the Hurrian manne] 
implying that Hurrian and Mesopotamian siege technology was superior to that 
Lhe Hittites at that time. He also ordered the new battering-ram to be made frc 
trees from the "mountains of Hassu", implying that the local trees were too sm 
.Ind the wood too soft to make a sturdy enough ram. There is a lacuna in the te: 
with some missing events, in which a Hittite ally or vassal named Iriyaya app, 
~'ntly  failed to bring promised reinforcements. Hattusilis then complained: 

Would anyone have thought that Iriyaya would have come and lied sayil 
"We will bring a tower and a battering-ram" - but they bring neither a tov
nor a battering-ram, but he brings them to another place. Seize him and s 
to him: "You are deceiving us and so we deceive the king." (GH 148) 

I'his combination of siege-ramp, tower, and battering-ram was the standard sie 
l'quipment for the Middle Bronze Age. Following another lacuna, in which t 
\I cc:e did not progress well, Hattusilis again berated his officers for their failures: 

"Why have you not given battle? You stand on chariots of water, you d 

~ll11ost  turned into water yourself ... You had only to kneel before him It 
enemy king in Urshu] and you would have killed him or at least frighten 
him. But as it is you have behaved like a woman." ... Thus they Ithe kil1 

fficers] answered him: "Eight times we will give battle. We will confow 
dleir [defensive] schemes and destroy the city." The king answered, "Gooe 
(GH 148) 

I)espite these assurances, the siege still dragged on intermjnabJy. In the l11e" 
1lIlle, the Hittite aml.Y had not fully blockaded Ursha and the agents of alii 
~ Ings and presumably reinforcements and supplies - werc continually cntl'rJ 
111~'  city under the eyes of the I Iittite army. 

13llt whik' thl'y did IHllhllll! ('1 the city, l11,lny or the ~111!(\  W1V,1lj(\ W 

wtHllHk'd \'1 lh.ll III Ill' dlt'.t 'I'ht~  ~lnL£  W,I\ .In!(l'led ,\Ild \,lld "W.Il,h I 
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roads. Observe who enters the city and who leaves the city. No one is to go 
out from the city to the enemy." ... They answered: "We watch. Eighty 
chariots and eight arIllies [one army for each gate?] surround the city. Let not 
the king's heart be troubled. I remain at my post." But a fugitive [enemy 
deserter] came out of the city and reported: "The subject of the king of 
Aleppo came in [to Ursha] five times, the subject of [the city-state o~  Zuppa 
is dwelling in the city itself, the men of Zaruar go in and out, the subject of 
my lord the Son of[the Hurrian war-god] Teshub [the Hurrian king, overlord 
ofUsha] goes to and fro." ... The king [Hattusilis] was furious. (GH 148-9) 

The text ends here, but there is no evidence that Hattusilis was successful in the 
siege. The use of eighty chariots, ten for each of eight companies, to patrol the 
entrances to Ursha emphasizes that, although the Hittites seem to have inferior 
siegecraft at this time, they are none the less at the forefront of chariot warfare. 

The weakness of Hittite siegecraft in this early period is reiterated by an 
exaIllination of the overall ineffectiveness of their sieges (HW2 67-9). The siege of 
Harsamma by king Inar of Nesha lasted for nine years (KH 36); Sanahuitta was 
blockaded for four years, after which it was actively besieged for six months (MHT 
52); Zalpa was besieged for two years (CS 1:182b). On the other hand, cities could 
fall quickly to a surprise assault, sometimes at night (CS 182-3). In comparison, 
sieges in the Mari documents often proceed relatively rapidly (see Chapter Eight). 

Mursilis I {co 1620-1590} (KH 101-5; SHP 80-3) 

Militarily, Mursilis was one of the most successful kings ofthe Middle Bronze period. 
Unfortunately, our records for his reign are few and short. None the less, the basic 
outline of his campaigns can be determined. His succession to the throne seems to 
have been a last-Illinute decision by his grandfather, Hattusilis, in response to the 
plots and intrigues of his children (CS 2:79-81). Mursilis' father had been killed in 
Hattusilis' wars against Aleppo (KH 102), leaving Mursilis a Illinor upon his suc
cession to the throne; he ruled for three years under the tutelage of a regent (CS 
2:80a). Presumably the political instability plaguing the Hittite royal family con
tinued in the first years ofMursilis' reign, but, if so, no records ofsuch disturbances 
have been preserved. Rather, later historical recollection idealizes Mursilis' rule: 

When Mursilis was King in Hattusas, his sons, his brothers, his in-laws, his 
extended family members and his troops were united. They held enemy 
country he subdued by his Illight, he stripped the [enemy] lands of their 
power and extended his borders to the sea. (CS 1:195a) 

The emphasis on "subduing" and "stripping" enemy lands "to the sea" may 
imply that the vassal states of Anatolia rebelled at the death of Ilattll~ili~,  requiring 
military campaigns to bring them back into submi~si()Il,  I'Xtl'mhllL: Ilnlttl' bonkl\ 
back to both the Mediterranean and Black Sl'a~ 

~ll() 

ANATOLIA 

Upon subduing any last rivals for the throne and restoring order in Anatolia 
Mursilis, by now probably in his twenties, turned his attention to the unfinishe( 
onquest of Syria, which had been begun by his grandfather and father. 

Mursilis set out against Aleppo to avenge his father's blood [who had earlie 
been killed in a war with Aleppo]. Hattusilis had assigned Aleppo to his SOl 
[Mursilis' father] to deal with. And to him [Mursilis] the king of Aleppo mad, 
atonement. (KH. 102.) 

This laconic text leaves many questions unanswered, but it appears that in hi 
old age Hattusilis had ordered his unnamed son - Mursilis' father - to continue tho 
wars against Aleppo. While on one of these campaigns Mursilis' father was killel 
In battle, and, as a dutiful son, Mursilis invaded Syria on the pretext 0 

.Ivenging the death of his father. In the coming campaigns the king of Aleppc 
whose kingdom had been devastated during Hattusilis' wars, finally agreed t( 
hecome the vassal of Mursilis, thereby "making atonement" for the deat! 
or Mursilis' father. This state of vassalage did not last, however. Presumably a 
IOllle point the king of Aleppo rebelled against Mursilis, requiring a new campaigl 
to punish the rebellious vassal, probably around 1600, which is only briefl' 
,kscribed in Hittite records: "Mursilis went to the city of Aleppo, destroye, 
".Ieppo, and brought Aleppo's deportees [as slaves] and its goods [as plunder] tl 
I I.lttusas" (CS 1:195a). 

With all of Syria subdued, Mursilis faced two eneIllies to the west: the Hurrian 
III northern MesopotaIllia and the Babylonians in central and southen 
Mesopotamia. Again the details are scanty, but in 1595 Mursilis marched tl 
11.lhyJon, and destroyed and sacked the city. On his return march he was apparentl' 
,t(l.lcked by the Hurrians, but defeated them as well: "Now, later, he went tl 
1Ilhylon, he destroyed Babylon and fought the Hurrian troops. Babylon 
h-portees and its goods he kept in Hattusas" (CS 1:195a; MHT 143-5). Meso 
,olJll1ian records confirm the fall of Babylon: "In the time of Samsuditan 
~  Ing of Babylon], the Man of Hatti marched against Akkad [i.e. Babylonl 
\!lIlT 143). 

he capture of Babylon by Mursilis was the most audacious military achieve 
11,'nt of the Middle Bronze Age. Given the relative technological and logistic" 
11'.,cities of Middle Bronze armies, Mursilis' victory probably appeared to con 
IIlporaries rather like Alexander's conquests 1300 years later. On the other hand 

he' long-term impact of MlifSilis' conquest of Babylon was ephemeral, for he wa 
1IIIIlicred by his brother-in-law, Hantilis, in a palace coup shortly after retumin 
" I L,ttusas in triumph. 

Now II.1I1tilis was Cupbc,lrer Il() king MlIrsiJisl and he had MlII\t1is' \I~tl' 

I 1.,ral1\111\ (()I 111\ wife: / Id.1I11.\ h,ld thl' d,llIghtl'r of I Ianuh\ lor ,I Will" '\I1d h 
pluw:d With 11.1I11dl' ,llld t1\l~\  IOlllnlllll'd .1Il l'vd d,','d t1H'y J...t1bl Mur,dl 
.11lt! \IH'd 1m hlond (( 'i I: I 
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Although his sister Harapsilis was able to seize his throne after this murder, the 
Hittite state collapsed into quasi-anarchy, with several successive coups; the Hittite 
records claim the gods abandoned these wicked Hittite kings, and "wherever their 
troops went on campaign they did not come back successfully" (CS 1:196a; KH 
101-30). By the time that Hittite stability and military power were restored in the 
fifteenth century, the political situation in Syria had changed dramatically. The Kassite 
dynasty in Mesopotamia (DANE 164-5; EA 3:271-5) and the Hurrians ofMitanni 
in Syria (see pp. 303-7) became the real benefactors of early Hittite imperialism. 

Hittite military ideology 

The Middle Bronze Hittite records present a consistent pattern of military ideol
ogy. The Hittite king was chosen by the gods to rule the land of Hatti and subdue 
all enemies (KH 87-8; HW2 71-2). He was successful in battle when he properly 
served the gods, and was "beloved of the gods" (MHT 24,51), but failed in battle 
when the gods turned against him for his sins (CS 1:195-6). Victories were won 
"with the help of the Sun God" (MHT 25). Hattusilis, the "Great King", was the 
"beloved of the Sun Goddess of Arinna"; "she put me [in her lap as her son] and 
took me [by the hand] and went before me in battle, granting victory" (MH 51). 
Hittite kings might also attack under direct oracular instructions from the gods, 
presumably pronounced by temple prophets. One oracle read: "the Sun goddess is 
sitting [on her throne in the temple] and sends out [her] messengers [the prophets 
to the king, saying]: 'Go to [attack] Aleppo!' " (CS 1:185a). Cities that resisted the 
Hittite king were resisting the gods; rebellion was tantamount to apostasy and 
resulted in complete devastation of a city, often with a ritual curse forbidding its 
fi.lture rebuilding (MHT 26; CS 1:183). This curse was symbolized by sowing the 
land with weeds (MHT 26), or covering the ruins with dust (MHT 53--4).17 

In return for military victory, Hittite kings shared their plunder with the gods, 
just as they would with any other military ally: "I delivered [the plunder] up to the 
Storm God of Heaven" (MHT 25). The "deeds" of warfare and destruction arc 
themselves "offerings" to the gods (MHT 52-3); the rising smoke of a sacked and 
burning city ascends to heaven like the smoke of a burnt offering on an altar 
(MHT 55). New temples were built by slave labor captured in war and from the 
plundered wealth: "whatever possession I brought home from the field [ofbattleJI 
thereby supplied [to the temples of the godsl" (MHT 27, 50-5). Part of the 
plunder dedicated to the gods included the images of the gods of conquered cities, 
which were taken captive and brought to serve the gods of the Hittites in their 
temples, symbolized by setting up the captured statues in subservient places in the 
Hittite temples (MHT 26, 51-2, 54). 

Early Hittite military system IH 

While Late Bronze {1600-1200} artistic and textll,ll 'OlllH''i ttll Ifillite l11ilit,\ry 
history are quite rich, for the Middle 13 ronZl' fWI10d 11111 1l1.III~lid'i .lll' 'ittll I,Hhl'! 

Illty. While most Hittite soldiers were infantry (HW2 55-7), chariots none the les 
g,1I1 to make an appearance in both art and texts. Middle Bronze Hittite infantr' 

II' depicted with the standard Near Eastern weapons: mace (AH §20), javelin, ax, 
\1' §35c-d, §44; WV §29), and thrusting spear (FI §737). Some warriors ar 
It(\wn with helmets and shields (FI §737). From the few examples where number 
" ~oldiers are recorded, Hittite armies seemed to have numbered in the lov 
IlOlisands: numbers mentioned include 300, 700, 1400, and 3000 (HW272-3). 

When details are mentioned, most Middle Bronze Hittite armies are describe. 
,onsisting of both infantry and chariots (HW2 57-8; MHT 27; GH 149). Text 

(\111 this period mention capturing enemy chariots (MHT 54, 55); thirty chariot 
!l' part of the spoil at the fall of a city (HW2 59). One Anatolian army consiste' 
,I 1400 infantry and 40 chariots, a ratio of 1 to 35 (MHT 27). Another early Lat 

1I10llze text mentioned 200 chariots (HW2 73). Middle Bronze Hittite chariot 
lI(\uld not be confused with the later Late Bronze chariots depicted on the famou 
11llcenth-century Kadesh battle-reliefs of Ramses II, which show three-mal 
!l'WS for many Hittite chariots (EAE 2:219-20). Contemporary depictions a 
\Iutohan chariots show standard Middle Bronze two-horse, spoked-wheel vehi 
I", with either one or two riders (see Chapter Five). One charioteer has an ax( 

111 Ie others use the bow from the chariot. 19 Horseriding was also known amon 
1<' Hittites; a cylinder seal shows two helmeted men on horseback with reins; th 
11l1text is apparently military, since they are accompanied by a man on foot witl 
IIleld and spear (FI §737). 

rhe importance of plunder in Hittite warfare is emphasized in many of th 
lS (HW2 69), When a country was first invaded, if the enemy king and hi 

II my withdrew to their citadel, the countryside was stripped of livestock an 
lllldstuffs and small, poorly defended villages and towns were plundered (HW 
,II 70; MHT 51). These captured supplies were used to feed the army during th 

("Ilhcorning siege (MHT 50). People who were captured were enslaved; SOI11 
,,'1 c put to work at forced labor to support the army in such tasks as building 
I< ge ramp. Others, however, were simply rounded up and deported back to th 
'pital, creating large displaced slave populations (CS 2:195a). When a major cit 

',I' captured it was looted of all valuable possessions, and frequently burned. Th 
I Illtites paid special attention to captured gold and silver, which is S011letill1l 
.I,·,rribed in great detail in lists of plunder sent back to the capital (M HT 5 I-55 
I hiS plunder is naturally shared with the gods - the most important allies or th 
Illllite kings - and presumably with the soldiers as well, though this is gellcrall 
1I111 cxplicitly mentioned. 

The Hurrians20 

arly Hllrr;nll rOllqllesfs {240o-2 J90r I 

d H'l'llld, ,1\ 1110UIH,11l1 tnbe' of ,tllllh 1';\'11'1 

idclln I'hdologl\l'i h.\w dl'll'mllm'd Ih.11 Iii 

.\ll 
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Hurrian language is non-Indo-European; they appear to be related to the Iatl'r 
Urartians who also inhabited south-eastern Anatolia in the first rnillenniulll 
(DANE 311-12). Around the twenty-fourth century, Hurrian names began to 
appear in the records from the Khabur Triangle region of north-eastern Syria and 
northern Mesopotamja. It was likely that the Hurrian conquest of that region w.J 

a complex phenomenon incluillng peaceful migration, infiltration by mercenan 
bands in the pay of local city-states, followed by the rise to power of Hurri.lI1 
mercenary warlords over predominantly Semitic inhabitants, and culminating 111 

the eventual full-scale migration of Hurrian herding tribes out of the mountain 
into the more fertile river valleys (HE2 160-4). The lack of Hurrian names at Ebl.l 
in the twenty-fourth century indicates that they were still restricted to the Khabul 
triangle at that time (AS 285). 

Although the precise sequence of military conquests cannot be determined 
dynasties with Hurrian personal names and worshipping Hurrian gods - partiClI 
larly the storm god Teshub and goddess Shauskha - appear in a number of 
Northern Mesopotamian city-states, including Kharbe, Nagar, and Urkesh.]' 
Tupkish, king of Urkesh, is the only Hurrian ruler known from this period (A~  

284-5), during which Hurrians for the most part adopted the urban culture of till' 
city-states they conquered. We have no evidence of a distinctive Hurrian militaf\ 
system. 

Hurrian migration and domination of northern Mesopotamia and Syria W,l' 

temporarily slowed during the period of Akkadian imperialistTl (HE2 161-3) 
Sargon {2334-2279} campaigned in northern Mesopotamia, probably in part 
against Hurrian city-states (R2:12, 15,28-31; WH 7-8). His grandson Naram-Sin 
{2255-2218} also campaigned in the north, capturing a number of Hurrian city 
states (R2: 91, 141; LKA 176-87; WH 8-9). The names Tahishatili of Azuhinnum 
and Puttim-atal appear to be Hurrian city-state rulers who were among thl' 
rebellious vassals of Naram-Sin (WH 8). Naram-Sin made the Hurrian city 
state of Nagar his regional capital, where he built a large administrative palace 
(AS 278-81). 

The second phase of Hurrian expansion {219Q-1900} 

The power vacuum left in Mesopotamia in the wake of the fall of the Akkadian 
empire in 2190 was filled in part by two non-Mesopotamian peoples: the Gutiam 
in the south (see pp. 102-4) and the Hurrians in the north. Throughout this 
period Urkesh seems to have been the principal Hurrian city-state. We should not, 
however, think of a Hurrian "empire" during this period. Rather, there were a 
number of northern Mesopotamian city-states ruled by independent Hurrian 
dynasties, perhaps in some sort of loose confederation, sometimes allied together 
but sometimes feuding. We have only vague hints from scattered fragmentary 
records alluding to Hurrian-ruled city-states (WH 9-10). Talpus-atali ruled Nagai 
in the twenty-second century, one of the first indepl'l1dl'nl Illll rian rulers after 
the fall of the Akkadians. The most impor tallt 1l1ll1l.lll Ililll el( t111'\ pel inti wa, 

t1.Shen {21e}, who was king of the two major Hurrian cities of Urkesh and 

1~.lr,  and probably of other cities as well (WH 9). 
Ilurrian arms met a second setback during the Ur III period {2112-2004}. 

(1'1 the Gutian warlords had been overthrown and driven from Mesopotamia by 
II; Utuhegal of Uruk {2117-2111}, the successor Third Dynasty of Ur 

I Illpted to expand Sumerian power into northern Mesopotamia as well. Shulgi 
l)r {2094-2047} in particular is noted for his campaigns up the Tigris river, 
Il'll: he engaged and conquered several Hurrian cities (see pp. 109-11).23 Lists of 
" ,laves obtained by the Sumerians during Shulgi's wars include numerous 

I III ian names (WH 10). Shulgi's grandson Shusin {2037-2029} continued 
IIll'aigning against the Hurrians in the north until his attention was illverted by 

Amorite threat from the west (\X/H 10-11). Despite their success in the Tigris 
Ilt-y, neither of these two kings were able to capture the Hurrian heartland in the 
I.lhur triangle, nor take the Hurrian's capital city of Urkesh. 

111 the last decades the Ur III dynasty, Hurrian fortunes revived under their 
I,ll king Tish-atal {Y3 of Shusin = 2034}, who ruled from his capital Urkesh 

t It included the cities of Nagar and Nineveh in his domain (WH 11-12). He 
1m to have successfully resisted further Ur III expansion into northern Meso

,,,t.llllia, and wrote a temple deillcatory inscription, the oldest document in the 

11111 rian language: 

ish-atal, endan [god-king] of Urkesh, has built a temple for [the god] 
Nerigal.. .. Who destroys it, him may [the god] Lubadaga destroy.... May the 
mistress of Nagar [the goddess Shauskha?], the sun-god, and the storm-god 

ITeshub] [destroy] him who destroys it. (WH 11) 

An exasperating piece of evidence is a seal of unknown date and provenance 
,llIeh mentions "Tish-atal, king of Karahar [Harhar]" (WH 11). It is sometime~ 

'limed that this has reference to the city of Harhar in western Iran, north-east 01 

I\.Ihylon. A maximalist interpretation of this data is that the Hurrian king Tish
Ittl'S domain included not only the Khabur Triangle and the upper Tigris valley 
hIll also part of western Iran in the Zagros Mountains. The minimalist inter
I'll'tarion is either that the city is misidentifted, or that the king is a later Tish-atal 
LJ II rortunately, the issue cannot be resolved with our limited evidence (WH 11-12) 

Another source has recently come to light giving us adilltional evidence 0 

I III f1'ian militarism at the end of the Early Bronze Age. Based on a recently ills· 
, llvcred Hurrian mythological text on the fall ofEbla, Astour sees a description 0 

III historical war between Ebla and the Hurrian kingdom ofIkinkalish (HE2 145) 
III lhc course of the war the Hurrian god Teshub ordains the destruction of EbL 
"11 :1itacking lkinkalish and enslaving some of its citizens (HE2 142): 

I ITcshubl will smash lhl' mllel waJl lofEblallike a goblet
 
J will trample the Inlwr WJIIII~  \ ,I hear of rcfmc.
 
111 the Illltldk ()f dll' /lI!I~ I I \.11 (1(1\11 lhl' Illl'n(olk llke a gtlblel
 

:\()·I 
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I will cast the incense burners of the upper city into the lower city 
And cast the incense burners of the lower city into the river. (HE2 156-9) 

In response to the oracle from the gods, a coalition of three Hurrian kings, 
Arib-Ibla, Paib-Ibla, and Eshe-pabu, gathered their armies and captured and 
sacked Ebla. Astour believes that the city was subsequently ruled by a dynasty of 
Hurrian descent (HE2 164). Others attribute this destruction of Ebla in around 
2000 to the Amorites. 

The subsequent history of the kingdom of Urkesh is obscure due to lack of 
textual sources. Based on later Hurrian traditions tracing their kingship back to 
Urkesh (WH 12), it is presumed that the kingdom or confederation lasted several 
generations. By the eighteenth century the rulers of most of the city-states in 
northern Mesopotamia and north-east Syria were still Hurrian. 

Hurrian expansion into Syria {190o--1600} 

In the nineteenth through the sixteenth centuries Hurrian names begin to appear 
in records throughout Syria, indicating ongoing migration. Much of this migra
tion was probably through the peaceful movement of merchants, mercenaries, 
craftsmen, nomads, slaves, or farmers. There is also, however, a good deal of evi
dence for ongoing and increasing Hurrian militarism. During these centuries 
Hurrian names appear in the texts of Mari, Emar, Ugarit, and Alalakh - where 50 
percent of the names are Hurrian - indicating the migration of either groups or 
individuals into these areas. In some of these areas Hurrians appear to have risen to 
positions of power; the king of Ursha in northern Syria seems to have a Hurrian 
name (WH 15). By the seventeenth century some Hurrian clans have also migra
ted as far as Canaan, where their descendants later appear as the Horites (or 
Hivites) of the Bible (Gen. 34.2, Josh. 9.7).24 

Hurrians were also active on the south-eastern fringes of Hittite central Ana
tolia, and strongly resisted Hittite imperialism in Syria. A letter from the Nesha 
archive {18C} mentions a Hurrian king Anumhirbi, king of Mama, a city appar
ently near modern Maras in eastern Turkey (WH 12). When Hattusilis I {1650
1620} campaigned against Arzawa (south-west Anatolia), the army of "the enemy 
of the city of the Hurrians entered my land" and attacked him from the rear 
(MHT 51). Throughout the Hittite wars, the Hurrians seem to have been strong 
allies of Aleppo. The city of Ursha, which strongly resisted a Hittite siege by 
Hattusilis as described above (pp. 298-300), appears to have been ruled by a 
Hurrian dynasty (KH 78; WH 15). During the siege, Hattusilis ordered his soldiers 
to "Make a battering-ram in the Hurrian manner", indicating that he recognized the 
superiority ofHurrian siege technology (GH 148). On his campaign against Babylon 
in 1595, Mursilis mentions fighting Hurrians (CS 1: 195a); he does not, however, 
claim to have conquered their land nor destroyed their cities. Thc laler, more famous 
wars between the Hittites and the Hurrian kingdom or Mil.ll1l1i WCI c lhus merely 
the continuation of an ongoing struggle which bl·g.ll1 Il\ thl ~\'Wllt\'l'l1lh  l·Cl1lUry. 

JIIO 

By the late sixteenth century, the Hurrian city-state confederations of north 
eastern Syria and northern Mesopotamia appear to have coalesced into a majo 
kingdom, destined to become one of the most powerful states of the Late Bronz 
Age: the kingdom of Mitanni (Hanigalbat), whose capital was Washukanni.2 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the Hurrian king of Mitanni wa 
(onsidered the equal and rival of the other contemporary "Great Kings" of Egypt 
Ihbylon, Assyria, and the Hittites. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

Pre-Dynastic and Early Dynastic Egypt 
{350o-2687} 

Geographical constraints on Ancient Egyptian warfare 

The existence ofEgypt as a coherent geographical and cultural concept is based 011 

the interaction of the ecology of the Sahara and the Nile. The Sahara, the largest 
desert in the world, is capable of supporting only small foraging clans of hunters 
and herders. The Nile River, with its source in the rains of highland Ethiopia, 
transects the Sahara on its eastern edge, cutting a narrow and shallow canyon 
through the region (EAE 2:16-20; AAE). Before the building of the Aswan Dam 
the Nile flooded regularly, based on rain patterns in north-east Africa. The Nile 
floodplain provided a haven for animal and human life in the otherwise barren 
Sahara. Along with scattered oases, it is the only region in the Sahara where agri 
culture can flourish.' Thus, in the words of the fifth-century BC Greek historian 
Herodotus, Egypt "is a gift of the [Nile] river" (Her. 2.5). Egyptian civilization 
flourished in the Nile valley and surrounding oases, and was intimately tied to the 
Nile ecology in many ways (EAE 2:543-51). 

The geographical and ecological foundation that created Egypt also set the stage 
for Egypt's military history. Surrounded by desert and ocean, the Nile valley of 
Egypt formed a coherent and highly defensible military region. Egypt is separated 
from the southern or Nubian Nile valley by a cataract, or rapid, at Aswan, which 
prevents river traffic, but which is easily bypassed by overland portage. The barrier 
of the First Cataract formed both the geographical and the cultural boundary 
between Egypt and Nubia (modern northern Sudan), and Kush (modern central 
Sudan) to the south. The Nile floodplain in Nubia and Kush is often too narrow 
and rocky in many regions to permit the same degree of intensive agriculture 
found in Egypt. Thus, Nubia and Kush were less densely populated than Egypt, and 
consequently generally less powerful economically and militarily than their 
northern neighbor. Although there were frequent tensions and raids on the Nubian 
frontier, the Nubians and Kushites were able to present a serioLls mjlitary threat to 
Egypt only when it had become internally weakened or broken into several rival st,w:s. 

To the east and west, the desert regions were inhabited by nomadic peoplcs, bllt 
the limited population levels in thesc regions gcncrally prcvented thcm flOlll 
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whole. They could raid and plunder, and even do significant local damage, bUl 

could not threaten the state or conquer a united Egypt. To the north, Egypt \\.1' 

bordered by the Mediterranean Sea. Egypt did not face major military invasioll 
from either the western desert or by sea until the time of the Libyans and Sl',1 
Peoples in 1190 (EAE 3:257-60), and the rise of the Libyan Twenty-secolld 
Dynasty under Sheshonq in the tenth century (EAE 3:280-1). Both of thcs( 
events are outside the chronological purview of this volume. 

Before the rise of the New Kingdom, therefore, Egypt faced only four POtCIl 
tial military threats: 

1 raids from the Sahara desert by Libyans; 

2 the Nubian frontier beginning at Aswan, but later pushed further south; 
3 the north-eastern frontier with the Sinai and Canaan; 
4 internal wars when the Egyptian Nile valley was fragmented into rival statcs 

All of ancient Egyptian military history falls into patterns based on the shiftill~  

balance of power and fortunes of war in these four military zones of threat. 
For the purposes of this study 1 will adopt a simplified version of the periodizatioll 

schema presented in the Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt (EAE 3:61-5) (St't 
Table 12.1). Developments in early Neolithic Egypt are discussed in Chapter Dill' 

Naqada I (Amratian), Middle Neolithic {4000-3500}2 

Naqada (ancient Nubt), an archaeological site about 18 miles north of Luxor, \\.1 
one of the most important fourth-millennium cities in Egypt, revealing a numbtl 
of important early military transformations.3 A crucial development manifest ,II 

Naqada was the rise of copper working, entailing the shift between Neolithic ,llld 

Table 12,1 Chronological periodization for Egypt 

Dates Historical period Tool age Material wltllre 

To 8500 Paleolithic 

8500-5500 Mesolithic 
Prehistoric 
(Pre-Dynastic) Badarian 5500-4000 

5500-3150 Neolithic Amratian (Naqada I) 4000 -3SIKI 

Gerzean (Naqada II) 3S0() .1 hll 

3150-2687 Early Dynastic Chalcolithic 

2687-2061 Old Kingdom "Copper Age" 

2061-1569 Middle Kingdom 
Bronze Age 

1589-1081 New Kingdom 

1081-332 Late Period Iron Age 

dtolithic periods. Although in many respects Egypt remained a Neolith 
I' ly, with most weapons made from stone, the introduction of copper initiat( 

\V weapons' technology that would culminate in full-fledged Bronze Ai 
lit'S in the third millennium. The search for copper also contributed to , 
Illsionistic mentality in Egyptian society. Although some copper was accessib 

I.gyptians in the Eastern Desert, the most important copper sources were 
Ii Maghara in the south-west Sinai, where an estimated 100,000 tons of copp, 
n;,cavated throughout antiquity (EAE 1:295). Some copper was mined 1: 

tI peoples and imported into Egypt in the form of flat ingots. By the Ear 
I.lSlic period, however, Egyptians began to intervene militarily in Sinai ar 
11,1 in an attempt to access directly or even control the sources of copp' 
Illg. along with rare prestige items such as gold from Nubia and turquoise frO] 
I (see pp. 317-21).4 Thus, the increasing importance of a copper-based ecor 

Ieated both the demand for secure access to those resources (and hence fi 
lIllY intervention to control the mines), and rising military power as copp' 
I Liler bronze) became increasingly used in weapons industries (which in tur 
I\kd improved means to secure those resource centers). 

I ilt' earliest method of working copper was cold hammering; eventual 
hlllg developed and copper came to be melted and poured into stone ( 
1I11l molds (EAE 295). Many of the earliest surviving copper artifacts al 
Ir y, including pins, beads, bracelets, and rings. Cold hammered copper al~  

111 LO be used for tools and weapons, including surviving examples of hea\ 
1'( I axes, knives and daggers, spearheads, and projectile points (EE 43, 51, 8~ 

11 3). The latter are frequently described as "harpoon tips", and may 1 
1,Iled with the royal ritual hippopotamus hunt (see pp. 313-4). However, suc 
'om could obviously also be used in war. Copper knives and axeheads al 
\ 11 lO have been poured into molds, with their cutting edge created by han 

111K. As elite burials show, with the rise of proto-kingdoms (known 1 
lopologists as "chiefdoms") at Naqada, we find a large copper axehead i 
.\1 :\ \3\ (EDE 29; FP 22). 
'\Il<lLher development in Naqada I {4000-3500}, in part associated with tI

" for copper, was the rise of international trade, especially with souther 
1111 Jnd the Phoenician coast. From a military perspective, the importance ( 
IUlIoml trade is reflected in three developments. First, trade brougl 
1\lllg economic specialization and contributed to the rise of social elites, an 

1I111.llly of 1l1ilit~ry  specialists. Second, trade introduced new military resourc, 
In'hnologies into Egypt, such as copper for weapons and the donkey f( 

:inally, Lrade brought Egypt into contact with surrounding people 
ones of inleraction with Nubia, Libya, and Canaan, which would cu 

:11<: 111 IntcrtJ.lliOIlJI military connict. 
11l!~  gold 1I.,,!t' with Nubi.l ,lPIX'.lI\ lO have begun in the Naqada I period; li 

II tWI1l' (()I N.llpd.1 W,IS NubL, IllC,lnlng "Cold Ilownl", with refcn.'nCt' lO I 

mllll- III tht' I ISlt'rn l>t ,lit \ \.1 W,ldl Il.lIlllllillll.lt Gold <1\.l SOlIlH' ( 

II IIl1d, IIldll\Tlly, llllltt:IIY POWU 1 .111 1I111'0lt,lI\I thl'me 111 I.gypn.111 IlIlItL,II 
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history, and it is quite likely that part of Naqada's early wealth and military pre
dominance was due to its access to the early gold trade. 

The Naqada I period is also associated with two other social phenomena with 
importance for military history. Several cities in southern Egypt associated with 
Naqada I show an overall increase in population density - the largest towns yet 
discovered in Egypt during this period. Increasing agricultural surpluses and 
growing sedentary populations laid the manpower and resource foundations for 
the rise of the great protodynastic city-states which will be discussed in this chap
ter. Agricultural wealth could be converted into cultural predominance as well; for 
the first time in the Nile Valley we begin to see elements of an Egypt-wide shared 
material culture, as elite trade goods were transported and imitated throughout 
Egypt. Although Egypt still consisted politically of a number of independent 
proto-city-states, for the first time we can begin to speak of Egypt as a cultmal 
entity. This process continued into the Naqada II period {3500-3150}. Finally, the 
egalitarian settlements of earlier periods were transformed, as control over the 
increasing surpluses and wealth tended to create small religious and political elites 
within the Egyptian proto-city-states; this process is most apparent in the building 
of monumental tombs adorned with rich grave goods. This is generally viewed as 
indicating a transition from the anthropological category of "chiefdoms" to 
regional city-states ruled by local independent military and hieratic elites. 

Naqada II (Gerzean), Late Neolithic {3500-3150}5 

As the small egalitarian peasant farming villages of the Nile valley grew and coa
lesced into larger confederations and city-states, evidence from burials demon
strates the rise of elites within Egyptian communities. These elites probably filled a 
number of different interrelated functions in society - religious, economic, and 
political. From the military perspective, however, the rise of elites coincides with 
the first manifestations of an ideology of militarism in Egyptian society - elites as 
warlords. The late Neolithic or Pre-Dynastic period in Egypt thus offers the first 
glimpses of military history. The lack of written sources during the Naqada II 
period prevents us from writing a full military history of this period. From 
archaeological and artistic evidence, however, it is possible to examine a number of 
military trends. 

One clear indicator of rising militarism is the development of fortifications 6 

Expensive and difficult to construct, fortifications are generally made only when 
three military criteria are present. First, there must be a serious and sustained 
military threat. Occasional haphazard raids are generally not serious enough to 
merit the large-scale investment of labor and resources necessary to build for
tifications. Second, there must be a non-moveable resource of sufficient value to 
merit the expense of fortification. In Egypt this was the development of sedentary 
cities that had become centers of agriculture, population, resource collection and 
storage, trade, manufacture of prestige products. gOWtnl11l.'l1t, ,1I1d religiol1\ 
shrines. The aggregation of all these valuable rC\Ol1n'~'\  III I ,illuk nOll l11ow.lblc 

<enter made early Egyptian cities a magnet for potential attack, necessitating vig
d.1I1t defense through fortification. Finally, a society must have a sufficient labOJ 
~urplus to invest the time and resources necessary to construct fortifications. Thus. 
(lit: absence of fortifications does not demonstrate an absence of warfare, but thE 
presence of fortifications is decisive evidence for serious long-term military threat 
Indeed, one could argue that serious and sustained military threat must pre-datt 
I he earliest construction offortifications. The specific nature of the earliest Egyptiar 
fortifications will be discussed in the section on Early Dynastic Egypt, at whid
~l.lge  the evidence becomes more abundant (pp. 325-6). However, it is clear thai 
f()rtification building in Egypt began at least during the Naqada II period, as witnes! 
(he mud brick defense built at the "South Town" region of Naqada (EAE 2:494) 

The development of the mace is another clear indicator of the rising impor
I.lnce of military power7 Since weapons like axes and arrows have both militar) 
.1 nd non-military uses, they are not certain indicators of warfare. The mace, on thE 
lliher hand, was exclusively and pre-eminently used as a weapon in archaic Egyp
ILln warfare (BAH pI. 1). Technologically, the mace was simply a variation on thE 
<lub or axe, with a heavy stone head designed for smashing rather than cutting 
['he earliest evidence for maces in Egypt occurs during the Naqada I perioc 
I.JOOO-3500}. A recently discovered vase from tomb U-239 at Abydos depicts; 
~l'ries  of warriors with pear-shaped maces herding, and perhaps dispatching, ; 
number of prisoners (GP 79). The "Painted Tomb" (Tomb 100) from the Naqad; 
[Ic period {c. 3300} depicts a royal figure standing in a boat with a mace (GP 79) 
I:.lrly maces took two forms: disk-like (mnw) or conical, and pear-shaped (~d);  the 
I.i Itcr became the predominant form of the weapon. 8 By the late N aqada II perioc 
Ill~ces  had become the pre-eminent symbol of kingship and military power. 1 
I.lrge number of Pre-Dynastic maces have been discovered in tombs, and as votive 
~irts to the gods in temples, especially at the "Main Deposit" at the Hierakonpoli 
Il'll1ple. Iconographically, Pre-Dynastic Egyptian kings are generally depicted car 
I ying maces as the royal weapon, often in the famous "smiting" stance that was t( 
hl' the norm in Egyptian royal martial iconography for the next three thousand year 
(I:igure 8, p. 318; ME; PSE). Several maces are carved with scenes of the rituals 0 

kingship that will be discussed on p. 316. Archaeologists have also discovered elegan 
!lint knives (EE 43; AW 1:115), flint projectile points, and a copper harpoo] 
point, presumably used for the ritual hippopotamus hunt (EE 51; EDE 216-17). 

Although no detailed written records survive, the names of several legendar 
kings of the period are associated with the falcon war-god Horus, emphasizin 
I heir military prowess: "Horus Fights", "Horus Siezes", "Horus Decapitates 
(Eel 24). The combination of archaeological and artistic evidence provides tl 

wilh a broad outline of military trends during the Naqada II period. These includ 
(hc spread of agriculture throughout the Nile valley, the development of increas 
lIlgly Iargc settlemcnts, increasing contact between various regions of Egypt, an 
he slow adoption or it '1l1ll1.1r l11,llel i,tl culture throughout the Nile valley. Durin 

(hi, period Egypl wa\ dlVldnlllll11 (W<) 1l1:1jor cultural regions that persist in varyin 
dl.'lo\ll'l" lhlc)lIlo\hmlt It 1I11(;ICIlt his!'Jl'~ Uppl'l (\Olilhel n) and lower (nnllhl'r1 

J1 .. 
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Egypt. Politically and militarily, Egypt was further subdivided into a number of 
independent city-states, laying the foundation for the later "nomes" or provinces 
of Egypt. 

In the late fourth millennium BC, evidence exists indicating steady expansion 
of the material culture (pottery and other artifacts) of the Naqada 11 peoples from 
the south into the north. It is unclear if this transition of material culture was 
caused by trade, peaceful migration, or conquest - or, most likely, a combination 
of all three. Certain sites, by fortune of geography, had superior access to trade 
routes and rare natural resources, which both facilitated the rise of internal elites, 
and provided a basis for potential military power over rival neighboring city-states. 
Economic competition between these city-states eventually took on military aspects, 
with weaker cities being exploited and eventually absorbed into larger proto-states. 

Artistic sources for Late Pre-Dynastic {350o-3150} military history 

Martial art provides an important source for understanding warfare in late Pre
Dynastic Egypt. The "Painted Cloth" from a tomb in Gebelein depicts the king in 
a martial stance harpooning a hippopotamus as part of a ritual hunt symbolizing the 
power of the king over the forces of chaos (EDE 33; EDE 216). The Hierakonpolis 
"Painted tomb" (tomb 100) shows a number of scenes of hunting, herding, and 
religious rituals, but includes three depictions of combat.9 In the first (lower right) 
a soldier wearing an animal-skin jacket and armed with a javelin and knife fights 
another man with an animal-skin shield. Nearby a similarly-armed man has 
defeated a fallen enemy. Finally, in the lower left, the king with upraised mace in 
the archetypal smiting posture prepares to execute three kneeling captured prisoners. 

The most detailed Pre-Dynastic artistic scene of battle is the Gebal el-Araq 
knife handle. 1o Here nine warriors in loincloths engage in various stages of hand
to-hand combat. Some warriors have their heads shaved, while others have long 
hair, apparently indicating hairstyles of the rival tribes. The scene is divided into 
four registers; in the upper register two soldiers armed with maces and flint knives 
grapple with one another. One longhaired warrior has been captured by a shaven
headed mace-wielding foe. The lower two panels show a flotilla of riverboats 
interspersed with corpses of slain enemies, perhaps indicating the post-combat 
slaughter ofprisoners. This is also the first clear evidence of naval combat on rivers. 

The "Hunter's Palette" is also a rich source for understanding Pre-Dynastic 
warfare. 11 The scene probably depicts a great hunt rather than actual combat. 
However, since kings can be depicted by their tribal totems in Pre-Dynastic art, it 
may symbolically represent combat. 12 For this discussion it will be assumed that, 
even if the scene depicts a pure hunting expedition, the military and hunting 
equipment and techniques overlapped during this period. Indeed, the palette may 
represent a military unit hunting while on campaign. From the military perspet 
tive we see the soldiers are all similarly dressed, wearing kilts, with some type of 
animal tail in the rear as adornment. Most warriors also haw ostrich feathers ill 
their hair. None carries a shield or any type of che,t 01 k'g pi Olt't't101l Ilowewr. 

since the Painted Tomb demonstrates that both animal-skin jackets and shields 
were used in Egypt during this period, their lack of representation here may 
indicate that such items were not used in hunting. Most of the men in the lower 
column carry some type of bundle on their backs, probably a bag of supplies. The 
palette depicts two columns of warriors encircling antelopes, rabbits, and two 
lions, probably implying the use of flanking tactics. Both columns have a man with 
a Horus banner near the front. The upper column consists of twelve men, the 
lower of seven (two of whom are largely lost in a missing piece of the palette); 
most of the men are double-armed. Their weaponry includes: bow alone (1); bow 
with three arrows (1); banner with mace (1); banner and double-headed axe (1); 

mace and throwing stick (1); spear and fighting stick (3); spear with axe (1); bow 
with mace (3); spear and mace (1); lasso (2); bow with double-headed axe (1); two 
spears and fighting stick (1); bow and perhaps another weapon on the lost frag
ment (1); unknown, due to lost fragment (1). In total the nineteen men are armed 
with seven bows, six maces, six spears, five fighting sticks, two double-headed 
axes, two lassos and one axe. The presence of a man with two spears may indicate 
that the spears could also be thrown. Nearly all the men are thus armed with both 
some type of missile weapon (bow, fighting stick, and perhaps javelin), and some 

type of melee weapon (mace, axe, spear). 
A fifth source of military information for the Naqada II period is the "Battle

field Palette".13 This scene depicts the aftermath of the battle. In the upper 
register - which is fragmentary - at least three captive enemies, stripped naked 
with their arms bound behind their backs, are marched off the battlefield by totem 
standards symbolizing the victorious clans. In the lower register six enemy corpses, 
limbs akimbo, lie naked on the battlefield, being eaten by vultures and a lion. One 
of the corpses, whose eye is being eaten by a carrion bird, has his arms bound 
behind his back, indicating that at least some of the prisoners were executed or 

sacrificed after the battle. 
Thus, although no precise dates, battles, or commanders can be given, the 

'onLbination of several lines of convergent evidence - fortifications, elite tombs, 
war maces, and martial iconography - indicates that city-state-sponsored militarism 
h.1d become widespread in Egypt during the Naqada II period. This process would 
culminate in the rise of competing regional kingdoms in southern Egypt in the 
Naqada III period {3150-3050}, and the military unification ofEgypt around 3050. 

Naqada III (Proto-Dynastic, Dynasty "0") {3150-3050}14 

IIlLelligible military history of Egypt begins with wars between rival city-states of 
,c)uthern Egypt around 3150. 15 The sparse protohistorical evidence fm this 
period - consisting of a few siligle-word inscriptions of king's names and icono
~I,'phic  representations of royal rituals and warfare - makes any interpretation of 
(WilLs ambiguous and dubiou, ,It bC\L. The following reconstruction is necessarily 
,pl'nd.ltive. AlthOllgh LIlt' I1ldttll Y,1,\WnS of Lhe unification of Egypt will be the 
Inn'" of ,\lICllllt)1l ht'I' II 11111\1 h t Il1ph,1\l7l'd th,ll thl' prOlC\\ lIndoubLccUy 

~ 1'1 
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included a combination of peaceful activities such as developing cultural and eco 
nomic bonds, political marriages, alliances, etc. 

By around 3150 southern Egypt - for which we have the most documentation in 
the Pre-Dynastic period - was divided into at least four independent states: Naqada 
(Nubt), Abydos (This), Hierakonpolis (Nekhen), and Qustul (Ta-Sety) in northern 
Nubia (Sudan) (M= HAAE 22-3). Each had access to trade routes for gold, stone, 
copper, or other important resources (EDE 36-41). The thirty-second century 
was one of increasing competition between these and other rival city-states. As 
one proto-kingdom absorbed another, its military resources concomitantly 
expanded, making it increasingly difficult for rivals to defeat, thus creating a type 
of snowball effect. This period of military competition and expansion culminated 
in the unification of all Egypt under Narmer, to be discussed on pp. 318-20. 

The wars of unification of Egypt began with a three-way struggle between the 
confederations of Abydos, Naqada, and Hierakonpolis. Around 3125, king Uy6 of 
Abydos was buried in the largest monumental tomb yet built in Egypt. It is often 
assumed that Uj had expanded his kingdom from Abydos, to the north, thereby 
becoming the dominant power in Middle Egypt. The extra resources obtained by 
this expansion permitted him to construct his monumental tomb. At the same 
time in the south, the kingdom of Hierakonpolis emerged victorious over the rival 
kings of Naqada, whose lineage disappears around 3100, probably indicating con
quest by Hierakonpolis (EDE 47-8). Thus, by about 3075 two major powers had 
emerged in middle and southern Egypt: king Scorpion of Hierakonpolis and Uj's 
successor, king Ka of Abydos. These rivals soon became enmeshed in a struggle for 
domination of Egypt. 

King Scorpion {3085?-3060?}17 

Scorpion is known largely from the ritual scene depicted on the ceremonial 
"Scorpion Mace" found at a temple in his capital of Hierakonpolis.18 The overall 
ceremonial context depicted on the mace-head is uncertain, but perhaps involved 
the ritual opening of irrigation canals, the foundation of a temple, or the heb-sed 
festival. From the military perspective the upper register is the most important. It 
depicts a row of captured enemy banners, from each of which hangs a dead 
lapwing bird. This is generally thought to depict the conquests of Scorpion, or his 
inuuediate predecessors. Included among the conquered banners is the bow sym
bol of Nubia, probably indicating a campaign to the south of the first cataract. 
One can conclude from this that there was ongoing warfare during Scorpion's 
reign, with substantial military success against his rivals. 

Ka {3075-3050?} (EDE 57-8) 

Scorpion of Hierakonpolis' great military rival was king Ka of Abydos. Seals 
bearing Ka's name have been discovered in the north-eastern dell:!. Allhough they 
could have been introduced into the area by traders, lhe \(',lls tillY IlldicJle somc 

,,10 

Iype of military intervention and perhaps the beginning of the conquest of thl 
delta by the kings of Abydos. At some point, perhaps around 3060, Ka seems t( 

have defeated Scorpion (or his immediate successor) and conquered his kingdorr 
III southern Egypt. This left Ka with only one serious rival in the Nile Valley, thl 
Nubian kings of Ta-Sety (Qustul) {3200-3000}19 The existence of the Pre
I)ynastic Nubian kingdom of Ta-Sety in northern Sudan was virtually unknowr 
Illltil excavations carried out in the late 1960s and 1970s. These revealed a ceme
ttTy with about a dozen royal burials, rulers of a powerful Pre-Dynastic kingdorr 
I h:\t was the equal and competitor of contemporary kingdoms in Egypt. Althougl 
Ihere are a few tentative proto-hieroglyphs, written texts are lacking, making ; 
precise reconstruction impossible. None the less, Ta-Sety shared many elements 0 

military technology and royal military ideology with its Egyptian rivals. 
As with all Pre-Dynastic Egyptian history, the details of the struggle betweer 

1(:\ of Abydos and the kings of Ta-Sety cannot be recovered. It appears that K; 
1,1Il1paigned south to the Second Cataract in Nubia, defeating the kingdom 0 

(~L1stul,  as memorialized by the Gebel Sheikh Suleiman monument in Nubia 
which depicts a boat - presumably used for military transport - surrounded b~  

\1.1L1ghtered and captured enemies, along with proto-hieroglyphic signs of thl 
I ()nquered cities ofTa-Sety.2o There is also slight evidence of a possible campaigr 
111to southern Canaan (EDE 51). By his death around 3050 Ka had conquered hi: 
1113jor military rival at Hierakonpolis and unified all Egypt south of the delta into; 
\i ngle kingdom. He had probably begun the conquest of the north-eastern delta a: 
well. The completion of his conquests of unification was to fall to his son Narmer 
who founded the First Dynasty of Egypt. 

Early Dynastic Egypt {3050-2687} 

<';ources for the military history of the Early Dynastic period are quite sparse 
,lllowing only an uncertain reconstruction ofbroad patterns. None the less, there i: 
,I substantial increase of data when compared with the Pre-Dynastic period. Th, 
\l)urces for the military history of Early Dynastic Egypt can be divided into si> 
1,ltegories, in order of importance: 

rock-cut victory stele; 
annals (principally the Palermo Stone);21 
n1.ilitary art; 

I archaeological remains of weapons and fortifications; 
5 seals or other name inscriptions possibly representing the authority of th( 

pharaoh in a particular region; and 
later martial legends collected by Herodotus, Manetho, Diodorus, and othel 

lassical historians. 22 

E:\ch of t hcsc calegoll~'s of ~'Vltkllrc  is fragmcntary and ambiguous, crcating , 
111l111hel of diffindltl.'\ III 11IltlllUrl,IphlLli IIHcrpretation. AlLhollgh I will nOI 
ndk\sly lISl' lilt' ,ldwdl "prnh:lhly" II plll'tlrc shclLdd be llbll]lllloliSly .\\Sllmcd. 
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First Dynasty (Thinite) {30SQ-28S0}23 

NarmerlMenes {30SD-302S?}24 

Later Egyptian legend, as transmitted by the Greeks, viewed Menes as the first 
human ruler of Egypt who "built the city which is now called Memphis".25 This 
legendary Menes is frequently identified by many scholars with Narmer, the first 
king of the First Dynasty.26 The famous "Narmer Palette" shows the king 
overshadowed by the falcon war-god Horus, who granted victory in battle 
wearing the White and Red Crowns of both Upper and Lower Egypt (EAE 
1:321-6). Narmer is depicted defeating his enemies, ritually smiting a prisoner 

Figure 8 The "Narmer Palette", Hierakonpolis, Egypt {c. 1040} 

Source: Cairo, Egyptian Museum CG 14716; drawing by Mil hAd 1;\"111 

WI 
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with his mace, marching in triumph among the corpses of his enemies whos~  

dl:capitated heads are placed between their legs, and capturing rival cities (sym
bolized by a bull smashing through city wallS).27 The symbolism of the king-as
bull is also found in the Pyramid Texts (PT 205,409,474,572), in a passage whid 
Inay well be describing the same mythic scenario as that depicted on the Narmel 
I'Jlette. "King is the Bull ... the King has united the heavens, the King has powel 
(\ver the southern and northern lands ... the King has built the city of the goe 
IMemphis?] in accordance with its proper due" (PT 319). The Narmer Palette 
(c1ebrating Narmer's military victories and prowess, is often seen as a memorial 0 

his military unification of Egypt. At the very least, it symbolizes the ritual militat') 
prowess and activities that Egyptian kings wished to memorialize (DAE 196). Twe 
IIIKe heads from roughly the time of Narmer celebrate bearded captives bearin~  

tribute to the king (EWA 5-6; FP 161). 
Another memorial often associated with Narmer's campaigns is the "Citie: 

I',dette", which may depict a king's conquest of the north-west delta and Libya 
with seven cities symbolically represented by walled enclosures surrounding proto
hieroglyphs for city names. Animals from tribal or city banners - representin~ 

Inilitary units - are depicted digging through the mud-brick city walls with hoes 
symbolizing their assault and conquest of enemy cities. The opposite side of th~  

p.llette shows rows of cattle, donkeys, and goats, probably representing the pIundel 
li'om the expedition. 28 

The new unified domain of all of Egypt established by Narmer and his suc
( essors was consolidated by the creation of a new capital at Memphis, originally 
(,llIed [neb Hedj (inbw-~4), or "White Fortress" .29 The construction of this fortres: 
.IS the symbolic act of the primordial unification of Egypt was remembered as ; 
Ii dfillment of a divine commission in later theological texts. The Shabaqa Stom 
explains that the king as personified by the war god Horus "stood over the land 
I Le is the uniter of this land.... He is Horus who arose as king of Upper ane 
I.ower Egypt, who united the Two Lands in the Nome of the Wall.... There [al 
Memphis] was the royal fortress built at the command of [the god] Geb" (AEI 
I:53). Defended by a massive mud brick wall and strategically located at the ape) 
r the Nile delta, Memphis controlled communications and trade between south

ern and northern Egypt, allowing the rapid transportation of troops and supplie: 
,ll1ywhere in the Nile valley. Memphis thus became both a symbol of the ne" 
1I ni ted kingdom, as well as a practical means of militarily enforcing that unity.30 By 
.1!Jout 3025 Narmer's united Egypt stretched from Aswan to the Mediterranean 
(f'eating the first trans-city-state kingdom in world history. During the ensuinf 
':irst Dynasty, we begin to see written language, professional administration, cen
lJlized kingship, the extension of irrigation and agriculture, mining, monumenta 
\rchitecture, and increasing wealth and social stratification. From the milital) 
perspective Narmer's Egypt had become the most powerful state in the world. 

While the unification of I.gypr solved thc problem of military struggle bctwcel 
ompctlllg uty· st,m, 111 Ihl~ Jil \.dky Ih.ll had charactcl ized Egypt in the Prc 

J)vn.1SU( pl'lIod, 1\ I realcd new c.xlcll1:tl 111ilit,lIy problems TIH' uri tll r.1 I .Wl 
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ethnic unity of the new state did not extend beyond the geographical boundaries 
of the Nile Valley, leaving three potential external enemies: Nubians to the south, 
Libyans to the west, and Sinai nomads and Canaanites to the east. Having com
pleted the conquest and subjection of the independent Egyptian city-states begun 
by his father Ka, Narmer appears to have undertaken external campaigns against 
Libya and southern Palestine to secure those frontiers. 3! 

Seals of king Narmer have been found at Arad, indicating that at the very least 
trade was occurring with Egypt. Given the fact that, for Egyptians of this period, 
trade, exploration, and military action were intrinsically intertwined, it is not 
impossible that Narmer may have campaigned in the region, establishing hege
mony over Arad in southern Canaan.32 The massive fortifications of Arad were 
first built in Stratum II (3000-2800), probably at least partly in response to Egyp
tian military threat (EA 1:169). Narmer's external campaigns may be vaguely 
remembered in the later legends that Menes "reigned for thirty years, and 
advanced with his army beyond the frontiers of his realm, winning renown by his 
exploits" (Man. 33). 

Nanner's successors {3025-2965} 

Records of the military exploits of Narmer's first four successors, if any occurred, 
have not been well preserved. Seals with the name of Aha {3025-3000?},33 Nar
mer's son, have not been found in southern Palestine, leading some to speculate 
concerning a possible decline of the Egyptian presence there - though trus may 
simply represent the vagaries of survival and discovery. Two labels, however, depict 
campaigns, one showing the execution of a bearded enemy (EWA 8), the other 
recording a campaign by Aha against the Nubians (Ta-Sety) (EDE 178; AE 51). 
Djer (Zer) {3000-2977?}34 is noted for an expedition to Palestine,35 - perhaps to 
shore up the decline of Egyptian influence there during the reign of his father - as 
well as a victory over the Libyans. 36 Djer's son Djet {2977-2965?} had only a brief 
reign, leaving his young son Den under the regency of Djer's wife Merneith - the 
first woman known to have ruled Egypt as regent. 37 Evidence of military activities 
during Djet's reign and the subsequent regency of his mother has not survived. 

Den {2965-2915}38 

Den was the second great martial king of the First Dynasty, "the preponderance of 
entries [in the annals of the Palermo Stone] from the reign of Den referring to 
military activity is particularly striking" (PS 245). Den was a long-lived ruler who 
during his fifty-year reign celebrated two sed festivals (DAE 256) - religious rituals 
of recoronation for the renewal of kingship. His military efforts were focused on 
the eastern desert and Canaan, commemorated by five decorative ivory panels. 
The most important, from a tomb in Abydos, shows the king sllIiling a cowering 
Easterner, and reads "the first time of the smiting of llll' l'.I\l Iby king Denl". \'1 

Others depict the destruction of forlified Cilil'\ III (',\11.1111 \\ 11I1Hlll/l't! by ,I hell' 

IlIl'aking through a symbolic city wall surrounding the name of an enemy (EDE 
1'16). These, or related expeditions, are also recorded in the Palermo Stone, which 
1'1 eserves accounts of three campaigns against Canaan over a fourteen-year period, 
'bcribing the "smiting of the bowmen (sqr '!umtiw)," referring to tribes to the 
northeast of Egypt (PS 106, 242). The exact referent of the campaign against the 
dog-(like] people" is uncertain, but probably refers to the ongoing wars with 
<llithern Palestine as well (PS 244-5), Another entry may describe the "sailing 
lownstream [north] by boat. , . and smiting of [the city] Werka" (PS 116). This 

11IIcf statement highlights the importance of river transportation in Nile Valley 
',Irfare. Part of Den's royal titles included Khasty (Jz3stl), with a determinative sign 
III "foreign desert", perhaps aJJuding to a campaign into the Sinai or Negev (PS 
I I 'i), If so, this would anticipate the later practice of Roman emperors taking the 
IIlumphal titles of enemies or regions they had conquered. Given this emphasis of 
IlJtlitary effort, southern Canaan may have come under direct rule of Egypt during 
II Icast part of Den's reign (ECI 29-37). 

Last kings of the First Dynasty {2915-2850?} 

Records of military activities for the last three kings of the First Dynasty are sparse. 
r IJcdjib {2925-2900?} and Semerkhet (Semsem) {2890-2880?} made no recorded 
I .1I11paigns.40 The last king, Ka'a {2880-2850?}, has an ivory rod depicting a bound 
l1omad, which is possibly commemorative of a campaign into the Sinai or southern 
( ',lJ1aan41 Thus, by the end of the First Dynasty, the basic strategic patterns asso
, "Ited with later Egyptian military history had already been established. Military 
I( I ivities focused on attacking enemies of Egypt residing in southern Canaan, 
libya, and Nubia, either as punitive expeditions, plundering raids, or to defend 
1I,ltk and mining operations. Dealing with potential threats from these three 
II <l 11 tiers would be a strategic constant throughout Egyptian military history. 

Second Dynasty {2850-2687} 42 

Origins of the Second Dynasty {285O-2790} 

Ilhough the details of the transition between First and Second Dynasties are 
Ilbscure, it seems to have been relatively peaceful. A possible attem,pt at usurpation 
by the shadowy Horus-Ba is speculated, but the first king of the Second Dynasty, 
I IClepsekhemwy, oversaw the burial rituals of the last king of the First Dynasty, 
I'U~,  indicating a regular transition of legitimacy (EDE 82-3). The history of the 
)ccond Dynasty is rather ohscure, with a number of kings known only by name. 

IIc(CII.\ckl'CI/I/IIY (/lid RaY/ebi 

I:Xll'pl [01 Lilt' 1l'lgl\\ o( klflg' Nflltill" ,lilt! Kh;1~ekh<.:mwy, military cv<.:f1tS of this
 
Ill'ftOd .til' ,hrlflldl ltllnllmlllill rl'lqN~hl'111WY  {2H50 ~2H2()f is nOl crcdit<.:d
 

:uo 
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with any military activities (EDE 83-4; AE 91-2), while a stele found on the 
desert road near Armant indicates his successor Ranebi (Nebra) {2820-2790} 
undertook an expedition of some sort - perhaps with a military component - to 
the Kharga oasis in the Western Desert (EDE 84; AE 92-3) 

Nirtuter 

The only known military campaign of Ninuter (Ninetjer) {279Q-2754} is descri
bed in the Palermo Stone for year 13 {2777}: "hacking up [the place] Shem-Ra; 
hacking up [the place] Ha" .43 Neither of these sites can be precisely identified. It 
has been speculated that Ha, meaning "North", refers to a location in the delta, 
and this campaign was to suppress rebellion there, which is certainly possible (EDE 
85; AE 93). 

It is also possible that Shem-Ra and Hal"North" are references to southern 
Canaan, where archaeological evidence shows that the stone walls of the city of 
Arad were breached and the city sacked and burned at the end of Stratum III {c. 
2800}.44 It is possible that a rival Canaanite city-state, or even nomads, could have 
been responsible for the sacking of Arad around this time. But the city's massive 
fortifications - a 1700-meter circuit of mud-brick walls 2.5-meters thick on stone 
foundations, defended by several dozen projecting towers - indicate that only a 
determined and powerful enemy could have taken the city by assault. Given the 
repeated military activity ofEgypt in southern Canaan, one is tempted to conclude 
that Arad had built its massive fortifications in defense against Egyptian incursions, 
but was ultimately destroyed by the Egyptians. Chronologically, the rough 
archaeological dating of the fall of Arad to 2800 fits into the mid-Second Dynasty 
in Egypt, and early in the reign of Ninuter.45 If the Egyptians did conquer Arad, 
they were not able to maintain control over the region for long; the walls of Arad 
were rebuilt in subsequent years, which might correspond to the period of Egyp
tian weakness and turmoil that followed Ninuter. 

Ninuter was succeeded by several obscure kings, Wadjnas (Weneg), Senedy, and 
possibly Nubnefer {2754-2734?}, for whom we have no recorded campaigns. It 
has been suggested that the succession to Ninuter was contested, and Egypt 
entered a period of civil strife with rival kings, which culminated in the civil war 
between Peribsen and Khasekhemwy (EDE 87-9). 

Peribsen 

The known military activities of Peribsen {2734-2714}46 are based on several 
brief inscriptions in which he claims to be "conqueror of Canaan" and "con
queror of foreign lands" .47 Another small seal from the period mentions an 
"administrator of the foreign land", pointing to some type of officer in charge 
of foreign areas (EWA 24). Additionally, however, Perib~en  is a unique king in 
Egyptian history, the only native Egyptian to have bL'l'n ,lSSlH I,lll'd Wilh the chaos 
god Seth (EAE 3:269-71; DAE 264 -5). This IS !lllt'll Illlt Ipllll'd lO ll'!ll'Cl ,I 

Il'ligio-political revolution of some sort during his reign, in which Egypt was spli 
11110 rival factions or even separate kingdoms supporting the traditional Horu 
~  Ings against the upstart radical Seth king Peribsen. 48 Details of any militar: 
1l'tivities associated with this conflict are unknown, but the struggle culminated it 
I civil war during the succeeding reign ofKhasekhemwy. 

Khasekhemwy {2714--2687}49 

I he military activities of Khasekhemwy are well documented by Early Dynasti, 
'1.Indards. Due to the strife engendered by Peribsen's "Seth rebellion", during the 
t ,Ifly part orKhasekhemwy's reign he ruled only in southern Egypt with his capita 
It Hierakonpolis. The exact chronology and relative order of campaigns in hi: 

I eign is unclear, but in the "year of the fighting the northern enemy" he defeatec 
tilL' "rebels" in the north (AE 100; EDE 91), a probable reference to the Seth kin! 
I'cribsen. This delta campaigns culminated in claims of killing "47,209 northerr 
IIcl11ies" (AE 99, ME 128, 216, TEM 45; EDE 92), a number often thought te 

Ill' an exaggeration. But, exaggerated or not, it is clear that Khasekhemwy suc
t ceded in reunifying Egypt after the troubled reign of Peribsen. Following th( 
Il'ulufication, Khasekhemwy undertook the "humbling of foreign lands" as wel 
AE 100; EDE 92). Nubia was invaded, and the fragmentary remains of aT 

1I1scription at a temple in Hierakonpolis list foreign countries which were appar
ently defeated, while another inscription mentions an office of "overseer of for
l'lgn lands", indicating that some type of direct Egyptian control may have been 
l'Slablished outside the Nile valley (EDE 92). Maritime trade to Byblos was alsc 
Il'newed (EDE 92). Khasekhemwy's walls surrounding his tomb complex al 
I Iierakonpolis provide some of the best evidence from the period for the design oj 
fortifications. Khasekhemwy's victories, combined with a thriving economy and 
Illtense cultural and religious activity, laid the foundation for the rise of the Old 
Kingdom, which his son Djoser {2687-2668} was to found (see p. 329). 

The Early Dynastic Egyptian military system 

Organization 

nly the faintest hints survive concerning Egyptian military organization in the 
I'n:-Dynastic and Early Dynastic periods. The Early Dynastic Egyptians had a large 
,llld well-organized bureaucracy - 10,000 graves of government officials from this 
period have been discovered at subsidiary non-royal cemeteries near the capital 
Memphis (EDE 109-49). This did not necessarily translate, however, into a per
In;lnel1t ITlilitary bureaucracy or standing army. Specific n1.ilitary duties and 
Il'sponsibilities were generally organized on an ad hoc basis. Officials could have 
concurrent economic, ceremolllal. religious, administrative, and military respon 
'ibdilies. TIlis is illUSlr,lll'd by tl1l' I11llSt dl'l,lilcd funerary inscriplion from llll' Early 

,IIISlJe pl'llOd, lh,ll of of M(I~ I 11x,n } fiol1l S,lllll,lr,l (EDE 148 9, AE 92). 
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A member of the extended royal family, Merka's offices included priest, governor 
of the Hare-nome, "follower of the king" - probably courtier - and"comptroller 
of the palace." Militarily he was "district administrator of the desert," which seems 
to have involved security of the frontier. 

The state organized a vast system of taxation, collection, storage, manufactur
ing, and redistribution of food, goods and equipment, creating an unprecedented 
logistical foundation for military activities, one that was absent in all of Egypt's 
nearby military rivals during trus period. Combined with its vast wealth from 
agricultural surplus, gold, and trade, Egypt had a significant military advantage 
over all her potential enemies. 

Military expeilitions - led by a "commander of the expeilition" - were often 
not solely military in purpose, but rather combined exploration, trailing, resource 
exploitation, and military functions. Titles such as "controller of the desert" or 
"keeper of the Canaanites" probably point to regional nulitary frontier comman
ders, wrule the "overseer of the foreign land" was apparently the military governor 
of Sinai or southern Canaan (EDE 134, 143-4, 149). 

Arms and armo"so 

Although we lack any detailed combat narratives from this period, we have a 
number of surviving weapons and combat scenes preserved in military art that 
provide us with a basic understanding of Egyptian military equipment. Generally 
speaking, Egyptian warriors are depicted as wearing a kilt, with no helmet or 
shield, nor any armor for chest or lower legs. The major exception to this is found 
in the "Painted Tomb" which shows warriors wearing animal-skin jackets and 
carrying a shield of animal skin (EE 36-7; AW 1:117). Melee weapons depicted in 
contemporary art include fighting sticks, clubs, stone-headed maces, axes, double

headed axes, spears, and daggers. 
Missile weapons included bows and arrows, throwing sticks (broadly similar to 

boomerangs; LA 6: 1299-300), and javelins. The bow during this period was rela
tively small, with light arrows averaging slightly under 50 cm in length; hundreds 
were found in leather quivers from a tomb at Saqqara. The short arrows inilicated 
a limited draw capacity for the bows, and hence limited penetrating power. The 
arrows include a number of ilifferent styles with different-shaped arrow-heads 
made from agate, bone, and ivory; some lack fletching (AE 113-14; FP 42). The 
bow was also a royal weapon, as indicated by a late Second Dynasty {2700?} 
fragmentary temple relief from Gebelein depicting the king in martial stance car
rying a bundle of four arrows in his right hand - his left hand, missing from the 
relief, probably held a bow (EWP 39). The mace seems to have been the preferred 
melee weapon, with numerous depictions of the king using it to ritually slaughter 
his enemies. 51 

Throughout most of the Early Dynastic period most arrow and spear-heads, 
axes, maces and daggers continued to be made from ~t()lle (FP 49 SO; AW I: 11; 
TEM 29,39). A number of copper axes and dagge,~  ~UI  VIW rmlll IOl1lb l'xr.1Villiom, 

III these were probably expensive weapons of the elite that were rarely found in 
Il' hands of the orilinary soldiers. Although the fundamental military technology 

., I he Early Dynastic period remained Neolithic, the importance and number of 
opper weapons increased steadily throughout the period. Copper axes are espe
lilly prominent, with fewer daggers (EE, 85). Copper axes are found in a number 
.f Early Dynastic burials, with an especially large hoard of copper weapons and 
ools from the reign of Djer {3000-2975?} (EDE 72). The search for copper also 
lobably stimulated Egyptian military activities outside the Nile Valley. Copper sources 
ploited in the Early Dynastic and Old Kingdoms were found in the Eastern 

I )('sert, Sinai, and northern Nubia, each of which were zones of known Egyptian 
lIi1itary intervention in the Early Dynastic period. The iliscovery of copper 
Illl'lting at the Early Dynastic level at the Buhen fortification in northern Nubia 
1,'l1lonstrates the increasing importance of copper exploitation and trade in 
I.gyptian relations with Nubia (DAE 71). Khasekhemwy {2714-2687}, the last king 
., Ihe Second Dynasty, is noted for two developments in metallurgy with military 
Ignificance. He is the first Egyptian king known to have built a copper statue of 
1II 11self (PS 133), which would inilicate that although copper was now becoming 

I.llively plentiful, it was still rare enough to warrant special attention in the royal annals 
,hen a statue was made of that metal. Second, the oldest surviving examples of 

hlonze-working in Egypt - two ritual vessels found in a tomb (EAE 1:417b) - date 
10 his reign. Thus, although Egypt could be said to have entered the Bronze Age 
'''lund 2700 BC, in reality most weapons continued to be made of stone, and thus 
1.lrly Dynastic Egypt was, practically speaking, a militarily Neolithic state. 

Fortifications and siegecraft 

"'Ithough the archaeological remains of Early Dynastic fortifications are sparse, 
I here is sufficient evidence to show a great deal of soprusticated military engi
IIl'l'ring (EAE 2:552-9). The ongoing wars for domination witrun Egypt led to 
I \paniling fortification of all major cities in Egypt with increasingly massive mud
III ick walls. 52 Memprus was the greatest fortress of the age, but no remains of the 
\\.1lls have been discovered from this period. The only surviving remains of an 
I oldy Dynastic Egyptian fortress are at Elephantine, fortifying the Nubian border. 
I his had large, thick mud-brick walls with semi-circular projecting bastions, 
,quare towers on the corners and a fortified gate (AEA 80). In addition, it is often 
.I"umed that funerary enclosures and outer temple and palace walls paralleled the 
Il.l,ic architecture of fortifications. The enclosure wall of Shunet el-Zebib at 
"'hydos, and the tombs of Khasekhemwy {2714-2687} and queen Neithhotep 
: )OOO?} are well preserved. 53 The remains of some palace walls may reflect miJi
I II Y architcctural features as well (EE 58, 72-3). Hieroglyphic symbols for cities 
,how a fortress wall with square projecling towers surrounding a glyph with the 
'Ity name. s" The importallce or fC)llIli"llions is cmphasized by the ritual "circu
I1l,1I11bu 1.111 011 or the Icilyl \\.111" .11 Mllllplm. which wa~  umk'rtakel1 a~  p.m or the 
IIlIO!1.1tIOIl n'Il'l1lo11Y of thl' ~ 111 . 

32·1 
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En Besor, in southern Palestine, was a small fortified Egyptian way station 011 

the route to Palestine, protecting an important spring for merchants and armie\ 
crossing the Sinai (EAE 1:552-9). Art from the period depicts stylized repre 
sentations of square fortresses with projecting towers. Little can be said of Earl} 
Dynastic siegecraft, but it is clear that fortresses were captured on a regular basi" 
Military palettes show animals - probably clan totems - assaulting the walls of citie\ 
with large triangular Egyptian hoes, presumably representing the undermining of 

mud-brick walls (EE 53; AW 1:122-3). As noted on p. 319, brief historical 
inscriptions also make mention of "assaulting" various towns, which may be ,l 

generic term for any type of siege. 
The fragmentary "Cities (or Libyan) Palette", which depicts seven cities with 

mud-brick walls and towers being assaulted by arrrIies represented by animals of 
their clan or nome totems, such as a scorpion, lion, and falcon. These animal 
totems wield large Egyptian agricultural hoes to undermine and destroy the brick 
walls of the besieged towns. As described above, it probably memorializes the 
Egyptian conquest of the north-western delta and parts of the Libyan desert durin~  

the Protodynastic period or the early First Dynasty {3100-3000}. Presumably, 
with enough time and manpower, the unbaked mud-brick walls ofEarly Dynastic 
fortifications could be undermined and breached, either forcing the city to sur 
render or permitting an assault to take the city by storm. 

Naval waifare56 

The importance of the Nile in the Egyptian economy and culture was associated 
with the very early use of river craft in Egypt. The earliest vessels seem to have 
been either canoes made of skins, or skiffs made of papyrus bundles; models indi 
cate that such boats were in use by at least the Badarian period {5500-4000} (EBS 
11). There are a number of artistic representations of Pre-Dynastic and Early 
Dynasty boats. 57 Most of these are in the context of either religious and royal 
processions, or the transport of gods or the soul of the king to the other world. 
These illustrations demonstrate that the Egyptians used multiple oars - one boat 
having twenty-two oars on one side (GP 154) - and a rudder; sails also appear by 
at least late Naqada II {c. 3200}58 

There are, however, two early illustrations of possible naval combat. The first is 
the Gebel el-Araq knife handle, which depicts boats in the background of combat 
by rival armies. 59 The second is from the Gebel Sheikh Suleiman monument from 
the Second Cataract in Nubia, which depicts a boat surrounded by corpses and 
bound prisoners (EDE 176-9; EBS 20), These sources, along with the Palermo 
Stone (PS 116), show that the transport of armies by river occurred from the very 
beginning of Egyptian military history; they may also illustrate the earliest actual 
combat aboard ships. Although a river war fleet was a crucial element in Early 
Dynastic Nile military power, there is no evidence of a permanent naval organi 
zation. Rather, it seems, ships were commandeered or C'WIl b(lIll a~ needed to 
serve the immediate transport and logistic reqLlin:mC'I1f\ (If lIH~  ,II IllY, N,wal warfare 

lid have consisted of exchanges of missile fire as well as boat-to-boat combat; 
of the figures by the boat in the Gebel Sheikh Suleiman monument has been 

I n:d by an arrow. 

.... (..I-going vessels are also attested to in the Early Dynastic Period, though the 
I I L:corded example of the military use of sea vessels dates to the Old Kingdom. 
I trade with Phoenician coastal cities is found as early as the Naqada II period 
,(l()-3150}, with Byblos being especially important (EAE 1:219-21). Khase
1l1wy {2714-2687} is the first king who included shipbuilding activities as a 

IIor event in his royal annals (PS 134-5 = ARE 1:64). Since artistic evidence 
IIl(lrlstrates that Egyptians had various types of river craft for centuries, Khase

1I1WY'S emphasis on shipbuilding in his annals is generally associated with the 
I Ir.lde to Byblos, where a stone vessel with his name was also discovered, con
1IIIIIg such contacts (EDE 92, 160). 
Ily the end of the Early Dynastic period {2687} we fmd naval technology 
,Idy being quite developed, including wooden ships with rudders propelled by 

litiple oars and sails. Sea-going vessels could make round-trip journeys of at least 
III miles to Byblos, and could probably go much further. In the Old Kingdom 
1\ maritime technology would be transformed into the ability to project military 
I\\'cr hundreds of miles across the sea. 

'Treatment ofprisoners 

<1llography repeatedly shows the ritual slaughter of prisoners of war. 60 The upper 
~Iqer  of the Battlefield Palette (EE 54, EWP 29) depicts naked prisoners of war 
IlIg marched in procession. They are bound with their arms pinioned behind 

l('lr backs at the elbows, a technique that appears repeatedly throughout sub
l/llcnt Egyptian military art. The lower register shows the bodies of dead war-

I<lIS being eaten by carrion birds and a lion. Importantly, the lower right section 
I, pins a bound corpse being eaten by a bird, indicating that the scene shows not 
11 liy the corpses of military casualties left on the battlefield, but bound prisoners 
, ho were executed after capture. 

\.!(I 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Old Kingdom Egypt {2687-2181}1 

During the first millennium of its military history, Egypt continued to face its four 
basic military problems: potential for internal revolt, the Nubian frontier to tht 
south, the Libyan frontier to the west, and the Canaanite frontier to the north 
east. All of the military campaigns of the Old Kingdom can be related to one of 

these four strategic issues. 

Sources 

As with much of the ancient Near East, the sources for a military history of the 
Old Kingdom are fragmentary and unsatisfactory. Royal inscriptions give only 
laconic references to the king "smiting" his enemies, but can provide a rough 
chronology of military activity. Military art memorializing the great martial deeds 
of the king or his conunanders is potentially a valuable source of information for 
the Old Kingdom. This can be organized into two types: royal temples and tombs; 
and the private tombs of nobles. Unfortunately, neither source is very fruitful for 
the Old Kingdom. For the most part, both royal and private tomb art was con 
cerned with funerary ritual, prayers and offerings preparing the tomb's occupant 
for the afterlife. Kings were generally depicted as divine figures fulfilling their 
cosmic religious functions. From surviving architecture and fragments of murals 
from royal temples, however, it is clear that they once contained important relieE 
of royal military campaigns broadly similar to the massive monumental military 
murals of the New Kingdom. Unfortunately, Old and Middle Kingdom temples 
were used for centuries as quarries by later builders, and only fragments of these 
have survived, which will be discussed in this chapter (BSMK; NEA 21-3). 

The biographical inscriptions of Egyptian nobles have proven to be our most 
important sources for military history (EAE 1:184-9). The purpose of the auto
biographical inscriptions in ancient Egypt was threefold: first, to insure that the 
proper funerary rituals, offerings, and prayers were conducted; second, to describe 
the moral perfection of the deceased as one worthy to obtain a happy afterlife; and 
finally to memorialize the greatest achievements of the deceased (AEAB, 5-7). 
The earliest archaic prototype of the funerary n1tobiography i\ Lhe inscription of 
Merka {2850?}, which amounts to little Jl101l' dUll ,I Itst of lIllt·\ including the 

dl1.1ry offices he held (EDE 148-9). More detailed autobiographies begin during 
Fifth Dynasty {2513-2374} (AEAE 5-20; ARE 1:99-127). For the most part 
l'~rliest  biographies contain little military information, dealing instead with 

111.11 and courtly functions, and honors received by the deceased from the king. 
lhe Sixth Dynasty {2374-2191 }, however, some autobiographies begin to 

IIl'hasize the military exploits of the deceased, providing us with the major 
1111C(;S of information on military campaigns and organization during the Old 
IlIgdom. 

Third Dynasty {2687-2649}2 

I"pite the cultural and architectural splendors of the beginning of the Pyramid 
\ ,v, the Third Dynasty is very poorly documented in military matters. Indeed, 
ll' cultural magnificence of the Pyramid Age is based in part on the absolute 
IIlitary predominance Egypt had achieved during the Early Dynastic Period over 
lIy potential rival military power. The exact order and length of reigns of the 
IligS of the Third Dynasty is only poorly understood. Whatever military activities 

" t urred were either left largely unrecorded, or such records have perished - for 
,.Imple, the section of the royal annals known as the Palermo Stone dealing with 

I hird Dynasty kings is lost. This may in part be because there were relatively few 
IIditary campaigns during this era. Given the great resources and military potential 

III Egypt during this period, its military strength probably seemed overwhelm.ing 
III its possible enemies. On the other hand, since the major royal inscriptions of 
till, period relate to the ritual and religious functions of the kings, military matters 
liLly have been deemed unimportant for the funerary cult, and may thus be under
Ivpresented in surviving funerary evidence. It should thus be emphasized that it is 
hk.;ly that Third Dynasty kings undertook unrecorded military expeditions, and 
i1,.; picture we have of Egyptian military history is thus a minimal one. 

The major source of military information is a sequence of victory reliefs and 
III\criptions at the Egyptian malachite, turquoise and copper-mining camp and 
Illilitary outpost at Wadi al-Mughara in the south-western Sinai. 3 Turquoise was a 
highly prized gemstone for jewelry and ornamentation (DAE 297). Copper was an 
Increasingly important metal for tools and weapons, and was thus at least in part a 
Inilitary resource. The pharaohs of the Third Dynasty therefore made every effort 
10 keep control of their mines in the Sinai, and to protect the caravan routes 
connecting those mines with the Nile Valley. The scarce water and food resources 
.it Wadi al-Mughara in the Sinai meant that only a limited number of men could 
be maintained as a garrison in the area. It is likely that many of them served double 
duty as both quarry-men and soldiers. 

he precise nature of the relationship between the Second and Third Dynasties 
I, uncertain. There is some evidence that the first king of the Third Dynasty, 
I)joser. was the son ofKhasekhcmwy, the last king of the Second Dynasty from his 
wife NiJl1JJlhap. Whatevel the ,'X;ltl interrelationship, there was strong continuity 
hetwct'n th,' two dyn,hllt'\ wei\( It IIii' " p,..\ccfu] transition" 

UM
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Djoser (Netjerikhet) {2687-2668}5 is rightly renowned for constructing the 
first great stepped pyramid at Saqqara. Militarily, his only major recorded expedi
tion was to the mines at Wadi Maghara in south-west Sinai, where he claims to 
have defeated bedouin raiders (PSE Figure 11). His successor Sekhemkhet (Djoser
Tety) {2668-2662} recorded three expeditions to the Sinai, where stylized reliefs 
show the king smiting the cowering bedouins.6 Sanakht (Nebka) {2662-2653} 
has two victory reliefs at Wadi al-Mughara. The first depicts the king carrying a 
mace, worshipping at a shrine of Horus with a banner of the wolf war-god Wep
wawet, while the second is the traditional "smiting-the-enemy" pose.7 Huny 
(Qahedjet) {2653-2649}, the last king of the dynasty, probably built or expanded 
the fortification at Elephantine,S perhaps against a rising Nubian threat which 
would be fully faced by Sneferu, first king of the Fourth Dynasty. A statue base 
from an unknown king of the Third Dynasty depicts the king standing on the 
bearded heads of executed Canaanite war prisoners (ISP 95). 

!I. very late Egyptian legend recorded by Manetho claims that, during the reign 
of a Third Dynasty king called Necherophes, "the Libyans revolted against Egypt, 
and when the moon waxed unseasonably, they were terrified and returned to their 
allegiance" (M.an. 11-12) .. Assuming that this incident is not entirely legendary, it 
is not clear with which king of the Third Dynasty Necherophes should be equa
ted. The Horus name of Djoser, Netjerikhet, is a weak possible parallel; if so, this 
Libyan war may refer to the final subjugation of the western delta or desert in the 
wake of Khasekhemwy's reunification of Egypt at the end of the Second Dynasty, 
described on p. 323. 

Fourth Dynasty {2649-2513}9 

Although military records for the Fourth Dynasty are still fragmentary, we begin to 
see, for the first time in Egyptian history, details on military affairs beyond varia
tions of the stylized "smiting-the-enemy" motif. The transition from the Third to 
the Fourth Dynasty seems to have been relatively peaceful, with power passing 
from Huni to Sneferu, his son by a concubine Meresankh. 

Sniferu {2649-2609}IO 

The founder of the Fourth Dynasty was also its greatest martial king, who was 
active in all aspects of Egyptian military affairs. In part this may represent the fact 
that we are fortunate to have Sneferu's reign relatively well preserved in the 
Palermo Stone and related annalistic fragments. Other kings may have been just as 
militarily active, but records of their campaigns, if any, are lost. None the less, 
Sneferu's military achievements are impressive. During his reign he campaigned 
against Nubia, Libya, and the Sinai, built fortifications in the north and south to 
strengthen the defense of Egypt, and engaged in a substantial naval building pro
gram. His military successes and expansion of trade laid the foundation for thl' 
cultural glories of his successors in the Pyramid Age. 

.HO 

In twelfth year of his reign {2637} Sneferu invaded northern Nubia, "smiting 
Nubia, bringing 7000 male and female live captives [as slaves], [and] 200,000 sheep 
,md goats" .11 Assuming such figures are not exaggerations, this would represent a 
:atastrophic defeat of the northern Nubians. Northern Nubia seems to have been 
lemporarily occupied by Sneferu, for following his invasion he "built of the wall of 
lhe south" (PS 141), apparently referring to the construction or expansion of the 
great Egyptian fortress at Buhen. 12 At the same time Sneferu also built the "wall of 
I he north" (PS 141), a reference to unknown fortifications on the fringes of the 
delta for defense against either Libyans or Canaanites. Two reliefs at the Egyptian 
Inining outpost at Wadi al-Mughara in the Sinai show that Sneferu was also mili
urily active in that region, describing "Sneferu, the great god ... subjugating 
foreign countries". 13 

Later in his reign, in a campaign against Libya, the military pattern was the 
'dl11e, with Sneferu describing "what was brought [as plunder] from Libya [Thnw]: 
1100 live captives [and] 23,000 sheep and goats".14 Such raids against Libyans in 
Ihe Western Desert were probably not uncommon during the Old Kingdom. 
Sneferu's brief account provides our first glimpse of the scale of such operations; 
the total number of Egyptian soldiers involved was probably a few thousand at 
Illost. 

Sneferu also greatly strengthened the Egyptian navy, building a number of ships 
np to 100 cubits (c. 50 meters) long, and a fleet of "sixty 'sixteener' royal boats of 
cedar" - a "sixteener" probably refers to a boat propelled by sixteen oars per 
,ide. 15 A trading expedition to Byblos in Lebanon returned with forty shiploads of 
ledar wood for naval and building construction (PS 141; EWA 26a). Although 
these expeditions appear to have been solely trading voyages, there was often little 
listinction in the Egyptian view between military, trading, exploration, or mining 

l'xpeditions; there was probably a military component to these merchant fleets, 
hoth for their protection and for "influencing" Egypt's trading partners. At the 
very least this incident demonstrates the development of the Egyptian navy, which 
hy this time could man and supply a fleet of forty large ships and sail to Lebanon, 
foreshadowing more purely military expeditions in subsequent reigns. The full 
military implications of the rise ofEgyptian naval power in the Mediterranean will 
hecome clearer in the reign ofPepi I in the Sixth Dynasty (pp. 336-40). 

Khufu (Khnum-Khufu, Cheops) {2609-2584}16 

As builder of the great pyramid of Giza, Khufu - better known by the Greek 
Inispronunciation Cheops - is rightly one of the most famous kings of ancient 
I~gypt.  From the military perspective, however, he is an undistinguished successor 
II) llis martial father Sneferu. It may be that Senferu's many military victories left 
I~gypt  with a period of predominance and peace, but, whatever the reason, Khu
ILL's reign records rew l11ililMy ~lcLivities. 

A relier aL Wad) ,liM.lldl'II,) 111 Sin,li describes "Khnum-Khufu, the great god 
\l11iLing the nOIl1.lt!," I A11lit hI I IrN llplion Iecord~ a similar expedition to the 
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quarries at Hatnub on the west coast of the Red Sea (LHAE 249). A third expc 
dition seems to have been undertaken to diorite quarries to the west of Abu 
Simbel in Nubia, perhaps indicating a continuation of the hegemony over north 
ern Nubia that had been established by Sneferu (HAE 71; Cll2 167). We have no 
information during this period of the size of these mining expeditions, nor till 
details of their activities. In general, however, such expeditions had three majol 
functions: protecting caravans going to and from the mines; protecting the miner, 
and mining operations outside the Nile Valley; and undertaking punitive opera 
tions against bedouin raiders (LA 2'55-68). 

Two other military artifacts from the age of Khufu merit attention: an archer, 
scene, and the royal ship of Khufu - which will be discussed in detail on p. 36() 
The archery scene is a fi'agment of battle relief from Khufu's mortuary complex 
depicting archers drawing their bows (AW 1:146; EWA 29). This scene I' 

remarkable in a number of ways. The mere existence of this fragment from tht 
temple murals implies that Khufu undertook unrecorded military expeditioll\ 
once depicted on now-lost murals. Artistically it represents the first survivin~ 

example of the stylized representation of Egyptian warfare that would, broadly 
speaking, remain the normative style for Egyptian martial art for the next 25()() 
years. It is stylistically quite different than the martial representations of the Earh 
Dynastic Period, yet obviously has a long period of artistic development behind It 
Such a higWy developed style might indicate that it is quite likely that more mar 
tial art was created during the Old Kingdom, although only fragments survivc 
Third, in contrast to the rough-and-tumble chaos depicted in Early Dynastll 
martial art, the archers in the Old Kingdom are in orderly ranks drawing thcll 
bows in unison, possibly pointing to the development of more formalized orga 
nization and tactical formations. Finally, the bows themselves are self-bows, with 
braided strings; several arrows are held by each archer; the bows are drawn only to 

the elbow. 

Successors oj KhuJu {2584-2513}18 

We have almost no information concerning the military affairs of Khufu's succcs 
sors. Khufu's son DjedefllOr {2584-2576} succeeded his father to the thronc, 
there are no known military activities of this rule, but some scholars speculatc 
based on deliberate damage to tombs and inscriptions, that there may have becn 
some type ofpower struggle for the throne with his half-brother Khafre (HAE 72 
3). However this may be, Khafre {2576-2551} - better know by his Greek namc 
Chephren - came to the throne and ruled for a quarter of a century, and l' 

renowned for building the Sphinx and the second pyramid of Giza. 19 We have no 
information about any military campaigns save for a fragmentary relief of a bound 
war-captive from Khafre's pyramid causeway (NEA 22). Under Kha(j'e, mi11111¥ 
expeditions were sent to Toshka, in Nubia, and the Sinai (EAE 2:231). The military 
affairs of Khafre's son Menkaurc (Myccrnius) {25"i 1 2S2\ I bllddt'r of the thlld 
pyramid of Giza - and gr,lIldmn Shepsc\\...af {2"i~.' 25\~) I llh h~  1'\Vl\t' olm:urt,.211 

I'he exact genealogical relationship between the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties is 
II11t'what uncertain, but succession seems to have passed through Khentkawes, 
, nkaure's daughter, whose descendants formed the Fifth Dynasty. 

Fifth Dynasty {2513-2374}21 

with most of the Old Kingdom, we have only limited and fragmentary infor
ilion about the military history of the Fifth Dynasty. It is not until the end of this 
11,ISty that we begin to see details of military history emerging. There are a 
Illber of indications of the increasing importance of the solar cult and the power 
" wealth of the priesthood of the Sun-god Re at Heliopolis (ancient Iunu, 
blleal On). The annals from the Palermo Stone record numerous large gifts to 

cult of the Sun-god (PS 152-80). Theophoric names of the pharaohs asso
,tt'd with Re, the rise to prominence of the sun-temple of Heliopolis, and 
Illges in funerary ritual and practice all indicate a shift in religioas ideology ,lDd 

.\\'cr.22 From the perspective of military history the rise of the power of priestly 
lIe, reflects a decentralization of royal authority to both priestly and secular 
',onal powers. This trend is confirmed late in the Fifth Dynasty when we see 
tl\lIlcial authorities gaining greater local autonomy, the ability of ministers and 
11111 iers to make their offices hereditary, and the building of magnificent and 
illy endowed tombs (mastabas) for important court officials. These trends, 
,'11I1ing in the Fifth Dynasty, culminated in the collapse of a united Egypt at the 

III of the Sixth Dynasty. 
rhe first king of the Fifth Dynasty, Userkaf {2513-2506}, is believed to have 

IllCd out expeditions into the Eastern Desert and against Nubia (EAE 598a, 
\Hb). He recorded that 303 prisoners from an unnamed campaign were given to 
" pyramid, probably to serve as slave laborers for its construction (PS 217-18), as 

11,1$ 70 foreign women as tribute (EWA 30). Sahure {2506-2492}23 carried out 
IICt' recorded military expeditions. The first was to the mines in the Sinai, which 
IlIrned with "6000 measures of copper", and which also hailed the king as the 
IlliteI' of all coul1tries".24 The second two are campaigns against Libya and 

(II1;lan, which were memorialized in his funerary temple (AEA 207); they are the 
I I II surviving examples of fully developed martial murals, and remain a mainstay 
,I Pgyptian military history and ideology for the next 1500 years. The first mural, 
II the south wall, depicts an expedition against Libya,25 showing the king in his 

"7cd mace-smiting scene. There are a number of registers showing Libyan 
Iplives and spoils being brought before the gods, including the wife and children 
t 'he Libyan chieftain (AAK 2/1 :5). There are no surviving scenes of actual 
11I1lbn. The emphasis is on how the gods granted victory to Sahure, who in 
tllr 11 gave slaves and tribute to the gods (presumably via donations to temples). 

rht' second mural, on the east wall, depicts an expedition to Syria, which shows a 
Iltt't departing, and returning in glory, hailing the king as "God of the living" .26 
111" Jllay have been an entirely peaceful trading expedition, but is important evi

the rise of Egypti'lIl naval power, which will be discussed on pp. 366-7 . 

.3 
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We have no military information about Sahure's two successors, Neferirkare 
Kakai {2492-2482} and Shepseskare {2482-2475}. Raneferef (or Neferefre) 
{2475-2474} undertook military expeditions into southern Canaan and Nubia, 
depicted in fragmentary statues of Nubian and Canaanite prisoners from his 
funerary temple. 27 At his death there may have been a struggle for succession 
between rival branches of the royal family. The details are not known, and the 
struggle may have been peaceful, but it could have included some military opera
tions in association with an attempted coup. The next two kings of the dynasty, 
Newoserre Any {2474-2444} and Menkauhor {2444-2436} each record expe
ditions to the mines at Wadi Mughara in the Sinai (ARE 1:114, 120; PSE Figure 17); 
Newoserre also has a statue of a bound Canaanite captive in his mortuary temple, 
perhaps alluding to a campaign in Canaan (EWA 34; PSE Figure 18). 

Djedkare Izezi (Isesi) {2436-2404}28 campaigned twice in the Sinai, declaring 
himself in memorial inscriptions to be the "Great God [who] smites the Canaa
nites" and the "smiter of all countries" (ARE 1:121; EWA 36; PSE Figure 19). He 
also continued his predecessors' maritime relations with Byblos, and with Punt, 
which may have included a military component (EWA 36a). Punt is a somewhat 
vague geographical term referring to lands on the south-west coast of the Red 
Sea - broadly the coasts of modern southern Sudan, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, 
and Somalia - and was the source of many higWy prized exotic trade goods such as 
aromatics and panther skins (DAE 231-2; EAE 3:85-6). The expedition to Punt 
was under the conU11and of the "seal-bearer Bawerded", who brought back a 
"pygmy of the god's dances" to court, an event remembered at court a century 
later (AEL 1:26). Statues of bound Canaanite captives were found in Djedkare's 
funerary temple, with an inscription describing "the prostration of all the multi
tudes [and the] overthrowing of the foreign lands" (EWA 36-6a). A mining
military expedition was also sent to the diorite quarries to the west of Abu Simbel 
(HAE 79). The date of the important military mural from the tomb of Inty at 
Deshasheh is uncertain; some scholars think it may represent a campaign by 
Djedkare; others date it to the early sixth dynasty (NAE 30; EAE 2:590b). It will 
be discussed on pp. 358-9 in the broader discussion of Old Kingdom siegecraft. 

The final king of the Fifth Dynasty, Vnas (Wenis){2404-2374} (HAE 80; EAE 
2:590, 600-1), is noted for his pyramid at Saqqara containing the earliest Pyramid 
Texts, which will be discussed on pp. 353-4, and fragmentary murals from its 
associated causeway (EWA 38). From the military perspective the most important 
mural is a battle scene depicting Egyptian soldiers armed with bows and daggers 
"smiting the Shasi", or eastern bedouins, while the mortuary temple contains 
statues of bound Canaanites (NEA 24-5; EWA 38-9; PSE Figure 22b). The cau
seway also depicts maritime expeditions to Byblos. Vnas is said to have met for 
negotiations with chieftains of the Nubians at Elephantine. It is sometimes inferred 
from this that there was increasing unrest in Nubia as Egyptian domination began 
to subside - instead of issuing the standard claim that the king h,ld crushed the 
Nubians, Vnas was forced to negotiate (EA E 2:S90,1) I Ill' 1110\l Cll11m" I11Ut ,11 
fi'om Unas's causeway depicts stat ving peopll' hq!.l",lll~'  ft1l film I (I"''' I?O); one of 
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I he figures is bearded, possibly representing a Canaanite (ANEP §102). The precise 
\ ontext for this scene is unknown, but is probably meant to memorialize Vnas's 
heneficence in providing food to the hungry. From the military perspective, it 
Imunds us that starvation has freguc:ntly been associated with war, either because 
natural disasters leading to hunger can be a contributing cause of war, or because 
war frequently brings hunger and deprivation in its wake. 

Sixth Dynasty {2374-2191}29 

I'he exact relationship between the fifth and sixth dynasties is obscure; some 
,\ holars assume that Teti {2374-2354}, its first king, was the son-in-law of Vnas, 
I.I,t king of the Fifth Dynasty (EAE 3:379-81). Teti's Horus name, Seheteptawi, 
Illeans "He who pacifies the two lands", and has been taken by some scholars to 
IIII ply a contested succession to the throne which required some "pacification" to 
,('cure completely. A number of Teti's important ministers, including Mehu, 
I<'lgemni, and lsi, all had served in the administration of the former king Vnas, 
however, indicating a strong continuity between the dynasties. Military activities 
during Teti's reign are poorly documented. His mortuary temple includes stylized 
,Clt'ues of bound captives, indicating the defeat of Canaanites (EWA 41a-2); there 
" ,llso mention of an expedition to the alabaster quarries at Hatnub. Maritime 
\peditions to Punt and Byblos are implied in surviving artifacts (Cl!2:190). 

(;r.lffiti found at Tomas in Nubia indicate caravans to Nubia were active in this 
I'l'I'iod (EAE 3:380). Later legends - which cannot be confirmed by contemporary 
()lII'ces - claim that Teti was murdered by one of his guardsmen (Man. 19-20). 
/i:li was briefly succeeded by an ephemeral and poorly attested ruler, Vserkare, 
\\ ho may have been the instigator of the palace coup. 

Pepy I (plriops) {2354-2310} (EAE 3:33-4; LA 4:926) 

Whatever the authenticity of the legends of assassination, Teti's legitimate and 
I.lble successor was his son Pepy 1. Inscriptions record expeditions to the Sinai, the 

II"tnub quarries, and Wadi Hanmlamat (ARE 1:136-40; PSE figs 20-1). Most of 
lile,c expeditions had at least a military component to them, and for the first time 
\\' begin to see the names and deeds of the actual commanders. The Sinai rock 

tchef shows the traditional head-smiting scene, with an inscription, "The Great 
( ,nd IPepy I] it is that snutes and subdues the Montiu [mntw] of all foreign lands" 
I.WA 43). In reality, the Sinai expedition was under the leadership of the "com

nl,lnder of the army Ibdu, son of the commander of the troops Merire-onekh" 
I\ltE 1:139). The Wadi Hammamat expedition likewise had a military escort, 
I Hl1l11anded by "God's [Pepy's] seal-bearer, overseer of the army ... overseer of 

1111 ('Ign lands" (EWA 44). At least one maritime expedition to Byblos was also 
nl(k'rtaken (EWA 45), as well as a gold seeking expedition to Nubia (HAE 81). 

Pepy\ C()Lllt, !HlWl·Wt. W.l\ not without intrigue, perhaps reflecting ongoing 
ill',(lbdIlV \PUll ofT by lhl \1\\11 p.lllllll of UWl k,l1l', Pepy's first wife was charged 
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with conspiracy, and tried in a secret tribunal (AEL 1:19). He thereafter married 
two daughters of Khui, a noble of Abydos, one of whom was the mother of 
Merenre, Pepy's successor. The fact that Pepy was succeeded by a younger son has 
led some to speculate that the elder heir apparent was involved in the coup attempt 
associated with his mother, and thereby lost the throne, if not his life. In any event, 
through its marriage to the royal family, the clan of Khui would come to playa 
prominent role in the rest of the Sixth Dynasty (HAE 83), providing further evi
dence of the rising power of the regional nobility that would eventually destabilize 
Egypt. Pepy I is also nored for his decentralizing reforms of rhe Egyprian admjn
istration. A large portion of royal property devolved into the hands of private 
courtiers or temple priesthoods, encouraging the cults of local deities. This 
included exemptions from taxes and labor obligations to the king, as well as giving 
increasing autonomy to regional governors and priests. This culminated in the rise 
of semi-independent nomarchs (governors of nomes or provinces, EAE 1:16-20; 
LA 2:385-417), whose growing power is symbolized by their large rock-cut tombs 
and mastabas (brick tomb mounds, EAE 3:433-42). Pepy attempted to secure the 
loyalty of these rising nomarchs by intermarriage with them, including the mar
riage of his daughter to his vizier Mereruka. In one sense these actions certainly 
strengthened the immediate power of Pepy I and his dynasty by binding regional 
strongmen to his fanuly. On the other hand, the rise of these semi-independent 
nomarchs laid the foundarion for the fragmentation of the Egyprian state in the 
First Intermediate Period (see p. 368). 

A life-size copper statue of Pepy I was found at Hierakonpolis, the earliest 
copper statue discovered in Egypt (TEM 89). From the military perspective it 
represents the expansion of the availability of copper, and hence the potential for 
more copper-based weapons. None the less, it is likely that the average Egyptian 
soldiers were still largely armed with stone weapons at this time; copper remained 
a metal for the elires. As is traditional in Old Kingdom mortuary temples, Pepy's 
~emple  contains statues of bound captive Canaanites and Nubians, emphasizing the 
military exploits of his reign (EWA 46, EAE 3:33). His copper statue also depicts 
Pepy trampling rhe "Nine Bows", a symbolic name of Egypt's traditional enemies 
(HAE 84). Since such statues are stylized, and perhaps even ritual in purpose, they 
may simply represent the ideal order of the universe rather than actual military 
expeditions thar returned with real captives. However, that the captive statues in 
Pepy's mortuary temple could represent the results of real campaigns is confirmed 
by the most important military document of the Old Kingdom, the autobiography 
ofWeni. 

J#ni's campaigns to Canaan {c. 23SQ-2330}30 

With the reign of Pepy I we begin, for the first time, to see written details of 
Egyptian military campaigns. The most extensive and impol lanl source is lhl' 
autobiography ofWeni of Abydos {c. 2375-2305?}, \I O/ll' u[" thl' 1l'ading genet ,11 .. 
and courriers ofrhe age. It is the first eyewiuw.... ,Hrll\lllf lit IIIV tln.liI ofwarf.111' 111 
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Egypt. Weni's battle narrative of his campaigns to Canaan begins with a descrip
I ion of the mobilization of the army of Egypt: 

When his majesty took action against the Eastern Sand-dwellers, his majesty 
made an army of many tens of thousands from all of Upper Egypt: from Yebu 
[AswanJ in the south to Medenyt [Aphroditopolis] in the north; from Lower 
Egypt: from all of the Two-Sides-of-the-House and from Sedjer and Khen
sedjru; and [mercenaries] from Irtjet-Nubians, Medja-Nubians, Yam
Nubians, Wawat-Nubians, Kaau-Nubians; and from Tjemeh [sourhern Lib
yans]. (AEL 1:19) 

I'his text first tells us that, unlike later pharaohs, king Pepy did not go on this 
1,II11paign himself. Ir is not clear if this was the norm for the Old Kingdom, but 
Ii I<:re is little evidence from this period for kings engaging in actual combat. The 
l'nemy was the "Sand-dwellers" an Egyptian ethnonym referring to the peoples of 
Ihe Sinai and southern Canaan. We are not told the background to the campaign, 
hilt apparently it was a fairly serious matter, for the army allegedly consisted of 
'many tens of thousands". This may be an example of the hyperbole that some

1IIIIes infects the tomb autobiographies of Egypt, but certainly the army would 
h,lve numbered in the thousands. It is also unlikely that the entire force was com
posed of combatants. Areas of recruitment were divided into three categories: 
l'OOpS of Upper Egypt, of Lower Egypt, and Nubians. There is no direct evidence 
or a standing army in the Old Kingdom, and it is not clear from this text if the 
,()Idiers were professional or militia - or, most likely, a combination of both. 
I ,Ilrlkner argues that there must have been some type of standing army for policing 
,he country, royal security, responding to raiders, and maintaining control of 
Nubian mercenaries (EMO 33). At any rate, most nomes in the country were 
Il'lluired to supply men for military service for the war in Canaan. 

Weni's description of the Nubian mercenaries is interesting for a number of 
fl',I'Ons. There are five specific Nubian tribes mentioned: Irtjet, Medja (or Med
I·IY), Yam, Wawat, and Kaau. These names represent regions or clans in Nubia 
"om between the First and the Third Cataracts.32 The most famous of these are 
,hl' Medjay, from the Eastern Desert and eastern banks of rhe Nubian Nile, who 
(I ved as light infantry mercenaries in later periods. The final group of auxiliary 

I lOOpS was from "Tjemeh-land", generally thought to be Libyans from the deserts 
10 the west of southern Egypt and northern Nubia. The exact political relationship 
1'('lween Egypt and northern Nubia is unclear. Egyptians probably had some sort 
,d hegemony over these tribes, but apparently did not have direct administrative 
olHrol over the region. As tributary tribes the Nubians were required not to raid 
lllithern Egypt, bur instead to serve as Egyptlan mercenaries, probably for both pay and 

plundel. Using Nubians as mercenaries had a number ofadvantages for the Egyptians. 
III .. t, Illimilcd Nubian raids against Egypt. Second, it provided a source ofwar-like 
IIlIrlpOWCt, Thl' NLtbiam could bc Llsed as border guards to defend the southern 
1r<lllltCI ,lg,UI1\\ mill" r,lIds ftnm ltv;!l NLlblan lribl''', as well JS lroops for campaigns 
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elsewhere, as in Weni's invasion of Canaan. The Egyptians were thus employing 
for the first time what would become the time-tested tactic of "using barbarians to 
fight barbarians".33 A strong force of Nubian mercenaries could also provide a 
counter-balance to the growing independent military power of the nomarchs. 

Weni next provides a list of the various Egyptian officials who took part in the 
campaIgn: 

His majesty sent me at the head of this army, there being counts, royal seal
bearers, sole companions of the palace, chieftains and mayors of towns of 
Upper and Lower Egypt, companions, commander of foreigners, chief priests 
of Upper and Lower Egypt, and chief district officials at the head of the troops 
of Upper and Lower Egypt, from the villages and towns that they governed 
and from the Nubians of those foreign lands. (AEL 1:20)34 

Weni's purpose here is to describe his own remarkable authority, listing all the 
mighty officials of Egypt who were under his command. But, from the military 
perspective, this text also tells us two other important things. Most of the leaders 
of the expedition had some type of normal non-military function, and were 
doubling as military leaders. For the offices listed by Weni, only "commander of 
foreigners" seems to be a military title. The regional governmental administrators 
and officials were in command of the military units raised in their villages and 
nomes. This is perhaps an indication that the provincial Egyptian army was a 
militia force, but it also implies that local nomarchs had command over their own 
regional military units; this apparent regional military autonomy would culminate 
in full independence of warring nomarchs during the First Intermediate Period. 

Weni took his duties as commander seriously, boasting of the logistical effi
ciency with which the army operated. 

I was the one who commanded them - while my rank was that of overseer of 
[royal tenants] - because of my rectitude, so that no one attacked his fellow, so 
that no one seized a loaf or sandals from a traveler, so that no one took a cloth 
from any town, so that no one took a goat from anyone. I led them from 
Northern Isle and [gate] of Iyhotep [in] the district of Horus-lord-of-truth 
[north-eastern Delta] while being in this rank.... I determined the number of 
these troops [through a military census]. It had never been determined by any 
servant. (AEL 1:20) 

Weni's emphasis on the fact that under his command the army was orderly and 
did not plunder Egyptian villages through which it passed on the way to Canaan 
could be seen as an indictment of the typical behavior of an Egyptian army in this 
age, which presumably engaged in precisely these types of activities - otherwise, 
why would Weni boast of accomplishing something that was the norm for Egyp
tian armies on campaign? This passage also implies that lhl' F(.tYptl.lm were well 
aware of logistical issues - an army needed brcad, \311(1.1)- ll"lIll1W .Illd AoalS, and 

Ihcy were not provided by the leader, the soldiers would plunder them from the 
'ople. In this regard Weni emphasizes that he actually "determined the number 

" these troops", something which "had never been determined by any servant" 
f()re. In other words, his ability to prevent the army from plundering was 

II lectly related to the fact that he had numbered his army, and therefore knew 
lillcthing of the order of magnitude of supplies that would be required - some

Illng that had apparently seldom been done before. In a sense Weni's former 
Illctions as a court administrator prepared him for the logistical demands of his 

.lIlitary campaign to Canaan. We see, in other words, the birth of logistics - the 
f It I that getting an army intact to the battlefield was in many ways just as impor

1111 as tactical leadership during the battle. 
Weni also provides us with the world's first example of martial poetry. While 

Inl giving any tactical details of actual battles, Weni makes the overall results of the 

llllpaign very clear. 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had ravaged the Sand-dwellers' land.
 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had flattened the Sand-dwellers' land.
 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had sacked its strongholds.
 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had cut down its figs, its vines.
 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had thrown fire in all its [dwellings].
 

This army returned in safety,
 
It had slain its troops by many ten-thousands.
 

This army returned in safety,
 
[It had carried] off many [troops] as captives. (AEL 1:20)
 

1,1 this poem, already discussed on pp. 275-6, Weni provides us with no geo
~I  dphical specifics of which cities were attacked, but the descriptions of capturing 
fortresses and destroying agriculture makes it clear that the war was with the urban 
( ILy-states of southern Canaan rather than merely bedouins. An Egyptian army of 
,I, many as ten or twenty thousand would have been an overwhelming force to the 
',lnaanite city-states of the twenty-fourth century; Weni's description of devas

taling the land, capturing fortified cites, destroying agriculture, burning, plunder
Ing, and enslaving is probably an authentic picture of an Egyptian army marauding 

I hrough SOllthern Canaan. 
With booty and slaves, Weni and his army returned to praise and triumph in 

Ilgypt: "His majcsty praised n'le for [this victory] beyond anything" (AEL 1:20). 
nfortunaLely, ITom the Egyptian perspectivc. the invasion only served to further 

1I1f1a111C ,111li Egyptian wntimenls "rebellion" as the Egyptians viewed it 
Il'qlllllJ1~ rOlil ,lddllll111.1Il"ll1lp.ll~lh.in Wh!lh Wenl also claimed victory. 

DH 
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His majesty sent me to lead this army five times, to attack the land of th,' 
Sand-dwellers as often as they rebelled, with these troops. I acted so that his 
majesty praised me [for it beyond anything]. (AEL 1:20) 

The fact that the Egyptians were compelled to make five major expeditiom 
into Canaan demonstrates that, even with their overwhelming military might, they 
were either unable to, or uninterested in, establishing permanent stable control 
over Canaan. 

Werll's biography provides additional strategic details for one of his five 
campaigns - though which one is uncertain. 

Told there were marauders among these foreigners at the nose of Gazelle's, 
head, I crossed in ships with these troops. I made a landing in the back of 
the height of the mountain range, to the north of the land of the Sand 
dwellers, while half of this army was on the road [approaching from the 
south]. I came and caught them all and slew every marauder among them. 
(AEL 1:20) 

This passage first tells us that the Egyptians had some type of intelligence available 
concerning Canaan, whether from returning merchants, collaborating kings of 
city-states, or, possibly, Egyptian garrisons, However the information was 
obtained, the Egyptians responded quickly. Splitting his force in two, Weni sent 
half by sea and half by land in a strategic double envelopment, crushing Egypt's 
enemies. The location of the "Gazelle's-head" mountain is uncertain, but most 
scholars associate it with Mt. Carmel near modern Haifa in Israel. If this is correct, 
the Egyptians were able to mobilize a fleet capable of transporting at least hun 
dreds, and possibly several thousand men, for several hundred miles. While it is 
likely that soldiers had accornpanied earlier trading expedition both for the pro 
tection of Egyptian merchants and the intimidation of trading partners, this is the 
first account we have of transporting a major army by sea. Large-scale maritime 
trade, which had begun at least three centuries earlier during the reign of Sneferll 
{2649-2609}, who received forty shiploads of timber from Byblos (PS 141-3), 
had by now developed into the capacity to successfully transport major armies 
across the Mediterranean Sea, illustrating the important military principle that 
where merchants go, armjes can eventually follow. 

Weni's remarkable autobiography thus provides us with a number of Egyptian 
mjlitary "firsts". It is the first example of a detailed eyewitness military memoir, 
the first evidence of the extensive use of foreign mercenaries, the first recognition 
of the importance oflogistics, the first martial poetry, the first example of strategil 
double envelopment, amphibious operations, and combined operations by land 
and sea. But although Wenj's autobiography provides the first sl/wilJin,rz recorded 
examples, centuries of military development lay behind Wcni's remarkabll' 
achievements. There were undoubtedly earlier exal11pk's rm which 110 cvid,'nCl' 
has survived. 

Merenre II (Antyemsaj) {231o-2300} and Nubia35 

h'rcnre, son of Pepy I, had a short but eventful reign. The redoubtable Weni 
'lin appears in the reign ofMerenre again as governor of Upper Egypt, where he 
( ords leading quarrying expeditions to Aswan for granite and Hatnub for alaba
('I (AEL 1:21). More importantly, however, he constructed "five canals" designed 
• ,i1low boats to float around the First Cataract at Aswan for transporting granite. 

I he "foreign [Nubian] chiefs	 of Ir~et,  Wawat, Yam and Medja cut the [acacia] 
IlIlIer" for the boats used on the canal (AEL 1:21-2); these are precisely the same 
Ihl'S who sent troops with Weni on the Canaanite expeditions described above, 
Illher emphasizing their probable tributary status to Egypt. In theory these canals 
Hlld have had military applications by floating troops and supplies around the 
Itst Cataract, thereby facilitating Egyptian military operations in Nubia. The 
IIIlding of this canal may thus in part be connected to Merenre's overall Nubian 
ohey; we shall see that direct Egyptian dominance of Nubia increased in the 
.llowing centuries. 

The expeditions of Horkhuf (Harkhuj) {231o-2300}36 

!owever that may be, it is clear that, whereas Pepy had focused his attention on 
I 111.1an with the five campaigns ofWeni, the reign ofMerenre is closely associated 

It h the foreign affairs of Nubia. Several inscriptions at Tomas, in the modern 
01 them Sudan, record the passing of Egyptian expeditions through the region 
I IAE 85). The most important record of Egyptian intervention into Nubia was 
ll' .1utobiography ofHorkhuf, apparently Weni's successor as governor ofsouthern 

I'L'ypt. Horkhuf's autobiography is important because it provides the clearest evidence 
10 how Old Kingdom trading, exploring, and mining expeditions were often 

ndlstinguishable from mjhtary operations. Horkhufwas governor ofUpper Egypt, as 
, ,II as a royal administrator, mayor of Nekheb, and a lector-priest (AEL 1:23-5), 

'.1111 reflecting the wide range of civil, economic, religious, and military offices 
H'ld by Egyptian officials. From the military perspective, Horkhuf's major offices 

,'I C "commander of foreigners" and "governor of all mountain lands belonging 
'" the sou th ern region", meaning the desert and mountain regions outside the 
"ill' valley. In this function, Horkhuf claims to have "cast the dread of [the war
otl I Horus into the foreign lands", or, in other words, to have intimidated the 
lIhian and Libyan tribes of the region to acquiesce to Egypt's wishes (AEL 1:25). 
I lorkhuf undertook three expeditions into Nubia, which provide the most 

I, t.lIlcd surviving accounts of the trade-military expeditions of the Old Kingdom. 
I hl' l1lajor purpose of these expeditions was trade or tribute - the two are barely 
Ihtlnguishable in the Old Kingdom. As Horkhuf put it, he was to "bring the 

1"'ldllCe of all foreign lands to his lord" king Merenre (AEL 1:25). 
In his (irst expedition, Horkhuf went with his father Iri, who may have had 

:ll,:lll,ll CQIIlJ11anU of the expedition. In his second exped.ition Horkhuf was clearly 
III ll1,I1I-\" 

,\.,	 II 
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The majesty of Merenre, my lord, sent me together with my father, the sok 
companion and lector-priest, Iri, to Yam [between the Second and Third 
Cataracts], to open the way to that country. I did it in seven months; I 
brought from it all kinds of beautiful and rare gifts, and was praised for it very 
greatly. 

His majesty sent me a second time [without my father]. I went up on the 
Yebu [Aswan] road and came down via Mekher, Terers, and Ir~etj  (which are: 
in) Irtjet in the space of eight months. I came down bringing gifts from that 
country in great quantity, the likes of which had never before been brought 
back to this land. I came down through the region of the house of the: 
[Nubian] chief of Se~u  and Irtjet, I explored those foreign lands. I have not 
found it done by any companion and commander of foreigners who went to 
Yam previously. (AEL 1:25) 

These two journeys each took seven to eight months, covering a route along the: 
Nile of 300-350 miles each way, or 700 miles for the round trip. This gives an 
average travel ilistance of only 100 miles a month, 25 miles a week, or only four 
miles a day. Obviously Horkhuf's men spent a great deal of time trailing, but 
probably also explored side wadis such as the Waili 'AlJaqi, which could have 
added several hundred miles to the overall journey. The tribal names mentioned in 
the text - Mekher, Terers, Ir~e~,  and Se~u  - are all tribal areas between the First 
Cataract at Aswan and the Second Cataract near Buhen; the entire region has been 
flooded by Lake Nasser since the building of the Aswan Dam in the 1960s. 
Given that Weni had constructed a canal around the first cataract a few years ear
lier, it is possible that the expedition was accompanied by a river fleet on part of its 
Journey. 

The first expedition was essentially a trading operation to bring back "all kinds 
of beautiful and rare gifts". The second, however, although it was also concerne:d 
with trade, or "gifts", was much more focused on exploration - Harkhuf 
"explored those foreign lands" that had never been explored before. From the 
military perspective, we find an Egyptian armed caravan seemingly operating with 
impunity in the lands of ostensibly autonomous, and possibly hostile Nubian 
chiefs, implying that there was a strong military component to the second expe: 
dition, which is explicitly mentioned in Horkhuf's third expedition. This Egyptian 
predominance seems to have been possible because of disunity among the Nubian 
tribes of the region. The presence of father and son together on the first expedi 
tion is another indication that provincial authority was becoming increasingly 
hereditary in the late Old Kingdom. 

From the military perspective, Horkhuf's third expeilition is the most inten:st 
ing. The date is not given, but it is generally assumed that it occurred ncar the end 
of the reign of Merenre {2300}. 

Then his majesty sent me a third time to Yalll I 'Will up fioln the nOllll' of 
This [Abydosl upon the Oasis road Ivia till' Kll.lIl1.1 0""1 I ftHlnd th,ll till 

ruler of Yam [the land between the Second and Third Cataracts] had gone off 
to Tjemeh-Iand ldeserts west of the Nile valley, home of the Tjemeh tribe of 
Libyans], to smite the Tjemeh [Libyans] to the western corner of heaven. I 
went up after him to Tjemeh-land and satisfied him, so that he praised all the 
gods for the sovereign [king of Egypt]' 

I sent a report with a [NubianJ man from Yam to the retinue of Horus, to 
let the majesty of Merenre, my lord, know [that I had gone to Tjemeh-Iand] 
after the ruler of Yam. 

Now when I had satisfied this ruler ofYam, I came down through lthe Nile 
Valley and the Second Cataract] south ofIrtjet and north ofSe~u.  I found the 
ruler of [the Nubian confederacy of] Irtjet, Setju, and Wawat. I came down 
with three hundred donkeys laden with incense, ebony, ~knw-oil,  531, panther 
skins, elephants' tusks, throw sticks, and all sorts of good products. Now when 
the ruler of Irtjet, Se~u,  and Wawat saw how strong and numerous the [allied 
Nubian mercenary] troop from Yam was which came down with me to the 
residence together with the [Egyptian] army that had been sent with me, this 
ruler escorted me, gave me cattle and goats [for supplies], and led me on the 
mountain paths ofIrtjet [on the ridge to the west of the Nile valley] - because 
of the excellence of the vigilance I had employed beyond that of any com
panion and commander of the foreigners who had been sent to Yam before. 
(AEL 1:25--6) 

I~cailing a bit between the lines, we can broadly outline the military relations 
III the Nubian frontier as follows. Around 2330 Weni was using Nubian 
Inccnaries from the Ir~et,  Medja, Yam, Wawat, and Kaau tribes for Egyptian 
Inlpaigns in Canaan. It is unclear if the Nubians participated because of coercion 

II wcre voluntarily seeking adventure and a share of the plunder of Canaan; 
"mt likely a combination of both. By around 2310, however, relations on the 

lIilian frontier seem strained. Horkhuf is able to operate relatively freely in 
III I hcrn Nubia, but the passage of his expeilition was probably expensive and 
I luprive. The Nubians therefore formed a confederacy of the ilisunited Nubian 

I dws of Ir~et,  Setju, and Wawat to unite under the leadership of the "chief of 
I IIl't". 

I his forced Horkhuf's third expedition to take the Oasis Road (LA 4:541-2) 
""lIlgh the desert, thereby bypassing northern Nubia between the First and Sec
11.1 Cataracts, to reach Yam, the land between the Second and Third Cataracts. 

I 1il'1(: Horkhuf "satisfied" the chief of Yam, apparently allying with the chief of 
"'111 against his Libyan Tjemeh enemies, and greatly strengthening his overall 
fI"',lllon. In return thc chief of Yam agreed to send a mercenary force back to 
r VPI with Ilorkhuf. Thc Nubian confederacy between the First and Second 
i It 11 ,"Ls was now surroundcd by Egyptians to the north, and the allied chief of 
" !III to the south. Facing a large Egyptian-Yam Nubian army that accompanied 

l'.xpedt[lon. lhl' l hid of thl' "lJl'l confederacy agreed to provide supplies for 
1(1I~;huf\  ((}It'l' and IW11l1llt\'d Ilorlhufw rl'lurn 10 Eh'YPllhrough his lands - not 

\ I ~ :\ 
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through the Nile valley itself, but rather on the Mountain Road along the ridges 
to the west where the Egyptian army would be unable to plunder or harass the 
Nubians. This type of fluctuating state of affairs on the Nubian frontier was 
probably the norm in Egyptian-Nubian relations during most of the Old King
dom. These relations are brought into focus here only because of the fortunate 
survival of the tomb autobiographies ofWeni and Horkhuf. 

Thanks in part to the efforts of Horkhuf, the Nubian frontier seems to have 
stabilized, at least temporarily. Following the success of Horkhuf's second 
expedition, Merenre went in person in the last year of his reign {2300} to 
Aswan to receive the submission of the northern Nubian chiefs. An inscription 
from the First Cataract at Aswan shows Merenre flanked by the god Khnum 
receiving the submission of the Nubian chiefs. The inscription reads "the coming 
of the king [Merenre] himself ... while the chiefs of the Medja, Irtjet and 
Wawat did obeisance and gave [him] great praise" (ARE 1:145-6); again we see 
three of the same tribes (excluding Yam and Kaau, who dwelt further south) in a 
formal act of submission to the Egyptian king. This Nubian peace, however, was 
not to last. 

The logistical capabilities of the Egyptian army are also made manifest by 
Horkhuf's expedition. First, we see the Egyptians could keep a small army in the 
field in foreign lands for up to eight months, in part by plundering or requisi
tioning supplies from the local people. They could also march through the open 
desert, using the Sahara oases as supply bases, with hundreds of donkeys for car
rying supplies, equipment, and trade goods. We also see Harkhuf marching west 
into the open desert following the Nubian chief of Yam in his pursuit of Libyan 
Tjemeh raiders. Thus, by 2300 the Egyptian army had developed the logistical and 
technological capacity to operate by land and sea in all types of terrain, to keep 
armies in the field for months, and to move troops up to at least 500 miles by land 
or sea from their nearest frontier bases in Egypt. 

The UTestern Desert and Libyans37 

Horkhuf's decision to take the desert road through the oases of the Western Desert 
highlights the role of the Libyans of the Western Desert in Egyptian military his
tory. Unlike the Eastern Desert, with its rich natural resources, the Western Desert 
is a vast region of barren dunes and dry rock, essentially devoid of resources to 
attract Egyptian attention. Also unlike the Eastern Desert, the West has five oases 
that can sustain agriculture and human and aninul life; today these are known as 
Siwa, Bahriya, Farafra, Dakhla, and Kharga. Further south opposite the Nubian 
Nile is a sixth oasis, Selima (M = AAE 13, 287; HAAE 27). In Islamic times (after 
640 CE) the route from the Nile through Kharga to Selima was called Darb al
Arba'in - the "Forty-[Day] Trail". The entire desert journey from Abydos to the 
Nubian Nile was roughJy 430 miles. Since the camel was not available in Egypt 
until Hellenistic times, the ancient Egyptians would h,wl' 11loldl' Lhe journey by 
donkey caravan, which would not only have adtk'd \I.'vn Ii diy' to the Lrir, bLll 
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nuld have compounded the logistical problem of water supply for both men and 
Innkeys. None the less, Horkhuf's expedition, along with other evidence, 
Icnlonstrates that this route was practicable to both donkey caravans and their 
"Ii itary escorts. 

The Western Desert was inhabited by peoples the Egyptians called Tjehenl4 and 
1/I'IIIeh14 (or Tjemeh), terms used for both the land and its peoples that are generally 
!.Imlated as Libyan. 38 The Tjehenu occupied the Western Desert from the Med
11'1 r::mean south through the Fayyum; the Tjemehu from the Fayyum south to the 

l'nl3 Oasis and the Third Cataract of the Nile. Both of these groups were pas
ll.llists, eking a slight subsistence from the fierce Saharan desert. The Tjehenu 
Illered on the Mediterranean coast of Libya, where the marginal rainfall was 

dTicient to sustain their herds. It is possible that some of the people living in the 
1<11 th-western delta of the Nile were also linguistically related to the Tjehenu. The 
1 Jl'lI1ehu focused on the oases of the Western Desert, and a few scattered wells and 
11 her scanty water resources. 

Strategically speaking, the Libyans of the Old and Middle Kingdom periods 
\Tn.: not a serious military threat to Egypt. The pastoral economy of the Western 

1)('sert simply could not sustain a sufficient number of people to seriously threaten 
he Nile Valley. Although there are no records of any major attacks by Libyans 
1~,linst  Egypt before the New Kingdom, it is likely that they occasionally raided 

I he Nile valley or plundered caravans passing on the Desert Road to Nubia. 
n the other hand, the Libyans offered the Egyptians a potential source of 

!,hlnder through livestock and slaves. From Pre-Dynastic times through the end of 
I he Old Kingdom, we have eight accounts of wars between Egyptians and Libyans. 

•	 The "Battlefield Palette" {c. 3200} depicts what appear to be slain and cap
tured Libyans (EWP 29, ME 119-44). 

•	 The "Cities" or "Libyan Palette" {c. 3100} depicts an assault on Libya (or 
perhaps Libyans in the north-western delta) and rows of livestock plundered 
during the campaign. 39 

•	 King Djer (Zer) {3000-2977} of the First Dynasty has a stele showing him 
smiting a cowering Libyan (AE 60). 

•	 Sneferu {2649-2609} gives us the earliest written account of such a raid, 
describing the plunder "from Libya [ThnuiJ: 1100 live captives [and] 23,000 
sheep and goats" (PS 235). 

•	 The 1l1.0rtuary temple of Sahure {2506-2492} contains a relief depicting the 
submission of a Libyan chieftain and his family, along with plunder or tribute 
from the Libyans (PE 161-2; AEA 207). 

•	 Weni's autobiography {c. 2340} mentions the Egyptians using Libyan mer
~naries  from the southern "Tjemeh-Iand" in his campaign against Canaan 

(AEL 1:19). 
•	 IlorkhuCs lhird expedilion {c. 2296} allied with the Nubian chieftain of 

Y,lnl in ,1 wilr wilh the Tjl'l11eh Liby.lns in the deserts west of Nubia 
(AFI 1:25) . 
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•	 Pepy II {2300-2206} has a stylized "smiting-the-Libyans" scene in his mOl 
tuary temple, which seems to be an exact duplicate of Sahure's earlier relict 
discussed above (PE 181; AEA 173). 

These records indicate sporadic warfare between Egypt and Libya, essentialh 
taking the form of plundering expeditions by Egyptians against Libyans. l'iH 
absence of accounts of Libyan attacks against Egypt does not necessarily mean thn 
did not occur. The records for this period are quite fragmentary, and the Egyptiam 
seldom recorded accounts of defeats at the hands of their enemies; Egypt is always 
portrayed as victorious. Some of these Egyptian attacks on Libyans may also havl 
been essentially retaliatory expeditions in response to Libyan raids. None the less 
the picture derived from the sources is not one of Libyans threatening Egypt, bUl 

of Egyptians plundering Libyans. 
This general picture is partially confirmed by archaeological evidence, whil" 

indicates that the Dakhla and Kharga oases were colonized by the Egyptians by till 
Sixth Dynasty. Dakhla, in particular, had a Sixth Dynasty fortress, which serwd 
both as protection for Egyptian colonists in the oases, control of the desert tralil 
route to Nubia, and probably as a base for offensive or retaliatory operations 
against Libyans (ABA 26; EAE 2:290). The Pyramid Texts mention a fortrcss 
"which keeps Libya out" of Egypt (PT 665C); although its location is not idenll 
fied, it may refer to the Dakhla Oasis fortress, or perhaps border forts on till 
western edge of the Delta. 

Thus, throughout the Old Kingdom there was internecine warfare betwccn 
Egyptians and Libyans, generally taking the form of raids and counter-railh 
Although the Libyans lacked the manpower seriously to threaten the stability 01 

the Egyptian kingdom itself, they were strong enough to require fortification 01 

the oases, and their martial qualities were such that they were used as mercenartl 
by the Egyptians. The role of the Libyans as mercenaries for the Egyptians would 
expand greatly during the First Intermediate Period and the Middle Kingdom. 

Pepy (Phiops) II {230Q-2206}40 

Pepy II came to the throne at the age of six, and had a reign lasting an incredibll 
ninety-four years, making him the longest-reigning ruler in world history41 Wl 
first meet him at the age of ten, when he sends a letter (transcribed onto Horkhuf 
tomb wall) congratulating Horkhuf for his successful third expedition. In it, youn 
Pepy was not overly concerned with trade, war, or the affairs of state. He was mosl 

interested in ... 

the pygmy of the god's dances from the land of the horizon-dwellers lat tltl 
end of the earth] .... Hurry and bring with you this pygmy ... gel wortln 
men to be around him on deck [of the boat!, lest he fall in lhe water Ion till 
trip down the NileJ! When he lies down at night, get worthy I1WI1 to "l' 
around him in his lenl. Impl'cl him len limes ,11 1111-\I1t l (AI~I  1"'(, 7) 

II' .IITival of a dancing pygmy, however entertaining to the boy-king, did not 
Ill'sent a solution to the problems of the Nubian frontier. 

few inscriptions and reliefs point to military activities during Pepy Ii's long 
~II.  Murals at Pepy II's funerary complex show the king as a mythic sphinx 

11Ipling his defeated Libyan enemies, along with statues of bound captives from 
.'gn lands. This scene seems to be a close duplicate of the funerat-y relief of 
hlll"(;. While it may represent an actual campaign against the Libyans - which for 
IIplicity's sake was merely copied from Sahure's temple in a stylized form - it is 
II possible that it is a ritualized depiction of the royal ideal of the king as ruler of 

world and victor over all enemies (PE 181; ABA 173; PSE Figure 22a). 
"Iptions also record an expedition to Sinai (ARE 1:156-7), along with addi
11.11 trading-military expeditions to Nubia and Punt mentioned in an inscription 
Kllui (ARE 1:164). In a passage from the Pyramid Texts dating to the reign of 

1')- II, the god Horus "sets Upper Egypt in order for [the King], he sets Lower 
pl in order for him, he hacks up (b3) the fortresses of Canaan for him, he quells 

I	 I"tn all the hostile peoples under his fingers" (PT 650, EWA 51). Although this 
1 Illythical text, it may contain an allusion to a historical campaign. The most 
I'prtant historical source, however, is the autobiography of Pepinakht. 

The campaigns of Pepinakht42 

h, lomb complex at Qubbet el-Hawa at Aswan contains two autobiographies of
 
III icrs during Pepy Ii's reign - Pepinakht Heqaib and his son Sabni - that
 

IIl.lin accounts of military affairs along the Nubian border. The career of Pepi.

~ hl again demonstrates the overlapping of religious, civilian, and military offices
 
the Old Kingdom - indeed, it is probably anachronistic to impose such modern
 
q.\ories on ancient Egyptian officials, Pepinakht's titles include Lector Priest,
 
Ilhe, R.oyal Seal-Bearer, and "Commander of the Foreigners" (AEAE 15-16),
 
hI( h meant both that he was responsible for border affairs, and that he com

Il1dl:d Nubian mercenary troops. In this capacity he "brought the produce of
 
( 11-\11 lands to his lord [pepy II]" and went on punitive military expeditions to
 
sl I he terror of[the wargod] Horus into foreign lands" (AEAB 15). 
I he submission of the Nubian chiefs of Wawet and Jrtjet to king Merenre 

"lloG 1:145-6), described on p. 341, was nominal at best. We do not know 
:xact cause, but Pepy II ordered two campaigns against some of these 

dli,ln tribes. The first was a raid to plunder and devastate ("hack up") northern 
,,1,1:1: 

I'he majesty of my lord [Pepy II] sent me [pepinakht] to hack up [the Nubian 
pi incipalities of) Wawat and Irjet. I acted to the satisfaction of my lord. I slew 
.1 IJrge number of them, [including] sons of the ruler, and excellent troop 
k,lllers. I brought a large number of them to the [royal] residence as captives, 
whde I wns at the head or numerOllS and strong troops in boldness of heart. 
(AI'.AB 16) 

Jlo 
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The second campaign was n,ore successful, resulting in the capture of till 
Nubian chiefs. 

[pepy II] also sent me to pacify these lands [Wawat and Irjet] .... I brought till 
two rulers of these lands to the residence [of Pepy II] with offerings of lin 
cattle ... together with the sons of the rulers and the troop leaders who well 

with them. (AEAB 16) 

They thus ritually renewed the submission that had earlier been given to Merenrl' 
Some of the captured "sons of the rulers" may have been kept at court as hostages 

for future good behavior. 
The importance of military affairs in Nubia during the reign of Pepy II is also 

reflected in Execration Texts found at Giza. 43 Clay figurines of Nubians well' 
made, inscribed with ritual curses, and then shattered and buried as a means of 
"sending" the curse to the inscribed victim. Some of the curses were genem 
against the entire people and country of Nubia. The following is typical: 

[Let a curse fall upon] every rebel of this land lNubial, all people, all nobles. 
all commoners, all males, all eunuchs, all women, every chieftain, ever) 
Nubian, every strongman, every messenger, every confederate, every ally of 
every [foreign] land who will rebel in [the Nubian provinces o~  Wawat, 
Zatu, lrjet, Yam, Yanakh, Masit, and Kaw, who will rebel or who will plot by 
saying plots or by speaking anything evil against Upper Egypt or Lower Egypt 

forever. 
[Let a curse fall upon] every Nubian who will rebel in [the Nubian pro 

vinces o~  Irjet, Wawat, Zatu, Yam, Kaw, Yanakh, Masit, Medja, and Metertt, 
who will rebel or who will make plots, or who will plot, or who will say 
anything evil. (MAEM 139)44 

Other, smaller clay figurines, representing specific named individuals - possibly 
enemy rulers or conmLanders - were also cursed. The Execration Texts will be 
discussed more fully on pp. 415-8, but it is important to note both that magil 
power was considered an important supplement to military power in foreign 
affairs, and that the Nubians were perceived as posing a serious enough threat to 
warrant these types of curses. 

Pepinakht's third recorded campaign was a punitive expedition to the Sinai, which 
offers our first insight into the nature of combat in that region, and the first indirect 
indication that Egyptian combat with foreigners was not aways the victorious tri umph 
of the king and his soldiers that funerary inscriptions and reliefs unusually claim. 

[pepy II] also sent me to the land of the Easterners lin the Eastern Desert and 
Sinai I, to bring him the sole companion, ship's captain, and Commander of 
the Foreigners An-Ankhet, who had been eqUIpping a ship there for Punt 
when the Easterners belonging to the Sand dwellers slew hinl togl,thel With 

the company of soldiers that was with him ... [text lost] 1 drove to flight and 
slew some of their men, I together with the company of soldiers that was with 
me.... rIl cast the terror of[the wargodl Horus into foreign lands. (ABAB 16) 

Ikfore Pepinakht's punitive expedition, an earlier mission under the conunand 
i\n-Ankhet had apparently crossed from the Nile to the western shore of the 
d Sea, where they were preparing a ship to sail to Punt, when they were 
H I.d:d by nomad raiders who killed most of the soldiers and plundered the 
I( handise and other equipment and supplies. Since Egyptian texts almost never 
III ion defeat by enemies, this allusion is instructive, and no doubt reflective of 

I ollgoing threat from nomads that is generally obscured by the sources. 
Pcpinakht's account reflects a number of realities of Old Kingdom warfare. 

,sl, the Eastern nomads, while generally not a threat to Egypt itself, were a 
111sl.lIlt potential threat to any Egyptian expedition into the Eastern Desert or 
1111. Nearly all of these expeditions would thus have to have been accompanied 

.1 strong military escort. The relative proportion of soldiers to workers is illu
I 'lIl.lIed in two inscriptions from Wadi Hammamat with reference to the quarry

n(stone. The first included 200 soldiers and 200 workers (ARE 1:174)45 The 
olld mentions 1100 men and 1200 soldiers, with 200 donkeys for carrying 

Ipplies and returning with the quarried stone (ARE 1:175). If typical, these 
1I11!lt;rs indicate that the standard proportion for these types of expeditions was 
I percent soldiers and 50 percent laborers, with about one donkey per ten men. 
" should, however, assume that the workers would fight when needed, and that 

,Idlers would often form part of the labor force. 
l'l'pinakht's mission had not only been to punish the nomads for daring to 

Ill' k Egypt, but also to recover the bodies of the dead for proper burial in Egypt. 
1\ III!-i in a foreign land, and thereby missing a proper burial in Egypt, was of ser
illS l:l..:rnal concern to ancient Egyptians. Without a proper burial, ritual, and 
I IVC goods, the soul of the departed would suffer in eternity.46 This would have 

\11 of great concern to soldiers and officers going on foreign military expedl
IIIIS. To die and have one's corpse left rotting in a foreign battlefield was tanta
10111it to a condemnation to hell, probably creating a type of "leave no man 
hllld" mentality among Egyptian soldiers. 

)1 her Egyptian texts confirm the importance of proper burial to the Egyptians. 
I hI' mortuary inscription of Sabni, son of Mekhu, the governor of southern 

'ypt not to be confused with Sabni, son of Pepinakht, discussed on p. 35G 
I S\ I Ibes a similar expedition to Nubia to retrieve the body of his father who had 
Itl'liin Wawat, apparently of natural caus.:s. Sabni brought a group of his personal 

1 IlIlers, along with 100 donkey In,lds of incense, honey, clothing and oil as pre
IllS for I he Nubians, probably to "ransom" his father's corpse. The line between 

ills, trade goods, and bribes is greatly blurred in these texts; trade with Nubia 
,ii'-Il sccll1l'd .1 lombin.ltion of extortion. tribute, the ritual exchange of gifts, 
lillll\ With n1<lll' 11111l1d,ll1e economic bu .. inl· ..... There ,Ire 1l~ILlrally hints of military 
li"itv ill till' tl'Xl, wllh thl' 111l'nll0l1 of soldll'!S .lcCOll1p.ll1ying the expedition and 

WI I' 
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the "pacification" of Nubia (ARE 1:166-9). The Middle Kingdom "Tale of 
Sinuhe" (see pp. 430-3) also emphasizes this fear; the desire for a proper burial in 
Egypt was one of the prime motives for Sinuhe to return from exile (TS 40). Ifthc 
corpses of the dead were not recovered and returned to Egypt, the morale of 
future expeditions could seriously suffer. Thus Pepinakht's expedition was morc 
than merely punitive. It was also necessary to maintain the morale of the Egyptian 
army. This fear of being left behind and unburied may in part account for the 
expansion of the use of non-Egyptian mercenaries in foreign campaigns during the 
Old Kingdom, mercenaries who, with different religious traditions, might not 
have felt this concern to the same extent as the Egyptians. 

Sabni 

Sabni (Sebni), the son of Pepinakht, succeeded his father as "Commander of the 
Foreigners" on the Nubian frontier (AEAB 17 = ARE 1:164-9). Like his father's, 
Sabni's autobiography recounts his command of a military expedition to Nubia. As 
military commander of the Nubian frontier, or the "southern gate" to Egypt as it 
was often called, Sabni was ordered by the king to "build two great barges in [theJ 
Wawat [province of Nubia], in order to convey two great obelisks to On [Helio
polis, near Cairo]". Despite the earlier claims that Nubia had been "pacified", the 
animosity of the Nubians continued, forcing special tactical arrangements to pro
tect the barges and their obelisks. 

I went forth to Wawat [in northern Nubia] with two troops of soldiers, while 
the [Nubian mercenary] scouts who I had paid were on the west and east 
[banks of the Nile] of Wasat, so as to bring back my troops of soldiers in 
peace. Never did I let a man's sandal or loaf be stolen [by the Hostile 
Nubians]. (AEAB 17)47 

It appears £i'om this description that the Egyptian army was divided in two, with 
half on each bank of the Nile accompanying the flotilla bringing the obelisks. In 
addition to the Egyptian troops in the Nile valley, however, Nubian mercenaries 
were enlisted. It is not clear if they were paid protection money to allow the 
expedition to pass, or if they were more permanently hired mercenaries to 
accompany the Egyptian force. At any rate, the Nubians were apparently sent to 
the edges of the Nile valley on the desert ridges and fringes, to protect the far 
flanks and scout for possible hostile movement. This account gives the distinct 
impression that the armed expedition was undertaken without the permission of 
the Wawat Nubians and in the face of a potential serious threat of attack. 

The collapse of the Old Kingdom {2206-2191)48 

There were a number of factors at work in Egypt that undermined Lhe strength of 
the monarchy. One major problem was the devo!Ul1on or pmv~'1 ,lnd the wealth or 

1 
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\I' bng to the regional nomarchs. Land, titles, authority, and wealth were natu
oily given to loyal and successful soldiers, ministers, and nomarchs throughout the 
lid Kingdom. Since government office and land could on occasion be inherited 

" nomarch's successors, this wealth often became permanently alienated from 
ill' crown. Furthermore, pious and for the most part perpetual endowments were 
lillie to temples. There were also rising numbers of mortuary temples for the 
H'I'-increasing numbers of royal ancestors; many of these were exempt from taxes 
'I other forms of royal service, The land and wealth necessary to maintain the cult 
I I he dead divine ancestors thus progressively increased. The construction of 
!llples and pyramids and great funerary complexes absorbed an increasing portion 

,f ,tate revenue and resources. The priestly bureaucracy necessary to run the 
1.1Ies designed to maintain the proper rites for the temples and pyramids likewise 

Il'W in size while decreasing in efficiency. Thus, slowly, the resources of the 
('11Lral state were diffused to regional rulers and religious institutions. At some 
'llilit the resources of the state became insufficient for the demands placed upon 
Itc III , Some speculate that the advancing age and possible incapacity ofPepy II at 
Itl' end of his reign may have left rival ministers and governors increasingly inde
'(,l1dent. At the death of Pepy II {2206} a succession crisis erupted, culminating 
\ ILhin fourteen years in the fragmentation of Egypt into a number of small 
"gional kingdoms, inaugurating what is know as the First Intermediate Period. 

Economically, this period seems to have been one of extended drought and low 
flooding levels of the Nile, decreasing food production and creating the potential 
Illr ramine, while increasing competition for decreasing food resources. Further
!lIOl"e, drought and food shortages undercut both the real economic power of the 
f, III g and his ideological legitimacy, which was based on the claim that the king 
\ ,IS the divinely sanctioned sustainer of moral and natural order. The transition to 

I he First Intermediate Period was also characterized by the devolution of power 
IIOln the centralized royal court to provincial governors and mayors, who 
!llcreasingly claimed the credit for regional administration and building projects 
,\lld who chose to be buried in their own provinces rather than near the king. 
I', ovincial rulers also managed to make succession to their offices hereditary, 
I hereby further undermining central control. To some extent these developments 
,\I'e simply a matter of degree, since regional leaders were also prominent and semi
,I LI tonomous during much of the Old Kingdom. None the less, during most of the 
)ld Kingdom provincial rulers at least nominally submitted to royal authority. 

Pepy II's death, after a reign of 94 years, left numerous sons as possible rival 
Ill'irs to the throne. The declining power of the Sixth Dynasty is apparent in the 
\L1ccession of ephemeral short-reigning rulers during its last half-century {2206

165}. Pepy II was succeeded by his son Antyemsaf II, who, given his father's 
II1lIty-four-year reign, was apparently already an old man at his ascension. He ruled 
(or only a year, and was succeeded by his wife, Nitokerty (Nitocris) {2205-2200}, 
,lpparcnLly the first woman to rule Egypt independently.49 Her brief rule was fol
lew/ed by possibly five ephemer;11 rulers over the course of nine years {2200

191 }, Tlw details ilrl: not kll()wn, bllL ir seems clear Llut provincial nomarchs 
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rapidly asserted independent power, fragmenting the kingdom into a number of 
separate regional warring nomes. The collapse of royal authority was probably 
accompanied by decreasing security on the frontiers; there is evidence of incur
sions of Easterners into the north-eastern delta shortly after the death of Pepy II 
(HAE 139-40). This collapse of royal authority inaugurated what historians call 
the First Intermediate Period {2190-2061}, which will be discussed in Chapter 
Fifteen. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Waifare during the Old Kingdom 

Ideology of sacred warfare 

I'he Pyramid Texts1 are a collection of Old Kingdom funerary prayers and rituals 
,ksigned to assist the king in obtaining eternal life in the realm of the gods after 
,k~th.  The surviving texts are composed of nearly a thousand "spells" or "utter
II1CeS" dating to rougWy two centuries spanning the reigns from Vnas {2404
lj74} through Pepy II {2300-2206}. Many scholars believe, however, that some 
or the texts may have originated centuries earlier - the first surviving copies are 
111I.lS rather late versions. Although primarily ritual and religious in purpose, they 
1()Iltain a number of passages describing weapons and the martial virtues of the 
kIl1g, thus providing us with insights into the ritual and ideology of Old Kingdom 
w.lrfare. 

Warfare in ancient Egypt was not perceived as merely the struggle between the 
III()rtals; it was theomachy - the war of the gods. As in the Iliad and Mahabharata
01 the Bible, for that matter - the gods themselves came to earth and intervened in 
h.ILtie to assist the king. The gods gave the king a divine mandate to conquer and 
luk the entire world. An inscription from the mortuary temple of king Sahure 
1II.Ikes the divine mandate for foreign conquests clear. In this inscription, a god 
Iddresses king Sahure, proclaiming: "I grant thee all western and eastern foreign 
1.1llds with all the Montiu bowmen who are in every land" (EWA 137). 

The war god Horus particularly aids the king in battle: "May you be mighty in 
pper Egypt as is this Horus through whom you are mighty; may you be mighty 

III Lower Egypt as is this Horus through whom you are mighty, that you may be 
IIlighty and protect yourselffrom your foe" (PT 645). The victory in battle of the 
1..1 ng over his enemies is frequently described in mythic terms relating to the 
,IIchetypal combat between Horus and his enemy, the god Seth, 

IHorusl has driven back the heart of Seth for you, for you [the king] are 
re~ter  tlun ISethJ .... [Horusl has caused the gods to protect you, and Geb 

has put his s~ndal on the head of your [defeated and prostrate] foe, who fhn
'hcs (i'om you. Your son Ilorus has smittcn him, he has wrested his Eye [the 
ll1ytlltt,,1 t"I"I1l,II1I( l~Yl' of Ilonlsl from him ISCLhl and has givcn it to you .... 
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Horus has caused you to lay hold of your foes, and there is none of them who 
shaU escape from you Horus has laid hold of Seth and has set him under 
you on your behalf Horus has caused you to examine [SethJ in his inmost 
parts, lest he escape from you; he has caused you to lay hold of him with your 
hand, lest he get away from you. (PT 356)2 

And again: 

o Osiris the King, mount up to Horus ... [forJ he has smitten Seth for you 
bound ... Horus has driven him off for you, for you are greater than he.... 
Horus has protected you, and he will not fail to protect you. (PT 357; see also 
364,606) 

In the end, its seems that even the gods must surrender to the overwhelming 
power of the divine king: "The gods come to me bowing, the spirits serve me 
because of my power; they have broken their staffs and smashed their weapons [in 
submission] because I am a great one" (PT 510). 

Conunanders faithfully serving the pharaoh would likewise be aided by the 
gods in battle. Sabni, the "Commander of the Foreigners", describes himself as 
"herald of the words of[the wargod] Horus to his following"; he is metaphorically 
a weapon wielded by the gods, the "throwstick of Horus in foreign lands" (AEAB 
17). The king, and indirectly his duly appointed cOl1Unanders, were in reality the 
representatives of the war god Horus. His commands reflected the will of the gods, 
not merely political or military decisions of human beings. The pharaoh and his 
commanders were the weapons of the gods to do their will on earth. 

The propaganda of the king as the ideal warrior and athlete is particularly well 
represented in the mortuary statues of the three great builders of the pyramids of 
the Fourth Dynasty. Enthroned or standing, the mortuary statues of these kings 
depict the idealized, well-muscled physiques of powerful young warriors, symbo 
lizing the ideal of the pharaoh as warrior-king.3 Ritually the king was the ideal 
athlete - the strongest and fastest man in the kingdom (SGAE 19-59). From Pre 
Dynastic times the king's physical prowess was demonstrated by a ritual run asso 
ciated with the Heb-sed festival, the Jubilee or festival of renewal of the king's 
power and authority, in which the king was required to run around set markers to 

demonslTate his physical strength. One of these Heb-sed running tracks is preserved 
south of the pyramid of Djoser at Saqqara, in what seems to be the oldest form,\1 
racetrack in history (EDE 212-15). 

Military organization in the Old Kingdom (EMO 32-6) 

R. Faulkner has rightly noted that "regarding the organization of the army dUII11~'  

the Old Kingdom there is not a great deal of evidence" (EMO 32). There is, 110IH 
the less, sufficient to give us a broad understanding of lhe subject. Much of OUI 

knowledge on military ranks and commissions comes from LOmb .llltoblogr.lphil 

V;,I 

from which we learn that there probably was not a professional military officer 
class in the Old Kingdom. Rather, courtiers and government officials served in a 
wide variety of religious, administrative, legal, economic, and military capacities, 
according to the immediate needs of the state. 

The most fully documented example of such a mixed military-civilian-reli
gious-administrative career comes from the autobiography ofWeni (AEL 1:18-22; 
EMO 34-5). Weni began his career as "custodian of the storehouse" under king 
Teti, rising to the office of inspector and "overseer of the robing-room" under 
Pepy I (AEL 1:18-19). Thereafter he became "senior warden" ofNekhen, serving 
as a judge as well. He then became "overseer of the royal tenants", and was a judge 
in a case involving charges against the first wife of Pepy I. He thus already had a 
distinguished career as administrator and judge before beginning his military 
duties, probably in his thirties (AEL 19). Mter distinguishing himself in several 
campaigns in Sinai and Canaan, he became governor of Upper Egypt, in which 
capacity he supervised or led expeditions to Nubia for granite, and to Hatnub for 
alabaster, along with digging canals, boat-building, and negotiations with Nubians 
(AEL 1:21-2). Weni's career is thus the classic Old Kingdom example of the 
Egyptian practice of having courtiers and officers assigned to tasks on an ad hoc 
basis - scribe, administrator, judge, governor, explorer, engineer, diplomat, miner, 
ship-builder, priest, and soldier, all combined into one. 

Other autobiographies give hints of the same type of ad hoc recruitment of 
military officers. The autobiographical inscription of Meten, from the Third 
Dynasty Mastaba at Saqqara, describes his roles as administrator, judge, and gov
ernor, noting as well that he served as "commander of the fortress of Snt", "gov
ernor of the stronghold Hsn", and "governor of the Cow-stronghold" (ARE 
I:77-8), indicating that civil administrators served as garrison commanders of the 
fortresses in their provinces. Mention is also made of commanders of individual 
:lrsenals and fortresses, as well as a "commander of the affairs of the fortresses" who 
seems to have had broader authority over fortifications throughout the kingdom 
(EMO 36). The tomb of Ka-aper contains an inscription describing the presence 
of "the scribe of the king's army" during expeditions (EWA §41), indicating the 
presence of literate military officers providing logistical and administrative support 
on Old Kingdom campaigns. Military and other official positions could be inher
ited from father to son. Ibdu and his father Merire-onekh were both military 

Inmanders (ARE 1:139), as were Heqai b and his son Sabni (AEAB 15-17). 
It is unclear if the Egyptian army was organized into formal, permanent mili

1,Iry units. Rather, it seems that each nome or province of Egypt was required to 
Illuster a certain number of troops for a military campaign, and that these troops 
were commanded by the government officials of those nome. Egyptian armies 
were thus organized on a provincial basis with soldiers serving with their kinsmen, 
fJ iends and neighbors (EMO 32; AEL 1:19). This regional military organization 
with nomarchs in command of their own provincial troops seems to have laid rhe 
foundation of senll ,.lULOIl0I110lIS Ilomarch military power which would contribute 
III the fr,\L?l1ll'IlLII1l11l of 1'~"i1'1 <tllllllg thl' rirst Intermediate Period. Whether 
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these provincial troops were purely irregular militias or included professional sol
diers stationed in the provinces is unclear (EMO 33). These Egyptian troops were 
frequently supported by Nubian and Libyan mercenaries (EMO 33). 

The only military unit mentioned during the Old Kingdom was the teset ({st), a 
battalion or regiment; this seems to be a general term for any ordered body of 
soldiers rather than a technical term for a formal military unit of a specific size 
(EMO 32). Soldiers are generically known as meshec (ms~,  while the only regular 
officer mentioned is the imy-r mSC, the "commander" or "overseer of the soldiers" 
perhaps roughly "captain" or "general". This title is held by commanders of 
quarrying expeditions as well as more strictly military campaigns (EMO 33-4). 

Weapons 

Our knowledge of weapons from the Old Kingdom period, and, indeed from all 
of Near Eastern military history, comes from three sources: archaeology, artistic 
depictions of weapons, and texts. A section of the Pyramid Texts describes the 
ritual clothing and arming of the king in preparation for religious ceremonies and 
battle, and gives us a detailed description of elite Old Kingdom armament. In 
general the king is described as being equipped with weapons like those of the 
gods (PT 68, 222). Paralleling representations in royal iconography, the king wears 
sandals (PT 106), a kilt or loincloth and belt (PT 57L-O, S, 58, 59A, 225), and is 
sometimes described wearing a "tail", which probably alludes to bull tails attached 
to the back of the belt as depicted in the Narmer palette and other Early Dynastic 
art (PT 57N-O, S). He also occasionally wears a "leopard-skin" (PT 469, 485). 
The king receives four different types of "mantlers" associated with fighting, 
which may be some type of shield (PT 71F-I). 

The three primary royal weapons in the arming ritual and other parts of the 
Pyramid Texts are mace, bow, and dagger. The most frequently mentioned 
weapon is the mace, which the king's "fist grips" in preparation for battle (PT 412, 
512,555,675). There are several types: mbn-mace, qsr-mace, izr-mace, (PT 62-4; 
LA 3:414-15). It is impossible to tell precisely what is meant by these different 
mace names. They may refer to different structural designs or military functions, but 
it is more likely a reference to art motifs or engravings, ritual function, or perhaps 
even a personal name for the weapon, like naming King Arthur's sword Excalibur. 

Archery is particularly associated with the war god Horus. Horus is "Lord of 
the Bows" (PT 437), and "the shooter" of the bow (PT 659). In mythical stories 
he "draws his nine bows" against snake demons (PT 385).4 The king, as Horus's 
counterpart on earth, is "he who draws the bowstring as Horus and who pulls the 
cord as Osiris" (PT 390). In the ritual arming ceremony the king is given several 
different types of bows (iwnt and pqt), bowstrings and arrows (PT 57A-H, 71 G). 

Two types of dagger are mentioned in the ritual arming text: M!,pn(f)-dagger 
and M3gsw-dagger, (PT 57Q-R). One knife is described as "black" (PT 290), 
which may refer to the obsidian or dark flint of the blade. In battle, the king "bl'Ms 
a sharp knife which cuts throats" (PT 251). Like other weapons, the k1l1g's daggl'ls 

parallel those of the gods, such as the "knife of Seth" (PT 666A, 674). The dagger 
is described as delivering the coup de grace to the king's enemies: "Sharpen your 
knife, 0 Thoth, which is keen and cutting, which removes heads and cuts out 
hearts! He will remove the heads and cut out the hearts of those who would 
oppose themselves to me" (PT 477)5 

All the archaeological evidence indicates that the weapons in Old I{jngdom 
Egypt were in a transitional phase between Neolithic and Bronze Age. While 
copper daggers and axes are known, most daggers, maces, and projectile points 
used by the ordinary soldiers of this period still seem to have been made of stone. 
In this context the frequent mention of iron in the Pyramid Texts is, at first glance, 
puzzling. The gods in heaven sit upon an "iron throne" which the king shares in 
the afterlife. 6 In heaven the king receives an "iron scepter" (PT 665C), and the 
god Horus wears "iron bands on [his] arms" (PT 214). In the resurrection the 
king's bones will be made of iron (PT 570, 684, 724), strong and everlasting. The 
gates to the gods' celestial castle are protected by "doors of iron" (PT 469). 
Although the earthly realm of the king is perceived as the mirror image of the 
celestial realm of the gods, these texes should not be ·~.mderstood  as reflecting the 
real weapons of the king. The Egyptians understood that meteoric iron fell from 
heaven - it was sometimes called "copper from heaven" (EAE 2:183). Thus, hea
ven, the realm of the gods, was the place where iron came from; indeed, the metal 
is described as "god's iron" (PT 38), while the very firmament of heaven is itself 
made of iron (PT 509). Heavenly weapons and other items made of iron would be 
the celestial counterparts of earthly weapons made from stone or copper. During 
the early Old Kingdom the weapons of the gods were of iron, those of the king 
.1I1d nobles of copper, while those of most common soldiers were of stone. 

Combat 

Once the arming ceremony was complete the king set out for battle. Several texts 
~(;em  to describe a pre-battle ceremony in which the l(jng opens the city gates, 
1113rshals and counts his soldiers ("slayers" or "slaughterers"), and then marches to 
tkfeat the enemy. 

The bolt is opened for you in the double Ram-gate which keeps out the 
[enemy] peoples; may you number the slaughterers [in your army] (PT 611). 
The six door-bolts, which keep Libya out, are opened for you; your iron 
scepter is in your hand that you may number the slayers, [and] control the 
Nine Bows [enemy nations] (PT 665C). Your scepter is laid in your hand that 
you may open the bolt in the double Ram-gate which keeps out the Fenkhu 
I"Phoenicians" or Canaanites]. May you number the slayers, may you control 
the Nine Bows. (PT 716f 

When the army marched to conli'ont the "Nine Bows" - a generic term to 
ksnlbl' all the l'Ill'11lll'S of E~pt  the king wa~,  natllrally, always victorious in 

bll ~157 
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battle; at least this is what the Pyramid Texts would have us believe. "I have SUG

clued those [enemies] who are to be punished, I have smitten their foreheads, and I 
am not opposed [by enemies] in the horizon" (PT 251) - the Egyptian way of 
saying to the end of the earth. In battle the king will always "smite [the enemyL 
destroy them, drown them on land and sea" (PT 717), an interesting possible 
reference to river or naval battles. In the end, "the bowmen ... are felled" (PT 
231) by the king's army, and "the [enemy Nine] Bows bow to" the king in sul:
mission (PT 693), an act also depicted on some martial reliefs. 

Battle scene from Inty's tomb8 

Two scenes from tombs, probably dating to the late Old Kingdom, provide fasci
nating glimpses of tactics and siegecraft in this period. The first, and most illumi
nating, comes from the tomb of lnty (Inti) at Deshasheh in mjddle Egypt. 
Although the inscription is lost, most scholars believe the scene depicts a 
siege in southern Canaan. The scene is divided into two halves. The left half, in 
four registers, depicts a battle outside the city - presumably leading up to the siege. 
The right half shows the siege itself. Inty's siege mural gives us our best under
standing of both the tactics of combat and methods of siegecraft in the late Old 
Kingdom. 

The upper register is partly lost, but depicts Egyptian soldiers advancing over 
wounded Canaanite enemies who are pierced with arrows. The next two scenes 
show Egyptians fighting the Canaanites. Here the Canaanites are stumbling and 
fleeing in disarray from the Egyptian attack. All are pierced with multiple arrows; 
one has six such wounds. None of the Canaanites offers serious resistance; the 
orderly Egyptians are all armed with axes, marching through and dispatching the 
Canaanites with blows to the head, neck, and shoulders. The Canaanites seem to 
be armed only with bows, although one or two may have other weapons (the 
murals are badly damaged, leading to some uncertainty in interpretation). The 
fourth and lowest register, possibly reflecting events after the successful siege, 
depicts bound prisoners of war - men, women, and children - being led off to 
captivity in Egypt. 

In both of these scenes the numerous arrows stuck in the Canaanites imply that 
some Egyptian soldiers had bows. Most of the Egyptians carry axes; none are 
shown with a shield, spear, mace, or dagger. They wear kilts, but no other armor 
or helmet. The Canaanites likewise have no armor or shield; they too wear a kilt 
and are distinguished from the Egyptians only by their longer hair and headbands. 
In terms of weapons technology, the implication of the Inty mural - confirmed by 
that of Kaemheset - is that the stone-headed mace, which had been the pre-enti
nent weapon during the Early Dynastic period and early Old Kingdom, had been 
largely superceded among common soldiers by copper-headed axes by the late Old 
Kingdom, as copper became more available and less expensive. 9 The axe-heads in 
the two battle scenes are of two types; examples of both have been discovered frol11 
archaeology (EWW 35; EAE 2:407; BAFI pI. 2-3). Thl' fir'>l. ,>onH:limes called Lill' 

"epsilon" (E-shaped) axe, has a long and broad blade (AW 1:146,154-5,168-71; 
FP 49); the second type has a semi-circular blade sometimes described as "eye"
shaped (AW 1:12,147; BAH 22-3). The proportional relation of the haft to the 
size of the Egyptian soldiers implies the haft was 50-75 em long. It is shown 
wielded with either one or two hands. Both of these weapons seem to have been 
known to the Egyptians as mibt in the Old Kingdom and minb in the Middle 
Kingdom (EG 511, sign T7).1O It is not clear if this shift in terminology merely 
reflects a change in pronunciation, or is related to the difference between the 
"epsilon" and "eye" styles of axes. 

Battle tactics 

Whereas the autobiography ofWeni shows us the sophisticated strategy of the Old 
Kingdom, the Inty siege mural allows us for the first time to get a glimpse of Old 
Kingdom battle tactics, if only inferred from a hypothetical reading of the narrative 
scene. The battle began with a missile barrage from archers. Although no Egyptian 
~rcher  is actually depicted on the surviving portions of the scene, the upper half of 
the first register is lost, and the four advancing soldiers in that panel may have been 
archers. However that may be, every Canaanite soldier is wounded by multiple 
~rrows,  implying massed archery by the Egyptians. The individual effectiveness of 
Egyptian arrows, however, seems to have been rather limited. None of the 
Canaanites is armored, and although there appears to be one man killed by 
.Irchery - struck by six arrows in the legs, back and head - several Canaanites have 
lhree or four arrow wounds and are still alive and resisting. One is still fighting 
with two arrows in his leg, one in his arm and two in his head. This implies that 
I he wounds from arrows were not very serious, and therefore that either the 
.IITOWS were shot from a great distance, or they did not have great penetrating 
power, or both. The effectiveness of Egyptian archery was thus most likely based 
nn the large number of arrows shot at unarmored targets. 

When either the missile supply was exhausted, or the enemy was sufficiently 
disorganized and debilitated, the axe-armed Egyptian infantry advanced into a 
Illelee. The two middle registers show a chaotic melee in the heat of battle, but the 
thmaged upper register shows Egyptian soldiers advancing into combat in ordered 
1.1Ilks. It is unclear if the Egyptian army at this time had separate regiments spe
t i~lizing in archery or axe combat. One man holding the siege-ladder and another 
supervising the mining operation both have their axes stuck in their belts behind 
dlcir backs, allowing them to use both hands. The Kaemheset mural, discussed on 
pp. 362-3, also shows the Egyptians putting the haft of the axe in their belts 
k.lving their hands free to climb a ladder. Since no Egyptian is shown with a shield 
Of a bow, it is possible that the Egyptian soldiers were double-armed with bow and 
,1'e. They first exchanged rnissile fire with the enemy, then dropped their bows, 
drew their axes fi'om their belts, and charged. On the other hand, it is also possible 
(hal lhe archers simply arc not depicted in the melee scene, having remained in the 
1,"11 when lhe axearn led shock infantry advance into battle. 

\1::1\5H 
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Fortifications 11 

Fortifications (wmtt, EG 496, sign 036; and mnw) are found in Egypt in Pre
Dynastic times, and were well developed by the Old Kingdom. Many, if not all, 
cities were fortified with mud brick walls; one archaic hieroglyphic symbol for a 
city is simply a turreted wall (HEA 1:48, 177-8). The mud brick walls (inb, EG 
496, sign 036) were up to five meters thick, with numerous projecting bastions 
and towers (tsm); gateways (sbbt, EG 494, sign 013) were heavily protected by 
mud-brick towers as well. Principles of concentric fortifications were understood 
by the Egyptians. The city walls of Buhen in Nubia included a central keep, the 
main wall with eighteen projecting semi-circular towers, a dry moat, and a barbi
can 65 meters from the main wall (AEA 40). 

A number of archaeological remains of Old Kingdom fortresses have survived 
(Figure 9). The fortified city ofBalat in the Dakhla Oasis had rectangular city walls 
(110 X 230 meters) with a separate citadel on the south (AEA 26). The Nubian 
frontier was the most highly fortified - or at least has the best surviving examples 
which have been studied in great detail before they were submerged by Lake 
Nasser and the Aswan Dam (FB). The First Dynasty fortress on Elephantine Island 
at Aswan - sometimes called the "southern gate" to Egypt - continued in use 
during the Old Kingdom. The city itselfwas surrounded by a wall with semicircular 
towers, which followed the contours of the terrain of the island. A separate 

Figure 9	 Mud-brick city walls at El-Kab, Egypt {c. 1600-1000}. Although these well
preserved fortifications date to the New Kingdom, the basic size and structure are 
similar to earlier Middle Kingdom city-waHs 

Source: Photograph by William Hamblin. 

53 X 53 meters citadel added to the defensibility of the site (AEA 81). In addition 
to the Elephantine fortress at the First Cataract, three Old Kingdom fortresses 
were constructed in northern Nubia itself: Ikkur (82 X 110 meters) (AEA 115), 
Kubban (70 X 125 meters) (AEA 132), and Aniba (87 X 138 meters) (AEA 18; 
HEA J: 178). Ikkur and Aniba had dry moats and semi-circular towers. The 
spectacular fortress of Buhen in Nubia (150 X 70 meters) dates to the Middle 
Kingdom, and will be discussed below (pp. 443-5). However, the Old Kingdom 
town at Buhen (120 X 950 meters) was also fortified, with eighteen surviving 
semi-circular towers and a barbican 65 meters from the main wall (AEA 40). In 
general, fortified mud brick walls are essentially the same as the enclosure walls of 
temple complexes, of which several examples have also survived. 

Texts of the Old Kingdom provide some additional information about 
fortifications and siegecraft. Egyptian titles from Old Kingdom mortuary inscrip
tions include officers who were responsible for the garrisons and upkeep of for
tresses, such as the Third Dynasty "COlTlillander of the stronghold of Snt", 
"colTllllander of the stronghold Hsn in the Harpoon Nome", and commander of 
the "the Cow Stronghold". These titles indicate that there were fortified sites in 
various nomes of Egypt, even though the surviving archaeological evidence in the 
Nile valley is sparse (ARE 1:77-8). Other titles mentioning fortresses include: 
"Commander of the Desert Keeps and Royal Fortresses", and "Commander of the 
Way(s) of Horus", which was the road through the northern Sinai to Canaan 
(EAE 1:553). 

The Pyramid Texts, which have been introduced above, also contain 
important - though rather mythical - allusions to fortifications and siegecraft. 
Specific historical fortifications are possibly mentioned in the texts. The king "is 
the Great Bull who smote [the city of) Kenzet" in Nubia (PT 205). An allusion to 
the "Fortress of the Bitter Lakes" (PT 366) - the lakes and marshes between 
Illodern Suez and Port Said (AAE 167) - indicates that the western frontier was 
fortified against incursions from the Sinai during the Old Kingdom. This may be 
I elated to the "double Ram-gate" which "keeps out the Fenkhu [Canaanites]" 
(I'T 7J6). There is another fortress "which keeps Libya out" of Egypt as well (PT 
()65C). Vague details of fortress design are alluded to in the texts. The "double 
I(ani-gate" is bolted shut (PT 611); one fortress gate has "six door-bolts" (PT 
(,65C). Standing on the ramparts in defense of his fortress, the king is described as 
",1 great falcon which is on the battlements" (PT 627). 

The most frequent allusion to fortifications in the Pyramid Texts is the 
Illythic "Castle of the Mace of the Great Ones [gods]" to wruch the king gains 
l'ntrance during his ascent to heaven (PT 262,600,611,665). It is also called the 
"castle of the Mace of p3'r wood" (PT 219), and is frequently associated 
wi th the god Thoth. 12 What is important from the military perspective is that the 
~ods  in the celestial world dwell in a fortress-palace (PT 322); the king on earth, 
who imitates the gods in all things, does as well. The king's fortress-palace at 

emphis may be the earthly cOllnterpart to the gods' heavenly "Castle of the 
.1Ct,:" . 
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Siegecraft (LA 3:765-86) 

The mural from the tomb of Inty, introduced on pp. 358-9, also shows a siege III 

progress. 13 Having lost the open battle, the surviving defeated Canaanites fled t 
their fortified city, depicted as walled with regularly-spaced, semi-circular pIll 
jecting towers. Following their victory in the field the Egyptians assaulted the lit 
using two different siege techniques. First, as also described in the Pyramid Text 
(discussed on pp. 353-4), they placed a tall siege ladder against the wall for .11 

assault. In the Inty relief the assault has not yet begun. The siege scene from til 
tomb of Kaemheset at Saqqara, however, complements our knowledge of Int) 
siege scene. 14 Here the wooden ladder is apparently on wheels - though how till 

axle could rotate while the ladder remained stable is unclear from the illu\ 
tration. The wheeled ladder is braced by a man wedging it in place with a thll ~ 

piece of wood, while five soldiers ascend the ladder. All five wear brown kilts and 
are unarmored and unshielded. All are also armed with axes. Rather than climbin 
over the wall into the city, two of the soldiers seem to be hacking at the brick w.tll 
with their axes. 

The second siege technique shown in both the Inty and the Kaemheset reliefx 1\ 

undermining the base of the wall. Here Egyptians with long wooden beams ot 

crowbars are attempting to dislodge the mud bricks from the base of the wall 
hoping to get the wall to collapse and form a breach. Given that all fortificatioll\ 
from this period were of mud brick - although some had stone foundations at thl 
base - undermining a wall would only have been a matter of time, though such 
efforts could have been seriously hindered by stones and missiles thrown b) 
defenders from the top of the wall. Thus both the Inty and the Kaemheset relief, 
show the same siege techniques: a ladder assault combined with undermining the 
brick wall. 

The reliefs also give us important information about defending fortified citic\. 
The defenders in the Kaemheset relief are divided into four registers, but unfor· 
tunately the upper two panels are severely damaged. They possibly show soldicr\ 
throwing stones or javelins, or shooting bows at the Egyptian assaulters. The third 
panel depicts the herds of the Canaanites - cattle, goats, and donkeys - being 
brought into the city for safety, and being fed from a pile of grain. The fourth 
panel seems to show the women and children of the city being given a grain 
ration. 15 The Inty relief is even more evocative of life in a besieged city, focusing 
on the important role of women in logistical and medical support for the army. 
The first panel shows a woman extracting an arrow from a wounded Canaanite 
soldier, probably one who had escaped the battle that is depicted on the left side of 
the relief. The second panel shows a woman embracing (or throttling?) a returning 
soldier, and the women and children mourning before the Canaanite king on hix 
throne. 16 In the third and fourth panels the women are again helping wounded 
soldiers, one who is staggering from his wounds. In the last scene some men arc 
listening at the wall opposite to where the Egyptian soldiers alc undermining (j'OI1l 

the outside. The lower left corner of the wall showx lhl~'~' X~'lll' \11 nilal b,1xliol1\ in 

1<l\C proximity where the Egyptians are attempting to undermine, which may 
present either additional towers used to strengthen a weak section of the wall, or 

f.\,lte flanked by protecting towers. 
fhe after-life ascent of the king into heaven is occasionally described in ima

I y that is probably associated with siegecraft. The king storms heaven like a 
IIlress (PT 255, 257); he "overthrows the ramparts [of the heavenly fortress], he 
moves the ramparts" (PT 667C), and "demolishes the ramparts of Shu" (PT 

,Il'»), probably by undermining as shown in the siege reliefs. In the process the 
IlIg boasts he "will smite away the arms of [the god] Shu which support the sky 
lid I will thrust my shoulder into that rampart on which you lean" (PT 255). One 

\1 describes how the "King takes possession of the sky, he cleaves its iron" (PT 
1~7),  probably alluding to the "doors ofiron" (PT 469) of the heavenly castle. As 
<llcd above, these references to iron in the Pyramid Texts are probably mythical 
l!lee meteoric iron falls from heaven, iror~  is the metal of the gods. It is quite 
'll\\ible, however, that Old Kingdom fortress doors were reinforced at their joints 

Ilid bolts with copper bands. 
The gods sometimes assist the king in his victorious conquest of this mythic 

<ll I less by the use of siege ladders. In one text the four Sons of Horus aid the king 
II his siege by preparing both wooden and rope ladders for the kingY 

IThey] tie the rope ladder for this King, they make firm the wooden ladder 
for this King, they cause the King to mount up rto heaven] ... [The wooden 
ladder's] timbers have been hewn by 553; the lashings which are on it have 
been drawn tight with the sinews of G35wty, BulJ of the sky, the rungs have 

been fastened to its sides. (PT 688) 

In attacking the celestial fortress, the king "sets up the ladder" (PT 333), which 
thc gods hold steady for him (PT 304). These textual references to the use of 
I.ldders in siegecraft are confirmed by contemporary military art from Deshasheh 
tlld Saqqara, discussed above, both of which show men assaulting city walls with 

I.ldders held firm by other soldiers at the bottom. 

TreatITlent of prisoners (LA 3:786-8) 

"ncr the battle, "the enemies are hunted down" (PT 724), and the prisoners 
hi ought bound before the king (PT 222, 357) under the "guard of the prisoners 
'(lcr the great battle" (CT 493). The Coffin Texts describe a magical spell 
designed to prevent capture in battle, providing a description of the treatment of 
pi isoners: "you shall not be imprisoned, you shalJ not be restrained, you shall not 
he fettered, you shall not be put under guard, you shalJ not be put in the place of 
('xcClllion in which rebels are put" (CT 23). Captured enemies might be physi
(,Illy abused, even tortured, and their corpses mutilated and dismembered; mercy 
i\ L111lhinkable. The king i~  promised by the gods that he "will not be hanged head 
d()wnW,lrd~"  (PT (1<),1) ••lpp,m:nLiy a reference to the public exposure of the 
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corpses of enemies. The treatment of prisoners is often described in mythic terms 
relating to the tale of the primordial combat between Horus and Seth. Horus 
"bound [Seth's] legs and bound his arms and threw him down on his side" (PT 
485B). He "sets [Seth, the King's] foe under your feet" (PT 368, cf. PT 371). The 
king's enemy "is smitten by the children of Horus, they have made bloody his 
beating, they have punished him" (PT 369). Captive Seth is castrated (PT 570), 
and dismembered: "Horus has cut off the strong arms of your foes and Horus has 
brought them to you cut up" (PT 372). Although these are mythic narratives, 
there is no reason to think the Egyptian kings did not do these types of things to 
their real enemies, as depicted on several of the artistic sources mentioned earlier. 

The fate of the enemies ofpharaoh is described in gruesome, and almost gleeful 
detail in the Pyramid Texts: 

I am stronger than they ... their hearts fall to my fingers, their entrails are for 
the denizens of the sky [carrion birds], their blood is for the denizens of the 
earth [carrion animals]. Their heirs are [doomed] to poverty, their houses to 
conflagration ... But I am happy, happy, for I am the Unique One, the Bull of 
the sky, I have crushed those who would do this against me and have annihi
lated their survivors. (PT 254) 

In the Horus-Seth combat myth, Horus takes revenge for the death of his 
father Osiris, who is later resurrected by his wife Isis (EAE 2: 188-91). "0 Osiris 
the King, I bring to you him [Seth] who would killed you; do not let him escape 
from your hand.... A knife is made ready for him ... he having been cut three 
times" (PT 543, cf. 545). Torturing the defeated enemy Seth is described as reta
liatory revenge for the torture Seth had previously inflicted when he temporarily 
defeated Osiris. 

o my father Osiris this King, I have smjtten for you him [Seth] who smote 
you ... I have killed for you him who killed you ... I have broken for you 
him who broke you.... He who stretched you out is a stretched bull; he who 
shot you is a bull to be shot.... I have cut off its head, I have cut off its tail, I 
have cut off its arms, I have cut off its legs. (PT 580, cf. 670) 

Such mythic texts represent a military worldview in which retaliatory raids and 
personal revenge on enemies were a positive moral responsibility. 

The most ghastly passage in the Pyramid Texts is the so-called "Canmbal 
Hymn" (PT 273-4), which describes the king dismembering, cooking, and eating 
the bodies of his enemies to absorb their spiritual power. 

The sky is overcast, 
The stars are darkened, 
The celestial expanses quiver, 
The bones of the earth gods tremble, 

The planets are stilled, 
For they have seen the King appearing in power ... 
The King is the Bull of the sky, 
Who conquers at will, 
Who lives on the being of every god 
Who eats their entrails ... 
The King is a possessor of offerings who knots the cord [binding captives] 
And who hjmself prepares his meal; 
The King is the one who eats men and lives on the gods ... 
It is "Grasper-of-topknots" who is Kehau, 
Who lassoes them for the King 
It is "the Serpent with raised head" 
Who guards them [the prisoners] for him [the king] 
And restrains them for him; 
It is "He who is over the reddening" [blood-letting] 
Who binds them for him; 
It is Khons who slew the lords 
Who strangles them for the King 
And extracts for him what is in their bodies ... 
It is Shezmu who cuts them up for the King 
And who cooks for him a portion of them 
On his evening hearth-stones; 
It is the King who eats their magic 
And gulps down their spirits; 
Their big ones are for his morning meal, 
Their middle-sized ones are for his evening meal, 
Their little ones are for his night meal, 
Their old men and their old women are for his incense-burning; 
It is the Great Ones [circumpolar stars] in the northern sky 
Who set the fire for him 
To the cauldrons containing them 
With the thighs of their oldest ones.... 
[The King] has traveled around the whole of the two skies [the whole earth], 
He has circumambulated the Two Banks [of the Nile] 
For the King is a great Power. ... 
The King has appeared again in the sky, 
He is crowned as Lord of the horizon; 
He has broken the back-bones 
And taken the hearts of the gods ... 
The King feeds on the lungs of the Wise Ones, 
And is satisfied with living on hearts and their magic ... 
I Ie enjoys himself whell their magic is in his belly ... 

, their souls arl' ill the King's belly,
 
hcil spit ilS .m' III lhl' I(illg's possession ...
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Lo, their souls are in the King's possession, 
Their shades are (removed) from their owners. 

Here we see martial cannibalism, with the king taking bound captives, slaughtel 
ing and dismembering them, and ftnally cooking and eating them to obtain thl'lI 
magical power. The cannibalization of defeated enemies is also mentioned in pa, 
sing elsewhere: "I will eat a limb from your foe, I will carve it for [the god] Osiri, 
(PT 477). A variant on the "Cannibal Hymn" is found again in the Middle 
Kingdom Coffin Texts (CT 573). 

The imagery of warfare in the Pyramid Texts describes a world ftlled with 
magical and divine power where the gods intervene in battle for their son, till 
king. The victorious king is merciless to his enemies, rejoicing in their downf,llI 
and suffering. For the ancient Egyptians war certainly was a physical activity in till 

material world; but it was also much more. For the Egyptians, war was a heady 
mixture of violence, religious ritual, magic, and divine sanction and intervention 
War was a ritual act by which the mythic combat of Horus and Seth was re 
enacted, and, through the king's ultimate victory, the cosmic balance of the 11Ill 

verse maintained. The gods had granted pharaoh the authority to rule the world 
and the king's enemies were the enemies of the gods. 

Maritime developments (EBS 21-6; SP 26-69) 

Egyptian ships of the Old Kingdom ranged from small three- or four-man papynl' 
ftshing skiffs to large cedar oared and sailing ships capable of sailing throughout thl 
eastern Mediterranean and the Red Sea. The oldest fully preserved ship ever found 
fj-om this region is the royal ship buried near the pyramid of Khufu {2584} 
intended to be used by the king in the afterlife. 18 This 43-meter vessel was buried 
in specially designed pits to the south of Khufu's pyramid. Made entirely of ced,n 
wood imported from Phoenicia, it was designed for river travel and was propelled 
by oars that also survive. A complex system of nautical knots and lashing was ust:d 
on the boat (FP 29). Its purpose was probably ritual rather than military, but It 
none the less stands as a remarkable example of Egyptian shipbuilding skill in thl 
Old Kingdom. Sea-going vessels were larger and propelled by sails (SP 63-9), ,I 

seen from a depiction in the tomb of the Vizier Mehu {2330?} from the earl\ 
Sixth Dynasty (EWP 89); the tomb of Inti also depicts a large vessel under sad 
(EBS 24). 

It is clear that Egyptian maritime capacity developed signiftcantly during thl 
Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. This is reflected in three trading and exploration expl' 
ditions. A marble vessel bearing Userkaf's {2513-2506} name was found in thl 
island of Kythera in the Aegean, the earliest indication of maritime con tal t 
between the Minoans and Egyptians - though it may havc been brought to till 
Aegean later than Userkaf's reign (EAE 2:588b). Sahure's {2506-2492} funcral) 
temple at Abusir depicts naval vessels rcturning from an t:xpcdition to Phocnlll,l 
probably from Byblos bringing valuable ccdar wood (Eel 52, ~13~ 23), S.lhl1lc .11,0 

Illdertook the ftrst recorded Egyptian naval expedition to Punt, the south-western 
<ldSt of the Red Sea, which returned with "80,000 measures of myrrh, 6000 
Ill'3sures of electrum, 2900 measures of malachite, and 23,020 measures of [text 
mtl" (PS 168). Djedkare Izezi {2436-2404} likewise undertook trading expedi
Ions to both Phoenicia and Punt. Although none of these maritime expeditions 
~ LTC strictly military affairs, the distinction between trading, exploring, mining, 
Jlld warfare was rather vague in ancient Egypt. It is quite likely that each of these 
Ildl'itime expeditions had a military component, if only a company of soldiers, to 
'fotcct the ships. More importantly, the ongoing maritime trade to Phoenicia and 
1'lIllt provided the foundation for the capacity of the Egyptian navy to move large 
'odies of troops in true amphibious operations. This culminated in the Sixth 
I )ynasty with the amphibious operations of Weni in Canaan {c. 2340}, discussed 
'11 p. 340. 

We have funerary inscriptions of two naval captains, lnikaf and Khenty, from 
'I\;[h Dynasty Coptos. Among other ritual and administrative functions, both are 
I",cribed as "One who puts the Fear of Horus [the King] into the Foreign Lands, 
,hl) brings the treasure of the King from the Southern Lands" (ICN 31, 33), 

Ikcting the dual function of naval captains - warfare and trade. "Putting the fear 
" Ilorus [the King] into foreign lands" is often a euphemism for military action 
, hich intimidates the enemy, while "bringing the treasure" refers to either plun
1"1 or trade. 

P...iver combat undoubtedly remained the most important aspect of naval war
Ill' during the Old Kingdom. Some indication of the nature of ship-to-ship 
<llilbat can be found in some interesting jousting scenes and harpoon hunts from 
lid Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. 19 Fishermen often used long poles to propel their 
III Idled papyrus skiffs in the marshes and shallows of the Nile. In the murals some 

,I I hc fishermen are depicted using their poles to propel their ships, others use the 
'111,; poles to jab their rivals or swing them overhead. When two skiffs collide, the 
I,hcrmen are depicted as wrestling on the bow (TEM 53; SP 97). A least part of 
hl' goal is to knock the opponent into the river, from which some of the ftsher
IIl'll 3re being recovered by their friends (TEM 53). The hippopotamus-hunting 
l'ne from the tomb of Mereruka at Saqqara (EVJP 93; ISP 13, 42; SP 94) shows 

p.ll'yrus craft approaching three hippopotami from two different direction. They 
II IVC used ropes to either lasso or hook the hippos, and have long harpoons raised 
,vl'rhead in preparation for the kill. Although neither the jousting nor the hunting 

"IICS are strictly military, if we add the use of archery fi'om on board ship, these 
"11I':S provide our best window into the rough and tumble melee of Egyptian 

In'l warfare. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

First Intermediate Period Egypt 
{219O-2061} 

The First Intermediate Period' is the name given by modern Egyptologists to the 
time in Egyptian history from the end of the Sixth Dynasty {2191} to the reuni
fication of Egypt by the fourth king of the Eleventh Dynasty, Montuhotep I 
{2061-2011 }. It is characterized by political fragmentation and instability, in 
contrast with the political unity of Egypt in the Old and Middle Kingdoms. Royal 
monumental building declines and even disappears during this period, replaced by 
local tombs and cults in the provinces. Instead of centralizing surplus wealth to 
build royal tombs and temples, regional nomarchs and priests kept local resources 
and developed local power bases. In terms of power, wealth, and ideology, the First 
Intermediate Period is thus characterized by decentralization and fragmentation. 

Militarily this decentralization is manifest in military conflict between rival 
regional Egyptian states. Egyptian military intervention outside Egypt ebbed as tht 
grand trading and exploration expeditions of the Old Kingdom into Nubia, Punt, 
and Canaan largely disappear during the early First Intermediate Period (HAJ 
139-40). In some ways the records for this period are quite fragmentary and 
ambiguous, making precise reconstruction of events and dates difficult and con 
troversial. On the other hand, military historians are provided with a number of 
important tomb autobiographies that contain a great deal of military information 
Following late ancient Egyptian historiographic tradition, the First Intermediatt 
Period is divided by scholars into five dynasties, the Seventh through the Elevenlh 
In some ways these divisions simplifY a complex political and military situation. 

Seventh Dynasty {c. 2190} 

The numerous problems facing Egypt at the end of the Sixth Dynasty were l'X.1 
cerbated by a power struggle for the throne among the numerous progeny of' th 
centegenarian Pepy II. The political chaos following the death of NiLOkl'!l 
(Nitocris) {2205-2200}, Pepy II's daughter-in-law, was remembered in I.It 
Egyptian legends as the "Seventh Dynasty" of Memphis {c. 2190}, which l\ \.lId 
to have consisted of "five kings of Memphis who reigned for sevenLY· fiw d.ly' " 
or alternatively, even "seventy kings of Memphis, who reignl'd ro' seVl'nty d.l)' • 
(Man. 23-4). These phrases arc not seen by modl'ln stll()I,I" as spl,t'lllr IHllllh 

but rather a vague recollection of a period of instability. We have no specific 
information about rulers or military events of this period of coups, civil war, and 
~narchy,  as the power of the Sixth Dynasty collapsed. 

Eighth Dynasty {c. 2190-2165} 

Thereafter, royal power at Memphis passed into the hands of the so-called Eighth 
I)ynasty, which is tentatively and hypothetically reconstructed with eighteen kings 
luling for a mere 25 years in total {219Q-2165}, averaging a reign ofless than one
.llld-a-halfyears per king (CS 1:70). However, the existence of many of these rulers 
( .1l1not be confirmed by any contemporary records, and the precise number, names, 
.Ind lengths of reign cannot be determined with certainty. Some scholars suggest that 
t lie kings of the Eighth Dynasty may have been descendants ofPepy II of the Sixth 
I)ynasty through a subsidiary line, and were thus the branch of Pepy's family that 
('Illerged in a dominant position following the anarchy of the Seventh Dynasty. 
Nominal authority of the Eighth Dynasty was recognized throughout Egypt, but the 
llomarchs were becoming increasingly autonomous (HAE 140-1; C1 /2: 198-200). 

The weakening internal situation of the Eighth Dynasty left Egypt more vul
ll\T:lble to outside military threat than it had ever been before. Bedouins from 
"'"ui and Palestine are thought to have migrated into or possibly even invaded the 
klLa	 toward the end of the Eighth Dynasty, contributing to the collapse of the 
IYIl~sty  and perhaps establishing some kind of Canaanite hegemony in the north
1\1 delta (HAE 139-40). 

rhe combination of social chaos, political impotence, regional autonomy, 
d('ological instability, and economic crisis, all complicated by low flooding of the 
>Jde and occasional famine, culminated in the complete fragmentation of the 
II~yptian  state, with regional nomarchs transforming their former semi-autonomy 
,1110 real independence. Famine is mentioned in a number of texts from the First 
1'"l'rl1lediate Period, and efforts to alleviate or avoid famine appear frequently 
IIIong the merits in funerary inscriptions of contemporary nomarchs. The 
IlIIl~rch  Henqu of the "Mountainviper", or twelfth southern nome, emphasized 
I It he "gave bread and beer to all the hungry" and "resettled the towns that were 
IIft'cbled in this nome with persons of other nomes" (AEAB 23-4, 32-3; M = 

1\ I~ 14-15, HAAE 31). In part this may simply be vague pious claims to have 
,Inrmed good deeds, as are often found in funerary autobiographies, but it quite 
h"hly reflects the actual circumstances of hunger and depopulation. Con
I11J1tmry autobiographies from Edfu, Thebes, and Coptos mention "painful years 
t1'\lreSS" due to drought and famine, and efforts to transport grain to affiicted 
," uuring this period (AEL 1:87-90, HAE 142). 

Ninth Dynasty of Herakleopolis {2164-2040}2 

II	 IIome or I Il'faklcopol is in central Egypt was the largest and most powerful 
dllllng lill\ pl'l lOti, lel11cl11berl'd in Egyptian tradiLion as Lhc Ninth and Tenth 
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Dynasties, which controlled the sacred Old Kingdom capital at Memphis. Its for 
mal establishment of full independence occurred under Akhtoy I (Khety, Ach 
thoes) {2165-2135?}, founder of the Ninth Dynasty, who may have been .1 

descendent of Pepy II through a subsidiary line that had traditionally served .1' 

governors of Herakleopolis. The kings of Herakleopolis seem to have retained 
control of Memphis and maintained at least part of its religious cult - Akhtoy I WJ' 

buried there. Later Egyptian legends remember Akhtoy I as "behaving more 
cruelly than his predecessors" (Man. 27-8), which is sometimes thought to be ,I 

legendary recollection of attempts to suppress the independence of rival nomarchs. 
For a decade or two Akhtoy I seems to have exerted at least nominal influence a, 
far south as Aswan, where his name is recorded in an inscription. But his dynasty's 
power in the south ultimately proved ephemeral. Under subsequent rulers south 
ern Egypt emerged fully into independence, precipitating a civil war. 

The struggleJor the South {2134-2061} 

The move toward the regional autonomy of nomarchs, which had begun during 
the late Sixth Dynasty, reached its culmination in the Ninth, with the establish 
ment in the 2130s through 2120s of at least six separate states in Egypt. Some of 

these remained, formally and nominally, loyal to the kings of the Ninth Dynasty ,n 

Herakleopolis. Others became defiantly independent. As far as can be determined, 
the Ninth Dynasty retained control of Middle Egypt from the ninth nome to the 
southern part of the delta. The rebellion was most pronounced and successful ill 
southern Egypt from the first through the eighth nomes. The following list show, 
the nomes, capital cities, and rulers of the major players in the southern civil war 
dating to roughly 2130 (EAE 1:528-30; M = HAAE 31): 

•	 first nome, at Aswan/Elephantine, ruled by Setika; 
•	 second and eventually third nome, at Hierakonpolis, ruled by Ankhtifi; 
•	 fourth nome, at Thebes, ruled by Antef! (of the Eleventh Dynasty); 
•	 fifth nome, at Coptos, ruled by Shemai and his son Idi, who were the semi 

autonomous official governors of southern Egypt for the Ninth Dynast, 
kings. Tjauti and Woser were also leading figures of this nome; 

•	 sixth, seventh and eighth nomes, at Thinis, ruled by Abichu. 

Middle Egypt, from the ninth nome northward, remained loyal to the Ninth 
Dynasty kings of Herakleopolis. Conditions in the delta are uncertain; some dell,l 
nomes may have been independent, while Easterners - Canaanites or Sin,ll 
bedouins - may have held hegemony in the north-east delta. 

The precise dates and sequence of events in this civil war cannot be detcl 
mined. However, the surviving records give us occasional incidcntal snapshots of 
warfare in southern Egypt. The autonomous nOl1larchs of southcrn Egypt caLlst'd 
concern for King Neferkahor of the Ninth Dynasty {c. 2110?}. Nefcrkahol St'llt 
his son-in-law Shemai to servc as "Govcrnor of Uppt'l 1'~YPl",  h.lwd al tht' filth 

lome of Coptos, apparently with instructions to regain control of the situation 
IA E 1:528). Shemai in turn assigned his own son Idi as governor of the turbulent 
lomes One through Four. Their attempts to reassert royal control in the south 
ere plagued by recalcitrant nomarchs who refused to submit to royal authority on 

he part of what they viewed as the upstart kings of Herakleopolis. This defiance 
llon developed into miii tary conflict. 

The campaigns ojAnkhtiji. ojHierakonpolis {c. 213Q-2125?f 

I he most instructive source on the early southern civil war is the autobiography of 
\Ilkhtifi, nomarch of Hierakonpolis (nome three). Although functionally inde

Iident, Ankhtifi's titles include reference to royal offices, indicating a lingering 
llillinal respect from the kings of Herakleopolis - at least he sometimes claimed to 
I .Icting in the name and interest of the king. In addition to governor, his titles 

"11 Ilide military offices such as "General", "Commander of Mercenaries", and 
t ',munander of Foreign Lands", the last title, if not sheer boasting, presumably 
il'rred to Nubia. In an attempt to lend legitimacy to his rule, he claimed that the 

Ill! "Horus brought me to [rule] the Horus-Throne [of Edfu] ... for Horus 
1,III.:d to re-establish it, because he brought me to [be ruler to] re-establish" the 
lo'perity and peace ofEdfu (AEAB 25); no reference is made to royal investiture. 

, hilS, Ankhtifi claimed to be acting not for personal power or aggrandizement, 
'lil ;lccording to the will of the gods. The power base of the First Intermediate 
" Ilod nomarchs was often solidified by local priests and gods. Many rulers, like 
\llkhtifi, were themselves priests, and were careful to care for and build temples to 
",Ii deities. Ankhtifi claimed that the "temple of Khuu was inundated like a 
1.IIsh, abandoned by him [the former nomarch] who belonged to it, in the grip of 
lebel" (AEL 1:85). Part of Ankhtifi's justification for seizing power was the 
'Ioration of the proper ritual order for the gods. As we shall see, when the 
Illl13rchs of Thebes eventually reunite Egypt, they bring to power with them the 
f.\lOllal Theban gods Montu and Amun. 

Ankhtifi's first campaign was against Edfu (nome Two). Ankhtifi overthrew the 
[,ei and re-established law and order (AEAB 25). This type of breakdown of 

01 hority is also reflected in another text which describes a local leader who "kept 
live every man of this province ... while the great ones [former nomarchs?] were 
I, It!", and who provided food for the people, not because of "an order that is sent 

I ,I servant of the king" but on his own initiative, "out of love for [the god] Min" 
I AE 1:530a). 

1\ Ithough no dctails are given, Ankhtifi also at some point campaigned south
"lid La the first nome, Elephantine, which was under the command of the 
1l11lllarch Sctika. Ile boastcd that "my speech was clever and my bravery won the 
II} when il was neccssary to join the fsouthern] three names together" into a 
11Igle slate by conqucsl (IIAE 142). At his death Ankhtifi's domain included "the 
")\1I1(eS of IliL'l,lkonpolis Ithc third nomel and Edfu Isccond nomc], Elephantine 

\\.1111 olIJt! Umbos \111 liw fll\t l1()mt'I" (IIAE 1.12) 
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At the time of this consolidation of power over the southernmost three nome' 
of Egypt, Ankhtifi's major rival was AntefI, ruler of the fourth nome of Thebc" 
and founder of what was to become the Eleventh Dynasty of the Middle King 
dom, During the ongoing struggle between Thebes and Ankhtifi, an unnamcd 
general of the Theban city of Armant - supported by allied troops from Coptos 
issued a challenge to battle to Ankhtifi, which Ankhtifi accepted: 

The commander of troops of Armant had come to say: "Come [to battle I 
you hero, come [north] to the [war] camps of the Theban and Coptite di, 
triet, which have separated." When I went north in the west channel of [the 
Nile at] Armant, I found the [armies ofj the entire districts of Thebes alld 
Coptus as they were making ready the [military] camp of Armant at thl 
mount of Semekhsen. [I said:] "I myself shall approach it! May the stroll!! 
armed [god] stand for [me in battle]! [I shaH pin them down] as with a har 
poon on the nose of a hippopotamus ready to flee, after I turned south frolll 
destroying their camp with the victorious troops of Hefat. 1 truly am a mall 
like no other." (AF 29-30) 

The details of the battle are lost in a lacuna in the text, but Ankhtifi wa, 
apparently victorious. Later he continued his campaign against Thebes: 

When I had sailed north [to attack Thebes] with my troop of victoriou' 
trustworthy [warriors I and had landed on the west side [of the Nile] in thl 
Theban district: the south of my navigation [of the naval operations of J11} 

fleet on the west bank of the Nile] was at the mount Smhsn, the north of J11} 

navigations [in the Theban district] was at the estate of Tmy. While my troo!, 
of trustworthy [warriors] was seeking to fight throughout the west side of till 
Theban district, no one would come forth for his fear [of my army]. Whell I 
had sailed north and 1 had landed on the east side of the Theban district: tIll 
north of my navigation [of the naval operations of my fleet on the east bank of 
the Nile] was at the tomb of 1mbi, the south of my navigations was at the ford 
of Sg3, which was probed against the walls [of Thebes] after it had closed till 
doorbolts [of its gates] as it was not ready [to fight] for fear of this troop of 
victorious trustworthy [warriors]. And so this troop of trustworthy [warrior'l 
became challengers [to the enemy to come out and fight in open comb,ltl 
through the west and east of the Theban district, while seeking battle, but JIll 

one would come forth [from their fortified cities] because of his fear. I, trul\. 
am a man, of whom there is not another [like me]. (AF 37; OHAE 131) 

This narrative gives us an excellent view of the use of river fleets in campaigm 
It appears that, after his victory over the Theban-Coptos alliance at the carhl'l 
Battle of Armant, Ankhtifi took his army in his fleet and sailed up and down both 
banks of the Nile. His army was either on foot and accomp,lllil:t! .111d ,uppoltl'd h, 
the fleet, or perhaps was entirely carried by thc Ht't,t ,111\1 dltlppl'd ofl,ll 'li ,lll'!.tll 

!,oints for land operations. They were able to sail and march unhindered 
I hroughout the entire Theban district - presumably plundering as they went. The 
I'heban troops, being cowed by their defeat at Armant, refused to leave the safety 
dtheir city fortresses and meet Ankhtifi's army again in open battle. On the other 
h,lnd, Ankhtifi did not feel strong enough to undertake a serious long-term siege 
Ill" Thebes itself. His victory over Thebes was thus only temporary; Thebes 
I l'll1ained independent and would later challenge Ankhtifi's descendants. 

After establishing his predominance in the south, Ankhtifi sought further 
Il'gitimization of his conquests by asking "the Overseer of Upper Egypt [for the 
~ !llg of the Ninth Dynasty] who is in the Thinite nome" - probably referring to 
Ither Shemai or his son Idi - to accept his authority as "the Prince, Count, Chief 

", iest, and Great Headman" of the south (AEAB 26). The de facto nature of 
Ilidependent rule was apparently recognized by the kings of HerakJeopolis, per
1I,lps in return for shipments of grain. The combination of low Nile flooding and 
I'plitical and economic collapse caused "all of Upper Egypt [to die] of hunger and 
I'l'ople were eating their children.... The [people of the] whole country had 
hl'come like locusts going upstream and downstream in search of food," Pre
1I111ably in return for recognition of his authority, Ankhtifi sent food to the sur

IIl1inding nomes (OHAE 129 = AEL 1:87). He may even have made an armed 
1l'lllonstration up the Nile as far as the eighth nome of Thinis, for he claims: 
wilen 1 travel to the nome of Thinis against one who forgot himself" - pre
1I11lably meaning he questioned Ankhtifi's authority - "1 find it with its watchmen 
III the walls. When I hasten to the combat [against them], 'Woe!' says the wretch" 
1\ F.AB 26). This policly of using a combination of carrot and stick made Ankhtifi 

Ihl' predominant military power in southern Egypt. 
Ankhtifi's autobiography also reflects the martial braggadocio of the warlords of 

hl' First Intermediate Period. He calls himself "Ankhtifi the Brave", and boasts 
h,II he is the "vanguard and rearguard" of his men, a "champion who has no 
'l'l'r". He threatens that, "as for any fool or wretch who sets himself against me, I 
h,i11 give more than he has given" in battle - "my like [in battle] has not bee:1, nor 
• ill bel" (AEAB 26). At his death sometime around 2120, Ankhtifi had reason to 
<1,1'1. He ruled the first three nomes directly, and had subjugated, but did not 
Ilicctly rule, the Egyptian nomarchs of the fourth through the eighth nomes. 
Ilowever, his conquests were to prove ephemeral, for Antef II of Thebes {2118
lllMl} would eventually conquer his kingdom from Ankhtifi's successor. 

The Early Eleventh Dynasty at Thebes {2134-2061} 

I )llIll1g the Old Kingdom, Thebes (ancient Waset) had been a rather small, sleepy 
lov1I1ciai town, dedicated to its local gods Montu and Amun, and adorned with 

III ill tombs ror the regional aristocracy (EAE 3:384-8). As elsewhere in Egypt, 
ll' bll',lkdown or central authority during the early First Intermediate Period led 
I nlnl',""1g ,llIt0110111Y of" thl' loc,11 1'lill'S. According to later Eleventh Dynasty 
rtl'.llol!lt" ,IIHI It'!.tl'nd" hy IWI h,lp' tIll' 21S(h ,1 local nOl11arch Montuhotep 
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(Mentuhotpe) {2155?-2134} had established semi-independent power at Thebes. 
He is remembered as the first "ancestor" and father of the "gods" of the Eleventh 
Dynasty. His position, however, was relatively weak, and judging from Ankhtifi's 
account of his war with Thebes, discussed on p. 372, his authority was not even 
secure in his own province. 

Ankhtifi of Hierakonpolis' victory over Thebes made him the dominant power 
in southern Egypt in the 2130s and 2120s. None the less, although defeated, 
Thebes under AntefI {2134-2118}, son of Montohotep I, remained independent 
of Ankhtifi (LA 1:300-1). There is some indication that the Hierakonpolis prin
cipality in southern Egypt collapsed shortly after the death of Ankhtifi, allowing 
Antef I to assert authority over the three southernmost nomes of Upper Egypt, 
proclaiming himself "great overlord of Upper Egypt" (OHAE 133). 

On the other hand, the full subjugation and conquest of the southernmost 
three nomes of Ankhtifi's domain seems to have occurred early in the reign of 
AntefI's brother and successor, Wahankh Antef (Inyote£) II {2118-2068}, during 
whose half-century reign Thebes conquered all of southern Egypt. The details and 
precise order of Antef II's conquests are not known. In his autobiography he set 
Thebes's "northern boundary up to the nome of Wadjet [the tenth nome] .... I 
conquered Abydos [the eighth Thinite nome] and the whole surrounding region. 
I captured all the fortresses of the nome of Wadjet and I made them into the 
Gateway of the North", meaning the border with the northern Ninth Dynasty of 
HerakJeopoJis. His conquests were "splendid for the glory of Thebes" (HAE 145 
= ARE 1:200). We also have a brief autobiographical inscription by the actual 
commander of the army that led this campaign, Djari, "commander of the for
eigners". He "battled with the House of Akhtoy [Ninth Dynasty] in the west of 
Thinis", where he "raised a storm over the nome ... [and] made the [newJ 
boundary at Wadi Hesy" in the tenth nome (AEAB 40-1). As reward for his vic
tories, he "was promoted among the elder [commanders] because I was fierce on 
the day of battle" (MKT 13). Antef II appears to have made use of flanking 
operations via desert roads to assault his enemies in the Nile valley. A graf
fito was left by one of his soldiers on the 'AIamat Tal Road in the Western Desert, 
recording the march of "the assault troops of the Son of Re, [king] Antef [II]", 
which could have given him some element of strategic surprise contributing to his 
victory.4 The struggle for strategic control of the desert routes allowing sur 
prise flank attacks into the Nile valley is also reflected in an inscription of 
commander Tjauti's expedition. When Shamai, the pro-HerakJeopolitan governor 
of the fifth nome of Coptos sent general Tjauti on an expedition against Thebes to 

the south, Tjauti recorded that he was forced to "make this [the 'AIamat Tal 
Road] for crossing this desert [with his army], which the ruler of another nOI1l~  

[Thebes?] had closed".5 Overall the ability to move annjes, as welI as merchanL 
caravans, overland through desert roads complicated the secmingly straightforward 
strategy of defending the borders on the Nile Rivcr alone. If an army could 
operate several hundred miles along desert roads, large sLn"Lch~s of Lhe Nile would 
presumably be vulnerable to surprise aLtack, r~(luil \11K lilt' dlsp~rs,\1  ()[ g,1T11S01l 
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troops throughout the entire Nile valIey rather than concentrating forces solely on 

the border regions. 
In addition Antef II claims to have subdued the southern Libyan "chiefs who 

rule the Red [Western Desert] Land" (AEL 1:91), and placed his treasurer Thethi 
over the regular tribute required from the Libyan chiefs (ARE 1:202). By the 
death of Antef II {2068}, he ruled the southern eight nomes from "Yebu [Aswan, 
ftrst nome] to Thinis [eighth nome] ... [receiving] tribute from this entire land, 

owing to the fear of him throughout this land" (AEL 1:91). 

The wars of Akhtoy (Khety) III {c. 2090-2070?}6 

The martial progress of Thebes and the decline of the Ninth Dynasty at Her
akJeopolis was halted, though only temporarily, by king Akhtoy m. In his famous 
Instructions for his son and successor King Merikare (see pp. 377-9), he describes 
how he mobilized a strong army, stopped the Theban attack at Thinis, recon
quered the Delta from Eastern nomad invaders, and refortified the frontiers, leaving 

the Ninth Dynasty in its strongest military position in decades. 

Counterattack from Asyut {c. 20So-2070?} 

Some aspects of resistance to Antef II's invasion of Middle Egypt can be found in 
the autobiographical inscriptions from the tombs of the nomarchs of Asyut (AEA 
23; EAE 1:154-6). From these sources we learn that Antef II's triumphalist 
rhetoric masks a more problematic reality. His campaigns into middle Egypt were 
strongly resisted by a family of nomarchs of Asyut allied to Akhtoy III {c. 2090
2070?} of the Ninth Dynasty at HerakJeopolis. The exact chronology cannot be 
determined - all dates given in this section are quite speculative, and are intended 
only to give a rough sense of chronology. It is clear that the territory between 
Thinis and Asyut (Siut) (nomes 8-12) became a battleground between AntefII of 
Thebes and the nomarchs of Asyut, the provincial allies of the Ninth Dynasty. 

In a fragmentary inscription Tefibi (Ity-yeb), nomarch of Asyut {c. 2090
2070?}, describes his successful counterattack against the invasion by Antef II. 
Tefibi's father, the nomarch Akhtoy {c. 2110-2090?} - not to be confused with 
king Akhtoy III - had laid the foundation for resistance to growing Theban power 
in the south. His autobiography emphasizes his efforts at canal construction and 
agricultural restoration after the lean years of the late twenty-second century 
(ARE 1:188-9). This economic revival also permitted him to restore the strength 

of the pro-Ninth Dynasty provincial Egyptian army in Middle Egypt. 
Thus, when Antef II's invasion of Middle Egypt occurred, Tefibi was able to 

benefit from the military foundation laid by his father. According to Tefibi's auto
biography, "my soldiers fought with the [armies of the] southern nomes [of AntefII]", 
describing the advance of Antef II on the "west side" of the Nile to an unnamed 

ity north of Asyut - presumably beyond Thinis in the eighth nome, which 
rding to his own inscription is the ma.,'{imum extent of Antef's conquests. 

\7!i;\7·1 
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When I [Teftbi] came to the city [that was besieged or recently conquered by 
Ante£], I overthrew the foe, and drove him as far as the fortress of the port of 
the South. [Ante£] gave to me the land [which he had previously attempted to 
conquer]. (ARE 1:182) 

His offensive toward Asyut thus foiled, Antef of Thebes attempted a different 
strategy, sailing an armed fleet up the Nile. When word of this second attack 
reached Teftbi in Asyut, he mobilized his own fleet and took to the river. Tefibi's 
autobiography describes a naval victory on the Nile - which will be discussed on 
pp. 453-5 - and concludes with a discussion of restoring order in Egypt. 

When a man did well, I promoted [him] to the head ofmy soldiers.... The land 
was under the fear of my soldiers; no [enemy from the] higWand [desert sur
rounding the Nile valley] was free from the fear [of my soldiers]. (ARE 1:183) 

Tefibi's great victory may also be remembered in the Instructions of Akhtoy III 
(discussed on pp. 377-9), although with a different emphasis on who was respon
sible for the victory. "I [claims King Akhtoy III] went to Thinis on the southern 
border; like a thunderstorm I seized [Thinis from the king of Thebes]; [my pre
decessor] King Meriibre, the justifted, had not done this" (TS 222). This last 
phrase is presumably an allusion to the earlier sequence of victories of Antef II of 
Thebes before the counterattack by the nomarch Teftbi and Akhtoy III. During 
this campaign there was apparently the destruction or desecration of a necropolis 
perhaps the famous mortuary complex of Abydos. A battle may actually have taken 
place there, for Akhtoy's Instructions mentions this battle as fulfilling a prophecy 
that "Egypt wilJ ftght in the necropolis, destroying tomb-chambers in a destruc
tion of deeds" (TS 221). Akhtoy, however, refused to take personal responsibility 
for the sacrilege: "a vile deed happened in my time: the nome of Thinis was 
destroyed. It happened, but not as my action, and I knew of it only after it was 
done" (TS 225). He instructs his son to "destroy not the [sacred and funeraryj 
monuments of another" (TS 222). 

FolJowing this victory, there seems to have a temporary truce between Thebes 
and the Ninth dynasty, bringing peace to Middle Egypt {c. 2070-2060n, and the 
boundary was set at the northern border of the eighth nome. Near the end of his 
reign, king Akhtoy told his son Merikare "there is now no enemy on YOUl 

borders.... All is now welJ for you with the Southern Region [of Thebes], which 
comes to you bearing produce, bearing tribute.... to you comes granite [from the 
south] unhindered." Merikare is therefore instructed "to be kind to those who 
yield to you" and "renew the treaties" with Thebes (TS 222). None the less, he 
should be prepared for war: "Arm your border against the South [kingdom of 
Thebes] - they are bowmen who take up the war belt!" (TS 224). This was 
excellent advice, for within two decades after the death of Akhtoy III, Thcbl's 
renewed the offensive {2047} under the great warlord Montuhotcp I, who would 
destroy the Ninth Dynasty and conquer all Egypt. 

.nll 
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According to Tefibi's son and successor Akhtoy (Khety) {c. 2070-2050?} (agair 
not to be confused with king Akhtoy III), "there was no one fighting, nor an; 
shooting an arrow" during his administration at Asyut (ARE 1:187). He none th( 
less maintained a strong army in the face of possible renewal of the Theban threat 
"I am one strong of bow, mighty with his army, much feared by his neighbors. 
formed a troop of spearmen and a troop of bowmen, the best Thousand ofUppe: 
Egypt. I have a fine fleet" (AEAB 28-9). The nomarch Akhtoy served Merikare 
son of king Akhtoy III, the last (or next to last) king of the Ninth Dynasty a 
HerakJeopolis, who claims to have "repelled the evil-doer" Antef III and "over
thrown the rebels" of Thebes in alliance with Tefibi and Akhtoy of Asyut (ARE 
1:184-5). The victories of the Asyut nomarchs in Middle Egypt were secured by ; 
grand river campaign through Middle Egypt led by king Merikare, who sailed hi~  

fleet to Shashotpe (Shutb), near Asyut, intimidating and stalemating Thebar 
aggression for a time (ARE 1:185-6 = MKT 23). 

"Akhtoy Ill's Instructions for his Son Merikare JJ7 

One of the most intriguing and potentially useful texts of the First Intermediatt 
Period purports to be the political and military instructions of king Akhtoy III {c 
2090-2070?} of the HerakJeopolitan Ninth Dynasty to his son and successOJ 
Merikare {c. 2070-2050?}, the last (or next to last) king of the line. Unfortu
nately, both the authorship and the date of this text is controversial. Wendy Raver, 
for example, argues that "the text may be pseudepigraphical, but it was most 
probably composed in the court of Khety [Akhtoy] III during the tenth dynasty 
(EAE 2:169)."8 R. Parkinson, on the other hand, believes the text "is not con
temporaneous with the Heracleopolitan [Ninth-Tenth] Dynasty" but should "be 
dated to late in the Middle Kingdom" (TS 212). Given the paucity and ambiguity 
of the data, it is impossible to resolve this question with certainty. For this discus
sion I will assume the text originated in the court of the late Ninth-Tenth 
Dynasty, and that it reflects the historical realities of that period. 

At the very least the Instructions for Merikare represent Egyptian views on dealing 
with periods of internal turmoil and military crisis such as the First Intermediate 
I)eriod. As such, it is an excelJent reflection of the practical military policies of 
.l1lcient Egypt, even if it cannot be linked to the speciftc historical situation in the 
Llre First Intermediate Period. The advice given in the Instructions is both practical 
.1nd ideological - how to raise armies and win battles, as well as how to gain the 
support ofthe gods. Akhtoy III gives a great deal ofdidactic military advice to his son, 
I cAecting the standard military policies and practices of ancient Egypt. Although 
lite work by China's great military theorist Sun Tzu The Art of War is frequently 
described as the earliest surviving military manual,9 Akhtoy's Instructions, written 
flncen hundred years earlier, contains sufficient military advice to consider it an 
Ild,aic military manual, perhaps the first surviving military handbook in history. 

In the Fil st IlllCIIlWt!,.ltl' PCI iod thl' king was dependent 011 the support of the 
II 0111 ,lI'c11S HeInl I' rhe 1'1\',11 niH.' Iklll~1 whose gn:at ones Inom,lIrhsl ,1IC gn.',Il. 
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The king who is the lord of an entourage [of nomarchs] is strong" (TS 219) 
Nomarchs and other powerful officials must be cultivated to insure their alle 
giance. "If you encounter a mighty man who is the master of a town [i.e. ,I 

nomarch], and is the lord ofa clan, care for him" (TS 216-17). Diplomatic skill, 
are crucial for the king. "Be skillful with words, and you will be victorious. The 
strong arm ofthe king is his tongue. Words are stronger than any weapons" (TS 218) 

The power of the nomarchs is also reflected in the fact that, for Akhtoy, a major 
concern is the ever-present danger of rebellion. For such there should be no 
mercy: "Do not be lenient to [the rebel]! You should kill those who owe him 
allegiance.... Punish the people who are conspiring.... Drive him away! Kill hi, 
children! Erase his name!" (TS 216-17). At the same time, the king must "beware 
of punishing wrongly" (TS 220). 

Proper recruitment and pay of troops is emphasized, for "soldiers are good for 
their lord" (TS 221). 

Raise your Youth [shwt], so that the [royal] Residence will love you! Make your 
supporters plentiful among the Veterans [s'qyw]! Look, your town is full of 
new growth [of the next generation ready for military recruiting]. These 
twenty years, the Youth has been happy, following its heart; and the Veterans arc 
now going forth once again; the recruits are recruited to it [the army] .... On 
my accession I raised up troops from them. So make your great ones [nobles I 
great! Advance your fighters! Increase the Youth ofyour following, equipped with 
amounts [ofwealthJ, established with fields, and endowed with cattle! (TS 220-1). 

The precise meaning of this passage is uncertain, but the general picture is fairly 
clear. The "Youth" or "Young Men" seem to be a military or paramilitary group 
recruited from the populace. It is possible that they are the town militia, but also 
possible that they are professional soldiers. Throughout the ancient Near East the 
term "Young Men" commonly refered to men in their late teens and twenties at 
the prime age for military service. These Young Men are contrasted with the 
Veterans, an older, more experienced class of soldier. It is possible that these arc 
simply generic terms for young and old people, but they may reflect technical 
categories, rather like the Greek and Roman practice of categorizing soldiers 
according to age groups. to The phrase "twenty years" may refer either to the 
length of military service, or the length ofAkhtoy's reign during which his policies 
were followed. Akhtoy emphasizes not only the importance of continually 
recruiting soldiers into the two classes of troops, but also of ensuring their happi 
ness and loyalty by paying them well in moveable wealth, agricultural fields, and 
domesticated animals. These types of payment are reflected in the autobiographies 
of soldiers as well. The importance of a fortified and garrisoned frontier is 
emphasized in the Instructions: "Strengthen your borders and your Ifrontierl 
patrols! ... Protect your border! Secure your fortresses!" (TS 219, 221). 

Akhtoy also gives some very specific military auvicc for dc.1lil1g with th" 
nomadic Easterners: 
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But now, these things are said about the barbarian [Eastern] bowmen: the vile 
Easterner is wretched because of the place where he is - lacking in water, 
barren of trees, whose roads are painful because of the mountains. He has 
never settled in anyone place, lack of food makes him wander about on foot! 
He has been fighting since the [mythical] Time of Horus [at the beginning of 
the world]. He cannot conquer; he cannot be conquered. He does not 
announce the day of battle, but sneaks about like a gang of thieves.... Do not 
worry about him! The Easterner is a crocodile on its riverbank that can snatch 
[his victim] from a lonely road but cannot take from the quay of a populous 
town. (TS 223-4 = Eel 67 = AEL 1:103-4) 

These ideas are remarkably similar to the broader views of sedentary peoples 
"bout their nomadic enemies. The nomads are described as destitute raiders from 
t he wilderness, who make sneak attacks and plunder, before fleeing back into the 
desert. Although they can raid and plunder, they are not viewed as posing a serious 
Illilitary threat to security. 

As is normal in Egyptian warfare, religion played a crucial role in military pol
ICy. The gods are in control, and ultimately determine military success or failure: 
"Cod will impose his doom with blood" (TS 220). Disaster will strike anyone 
"who goes against God" (TS 222). Because of this, the gods must be placated with 
proper cultic piety. "Make many monuments for God.... Make the [sacrificial] 
offering tables [in the temples] flourish" (TS 221). Royal patronage of the proper 
I digious rites will insure the gods' blessings. "Act for God - with great offerings 
f(lr a flourishing altar, and with inscriptions [in temples] - and he will act for you" 
(TS 226). Opposing the king was equivalent to opposing the gods: Indeed, "to 
revolt against [the king] is to attack [the gods oQ heaven" (TS 225). Likewise, 
"r;od will attack someone who rebels against the temples" (TS 224). 

Magical practices, such as Execration Texts, were also "a weapon" against ene
lilies (TS 226). Prophecy and divination could playa key role in military decision
'l1aking. Akhtoy refers to one such prophecy: "The Youth will attack the Youth 
Ii II civil war] just as the ancestors foretold it. Egypt will fight in the necropolis, 
destroying tomb-chambers" (TS 221). It was also generally believed that divina
t 1011 and oracles revealed the will of the gods and could therefore influence mili
1.lry policies and practices. Referring to his campaign against Thinis, Akhtoy 
,!<;scribes the fatalistic belief in the inevitable fulfillment of prophecy: "You [my 
\()11 Merikare] know what the [temple prophets at the royal] residence foretold it. 
As such things happen, these happened. Those things could not go otherwise, 
l'ven as they [the prophets] said it" (TS 22). 

Akhtoy Ill's reconquest of the Delta {c. 2075?} 

Although we have no details or archaeological confirmation (OHAE 139) it 
,Ippears that, during the decline orroyal power under the Ninth Dynasty, the delta was 
1.llded and p,1rli.llly oCt'upied by both Liby;1I1 and Eastern nomads {c. 2125-2075?} . 
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After securing the southern frontier with Thebes, Akhtoy's "heart grieved II 
of the [situation in the] Delta" (TS 222), and he undertook two ca 111!'. ~I 

restore Egyptian authority there. They first focused on the western del!.l 
Hetshenu to Sembaqa, and south to Two-Fish Channel [a south-western hi III 
the Nile], I pacified the entire West as far as the sand-dunes of the [coasl,tl I 
(AEL 1:103 = TS 222). This may have been a reference to the restoratioll I 

authority over recalcitrant nomarchs of the western delta, but could also I 

punitive expeditions against Libyan nomads who had been raiding or inftl 
the delta. 

The reconquest of the Libyans in the western delta was followed by an of! " 
in the east against Sinai and Canaanite nomads who had penetrated thal I 

Thereafter, Akhtoy recaptured some of the Delta cities the nomads had on 

These [barbarian nomad] bowmen were Dike] a walled fortress, who 
tifications I breached, [and] which I had isolated [as in a siege]! I havl I 

the [Egyptian army of the] Delta attack them, I have enslaved their ul1lkrl 
and taken away their cattle, to horrify the Easterners who are em'lll1 
Egypt. (TS 223-4 = AEL 1:104) 

The eastern nomad threat, however, was not completely eliminated. AU 
describes his efforts to restore Egyptian power in the delta: 

The [land of the delta] which lthe eastern nomads] had destroyed is Illadl' I 

nomes; every great town is refounded; what one man ruled now bcloll 
ten [nomarchs loyal to the king] ... The taxes of the Delta belong to YOll I 
son and sllccessor]. Look, the border marker [ofEgyptJ which I have 111,Hll! I 

the East is driven in, from Hebenu [in Middle Egypt] to the Ways of 110 
[roads leaving eastward from Egypt from Sile in the north-east delta!. Il:~  

is] founded with townspeople, full of people, the best of the whole land 
beat back attacks on them [from the Canaanite and nomad raiders]. (TS 

His defensive preparations are further emphasized. The region of the apex ( 
the delta was said to be the "defense against foreigners. Its walls and fighters ,II 

many, whose commoners know how to take up weapons" - probably an alJuSll>\ 
to a regional militia. The area of Memphis had "ten thousand men rin the army I 
commoners and freemen who are without labor duty [because of their milaM 
service] .... its borders are firm, its strongholds are mighty" (TS 224). Tim I 

possibly a reference to a form of tax exemption in return for military service, bill 
whatever the exact meaning, it is clear that Akhtoy was engaged in raising troop 
and fortifications for the defense of his delta conquests. 

If Akhtoy Ill's Instructions are to be beljeved - and th<.:y may be pseudl'pl 
graphical hyperbole - Akhtoy in many ways prepared the path for the unit'i,J(loll 
of Egypt by reunjting the delta with Middle Egypt. The fruiL of hiS VIUOI)', hO\\ 
ever, would be harveswd by MOl1tLlhoLep of Thebes, till' foullller of lIH' Mlddll 

'til 
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111, as will be discussed in Chapter Sixteen. Additional characteristics of the 
system of the First Intermediate Period will be discussed along with those 

'" Iddle Kingdom in Chapter Seventeen. 

Ili,1 and Nubian mercenaries in the First Intermediate Period 

"('(.~n  observed that "the periods of [northern] Nubia's greatest prosperity 
II'lI,tlly those of Egypt's greatest weakness" (AAA, 47). This was certainly 
" the First Intermediate Period, when Nubia witnessed increasing popula

1111 prosperity as attested by the "C-group" archaeological finds (EAE 258
I II IIIg most of the First Intermediate Period there are no records of conflict 

lill' Nubian frontier. Although Nubian mercenaries had served in Egyptian 
110m at least the Sixth Dynasty of the Old Kingdom, during the First 

111I'di.lte Period the use of Nubian mercenaries expanded rapidly throughout 
II III and middle Egypt,u Indeed, it is likely that the ongoing civil wars in 

I dllring the First Intermediate Period increased the demand for Nubian 
1l,lri<.:s. The Thebans may have ultimately emerged victorious from their war 
IIllllhern Egypt in part because they had ready access to the Nubian mer

'\' 'Ilarket, thereby bolstering their military strength relative to the north's. 
1.111 mercenaries intermarried with Egyptian women during this period; a 
lI,lI y stele from Gebelein shows Nenu, a tall Nubian mercenary, holding his 
\\ 'lh his Egyptian wife by his side (OHAE 129). 

II ili~  biography, Qedes, a common soldier from Gebelein, boasts of his mili
I"owess, claiming to be "the foremost [soldier] of his whole troop", and that 
III passed this whole town in swiftness - its Nubians and its Upper Egyptians" 

I I:90). This text reflects both the obvious fact that soldiers were selected for
 
I physical prowess, and that Nubian mercenaries made up a significant portion
 

lil\' armies of southern Egypt. Qedes's biography also makes it clear that a
 
11I1l()n man could become relatively wealthy through mercenary service in the
 

1'11.111 army. During his military career, Qedes "acquired oxen and goats. 1 
pili ~d  granaries of Upper Egyptian barley. I acquired a title to a great field. 
I.ld~  a boat of 30 cubits [12 meters] and a small boat." 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Middle Kingdom Egypt 
{2061-1786} 

The Middle Kingdom1 was a three-centuries-Iong period of essential unity III 

Egypt and concomitant international military power. Unfortunately, the Middll' 
Kingdom "remains one of the most enigmatic periods in the sphere of foreign 
relations" which has "bequeathed us precious little evidence" on military matters 
(Eel 70). None the less, there are sufficient sources with enough detail to allow us 
to reconstruct the broad outline of military history. 

The Eleventh Dynasty {2061-1998}2 

From a military perspective, the reunification of Egypt and the beginning of thl' 
Middle Kingdom was the work of the great Theban warlord Montuhotep I 
{2061-2010}. In subsequent Egyptian history his great military achievements 
caused him to be remembered - along with Narmer/Menes and Ahmose of the 
New Kingdom- as one of the three unifiers of Egypt (EAE 2:437; MKT 31). 

Montuhotep (Mentuhotep; Mentuhotpe) I {2061-2011}3 

As has been discussed on pp. 373-7, the foundations for Montuhotep 1's reunifi 
cation of Egypt were laid by both his grandfather, Antef II of Thebes, and his 
grandfather's rival, Akhtoy III of Herakleopolis. The stalemate between these two 
kings that had developed in Middle Egypt during the 2060s seems to have con 
tinued during the first decade-and-a-half of the reign of Montuhotep I {2061 
2048}, when he was essentially the regional king of southern Egypt. Although the 
chronology is uncertain, it appears that during these years, however, he undertook 
an invasion of Nubia. 

Nubian campaigns of Montuhotep I {c. 2050?} (Cll2:485-8; AAA 48-9) 

At an unknown date Montuhotep personally led a major expedition into Nubia, 
which reached Buhen at the Second Cataract; it may have occurred during lhl' 
fourteen years of his reign that preceded his reunifiClliol1 o( ~~"YPl  {2061204H} 
The two royal inscriptions, which will be flll thcl dl\( \I\sl'd lwlow, mcntion 

l' nslaving the N ubians ... [of the] Medjay and Wawat [tribes]", indicating that 
s\.lrfare against Nubia was part of the royal agenda (C1/2:480-2 = MKT 24,28). 
[ he el-Deir inscription of Montuhotep I, though fragmentary, provides a few 

dctails about this Nubian campaign: 

... [from] Wawat [in Nubia] and the Oasis ... I drove out the troublemakers 
in them. I annexed them to Upper Egypt. There is no [Egyptian] king whom 
they [the Nubians] served in his time [i.e. in the First Intermediate Period 
before Montuhotep] ... My wrath [against the enemies of Egypt] was 
slaked ... [by the victories oij the strong troops of my recruiting. (ICN 113) 

I ,Iter in the inscription he recounts: "[as for] Wawat [Nubia] and the Oasis [of 
I{ harga?]. I annexed them to Upper Egypt. I drove out the rebellious [enemy]" 
IeN 114). To maintain his control ofNubia he "placed reinforcements in Elephantine 

IAswan]" (ICN 114), under the command of an official, Akhtoy, who left a 
lIumber of inscriptions in the region (Cll2:480). In the year 39 {2022}, Mon
llIhotep again visited the borders of Nubia, commemorating his reunification of 
l'h'YPt and other triumphs by celebrating a great sed-festival (Cll2:479-80; MKT 
1'1. 12). Two years later, in year 41 {2020}, the "triumphant" commander Akhtoy 

look ships to Wawat [in Nubia]" (ARE 1:206-7); the details of this expedition 
IIC not known; it may have been largely a trading operation. At the least Akhtoy's 
tb:t would have reinforced the nominal submission of northern Nubia. None the 
I,''', the Nubian frontier was by no means permanently subjugated; as described on 
1'1'.397-9, later Egyptian kings were required to undertake regular Nubian campaigns. 

ne important outgrowth of Montuhotep's relationship with Nubia was the 
lillistment of Nubian warriors to strengthen his army in its wars against the rival 
N i11th Dynasty at Herakleopolis. 4 We have a remarkable autobiographical 
lllscription by one of these Nubian mercenaries, Tjehemau, who served in Mon
(llhotep's army and described his participation in these campaigns, unfortunately 
\\ ilhout giving a precise chronology. Both Tjehemau and his son enlisted in the 
Igyptian army at the time of Montuhotep's Nubian campaigns, subsequently ser
\ Ing in the reunification of Egypt and the invasion of Canaan. His autobiography, 
,,'corded in two inscriptions from Abisko, near Aswan, is the best account of the 
l ,ln~er  of a Nubian mercenary. 

Inscription which Tjehemau made. Year of smiting the foreign land of the 
south: I began to fight [as a mercenary for the Egyptians] in the reign of 
Nebhepetre [Montuhotep I] in the army, when it [the Egyptian army] went 
south to Buhen. My son went down with me towards the king [to offer our 
service as mercenaries]. He [the king] traversed the entire land, for he planned 
lO exterminate the A'amu ofDjaty [in southern Wawat]. (ITM 11-20) 

I klc Wl' find Monllihocep I personally commanding one of his Nubian expe
dillons. As the l:gypll.1l1S s,liil'd soulh, Tjehcmau and his son - and presumably 
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other Nubians - were recruited to serve as mercenaries to fight those Nubiall 
who were still hostile to Egypt. As Montuhotep's campaign continued, Tjehelll.llI 
described the decisive battle. 

When they [the rival Egyptian and hostile Nubian armies] approached II" 
give battle, the Egyptian regiments from] Thebes [were put to] flight [by till 
hostile Nubians]. It was the [pro-Egyptian] Nubian [mercenaries servill~  

Montuhotep] who brought about the rally [against the hostile Nubians]. ThclI 
he [king Montuhotep] overthrew [the hostileJ Djaty [Nubian tribe]. III 

[Montuhotep] raised sail in sailing southwards to the south [into Nubia] ;h ,I 

result of raising the arm against the [enemy] ruler of the [Nubian] lands . 
pleasing the king as when were surpassed those who fled among the peopll 
(ITM 11-20) 

Even ifTjehemau's ethnic pride in the Nubian mercenary regiment perhaps led him 
to exaggerate the role ofhis fellow Nubian mercenaries in the battle, none the less till' 
martial qualities of the Nubians were higWy - and, based upon this battle, rightly 
regarded by the Egyptians. On the other hand, it is also important to note tlUl 

Tjehemau feels no compunction about fighting in the service of the Egyptian kin!! 
against other Nubian tribes. This reflects an important factor influencing the SUCCL'\\ 
of the Egyptian domination in Nubia. Tjehemau's loyalty, and that ofmost Nubiam 
was to his own specific tribe of Nubians, rather than an amorphous trans-trib.11 
"Nubian people" as a whole. Most Nubians often viewed other Nubian tribes .1\ 

rivals and enemies, rather than potential allies against Egypt. Thjs tribal disunity W.l\ 
a major factor contributing to the eventual Egyptian subjugation of Nubia, .1\ 

discussed on pp. 397-9. After contributing to Montuhotep's victory in Nubl.l, 
Tjehemau continued in Montuhotep's service in his campaigns of unification 01 
Egypt. 

Montuhotep's unification of Egypt {2047-2035?} 

Montuhotep's fourteenth year {2047} was "the year when Thinis rebelled" (ITM 
25), apparently with the support of the Ninth Dynasty of Herakleopolis. III 
response Montuhotep mobilized his army; his el-Deir inscription provides a rarL 
glimpse of the pre- and post-battle celebrations of the Egyptian army. Before tilL 
campaign the troops were marshaled for ritualjzed war speeches and chants th.lt 
inaugurated the campaign. 

The king's army addresses him [as they prepare to go into battlel: " ... it is b} 

thy hand [0 King] ... [that we triumph]" 
The King addresses his army: " ... I come and destroy Jmy enenliesl. Wl' 

shall go downstream [north] when we have crushed the foreign I~nds  ... I wtll 
give you full title to it nands captured frOIll the northern \..ingdoml, landJ 
everything which you desire lin plunderl." (leN 112) 
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The king's emphasis on the material rewards of victory higWights the role of 
plunder as a motivating force for Egyptian armjes. After the campaign, the vic
Inrious army is again marshaled for a victory triumph, with more ritualized vic
tnry speeches: 

And when [the army] had landed in health [after their victory] ... the King's 
army addresses hjm: " ... the chiefs of the foreign lands come to thee bow
ing, kissing every limb of yours. Your heart in your body reposes. Upper 
Egypt and the southern lands [of Nubia] ... the [foreign] bowmen 
[submit] ... " 

[The King speaks:] "My ancestors in the necropolis [of Thebes near where 
the army is marshaled in triumph], at the place where the gods are, they see 
this thing. (ICN 112) 

Later, however, in proper Egyptian fashion, the king piously attributes his vic
Ilries to the blessings of the gods: 

It was the god ... who caused Upper Egypt to be broad for me [i.e. easy to traverse 
and conquer]. I did this while I was King.... I caused the Two Lands to come 
to it [in unification] ... Wawat [in Nubia] and the [Kharga?] Oasis. I annexed 
them to Upper Egypt. I drove out the rebellious [enemies] ... (ICN 114) 

We have some further details of Montuhotep's campaign of reunification. 
\.1nl1tuhotep first subdued the rebellious nome of Thinis, driving off their allies 
I III n Herakleopolis who may have instigated the rebellion. These initial victories 
Illouraged him to continue his march further northward, where some of the 
l11lnarchs in middle Egypt apparently shifted allegiance, wisely throwing in their 
<liS with rising Thebes. Their descendants were thus able to retain their positions 
1\ Ilomarchs under the Montuhotep and his successors in the Eleventh Dynasty 
IIAE 144). Other recalcitrant nomarchs, however, were eventually replaced with 
11I\lcd ministers, strengthening Montuhotep's direct control over mjddle Egypt 
( '1/2:483). 

fhe autobiography of the redoubtable Nubian mercenary Tjehemau, now 
11 rHl10ted to officer status, provides an eyewitness account of Montuhotep's con
IIIL'sts from the perspective of an officer on the front battle lines. 

Then, lafter his Nubian campaign, Montuhotep sailed northward] ... to 
northern Egypt to kill [the rival king of the Ninth Dynasty] ... Going 

rth ... against the Lake of Sobek [Faiyum] ... I overthrew the lenemy on 
thel sandbank ... [and] the river, to lead the sand-dwellers [nomad mercen
.\riesl and Ithe Nubian mercenaries ofj Wawat ... to put to flight the man 
I\..ingl of the North. Then it Ithe northern kingdom of Herakleopolis] mus
tel('d its W,lr neet <lnd it lI"nversed ~II its 1I0mes of the entire [northernJland to 
ddi.'lld It\Clf (ITM 1I -20) 
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The details of the next phase of the campaign are not clear. It seems that the 
army of the Ninth Dynasty won some initial victories and invaded Montuhotep's 
domain of Thebes. In defense of Thebes, Tjehemau and his Egyptian-Nubian 
force was required to make an amphibious assault from their boats against an 
enemy who was marshaled on the banks of the river. 

Tjehemau sailed north like a lion in the following of the king [Montuhotep!, 
together with this, his army [of Nubian mercenaries], which he had brought. 
He tasted of the fighting, his arm. being strong due to what he did to the 
north. I went down to the district of Thebes. I found [the enemy] standing 011 

the riverbank. They planned fighting. The opposition fell [before our attack!. 
fleeing because of me ... in the district of Thebes. Then I came and was at 
peace together with its people, for I was strong against [their enemies] ... A 
herdsman of account of driving off [the enemies'] cattle [as plunder] - it is I, 
Tjehemau the bold! Extend the arm to me, ye who depart. The lord Tjehe 
mau says: Live, prosper, be healthy! (ITM 11-20) 

After this victory Montuhotep 1's forces advanced on Herakleopolis, where thl' 
crumbling resistance of the Ninth Dynasty was shattered by the death of king 
Merikare in unknown circumstances - his tomb is at Memphis, indicating that hi~  

successor was still in power long enough to bury him. This successor apparently 
ascended the throne and ruled for only a few months, for the capital Herakleopoli~  

was soon captured {2040} and the Ninth Dynasty ended. Funerary monuments at 
Herakleopolis were ritually hacked to pieces by the conquerors (OHAE 145), 
perhaps in revenge for the earlier desecration of the tombs of Abydos that had 
occurred in the days of Akhtoy m (TS 221, 225). Thereafter Montuhotep I con 
tinued the conquest of the delta, completing his subjugation of the Nile Valley. 
Tjehemau mentions sailing through "all the nomes of the entire land ... in thl' 
north, against the king of Lower Egypt [Merikare ofHerakleopolis] and his army" 
(Cll2:482). 

The grim reality of warfare during Montuhotep I's reconquests is illustrated by 
the "Tomb of the Warriors" at Deir el-Bahri in Middle Egypt, where the partially 
preserved bodies of sixty warriors of Montuhotep I were discovered. All had been 
killed in Montuhotep's wars of unification, with war wounds preserved for foren 
sic analysis. The exact circumstance of their deaths and burials is not known, but it 
is generally assumed that they died during a siege in some heroic and decisive 
circumstances that merited special burial honors, perhaps in the final assault on 
Herakleopolis itself (SSN, discussed on pp. 438-40). 

Foreigrl campaigns ifMontuhotep I {c. 2035-2022?} 

The conquest of the Nile Valley did not end Montuhotep's military activities. Tlw 
traditional desert enemies of Egypt - the bedoLIII1\ 0(" Sill,\! ,ll1d the I ibyans of thl' 
Wl'stl" n I)l'Sl'rt lel11ained recalcitrant. AlthOlll,h W·1I1l the l'X,ln rhronolo~ 

\811 
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cannot be determined, the conqueror undertook expeditions against the Sinai, 
Canaan, Libyans in the Western Desert, the western Oases, and Nubia. The evi
dence for these campaigns, though vague and fragmentary, points to an overall 
policy of subduing any possible enemy surrounding Egypt. However, permanent 
Egyptian occupation outside the Nile Valley remained flimsy at this time. 

Two royal inscriptions speak rather generically of Montuhotep's foreign cam
paigns. The Dendera chapel inscription describes "clubbing the eastern lands, 
striking down the hill-countries, trampling the deserts, enslaving the Nubians ... 
lof the] Medjay and Wawat [tribes], the Libyans and the [Easterners], by [the 
power of the war god] Horus" (Cll2:480; PSE Figure 25). Inscriptions from a 
temple at Gebelein also celebrate the reunification and subsequent campaigns. The 
first shows the kings smiting a Libyan called "Hedj-wawesh, Prince of Libya" (FP 
177; PSE Figure 23). The second relief shows Montuhotep smiting four cowering 
prisoners: an Egyptian - representing his conquest of northern Egypt - as well as a 
Nubian, a Canaanite, and a Libyan (PSE Figure 24). The king is described as 
"conquering the Chiefs of the Two Lands, the South and the North [of Egypt], 
land] the foreigners and the two Nile banks [east and west], the Nine Bows and 
hoth Egypts" (MKT 24 = ARE 1:204-5 = Cll2:482). From these two inscrip
lions (NEA 36) we see royal propaganda claiming to have not only reunified 
Egypt, but defeated all of Egypt's traditional foreign enemies. 

Montuhotep's el-Deir inscription describes the defeat of the foreigners, 
.lnd their subsequent ritual acts of submission and oath of loyalty taken to the 
king. 

His [the king's] flames fell among the foreign lands ... the foreign lands were 
hastening [to fight] ... the hinterlands were blocked and the Qedem lands 
were closed [after the Egyptian victory]; ... the Easterners came bowing head 
[in submission] to the banks of the sea. I went downstream to the estate of 
Khss-seat of the Rule of the Two Lands.... the people of the foreign lands 
came with arm bent [in submission]. They made the Oath of the God, 
everyone [of the defeated foreign enemies] therein upon his head, and the 
subjugated man therein was put to work [as forced laborers for Egypt]. 
(ICN 113) 

ther contemporary inscriptions confirm that this is not mere royal brag
g,ldocio. The Western Desert posed two threats: Egyptian fugitives from the Ninth 
I )Yl13sty and Libyan nomads. Some officials and leaders from the collapsing Ninth 
I)ynasty at Herakleopolis fled into the Western Desert, taking last refuge in one or 
lIlore of the oases there. One of Montuhotep's commanders named Kay was sent 
II) the oases, where he defeated and captured the fugitives, bringing them back to 
l'h'Yl1t for punishment. The oases were apparently permanently occupied, since 
Ihl'y were later administered for Montuhotep by Henenu (Cll2:482-3). The 
(ftt)r(s to caplille the last sllpporters of the Ninth Dynasty may have been 
1lllllbll1l'd With thl' .1forl'll1l'ntiom'd punitive r~id  agaimt the Libyans in which 
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"Hedj-wawesh, Prince of Libya" was captured (MKT 24). Montuhotep's hege
mony over the Eastern and Western deserts is confirmed by a funerary inscription 
of an official of the Coptos nome, whose name is lost. His titles included "Over
seer of All Hunters of the West and East", indicating responsibility for the nomads 
of those deserts (ICN 107-8). 

Three pieces of evidence describe Montuhotep's campaigns through the Sinai 
and into Canaan (ECI 69-70). The Deir el-BalJas inscription gives vague refer
ence to military activity in the "Eastern lands" (ECI 69). More detail is provided 
in the account of an expedition to the "mineral country" in the Sinai 
undoubtedly meaning the mines at Wadi Maghara - by an official named 
Akhtoy. His goal was to re-establish Egyptian mines and quarries that apparently 
had become largely inactive since the end of the Old Kingdom. Akhtoy reported: 
"I punished the Eastern [nomads] in their land. It was the fear of the king that 
spread respect for me and his influence that spread terror of me, so that those 
countries in which I went [in the Sinai] cried out 'Hail! Hail!' to his rnight" (MKT 
35). One suspects that at least some of the nomads' salutations were less than 
SIncere. 

At some point thereafter further expeditions were apparently taken to the urban 
areas of southern Palestine; the tomb of general Antef at Thebes depicts an 
Egyptian army assaulting what is clearly a Canaanite city (EWW 38; NEA Figure 3). 
No text accompanies the mural, but it seems to depict a major siege. Additional 
details from this scene concerning siegecraft will be discussed on pp. 447-51. Thl' 
Nubian mercenary commander Tjehemau may have participated in this campaign 
in the murals of Antef's tomb Nubian archers are shown along with the Egyptian 
infantry assaulting the Canaanite fortress. s 

By the end of his reign in 2011, Montuthotep I had reunited Egypt, subdued 
the Nubians, overcome the Libyan nomads and captured the oasis, defeated til( 
eastern nomads, and campaigned in Canaan. His military victories represent .1 

brilliant beginning to the military predominance of Egypt during the reigns of 111\ 
successors. 

Montuhotep II {2011-2000}6 

The long and successful reign of Montuhotep I meant that his son, Montuhotl'P 
II, came to the throne at an advanced age and ruled for only a decade. The militan 
success of his father on all fronts also meant that Montuhotep II faced no serio\! 
military threat, and only few recorded military activities survive from his rei~1 

Instead we find a reign focusing on building, art, and trade. 
Montuhotep I's earlier punitive expeditions against the Easterners of Sinai .llId 

Canaan, despite their nominal submission, were apparently insufficient to enril'd 
quell their military ardor. Montuhotep II's approach to the nulitary problem or th 
Canaanite frontier focused on expanding an elaboratc fortification systcm (I 

borders of the eastern delta to prevent further incursiom the "Great W.t11' 
mentality which in military history has only worked in rOI1JlIl1(lIOt1 With .1 \tlllll 
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army with a policy of regular punitive expeditions beyond the wall. The details of 
Middle Kingdom fortifications will be discussed on pp. 440-5. 

Henenu's expedition to Punt {2004f 

The most notable military mission during the reign of Montuhotep II is Henenu's 
expedition to Punt - the south-west coast of the Red Sea - which is especially 
interesting for its detailed description of logistics. Building on the military vic
lories of his father, Montuhotep II was able to reopen the Red Sea maritime trade 
to Punt, sending his important nlinister Henenu, governor of southern Egypt, as 
kader of the expedition. When he had successfully returned from Punt, Henenu 
(.lrved an inscription describing his expedition on a rock face in Wadi Hamma
nlat. The initial part of the inscription contains the self-adubtion so typical of 
I~gyptian autobiography, but the second half provides a detailed description of his 
expedition to Punt, under orders to return with myrrh, a precious incense. 

I set out from Coptos [in the fifth nome] on the way his majesty commanded 
me, with me being an army of Upper Egypt from the w3bw-garrisons of the 
Theban nome, from Imyotru to Shabet. AJJ royal offices from town and 
country were assembled and followed me, and four companies of scouts [s3
prw] cleared the way before me, smiting any [nomads] who rebelled against 
the king. Hunters, natives of the deserts, were employed as bodyguards ... 
Setting out with an army of3000 men, I made the road into a river, the desert into 
a field border. For I gave a water skin and a bread bag, with two qs-measures 
of water and twenty loaves, to everyone of [the 3000 men in the expedition] 
every day. Donkeys were laden with sandals; when a foot became unshod 
another sandal was ready. I also made twelve wells on the valley floor and two 
wells in Idahet, one measuring twenty cubits, the other thirty. I made another 
ill Yaheteb of 10 by 10 cubits at all water levels. Then I reached the sea and 
then I built this fleet. I loaded it with everything when I made for it a great 
\acrifice of cattle and goats. When I had returned from the sea I had done 
what his majesty had commanded me, bringing for him all kinds of gifts that I 
11;1d found on the shores of god's land [Punt]' ... Never had the like been done 
hy any King's Friend since the [mythical] time of the god. (AEAE 53-4) 

I hc cxtensive logistical and scouting preparations described in this account
 
Illll1strate why Egyptian arnlies were able to operate successfully hundreds of
 

IrOI11 their nulitary bases in Egypt. Nomads were hired - or perhaps bribed
I \C as scouts and guides. Four companies of scouts - perhaps one vanguard, 
1"'1 guard and one on each flank - kept the army safe from ambush. Donkeys 

organized for supply transport, including food, water, and spare sandals, 
'I (\lll11ably other equipment. Although generally not mentioned in the sour
IInd,11 Jogi,(IcaJ planning undoubtcdly lay behind all successful foreign 

II) IIL'lh 
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Montuhotep III {200Q-1998} 

Major military activities are not recorded in this short and poorly document. ,I 
reign. One mining expedition was dispatched to the Wadi el-Hudy ameth, 
mines under Shed-ptah, "commander of the foreign troops". Another was sent II 
Wadi Hammamat, possibly to establish some water stations on the desert routn ( , 
the quarries. It was commanded by Se'onkh, "the general responsible for II. 
[desert] highlands" who, like Henenu, equipped his men, numbering only t.O 

adults, with "water skins, baskets, bread, beer and every fresh vegetable of th 
South" (ARE 217 = Eel 72), again emphasizing the logistical basis of Egyptt.1 
expeditions. 

The most notable mission, however, occurred in 1999 and was commanded h 
the vizier Amenemhet, who led an expedition to the quarries in Wadi Hamill 
mat, reaching the port of Mersa Gawasis that was destined to become the prinClI' 
Red Sea port in future years.8 His expedition, said to have numbered "10,000 Illl 

from the southern nomes of Upper Egypt, and from the garrisons of Thebes", '" 
sent to "bring a precious block of the pure stone of this mountain" for the kin ' 
sarcophagus. The expedition included "miners, artificers, quarrymen, artl,1 
draughtsmen, stonecutters, and gold-workers". Three thousand sailors later tran 
ported the huge block down the Nile to the delta. Amenemhet emphasized III 
personal administrative skill, noting that not a man nor animal perished on Ih 
expedition - a not uncommon claim in autobiographies from this period, imp" 
ing divine blessing on the journey. It is important to note that Amenemhet's abdll 
to mobilize, supply, and command 10,000 men in the Eastern Desert probahl 
contributed to his later victory in the civil war that followed the death of Ml'lI 
tuhotep II I. 

Civil war {1998-1991} (ECl 72-4) 

The Turin Canon records a gap of seven years after Montuhotep III; this posslbl 
covers a year or two of the reign of an ephemeral Mentuhotep IV, but prob'lbl 
indicates a period of chaos and civil war, the details of which have not been prt 
served (C112:492-3). It is sometimes suggested that the vizier Amenemhet, whll 

led the Wadi Hammamat expedition described in the last section, rebelled agalmt 
Montuhotep III or his successor. However that may be, some fragments frolll 
contemporary biographies reflect the problems of the time. These COlTie from lhl' 
family of Nehry, nomarch of Hermopolis (the fifteenth "Hare" nome, ECI 7') 
After the standard flamboyant self-aggrandizement, Nehry records a battle with .11 

unnamed king who had besieged Nehry's army in Hermopolis and was challl,t1 
ging Nehry to come out of his city to battle: "[The king chaJlenged:1 'draw ym 
up the battle line! See, I too am in battle line!' But I INehryl was a fOrITes, til 
ftghting in Shedyet-sha to which all the people rallied ... who rescued his CIty Oil 

the day of terror instigated by the [attack of the army of thel kiJ'g's house" (ECI 
73). Meanwhile, Nehry's SOil Kay aided in the defense of Ilel"l11opoli, III: 
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recruited the city's draftees of young men in order that its levees be numer
us.... I trained my draftees of young men and went to fight along with my 
ity. I acted as its fortress in Shedyet-sha. When there was no one with me 

except my retainers; [while the king's army included mercenary Nubian] 
Medjay, Wawat, [Egyptian] southerners, Easterners, the Southland and the 
Delta being united against me. I emerged, the affair being a success, my entire 
city being with me without loss. (ECI 73) 

Kay is apparently describing a more professional army of the "young men" in 
\ervice supported by the city militia mobilized to defend his city when under 

Irk. But the exact background and circumstances of this battle are unclear. 
III c his family retained power in Hermopobs, it appears that he was in alliance 
II h the upstart Amenemhet against the soon-to-be-toppled "king's house" of 
1 Illuhotep IV Here we see a local nomarch, mobilizing his provincial army, 

"ling a royal army behind fortress walls, but unwilling to leave the safety of 
1,11\(' walls and face the enemy in open battle. The king's army, it will be noted, 

Ilided troops from Egypt, and mercenaries from Nubia and Canaan. 
l\vO literary sources provide a broader context for the events of the civil war 

d the rise to power of Amenemhet I: the "Instructions of Amenemhet" and the 
'Inphecy of Neferti". Although purporting to describe events associated with 

I cign of Amenemhet I, both works are at least semi-fictional, and their precise 
(nrical significance is debated. These texts none the less provide insights into the 
) plian view of the rise of Amenemhet, at least from the perspective of the later 
,iI propaganda of the victor. 

The "Prophecy of Neferti,,9 

I'hl\ is a fascinating proto-messianic text - a prophecy of the coming of a future 
1I1~  who will free Egypt from its enemies and restore the divinely established 
.1('1 of the gods. Although the "prophecy" is set in the time of king Sneferu of 

•	 ':ourth Dynasty, it is generally assumed to be a work of propaganda from the 
''-:11 of Amenemhet, which justifies his ascension to the throne as the fulfillment 
IIll: gods' plan as described in an "ancient" prophecy. According to the text, all 

urtiers and priests are gathered to pay their respects at court; the king is 
Inl illed of a great sage named Neferti, a priest of the cat-goddess Bastet of 
Ih,\\lis in the eastern delta. Neferti is brought before the king and asked to pro
Iny the future. The prophecy begins with a vision of devastation in Egypt 
"1I e the reign of Amenemhet - presumably during the period of instability and 
iI wnr before his ascension {1998-1991}. The Nile is dry, storms rage, the land 

IIlfCllilc and depopulated. Then the Easterners invade the Delta from the east: 

I he l<lnd is burdened with misfortune
 
Ik'c.1lJ't' oflhose senrching for food,
 
I,l\ll'rnen 1'0,111 ling lhl' land.
 

\~1( \'JI 
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Foes have arisen in the east,
 
Easterners have descended into Egypt.
 
The [frontier] fortifications are destroyed ...
 
The animals of the [nomads] of the desert
 
will drink from the river of Egypt (CS 108)
 

Chaos spreads, as civil war breaks out in Egypt: 

I will show you the land in turmoil
 
That which has never happened [before] has happened
 

One will seize the weapons of warfare,
 
The land lives in confusion
 
One wiU make arrows of copper,
 
One will beg for bread with blood ...
 
A man sits with his back turned,
 
While one man kiUs another.
 
I show you a son as an enemy,
 
A brother as a foe
 
A man kiUing his own father. ...
 
The land [ruled by the king] diminishes
 
But its [smaU independent] rulers are numerous
 
[The land is] bare, but its taxes are great ...
 
Re [the supreme god] separates himselffrom mankind. (CS 108-9)
 

AJl is not lost, however, for in his vision Neferti sees the coming of a redeeml" 
king who will drive out the enemies of Egypt and restore order. He reunitl 
Egypt, defeats rebellious Egyptians and drives out the Libyan and Eastern invader' 

Then a king will come from the south
 
Imeny [Amenemhet]' the justified, is his name
 
A son is he of a woman of the land of Nubia,
 

A child is he of Upper Egypt.
 
He will take the white crown [of south Egypt],
 
He will wear the red crown [of north Egypt];
 
He wiU unite the Two Mighty Ones [goddesses ofUpper and Lower Egyptl .
 

Rejoice, 0 people of his time
 
The son of man [Amenemhet] will make his name forever and ever. ...
 

The Easterners wiU faU to his slaughter,
 
The Libyans wiU faU to his flame,
 
The rebels [within Egypt] to his wrath,
 

The traitors to his might,
 
He will build the "Walls of the Ruler" Ion the north cast Dt'lt;11
 

To prevent Easterners fj·OJ11 dcscendi ng to Egypt.
 
Then order will come into its place. (CS lOt) 10)
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Amenemhet's rise to power is thus portrayed as the divine mandate of the gods to 
save Egypt from chaos and invasion. 

Arnenernhet's victory in the Civil War {1993?-1991} 

The rather vague and propagandistic panegyrics of the "Prophecy of Neferti" are 
supplemented by several more concrete reference to Amenemhet's victories in the 
civil wars. The first comes from an inscription of Khnumhotep I, a nomarch of 
Beni Hasan in Middle Egypt: 

I went down with his majesty [Amenemhet] to Imlet] in twenty ships of 
cedar; then he came to Pelusium lin the north-east delta] ... When he had 
expeUed him [the rival in the civil war] from the two banks of Horus [the 
Nile] .... Nubians perished ... and Syrians feU. [Amenemhet] organized the 
land [of Egypt] ... the two banks [of the Nile]. (AlB 148-9 = ARE 1:225, 
283; Cll2:496-7) 

In return for his services, Khnumhotep was appointed "overseer of the eastern 
desert in Menat-Khufu" (AlB 152). 

The Nesu-Montu inscription, written by one of Amenemhet's generals, prob
.\bly recalls some of the battles of the civil war as well: 

I am one firm of foot, excellent of counsel, one whose conduct his lord [king 
Amenemhet] praises. The conscripts of Thebes adore me, as I never made 
display of cruelty [in disciplinary punishment] .... I am the only one worthy to 
be called the hero of this land, swift of hand and quick of pace, a citizen 
skilled in arms. I trained the troops in ambush, and at daybreak, the landing
stage [of the city] surrendered. When I grasped the tip of the bow, I led the 
battle for the Two Lands. I was victorious, my arms making so much spoil 
that I had to leave some on the ground. I destroyed the foes, I overthrew the 
enemies of my lord [Amenemhet], there being none other whole will say the 
like. (AlB 108) 

I hus, despite the uncertainties concerning the specific course of the civil war, the 
1111.11 result is clear: the prime rninister Amenemhet emerged victorious, ascending 
I he throne as king Amenemhet I, founder of the Twelfth Dynasty. 

Twelfth Dynasty {1191-1786}10 

Amenemhet I {1991-1971/1962}11 

III 111L' po,thumous "Instructions of Amenemhet",12 the dead king appears to his 
nil )cllwmret I as J ghost in a dream or vision after his assassination, giving his son 

hlll,llI \lill1l11,lIY (If 111\ l1lilitJIY cart'cr ill rather F;cncrali7ed and poetic terms: 
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I [Amenemhet] strode to Elephantine [Aswan in the far south] 
I traveled to the Marshes [of the delta in the north] 
I stood firm on the limits of the land, having seen its midst 
I attained the borders of the [frontier] strongholds 
With my strong arm, and my [military] feats .... 
All that I decreed was as it should be. 
I tamed lions, and captured crocodiles. 
I subjugated the Nubians, and captured Medjay; 
I made the Syrians do the "dog-walk". (TS 207-8 = AEL 1:137) 

Though this is a stylized and poetic summary, the essence of Amenemhet's calll 
paigns is clear from the text. He conquered all Egypt during the civil war (as in the 
previous section), established firm frontier fortifications, and campaigned agalll ,I 

both Nubia and Canaan. 
Upon securing the throne through victory in the civil war, the new king buill 

new fortified capital named Amenemhet-lti-tawy - "Amenemhet, seizer of thl 
Two Lands", some fifty miles south of Cairo (modern el-Lisht; EAE 2:294 
AEA 84), perhaps in part to establish a new secure base of operations outside tl1l' 
sphere of influence - and possible intrigue - of the priests and courtiers of the old 
regime he had overthrown. Amenemhet also reorganized the nome structure and 
appointed new officers to insure personal loyalty to himself (AlB 152-3), and 
continued royal sponsorship of expeditions to the diorite quarries to the south 
west of Aswan (C112:497). 

With Egypt unified, Amenemhet faced the two standard military problems 01 

all Egyptian rulers: the Nubian frontier, and the north-eastern frontier. On both 
frontiers Amenemhet's policy was the same: offensive invasion aimed not so mLllh 
at direct occupation, but at undermining the military capabilities of the Nubian 
and Canaanites, while securing the frontier with a strong fortification system. 

Amenemhet's Nubian policy (AAA 49-50) 

Amenemhet was said to have been "the son of a woman from Ta-sety" (TS 138), ,I 

term often associated with Nubia. Though he was half Nubian, he did not shO\,\ 
any particular favor towards his mother's ancestral homeland. The broad outlinl'\ 
of Amenemhet's Nubian strategy can be learned from archaeology and SOIlW 

fragmentary inscriptions from Girgawi, which describe a campaign against north 
ern Nubians - calJed the "C-group" by archaeologists (EAE 1:258-9). Thl' 
expedition was under the command of the vizier lntefiqer, who left a description 
of the desolation caused by his invasion. 

This [temporary fortified] enclosure being built, then I slaughtered Nubial1\ 
and all the rest ofWawat [Nubia]. Then I went upstream [southl in victory, 
slaughtering the Nubian in their own land, and came back downstrl',Ull 
stripping crops, and cutting down the rest of thl'll trel', ,'0 th,n 1 rmild put (Ill' 
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to their homes, as is done against a rebel against the king. I have not heard of 
another soldier doing the like.... lntefiqer [sailed] in the ship called "Great 
Oar". (VAE 95-6 = AlB 134) 

Tom this account it appears that the Nubians had "rebelled" against Egypt, perhaps 
II 11 ply implying either a refusal to accept Amenemhet's suzerainty, or some type of 
lid by Nubians into Egypt. In response, the Egyptians sent a fleet around the First 
,Itaract at Aswan, probably through the canal originally cut by Weni in the Sixth 

I )ynasty (AEL 1:21). The army regiments either marched on the riverbank, supported 
I} the river fleet, or were transported by the fleet, At some point they built a tem
lorary fortified camp as a base for military operations. Thereafter, the army advanced 
Ilrther southwards, systematically slaughtering any Nubians they found, while 
Il'~troying  their crops, orchards, and cities, and leaving devastation in their wake. 

The Korosko inscription allows us to date the campaign to year 29 {1962}, and 
111l'ntions a number of the other commanders: Shnumu, Amenemhet (not the 

Ing), lshteka, and "the king's son Nakhti" who "came to overthrow Wawat 
[northern Nubia]" (AlB 128 = ARE 1:228). lntefiqer's fleet, described as "com
tllg and going against Wawat", was under the command of "Redis, the overseer of 
the ships" (AlB 129). Amenemhet's Nubian campaigns resulted in the extension of 
I.gyptian military power to the Second Cataract, where he built the Semna fortress 
(I IAE 161), the first in a string offortresses designed to give Egypt direct domination 
llvcr northern Nubia and control over trade between Nubian Africa and Egypt. 

The northern frontiers 

Whereas Amenemhet's Nubian policy was one of invasion and pushing the 
houndaries southward, in the north he remained essentially on the defensive. The 
l',lrlier problem of Eastern bedouin incursions continued, compelling Amenemhet 
I () strengthen the eastern delta fortifications with the "Wall of the Ruler" at Wadi 
ILnuilat (CS 1:110; C112:497); archaeological remains of these fortifications have 
Ilot been discovered. This fortification process was supplemented by punitive raids 
,\gainst the nomads beyond the Egyptian fortified border. The Nesu-Montu 
Inscription describes one such expedition in Year 24 {1967}: 

I destroyed the [nomadic] wild bow-people, the Sand-dwellers. I demolished 
[their] fortresses and prowled like a jackal on the desert's edge. I went up and 
down through their streets, there being not my match therein, because [the 
war god'l Montu had ordered the victory. (ECI 77 = AlB 109 = ARE 1:227-8) 

As on the north-eastern frontier, fortresses were also built in the western delta 
,II Oaret cl-Dahr south of Wadi Natrun to defend the Western Desert approaches 

gypt. Details about campaigns against the Libyan western frontier are not 
"'nown, though thc "1)'opIH:cy of Neferti" claims "the Libyans will fall to [Ame
ncmhet\1 n,lIl1l'" (C~  110) 1I11plylllg th.ll soniC type of punitive expeditions were 
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undertaken to subdue the Libyans. Indeed, when Amenemhet was assassinated in 
1962, his son Senwosret was on a campaign in the Libyan desert, from which he 
was quickly recalled to secure the vacant throne (TS 27). 

In year 20 {1971} the aging Amenemhet made his son Senwosret I co-regent 
{co-regent, 1971-1962; sole ruler, 1962-1928}. Thereafter Senwosret seems to 
have controlled foreign policy and led most major military expeditions. The mili
tary affairs of the last decade {1971-1962} of Amenemhet's reign, during his co
regency with Senwosret I, will thus be discussed in the next section, since they 
represent the military policy ofSenwosret. Despite his great military achievements, 
Amenemhet's political policy caused dissatisfaction and instabiliry at court, where 
he was assassinated by a harem conspiracy that was organized by a vizier but 
implemented by his own bodyguard. According to the "Instructions of Ame
nemhet", the ghost of the murdered king returned to his son and successor Sen
wosret and described his murder: 

After supper, when darkness had fallen ... I was lying on my bed ... I woke 
to fighting, and I found it was an attack of the bodyguard ... Had women [of 
the harem] ever before commanded troops [to attack the king]? (TS 207; 
Man. 34-6) 

Amenemhet's murder apparently created a temporary succession crisis, but ultimately 
the conspirators failed, and his son Senwosret was able to succeed to the throne. 

Senwosret (Sesostris) I {1971/1962-1928}13 

Senwosret's personal reign began with a crisis {l962}. He had been sent by his 
father on a punitive expedition into Libya, and "was returning [to Egypt]' having 
carried off Libyan captives and all sorts of cattle without number", when a mes
senger met his army on the march and informed him of the assassination of his 
father. Remembering his father was himself a usurper, and realizing that his throne 
was at stake, "he did not wait a moment; the falcon [Senwosret] flew off with his 
[personal] followers (Sn7sw), without informing [the rest of] army" of the death of 
king Amenemhet. His quick march to the palace at el-Lisht forestalled the assas 
sins, and he was able to claim the throne (TS 27-8). 

Although the first ten years of Senwosret's reign {1971-1962} had been spent 
in co-regency with his father, Senwosret appears to have been in charge of foreign 
and military affairs during most of this period. Some punitive expeditions werc 
undertaken against the Libyans (TS 27); an officer, Ded-Iqu, who is proud of 
having "secured his majesty's borders", records that "as commander of young 
recruits" he was sent "to secure the land of the oasis-dweller", probably the Lib 
yans around the Kharga Oasis (AEA 93-4). 

None the less, for the most part Senwosret was satisfied to maintain his north 
western and north-eastern frontiers secure by strongly garrisoned fortifications th.ll 
had been begun by his father (Cl/2:50o-l). This poliCy is explicitly sl<lled by 
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Sinuhe, "he [Senwosret I] will conquer the southern lands [of Nubia], without yet 
considering the northern countries [of Syria]" (TS 31). The maintenance of the 
northern frontier required occasional expeditions against the Sinai bedouins, per
haps in conjunction with mining expeditions to the Sinai for turquoise and copper 
(LA 5:892). A nobleman named Montuhotep described one such punitive expe
dition in his funerary inscription: he "put his terror among the barbarians when he 
silenced the Sand-dwellers, paci£Ying the rebels because of their [rebellious] deeds" 
(ARE 1:256). 

The Eastern Desert of Egypt was also the scene of other paramilitary mining 
l'xpeditions (SI 361-400). Senwosret sent an expedition under the vizier Inteftqer 
10 Wadi Gawasis on the Red Sea, from which ships were built (or assembled from 
Iransported parts) and dispatched to Punt (AlB 139). Several expeditions were sent 
10 the quarries in Wadi Hamammat; an inscription from year 38 {1933} describes 
one with 17,000 men that transported 210 huge stones to make sphinxes (Cl1 
2:500). Although not strictly a military expedition, the huge size of the force 
Ieflects the Egyptians' logistical capacity to mobilize and sustain large armies m the 
rield. The military prominence of the reign of Senwosret I is also reflected in some 
of the tomb paintings of the period. The Beni Hasan rock-cut tombs of Khety 
(LOmb 17, c. 2000) and Amenemhet (tomb 2, c. 1950) both contain depictions of 
wrestlers training, and of actual combat (EWP 120-1, 126), which will be dis
llissed in greater detail on pp. 433-8. 

The Nubian frontier 

'lcnwosret's major lnilitary efforts, however, were centered on the Nubian frontier, 
filClising on securing access to the mineral resources of Nubia (51 237-360; M = 
I rAAE 45; AAE 41). Expedition inscriptions tell us that he exploited gneiss at 
I'oshka, amethyst at Wadi el-Hudi, and gold and copper at Wadi Allagi in the 
Nllbian eastern deserts. Ameni, commander of the troops of the Oryx nome, 
p,lrticipated in two of these gold-seebng expeditions, which he described in his 
IllLObiography: 

r sailed south [into Nubia] to fetch gold ore to the majesty of King Khe
perkare [Senwosret I], living forever and ever. I sailed south with the Prince, 

ount, Eldest King's Son of his body, [the future] Amenemhet II, life-pros
perity-health. I sailed south with 400 conscripts, the choicest of my troops, 
and returned in safety without loss to them. I brought the gold he had 
demanded, was rewarded for it in the king's house, and the king's son thanked 
me. (AEAB 138 = ARE 1:251-2) 

I hl' second expedition is similarly described: 

rhen I sailed S(Hilh LO bl ing gold ore to the town of Coptos.... I sailed south 
Wllh (JO() lOm( 11)*_ dw bl,lWSI of the Oryx nome. I returned in peace, my 
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soldiers safe, and I had done all I had been ordered. (AEAB 138 ARE 
1:251-2) 

Senwosret's increased military activity in Nubia was closely linked to the eco 
nomic importance of gold, intended to protect the mining expeditions, control 
trade, and prevent possible raids by Nubians into Egypt. In the sixth year {1965}. 
Ibes, son of Id, participated in an expedition to Nubia, in which he "traveled 
downstream with the army". However, he laments: "there was no fighting". 
because of which he was unable to "bring a Nubian back as captive from the land 
of the Nubians" (VAE 95). These incidents reflect the fact that even a moderate 
Egyptian force of from 400 to 600 men could at this time operate with S0111e 
impunity in northern Nubia, perhaps because of the devastation wrought by for 
mer campaigns such as that of Intefiqer, described on pp. 394--5. Ibes's complaint 
that he was not able to bring back Nubian slaves also illustrates the importance of 
personal plunder to Egyptian soldiers. 

In his eighteenth year {1953}, Senwosret launched the major campaign of his 
reign, an expedition into Nubia, commanded by his general Montuhotep (C 1 
2:499-500). In the first phase, Montuhotep led his army to the Second Cataract, 
where they established a new fortified base at Buhen, intended to be the basis for 
permanent Egyptian occupation and annexation of Nubia. (The nature and 
importance of these fortifications will be discussed on pp. 443-5.) A fragmentary 
inscription by the "commander of the army" Montuhotep describes the devasta 
tion wrought on the local population by this campaign: "[the Nubians'] life IS 

finished, [they are] slain ... [their] tents are burned ... their grain cast into tlH 
Nile" (ARE 1:249). 

An inscription near Buhen commemorates this campaign, showing Sen 
wosret and the war-god Montu with ten bound and cowering Nubians symbo 
lizing ten cities, regions, or tribes defeated in the campaign (ARE 1:247). The first 
name on the list is "Kush", the leader of the enemy confederation. This is til(' 
first historical mention of an important new military power in the Sudan, whie h 
will be discussed on pp. 402-6. Although permanent Egyptian occupation 
under Senwosret I ended at the fortress of Buhen at the Second Catarad 
the army campaigned further south into to the land of Kush. Ameni, "COIll 

mander of the troops of the Oryx nome", described the second phase of thl 
expedition: 

I followed my lord [Senwosret 1's heir apparent Amenemhet II] when Ill' 
sailed south to overthrow his enemies [in Kush] among the foreign barbarians 
As Count's Son, Royal Sealbearer, and Chief Troop Corrunander of the Ory\ 
nome did I sail ... 

I passed by Kush, sailing south, 
I reached the ends of the earth; 
I brought back tribute of all kinds 
And praise of me reached [even [ to heaven. 
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Then his majesty returned in safety, having overthrown his enemies in 
wretched Kush. I returned in his following in alertness and no loss occurred 
in my troops. 14 

Like Alexander's army on the banks of the Indus, Ameni and his Egyptian sol
diers felt like they had rHarched to the end of the earth. IS It is possible that the 
I~gyptians  were militarily active as far south as Argo Island, near the Kushite capital 
of Kerma (twenty-five miles north of modern Dongola), where the name Sen
wosret was found inscribed on a vessel - whether it was brought by trade or 
111 ilitary expedition is unclear (C 112:500). The new military frontier of Kush was 
Ilot completely stabilized by Senwosret 1's campaign and fortress building; his 
great-grandson Senwosret III was required to undertake a number of additional 
l.ll11paigns and build more fortresses a half-century later. None the less, the mili
l,lry successes of Senwosret I laid the foundation for the permanent Egyptian 
occupation of Nubia and a century of prosperity for Egypt. 

Amenemhet II {1929-1895}16 

UII til 1980, historians of ancient Egypt generally described the reign of 
l1lenemhet II as one of peace (Cll2:503, HAE 165). The publication of a 

Il'cently discovered inscription from Memphis, however, contains passages from 
"lInenemhet's "Daybook" describing details of his military campaigns into 
.... yria during a single year. Beginning in the Middle Kingdom the Egyptian court 
f.l'pt a "daybook or journal (hrwyt) as a means to record day-to-day accounts 
(Ilicome and disbursements) and events (arrivals, departures, civil and military 
IlI,ltters, court cases, etc.)" (EAE 1:97a; LA 3:789-90). Nearly all of these 
I('cords have perished, but some passages have survived and other sections were 
tlsed as the basis for official military inscriptions on stone. 17 In the case of Ame
1Il'l1lhet II, the recently discovered inscription includes a portion of the court 
l0tlrnal for a single year - often called by Egyptologists the annus mirabilis, or 

,llllazing year" - which includes accounts of tribute received and military cam
p.ligns to Syria. 

Unfortunately the beginning of the inscription is lost and the year in question is 
1101 certain. None the less, the inscription describes a number of different military 
"peditions during this single year. First, there is the "dispatch of the army to 
"henty-she [Lebanese coast]" and its return later in the same year: "the return 
"f the army dispatched to Khenty-she in ten ships" (ECI 78-9). The size of the 

\pcdition, ten ships, indicates that the total size of the force involved was 
plooably in the hundreds, certainly not many more than a thousand men. None 
lill' less, this force was able to return with substantial wealth - though it is not clear 
If this was trade, tribute, or plunder. Their goods included "1665 units of 
ilvcr; 4882 units of gold, [and] 15,961 units of copper" (Eel 79). The list 
.1' wealth also included bronre weapons inlaid with gold, silver, and ivory. A sec
'ild ,1rmy !l·ft EKYpt th.lt ye';II, but is not described as returning. It laconically 
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mentions the "dispatch of the army together with the commander of th, 
elite troops and the commander of the army to hack up Iw3s [Alse?] in Syri,1 
(ECI79). 

Two other armies returned to Egypt in this year, although they had apparent!\ 
been sent out the year before. The first "army" returned with wealth from th" 
"turquoise terraces", presumably an expedition to the Sinai mines. The second 
was more clearly military, a naval plundering raid to Cyprus and another land 
perhaps on the Levantine coast: 

Arrival of the shock troops sent to destroy the towns of Iw3y and Us)' 

[Cyprus]. Tally of prisoners of war brought back from these two foreign lamh 
1554 Easterners [as prisoners]; bronze-and-wood [weapons]: 10 battle-axe\ 
33 scintitars; 12 daggers; 11 knives; [?J javelins, as well as copper, gold, la~m  

lazuli and gems. (ECI 79) 

From the rnilitary perspective one thing is particularly striking: although fifteel! 
hundred people were taken prisoner, only 66 weapons (and an unknown numbel 
of javelins lost in a lacuna) are included in the plunder. This first indicates that ,I 

large number of the prisoners would have been women and children. The weap 
ons list may, in fact, include only bronze weapons, which were considered worth} 
of special attention as plunder for the king. There is also the mention of thirty 
three "scimitars" - literally "reaping implements" (ECI 79 n49) - taken as plun 
del'. Presumably these are the curved "sickle-swords" found in Royal Tombs I-Ill 
at Byblos in Syria and Shechem in Canaan during the late Middle Bronze Age {, 
nineteenth century} (MW 1:142-3, 2:514; AW 1:172-3, 206-7; FP 51). The 
Egyptians called this weapon the kopesh (bps, EG 513, sign T16); there is limited 
evidence for the use of these weapons in Egypt before the New Kingdom, whel! 
they became more widespread. 

In summary, Egypt had four separate military expeditions underway in a single yeal. 
Two were naval expeditions, one to Lebanon and the other to Cyprus. Two other\ 
were overland into the Sinai and Canaan. Egypt was successfully able to exert mod 
erate levels of military force throughout Cyprus, Lebanon, southern Canaan, and 
Sinai in a single year. In the same year, emissaries arrived from both Nubia and Syri,\ 
bringing "tribute" for the king - often a euphemism for merchants arriving with trade 
goods - as well as "suppliants of the Tmp3w [Ugarit?]" with "238 ingots of lead" 
(ECI 79). The inscription also records a large number ofdonations given to the god\ 
and temples, exemplifying the symbiotic relationship between the gods, who gran 
ted Egypt prosperity, wealth, and victory in battle, in return for which the pharaoh 
gave a portion of this wealth back in the form of donations to the gods, through 
priests of the temples, in thanks for divine blessings. While praising and thanking 
the gods for their assistance, however, the army was not forgotten; the I)ayboo\.. 
also records distribution of rewards to the military officers in command (EO 79). 

The survival of Amenemhet II's journal for lhi~ one y,\11 pOlnt\ to ,111 ll11port.lIJl 
historiographical principle that need~  to be le\1l',1(l'd wlwl! [I YII!~  til n', 1l1l\1I11l'l 
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the military history of the ancient Near East: absence of evidence is not necessarily 
evidence of absence. Before the publication of this inscription in 1980, Ame
Ilcmhet II's reign was described as essentially peaceful. In reality there were four 
\I111ultaneous campaigns underway in a single year - the only year for which we 
11.Ive surviving evidence from the Daybooks. Records for most of Egypt's military 
history simply have not survived. All we can do is reconstruct a minimal account 
o[ Egyptian militarism. 

That the military affairs of Nubia were not neglected by Amenemhet is indi
l .Ited by an inspection tour of some of the Nubian frontier fortresses (ARE 1:278). 
I"vo mining expeditions were undertaken to the Sinai in which the local chiefs 
were "suppressed" (VAE 137 = ARE 1:274). In addition there is one record of 
11lilitary intervention on the Nubian frontier, commanded by the "assistant treas
Ilrer" Sihathor, who "reached the land of Nubia [where] the Nubians came 
howing down [in submission] for fear of the Lord of the Two Lands [king Ame
"emhet II]" (VAE 138 = ARE 1:274). There were likewise at least two trading 
voyages to Punt from the major Egyptian Red Sea port of Sawu (Wadi el-Gasus). 
I'he first was in 1901, when "Captain of the Gate" Khentekhtay-wer returned 

\"fely from an expedition to Punt, "his army being with him" (ARE 1:275). The 
\econd, in 1897, was under the Treasurer Khnumhotpe (C1I2:504). 

Commercial relations played an increasingly important role during this period. 
In addition to the Nubian trade for gold and semi-precious stones, Egyptian 
lommercial and cultural contacts flourished with Syria, and extended into Ana
lolia and Crete as well. A number of Egyptian artifacts have been found at Ugarit, 
Megiddo, and other Canaanite cities. Byblos was especially important as an 
I~gyptian  ally; its rulers took the Egyptian title h3ty-' ("count" or "mayor"), and 
t he court at Byblos was strongly influenced by Egyptian culture (Cl/2:503-4; 
I~A E 1:219-21; DANE 62). Byblos probably served as a naval base for at least some 
o[ the maritime expeditions of Amenemhet II described in the Daybook. 
Although the presence of Egyptian artifacts in Syria is generally thought to 
lepresent prestige items acquired through exchange (possibly even in exchanges 
I kit occurred several generations after the artifact was made), given the previously 
IlIlknown military activities of Amenemhet, it is not impossible that some may 
1"present the extent of potential Egyptian military activity as well. 

A treasure consisting of four bronze caskets filled with gold and silver tribute 
1'0m Syria was discovered at the temple of Montu at Tod in Upper Egypt, indi
l ,1ting the rich trade, tribute, or plunder - the Egyptians didn't necessarily always 
di~tinguish between these categories - that was obtained during the reign of 
Alnenemhet II. The growing wealth ofEgypt from trade, tribute, plunder, mining 
expeditions, and expansions and improvements to irrigation systems (such as those 
lIndertaken by Senwosret II in the Fayyum, OHAE 164), laid the foundation for 
I:gypt's military power. The Tomb of Khnumhotep at Beni Hasan (Tomb 3) has 
\plendid color murals depicting the arrival of a Canaanite caravan under 
the chieftain Abisha in Egypt (AW 1:166-7; EWP 124; OHAE 192; BH 1 §30; 

AI( 2/ I:6). Tim 111111.\1 !-t'W\ 1I\ J good indication of the dress and weapons of 
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Canaanite soldiers during this period. The men of the caravan are dressed in col 
orful kilts and tunics, and are armed with bows, javelins, throwing sticks, and 
curved axe. The fact that the men in this caravan are armed indicates the dangel 
of crossing the Sinai, and adds support to the assumption that most trading expl' 
ditions mentioned in Egyptian texts were paramilitary affairs. 

No major military campaigns are recorded for Amenemhet II's successor, SL'II 
wosret (Sesostris) II {1897-1877},18 . 

Sentvosret (Sesostris) III {1878-1843}19 

Militarily, the thirty-five-year reign of Senwosret III was one of the most impol 
tant of the Middle Kingdom. Senwosret III's military prowess became the stuff 01 

later legend; he was remembered over 1500 years later by the Greeks as a con 
queror greater than Alexander. 20 Within Egypt, Senwosret III suppressed till 

semi-independence enjoyed by some of the nomarchs, contributing to a stabilil,\ 
tion of the internal political situation for the next century, while also increasinv 
the central resources of the king (Cll2:505-6). It is unclear if these activitie' 
involved the exercise of military power, or were purely political in nature. Outsidl 
of Egypt, Senwosret III campaigned on both the Nubian and Canaanite frontier' 

Nubian campaigns {187o-1859}21 

In order to facilitate both trade and military access to Nubia, Senwosret III 
repaired and expanded earlier Old Kingdom work on the Aswan canal whil II 
allowed ships to bypass the First Cataract. In his eighth year {1870}, the king had 
the canal enlarged to 75 meters long, 10 meters wide and 7 meters deep (AR I 
1:291-2). With his communications and logistics between Egypt and Nubl,l 
secured by the refurbished canal, Senwosret marched his army southward, past thl 
fortification line ofBuhen at the Second Cataract that had been established by 1m 
grandfather, conquering to half-way between the Second and Third Cataracts and 
establishing a new southern military boundary for Egypt at Semna (ARE 293-4) 
where in the coming years he built and garrisoned eight large mud-brick for 
tresses.22 According to Senwosret's official policy declaration, the new fortified 
boundary was designed ... 

to prevent any Nubian from passing it downstream, either overland or by 
boat, or any herds of the Nubians, apart from any Nubian who shall come to 

trade at [the Egyptian fortified, officially sanctioned trading center at] Iken lat 
the Second Cataractj, or upon any good business that may be done with Itlll' 
Nubians], but forever forbidding a ship of the Nubians to pass by rFortl I Ich 
[Semna]. (EP 135 = Alli 1:293-4) 

As with most Egyptian campaigns, efficient youl1g Of1ill'l' who "lLIght thl' l'Yl' 
of the pharaoh were given rewards and promotion 101 till'll 'lin (',,(ul \('1 Vllt'. On 

d,is or one of the later campaigns, Senwosret was accompanied by one of his 
ourtiers, Sebek-khu, who served as a commander in the army and left an account 

<11" his promotion during the campaign in his autobiography. 

I commanded sixty men when his majesty traveled upstream to overthrow the 
tribesmen of Nubia. Thereupon I captured a Nubian in Kenket [while fight
ing] alongside the regiment of my city. Then I returned downstream [north], 
following with six men of the [royal] residence. Then his majesty appointed 
me as inspector of the retainers and [comnland of a company of] 100 men 
were given to me as a reward. (AIB 120 = ARE 1:306) 

Another undated text from the mortuary biography of Ibia describes his com
11I,lI1d of a campaign in Kush, probably under Senwosret III, but perhaps unde;
1I1other ruler: 

The king sent me to open up Kush because he deemed me efficient. I set the 
power of the Lord of the Two Lands [the king of Egypt] in the midst of 
rebellious foreign lands [of Kush], and followed the monuments of thebng 
into remote foreign lands. (AEA 127) 

I his text indicates the difficulty of subduing Kush, the land beyond Nubia; the 
'L'W that it was a "remote foreign land" implies that military operations in Kush 

,I I etched the logistical limits of the Egyptians to their maximum capacity. The 
"llrase "following the monuments of the king" into foreign lands possibly has 
I e(crence to images of the king carried with the army and set up in a portable 
I'rine (e.g. BH 2 §15c). Since the king was always the official, though frequently 
Ibscnt, leader of the campaign, images of the king may have been carried with the 
II Illy; statues and stele of kings were certainly erected along the campaign trail. 
1\ ILcrnatively, the phrase "following the monuments of the king" may refer to the 
-Ielc of Senwosret at Semna, or a similar monument. 

The goals of Senwosret III's original campaign were not immediately fully 
Il hieved. The Nubian frontier was by no means stable and secure in the coming 
n',1rS, requiring several additional punitive expeditions. In 1866 Senwosret III 
1f.\,lin "journeyed to overthrow Kush" (ARE 1:294); four years later, in year 16 
: I862}, Senwosret erected a victory and boundary stele near fort Semna, which 
lk'scribes his ongoing efforts at the pacification of the Nubians. 

IThe King] making the southern boundary [of Egypt] at Semna:� 
I have made my boundary, going further south than my forefathers.� 
I have exceeded [the military conquests] that were handed down to me.� 
I am a king, whose word becomes deed ...� 

Ill' who is aggressive to capture, swift to success ...� 
Who i, 1I11111crCIIlti to till' l'rH:I11Y that attacks him;� 
Who ,lll;"k, wlwlI lIt \( knl, ,llId 1\ (lUll't when it is quiet; ...� 
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For he who remains quiet after [an enemy] attack, 
He is making the enemy's heart strong. 
Aggression is bravery; retreat is vile. 
He who is driven from his boundary is a true back-turner, 
Since the Nubian only has to hear [of the approach of the Egyptial1 1111 
to fall [in submission1at a word: 
Answering [the Nubian] makes him retreat. 
One is aggressive to him and he shows his back; 
Retreat and he becomes aggressive. (VAE 43-6 = ARE 1:294) 

Perhaps protesting too much, Senwosret's grandiose claims are undouh 
reflection of the problems of securing his new southern border beyond till , 
Cataract. When Senwosret talked of "he who remains quiet after lal1 t 
attack is making the enemy's heart strong", he was probably alluding to .111 

military experience of Nubian insurgency against Egyptian occupatiol1 
strong Egyptian armies were present on the southern frontier, the Nubw. 
Kushites subnutted. But such subnussion was nominal, and when the 

Egyptian field army withdrew or they saw other signs ofEgyptian weakncss (l 
frontier, the Nubians and Kushites recommenced resistence and raiding. ~t/l  

ret's statement is given in the form of military advice, probably represcl1l1l1 
conventional wisdom of Egyptian policymake::s on dealing with recalcitr.lIlt 
nLies on their frontiers. 

Senwosret faced this ongoing Nubian insurgency to his invasion with u 
Egyptian brutality. 

[The Nubians are] not a people to be respected.... 
I have seen it in person, it is not an untruth, 

For I have plundered their women, and carried off their underlings, 
Gone to their wells, driven off their bulls, 
Torn up their corn, and put fire to it.... (VAE 43-6) 

The plunder from Nubia also included gold, one of the principle reasol1S t 

the Egyptian desire to control the trade there. The holy of holies in the (hu'. 
temple at Abydos was adorned with some of the Nubian plunder, a gifl fll! till 
victory the gods had given him, "which he [the god Osiris] caused my 111.1.1'( 
[the king Senwosret III] to bring from Upper Nubia in victory and in triul11pl 
(ARE 1:298). 

Even after the expeditions in 1866 and 1862, another campaign was nercss.u 
in year 19 {1859}, in which "the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Khl'k.UI 
[Senwosret III], living forever, journeyed [southward], overthrowing the wrl'tt hl'l 

Kush" (ARE 1:301). Thus, the pacification of the Nubian frontier required 1111" 

tary intervention every three to four years, frequently under the command or th 
king himself; it is likely that there were other c~Jllpaig11S  whose relOlds ,lIl' Imt 
Obviously aware of the potential difficullies of the Nubl.ll1 f'l'OnUl'l. \('IlWOSII'1 
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It,d his victory stele at Semna with a special plea to his descendents to 

III his territory in Nubia: 

for any son of nune who shall maintain this boundary which My Majesty 
1\ made, he is my [true] son and was born to me ... but he who shall destroy 
IIld fail to fight for it, he is not my son and was not born to me. (EP 135) 

1\let was obviously concerned that the ongoing military difficulties and 
.. of his occupation of southern Nubia nLight encourage Ius successors to 

11111 his hard-won conquests. In order to administer his new domains, Sen
t I reated a third Egyptian adnLinistrative nLinistry (waret) alongside the stan

[\\.0 of northern and southern Egypt. He called it the "head of the south", 

II Incorporated Elephantine and Nubia (HAE 167). 

The Corifederation of Kush23 

pcople of central Sudan south of the Second Cataract who faced the Egyptian 
Hight are known historically as the Kushites, and archaeologically as the 
11.1 Culture. The kingdom of Kush centered on their capital city of Kenna 
I 2:227-8), a few nwes north of modern Dongola, in a fertile agricultural 

II Oil the southern Nile. By the time of Senwosret's invasion the inner city of 
111;\ was surrounded by imposing fortifications, probably built in response to 
~,()wing  Egyptian threat. The site has been occupied since around 2500, but 

I,'gion seems to have coalesced into a kingdom perhaps around 2000. The 
·.10111 - perhaps more accurately described at this time as a confederation 
III 11 passed the land from the Second to the Fourth Cataracts. By the Second 
Imediate Period it would become a serious military rival to Egypt, intervening 

Idll.\rily in Egypt; a thousand years later the other Kushite kings would conquer 
II I ule Egypt as the Twenty-fifth Dynasty {755-656}. 

I )Ul.: to lack of surviving indigenous written sources, we are forced to rely on 
I \ pi ian records and archaeology for historical information about Kush. From the 

I" ration Texts (discussed on pp. 415-8), we know the names of several rulers of 
mh during the nineteenth century. Unfortunately, little more is known about them 
1111 their names; the following dates can be nothing more than vague estimates. 
IIlg Kaa ruled around 1900. He was succeeded first by his son Teriahi {1880'}, 

lid then by a sl.:cond son Awawa {1870?}; Awawa was in turn succeeded by his 
1111 IUtererJses {1850?}. The Execration Texts also contain the names of a number 

" other Nubian commanders and chiefs, and of queens (CS 1:50-1; SIP 253-4). 
Allhough generally described as "wretched" and cowardly in Egyptian military 

pltlpag<lnda, their military prowess in facing the Egyptian invasion can be inferred 
h> Il'ading between thl' lines. As described above, Senwosret III was forced to 
IIl1dcltakl' rmil k.110WII r.lInp,ligm lhere were quite possibly others for which 
I "I mds h,lY\' 1101 S~II \.-I\'\'<I 1111 dUIl'11 yc,lIs against the Kushites, building six large 

1<11 t I t'SSt'S .It tilt' \tlllllA JlIllllh (ll11d\.\~IY  IWI WI'l'l1 lhe Second and Third Cataracts) 
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to control the border. Given Egypt's overwhelming superiority in wealth, resour
ces, and manpower, the Kushites obviously defended their homeland with valor; 
their capital and three-fourths of their kingdom remained unconquered. The new 
boundary at Semna also probably in part represents the maximum Egyptian logis
tical capacity at this time. 

The Canaanite campaigns of Senwosret III (M = HAAE 49) 

The military activity of Senwosret III in Canaan is much less well documented 
than his Nubian campaigns. This may in part reflect less interest in Canaan, but, if 
the example of the inscription of Amenemhet II discussed above is typical, it more 
likely represents a dearth of surviving sources. It seems, however, that there was no 
attempt by the Egyptians to establish permanent colonial rule in Canaan as there 
was in Nubia. None the less, the sparse evidence demonstrates that Egyptian armies 
and navies did operate throughout Canaan, and on the coastal regions of Syria. 

The most important military text relating to Canaan is the Inscription ot 

Sebek-khu, an important military commander of the age who had begun his 
military career during Senwosret's Nubian campaigns. Sebek-khu described an 
undated campaign of Senwosret against Canaan: 

[After the Nubian campaign] his majesty traveled downstream [northward] to 
overthrow the Bedouin of the Canaan. His majesty arrived at a foreign land, 
Shechem [skmm] by name.... Then Shechem fell, together with the vile 
Retjenu [Canaanites], while I acted as the rearguard [for the army on its 
return march to Egypt]. Then the soldiers joined in to fight with the East· 
erners [who attacked the rear of the column]. Thereupon I [personally] cap 
tured an Easterner. Then I had his weapons seized by two soldiers. There was 
no turning back from the fray, but my face was [always] to the fore [of the 
battle]. I did not show my back to the Easterner [in retreat] .... [In reward, 
Senwosret] gave to me a staff of electrum into my hand, a bow, and a daggn 
wrought with electrum, together with the weapons [I had captured from tht' 
enemy]. (AlB 120 = ARE 1:304-5) 

This text is interesting for what it both does and does not say. The purpose of 
this mortuary inscription is to glorify the deeds of the deceased Sebek-khu, and 
thus it unfortunately provides neither a date nor a broader strategic context in 
which the campaign occurred. None the less, if the identification of skmm with 
the biblical Shechem is correct, it demonstrates that the Egyptian army at this time 
could operate well into northern Canaan. In any event, it is clear from the text that 
the Egyptians did not permanently occupy Shechem, nor decisively defeat tht 
Canaanites, for as Sebek-khu leads the rearguard of the withdrawing Egyptian 
army, the Canaanites are still bold enough to attack the retreating Egyptians. Tht'lt' 
are hints of other military activity in Canaan as well; a mining inscription in WadI 

Hammamat records a "smiting of the four eastern countries" (ARE 1:3(2), wimh 

Hill 

may have reference to Canaan, but could alternatively refer to nomads in the 

Eastern Desert or Sinai. 

The legend of Sesostris the Conqueror 

Senwosret is also an important figure in later Greek legends, which seem to con
flate several different kings into a single composite figure whom they called 
Sesostris or Sesoosis. 24 Manetho records late Egyptian legendary recollections of 

Senwosret's Canaanite campaigns. 

In nine years [Senwosret] subdued the whole of [the Near East], and Europe 
as far as Thrace, everywhere erecting memorials of his conquest of tribes. 
Upon pillars he engraved for a valiant race the secret parts of a man, for an 
ignoble race those of a woman. Accordingly he was esteemed by the Egyp
tians as next in rank to [the god] Osiris. (Man. 32-6)25 

According to Diodoms, Sesostris's conquests outstripped those of AJexander the 
Great, including India and the Ganges valley, and Scythian Central Asia (1.55). Whereas 
Alexander only dreamed of an Arabian campaign before his death, Sesostris 
accomplished it: "he overcame drought and failure of provisions to subdue the 
entire nation of the Arabians, which had never been conquered ere this time"; 
Sesostris is likewise said to have "reduced the greatest part of Libya to subjection" 
(Diod. 1.53). He also organized a fleet of 400 ships for the conquest and explora
tion of the Red Sea (Diod. 1.55). Diodorus claims that Sesostris's victories were 
stopped in Thrace - by the unconquerable ancestors of the Greeks, of course 
only because of lack of supplies. However exaggerated these tales may be, they 
none the less demonstrate that Senwosret's military career was extraordinary enough 
for him still to be remembered 1500 years later as the greatest Egyptian conqueror. 

Amenemhet III {1843-1797}26 

Amenemhet III is most fanl0US from later Greek legend as Ammenemes, the 
builder of the fabled Labyrinth, which was actually the pyramid and temple com
plex at Hawara. 27 His prominence as a cultural figure is well justified by the 
prosperity and achievements of most of his nearly half-century reign, including 
hath Nubian and Syrian trade, the agricultural expansion of the Fayyum, and 
mineral exploitation of the Sinai and Nubia (HAE 169-70; Cl17.:509-12). From a 
lI1ilitary perspective, his reign seems to have been largely a period ofpeace, though 
there are a few indications of some low-level military activities. 

The /"orth-eastem frontier 

'\11 inscription from Yl..l JH42} mcntions "the opening of the land of the 

I',.lsterners" by till' ",11111 lllilltllllldl"" AmCJ1el11het son of Ibeb (ARE 1:313). 
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Some military activity in Canaan is confirmed, at least in an idealized sense, by a 
splendid pectoral of the princess Mereret, showing a scene of her brother Ame
nemhet III in the traditional "smiting" stance, grabbing the hair of a Canaanite 
bedouin and raising an axe-mace to smite him, with a generic martial inscription: 
"the good god [the kingl, the lord of the Two Lands [of Egypt]' smiter of all for
eign lands, Nimaatre [Amenemhet III]" (EWP 116; TEM 150-1; RA3 122). 
Other glyphs speak of him as "he who defeats the Eastern bedouins" (TEM 151). 
In general, however, the north-eastern frontier seems to have been relatively 
peaceful. By the end of Amenemhet Ill's reign a policy of more or less open bor
ders seems to have allowed the peaceful migration of Eastern nomads into the 
north-east delta, laying the foundation for the rise of semi-autonomous Canaanite 
rulers in the delta in subsequent generations (OHAE 169; see Chapter Eighteen). 

The Sinai (RA3 217-27) 

Throughout the Middle Kingdom the turquoise and copper mines of the Sinai 
continued to be exploited by regular Egyptian expeditions. This exploitation 
reached its peak in the reign of Amenemhet III, perhaps achieving the point 
where we can speak of a quasi-permanent Egyptian garrison at the mines. The 
reign of Amenemhet III is particularly rich in surviving inscriptions of such 
expeditions; 59 graffiti or inscriptions from Amenemhet Ill's reign have been dis
covered in the region, nearly three times the number of those from all his Middle 
Kingdom predecessors combined (RA3 251; OHAE 168). These expeditions 
presumably reflect the overall pattern of Egyptian paramilitary operations in the 
Sinai throughout this period. Although frequently commanded by Treasury offi
cials, and generally concerned solely with mining turquoise and copper, there 
seems to have been a military component to most, if not all, expeditions to the 
Sinai mines. 

Some inscriptions mention explorers in the Sinai (RA3 22), presumably pro
specting new areas for precious stones and metals. On the other hand paramilitary 
forces are occasionally described as "opening up the foreign lands" and "tram
pling" enemies (RA3 16; ECI 80-1). Since such phrases are generally descriptions 
of military conflict, it can be assumed that there were military activities designed to 
protect the miners from raids from Sinai nomads (RA3 70). On the other hand, 
there does not seem to have been a formal invasion, conquest, or permanent 
military occupation of most of the Sinai (RA3 217-19). Relations with local 
peoples could also be peaceful: one inscription implies peaceful interaction with 
the "brother of the Prince ofRetjenu [Canaan], Khebded" (RA3 21-2, 45,155-6). 

An expedition in year 2 {1841} to the Sinai to mine malachite and copper 
numbered 734 men (RA3 221; ARE 1:315). This expedition, or a related one, 
went overland from the Nile to the coast of the Red Sea, crossed by sea to the 
Sinai, and then marched inland to the mines at Wadi Maghara, presumably thereby 
avoiding the arduous journey through the Sinai desert, and also possible connicL, 
with Sinai nomads (RA3 32, 53, 224-6; ARE I :316). A ,econd Sin,li l'xpel\inOIl I' 
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recorded for year 6 {1837} (VAE 97-8). Additional inscriptions about expeditions 
to the Sinai mines are recorded for years 41 through 45 {1802-1798}, but most contain 
no military information (ARE 1:316-18).28 None the less, there was clearly a 
paramilitary component to these expeditions, if only for protection from possible 
bedouin raids. Ptahwer, the commander of the expedition of year 45 {1798}, 
wrote that "I was sent to bring plentiful [resources] from the land of [Sinai] ... 
delivering the East to him who is in the palace [Amenemhet III], bringing Sinai at his 
heels, traversing inaccessible valleys, reaching the unknown extremities rof the world]" 
(ARE 1:319). Similar quarrying expeditions were also sent to Wadi Hammamat by 
Amenemhet (RA3 38-41), one of which included 2000 men (RA3 41). 

Nubian frontier 

In the south, Amenemhet's reign was again relatively peaceful. Some of the frontier 
fortresses at Semna were repaired and perhaps enlarged in year 33 {181O} (RA3 58-9, 
212; OHAE 168), indicating that there was still tension and possible danger from 
the kingdom of Kush. The repair of the fortresses was undertaken by the Overseer 
of Treasure Intef, son of Sem-ib, who tells us that "the number of bricks which 
went into the rampart ... when [1] was on frontier-patrol from Elephantine was 
35,300" (RA3 59). The need to count every brick used in repairing the fortress is quite 
typical of the Egyptian bureaucratic mentality. The repairs to the city fortification 
at EI-Kab in Egypt are also recorded (RA3 73). A royal river fleet was also maintained 
in Nubia (RA3 213), probably to control trade and to transport men and supplies. 

There are only two recorded military expeditions against Kush in Amenemhet's 
nearly fifty-year reign. An inscription by the "army commander" Amenemhet son 
of Ibeb in year 2 {1842} alludes to the "smiting of the Nubians" (RA3 16; ARE 
J :313). This may have been the final phase of the preceding Kushite wars of Sen
wosret III, described above, which finally forced Kush into submission. As long as 
access to the trade, gold, and other mineral resources of northern Nubia was 
secure, Amenemhet did not seem interested in further expansionist conquests; the 
majority of the Nubian-related texts of his reign deal with day-to-day administra
tion (RA, 210-16). 

An inscription near the Semna fort from Amenemhet's ninth year {1835} 
describes the suppression of a Nubian rebellion, indicating that not all was stable 
.1I1d peaceful in the region. A local commander, Nekhen Samontu, describes a 
punitive expedition: 

Together with my crews, I sailed downstream through Nubia, without a 
casualty among them. I did not put any [Nubian] man in jail, but I destroyed 
and killed those rebels of [the Nubian chieQ especially for the praise of the 
king who desires justice. (RA3 26-8, 193) 

his text implies that local leaders and their garrison troops in the Egyptian border 
fortificaLions were gl'm-Lllly ,\bk Lo deal with the problem of "rebeIJion" in Nubia 
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without the need for the direct involvement of the central government. It is pos
sible that there were a number of similar local punitive expeditions undertaken on 
the authority of local commanders which were never recorded. 

Byblos in Syria29 

The full military implications of Egypt's relationship with Byblos are not clear. 
Byblos was certainly ruled by a local Canaanite dynasty, whose tombs from a 
Middle Bronze Age cemetery have been excavated. However, some of these rulers 
took the Egyptian title of "mayor" (or "count", h3ty), suggesting some type of 
Egyptian hegemony over Byblos, if only nominal. It may be that the kings of 
Byblos wanted to be seen as allies of the Egyptians by the kings of their rival 
Canaanite city-states. The kings of Bybios also wrote inscriptions in hieroglyphics, 
indicating either the presence of Egyptian scribes, or that Byblite scribes were 
familiar with the Egyptian language. Middle Kingdom statues and other inscribed 
objects have been found in the city. 

Egypt's major interest in Byblos was trade, which focused on the all-important 
cedar wood for palace, temple, and shipbuilding. Other products were imported 
from Syria and beyond, including lapis-lazuli and tin. One can thus probably speak 
of Egyptian hegemony over Byblos, with strong political, cultural, religious, and 
economic ties of mutual interest. There were probably permanent Egyptian mer
chants and administrators in Byblos, with perhaps a regular military presence. The 
port ofBybios would certainly have been available to the Egyptian fleet for repairs 
and resupply, as well as serving as a potential base of embarkation for land forces. 

Amenemhet IV {1798-1790} and Sobekniferu (Nofrusobk) {179O-1786fo 

The reigns of the last two rulers of the Twelfth Dynasty are short and poorly 
documented, with no recorded military activities. The exact nature of the suc
cession is also obscure. Manetho claims that Amenemhet IV was the son of Ame
nemhet III and brother of Sobekneferu (called "Scemiophris", Man. 34), but this 
is unconfirmed by any contemporary evidence. Some scholars think Sobekneferu, 
daughter of Arnenemhet III, was the wife of Amenemhet IV, who ruled Egypt as 
husband of the legitimate queen; when her husband died, Sobekneferu continued 
reigning in her own right (OHAE 170). On the other hand, it is possible that 
Amenemhet III had no surviving male heir, and chose one of his court officials to 
succeed him as Amenemhet IV. Sobekneferu, as the daughter of Amenemhet III, 
might thus have been seen by some as the legitimate heir in place of the usurper 
Amenemhet IV. This might suggest a succession crisis and possible strife or even 
civil war during the 1780s, though this is quite uncertain (SIP 294-5). 

Amenemhet IV was probably an older man when he succeeded to the throne, 
reigning only eight years before being succeeded by Queen Sobekneferu {1790
1786}, one of the few women to rule Egypt independently. Despite the lack of 
recorded military activities during the reigns, it is clear front a Nile inundation 
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inscription at the Nubian fortress of Kumma that Egyptian military control over 
the Nubian fortresses and frontier continued until at least the third year of Sobe
kneferu's reign {1787}. A statue depicting the Queen trampling the "Nine Bows", 
the traditional enemjes of Egypt (EAE 3:301), could memorialize some type of 
military campaign during her reign, but is also possibly a stylized depiction of royal 
power. At the end of the reign of Sobekneferu {1786}, Egypt entered another 
period of crisis and fragmentation known as the Second Intermediate Period 
{1786-1569}, which will be discussed in Chapter Eighteen. 

III 
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under whose governance one lives ... It is [the gods' divine] power that fights for
him [the king]. His ferocity emits dread of him [to his enemies]" (TS 238). Antef
II {2118-2068} was also careful to honor the gods and to stress that his authority
derived from them. In two hymns to Re and Hathor, Antef claims that he is theCHAPTER SEVENTEEN "deputy" ofRe, and is "honored by Osiris, son ofRe" (AEL 1:95). Amenemhet's
coup and foundation of the Twelfth Dynasty {1991} was likewise divinely
ordained. The king "appeared like [the god] Atum himself that he might restoreThe military system of the what he had found in ruins [in Egypt]" (AlB 152). Likewise, victory in battle was
given by the gods to their fellow god Senwosret f {1971-1928}: "[The war-god]Middle Kingdom Montu, lord of Thebes [says]: 'f have brought for you, beneath your feet, Good
God [Senwosret IJ, all the countries which are in Nubia' " (ARE 1.247). On a
pectoral of princess Mereret, king Senwosret III {1878-1843} is depicted as a

Ideology of sacred warfare griffin-like creature, with the hawk-head of the war god Horus, and the body of a
lion, mauling cowering Canaanites (TEM 137, 139).Throughout ancient Egyptian military history, victory in battle was attributed to Special deities were entrusted with the defense of the Egyptian frontiers forthe will and blessings of the gods.! The king is described, in an ideological and ritual each of the four cardinal directions:

sense, as ruling the entire earth: "may fear of you resound in the lowlands and the
highlands, for you have subdued all [the lands] that the sun encircles!" Those [enemies] who shall come against you from the South shall be driven off(AEL 1:230), which was the Egyptian way of describing the entire world. by Satis, Lady ofElephantine [Aswan; guardian goddess ofthe southern frontier],Although there are certainly elements of boasting and perhaps megalomania in who will shoot at them with her arrows, which are painful and sharp.these types of claims, within the limited geographical knowledge of Egyptian Those who shall come against you from the North shall be doomed to [thesociety during the Old and MiddJe Kingdoms the Egyptian king was, in many gods] Hekes and to Hephep.�
ways, ruler of the entire world. Enemies from Canaan, Libya, or Nubia are fre Those who shall come against you from the East shall be doomed to Sopd,�quently described as "rebels" against the god-given rule of the Egyptian world-king. Lord [and guardian of the fi'ontier] of the East, and they shall be driven off�The conceptualization of the king as divinely established ruler of the world is the� with your knives in them.
central martial ideology of the Egyptians, and is reflected in a number of ways in Those who shall come against you from the West shall be doomed to Ha,their texts. Lord of the West, and they shaU be driven off by the striking-power of AtumMontuhotep I {2061-2011}, founder of the Eleventh Dynasty, reported that his in his ascendings from the horizon. (CT 313)conquests were accomplished "by [the power of the god] Horus" (MKT 28). The
twenty-first-century tomb of Meru reflects this same attitude in a pious inscription The Coffin Texts (EAE 1:287-8) present precisely the same ideology of theproclaiming "a good beginning [for the new Eleventh Dynasty] came about gods commanding the kings to go to war and granting victory in battle. "I havewhen [the Theban war god] Montu gave both lands [of upper and lower Egypt] to gone up and have set my [defeated] foes under my sandals, that I may have powerKing Montuhotep" (OHAE 132). This intimate connection between the kings over them, in accordance with what [the sun-god] Re conuuands for me" (CTand the gods was most clearly reflected in texts describing the king's deification in 87). Horus, in particular, is invoked as war god (EAE 2:119-22). "I have assaultedtemple inscriptions. In the thirty-ninth year of his reign {2022}, Montuhotep and conquered the horizon by my own hand ... The kingship on the thrones ofcelebrated a great festival commemorated in the Shatt er-Rigal relief, taking Horus is given to me, he shoots down the slaughterers for me" (CT 256). "Horusupon himself the glories of godhood and using the title of Sematawy - "He wiIJ not let you perish; Horus has set your [defeated] foes under you[r feet]"who unites the Two Lands [of Egypt]" (C1/2:479-80; MKT pI. 12). He is (CT 835).
remembered in later Egyptian legend as a god who restored unity and glory to The ideology of the king as the divinely predestined conqueror is most clearlyEgypt (Man. 34).

Inscriptions by many other kings reflect the same belief that the gods have 

nl111ciated in a temple building inscription ·of Senwosret I {1971-1928}. Royal
onquests were undertaken at the explicit command of the gods.established the power of the king and granted him victory in battJe. The "Loyalist

Instruction" {c. 1790}, an ideological statemcnt emphasizing the proper respect lithe kingl will 'l't 111111 decrees for Ithe godl Harakhty2for the king, advocates that allmcn must veneratl' till' kll1g. fill "Ill' I' the ,un god lie 1II,\I;lkhl)<1 h'·.ll 1111." til do wh.ll should be done for him, 
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To accomplish what he conunands to do.... 
I am a king by nature . 
I conquered as a youth . 
He [HarakhtyJ destined me to rule the people [of Egypt] ... 
Mine is the land, its length and breadth, 
I was nursed to be a conqueror. 
Mine is the land, I am its lord, 
My power reaches heaven's height. 
I am his [Harakhty's] son and his protector, 
He gave me to conquer what he conquered. 
He [the godJ will enrich himself [with tribute and plunder from conquests] 
Because he made me conqueror. 
I will supply his altars on earth [with offerings provided from plunderl 
(AEL 1:116-17 = VAE 40-3 = ARE 1:241-5) 

The king's role as triumphant defender ofEgypt is similarly lauded in a hymn t: 
Senwosret III {1878-1843} as divinely ordained protector: 

How great is the lord of his city:� 
He is unique and millionfold; a thousand other men are little! ...� 
Lo, he is a rampart, walled with copper of Sinai! ...� 
Lo, he is a shelter, rescuing the fearful from his enemies! ...� 
Lo he is [the god] Sekhment against his enemies who have trespassed his� 
boundaries! (VAE 46-7)� 

On the other hand, despite claims of divine kingship, the pharaohs were 
sometimes subject to quite ordinary plots and coup attempts. After Amenemhet I 
was assassinated by his own guardsmen {1962}, his ghost appeared to his successor 
Senwosret, warning: "Do not approach them [your subjects] when you are alone! 
Trust no brother! Know no friend!" (TS 207). Even god-kings, it seems, were 
potentially subject to the effects of an assassin's dagger. 

Evidence of divine support and blessings on military campaigns was believed by 
the Egyptians to be manifest through omens in nature. On his expedition to Wadi 
Hammamat, the vizier (and later pharaoh) Amenemhet I recorded two prodigies 
from the god Min. In the first, "a pregnant gazelle" wandered into the midst of the 
army camp and gave birth directly on the large stone block they were quarrying. 
The animal was promptly sacrificed to Min (ARE 1:212 = ECI 71-2). In a similar 
way, other animals were sacrificed before battle (AEAB 54). 

A second wonder was apparently a flash flood, bringing divinely provided water 
to the army in the desert: 3 

The power of this god [Min] was seen and his might manifested to the plebs: 
the upland was turned into a lake, and water arose over thc hard stOIlC. For a 
well was found in the midst of the valley, ten CLlblt\ I' rive metcr~1 \qllarl" 
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filled with water to its brim.... It had been bypassed by the former expedi
tions of kings ... Only to His Majesty [Amenemhet 1] alone was it revealed 
[by the gods]. (ECI 72 = ARE 1:216) 

Although this specific omen did not occur in a military context, it represents 
the supernaturalistic orientation of most Egyptian warriors, where unusual natural 
occurrences are interpreted as signs from the gods. The importance of divination 
through prophecy and oracular dreams is reflected in a number of texts, such as the 
"Prophecy of Neferti" (TS 134-9; AEL 1:139-44) and the "Instructions of 
Amenemhet" (TS 206-8; AEL 1:136-8), which have been discussed on pp. 391-4. 
We should assume that belief in the importance of omens, dreams, and divination 
was an integral part of the martial mentality of the age, and could affect troop 
morale for good or ill. 4 

Although generally reflected in royal propaganda, the divine-king ideology of 
the Egyptians had an impact on the rank and file as well. As servants of the phar
aohs, commanders and even common soldiers were also entitled to the blessings of 
the gods. A royal inscription included an invocation by king Amenernhet III to the 
gods for the safety of his army on an expedition to the Sinai: "0 you who live on 
earth, who shall come to this Mine-land [Sinai]! As your king has established you, 
as your gods favor you, may you arrive home in safety" (ARE 1:318). An officer, 
Amenernhet son of Ibeb, records his personal thanks to the gods for his successful 
expedition: "I came to this highland [in the Eastern Desert] in safety with my 
army by the power of [the god] Min, lord of the highlands" (RA3 16; ARE 
1:313). The Egyptian ideology of divine favors and omens could have an impor
tant impact on the ordinary soldiers as well, who believed their gods would 
intervene for them in battle. In military crises, belief in omens and promises of 
divine aide could improve or undermine the morale of troops, thus indirectly 
contributing to victory or defeat. 

Execration Texts and war magicS 

The belief that the gods controlled the fate of kings and nations is reflected in 
another body of evidence known as the "Execration Texts". The image of the 
smiting or trampling of bound captives was a mainstay of Egyptian ritual art for 
over 3000 years, with such images appearing on temple walls, tombs, doorposts, 
thrones, statues, footstools, canes, chariot decorations, and sandals (MAEM 112
36; PSE; ME). While many of these images had artistic or ceremonial purposes, 
they none the less reflect the brutal reality of the ritual execution of defeated 
enemies. These monuments may represent the actual execution of real war-cap
tives, but they are also ritual acts, designed not only to commemorate previous 
victories, but to guarantee future victories. This ritual smiting of enemies was also 
practiced vicariously by priests, who used figurines for magical cursing of enemies. 
r.rorn the military pcr~pective,  the Execration Texts are examples of military 
magic, or "\piIICLl,\1 w,ld,lIt·", (Ic~igncd  to defeat enemies through supernatural 
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rather than merely material weapons. These texts and figurines - made ofclay, sl' 11 

alabaster, wood, and wax - are broadly similar to "voodoo dolls". A curse was 111.1 

cally bound to an image, and transferred to the actual enemy through the destl \ 
tion or burial of that image. Of these, those made of wax would have left all1l1 
no identifiable archaeological remains. Alternatively, clay pots were also inst III 
with the curses and names of enemies, and then ritually destroyed. 6 There arc (l r, 
1000 surviving examples of pots and figurines used for the ritual cursing of til 
lrues, covering almost of the entire range of Egyptian history (MAEM 137). 

The essential purpose of the Middle Kingdom Execration Texts was to CurSl' 1I 
enemies of Egypt "who may rebel, who may plot, who may fight, who may tltll 
offighting, or who may think of rebelling on this entire earth" (MAEM 140). CIII,' 
are issued against all the traditional enemies of Egypt - Nubians, Easterners, II 

Libyans - as well as any potential internal Egyptian rebels. Some curses are gelHll 
against entire peoples, tribes, cities, or regions. Others are focused on spe(l 
individuals. The curses are formulaic and standardized, with a type offlil-in-the bl.lI 
format for the name of the enemy. Even the dead, who have potential supenl.lllll 
power as hostile ghosts, are cursed in some of these texts (VAE 126; CS 1:52) 

An important collection of Execration Texts from the Middle Kingdom \' 
discovered at the Egyptian fortress at Iken (Mirgissa) at the Second Cataract, wltlll 
includes burial pits with shattered pots and figurines (MAEM 153-80). PresUlll,lhl. 
these cursing rituals were performed by Egyptian priests assigned to the frontier g,1I1 i 

sons. A decapitated human skull was also discovered, indicating the ritual sacrdll 
of a Nubian prisoner as part of the cursing ritual; significantly, many of the figlll 
ines were also headless (MAEM 162-3). Burial upside down without the severed hl II 

was a particularly abhorrent form of netherworld cursing from an Egyptian fUI1l'! ,II 
perspective, and thus represented a particularly vicious form of curse mealll 1 

destroy the enemy not only in this world but in the next (MAEM 168-72). AI 
archaic form of this practice may be seen in the Narmer Palette {c. 3050} which sh(l\' 
rows of bound, decapitated prisoners with their severed heads berween their kg 

The Execration Texts are generally quite formulaic; the following is a typl1 II 
example: 

[A curse upon] every rebel who plans to rebel in the entire land: all lit 
Medjai [Nubian nomads of the south-eastern deserts] of Webat-sepet; all Ih 
Nubians of [the tribes or provinces of] Wawat, Kush, Shaat and Beqcs, lhl'lI 
[elite warrior] heroes, their [light infantry I runners, all Egyptians who ,III 

with them, all the Nubians who are with them, all the Easterners who ,II 

with them ... all the foreigners who are with them, all the [Libyanl Tjemhll 
of the western hill-countries of Libya, of [the Libyan chiefs?J Heh's ,111.1 

Hebeqes, their heroes and their runners. (VAE 125-6) 

This text includes the interesting reference to "Egyptians who arc witlt" lh,' 
Nubian enemies, perhaps indicating that there were fronLie! Il'Il('g.llle E"rypll,1I1 

serving with Nubian armies and raiders. 

A similar type of Execration Text is found in the Coffin Texts, a collection of 
Egyptian rituals designed to preserve the soul in the afterlife. 8 

"May your soul be strong against [your enemy] .... May you break and over
throw your foes and set them under your sandals." [These words are] to be 
spoken over a figure of the foe made of wax and inscribed with the name of 
that foe on his breast with the bone of a Synodontis fish: to be put in the 
ground in the abode of Osiris [in Abydos]. (CT 37) 

The Coffin Texts describe a heady mix of war, magic, religion, shape-shifting 
shamanism, and cruel human sacrifice which was probably not uncommon in 
mythic idealizations of Egyptian warfare. 

It is granted that 1 have power over that foe of mine so that I may conquer 
him in the presence of the people who came to contend with me by means of 
the magic spells which were on their lips. I have appeared as a great falcon 
[the god Horus], 1 have grasped him [the enemy] with my talons, my lips 
[beak?] are on him as a gleaming knife, my talons are on him like the arrows 
of [the lion goddess] Sekhmet, my horns are on him as the Great Wild Bull ... 
[I] alight upon his spine, 1 cut his throat in the presence of his family, 1 take 
out his heart unknown to them, for 1 am a human falcon.... See, 1have come 
and 1 have brought my [defeated] foe, 1 have crushed his family, 1 have thrown 
down his house, I have crushed his surviving children, 1 have crushed his 
cultivator who is in his field. The spirits are glad; Osiris is joyful when he sees 
me mount aloft as a falcon. (CT 149, cf. CT 995) 

Weapons were often viewed not merely as physical objects but as things having 
,I spiritual or magical power as well. Kings could be invested with special weapons 
,IS divine gifts from the gods. 

This strong arm of yours is in the realm of [the creator godJ Atum. 
Receive your weapons in your hand [from the gods]; ... Smite this killer ... 
with the strength and might of yours, with this power of yours ... for I 
[the king] am [the god] Atum equipped with my [divine] weapons. 
(CT 586) 

Magical spells were also used to ward off the power of enemy weapons, such as 
I hlowsticks (CT 418) or knives (CT 335b.2) 9 One spell from the Coffin Texts 
,,1()lI1ises immul1ity from arrows: 

I am one mighty and aggressive.... [ am one more powerful than you, so 
prepare a palh fOi 111('. [ ,1nl a vindicated one who serves Him of blood; 1 am a 
m;\11 of ,j mJ1llll11 wlto (,111110( h(' S('t'll by Lhose aboLit him who shoot arrows. 
(CT 111~)  
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It is likely that many Egyptian warriors used such magical prayers or charms 
which were intended to protect them from enemy weapons and magic. 

From the Egyptian perspective, the ritual cursing of enemies and the invocation 
of magical protection was a natural part of any military campaign, simply another 
form of invoking the aid of the gods in battle - always the ultimate source of 
victory in war. In another sense, however, these texts may also represent an early 
form of "psychological warfare", in which the morale of the Egyptian soldier 
could be hardened by priests and magicians calling blessings upon the Egyptians 
and curses upon their enemies. At the same time, the morale of enemy troops 
might suffer with the knowledge that Egyptian magicians and priests were cursing 
them. Similar attitudes are perhaps reflected in the Bible where, during the Exo
dus, the Israelites, although certain of the ultimate superiority of their god Yah
weh, none the less believed that Egyptian priests and magicians had real magical 
powers (Exodus 7.11-12,22,8.7,18). 

From the perspective of military history, these types of magical text not only 
give us an insight into war magic and psychology, but also provide a type of ene
mies-list, showing the regions of military concern for Middle Kingdom Egyptians 
(Eel 87-93). These texts confirm our other historical data, that Nubia and 
Canaan are the regions of central military concern, with Libya in the Vv'estern 
De:;ert a distant third. 

The Execration Text:; against Canaan and Syria are particularly rich in lis~  of 
cursed places and rulers, providing a brief snapshot of the political and Inilitary 
:;ituation in Canaan during the eighteenth century (ANET 328-9; CS 1:51-2). It 
is clear that most of Canaan and Syria were divided into a number of independent 
or semi-autonomous city-states ruled by Semitic-speaking peoples, most of whom 
were considered to be at least potential enemies to Egypt. Some curse-lists give 
two to four entries for the same city, each listing a different ruler (CS 1:51-2). 
These are presumably either several different leaders of the same city - king, priest, 
general, or minister - or perhaps represent an updating of the lists; when one ruler 
dies his name is kept on the list to curse his ghost, while his living successor's name 
is added. The implications of these texts for understanding the political and mili
~ary  situation in Syria and Canaan have been discussed on pp. 283-4. 

Military organization and administration 
(EMO; LA 4:128-34) 

The army of the Middle Kingdom was organized into province-based regiments, 
named after the nome (district) or city in which they were recruited or stationed 
(AEMK 191-2). Each nome recruited its own provincial regiment or company 
(53), while also occasionally supplying troops to the national army of the king. 
Recruitment was supervised by a military scribe (S5 n m.l~  - a type of quartermaster 
or logistics officer - who kept recruitment and service record~,  administered sup 
plies, and accompanied armies on expeditiom (EMO 39). OI1l' lext lbl'1 ibe~  ,J 

representative of the king pas~illg  lhrough ,1 pl'OVllln' ,wd Il'lIUlllllg "01H' 111.111 III 
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a hundred males" into the royal army (EMO 37). Individual soldiers mentioned in 
administrative papyri are identified as "X son of y", sometimes referring to the 
region or regiment of recruitment: "from Z". Soldiers thus generally served in 
companies with friends and kinsmen, under officers from their hometowns. Dur
ing periods of collapsing central power and civil war, these provincial regiments 
were transformed into the quasi-independent private armies of the nomarchs. As 
discussed on p. 438, in addition to Egyptian troops, the kings recruited large 
numbers of mercenaries, including Nubians, Libyans, and Canaanites into foreign 
mercenary regiments (ECI 73), Nubians being especially prominent. 

Although most of the documents have vanished, it is clear from surviving 
fragments that the Egyptians maintained extensive written records of military 
administration, kept by the military scribes. One census record from el-Lahun 
describes the household of "the soldier Djehuti's son Hori, of the second company 
of troops raised up for service in the [northern?] Sector" (VAE 112). Although not 
strictly military, papyri documents of the dockyard at Thinis record the specific 
number of men required in a work crew, along with the food to be allocated to the 
workers and the number of copper axes, adzes, and chisels needed by the crew 
(VAE 85-8). People who fled from such corvee labor assignments were listed by 
name, household, and village, and pursued by government officials (VAE 101). 
Although these records describe work crews, military records kept by the army 
scribes presumably contained precisely the same type of information about num
bers of men, supplies, and weapons needed for the army. 

Details on the payment of soldiers are vague, but the broad pattern is clear. 
Remuneration for military service occurred in at least five different forms: daily 
food allotment, clothing and equipment, land or livestock endowments, plunder, 
and "gold of honor" - special gifts from the king for exceptional service in com
bat. On campaign, soldiers were provided with food, clothing, and other equip
ment (AEAB 53-4). The ordinary soldier was given ten small loaves of bread a day, 
along with three jars of beer, two "units" of meat, and three cakes. Company 
commanders were given proportionally higher allotments of 100 loaves, while 
expedition commanders were given 200 loaves. (EAE 2:404-5). The extra food 
allotment of the officers was presumably used for slaves, servants, attendants, 
retainers, or family members. 

Administrative papyri from the late Middle Kingdom provide hints of the 
sophisticated administrative machinery that operated behind the scenes to maintain 
the Egyptian army. Administrative control over this bureaucracy was an important 
and lucrative position run by a type of quartermaster corps of military scribes. A 
military scribe named Arneny described himself as the "King's favorite who con
trols the supply depots" (ABA 137). Surviving administrative documents include 
Iists of provisions to be given to different groups in Egyptian society, from the royal 
3111ily to government officials, priests, craftsmen, and common workers. From the 
military perspcnivl', the~e  include specific allocations of "provisions for the town 
militia", and fill till' "Ml'dJ.'Y l1'l'll" and "Medjay leader" - presumably Nubian 
meln'11.lIIl'~  '\,110 Iu. 1IIIWd ,II tlH' p,11.Ice" in Thebes (AEMK 19-22). 
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Soldiers and officers were often given at least partially tax-exempt tracts ofland 
in return for service (AlB 127; TS 224; EAE 2:405). Many texts emphasize the 
importance of the plunder they obtained in battle, including weapons, valuable 
objects, and slaves (ARE 1:305). In addressing his troops before a campaign, 
Montuhotep I {2061-2011} promised: "I will give you full title to it Uands to be 
captured], [and] everything which you desire [in plunder]" (ICN 112). One sol
dier complained that, because of lack of fighting on a campaign, he was unable to 
"bring a Nubian back as captive from the [war in the] land of the Nubians" (VAE 
95). Rewards were often given to successful soldiers at the end of campaigns. The 
"Daybooks" or court journals of the kings recorded the distribution of rewards to 
the military officers after an expedition (ECI 79). Sebek-khu records that, in 
reward for his exemplary military service, king Senwosret "gave to me a staff of 
electrum into my hand, a bow, and a dagger wrought with electrum, together with 
the weapons [I had captured from the enemy]" (AlB 120). The career of the 
Nubian mercenary Tjehemau, described on pp. 383-4, demonstrates that a recruit 
could rise through the ranks and obtain great wealth and honor through military 
service. 

A number of technical terms were used for different types of soldiers, but the 
precise distinctions between these groups is not always clear. The lack of evidence 
makes it unclear whether these are general descriptions of broad categories, or 
specific technical military terms. We are dealing with centuries of history, so per
haps it is most likely that the significance of these terms changed through time. 
New recruits are called the "young men" (q3mw) , or perhaps just "recruits" 
(EMO 40), who need to be trained (ECI 73). When fully trained and experienced 
in combat they became "young warriors" (q3mw n (~3wtyw)  (EMO 40). Generally 
speaking, the term mnf3t (or mnfyt) means simply "soldier", but Faulkner believes 
they were distinguished from ordinary soldiers in a number of texts, and should 
therefore be viewed as a more professional and elite group he calls "shock-troops" 
(EMO 38). Another type of elite soldier is the ~n,  a "valiant man" or "hero" 
(EMO 40); these "heroes" formed a formal elite corps by the early New King
dom, but the evidence for such a special unit is unclear in the Middle Kingdom, 
when the term may simply refer to an especially skilled and brave warrior. There is 
also mention in the texts of frontier and desert "patrols" (phrt) and fortress "gar
risons" (iufyt) (EMO 41), but these may refer to military functions rather than 
special formal units. 

The most elite group in the Egyptian army seems to have been the "followers" 
(sm5w) or royal retainers. The function of these "followers" was a mixture of per
sonal retainer, courtier, staff officer, and bodyguard, from whose number the king 
often chose officers for special missions and commanders for military campaigns 
(EMO 38-9). Promotion through the ranks for outstanding service, culminating 
in enlistment as a royal retainer, was not uncommon. The military career of 
Sebek-khu, one of Senwostret Ill's "followers", shows him entering royal service 
as a guardsman of the pharaoh, eventually being promoted to commanding first 
60 men and then 100 men (ARE 1:306; EMO 39). In Sl'l1wmn.'t 111\ SYI ian 
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campaign Sebek-khu was placed in overall command of the crucial rearguard as 
the Egyptian army returned to Egypt. Even as an important officer, however, 
Sebek-khu fought in the ranks with his soldiers, where he personally captured one 
of the enemy (ARE 1:304). In reward for his faithful military service, he was given 
a staff of office and ornamental weapons made of electrum, along with booty 
captured from the enemy (ARE 1:305). 

A number of different military ranks or functions are mentioned in Egyptian 
records and administrative documents. The catch-all rank of the Egyptian army 
was "commander" or, more generally, "overseer" (imy). A rather vague term, its 
technical meaning can only be understood in context. In its broadest sense it could 
be used for overseers of civilian work gangs and agricultural estates (EMO 38). 
From the more narrow military perspective, however, imy describes many different 
types of military officer. Supreme military command in Egypt was held by the 
king, but frequently exercised by the "commander of the army of Upper and 
Lower Egypt" (imy-r mSC smew m~w), or "great [or supreme] col11ll1ander of the 
army" (imy-r msr wr), who served as a type of minister of war (EMO 37). Generals 
in charge of specific expeditions were "col11ll1ander of the army" (imy-r ms~ (AlB 
107; AEA 120; LA 2:524-5). The title "commander of the army" was used for 
officers performing many different military functions: among others, by those in 
charge of frontier and desert patrols, and by the garrison commanders of the 
Nubian frontier forts (EMO 37). Likewise, the commander of a "company" or 
"regiment" (53) was the imy-r 53 - perhaps "company commander" or "captain"; 
but in a civilian context imy seems to have meant simply a work crew foreman 
(EMO 41). Other paramilitary functions or offices included town militia, "dog 
keepers" with watchdogs or tracking dogs who were part of the city defense, and 
"baton-wielding" police (AEMK 82-4). Frontier defense duties were described by 
a frontier officer named Sihathor as including "defending his [the king's] bound
ary, watching his possessions, watchful without laxity" (ARE 1:274). 

As in all ages, military life was hard, and Egyptian soldiers included the usual 
number of grognard5 - grumblers. An inscription by an expedition leader named 
Harurre describes some of the difficulties faced during operations in the Sinai and 
other desert regions. "When I came from Egypt, my face flinched, it was hard for 
me.... The highlands are hot in summer, and the mountains brand the skin ... in 
this evil sUl11ll1er-season." None the less, Harurre's "army arrived in full quota, all 
of it, there was none that fell among them ... [because] r led my army very kindly, 
and was not loud-voiced toward the workmen. I acted [well] before all the army 
and the recruits, and they rejoiced in me" (ARE 1:322-3). Not only did soldiers 
face the difficulties of campaigning and fighting in foreign lands, they also had 
problems on the home front with their family affairs. While away on campaign an 
officer named Nehesu received word of the mismanagement of his estate at home 
and wrote an angry letter demanding that his affairs be put in order (VAE 107-8). 

The most detailed Egyptian description of the difficulties of military life comes 
(i'01ll much Jatci 111 till' 'I\wntil'lh Dynasty {1200-1 081}, but undoubtedly reflects 
the n:aIJtll'\ 1111 1.'\"1111111 ,llldll"\ or earlier pcriods. The text is a school essay 
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exercise in which the students are told, in a rather satirical way, of the superiorit) 
of being a scribe over other possible professions. 

Come, let me tdl you the woes of the soldier, and how many are his SUPCI 
iors: the general, the troop-commander, the officer who leads, the standard 
bearer, the lieutenant, the [military] scribe, the commander of fifty, and thl 
garrison captain. They go in and out in the halls of the palace, ordering [thl 
soldier]: "Get laborers!" He is awakened at any hour. One is after him as [iflll' 
were] a donkey. He toils until the Aten [sun] sets in his darkness of night. He 
is hU:1gry, his belly hurts; he is dead while yet alive. When he receives tht' 
grain-ration, having been released from duty, it is not good for grinding [dut' 
to quartermasteJ:s giving poor-quality grain to the soldiers]. He is called up fOI 
[war in] Syr.ia. He may not rest. There are no clothes, no sandals. The 
weapons of "var are assembled at the fortress of Sile [on the north-east cornel 
of the Delta]. His march is uphill through the mountains. He drinks watcl 
every third day; it is smelly and tastes of salt. His body is ravaged by illness. 
The enemy comes, surrounds him with missiles, and life recedes from him 
He is ordered: "Quick, forward, valiant soldier! Win for yourself a good 
name!" He does not know what he is about. His body is weak, his legs fad 
him. When the victory is won, the captives are handed over to his majesty, to 

be taken to Egypt. The foreign woman faints on the march; she hangs herself 
on the soldier's neck. His knapsack drops, another steals it while he is bur 
dened with the woman. His wife and children are in their village; he dies and 
does not reach it. If he comes out alive, he is worn out from marching. Be he 
at large, be he detained, the soldier suffers. If he leaps and joins the deserters, 
all his people [at home] are imprisoned. He dies on the edge of the desert, and 
there is none to perpetuate his name. He suffers in death as in life [because of 
lack of proper funerary ritual]. A big sack is brought for him [to be buried in I, 
he does not know his resting place. Be a scribe, and be spared from soldiering' 
(AEL 2:172) 

These fragmentary glimpses show us that Egyptian soldiers on campaign had 
precisely the same problems and complaints as soldiers in all ages. 

10Arms and armor

Soldiers in the Middle Kingdom period can be divided into two types according 
to their armament: archers (iry-pdt) and close-combat warriors armed alternatively 
with spear (~nty)  or axe (minb). The archers are generally depicted with one bow, 
but occasionally had two (BH 1 §13). Close-combat troops usually had a mottled 
animal-skin shield, and were armed with either spears or broad-headed axes (Ell 1 
§13, §30). Archers generally did not have shields, needing both hands to shoot 
their bows. During this period we first find both artistic and textual evidcnce of 
the Egyptian army being formally divided into t,1cticnlly ~eparntl' COJllp.1I1it's 
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of spearmen and archers. We thus begin to see the tactical specialization of certain 
companies as either missile or melee troops. The most striking example of this is 
the famous model soldiers from the tomb of Mesehti at Assyut {Ninth Dynasty, c. 

2156-2040}, which are organized into two companies of forty men each. The 
forty Egyptians are all armed with shield and spear, while the forty Nubians carry 
bows and bundles of around four arrows (TEM 108-11; Cll2:469). Akhtoy, the 
nomarch ofAssyut, describes a similar organization for his army: "I formed a troop 
of spearmen and a troop of bowmen, the best 'Thousand' of Upper Egypt' " 
(AEAB 28-9). The reference to the "Thousand" may be a technical term for an 
Egyptian regiment, apparently composed of companies of both spearmen and 
archers. 

Bow (LA 1:182-4) 

The bow (Pdt) was the principle missile weapon during the Middle Kingdom. A 
fragmentary block from Lisht shows that archery was formally practiced at target 
ranges by the late Old Kingdom or early Middle Kingdom (SGAE 34; BAH 54). 
Grave goods in the Middle Kingdom tombs from Deir el-Bahri at Thebes include 
several bows, bowstrings of twisted animal intestines, and dozens of arrows (C~3)  

with several different types of heads. Two light wooden cylindrical leather-covered 
quivers were also found, the oldest examples in Egypt (FP 39-46, 52). The New 
Kingdom tomb of Tutankhamun also has several bows that are similar in style to 
those of the Middle l(jngdomJ1 All Middle Kingdom bows are "self" or "simple" 
bows, made of a single piece of wood; there is no evidence of the use of the more 
powerful composite bow in Egypt before the New Kingdom. 12 Different types of 
bows had differing draw weights, and therefore differing range and penetrating 
power. Like Odysseus and Rama, Senwosret I {1971 / 1962-1928} was said to 
have a bow that no one else could draw (TS 30). Bows were made in organized 
workshops by skilled craftsmen (AW 1:165; EWW 36). Arrows were fletched with 
three feathers, with arrowheads of flint, bone, or ebony, and, by the later Middle 
Kingdom, increasingly of bronze (FP 42-3; LA 4:1005-7). Some archery equip
ment was preserved in the "Tomb of the Warriors" from the time of Montuhotep 
I {2061-2011}. Arrow-heads discovered in the tomb were of ebony (SSN 13); 
bronze arrowheads are known from other archaeological sites (BAH pI. 9). Four of 
I he soldiers had archers' wrist guards (SSN 10, pI. 4; FP 46; LA 2:948), which are 
.liso known from artistic representations of archers (FP 47). A bow tip and cord has 
heen preserved, showing how the strings were lashed to the bows (SSN 10, pI. 5; 

p 41). 
A Canaanite is depicted with a bow and what appears to be a shoulder-slung 

quiver hanging on his back; this man also carries a curved axe, indicating that at 
least some archers could be armed with both the bow and a melee weapon (BH 1 
930-1; AW I: 166 7). Scnwosrct I and Sinuhe are both likewise described as 
ighting with bow ,1l1d 1l1t'lce Wl"1pon during different phases of combat (TS 30
). Quivl'J\ W~'tt"1111IPIl,ltllltly  1,ln" il1110l1g the Egyptians during this period 
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(LA 3:460-1); most Middle Kjngdom art depicts the archers without qUivers, 
instead carrying a bow and a packet of extra arrows, either wrapped in a piece of 
leather or held loose in the hand (BH 1 §47, BH 2 §5,16,17). Some of the archers 
are shown stacking their arrows on the ground while shooting (BH 1 §14, 2 §5). 

The Coffin Texts describe bows being held in precisely this way: "my bow 
which I stretch with my grasp belongs to me, my arrows are in my grip" (CT 585, 
1013). An illustration from Beni Hasan shows an archer with two bows, and a 
bundle of arrows wrapped in a proto-quiver; the fletching on the arrow is outside 
the leather wrap (BH 4 §24). There is evidence that quivers were introduced in 
the Late Middle Kjngdom, probably allowing more arrows to be carried by each 
archer (AW 1:164-7).13 

The tomb reliefs at Beni Hasan provide a number of illustrations of the use of 
the bow, some showing substantial detail. Hunting scenes generally depict archers 
drawing the bow to their chest or the chin rather than the shoulder or ear,1-l 
though the deeper draw to the ear is occasionally depicted (BAH 54). The bow
staff is sometimes depicted being held in a rather strange grip. The lower two or 
three fingers grasp the staff, with the upper one or two fingers extended in front of 
the staff serving as an arrow-guide to keep the arrow straight and stable. The 
thumb is extended upward and braced against the back of the staff, creating 
counter pressure against the lower two or three fingers. The bowstring is generally 
drawn oriental-style by one or two fingers and the thumb, allowing two or three 
arrows to be held with the other free fingers while the bow is being shot. 15 One 
hunter lassoes the foot of a bull while the animal is harried by a hunting dog and 
shot with arrows by another hunter (BH 1 §13; 2 §4); it is uncertain if the lasso was 
sirnilarly used against enemy solillers in land or naval warfare. Archers are shown 
stringing their bow with their knee for leverage, and stacking arrows on the 
ground while shooting from a fixed stanillng position (BH 1 §14; BH 2 §5, 15; 
AW 1:63). 

The bow is widely depicted on funerary monuments in southern Egypt during 
the Middle Kjngdom, showing both the social emphasis on prowess in archery, 
and the widespread use of this weapon during this period (ICN 58; AW 1:162-3). 
Nubian mercenaries are generally depicted as archers; the Nubian Nenu is shown 
in his funerary monument holding a bow (OHAE 129). The tomb of the nomarch 
Setb of Aswan likewise shows five Nubian soldiers shooting bows. They wear 
only leather kilts and feathers in their hair; one holds at least half a dozen arrows, 
and another is shown kneeling (OHAE 1.32). 

Spear and javelin
 
(BAH pl. 6, 9, 14; LA 3:937, 5:1124-5)
 

Depictions of spears Umty) from the murals at Beni Hasan show weapons appar 
ently about 1.25-1.5 meters long (BH 1 §30-1). Somc havc broad, leaf-shaped 
heads for thrusting, whilc othcrs, with narrow ncedle like hl"lds. were probahly 
javelins (nsYIII). Bcforc the Ncw Kingdom, mmt Spl';Hhl"1(!\ Wl'll' t,lIl~l'd, slid ,;1(0 .1 
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slot in the wood, and bound to the spear shaft (AW 1:156-7, 169). The more 
stable socketed spearheads had been introduced by the New Kjngdom (EWW 36
7; FP 39). The tale ofSinuhe describes a Canaanite warrior coming to battle with 
an armful of javelins (TS 33). Some spears were weighted at the back end, balan
cing the weapon and allowing it to be held closer to the back, giving a greater 
overall thrusting distance (BH 4 §23-4). The model spearmen from the tomb of 
Mesehi at Asyut all have copper- or bronze-tipped spears (TEM 108-11). On the 
other hand, the black-colored point on at least one javelin depicted at Beni Hasan 
may inillcate a flinthead (BI-I 4 §24). The mortuary reljefs of Ankhtifi of Hier
akonpolis shows the nomarch spearing fish with a long spear, which, if propor
tional to his body, would be perhaps 2.5 to 3 meters long (OHAE 128). Lances or 
pikes of some length were used in battle (BH 2 §5a,c, §15c). 

Axe (BAH 34, pl. 10; LA 1:587) 

Battleaxes (minb) are conU110n in the artistic depictions of warfare in the Middle 
Kjngdom and several examples have been recovered by archaeologists. 16 During 
the Middle Kjngdom, axes retained essentially the same form as those of the Old 
Kjngdom, the broad "epsilon" axe and the semi-circular "eye" blade, with the 
broader head becoming nearly universal in the later Middle Kjngdom17 Axes are 
mentioned along with daggers and javelins as part of the plunder from an expedi
tion to Canaan (ECl 79). 

The martial scenes from the tombs of Beni Hasan depict the axe as the most 
common melee weapon. Tomb 15 shows Egyptian soldiers armed only with the 
narrow semi-circular bladed axe (BH 2 §5), while tomb 17 shows a mixture of 
both types, with a predominance of the semi-circular narrow blade (BH 2 §15). 
Both of these tombs date to either the First Intermediate Period {2165-2061} or 
the early Eleventh Dynasty {2134-1998} (EAE 1:175). Tombs 2 and 14, however, 
which date to the early Twelfth Dynasty {1991-1786}, depict Egyptian solillers 
armed only with the broad-bladed "epsilon axe" (BH 1 §14, 16-17). Assuming 
that these illfferences do not merely reflect changes in artistic convention, these 
murals seem to indicate a shift from preference for the semi-circular blade to the 
broader "epsilon" blade from the early to the late Middle Kingdom. Since the 
broad-blade axe-head was larger and required more bronze, this shift would be 
consistent with the greater availability and reduced expense of bronze in the latter 
Middle Kjngdom. While some axemen are shown with no shield, carrying their 
:lxes with both hands, most carry shield and axe (BH 1 §47). 

During the late Middle Kjngdom we find the first evidence of a new type of 
weapon, the mace-axe (~3),  a mace with a curved axe-blade attached on one side 
.1I1d extending somewhat down the haft (BAH 38, 69; PSE 15). Thjs weapon is 
ound in the smiting sccnc of Amenemhet III {1843-1797}, in which the blade is 
Iepictcd ill a d,fT'L'Il'1l1 color than the mace head itself, perhaps indicating it is 

composcd Of·.1 lhlh Illll 1l1.lll" i.11 (TEM 150-1). It continued in use into the New 
II1gdoll1 Ipml-15,,' 
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Daggers (BAH 39, pI. 4-5, 13; LA 1:1113-16, 4:109-13) 

Flint knives remained in widesprerid use during the Middle Kingdom in Egypt, a, 
reflected in the numerous depictions of the use of such weapons in the martial 
murals of Beni Hasan (BH 3 §9-1O; FP 49-50). One tomb scene depicts all 
organized factory producing flint knives (BH 3:34-7, §8-10). Double-edged 
bronze daggers, with reinforcing ribs down the center of the blade, were widely 
known in Canaan and Syria during the Middle Bronze Age (AW 1:61, 174-5; 
MW 1'102-42, 2:387-514). A Canaanite warrior is shown with a sling in one 
hand and a bronze dagger in the other (BH 1 §47), while each of the four cow 
ering Canaanites in Amenemhet Ill's smiting scene holds a bronze dagger (TEM 
150-1). Some of these bronze weapons made their way into Egypt as imports or 
plunder (ECI 79), where the dagger was known as b(3)gsw (EG 511, sign T8; EAE 
2:407-8). It is uncertain when during the Middle Kingdom the Egyptians began 
producing their own bronze daggers imitating these Canaanite models. Bronze 
daggers were none the less rare enough during the Middle Kingdom that few 
Egyptian warriors are shown with them. One Egyptian soldier, armed with 
shield and broad axe, seems to have a bronze dagger in his belt (BH 1 §47). 
Another seems to be dispatching an enemy prisoner with a dagger thrust (BH 2 
§5). Despite the occasional appearance of this new bronze dagger, it is likely that 
the average Egyptian soldier continued to use the much less expensive flint 
weapons. 

Clubs or fighting sticks (EAE 2:410; SCAE 80-7) 

Clubs or fighting sticks (mks) - also sometimes called parrying sticks - were widely 
used as weapons, as indicated on the murals ofBeni Hasan, in which a long narrow 
club with a slightly curved and knotted head is used (BH 1 §16; 2 §5, 15). I will 
use the English terms clubs and fighting sticks interchangeably here to describe the 
Egyptian mks. Some fighting sticks have hand-guards on the haft of the weapon. 
One function of the club was parrying the enemy's blows, be it from club, axe or 
spear. Some soldiers are depicted as double-armed with either axe or short spear/ 
javelin and fighting-stick (BH 1 §16). On the other hand, the weapons were also 
clearly used to strike the enemy with the end of the curved head, rather like thl' 
perpendicular projecting end of some old-fashioned walking sticks, which wa, 
often sharpened at the end of the curve to maximize damage. 

Slings (FP 35; BAH 32; LA 5:656) 

Slings have been known since Neolithic times. They are quite simple to make, 
consisting merely of a pouch attached to two long straps; in antiquity they werl' 
known to have been made of leather, papyrus, or linen. On the other hand, thl' 
sling is quite difficult to master, requiring years of practice for full proficicncy. 
During the Old and Middle Bronze Ages slingers gencr:1l1y ClSl rocks about lhl' 

size of a tennis ball. The sling made its first appearance as a significant weapon 
among the Egyptians in the martial murals from the tombs ofBeni Hasan (AW 10; 
BH 1 §47; AAK 2/1.10; FP 35). It is perhaps not coincidental that the weapon is 
associated with Canaanite mercenaries serving the Egyptians (BH 1 §47), since the 
weapon was a favorite of nomads. While several Canaanite mercenaries are shown 
with slings, only one native Egyptian is using the weapon (BH 2 §15b); the 
people in a besieged city are shown throwing, not slinging, rocks (BH 1 §14; BH 2 
§15). In the siege scene at Beni Hasan slingers are shown standing behind the 
archers, possibly indicating that their effective range was greater than that of the 
Egyptian bow (BH 2 §15b). These slings have rather short straps, perhaps 60 cm 
long. 

Shields and armor (LA 2:1113-15, 4:665-6, 5:626-7) 

The martial murals of the tombs of Beni Hasan depict most close-combat soldiers 
carrying a wood and animal-skin shield (ikm) (AW 1:159). This is confirmed by 
the model soldiers from the tomb of Mesehi (TEM 108-11). The shields are 
almost rectangular, square at the bottom and gently tapering to a point at the top, 
presumably allowing troops with locked shields still to see around the curved 
corners of the top. The shields were made of wood, or a wooden frame covered 
with animal skins, with a crossbeam handle about third of the way down. The 
soldiers held the shields in their left hands by the crossbeam, with their hands held 
upright at the elbow. Leather straps could be attached to the handles allowing 
shields to be slung on the shoulders when soldiers needed to use both hands 
(EWW 34; AE 1:14). The shields were generally about a meter tall and 60 cm 
wide - big enough to cover the soldier from his neck to his knees. The tomb of 
Nakht contains replicas of the arms of an Egyptian soldier, including half-size 
shields, spears, and two bows. 19 

Larger, full-body-length shields were also known; a company of about thirty 
Ggyptian soldiers with spears and large, body-size shields is shown in the funerary 
reliefs of Akhtoy {c. 2000} (AAK 2/1.15). However, these seem to have fallen out 
of fashion, probably due to their excessive weight, and are rarely depicted during 
IllOSt of the Middle Kingdom (AW 1:13; FP 52; BAH 23). Soldiers are universally 
depicted dressed only in loincloths, and are often barefoot, though mention is 
n"lade of soldiers wearing sandals (AEAB 53; CT 23; AEL 2:172). There are no 
~urviving  examples in Egyptian art or archaeology of helmets (dbn) or body armor 
(IIISS) before the New Kingdom (LA 4:665-6,2:1113-15; FP 55-8). Some sol
diers, often archers, are depicted wearing leather straps on their shoulders that 

ross in the middle of the chests, or are connected to a belt-like harness (BH 2 §5, 
17; AW 1: 159, 163); these leather bands might have provided some type of armor
like protection. The Egyptian model soldiers from Meshi's tomb wear white 
Inincloths, whik' the Nubian archers have red loincloths decorated with large 
,'eCIl dialllond, It 11l,ly lw (h,ll different companies wore different colored loin
IOlh, ,IS ,Ill l',llly typ 
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'Training 

The Egyptians recognized that new army recruits needed training before being 
sent to combat. The First Intermediate Period nomarch Kay described his policy: 
"I recruited [the city's] draftees of young men in order that its levees be 
numerous ... I trained my draftees of young men and went to fight along with 
[the army of] my city" (ECI 73). Training exercises included the sport of wrestling 
which was depicted on the walls of several tombs from Beni Hasan. 2o Wrestlers are 
shown on panels which may indicate a sequence of wrestling moves, rather like a 
modern cartoon strip. These include body grappling, leg and arm holds, and trying 
to throw the opponent to the ground. These tomb murals depict dozens ofdifferent 
wrestling techniques, indicating that this martial sport was quite sophisticated. On 
the tomb ofSonebi, one wrestler taunts another: "Please be patient! And you'll see 
yourself on your face!" to which his opponent replies, ''I'll bring you that! Look, 
I'll make you fall on your face!" With one wrestler down, the victor cries, "Don't 
boast! Look how we're here! Look at you!" (VAE 79-81). As depicted in the 
tombs at Beni Hasan, soldiers would train by lifting and swinging bags of sand, 
presumably increasing the weight of the bags as their strength increased (FP 84). 

Stick fighting, both for training in using the club and for combat with axes, is 
known from depictions in the early New Kingdom, but undoubtedly had its ori 
gins in the Middle Kingdom, if not earlier (SGAE 78-89). Target practice for 
archery training is known from at least the Old Kingdom, as indicated by a frag
mentary relief from Lisht (SGAE 34; BAH 54); most of the evidence for archery 
practice, however, comes from the later New Kingdom (SGAE 35-46; LA 
5: 1161-9). Combat training was also associated with funeral games, as described in 
the "Instructions of Amenemhet". 

Make for me mourning, such as was never heard, 
For so great a combat [at funeral games] had not yet been seen! 
If one fights in the arena, forgetful of the past, 
Success will elude him who ignores what he should know. (AEL 1:136-7) 

The social importance of m..ilitary skills and combat is reflected in the funeral"}. 
monuments of the period. Many of the nomarchs emphasized their individual 
martial prowess in their funerary inscriptions (AEAB 25-6, 28, 30). Ameny, son of 
Montuwoser, boasts: "I am a man of the army, who attacks the [enemy] hero lin 
battle], but who loves life and hates death" (VAE 96). Djari, commander in till' 
time of Antef II, emphasized that he was"calm at the moment of blows" in bank 
(AEAB 41). A rare glimpse into the views of the common soldier is found in tlH 
stele of Fengu from Naqada, near Thebes. He is shown carrying a bow and a Shl',lf 
of arrows, and boasts: "I am the bravest of the brave, the swiftest of the swift. TIll 
Overseer of the Priests, Weser sent me on all kinds of nussions, and r retul"11l'd 
safely" (AEAB 35). Another soldier named Ankhu likewise boasted on his fUlll'l,ll 
stele: "I am a brave one who beats one braver than himself" (AEA13 103, 1(4). 

THE MILITARY SYSTEM OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM 

Overall, the evidence from the Middle Kingdom demonstrates that the Egyp
tian army was not a haphazard, ill-trained, and undisciplined rabble. Rather, there 
were formal policies ofrecruitment and training in a number ofdifferent weapons and 
combat techniques, with social standards stressing the importance of martial skill. 

Combat (LA 6:1429-30) 

Historical sources during the Middle Kingdom generally fail to provide details of 
actual combat. To understand what actually happened when Egyptian arm..ies 
fought we must turn to literature and art. In the tale of his adventures, Sinuhe 
gives a poetic tribute to the martial skills of Senwosret I {197111962-1928}, in 
which he alludes to the major phases of Egyptian combat. 

He [Senwosret I] is a god without peer ...
 

He is lord of knowledge, wise planner, skilled leader ...
 
He was the smiter of foreign lands,
 

While his father [Amenemhet I] stayed in the palace [during the co-regency],
 
He [Senwosret] reported to him on commands carried out.
 
He is a champion who acts with his arm,
 
A fighter who has no equal,
 
When seen engaged in archery,
 

Or when joining the [hand-to-hand] melee.... 

His enemies [do not have the chance] to marshal their troops;
 
Vengeful, he smashes foreheads;
 
No one can stand against him [in battle].
 
Wide-striding he smites the fleeing [enemy],
 

There is no escape for [the enemy] who turns his back [to flee];
 
Steadfast in the time of attack,
 

He makes [the enemy] show his back [in retreat]
 
But does not show his own back [by fleeing from the enemy]
 
Stouthearted when he sees the mass [of the enemy battle line] ...
 
He is bold, descending on the Easterners
 
His joy is to plunder the [barbarian] bowmen.
 

Grasping his shield he tramples [the enemy] under foot,
 
He needs no second blow to kill;
 
None can escape his arrow,
 
No [other] can draw his bow.
 

The [barbarian] bowmen flee before him,
 
As before the power of a great [god]
 
rIe fights as he plans [the battle]
 
Unconcerned about all else....
 
Enbrger of the frontiers,
 

lie will conquer the southern [Nubianllands,
 

rhough he has not Iyetl considered the northern ICanaanitellands,
 

12H 
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He was begotten to smite the Canaanites Egypt. There is some controversy as to the historicity of the tale, but whetherAnd to trample the Sand-dwellers. 21 fiction, embellished history, or an authentic autobiography, it is generally agreed
that the text has historical verisimilitude.Here we see all the elements of a typical Egyptian campaign: the divine impri Sinuhe was a "follower" (smsw) in the palace of Amenemhet I {1991-1962}, amature given the king by the gods, preliminary orders from the king, military mixture of courtier, staff officer, retainer, and bodyguard. Sinuhe was on anplanning, marshaling of troops, archery exchanges followed by bloody melees, the expedition against Libya with the heir apparent Senwosret I when the pharaoh waspursuit and execution of the defeated enemy, and the collection of plunder. A assassinated {1962}. Upon overhearing secret word of the coup, Sinuhe's "heartvictorious campaign was followed by a victory triumph as the army and fleet failed", fearing that he lnight be executed as a supporter of Senwosret I if thereturned home. After one victory, the Egyptian army and fleet "returned by river and assassins were successful in usurping power. He therefore abandoned his masterlanded in Herakleopolis and the [whole] city rejoiced ... women and men together, Senwosret I, making his way to the borders of Egypt and thence into Byblos andold men and boys. The son of the lord reached the city and entered his father's Qedem in modern Lebanon, where he spent half a year until he was enlisted in thecourt. He brought back those [of the army] who had left home [for battle] and he service of an Amorite bedouin chief, Amunenshi, the "ruler of northern Re~enuburied those [who had died in battle] who had no sons [to bury them]" (MKT 23). ICanaan]" (TS 28-9), who wished to establish good relations with Egypt (TS 31).Provincial regiments would mobilize in their home nomes, then march or sail Sinuhe married Amunenshi's eldest daughter and became a wealthy leader andto the frontier fortress where the royal army was assembling. For campaigns into warlord of the nomadic Amorite tribe (TS 31-2).Canaan, this tended to be Sile (Tell Abu Sefa) or one of the other north-east As a champion warrior of Amunenshi's tribe, Sinuhe was eventually challengedfrontier fortresses at the beginning of the "Way of Horus" which led across I n single combat by a rival "hero of [another tribe of the] Retjenu ... a peerlessnorthern Sinai into Canaan. For Nubian wars, the royal assembly was generally at champion, who had subjugated all the land. He said he would fight with meAswan. Thereafter, when in enemy territory, Egyptian armies often made fortified ISinuhe], and planned to rob me, to plunder my cattle" (TS 32), apparently incamps as bases (AF 29; VAE 95-6). Unfortunately we have no illustrations off01 I cvenge for earlier nomadic raiding by Sinuhe, or perhaps to resolve a longtified camps from the Middle Kingdom; although Tomb 17 at Beni Hasan shows ,I slanding blood-feud. Sinuhe responded to the challenge: "If he has the will toportable shrine, offering table and supplies (or offerings?) (BH 2 §15c), there is 110 fight, let him speak his wish! Does God not know what he has fated [for victory orindication of camp fortifications. New Kingdom murals, especially the Kadesh dc,feat in combat]?" (TS 33). What follows is the most detailed description ofreliefs of Ramses II, show many details of Egyptian fortified camps which 111,1\ pnsonal combat we have in Egyptian literature.

reflect earlier Middle Kingdom practices (EAE 2:219-21; AW 1:236-7).
The Coffin Texts allude occasionally to combat, complementing the order of batt I, At night [before the combat] I strung my bow [Pdt] and tested my arrows,described by Sinuhe. Combat begins with an exchange of missile fire, followed b, sharpened my [bronze] dagger [h3gsw] and polished my weapons. At dawn, allan advance by melee troops. "The bowmen shot him [the enemy], [then] the spearnKI R.etenu [Canaan] had come, having incited its tribes and gathered its neighfelled him" (CT 1127); this text may imply that it was not necessarily expected th.1l boring peoples, intent on this combat. He came toward me while I waited,arrows alone would kill the enemy. Troops are described as advancing into onCOnlll1 having placed myself near him. Every heart [of the people of my tribe] burnedarchery: "if you [the enemy] should come against me or if an arrow should COI1H for me; the women jabbered [in anxiety]. All hearts ached for me, thinking,miss, and continue its course behind me, then Apep will thrust at you [with hi "Is there another champion [as mighty as Sinuhe] who could fight him?"spear]" (CT 1145). Daggers are drawn in the ensuing melee; a personified weaptll (AEL 1:228, TS 33)

proclaims: "I am the spear which is in the hand which is stabbed at those who ,II
below ... I am the knife which pierces the middle of his head" (CT 1141). Dl'fl I he duel began at a distance, with an exchange of missiles. While keeping atis sometimes signaled by weapons breaking in the midst of combat: "my klllh l.Iximum missile range to nunirnize the effect, Sinuhe let his opponent exhaust hisbroken, my shield is split" (CT 1021), mourns a defeated soldier. The victors, < Ipply ofjavelins and arrows, which Sinuhe dodged or knocked aside with his shield.the other hand, rejoice with brutal rituals of triumph: "I will cut off your heads (
you who oppose my path; I will lift up your heads on my hands" (CT 660). I Ie raised his battleaxe [minhJ and shield, while his armful of javelins [nywy]

(lew toward mc. Whcn r made his [missile] weapons attack me, I let his
Military themes in the "Tale of Sinllhe,,22 

,II rows pass me by without effect, one following the other. (AEL 228) 

The "Tale of Sinuhe" is perhaps the most celebrated ancient Egyptian 'tol ~ rite (',lIl,\,lll1tl' \\';111 ill! II, II 111H'd wit h hmh axe and shield, which he holdsprovides the most detailed description of hand to hand (oll1h,1t 110111 ,lilt I I 111\ I.'ft h,lllt!. 11~'1\'ili hl1 1 iuill lund f'll'l' to throw several javelins. This 
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combination of axe and javelin is depicted several times on the Beni Hasan murals 
(BH 1 §14, 16). 

Then, [when he was out of missiles], he charged me, and I shot him, my 
arrow sticking in his neck. He screamed and fell on his face; I slew him. with 
his [own] axe. I gave my war cry, standing on his back, while every Easterner 
[in my tribe] beUowed [in triumph]. (AEL 228) 

As any pious Egyptian should, Sinuhe gave thanks to the gods, the true authors 
of his victory, after which he collected the spoils. 

I gave praise to [the Egyptian war god] Mont, while [my dead enemy's] peo
ple mourned him. The [Canaanite] ruler Amunenshi [Sinuhe's father-in-law], 
took me in his anus. Then I carried off [my enemy's] goods; I plundered his 
cattle. What he had meant to do to me I did to him. I took what was in his 
tent; I stripped his camp. Thus I became great, wealthy in goods, rich in 
herds. It was the [war] god [Mont] who acted [to grant me victory in battle]. 
(AEL 228) 

The parallels between this story and the more famous tale of David and Goliath 
(1 Samuel 17) are quite remarkable. In both we see the challenge from a mighty 
enemy champion, whom only the hero dared face. In both, the weapons are pre
pared and described before battle. The enemy is wounded and feUed by a missile 
and then dispatched with his own weapon. Victory in battle is attributed to God, 
and leads ultimately to wealth and power. ParaUels to single-combat narratives ill 
Homer also abound.23 Such narratives probably reflect a widespread shared mili 
tary culture, in which single combat to the glory of the gods and the plundering of 

a dead enemy's property were standard practices. They also reflect an oral militar, 
culture, in which such deeds were remembered and glorified in oral tales and 
poems, most of which are forever lost. In this sense Homer should be considered 
to represent the end of this Bronze Age Near Eastern epic tradition, rather than thl 
beginning of Greek literature. 

Despite his wealth and power in his adopted homeland, Sinuhe stiU longed fot 
Egypt. From the Egyptian perspective, non-Egyptians were too culturally different 
to be fully integrated with Egyptians. Sinuhe, who had sojourned for many yeal 
among the Canaanite nomads, described this difference as a state of nature: "no 
barbarian [from Canaan] can ever ally with a Delta man [from Egypt]; what call 
establish the papyrus on the mountain?" (TS 33). Eventually a letter arrived /TOil I 

king Senwosret, assuring Sinuhe that he was forgiven and welcome at court, ,1Ild 
encouraging him to return to Egypt, which he did (TS 35-9). He was honored by 
the king and welcomed by his old friends in astonishment: "look, Sinuhe 11.1 
returned as an Easterner, an offspring of the nomads'" (TS 40 1). A key COntl'rn 
ofSinuhe was that he should receive a proper burial in Egypt (TS 36, 42· -3); 111,111\ 

Egyptian soldiers on foreign campaigns may have ~harcd ;1 ,i,"iLlr ,1llXll'ly Ih,ll 

"their death might occur in a foreign country, where Easterners will lay them to 
rest" (TS 36) without the proper tomb and funerary rituals to insure a happy 
afterlife. Making offerings at the funerals of old war companions seems to have 
been part of a soldier's religious responsibilities. The funeral stele of Ded-Iqu 
records that "the soldiers serving [with me for] his majesty [king Senwosret I] 
presented things [at the tomb] to my ka [the departed spirit of the dead]" 
(AEA 93). 

Depictions of combat in martial art (BSMK) 

The tombs of the nomarchs at Beni Hasan in middle Egypt provide the best 
military art of the Middle Kingdom period. 24 Of particular interest for military 
history are four tombs: 

• Khety (Tomb 17);25 
• Baqet III (Tomb 15);26 
• Amenemhet (Tomb 2);27 
• Khnumhotep (Tomb 14).28 

The precise dating of most of the tombs is uncertain, but it appears that tombs 15 
and 17 date from the Eleventh Dynasty in the late First Intermediate Period {c. 
2050-2000}, while tombs 2 and 15 date to the early Twelfth Dynasty {c. 2000
1950} (EAE 1:175-7). The scenes in the tombs are somewhat stylized, with 
similar layouts and themes, but significant differences in detail merit close atten
tion. The tomb murals are divided into between six and nine registers, with 
wrestling scenes on the upper registers and combat on the lower. Tomb 2 has three 
registers of wrestling, two of combat and one of boats; Tomb 15 has six of wres
ding and three of combat; Tomb 17 five wrestling and three combat. Tombs 2, 15 
.1Ild 17 all show siege scenes on the left side of the murals, which will be discussed 
on pp. 447-50. 

The murals depict a wide variety of Egyptian soldiers with a number of differ~  

l'nt weapons and functions. Unfortunately, most of the soldiers are shown simply 
11l3rching into battle. None the less, assuming that the proportion of troop types 
'eRects the real n1.ilitary situation as opposed to artistic convention, we can get a 
ti:cl for the rough proportions of troop types in an early Middle Kingdom army, 
,Ind the nature of Egyptian combat. The Beni Hasan tombs can be supplemented 
wi th a war scene from the tomb of Antef of Thebes {c. 2100}. 

Antif {c. 2100}29 

1\ Il Ie f's tomb depicts an assault on a Canaanite city, which will be discussed in the 
'l'Clion on siegecrafl on pp. 447-50. Here, the composition of the Egyptian army will 
i1l' 'Ull1l11arized. The LOp two p,lIlcl~  show the assault on the Canaanite city (Figure 11, 
p 117), lill' Il1lddk' 1',11111 ~Iltl\\ '. I C11l1h,ll bClwccn Egyptians and Canaanites, while 
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the last two panels show Egyptians carrying off prisoners after their victory. All of 
the soldiers are wearing the typical Egyptian white kilt; some have straps crossing 
their chests and some have headbands; none, however, has any body armor or 
helmet. The middle panel, which I interpret to depict open combat before the 
siege, shows the Egyptian army in victory. Three Canaanites, bound with a single 
long rope, are marched to the rear by an Egyptian with an axe. The center of the 
panel depicts the combat. Two Canaanites lie on the ground with their pointed 
rectangular shields and a javelin scattered around them. A wounded Canaanite is 
being dispatched by an Egyptian with an axe. An Egyptian shoots his bow behind 
two duels: in both scenes the Egyptians hold the Canaanites by their hair as they 
strike them with an axe and what appears to be a dagger. To the rear, five Canaa
nites flee. One, wounded by three arrows, is helped by a comrade. Three others, in 
striped kilts with short thrusting spears or javelins and the standard Canaanite 
shield, withdraw in good order. There are a total of twenty-three Egyptian soldiers 
depicted in the assault (the first two panels), of whom five are climbing the siege 
tower armed with axes. Of the remaining eighteen, six (33 percent) are archers 
while twelve are melee troops. Of the melee troops, half have shields and half do 
not. Two of the soldiers have spears, and two have fighting sticks; the rest (66 percent), 
are armed with axes, which are evenly divided between the broad-axe and the 
semi-circular axe blade. Two also have bronze daggers. Three of the archers seem 
to have a type of quiver-box for their arrows, which appears to be freestanding, 
and set upright on the ground allowing the archer to draw arrows to shoot. The 
prisoner panel shows three archers and five axemen; the middle panel three ;L'(es, 
one archer and one man with a melee weapon which is damaged; from the posture 
and thrust of the Egyptians it appears to be a dagger. Thus, the overall proportion 

is about one-third archers and two-thirds axemen. 

Baqet III, 10mb 15
 
{late Eleventh Dynasty, c. 205O--2000} (BH 2 §5)
 

Tomb 15, from the late Eleventh Dynasty, shows the greatest number of soldiers, a 
total of 81, whose armament can be determined.30 Of these, ten (12 percent) arc 
involved with logistical support, bringing bundles of spears, bows, or arrows to the 
troops at the front lines; however, one of these is also armed with a bow, while two 
have fighting sticks, indicating that these troops were only temporarily involved 
with logistical support. This leaves 74 soldiers with distinguishable weapons. Of 
these, twenty-six are archers (35 percent), thirty-one are armed with flghtin~  

sticks (42 percent), nine are armed with spears (12 percent), six with axes (8 pel 

cent), and two with daggers (3 percent). 
These broad weapon categories can be further broken down into S111allel 

groups. Of the thirty-one men armed with fIghting-sticks, eight (25 percent) havl 
shields. Fourteen of the shieldless men are shown wielding their fighting stitk 
with one hand, while nine use two hands, probably reRecting different ph,lW' or 
techniques of stick fighting. Of the nine spearmen, two haw ,1 'peal ,lIld .\ lluh. 
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two have a spear and a shield, and fIve have pikes wielded with two hands. Three 
of the six axemen have shields, while three carry the axe alone. Neither man with 
a dagger has a shield or any other weapon. Only twelve of the 74 soldiers 
have shields (15 percent), of whom seven have clubs, two have spears, one has an 
axe, and two have either an axe or a fIghting stick. Shields thus seem to be scattered 
among the troops in rough proportion to the overall number of weapons of 
each type. 

Fifteen different melee duels are depicted in Tomb 15 (BH 2 §5). A third of the 
duels are between men armed only with clubs, mostly swung with two hands. In 
three instances a soldier has grabbed the fIghting stick of his opponent by the haft. 
One of the combatants has a shield in only three of the fifteen melees; in no melee 
do both combatants have shields. This overall proportion of shielded melee duels 
(20 percent) is roughly the same as the total proportion of shielded men depicted 
on the murals (15 percent), which would seem to imply that shield-bearing war
riors were not specifIcally organized to fIght a greater share of melee combat. 
Indeed, the overall impression of the mural is that, while the archers are organized 
into special units, the melee troops seem to have a random mix of all types of 
melee weapons. 

Three duels show a soldier holding his opponent by the hair while attempting 
to strike him. Another three depict combat between people with different types of 
weapons. The fIrst shows a man with shield and fIghting stick against an opponent 
with only an axe. In the second, a man with a shield and a stick faces a man with a 
spear wielded with two hands. Finally, a man with a shield and an axe (or a club?) 
faces a man armed only with a fIghting stick. Two battle scenes show fIghting 
between more than one combatant. A man with a pike has stabbed one enemy 
who is collapsing onto the ground, while a second enemy with a fIghting stick has 
grasped the middle of the spear and prepares to strike the spearman. A four-way 
combat is also depicted: a kneeling man is grasped by the hair by an enemy who is 
about to strike him with a club; a man with a shield and a stick rushes to the 
kneeling man's rescue, but is held at bay by a man with a pike held with both 
hands who stands behind his companion, with the pike extending beyond him and 
defending him (BH 2 §5c). 

Two of the duels are between an unarmed man and an opponent armed with a 
dagger. In the first, the attacker holds his victim by the arm or hair as he thrusts a 
dagger into his stomach. The second scene is somewhat ambiguous. An Egyptian 
.lppears to have a bronze dagger which he is thrusting into the face of an unarmed 
~anaanite,  who is grabbing the Egyptian by the forearm; it is unclear if this is a 

fight, or if the Egyptian is attempting to help a wounded Canaanite. At any rate, 
the fact that both dagger combats show unarmed opponents might indicate that 
I ill: daggers were generally used more for mopping-up operations than for actual 
fighting. In the final two melees a man with a club is beating a fanen enemy, using 
.J double-handed blow in both cases, implying that, in the hands of a properly 
II;lined Egyptian warrior, the war-club was at the very least enough to disable an 
, 11<.'llly or render him unconscious. 

u 
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Khety, Tomb 17 {late Eleventh Dynasty, c. 205O-2000} 
(BH 2 §15; AW 1:158-9) 

The second late Eleventh Dynasty tomb belonged to the nomarch Khety. Here, of 
a total of 67 Egyptians with discernable weapons, there are eighteen archers and 
one slinger (28 percent), forty-one men with shields (60 percent), and eight men 
with spears and no shield (12 percent), six of whom have fighting sticks as well. 
There are finally four men in the rear carrying bundles of extra weapons to the 
fighters. The forty-one men with shields carry one of three melee weapons: club, 
axe, or javelin. Twenty-three have clubs (57 percent), and thirteen have axes (33 
percent), n1.ost of which seem to be the smaller, semi-circular "eye"-style axe-head 
typical of the Old Kingdom, although two or three of the axe-heads may be the 
broad-axe more characteristic of the later Middle Kingdom. Only four have jave
lins (10 percent). Additionally there are eight other melee soldiers without shields, 
all armed with spears, six of whom have fighting sticks as well. This means that of 
the total of forty-nine melee soldiers - shielded and unshielded - roughly half have 
clubs, a quarter axes and a quarter spears. 

Amenemhet, Tomb 2 {early Twelfth Dynasty, c. 200o-1950} 
(BH 1 §14--1 6) 

The early Twelfth Dynasty Tomb 2 shows a total of thirty-three armed Egyptian 
soldiers (BH 1 §16). Of these, eleven are archers (33 percent), seven are armed 
with axe and shield (21 percent), with another four (15 percent) armed with axe 
and javelin or short spear, and one with axe and fighting-stick. One of these axe
men has two javelins, indicating these weapons were be thrown, as was the case 
with Sinuhe's opponent described above (TS 33). On the other hand, two men are 
shown fencing with these javelins, indicating they could be used in the melee as 
well. This gives a total of twelve men armed with axes (35 percent); all of these 
axes are the larger broad-headed style. AJI men with shields also have axes, 
although one-third of the men with axes do not have a shield. The final six men 
are armed with one of two types of spear, but no shield. Of these, two are armed 
with javelins and fighting-sticks, one with a javelin alone, one with a pike wielded 
with two hands, and two with unclear weapons which are either javelins or longer 
pikes. Thus, in summary, about one-third of the army is comprised of archers, 
one-third axemen (of whom two-thirds have shields and one-third javelins and 
axes), and one-third javelins or lances without shields. Only three actual melee 
duels are depicted in Tomb 2. In the first a man wields a pike with two hands 
against an enemy with a shield and an axe. The second duel is between two men, 
each armed with javelin and fighting-stick. In the third a man with two fighting
sticks is beating an enemy who has fallen to the ground; the fallen man is sup
ported by an archer in the rear shooting arrows at his attacker. 

Thus, although the overall format of the battle scene in each tomb is similar and 
stylized, the specific armament shown is quite distinct. Assuming l!lese differences 
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are due to the artists accurately reflecting changes in real armament, we can spec
ulate that the army in Tomb 15 (BH 2 §5) represents a late First Intermediate 
Period provincial army composed largely of poorly armed irregular militia. The 
limited resources available to a provincial nomarch perhaps explains the prevalence 
of fighting-sticks (42 percent) and the limited number of bronze weapons (23 
percent). It is also likely that not all of the spearheads are, in fact, made of bronze; 
some were likely made of flint, and therefore the number of men armed with 
bronze weapons in Tomb 15 was probably less than 20 percent. The limited 
number of bronze weapons in Tomb 15 may also reflect the ongoing transition 
from Old to Middle Bronze Age armies, with bronze still relatively rare and 
expensive. 

Table 17.1 summarizes the differences in troop and weapon types found in the 
Beru Hasan tombs over the course of 100 to 150 years {c. 2050-1950}. 

A number of interesting characteristics appear from this chart. First, the per
centage of archers remains relatively constant in all the murals, at about one-third 
of each army. Fighting sticks outnumber axes and spears two-to-one in Tomb 15; 
in Tomb 17 the proportion has become essentially even, with about a third of the 
army being archers, a third having clubs and a third having axes or spears. By the 
early Twelfth Dynasty Tomb 2, however, the fighting-stick has almost disappeared, 
to be replaced by an even proportion of axes and spears. The proportion of axes 
has nearly quadrupled from Tomb 15 to Tomb 2, and, furthermore, all the axes of 
Tomb 2 are the of broad-head type, which probably required almost twice as 
much bronze to make. During the same period the number of spearmen has 
almost tripled. The differences between the armies depicted in the tombs probably 
reflect the transition from a proto-Bronze Age army of the First Intermediate 
Period to a true Bronze Age army of the Middle Kingdom. On the other hand, 
the earlier tomb of Antef has more bronze weapons that the subsequent Inter
mediate Period tombs, a percentage that is surpassed by the period of Tomb 2. It 
may thus be that the late Old Kingdom, with its control of Sinai and international 
trade, had greater access to bronze weapons. The First Intermediate Period saw a 
temporary decline in the availability of bronze weapons, which was restored only 
by the beginning of the Middle Kingdom. 

Table 17. 1 Types of troops and weapons found at Beni Hasan tombs {c. 2050-1950} 

'1roop/weapon type Antef	 Baquet Khety Amenemhet 
(Tomb 15) (Tomb 17) (Tomb 2) 

archers 33% 35% 26% 32% 
fighting-sticks ( clubs) 11% 43% 37% 
Jxes 44% 9% 19% 34% 
spc:m 11% 13% 18% 34% 
sh iclds 38% 15% 60% 24% 
°'0 brOI17C wc.lpons 55% 22% 37% 68% 

1.1 
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Mercenaries in the Beni Hasan murals 

Though most of the soldiers depicted at Beni Hasan are Egyptians, there are a 
number of mercenaries involved in combat. Eleven Canaanite mercenaries are 
depicted in the mural of Tomb 15. Of these, three have slings, one has an axe and a 
shield, and two are unclear. Several three- to six-man groups of either Canaanite 
or Libyan mercenaries are depicted wearing bright, multi-color striped loincloths 
and armed with bow, axe, sling, and bronze dagger (BH 1 §16, 47; BH 2 §5b-c). 
The three Canaanite mercenaries in Tomb 14 are double-armed: one with both 
sling and bow, another with a bow and an axe, and a third with a sling and a 
dagger - none has a shield (BH 1 §47). Another similar company of Canaanites 
includes warriors with a sling and a bow, an axe and a bow, and a bronze dagger 
and a bow (BH 2 §5c). This implies that at least some Canaanites served as both as 
missile and close-combat troops, again paralleling the weapons and tactics attrib
uted to Sinuhe's challenger (TS 33). Three of the Canaanites, again in brightly
colored kilts, are shown armed with broad, curved war-clubs or axes, along with 
short-spears or bronze axes (BH 1 §16 = AW 1:169). The structure of the curved 
weapon is unclear here, but in the Beni Hasan tomb of Khnumhotep III, a 
Canaanite has a similar weapon which clearly curves into a broad axe-head which 
is structurally different from the haft (AW 1:166-7). Some of the archers appear 
from their red kilts or loin-cloths - as opposed to the usual Egyptian white kilt 
and their darker skin color to be Nubians (BH 2 §15a-b; AW 1:158-9). In Tomb 
17 there are two squads of Canaanite mercenaries, four of them slingers and five 
armed with axes (BH 2 §15b). Of the five axemen, one has either a club or a sling 
along with his axe. The other four have rectangular shields with triangular 
indentations on the top and bottom and four corners projecting outwards. The 
shape appears to be based on an animal skin with the four projecting corners being 
the four shoulders of the legs, vaguely reminiscent of Tuareg ayar shields. 31 

There are a couple of scenes showing activities in the rear of the battle line. All 
the murals show columns of soldiers marching forward into battle from the rear. 
Logistical support of troops on the front line is reflected in several of the scenes, 
wi th soldiers in the rear carrying large animal skin packets filled with extra javelins, 
bows, and arrows to soldiers in the front lines (BH 1 §47, 2 §5b, 15t, 16; BAH 45,52). 
Corpses are shown being dragged into piles or lines, and perhaps plundered (BH 1 
§47, 2 §5c. 15b); some wounded men appear to be receiving the coup de grace (BH 
2 §5c, 15c). A portable tabernacle with an altar table has been set up in the rear, 
where offerings have been presented to the gods, and a cow is being sacrificed before 
battle (BH 2 §15c), emphasizing the ever-present need of the aid of the gods. 

Tomb of the J#:lrriors (SNN) 

The "Tomb of the Warriors" provides us with some rather gruesome detailed 
evidence on the nature of Middle Bronze Age warfare. The tomb contained sixty 
corpses, all killed in battle in the time of Monwhotep I {20(i I 20 I I}, and 
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apparently buried simultaneously as casualties from the same battle (SSN 7). After 
nearly four thousand years the corpses were still sufficiently preserved to allow 
forensic analysis of their wounds and causes of death. The Egyptian soldiers, who, 
like soldiers in most ages, were probably larger and stronger than the average 
Egyptian, would be considered short by modern standards; the average height of 
the warriors in the tomb was about 1.6 meters (SSN 7). Some of the soldiers were 
obviously veterans, with "old, long-healed wounds" (SSN 9). 

According to Winlock, ten soldiers showed signs of having been wounded by 
ebony-tipped reed arrows - the actual number was undoubted higher due to flesh 
wounds which were no longer recognizable, and the probability that many arrows 
and arrowheads had either been removed or had fallen from the corpses (SSN 11
13, pI. 7). One of the arrows entered the chest and transfixed the lung and heart 
(SSN 12, pI. 7D), indicating that Egyptian archery was powerful enough to 
penetrate deeply and kill. The line of trajectory of several of the arrow wounds 
seems to have been from above, indicating that the soldiers were probably killed 
while besieging or assaulting a fortress, with the arrows shot from the walls (SSN 
13-14). Another eighteen wounds, many of them fatal, were interpreted by 
Winlock as being caused by stones thrown or slung from a fortress (SSN 14-15, pI. 
8-13). Fifteen of the sixty corpses were dispatched by a coup de grace to the head 
from maces, creating traumatic shattering of the skull and facial bones (SSN 16
17, pI. 9-10). Six bodies showed evidence of having been exposed after combat, 
and pecked at by carrion birds, indicating there was some time between their 
death and the recovery of the bodies (SSN 18, pI. 12). 

WinJock describes his interpretation of the battle in which these soldiers were 
killed: 

We have some sixty soldiers of the army of King Neb-hepet-Re' [Mon
tuhotep IJ, all of whom were either killed or grievously wounded by arrows 
and stones hurled from the battlements of a fortress they were attacking or 
were dispatched by the garrison during a sortie when their companions had 
fled out of range. Then they were torn by vultures, during the lull before the 
attackers once more dared come back to the fray. A second assault saw the falI 
of the citadel and the defeat of its defenders, when so great was the triumph of 
Neb-hepet-Re' that he had all the bodies of his slain soldiers gathered up from 
the battlefield, including those half rotted by their exposure since the first 
assault.. .. All were borne to Thebes for burial.. .. None had died in hand-to
hand fights from slashes by axes, probably none were the victims of stabs by 
spears and daggers, nor had any of them arms broken by the blows of maces 
and clubs. These soldiers were killed and wounded with missiles, and such as 
were grievously hurt and were helpless when the garrison made its sortie had 
been clubbed to death. (SSN 23) 

In all, the investigation of these corpses demonstrates that Egyptian warfare 
ould be billtll, ;ll1d the overall impression of combat in the Inartial art of 
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the Middle Kingdom, discussed above, is confirmed by Winlock's forensic 

analysis. 

Fortifications32 

Archaeologically, the building of fortifications is probably the most certain sign of 
militarism. If so, then the Middle Kingdom in Egypt was certainly a militaristic 
age. A complex system of fortifications (Egyptian mnw) was an integral part of the 
overall Middle Kingdom military strategy. There were four zones of Egyptian 
fortification activity, corresponding to its four strategic zones: the Nile valley, the 
north-eastern Canaanite frontier, the oases of the Western or Libyan Desert, and 

the Nubian frontier. 

The Nile valley 

There are frequent references to fortified cities within the Nile valley, but, unfor
tunately, millennia of human occupation and flooding by the Nile have erased 
most of the archaeological evidence. It is generally assumed that most of the large 
cities and great temple complexes were fortified with massive walls. The best sur
viving remains of city fortifications comes from EI Kab (Nekheb), near Edfu, 
whose rectangular mud-brick city walls measure nearly 500 x 600 meters, and are 
twelve meters thick and eleven meters mgh (figure 9, p. 360).33 The gate complex 
is lined with stone for additional strength. In many ways the sacred enclosure of 
the temple complex at Abydos (Kom el-Sultan), built by Senwosret I, is a for
tification, with gates and projecting towers (AEA 3-5; EAE 1:7-12; HEA 3:42-4). 

The north-eastern frontier 

Despite the obvious military importance of the north-eastern frontier, and 
numerous textual references to fortifications there, there is httle surviving archae
ological evidence for Middle Kingdom fortresses from that region. None the less, 
textual evidence gives us a basic picture of the nature and function of that fortified 
zone. This strategic frontier stretched from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Suez, 
roughly 120 kilometers across. However, the Egyptians made use of the impassible 
lakes and marshes to limit the area requiring active defense to roughly half that 
distance. The policy of fortifYing the eastern frontier seems to have begun in the 
reign of Akhtoy III of the Tenth Dynasty of Herakleopohs during the late First 
Intermediate Period, who claims to have driven nomads from the eastern fringes 
of the Delta (TS 223-4). This policy, however, was rigorously maintained 
throughout the Middle Kingdom, and broke down only in the last years of the 
Middle Kingdom and the early Second Intermediate Period. 

The Egyptians developed a defense in depth, composed of both frontier for
tresses and fortified cities in the delta. Amenemhet J {1991-1962} is knowll as the 
builder of one of the most important frontier fortresses of the age, the "Wall~  0 
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the Ruler", possibly at Wadi Tumilat near the Great Bitter Lake (LA 6:1124-6). Its 
precise archaeological identification is uncertain; it could have been a single for
tress, a series of forts designed to control access into Egypt, or even, in part, a 
barrier wall. Another fortress was built at the beginning of the "Ways of Horus", 
the military road leading east through the Sinai to Canaan (LA 3:62-4). Again its 
exact location is uncertain, but it was probably associated with Sile (Tell Abu Sefa) 
(ECI 80; LA 5:946-7). West of the frontier, the major towns of the north-eastern 
delta were also fortified, providing a second line of defense against any raiders or 
armies who might evade the frontier fortresses. 

The ~stern  IJesert 

During the Middle Kingdom the Western Desert was the least militarily active and 
threatening, and consequently the least fortified. Most ofthe oases that were occupied 
by the Egyptians, however, probably had some type of fortification, like those 
surviving at the Dakhla oasis (AEA 26). At Wadi Natrun (Qaret el-Dahr), to the west 
of the delta, there is a 47 X 59-meter fortress dating to the time of Amenemhet I 
{1991-1962} (HEA 3:205-6). A small dry-stone fortress in Wadi el-Hudi was 
built to protect the amethyst miners in the Eastern Desert as well (HEA 3:207-8). 

The Nubian frontiey34 

Archaeologically, the most spectacular surviving Egyptian fortifications are the 
four-thousand-year-old "Second Cataract Forts" in central Sudan. Indeed, they 
are the finest examples of Bronze Age fortifications anywhere in the world. Tra
gically they have been submerged and destroyed by the creation of the Aswan 
Dam and Lake Nasser in the late 1960s. Before their destruction, however, several 
fortresses received careful archaeological and photographic documentation. 

Although fortification of the southern frontier of Egypt had begun in Pre
Dynastic times, the "golden age" of Egyptian fortress building in Nubia was the 
Twelfth Dynasty of the Middle Kingdom. The fortifications constructed on the 
Kushite frontier were massive, requiring the expenditure of immense resources in 
their creation and maintenance, and representing both the need to sustain Egyptian 
imperialism in Nubia through military occupation and the significant potential 
military threat from the southern kingdom of Kush. The Cataract Forts were not 
created in a haphazard manner, but represent a carefully planned defensive system 
with four major purposes: 1, to maintain military control over Nubia; 2, to control 
trade from Kush into Egyptian Nubia; 3, to prevent raids or major military invasions 
from Kush; and 4, to provide bases for possible military intervention south into 
Kush. To achieve these goals the Egyptians created four fortress zones in Nubia 
(see Map 4, p. 309)35 

The first zone was at the First Cataract, the traditional boundary between Egypt 
"nd Nubia, whith had been fortified since Pre-DynastIC times. There were two 
maior SIIIVIVIIIV t'lIlltst's lh\.'rt': 
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• Elephantine (Abu), 53 x 53 m (AEA 80-1); 
• Senmut (on the island of Biga). 

In addition to these fortresses, Senwosret I seems to have built a wall as a barrier to 
further control traffic and prevent raids; it was six kilometers long, two meters 
thick and six meters high (AEF 71). 

The second fortification zone was rather more than 100 kilometers south of 
Aswan, where Montuhotep I {2061-2011} and, more extensively, Amenemhet I 
{1991-1962} built fortresses at the mouth of Wadi Allaqi to control access to the 
gold and copper mining regions to the east. These included: 

• Ikkur (Baki), 82 x 110 m (AEA 115); 
• Kubban (also called Baki), 70 x 125 m (AEA 132); 
• Aniba (Miam), 87 x 138 m (AEA 18). 

The third fortification zone was at the Second Cataract, some 300 kilometer~  

south of Aswan at the frontier established by Senwosret I {1962-1928}. Forts here 
included: 

• Faras ("Repelling the Medjay"), 75 x 85 m (AEA 90); 
• Serra East ("Embracing the Two Lands"), ? x 80 m (AEA 219);
 
.. Buhen (Buhen), city wall 215 X 460 m; fortress 150 x 170 m (AEA 39-40);
 
• Khor (Buhen), 250 x 600 m (AEA 125); 
• Mirgissa (Iken), 100 x 175m (AEA 152); 
• Dabenarti, 60 x 230 m (AEA 64). 

A century later Senwosret's great-grandson and namesake Senwosret III {1878
1843} created the forth fortress cluster about 100 kilometers further south at 
Semna, about halfway between the Second and Third Cataracts. These fortresses, 
representing the southernmost extension of Egyptian control in Nubia during the 
Middle Kingdom, were: 

• Askut ("Removing the Setiu"), 77 x 87 m (AEA 22); 
• ShaJfak ("Curbing the Countries"), 47 x 95 m (AEA 221); 
• Uronarti ("Repelling the JrIW"), triangular, 57 X 114 x 126 m (AEA 251); 
• Semna ("Khakaure [Senwosret III] is powerful"), 135 x 135 m (AEA 213); 
• Kuml11a ("Warding off the Bows"), 70 x 117 m (AEA 132). 

In creating these fortification systems the Egyptians made extensive use of the 
defensive potential of geography. The first and third fortification zones were 
respectively at the First and Second Cataracts, where any Nilc Rivcr tr<tOil 
must necessarily stop. Thus, in a sense, the cataracts had already naturally fortified 
the river, to which the Egyptians simply added land fortification~.  The fourth 
zone, at the Semna gorge, was the narrowest point in the Nik' v~llky  betwl'l'll 
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the Second and Third Cataracts. The narrow Semna gorge was ideal for defen
sive purposes. 

Although the building of the Nubian fortifications was associated with the 
imperialist policies of specific pharaohs, once built the forts took on a life of their 
own, continuing long after the original policies of the kings were abandoned or 
transformed by changing circumstances. Many of these forts remained in use for 
centuries, and were repaired or expanded a number of times by subsequent kings 
(e.g. ARE 1:293). Some of the forts, originally established for purely military 
reasons, developed into large cities and became centers of cultural and religious life 
in the area. Trade flourished at the forts, with a regular flow of merchandise 
between Egypt and Kush. The fortresses of Nubia remained in Egyptian hands 
into the early Thirteenth Dynasty, when the kings ofKush conquered Nubia as far 
north as Aswan; thereafter the fortresses remained in Kushite hands during most of 
the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries (see pp. 459-61). They were eventually 
reconquered by the Egyptians during the New Kingdom. 

Characteristics of Egyptian forts: the example of Buhen 
(FBj Blj AEA 39-40) 

Before the flooding ofLake Nasser, the best-preserved Egyptian fortress was Buhen 
(Figure 10, p. 444). The excavation and magisterial publication by Emery, Smith 
and Millard provides vital archaeological data on the characteristics of Middle 
Kingdom Egyptian fortifications. Built by Senwosret I {1971-1928} to con
solidate his Nubian conquests, the fortress was occupied for centuries and refur
bished many times. The Buhen fortress complex was built at the Second Cataract, 
adding man-made strength to this natural barrier in the Nile. Buhen was actually a 
pair - two fortresses on opposite banks of the Nile - to insure that no ship stop
ping at the Second Cataract could evade Egyptian notice. Modern archaeologists 
call these two forts Buhen and Khor, but they were both called Buhen by the 
ancient Egyptians, indicating that the Egyptians conceived these two fortresses as a 
single fortress system. 

Buhen, like the vast majority of Egyptian fortifications, was constructed of 
mud-brick, although some other Egyptian forts have stone foundations to give the 
fortress greater stability. Like many other Nubian fortresses, Buhen had one wall 
against the Nile, allowing direct access to supplies and reinforcements from the 
river, again emphasizing the importance of the Nile as the logistical artery of the 
Egyptian army. Although Buhen was essentially rectangular in shape, many other 
fortresses were irregular, maximizing the defensive qualities of the terrain. The 
ITlilitary engineers at Buhen clearly understood the principle of concentric 
fortification. The inner fortress measured 150 x 170 m, with walls five meters 
thick and up to eleven meters high, reinforced with wooden beams and reed 
mats to jncrea~e  stability. The walls of other Egyptian fortifications measured as 
much as tWl'lw I1ll'll"\ thick. The defcnsibility of the walls was increased by reg
ularly plaled "1I1ll. [,IWU\ .11ld huge projecting defensive bastions at the corners. 
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Figure 10	 Middle Kingdom Egyptian fortifications at Buhen, Sudan {20-18C}. Until its 
inundation by Lake Nasser, the Egyptian fortress of Buhen was the best-pre
served and most complex fortress from the Middle Bronze Age Near East. The 
fortress included a dry moat, glacis, concentric walls, projecting towers, postern 
gates, arrow slits, crenellation, and a massively fortified gate complex. 

Source: Drawing by Walter B. Emery, from Walter B. Emery, H. S. Smith and A. Millard, 
The Fortress at Buhen: The Archaeological Report (Excnlmliol/S at BIII,m I) (LOlldon: The Egypt 
Exploration Society, 1979). Courtesy of the Egypt Explol"Jtiol1 Society. 
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Two small gates gave access the Nile, with a huge fortified monumental land-gate 
to the west. 

This inner wall was surrounded by a second outer wall reinforced with thirty
two semi-circular towers. These towers had a double-row of loopholes for archers, 
angled in such a way as to allow a wide arc of fire. This entire complex was sur
rounded by a deep dry moat with mud-brick-lined glacis and counterscarp, 
creating a triple barrier against any assault. The monumental land-gate had a long 
narrow passageway, with tall towers projecting over the dry moat. A drawbridge 
on rollers within the gate could be withdrawn, blocking access to the inner gate, 
which was closed with heavy wooden doors. It is quite remarkable that by at least 
the twentieth century Be the Egyptians had already developed most of the basic 
concepts and principles of fortification that would remain foundational to for
tification engineering until the development of gunpowder weapons nearly 3500 
years later. 

Garrisons and the Semna military dispatches (SD) 

Within the walls of Egyptian fortifications there were a number of different types 
of buildings for the administration and maintenance of the fortresses. These 
included barracks, houses, and offices for the officers, armories, production areas, 
temples or shrines, granaries and 'supply houses, bakeries, and sometimes gardens. 

The frontier fortresses were manned by permanent garrisons which sent out 
regular border patrols. There is also evidence of watchtowers to supplement bor
der patrol observations. When fleeing from the turmoil of a palace coup, Sinuhe 
faced the problem of evading the border patrols. When he "reached the Walls of 
the Ruler [Amenemhet I], which were made to repel the [raids of] the Syrians and 
to crush the Sand-farers. I crouched in a bush for fear of being seen by the guard 
on duty upon the wall" (AEL 1:224). When Sinuhe returned to Egypt years later, 
he was stopped "at the Ways of Horus", one of the forts on Egypt's north-eastern 
border, probably at Sile (Tell Abu Sefa). There the garrison commander, 
undoubtedly astonished by a bearded man in bedouin clothing clainung to be an 
Egyptian who had been summoned by the king, sent a message to the royal palace 
asking what to do (TS 39, 42). These incidents suggest that, while individuals or 
small groups could evade the garrisons and border patrols, large raiding parties or 
armies would find it difficult to elude the strict Egyptian border garrisons and 
patrols. 

Eight remarkable military dispatches survive from the Nubian frontier fortresses 
during the reign of Amenemhet III {1843-1797}, giving us a glimpse of garrison 
organization and adnUnistration in the Middle Kingdom. Although written by 
officers 111 the Nubian frontier garrisons to their commanders, copies were kept at 
Thebes, mdicatlllg "the pervasiveness of the State administration" (VAE 93). Most 

f the letters end With the stylized assurance, "All the affairs of the King's 
I)omain Lifl.', I kalLh ~nd  Peace [upon him\ - are safe and sound." The focus of 
Llll.' ~lIrViV"ll1. k'Ul'" I' nil the movcment ofNubians and thc nOl11adic Medjay, and the 
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monitoring of trading activities. Protection from Nubian raiders was obviously ~  

high priority, and the frontier troops kept careful watch on population movements 
between Nubia and Egypt, with regular patrols describing sightings of people or 
even recent tracks in the desert. The fortresses also served as centers of trade, with 
the frontier garrison providing security for merchants (AEMK 191). 

Nothing seems to be too trivial for recording in the dispatch archives; several 
letters mention the movements of only half a dozen Nubians (SD §1, 3, 5). Five 
Medjay bedouins, complaining that "the desert is dying of hunger", came to Ele
phantine begging to be allowed to "serve the Great House [of Egypt]" as mer
cenaries (SD §5), presumably to keep from starving. Some Nubians were turned 
away and not permitted to stay near the Egyptian fortresses (SD §6). Other letters 
discuss the arrival and departure of Nubian merchants by boat and donkey to trade 
at one of the forts (SD §1, 7). Medjay bedouins were hired as mercenary troops to 
patrol the desert against the incursions of other Nubians: "two [Egyptian] guards
men and seventy [or seven?] Medjay-people went following a track [in the 
desert]". They captured three Medjay men and three women, who were brought 
to the fortress and questioned. "Then I [the fortress commander] questioned these 
Medjay-people, saying, 'Whence have you come?' Then they said, 'We have come 
from the Well of Yebheyet' " (SD §3). 

The most complete dispatch describes such a tracking expedition which lasted 
three days: 

Another letter brought to him by the liegeman Ameny who is in [the fortress I 
Khesef-Medjaiu ["Repeller of the Medjay" = Faras], being [a message] given 
by fortress to fortress. It is a communication to the Lord, may he live, prospl'l 
be healthy, to the effect that the soldier Nekhen, Senu's son, Heru's son 
Reniqer and the soldier from Tjebu, Rensi's son, Senwosret's son Senwosn:t 
came to report to this humble servant in year 3 [of Amenemhet III, = 18411 
4th month of spring, day 2, at the time of breakfast, on a mission from till 
officer of the town regiment, Khusobek's son Montuhotep's son Khusobek . 
who is the deputy [sergeant?] to the officer of the ruler's company in lh 
garrison of Meha [a district in Nubia] saying: "The patrol that went out II 

patrol the desert edge [near] the fortress of Khesef-Medjau in year 3,:\1 
month of spring, last day, has returned [after three days on patrol in the desl"tl 
to report to me, saying, 'We have found the track of thirty-two men and thl 
donkeys [...J' This humble servant has sent [the report fi·om fortress I to til 
tress." (VAE 94-5 = SD, §4) 

This remarkable document, which was preserved in a Theban archive will'! 

copy had been forwarded from Nubia, shows that the Egyptian army l1laint.\l1l 

detailed archives with the names of each individual soldier and every patml , II 

fully recorded. It is likely that there were once thousands or such papYri lext I 

archives documenting all aspects of Egyptian military a(f,lir.. , b,lt lod,ly only tl 
merest fragments survive. 
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Siegecraft36 

The extensive program of fortification undertaken by the Egyptians in the Middle 
Kingdom demonstrates that they viewed such defenses as necessary and worth the 
expenditure of resources. The Coffin Texts describe this view of the value of for
tifications, promising that "there will not go up to you those who would destroy 
your gate or wall" (CT 21). None the less, it is clear that, given enough time and the 
proper techniques, Bronze Age fortresses could be captured by assaulting armies. 
As depicted in the earlier Old Kingdom siege murals from the tombs ofKaemheset 
(AW 1:147, EWW 38; NEA 30-2) and Inty (AW 1:146, FP 141-2; NEA 30-2, 
Figure 2a), there were two basic methods of capturing a fortified city by assault during 
the Egyptian Bronze Age: breaching, and scaling. Neither ramp building nor under
mining walls are attested as siege techniques in the Egyptian sources for this period. 

Middle Kingdom evidence confirms the continued use of both scaling and 
breaching techniques, but with two major technical innovations: siege towers, and 
rams. Unfortunately, this Middle Kingdom evidence, though evocative, is guite 
limited. We have only two artistic depictions of Egyptian siegecraft in the Middle 
Kingdom: the siege mural ofAntef(Thebes tomb 386) (Figure 11, p. 447; EWW 38; 
NEA 38-9, Figure 3) {c. 2100}; and the siege murals at the tombs ofBeni Hasan 
(BH) {co 2050-1950}. 

Scaling 

III a scene reminiscent of the Old Kingdom murals in the tombs ofKaemheset and 
lilt'I, the tomb of Antef has a relief depicting the siege of a Canaanite city being 
.I%aulted with what appears to be a free-standing siege tower (GJ §2; EWW 38). 
I'his device differs from earlier Old Kingdom depictions of siege ladders in two 

ways. First, the Old Kingdom ladders are shown leaning against the wall for sup
port, while this siege tower is shown upright. Second, the Old Kingdom ladders 
!1.lVe only a single set of rungs. The Antef siege tower shows three upright beams 
II ith two sets of rungs, allowing two pairs of Egyptian soldiers to ascend the tower 

"111 II Si,'ge,ltldl1.ltl!t-\II'III' Ibll1b o(Antc((Thcbes, Egypt) {c.2100} 

,,, J)J,IWII1~hy  Mll'hl<·II,YIIII 
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simultaneously. There are two possible explanations for this. It may be that this is 
simply a double ladder with a shared mjddle beam. On the other hand, the artist 
might be trying to depict, without the benefit of artistic perspective techniques, a 
freestanding square tower. Another feature argues in favor of the square tower 
interpretation. In the depiction the tower doesn't actually touch the wall, which it 
would have to do if it were a ladder. Instead, it appears that a beam or plank 
extends from the top of the tower to the top of the wall, which the attackers 
would use to make the assault from the tower to the wall. A soldier on the top of 
the tower, armed with shield and axe, seems to be engaged in a melee with a 
Canaanite as the Egyptian struggles to get from the siege tower to the wall. Four 
soldiers with their axes thrust into their belts are ascending the tower, while a fifth 
man on the ground with axe and shield seems to be preparing to follow them up 
the tower. 

This tower thus seems to be an attempt to create a more stable platform from 
which to assault the wall, as well as more numerous climbing rungs to allow more 
soldiers to ascend simultaneously. On the ground level [Q the left of the tower 
there is a partially damaged circle which may represent a wheel for the tower, 
similar to wheels depicted on Old Kingdom siege ladders. The city the Egyptians 
are assaulting has no glacis, meaning the tower can be pushed fairly close to the 
wall. The glacis depicted in later fortresses on the Beni Hasan murals may have 
been made in part to prevent siege towers from being pushed up against the for
tifications. Dry moats characteristic of some Middle Kingdom Egyptian fortifica
tions would have had a similar effect. 

The Canaanite defenders of the fortress, with beards, headbands, and multi
colored kilts, are fighting the Egyptians with arrows and stones. Egyptian missile 
counter-fire seems to be effective; two Canaanites have been wounded by arrows 
one in the arm and one in the forehead - while another four have tumbled off the 
walls. Five Canaanites are shown with their heads barely peeking over the ram 
parts, while another four are standing up to shoot arrows or throw stones. Olll' 
man has the pointed-rectangle style of Canaanite shield, discussed on p. 43H 
Beneath the siege scene we see the aftermath of the siege, with bound men being 
dragged off as prisoners, women and children wailing and following behind. 
infants are carried on their shoulders. Egyptian soldiers armed with axes (five) and 
bows (three) guard, and sometimes abuse, the prisoners; some prisoners are pulled 
by their hair. 

Breaching 

Breaching the fortress walls by simply digging through the mud bricks V••l. 

obviously a potentially very costly operation, for the assaulting army was expowd 
to withering missile fire from the defenders who remained protected atop the Clt\ 

ramparts. The Coffin Texts describe the fear of soldiers facing such a missile 1),\1 
rage: "the ramparts are high, and I die in their limit" (CT 1139). The IWlIle ()fth 

injuries suffered by the soldiers in the TOl1lb of the W,\I' 101' (SNN). nl,IIlY of 
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whom were wounded or killed by missiles or stones throne from above, reflects 
the brutal fate of many of those assaulting a fortified and strongly defended city. 

Thus, rather than using the Old Kingdom method of directly digging through 
the mud-brick walls of an enemy fortress with mattocks, axes, and crowbars, while 
facing deadly enemy fire from above, Middle Kingdom siege engineers developed 
two new technologies to protect soldiers while attempting to breach fortress walls: 
the battering-ram, and the penthouse or protective shed. Both of these are 
depicted on the martial murals from the tombs at Beni Hasan. 37 

All of the murals depict essentially the same siege scene; it is not certain jf this is 
because the depictions reflect the standard technique of the period, or if the artists 
were simply repeating the same conventional scene over and over again. The castle 
being assaulted has either one or two gates, tall walls, and machicolation. It also has 
glacis - sloping earthworks at the foundation of the walls - a characteristic of for
tifications which appear in both Egyptian and Canaanite fortresses from this per
iod (ALB 202-5). The exact purpose of the Bronze Age glacis is uncertain. In one 
sense the glacis simply serves to stabilize the walls, allowing them to be built taller. 
A second possible function of the glacis would be to make breaching the walls 
more difficult; attackers attempting to undermine the base of the wall would have 
to dig through the glacis before reaching the wall itself. Finally, the sloping glacis 
would prevent siege towers from being placed directly against the wall, thereby 
limiting their effectiveness. As noted, the siege tower depicted in Antef's tomb has 
been placed against a wall with no glacis. It is possible, then, that glacis were made 
in part as a direct response to the development of siege towers. Likewise, a glacis 
would force attackers to place ladders further from the base of the wall and at a 
shallower angle; the ladders would thus need to be longer, and would be less stable. 
It is likely that all of these considerations were elements in the development of the 
glacis. 

The defenders of the forts in the Beni Hasan murals appear to be Egyptians, 
with shields and other equipment similar to that of the Egyptian attackers; the 
sieges represented here were thus probably part of the wars of the late First Inter
mediate Period. The defenders are armed with bows, javelins, and stones (though 
no slings), which they hurl with great fervor at the attackers. Some of the soldiers 
,Ire protected by shields from the missiles of the attackers; others hang out over the 
parapets to get a better aim. The attackers likewise return missile fire by both 
.Irchers and slingers; arrows are shown sticking in the walls and in some of the 
defenders. A large part of the siege was thus a missile duel, with the defenders 
having the advantage of the protection of their walls and the improved view, range 
,1I1d penetrating power brought by shooting at an enemy from above. On the other 
k\lld the attackers might have an advantage in that they could mass more troops 
,!looting more missiles against a single section of the wall which could support 
oillya limited number of defenders. 

The most interesting feature shared 111 all of the Beni Hasan siege murals is the 
Ikpl(tioll of the protected ram lIsed by the Egyptians. The Egyptians have built a 
!llllll'C'lIW ,lwlll'l l() drfl'nd lhl'i, I1ll'n from rllrmy missiles. The exact nature of 
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the shelter is uncertain; it clearly has a wooden frame, with crossbeams to support 
the structure. The roof is curved to deflect missiles. There are two uncertainties, 
however. First, is the structure a wooden frame covered by animal skins, or are 
there wooden planks on the roof and between the main structural beams? Given 
that the defenders' missiles are arrows, javelins, and stones, it seems likely that 
cured leather would provide sufficient protection for the attackers, which would 
also make the structure light enough that it could be easily carried into position. 
Second, the artist has depicted the structure in a cutaway view, allowing us to see 
inside, so it is not clear how much protection there reaJJy was on the sides of the 
shelter. Clearly there must be some type of opening to allow the Egyptians to us-o 
their ram. I suggest that the structure was completely covered on the top, had an 
opening at head and shoulder level which allowed the soldiers to see out and thrust 
their ram. The shelter was further protected by side panels on three sides, but was 
open to the rear allowing the soldiers to come in and out. 

There are two or three soldiers in the protective structures, carrying long poles 
used as rams. Assuming the soldiers averaged about 1.6 meters tall (see p. 439; SSN 
7), and that the artist depicted the rams in accurate proportion to the soldiers 
(which is not at all certain), the poles would be about 4-5 meters long. Given the 
height of many of the walls, however, I suspect many were actually longer thar 
this. It is not clear from the artwork, but the poles may have had some type of 
metal head. It appears to me that the poles were thrust out between the gar 
between the roof and the protective side panel, and rested on the front crossbeam 
of the defensive structure, creating a point of leverage. The soldiers used their 
weight to hold the back of the pole down, lifting the front of the ram upward at 
something less than forty-five degrees. The pole was then rammed into the brick 
wall and used as a lever in an attempt to crush or dislodge the mud-bricks. When 
enough bricks had been dislodged, the upper courses of the brickwork of the 
fortress would collapse, creating a breach, through which an assault could be 
undertaken. In all of the Beni Hasan murals the ram is being used against the 
upper portions of the wall rather than the base. This may in part be because the 
glacis prevented the ram front doing much damage to the base of the wall. It is also 
likely that, if enough of the upper portions of the wall collapsed, the resulting 
slumping of the bricks would create enough of a gap and slope for an assault to be 
made. 

Blockades 

We have no accounts during the Middle Kingdom of blockades or sieges lasting 
for months in an effort to starve out the besieged. Why might this be? It may 
simply be that such sieges did indeed occur but the surviving fragmentary record\ 
do not preserve accounts of them. It is only in the early New Kingdom that Wl' 
have our first account of a multi-year siege. The autobiography of a ship's c,lptaill 
serving in the wars of king Ahmose tells us that, during the wars of expul\lolI of 
the Hyksos from Egypt, "Sharuhen Ja major Ilyksos city ill \oulhl'llI C.lII,l,llI, 
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either Tell el-Far'ah or Tell Ajjul] was besieged for three years" {c. 1550} (ANET 
233b), implying that long-term sieges were feasible by this period. However, we 
do not know if such blockades were undertaken earlier. It may be that the mud
brick walls of most fortifications of the period could be breached with a few weeks 
of consistent effort, making long sieges unnecessary. On the other hand, the for
tifications of Sharuhen in Canaan were also of mud-brick; if brick walls were easy 
to breach, thereby removing the need for lengthy sieges, why did it take three 
years for the Egyptians to capture Sharuhen? 

It is also possible that, during the Middle Kingdom, the Egyptians lacked the 
logistical capacity to feed and support large armies in the field for more than a few 
months. If a city could not be taken within the framework of the maximum 
logistically feasible period, the siege would have to be abandoned; thus long sieges 
did not occur because the attackers starved before the defenders. But it is most 
likely that lengthy sieges are not mentioned in the records because, outside of civil 
wars in Egypt, the Egyptians generally did not face enemies with massive for
tresses. The only exception to this was Canaan, where the Bronze Age city-states 
were highly fortified. But, as discussed on pages 406-7, the Egyptians did not, in 
fact, intervene extensively in Canaan during this period. The fact that they faced 
large, well-fortified Canaanite cities in that region may have been part of the 
reason. Unfortunately, the lack of data precludes a definitive answer. 

Naval warfare38 

The overall technology and pattern of naval warfare in the Middle KingdQm 
remained broadly similar to those of the Old Kingdom, though there were a 
number of technical advances. Landstrom details these in his marvelously illu
strated book (SP 75-97). A number of model boats (TEM 93), artistic depictions, 
and archaeological remains (such as the Dashur boat, EBS 28) give us a good 
understanding of Egyptian nautical technology. Several different types of Middle 
Kingdom boats with sails, oars, and large rudders, are depicted on the tomb reliefs 
at Beni Hasan.39 Some Middle Kingdom ships are depicted with shields hanging 
from the sides of the deckhouse (SP 78, 81, 85, 89). This may in part simply be a 
convenient, out-of-the-way place to store the shields, but may also be an attempt 
to strengthen the thin papyrus matting of the deck house against javelins or arrows 
in combat situations (SP 81). The Coffin Texts and other sources provide detailed 
nautical terminology describing many different parts of the celestial ships of the 
;ods.4o Although these celestial ships are close counterparts of earthly ships, they 
are described in mythic terms where each part of the ship represents a different 

od or mythic creature; the ship itself becomes a microcosm of the Egyptian 
universe41 

There were four major zones of Egyptian naval activity during the Middle 
I<ingdom: the Egyptian Nile, the Nubian Nile (from the First to the Third Cat
,1I<1Cl\), the R.ed Sea and the eastern Mediterranean Sea. Fundamentally, during the 
lWO InlermClihlle Pel'lm!\ Eh'Yplian naval combat focused on the struggle between 
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rival Egyptian princes on the Nile river. Thereafter, although the Nile remained 
crucial for transporting troops and materials during the Middle Kingdom, we 
naturally see little river warfare on the Egyptian Nile, since Egypt was a unified 
state firmly controlling the Nile to the First Cataract and beyond. Instead, during 
the Middle Kingdom, naval warfare shifts to the Nubian Nile, the Red Sea and the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

We have several accounts of river campaigns during the First Intermediate 
Period, which have been discussed in Chapter Fifteen. Henenu the steward 
describes part of his responsibilities as "sailing up the river at the head of his 
troops" (AEAB 52) indicating the importance of the river for transporting Egyp
tian armies. King Merikare {c. 2070-2050?} led a river campaign in Middle Egypt 
in person, sailing his fleet to Shashotpe (Shutb), near Asyut {c. 2055?}, where a 
standoff with the upstart princes of Thebes ensued (ARE 1:185-6 = MKT 23, see 
p. 377). Ankhtifi of Hierakonpolis' campaign against Thebes {c. 2030} included 
strong support from his river fleet, which sailed with impunity up and down the 
Nile, either carrying troops or supporting them as they marched on the banks of 
the river (AF 37; OHAE 131, p. 371-3). The Nubian mercenary Tjehemau 
mentions campaigning by river and fighting on Lake Faiyum during Montuhotep's 
wars of reunification {c. 2040}. He describes ... 

Going forth ... against the Lake of Sobek [Faiyum] ... I overthrew the 
[enemy on the] sandbank ... [and] the river, to lead the sand-dwellers [nomad 
mercenaries] and [the Nubian mercenaries of] Wawat ... to put to flight the 
man [king] of the North. Then it [the northern kingdom of Herakleopolis] 
mustered its war-fleet and it traversed all its nomes of the entire [northern] 
land to defend itself. (ITM 11-20) 

Tjehemau also describes an amphibious assault against troops marshaled on the 
riverbank: 

I went down to the district of Thebes. I found [the enemy] standing on the 
riverbank. They planned fighting. The opposition fell [before our attack], 
fleeing because of me ... in the district of Thebes. (ITM 11-20) 

These accounts emphasize the integral part river fleets played in Egyptian 
warfare. It would be safe to say that on the Nile river an army seldom campaigned 
without the assistance of a fleet for combat, transport, and logistical support. 

During the campaigns against Nubia in the Middle Kingdom, Egyptian fleets 
played precisely the same role south of the First Cataract that they had played on 
the Egyptian Nile during the First Intermediate Period. Several accounts, dis
cussed in Chapter Sixteen, describe the role of the river fleet in the Nubian wars 
during the Middle Kingdom. Crucial to the success of the Egyptian conquest of 
Nubia was the use of the canal bypassing the First Cataract aL Aswan, which had 
been builtin the days ofWeni in the late Sixth DynasLy {c. 2310} (AEl. 1:21 2). 

This canal was dredged and widened in the eighth year ofSenwosret III {1870} to 
facilitate his conquest of Nubia by allowing the free passage of his war fleet, troop 
transports, and supply ships into Nubia (ARE 1:291-2). Thereafter, a royal river 
fleet was apparently maintained on the Nubian Nile (RA3 213). 

We have no accounts of actual sea - as opposed to river - combat during the 
Middle Kingdom. We do know, on the other hand, that Egyptian ocean fleets 
were operating widely and frequently in the eastern Mediterranean and the Red 
Sea during this period (EAE 2:358-67). In the Mediterranean Sea, Egyptian fleets 
were known to have operated as far as Crete (EAE 1:315), Cyprus (ECI 79), and 
Syria. The Syrian city of Byblos served as the major Egyptian naval base for 
resupply, fleet repair, and trade, and was crucial in the success of Egyptian mar
itime enterprises in the Mediterranean. (EAE 1:219-21, see p. 410). This gives a 
likely total range for naval operations in the Mediterranean of700 kilometers from 
Egypt, and perhaps as far as 1000 kilometers, depending on how one interprets the 
significance of the presence of Egyptian artifacts in the Aegean Sea. The total 
range of naval operation in the Red Sea i~ even further, up to 2500 kilometers 
from Egypt, again depending on where, precisely, Punt was located (EAE 3:85-6). 
Most of these naval operations were essentially peaceful trading expeditions, but 
many, if not all of them, included a military component, if only a contingent of 
soldier for the protection of the fleet. Amenemhet II's annus mirabilis {c. 191O}, 
discussed on pp. 399-402, included the dispatch and return of a fleet of ten ships 
on a raid to the Lebanese coast (ECI 78-9). At the same time another fleet plun
dered two cities in Cyprus or on the Syrian coast and returned with 1,554 pris
oners (ECI 79). The size of the fleet is not known but it must have been fairly 
substantial to have been able to carry enough soldiers and sailors to sack two cities 
and have room to return with over 1500 prisoners. The Egyptians in the Middle 
Kingdom clearly had the naval capacity to send several thousand men anywhere on 
the eastern coast of the Mediterranean. 

The First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom preserve a number of 
sources which give us our first glimpses of actual naval combat on the Nile. The 
most impressive of these is the naval combat relief from the tomb of Antef (Intef) 
(Theban tomb 386), nomarch of Thebes, and early ancestor of the kings of the 
Eleventh Dynasty (Figure 12, p. 454; G] §1; NEA 39; EBS 35). These murals 
depict three boats, all propelled by oars with large rudders at the back; no sails are 
visible. If the soldiers are drawn in proportion to the boat, the river boats are rather 
small, perhaps eight meters long; other vessels are known to have been thirty meters 
long with 60 rowers (EBS 36). These boats are propelled, respectively, by ten, 
fourteen or eighteen rowers, with half that number depicted on one side of each 
boat. In two of the ships they sit, rowing in unison; in the other they stand while 
rowing. Two of the ships have four warriors, one has at least five, and perhaps a 
sixth in a damaged section of the mural. Two of the ships have only archers, while 
the third has one archer and three men armed with shields and broad-axes. Some 

f the warnor\ \l,1I1<1 on lhL' prow of the ship, shooting their bows; two axemen on 
lhe prow ,lrL' PI~P,1l1l1ll III ,l\\.lll1l ,lIlolher ship, or perhaps to jump ashore. 
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troops, As the battle was won, the fleeing enemy beached their boats, abandoning 
I hem to be burned by the victors, This general pattern of naval warfare is supple
Illented by a passage from the Coffin Texts, describing demonic opposition to the 
p,lssage of the celestial ship of the gods into the heavens in terms of naval warfare, 
with tactics of shattering enemy oars to prevent maneuver, and setting fire to 
l'lIemy ships: "the oars of those who are hostile are broken ... I am he who 
opposed the destroyer who came setting fire to your bark.... They shalJ not attack 
vour bark while I am in it" (CT 1099). 

Thus, by the Middle Kingdom, river naval combat had become quite sophis
tIcated, including the use of a combination of sails and oars to maneuver the ships, 
Iltcmpts to use the wind to gain tactical advantage over the enemy, combat with 
I,ll nming to shatter oars and fire to disable enemy ships, and archery and boarding 
IIldee against enemy crews. In this, Middle Kingdom naval warfare broadly par
tllels the characteristics of naval combat in the New Kingdom as depicted on the 
I.IIllOUS martial reliefs on the southern wall of the temple ofRamses III at Medinat 
Il.lbu. 42 

Figure 12 Naval combat scene, Tomb of Antef (Thebes, Egypt) {c. 2100} 

Source: Drawing by Michael Lyon (partly restored) 

The details of the Antef naval mural thus shows that Middle Kingdom nav.ll 
combat included both archery and shipboard melees, which is confirmed by tl' 
tual accounts of naval combat from this period. The most detailed of these COlllt 

from the autobiography of Tefibi, nomarch of Asyut, against his rivals at Thdll' 
{c. 2080} and is the first eye-witness narrative of a naval battle on the Nile. 

I [crossed over from the west bank] and reached the east side [of the Nikl 
sailing upstream [south]. There came another jackal [Antef's general] wllh 
another army from his confederacy [from ThebesJ. I went out against him .. 
He hastened to battle to the [thirteenth] nome [of Asyut] .... I ceased not tl 
fight to the end, making use of the south wind as well as the north wind, III 
the east wind as well as the west wind [for maneuvering my fleet on the rJV 

er] .... He [the enemy general] fell in the water [after being wounded or kl1 
led]; his ships [fled and] ran aground.... Fire was set [to their ships], I dro"l 
out the rebellion by the plan of [the jackal god] Wepwawet, [the head-god oj 

Asyut] ... When a man did well, I promoted [him] to the head of my soldicr 
(ARE 1:182-3) 

This narrative depicts ships fighting a battle on the river and using the wind~  fill 

maneuvering to gain tactical advantage. When the enemy gcncral wa~  kdk'd III 

battle - by nussile or melee is unclear - he fcU in the: liver, dCI11tlr.lli/lll~  hi 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

Early Second Intermediate Period Egypt 
{1786-1667}1
 

The death of queen Sobekneferu and the end of the Twelfth Dynasty in 1786 
inaugurated a period with a remarkable dearth of historical sources in Egypt. 
Royal and noble inscriptions with information on military affairs almost entirely 
disappear, in favor of formulaic ritual texts with little substantive historical content. 
"Sources for the period include neither royal annals nor private autobiographies 
with information on military events" (EAE 3:395). The names of many kings 
ruling Egypt during this period are unknown, due to lacunae in the Turin Canon 
king-list, even when supplemented by scarab seals with royal names which become 
popular during this period. 2 All this means that the military historian can hope to 
understand only the broadest trends during this period. 

The paucity of sources naturally creates uncertainty and ambiguity, leading to 
several different ways of understanding the history of Egypt during this period. 
Some scholars rightly note that there are many areas of cultural continuity between 
the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period. From the perspective 
of military history, however, the discontinuities are more significant. Among 
Egyptologists there are different ways of interpreting the reasons for the shift from 
the Middle Kingdom to the Second Intermediate Period. Some scholars include 
the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Dynasties {1786-1667} as part of the Middle 
Kingdom, with the Second Intermediate Period covering only the Fifteenth 
through Seventeenth Dynasties {1667-1569}. Others, whom I will follow,3 date 
the Second Intermediate Period from the end of the Twelfth Dynasty in 1786 to 
the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty and the New Kingdom period in 1569. I 
will use the following tentative chronology of the Second Intermediate Period (see 
Table 18.1).4 

In this section I will examine only the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Dynasties, 
culminating in the invasion of the Hyksos and the introduction of the war-chariot 
into Egypt around 1667. 

Thirteenth Dynasty {1786-1667} (SIP 69-93, EAE 3:394-8) 

Due to the paucity of sources, the nuhtary history of the Thirteenth and Four 
teenth Dynasties can only be described in the broackst generalities, and this oftl'n 

EARLY SECOND INTERMEDIATE PERIOD EGYPT 

Table 18.1 Tentative chronology of the Second Intermediate Period 

Dates Dynasties 

1991-1786 Twelfth Dynasty (Middle Kingdom) 

1788-1667 Fourteenth (Canaanite) Dynasty at Avaris dominates the Delta 

1786-1667 Thirteenth (Egyptian) Dynasty in middle and southern Egypt 

1667 "Hyksos" conquest of Avaris and Memphis ends Thirteenth and Fourteenth 
Dynasties 

1667-1602 Sixteenth (Egyptian) Dynasty at Thebes 

1667-1558 Fifteenth (Canaanite) "Hyksos" Dynasty dominates the Delta 

1602-1600 "Hyksos" conquest and temporary domination of Thebes 

1600-1569 Seventeenth (Egyptian) Dynasty at Thebes 

1569-1315 Eighteenth Dynasty at Thebes; beginning of the New Kingdom 

1569 Year 1 of Ahmose of Thebes; beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty 

1558 Year 11, Ahmose conquers Avaris and ends the Fifteenth "Hyksos" Dynasty 

only through inference from scanty inscriptional and archaeological remains. A 
basic, though fragmentary list of kings is found in the Turin King-list, which can 
be supplemented with scarabs and inscriptions (SIP 69-75, 94-9; CS 1:72-3). 
However, most of these kings rennin nothing more than ephemeral names. The 
capital of Egypt remained at the earlier Middle Kingdom capital of Itjawy (Lisht), 
and there was some dynastic continuity between the Twelfth and early Thirteenth 
dynasties - the first two kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty were sons of Amenemhet 
IV of the Twelfth Dynasty (SIB 75). The major military event of the early Thir
teenth Dynasty, which inaugurated the Second Intermediate Period, was the rise 
to independence of the rival kings of the Canaanite Fourteenth Dynasty in the 
eastern delta (see p. 461). This was undoubtedly accompanied by warfare, and, 
although we are left uninformed of the details, it is clear that the Canaanite war
riors of the delta were ultimately successful in establishing their independent state. 
Thereafter there was at least some level of peace and accommodation between the 
Egyptian Thirteenth and Canaanite Fourteenth Dynasties, as indicated by trade 
relations and the finds of Thirteenth Dynasty seals in Fourteenth Dynasty territory. 

The period as a whole was ruled by over fifty kings, generally with short reigns 
and few major monuments. There are no records offoreign military expeditions to 
the Sinai, Canaan, or Nubia, though a few inscriptions mention mining expedi
tions to the quarries at Wadi Hanunamat in the Eastern Desert and Gebel Zeit on 
the Red Sea. Likewise there is inscriptional evidence mentioning a "commander" 
and a "lieutenant" in the western oases, indicating a Thirtheenth Dynasty nulitary 
presence there (SIB 78-9). Any dynastic continuity with the rulers of the Twelfth 
Dynasty was ended with the rise to power of king Sobekhotpe III {1749-1747?}. 
He was an "elite orTicer", the son of the "elite officer" Montuhotep, who rose to 
power undl'l" 1I111.11own lirCUl11stances; Ryholt speculates that there was some type 
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Table 18.2 Schematized and simplified chart of the dynastic divisions of Egypt during the of military coup against the weak and ineffectual kings of the early Thirteenth 
Second Intermediate Period, 1786-1569 

Year Thebes Middle Egypt Memphis Avaris-DeltaI 
1810 Middle Kingdom 

Twelfth Dynasty, 1991-17861800 

1790 

l780 

1770 
"---- 
1760 

1750 

1740 

1730 
1---
1720 

Thirteenth Dynasty 
(Egyptian) 
1786-1667 

1710 

1700 

1690 

1680 

1670 
1--

1660 
e--- 
1650 

1640 

1630 

Sixteenth Dynasty 
(Egyptian, Thebes) 

1667-1602 

1620 
---- 
1610 

1602-1600: Hyksos domination at Thebes 

1600 
-- 
1590 

1580 

1570 

Seventeenth Dynasty 
(Egyptian, Thebes) 

1600-1569 

1560 

1550 

1540 

Fourteenth 
Dynasty 

(Canaanite) 
1788-1667 

Fifteenth Dynasty
 
(Canaanite-"Hyksos")
 

1667-1558
 
(109 years)
 

1530 New Kingdom 
Eighteenth Dynasty (Thebes) 

1520 1569-1315 

1510 

1500 

Dynasty (SIP 222-4, 297). However this may be, Sobekhotpe III initiated a tem
porary revival in Egyptian military power. 

Sobekhotpe's successor, though not his son, was Neferhotpe I {1747-1736?}, 
under whose rule Egypt's military prestige was somewhat restored. An inscription 
of Neferhotpe in northern Nubia indicates that Egypt still exercised some control 
of that region. On the other hand, a building inscription mentions soldiers 
accompanying king Neferhotpe I on a pilgrimage to Abydos (ARE 1:334, SIB 
226-8), which may indicate some concern for the security of the king. Seals of 
Thirteenth Dynasty kings and officials have also been discovered in Canaan and 
Syria, indicating trade and diplomatic relations with Egypt (SIB 85). Seals of 
Egyptian military officers have likewise been found in the Levant, implying that 
some type of military escort accompanied Egyptian trading and diplomatic expedi
tions (SIB 86). All this implies that either the Thirteenth Dynasty kings had direct 
access to the Mediterranean via a western branch of the Nile, or the Canaanite 
kings of the Fourteenth Dynasty, who controlled at least the eastern Delta, allowed 
southern Egyptian trade to pass through their country. The discovery of a relief 
from Byblos of "governor Yantinu, son of governor Yakin" with a cartouche of 
Neferhotpe I {1747-1736} attests that the rulers of Byblos at least nominally 
acknowledged Neferhotpe as their overlord (SIB 87), and may imply that the vassal 
relationship between Egypt and Byblos that had existed in the Middle Kingdom 
continued on through the early Thirteenth Dynasty; the last indications of contact 
between Thirteenth Dynasty Egypt and Byblos is in the reign of Sobekhotpe IV 
{1734-1725} and his successor Ya'ib {1721-1712} (SIB 89-90). 

This resurgence of Egyptian power was brief, however. N eferhotpe was suc
ceeded by his two brothers, but did not create a long-lasting dynasty (SIB 225-31 , 298). 
During the last thirty-odd years of this period, from roughly 1700 to 1667, over 
twenty kings seem to have ruled Egypt in the Thirteenth Dynasty, indicating a 
period of instability and possible collapse of royal power. The military result of this 
instability and weakness was successful foreign invasions by both the Kushites from 
the south and the Canaanite Hyksos from the north, who captured the capital at 
Itjawy and ended the dynasty. Resistance to both Hyksos and Nubian invaders was 
taken up by the regional Egyptian nomarchs ofThebes, who formed a new Egyptian
controlled government known as the Sixteenth Dynasty {1667-1602}, later suc
ceeded by the Seventeenth Dynasty {1600-1569}, likewise based at Thebes. These 
two dynasties retained control of much of middle and southern Egypt for nearly a 
century. Building on this center of military resistance, the Eighteenth Dynasty 
{1569-1315} would eventually arise, which would defeat both the Hyksos and the 
Nubians, and reunite Egypt, creating the Egyptian empire of the New Kingdom. 

Nubia, Klish, and the Thirteenth DynastyS 

I)uring th~'  Mlddk 1<1I1Kdoill thc Nile Rood lewIs were recorded each year at the 
Source: Based on SIP 6, 191; all dates approximate_ For map, sec IIAAr· 5? ,lIld AM! ;11 SCl11nil fnflr~ 111 r IIhl \ 1\f<1\JtiJllp, SOIlIC typc of advanced notice on Nile flooding, 
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and hence expected agricultural productivity and the expected tax returns of 
Egypt. The custom of marking the Nile level continued through the early Thir
teenth Dynasty, indicating ongoing Egyptian control and occupation of northern 
Nubia. An inscription mentions "the commander of the army, Renseneb", who 
was commander of the Semna fortress (ARE 1:331). A funerary inscription by a 
deputy treasurer at Abydos describes his mission to inspect the fortresses in Nubia, 
"in the surrounding foreign lands [of KushJ which rebel" against Egypt. Children 
of Nubian chiefs were kept and trained at the Egyptian court during this time as 
quasi-hostages (SIB 93). These texts demonstrate a continued Egyptian military 
interest in the Nubian fortresses, which is confirmed by Cemetery K at the Buhen 
fortress which has Egyptian-style burials during the Thirteenth Dynasty (OHAE 
207). Diplomatic relations continued between Kush and Egypt; a papyrus details 
the allotment of provisions for two Nubian chiefs who were escorted to Egypt, 
perhaps being enlisted as mercenaries (SIB 92). At some point in the late 
Thirteenth Dynasty, however, Egyptian military dominance of Nubia began to 
erode. The exact time and circumstances in which the Egyptians withdrew 
from Nubia are uncertain, but strong Egyptian control seems to have continued 
through the reign of Sobekhotpe IV {1734-1725}. There may have been an 
Egyptian campaign to Sai Island south of Semna under Sobekhotpe IV, but the 
inscription is so damaged that the reading is quite uncertain (AN 119-20, disputed 
by SIP 90). 

With the declining authority and competence of Egyptian kings during the 
unstable later Thirteenth Dynasty, however, the Egyptian commanders of the 
Nubian fortresses seem to have become increasingly autonomous, with power 
devolving into the hands of the garrison commanders who passed their offices and 
authority on from father to son. The fortresses became progressively more self
supporting and independent, with intermarriage between Egyptian soldiers and 
Nubian women, and growing reliance on Nubian mercenaries, blurring the cul
tural and ethnic distinction between the garrison troops and the Nubians and 
Kushites they were meant to defend Egypt against (BI 72-6, 83-5). 

There have been a number of suggestions concerning the cause of the Egyptian 
loss of the Nubian fortresses. 6 The Nubian provinces may have been intentionally 
abandoned due to high costs and declining state revenues. Indeed two of the 
Nubian frontier fortresses - Semna South and Serra East - were abandoned during 
the last decades of the Middle Kingdom (SIP 91). Egyptian troops may have been 
withdrawn to face mounting danger from the Canaanite Hyksos in the Delta. On 
the other hand, Egyptian garrisons, finding themselves isolated and neglected by 
the kings of the collapsing Thirteenth Dynasty may have made a separate peace 
with the king of Kush to the south. However this may be, the Kushites captured 
some of the fortresses by siege or assault; Buhen, for example, was clearly burned 
and sacked. It is possible that the Kushite alliance and dynastic marriage with Lilt' 
Canaanite Thirteenth Dynasty in the delta (see pp. 462-3), which began by leN 
1720 and probably continued through 1680, might have strengthened thl' mdlt,lIY 
position of the Kushite kings sufficiently to allow thelll to altalk E!o,'ypu.ln Nubl,l 

The Kushite king marked his victory with an Egyptian-style stele, depicting him
self with bow, mace, and the crown of Upper Egypt (BI 84). 

None of these explanations are mutually exclusive: it may well be that the 
garrisons were neglected and weakened during the late Thirteenth Dynasty, 
allowing the Kushites to capture several forts by assault after which the others 
surrendered on terms. It is clear from tomb inscriptions of the Sobekemhab officer 
family at Buhen that, after the fall ofBuhen, some of the surviving former Egyp
tian garrison troops and officers enlisted in the army of the king of Kush, and 
remained on garrison duty in the partially ruined Buhen fortress, from which they 
undertook military operations for Nejeh {1650?-1630?}, king ofKush. The fall of 
the Nubian fortresses probably occurred in the 1660s - at the time of the final 
collapse of the Thirteenth Dynasty and the rise of the Hyksos in the Delta. 
Thereafter, the fortresses remained in Nubian hands until the reconquest by 
Kamose of Thebes {1571-1569}. Nubia thus remained part of the Kushite king
dom for nearly a century (BI 80-5). 

Fourteenth (Canaanite) Dynasty 
{1788-1667} (SIP 94-117) 

During the Twelfth Dynasty there was a slow but steady peaceful migration of 
Semitic peoples from Canaan into the eastern Delta. The Egyptians knew these 
peoples generically as (3mul, perhaps pronounced roughly as Amu; they are prob
ably to be related to the contemporaneous migration of the Semitic Amorites 
throughout Syria, Canaan, and Mesopotamia in the nineteenth century. The exact 
relationship between the Canaanites and the Egyptians in the Delta are vague. 
Some of the Canaanites undoubtedly remained semi-nomads. Others became 
integrated into Egyptian society. Some seem to have served the Egyptians as mer
cenaries or officials. It is clear, however, that many retained their separate cultural 
and linguistic identity, forming a significant and growing minority in the popula
tion of the Delta (SIP 293-4). 

Sometime late in the reign of Amenemhet III {1843-1797}, or during the 
reign of Amenemhet IV {1798-1790} or Sobekneferu {1790-1786}, the Canaa
nites seem to have become at least semi-autonomous, as implied by the fact that 
there is no evidence for Egyptian expeditions to the Sinai and Byblos during the 
last decades of the Middle Kingdom - a fact that could be explained by an inde
pendent state in the Delta cutting Egyptian land and sea access to the Sinai and 

anaan. Exactly when and how full independence was eventually achieved 
remains unclear. Low Nile floods late in the Twelfth Dynasty may have contributed 
to economic decline and political instability (OHAE 169), which may have 
facilitated the rise of independence among the Delta Canaanites. It may simply 
have been that a Delta nomarch took charge of local affairs as the central autho
rities proved increasingly incapable or unwilling to deal with growing problems. 

Ilowever this Illay be, sometime around 17R8 a Canaanite leader, Yakbim 
17HH?- 1770?},7 .ISWlll'd fuJI 1I1dl'pl'IH\('11l 'lulhority at Avaris (modern Tell el-Dab'a; 
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EAE 1:351-4; AEA 240) in the north-eastern Delta, inaugurating the Fourteenth 
Dynasty {1788-1667}, the first non-Egyptian dynasty to rule in Egypt. The 
Canaanite origin of this dynasty is confirmed by both the Semitic names of its 
rulers, and the Canaanite archaeological remains in the eastern Delta during this 
period (SIP 99-100). Although the exact nature of this transition is uncertain, 
there was clearly a military component in the Dynasty's rise to independence. Fifty 
percent of the male burials from this period at Avaris included weapons burials, 
with bronze daggers of the Middle Bronze IIA style from Canaan (SIP 76, 295); 
since many of the tombs had been plundered; the actual number of burials with 
weapons was undoubtedly higher, perhaps almost universal. This clearly indicates 
an important military component among the Canaanite population in the Delta. 
These weapons burials could be explained by Canaanite mercenaries in Egyptian 
service who eventually usurped independent power and formed their own dynasty. 
On the other hand, it is also possible, if not likely, that local Canaanites living in 
the Delta called upon their relatives from Canaan to come to Egypt and help in 
their efforts at independence, creating an additional influx of Canaanite warriors 
into the Delta at the time the Fourteenth Dynasty rose to independence. Broadly 
speaking, developments in the Delta may have some parallels to the rise to power 
of Germanic warlords and mercenaries in fourth- and fifth-century Rome:8 a 
combination of peaceful migration, mercenary service, the rise to power of semi
independent mercenary warlords, militant migration, and finally the creation of a 
fully independent state controlled by the former mercenaries. 

Within a few years the first king of the Fourteenth Dynasty, Yakbim, had 
conquered or otherwise come to dominate the entire eastern Delta, and possibly 
some of the western Delta as well. The precise boundaries of the Fourteenth 
Dynasty kingdom cannot be determined with certainty due to the scarcity of 
monuments and contemporary documents. Their control over the eastern Delta is 
clear from Canaanite archaeological remains. The minimalist interpretation main 
tains that this was the full extent of their domain. The maximalist view, however, 
asserts that they might also have held some type of hegemony over much of thl' 
western Delta and southern Canaan (SIP 77, 103). Yakbim's first three successors 
are little more than names: Ya'ammu, Qareh and 'Ammu, ruling from perhaps 
1770 to 1740. 

The tomb of the Deputy Treasurer of the Fourteenth Dynasty, Aamu, at thl 
Dynasty's capital of Avaris, reflects the military culture of the age. The tomb 
included the sacrificial burial of five donkeys and three humans (I = OHAE 191) 
A bronze dagger and battle-axe were also discovered in the tomb, emphasizing L11l' 
martial interests of the rulers. The burial with the ruler of donkeys rather thall 
horses probably indicates that the horse-drawn war-chariot had not yet bel'lI 
introduced into Egypt in the early eighteenth century (SIP 104-5). 

The discovery of dozens of scarab seals with the names of Fourteenth LJynaslV 
rulers and officials provides insight into their foreign rclations. Seal discOVl'lll 
range from Nubia and Egypt to northern Canaan and Syri:t, :tlld ,1rc I houghl 
to indicate the range of diplomatic and trade relation~hip~  (SI P I ()c; 12).' '111 
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connection with the kingdom of Kush in the central Sudan was important. 
Numerous Fourteenth Dynasty seals have been discovered at the Kushite capital of 
Kerma, indicating ongoing trading and diplomatic relations, perhaps by river with 
the permission of the Thirteenth Dynasty, or perhaps over the difficult desert trails 
via the western oases. It seems likely that the Canaanite kings of the Fourteenth 
Dynasty and the kings of Kush established a long-term alliance against the Egyp
tian Thirteenth Dynasty, as we find better documented in the later Hyksos period 
(ANET 232, 555). When - or even if - this alliance resorted to war with the 
Thirteenth Dynasty of Egypt is uncertain. The alliance was cemented by at least 
one dynastic marriage, that of king Sheshi {1730?-171O?} to the Kushite queen 
Tati (SIP 114-15, 252-4). Sheshi's successor, his son by this Kushite queen, was 
named Nehsy - "the Nubian" (SIP 115), who came to the throne around 1710. 
Diplomatic relations, and perhaps a military alliance, between Kush and the 
Canaanite Fourteenth Dynasty continued at least through the reign ofYa'qub-Har 
{1680s?}, whose seals have been found in Kush (SIB 300). After around 1710 the 
Thirteenth Dynasty was plagued by several decades of ephemeral kings with short 
reigns. The brief rule might indicate some type of rotating kingship, co-regency, 
or political instability with frequent coups. There is also evidence, however, for 
famine and mass burials from this period - perhaps the victims ofplagues or war 
which might indicate that the frequent change in kingship and brief reigns was due 
to an epidemic (SIP 300-1). At any rate, the dynasty was seriously weakened by 
1667 when it was overthrown by rival Canaanites known as the Hyksos, who 
formed the Fifteenth Dynasty {1667-1558}. 

The establishment of Hyksos hegemony {1667}9 

This study comes to a close with the Hyksos invasion of the Delta and conquest of 
Avaris and Memphis around 1667. This date is chosen because it is generally 
assumed that the horse and the war-chariot were introduced into Egypt by the 
Hyksos, though the introduction could have occurred somewhat earlier under the 

anaanite kings of the Fourteenth Dynasty (LA 6:1130-5). The introduction of 
rhe horse and the war-chariot created a military revolution in Egypt and 
I hroughout the Near East, which I hope will be the subject of a future study. 
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14	 R312:20; Samuel Kramer, "The Death of Ur-Nammu and His Descent to the Neth

erworld," jCS 21 (1967). 
15 R312:91-234; DANE 270-1; Cll2:585-623; CANE 2:842-57; I follow the 

chronology established in R3/2:92-110, assuming that Year One of Shulgi is 

2094 Be. 
16 W. Ha1lo, "Simurrum and the Hurrian Frontier," Revue Hittite et Asianique, 36 (1978) 

71-83; based on the year names the three Hurrian wars were in 2070-2067, 2063 
2061 and 2052-2046; on the Hurrians, see pp. 303-7. 

17	 R312:235-84; Cll2:607-9. 
18	 P. Steinkeller, "The Administrative and Economic Organization of the Ur III 

State: The Core and Periphery", in M. Gibson and R. Biggs (editors), TI,e O~~alli 

zation oj POUler (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1987), 19-41; HE2:87-8; M = CAM 

102. 
19 On this alliance and the subsequent military campaign see R3/2:287-90 and 296-300 

unattributed quotations in this section are to the latter inscription; see Piotr Mich.l 
lowski, "Bride ofSimanum",journal oj the American Oriental Society, 95 (1975): 716 1'1 

20 On the Hurrians, see pp. 303-7; on Tish-atal, see R312:457-64. 
21 R.3/2:191; on Ebih as Jabal Hamrin, see RGTC 2:38. 
22 EA 3: 186; R. Barnett, "Xenophon and the Wall of Media", jOllmal or Ilellellir Stl/d" 

83 (1963): 1-26. 
23 DANE 74-5; CAH 112:611-17; ThorkildJacobsen, "The Rcign orIbbi-Suel1",y:.'i 

7 (1953): 36-47. 
24 For sources on spiraling prices and the defections of the city-~tates,  set' RV'? ,(,C! 

and the bibliography cited there. 
25 MC 243-51; Jacobsen, "Reign of lbbi-Sucn, p. 42.
 
26 First portion, PH 9; sccond portion, MC 253-6H.
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27	 On the other hand, this could have reference to a literal Rood which devastated 
southern Mesopotamia (LD 37), which would only have served to compound the 
economic, social, and military disruption of the era and further weakened Ur. 

28	 HTO 233-72; Ninurta is war god closely associated with Ningirsu, DANE 214; GDS 
138, 142-3. 

29	 I have removed the refrain "before holy 1nanna, before her eyes, they are parading" 
which recurs after each line in the poem, along with some non-military details of the 
procession. 

30	 On oracular dreams in antiquity, see A. Oppenheim, The Interpretation qfDreams in the 
Ancient Near East (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1956); similarly, 
Alexander's soothsayer Aristander was an expert at consistentiy interpreting every 
omen encountered as favorable to Alexander: e.g. Arrian 1.11.7. 

Chapter Five 

WV §13, 17; £3/1:73; cf. Ezekiel 1, 10, where the lsraeiite god rides a wheeled 
celestial chariot. The sun-god Shamash is described as riding his chariot through the 
sky (EOG 25). (shtar's celestial chariot - presumably an exalted version of a royal 
chariot - is described as made"of lapis lazuli and gold, its wheels shall be gold and its 
horns shall be amber, driving lions in a team and mules of great size" (EG 48). M. 
Civil, "lSme-Dagan and Enlil's Chariot",joumal oJ the American Oriental Society, 88/1 
(1968): 3-14. 

2	 I will use the term "war-cart" to describe the military vehicles of the Early Bronze 
Age, to distinguish them from the "chariot", the light, spoked, two-wheeled vehicles 
of the late Middle Bronze period; a full discussion of the differences between war-cart 
and chariot is given in this chapter. It is not clear that ancient Near Eastern peoples 
made this type of distinction. 

3	 1. Shaw, "Egyptians, Hyksos and military technology: Causes, effects or catalysts?", in 
A. J. Shortland (editor), The SOCial Context <f Technological Change, Egypt and the Near 
East, 1650-1550 BC (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2001), 59-71, discussed at 60-2; EAE 
3:452. 

4	 Richard Bulliet, The Camel arid the Wheel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Unive;'sity Press, 
1975); likewise, although the principle of the wheel was widely known in Pre
Columbian Mesoamerica, there is no evidence that wheeled vehicles 'Nere used (EWT 
14-5), perhaps because of the lack of an adequate draft animal. 

'i	 A. Schulmann, "Chariots, Chariot!)' and the Hyksos",journal oJthe SocietyJor the Study 
oj Egyptian Antiq"ities, 10 (1980): 105-53; Shaw, "Egyptians, Hyksos and military 
technology." 

6	 [will use the term "equid" to refer to any of tile species or hybrid species of the genus 
equus known in the Bronze Age Near East, including donkeys, onagers, onager-donkey 
hybrids, mules or horses. The linguistic and artistic ambiguities of our third millen
nium evidence often make precision and certainty in distinguishing the species difficult. 
Nicholas Postgate, "The Equids of Sumer, Again", in R. Meadow and Hans-Peter 
Uerpmann (editors), Equids in the A,lcient World, vol. 1 (Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert 
Verlag, 1986) 1:194-206. 

7	 Evidence for horses equipped with bits comes from Dereivka in the Ukraine in the 
early fourth millennium, and from Botai in the northern steppes of Kazakhstan in the 
Ltte fourth millcnnium, leading some scholars to argue for domestication and horse
I idillg in the fourth millennium steppe: David Anthony, "The Domestication of the 
Ilor\e", 111 R. Me,ldow .lnd I Jans-Peter Uerpmann (editors), Equids in the Ancient 
II ,>rId, vol 2 (WI~'\h,ldel1 ludWig Rt'ichcrt Verlag, 1991) 2:250-77; D. Anthony and 
I) BmwI1, "1 Ill' OllVlm 01 hOI '~'h,l~ \.. Ildll1g", 111l/if/llity, 246 (1991): 22-38, and "The 
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opening of the Eurasian steppe at 2000 BCE", in Victor H. Mair (editor), The 
Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Peoples of Eastern Central Asia, vol. 1 (Washington nc.: 
The Institute for the Study of Man, 1998). See also the webpage of the Institute for 
Ancient Equestrian Studies, http://users.hartwick.edu/iaes (accessed 7 July 2005). 
This evidence is, however, ambiguous and inconclusive, and a third millennium date 
appears more likely: see Marsha Levine, "The origins of horse husbandry on the 
Eurasian Steppe", in Marsha Levine et al. (editors), Late Prehistoric Exploitation of 
the Eurasian Steppe (Cambridge: McDonald Institute, 1999); Marsha Levine, "Botai 
and the origins of horse domestication", Journal of Anthropological Archaeology, 18 
(1999): 29-78, and her "Domestication, Breed Diversification and Early History of the 
Horse" at http://www2.vet.upenn.edu/labs/equinebehaviorlhvnwkshp/hv02/levine.htm 
(accessed 7 July 2005). Basically, the bit is not conclusive evidence of horse-riding, 
since a horse can be given a bit for other purposes; nor is horse-riding alone evi
dence for military equestrianism. To further complicate the problem it must be 
remembered that horses can be ridden without bridle or saddle, and hence the absence 
of riding accoutrements is not evidence for the absence of horse-riding. Here I will 
focus on the more limited question of military equestrianism in the Bronze Age Near 
East. 

8� EEH 117-19; D. Owen, "The 'fIrSt' equestrian: an Ur III glyptic scene", Acta Sumer
ologica, 13 (1991):259-71; P. Moorey, "Pictorial evidence for the history of horse-rid
ing in Iraq before the Kassites", Iraq, 32 (1970): 36-50; Augusto Azzaroli, An Early 
History of Horsemanship (Leiden: Brill, 1985); R. Meadows and H. Uerpmann (editors), 
Equids in the Ancient World, 2 vols (1986-1991); A. R. Schulman, "Representations 
of Horsemen and Riding in the New Kingdom", JNES, 16 (1957): 263-7; LA 
4:1009-13. 

9� Robert Drews, Eady Riders: The Beginnings ofMounted f;f/aifare in Asia and Europe (New 
York: Routledge, 2004); an east Asian perspective is given by Nicola Di Cosmo, 
Ancient China and its Enemies: the Rise of Nomadic Power in East Asian History, (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). David Anthony argues, unconvincingly to 
me, that mounted warfare on the steppe occurred in the fourth millennium, and that 
chariot warfare developed after the rise of mounted warfare: "Early Horseback Riding 
and Warfare in the Steppes," http://users.hartwick.edu/iaes/. 

10 Cavalry divisions were used in many regular armies throughout World War Two: 
Janusz Piekalkiewicz, The Cavalry of World War 1I, 1939-1945 (Harrisburg PA: His
torical Times, 1979). Horses and mules were also still used extensively for transporta
tion in World War Two: the average German infantry division in 1939 had 4000-6000 
horses; the Germans employed 625,000 horses for their invasion of Russia in 1941. 
The Soviet army used an incredible 21 million horses during all of World War Two, 
two thirds of which died: 1. Dear (editor), The Oxford Companion to World War 1I, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 37-8. Even in the late twentieth century 
mules and donkeys were still being used for the covert transportation of arms to 
Afghan rebels fighting the Soviet Union: George Crile, Charlie Wilson1 War: The 
Extraordinary Story of the Largest Covert Operation in History (New York: Atlantic 
MontWy Press, 2003). Despite the widespread mechanization of modern armies, it is 
likely that the limjted use of horses and mules for higWy specialized military transport 
needs will continue into the foreseeable future. 

11� Keith H. Beebe, The Dromedary Revolution (Claremont CA: Institute for Antiquity and 
Christianity, 1990); EA 1:407-8. 

12� AW 1:37-40, 128-39; WV 13-36; Wolfram, Nagel, Die mesopofamisc!le SfreifllJagell IIl1d 
seine Entwicklung im ostmediterranerl Bereich (Berlin: Berliner Dcitriil:;e ZLir Vor- Lind 
Fri.ihgeschichte 10, 1966); J. Crouwel, Chariots and Other Mealls 4 Lalld T'rallsporf ill 
Bronze Age Greece (Amsterdam: Allard Picrson MUSl:um, 1981); EA I:4H5 7. 
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13� Wheels and a frame of the war-cart were discovered from Kish (AW 1:37; WV §5); a 
silver terret for holding the reins was found at Ur {ED IIIA, 2550-2400} (RTU 165; 
AFC 116; AW 1:131; WV §10; SDA 21; AM §83); while a bronze "tire" or casing for 
the disk wheel for protection and added traction was found at Susa (AW 1:38; WV 
§19). 

14� WV 15-36; AW 1:37-40. In addition to the military examples presented here there are 
a number of recently published cylinder seals showing ceremonial four-wheeled carts 
from Tell Beydar {2400-2250} (EEH 116, §5-9), a terracotta model from Kish (WV 
§4; AW 1:132), and a shell inlay of equids pulling a cart from Nippur (WV §6); none 
provides any additional military information. In this chapter I will make parenthetical 
reference to the specific pieces evidence by citing the number assigned in the following 
lists; e.g. (item 1) refers to source number one. 

15 WV 20-2; There is also a terracotta model from Kish {ED II?, 2650-2550} (AW 
1:130). 

16 WV 14-22; SDA 21; modern illustration: FA 83; Terence Wise and Angus McBride, 
Ancient Armies of the Middle East (London: Osprey, 1981), plate B. 

17 AAM §121; for a detailed discussion of the overall meaning of the Stele of the Vultures, 
see pp. 55-9. 

18� Unfortunately, this particular fragment of the stele (the trurd register) is generally left 
out of most reproductions; it shows people climbing onto a large mound of corpses 
with baskets of earth to cover the bodies in a burial mound (AAM §121; AFC 190). 

19� Ur-namma {2112-2095} also built a ritual war-cart for the goddess Ninlil during this 
period, which may be fragmentarily depicted on the Ur-namma Stele (E312:17; cf. 
IYN 26; AFC 445); unfortunately, he did not leave a detailed description of this 
vehicle. 

20� This description is repeated twice in the text (E3/1 :73), once when Gudea is com
manded by an oracle to build the chariot (lines vi 12-23), and again when he actually 
builds it (lines vii 13-23). I have merged the most important elements from both pas
sages into one. 

21� Based on E3/1:96-7 and Wilson, Cylinders of Gudea, 168-70; unfortunately, neither of 
Gudea's descriptions tell us if the chariot he made had two or four wheels. Based on 
the contemporary Neo-Sumerian artistic evidence discussed above, we should prob
ably assume it was two-wheeled. 

22� Debates about what is a "true" chariot seem sometimes almost to be more about the 
meaning of the word "true" than the word "chariot". 

23� CG 74-120; WV 48-72; EWT; P. Moorey, "The emergence of the light, horse-drawn 
chariot in the Near East, c. 2000-1500 BC", World Archaeology, 1812 (1986): 196
215; David W. Anthony and Nikolai B. Vinogradov, "Birth of the Chariot", Archae
ology, 4812 (1995): 36-41; M. Littauer and J. Crouwel, "The Origin of the True 
Chariot", Antiquity, 70 (Dec. 1996): 934-9; P. Raulwing, Horses, Chariots, and Indo
Europeam, Archaeolingua, Series Minor, vol. 13 (Budapest: Archaeolingua Foundation, 
2000). 

24� R. Miller, E. McEwen and C. Bergman, "Experimental Approaches to Ancient Near 
Eastern Atchery", World Archaeology, 1812 (1986): 178-95. 

2S� WV 50-5, §28-40; ELH. 
26� Three cylinder seals from Karum Kanesh, Anatolia {2000-1850} seem to depict 

similar, non-military scenes of four-wheeled carts in ritual settings: 1, WV §24; ELH 
§2; 2, WV §25; ELH §3; 3, FI §727. It is possible that four-wheeled vehicles survived 
for religious and civic processions after they had disappeared from the battlefield. 

27� MM 31-2; MKI59-!>S. 
28� M. Civil, "lsl11c-Dagan and Enlil's Chariot", Journal of the American Oriental Society, 88 

(1968):3 14, transbtion on pages 6-7. 
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29� Four-wheeled vehicles are eriqqum (Sumerian cls.mar.gid.da); the two wheeled vehicle is 
a l1arkabtum (Sumerian CIS.gigir) , MM 31. There is not a clear linguistic distinction in 
terms of the function as opposed to the structure of the vehicle. 

Chapter Six 

Non-Mesopotamjan mjlitary aristocracies which ruled Mesopotamia at various times 
over the past four thousand years include the Amorites, Kassites, Achaemenid Persians, 
Seleucid Greeks, Parthians, Sasanids, Arabs, Daylarn.ites, Selchuq Tutks, Mongols, 
Timurids, Jalayrid Turks, Safavids, Ottoman Turks, and Btitish. 

2� AUF; M. Anbar, Les Y,'ibus Ammorites de Mari, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 108. (Frei
burg: Gorringen, 1991); M. Liveraru, "The Amorites", Peoples of the Old Testament 
World, D. Wiseman (editor) (Oxford, 1973), pp. 100-33; SHP 37-8, 160-74; DANE 
16-17; CANE 1231-42; EANE 1:107-11; M. Streck, Das alllurritische Onomastikon der 
altbabylonischen Zeit, (MUnster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2000); on the archaeological problems of 
dealing with archaeology of nomads and sern.i-nomads, see Roger Cribb, Nomads ill 
Archaeology, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 2004). 

3 This description is collated from a number of texts given in AUF 92-3, 330-2. 
4 DANE 2J 5; EA 4:253-6; Victor Matthews, Pastoral Nomadism in the Mari Kirlgdom, c. 

1830-1760 (Cambridge MA: American Schools of Oriental Research, 1978). 
5� DANE 64; EANE 1:407-8. Keith H. Beebe, The Dromedary Revolution, (Claremont, 

CA: Institute for Antiquiry and Christiarury, 1990). Richard W Bulliet, The Camel and 
the Wheel, (New York: Columbia Universiry Press, 1975). 

6� Sources cited in Liverani, "Amorites", 104-5. 
7� Specific details of the military encounters between the Amorites and Mesopotamians 

from the Akkadian to Ur 1lI periods have been described in Chapters Three and 
Four. 

8 DANE 156-7; Al 181-5; C1I2:631-43. 
9 R.4:6-14, [YN 13-21; CAH 112:613-17. 

10 ]. van Dijk, "Ishbi-Erra, Kindattu, l'homme d'Elam, et la chute de la ville d'Ur",jCS 
30 (1978): 189-208. 

11 Year names in [VN; royal inscriptions, nearly all dealing with religion in R4:15
106. 

12� FSW; upon which [ base my description. Four color maps based on Frayne can be 
found in CAM 109; the yeat names have been collected and collated in IYN and LYN. 
Many Mesopotarn.ian year names can be found online at: hrrp:llcdli.ucla.edu/dll 
yearnames/yn_index.htm (accessed 8.7.2005). 

13� DANE 175; RA 6:500-6; EA 3:331-3; A[ 181-5, 199-200; C1I2:631-42. 
14� R4:270-316; LYN 37-60; FSW 26-8; Cll2:641-3. 
15� EA 1:225-33; ANE 1:81-9. 
16� Al:7-46, AR1:1-19, CS 1:463-4. OAC; H. Saggs, The Might that was Assyria (Lon

don: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1984), 23-34. 
17� AR. 1:1-8, IliA 6:101-16, CS 1:463-4; OAC 34-40. 
18� The chronology of the Old Assyrian kings before Shamshi-Adad is quite uncertain. 

The dates given here roughly follow AI; OAC 40-3 and CAH 112:740-62 giw 
slightly higher dates. 

19� Military conquest theories are summarized by OAC 63-71; for Larsen's inTerpretation 
see OAC 71-80. 

20 Al:47-76; PH; CAH 2/1:1-8; CANE 2:873-83; DANE 264-5; EDS 204-12. 
21 OAC 42, EANE 5:188-90. 
22 CII2:636, C2I1:1; AI 190; CANE 2:873. 
23 CAH 112:762, DANE 264; R.4:560. 

17,j 

24� AR 1:18-28; A1:47-76; PH; C2/1:1-8; CANE 2:873-83; DANE 264-5; M = CAM 
116. 

25 R4:324-31; AI 181-94; C2/1:1-28; PH; M = CAM 120; D. Edzard, Die "zweite 
'wischenzeit" Babyloniens (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1957), 122-53. 

26 For a summary of our limited knowledge of Sippar during this period, see ASD 
1-10. 

27� Sabium {1844-1831}; Apil-Sin {1830-1813}; Sin-muballit {1812-1793}, R4:327-31. 
28� Primary: R4:332-72, LC 71-142; ANET 269-71; L; Secondary: ANE 1:108-1'l, 

CAH 211:176-227; CANE 2:901-15; DANE 138-9, WANE 65--6; M. van de Mier
oop, King Hammurabi of Babylon, (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005). 

29� The letters of Zimri-Lim's last years, which provide great detail on rn.ilitary affairs in 
Mesopotarn.ia, have been recently translated with numerous notes and commentary by 
Wolfgang Heimpel, Letters to the King ofMari (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2003), cited 
asL. 

30� MK, 1-29; M.-H. Gates, "The Legacy of Mari", Biblical Archaeologist 47 (1984). 
31� The official title of the rulers of Elam was sukkalmah, often translated as "vizier" or 

"grand regent" (PAE 160-3); for simpEciry I will simply translate it as king. On Siwe
palar-huppak's reign, see PAE 166-71. 

32� PAE 169-71; for more details, see D. Charpin, "Les Elamites a Shubat-Enlil" , In 
Fragmenta Historiae Elamicae: Melanges Offerts aM. J. Steve, edited by L. De Meyer 
(Paris: Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1986), 129-37. 

33� I generally follow the translation in LC 76-140, but occasionally prefer ANET 163
80. 

34� This perhaps has teference to an inauspicious eclipse on the day of battle. Conversely, 
Yahweh prolongs daylight to intensifY the Israelite victory on the field of Gibeon 
Ooshua 10.12-15). 

35� [n this passage the god Zababa serves as Hammurabi's bodyguard ("on my right side"), 
while Ishtar is HanUl'lUrabi's arms bearer; Ishtat is frequently depicted in contemporary 
art with a mace, axe, and sickle-sword in a quiver on her back. 

36� Middle Bronze art relating to war-carts and chariots are discussed in Chapter Five 
37� FI §167, 199,538,772,784; SDA 285. 
38� SDA §380, 383; Fl §191, 794; AAM G5. 
39� R4:372-403, ANET 271; C2!1:220-2; Al 243-4. 
40� Al 241-52; RA 5:464-73; EA 3:270-5; DANE 164-5; CANE 2:917-30;]. Brinkman, 

Materials and Studies for Kassite History I (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1976). 

Chapter Seven 

For general background on Mari see DANE 189-90; CANE 2:885-99; EA 3:413-16, 
419-21; MK; MM. 

2� Wolfgang HeimpeI, Letters to the King of Mari: A New Translation, with Historical Intro
ductiorl, Notes, and Comrnentary (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), hereafter cited 
as L. When possible I will cite Heimpel's translation by page number. The standard 
edition of the tablets, with French translation, is published in the Archives Royales de 
Mari, (Paris, 1950ff), (cited as ARM). 

3 MM 36-7; WM 128-38; on Mesopotamian magic and divination in general, see 
CANE 3:1782-3,1895-1909,2013-17,.2071-4; DANE 218-19; MK 112-38. 

4 CANE 3:1904-6; MK 127-33; L 656-7 gives a chart with technical terms. Letters 
reporting the results of extispicy are common in the Mari archive. 

5 AL the baLtle of DrcpanuITI in the First Pumc War {249}, the Roman commander 
:hudim Pulcher sailed into battle despite bad auguries and was soundly defeated, 
'iccro, D/' Narllm I)/,onlln, 2.3. 
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6� Mary Beard, John North and Simon Price, Rel(gions of Rome, 2 vols (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 1:21-8, 55-8, 188; 2:205; on the importance of 
divination and prophecy in Roman Empire, see David Potter, Prophets and Emperors, 
(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1994). 

7� On Greek martial divination, see W Kendrick Pritchett, The Greek State at War, Part 
III: Religion (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979). 

8 Ammianus Marcellinus, Res Gestae, trans. Walter Hamilton, The Later Roman Empire 
(A.D. 354--378) (Penguin, 1986),25.2. 

9 Timothy D. Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1981), 42-3. 

10 In Israel, king David's census to determine the military strength of his new kingdorr 
was condemned as an act of impiety, bringing plague upon Israel, 2 Samuel 24. 

11 Heimpel describes these groups in L 34-6, 15-18, and provides an index to all refer
ences in L 882-4; MK 142-5. 

12 The administrative records of Sippar provide us some insights into military organiza
tion in the Old Babylonian state {1894-1595} (ASD 86-116). 

13� L 508; MM 15; WM 91; L 578, index, where Heimpel translates this term as "division 
commander", which to the modern reader sounds like an officer in charge of more 
than 100 men; I consistently use the term "captain" where Heimpel uses "division 
commander" . 

14 L 438,508; L 586, index; ASD 88, 93; MM 15; WM 91-2; ASD 91-3. 
15 W HalJo, "The Road to Emar",jCS 18 (1964): 57-88. 
16 §26-38 = ANET 167-8; Meek translates bii'irum as "commissary", reflecting his 

understanding that they were to collect food for the army. 
17 Heimpel translates this term as "shock troops" (L 595, index; MM 17); my sense is 

more of elite troops. 
18 Specific passages for armies of 10,000-20,000 can be found in the index in L 599; 

ARM 1.42. 
19� See EA 2:142-4 for discussion and bibliography. A hectare is 100 ares, an are 100 x 100 

meters, or 10,000 square meters, equivalent of 2.47 acres. Based on ethnoarchaeolo
gical studies, scholars have determined a population average of250 people per hectare 
(or 100 per acre) in ancient Near Eastern towns. However, some sites might have had a 
density of as high as 500 people per hectare. 

20� In the index on pages 599-601, Heimpel provides a complete list of all numbers 
mentioned in the texts he translates. Of these, there are fifteen references to armies 
ranging from 3000 to 6000 men, twenty-four references to armies from 1000 to 2000, 
thirty-five references to armies from 100 to 1000 men, and twenty-five refereFlces to 
under 100 men. 

21� L 383; see also ARM 6.32, 13.54; MM 25; MK 148. 
22� By comparison, six jars of wine cost one shekel (L 407); a house could be bought for 

five shekels (L 412). A captain of 100 men was paid 20 shekels in a campaign season. 
23 L 175, 239, 306, 308, 360, 364, 393, 513. 
24 Other encounters likewise point to low casualties, fifty in one case (L 342). 

Chapter Eight 

1 WAM 25-38; AW 1:69-71; RLA 1:471-2; MK 145-7; MM 33-4. 
2 FI §749 = Brussels O. 437. It was originally published in 1. Speleers, Catalogue r/l'S 

intailles et empreintes orientales des Musees Royaux du Cin.quarlteuaire (Bruxcllcs, 1<) 17), 
213. I would like to thank Professor Doctor Eric Cubel, Scnior Keepcr in til, Anll 
quity Department of the Royal Museums of Art and Ilistory, 13russcl~,  for shdrin~ wah 
me a recent clear digital photo of this seal, which w~s  ,I grc,lL hdp. 
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3� Some examples (which could be further multiplied): Durum, R4:42; Isin, R4:79, 92, 
103; Dunnum R4:98; Larsa, R4:118, 125, 191; Bad-tibara, R4:176; general R4:253. 

4 R4:149, 160, 166,240,243. 
5 R4:243, with additions from 237; cf. 237-43. 
6 WM 173-5, 181 n18, with illustration; O. Neugebauer, Mathematische Keilschrift- Texte 

(Berlin, 1935), 1:149, 182-4; H. Waschow, "Wehrwissenschaft und Mathematik im 
alten Babylonien", Unterrichts-bliitter fur Mathematik und Naturwissel1schaften, 39 (1939), 
370; FA 97. 

7� This figure of 22 meters for the height of the walJ presumably includes the height of 
the tell (since by this time most cities were already on artificial mounds composed of 
the ruins of former levels of the city), the earthen ramparts built around the city, and 
the actual brick or stone wall which was built on top of the earthen rampart. Including 
alJ three of these elements together makes the target height of the siege ramp reason
able based on archaeological evidence. 

8 David Ussishkin, The Conquest if Lachish by Sennacherib (Tel-Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 
Institute ofArchaeology, 1982). 

9 A device calJed the kiskisum may also have been used in siegecraft, but its precise nature 
is uncertain (L 364). 

10� L 253,331,489; WM 156; CAD 112:428-9. 
11� L 239,253,331; WM 156; CAD 3:144-7. 
12 The meaning of xa!!assi is unknown. It is presumably a technical term for part of the 

siege engines, perhaps the main beam for a ram, or the large heavy corner beams for a 
tower. 

13 AFC 158; Y. Yadin, "The Earliest Representation of a Siege Scene and a 'Scythian 
Bow' from Mari", Israel Explorationjournal, 2212-3 (1972): 89-94. 

14� The exact meaning of the word lu'u hamannu is unknown. Heimpel translates it as a 
"frontal brace", used to support steep packed earthworks (L 458). From the context I 
see it as some type of earthwork designed to counteract the siege ramp of the enemy, 
hence my term "counter-ramp". Just such a counter-ramp was discovered at Lachish 
in Judea, see Ussishkin, The Conquest of Lachish (note 8 above). 

Chapter Nine 

. 1 AS; SHP; EDS;Cll2:315-62, 532-94; C2I1:1-41 , EA 5:123-31; CANE 2:1195
1218; Mark Chavalas, "Ancient Syria: A Historical Sketch", in Mark Chavalas and 
John Hayes (editors), New Horizons in the Study of Ancient Syria (Malibu, CA: Undena 
Publications, 1992), 1-22. 

2 Based on AD; AS 102, 156, 186,215,236,291-2; EDS 43; I use a simplified version 
here. 

3 AS 181-210. Major Chalcolithic sites include: Abu Hureyra, Bouqras, Chagar Bazar 
(DANE 69-70), Halaf (EA 2:460-2), Mureybit, Tell Brak (EA 1:335-6; AS 185-90). 

4 Guillermo Algaze, The Uruk World System: the Dynamics of Expansion if Early Mesopo
tamian Civilization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). 

5 AS 211-87; EDS 122-33; major archaeological sites of Early Bronze Age Syria 
include: Aleppo; Byblos; Ebla; HOlm; Mari; Qatna; Tell Brak; TeLl Chuera (EA 1:149-2); 
Tell Hamoukar; Tell Leilan (EDS 128-9; EA 3:341-7; DANE 179-80); TeLl Mozan. 

I') Aleppo (EA 1:63-5), Damascus (EA 2:103;-6), Hama (EA 2:466-8), Mari (EA 3:413
17). Qatna (EA 4:35-6), Ugarit (EA 5:255-66); other important Early Bronze fortified 
sites 1I1clude Tell Ashara, Tell Chuera (EA 1:491-2), TeLl Khoshi, Tell Hamoukar, and 
Tell Mozan (EA 4:60-3). 

7 1-IE1; H..E2; AS 235-46; SHP 21-38; EA 2:180-6; CANE 2:1219-30; DANE 88-9; 
:OS 134-48; Paolo Matthiae, Ebla: An Empire Rediscovered (Garden City, NY: 
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Doubleday, 1981); Paolo Matthiae et al., Ebla: aile origini della civilta urbana (Milan: 
Electa, 1995). 

8 Michael Astour, "The Date ofrhe Destruction of Palace G at Ebla", in Mark Chavalas 
and john Hayes (editors), New Horizons in the Study of Ancient Syria (Malibu, CA: 
Undena Publications, 1992), 23-40, (and in HE2 58-76) argues that the palace was 
actually destroyed before the Akkadian invasions. 

9 HE1 25, 51-52; the client kingdoms included: Emar, Burman, Ra'aq, Abarsil, Gasur, 
Hazuwan, Sugurum, Ebal and Manuwat (HE1 32-6). 

10 HE1 26-51, M= HE1 27; Giovanni Pettinato, "Bollettino militare della campagna di 
Ebla contro la citra di Mari", Oriens Antiquus, 19 (1980): 231-45; SI-lP 28 n35. 

11 PI 86-9; KS 329; EA 3:413-17; AS 262-7; AFC 135-64; EDS 129-33. 
12 PI 86-9; KS 328; HE1 28, 50; CANE 2:1222 the precise dates of these kings of Mari 

are not known. The six numbered kings are assumed to be those from the Sumeria/;. 
King-list, where most names are lost but the regnal years survive (KS 328). 

13 The god is presumably Ba'al (SAF 146-7), though the precise god may differ in dif
ferent chronological, regional, cultural and ritual settings (SAF 145-50). Some of the 
armed figurines are female, probably representing the warrior goddess Ashtarte - lshtar 
in Mesopotamia (SAF 145-6). Like Athena of the Greeks, Ashtarte-Ishtar was a god
dess of war. For purposes of the study of arms and armor, I will simply call all the 
figurines gods. Excellent photographs of several of these gods (unfortunately without 
weapons) are found in AANE §69-73. 

14� AFC 157. An eighteenth-century mural painting from Mari has a column of (mostly 
lost) small soldiers marching beneath the main scene; one of them has a kilt, cape, and 
some type of bundle hanging from a weapon on his shoulder (SDA 275, 282) - though 
this has been interpreted as a fisherman carrying a net. The Urnammu stele has a man 
with a bundle of construction equipment slung from an axe he is carrying on his back 
(AFC §317). It is likely that hanging bundles from weapons carried on the shoulder 
was a standard practice, a type of Bronze Age pack. 

15 AFC 157-60; AW 1:137-9; SDA 142; AM §75.� 
16 AFC 158; Y Yadin, "The Earliest Representation of a Siege Scene and a 'Scythian� 

Bow' from Mari", Israel Exploration Joumal, 22/2-3 (1972): 89-94. 
17 For illustrations see MW 2, figs. 1-58; AW 1:12,41-2,60-1,136-40,148-9,156-7. 
18 On weapons in third rnillennium Syria, see MW; warrior burials at Carchemish and 

Tel Barsip, MW 1:188; metal helmets at Ur, AFC §56; AW 1:49; the golden helmet/ 
crown ofUr: AM §xvi; AANE §45. 

19 See Chapter Four; AS 277-82; SHP 33-35; Cll2:321-7; HE2 78-80. 
20� AS 282-7; HE2 164-71; H. Weiss et al., "The Genesis and Collapse of Third Mil

lennium North Mesopotamian Civilization", Science, 261 (1993): 995-1004; Nuzhet 
Dalfes et al. (editors), Third Millennium BC Climate Change and Old World Collapsi' 
(Berlin: Springer Verlag, 1997); more generally, N. Yoffee and J. Clark (editors), Col
lapse ofAncient States and Civilizations (Tucson, TX: University of Arizona Press, 1988). 

21� SHP 36-7; HE2 101-33. Ebla (EA 2:180-6); Aleppo (EA 1:63-5); Byblos (EA 1:390
4); Carchemish (EA 1:423-4); Qatna (Tell Mishrifeh) (EA 4:35-6). 

22 EDS 186-91; for the origin and background of the Amorites, see pp. 155-7. 
23 AS 288-326; SI-IP 39-83; EDS 185-244; C2/1:1-41; CANE 2:1201-5. 
24 Dagger blades (SAF §120, 124, 128; LME 216-19); javelin and spear heads (SAF §123 

5; LME 215; AW 1:156-7); "duckbill" axe (SAF §126; LME 211; AW 1: 148; EI)~ 

243, with a mold for casting bronze axes in EDS 183); "eye" axe (SAF §123, 12H, 
LME 211 ;); narrow-headed socketed axes (LME 213). 

25� The qurpissum/gurpissum has been traditionalJy translated as "hauberk" (CA J) vol 
G:139b; WM 157, 165 n26), but is now thought to be a helmet (MM 30 I). Thl'll' I' 
no artistic evidence for metal body arll10r ulltil the very Idte Ml(ldk I3rnl171' l1l'rHld 
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Glock's interpretation of a royal statue with a robe with triangular markings as scale 
armor (\VM 157, 162) is unlikely, since the king is wearing the robe on one shoulder 
which would have been impossible for a ten-kilogram robe of scale armor extending 
to the ankles. The robe would constantly fall off the shoulder. Furthermore, a 
woman wears the same type of dress (AFC §92), which undoubtedly represents sheep 
fleece. 

26� Unfortunately, we are not given time of service in the pay documents from the Mari 
archive (L 498-500, 508). In reality, the pay could be as low as a fifth of a shekel (2 
shekels per ten men) per campaign season (three months? L 312). This would make a 
soldier's wages for three months the same as four bronze arrowheads. 

27� SDA 275; AANE §61; AM §166; SDA 270-1; AAM §206; see related paintings of elite 
dress at Mari in EDS 178-9. 

28� FI §728-9; see Chapter Five for a fulJ discussion of chariots. 
29� ShelJey Wachsmann, Seagoing Ships arId Seamanship in the Bronze Age Levant (College 

Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1998); Marie-Christine De Graeve, 771e Ships of 
the Ancient Near East, c. 2000-500 B.G. (Louvain: Department Orientalistiek, 1981). 

30� Major Early Bronze maritime sites include: Ashkelon (EA 1:220-3); Beirut (EA 
1:292-5); Byblos (EA 1:390-4); Tel Gerisa (EA 2:394-6); Tell Sukas (EA 5:90-1); Tyre 
(EA 5:247-50); Ugarit (EA 5:255-62); most of these sites continued to be inhabited 
during the Middle Bronze period as well. 

31� Major Middle Bronze maritime sites include: Achziv (EA 1:13-14); Akko (EA 1:54
5); Atnrit (EA 1:111-13); Ashdod (EA 1:219-20); Gaza (Tell el-Ajjul) (EA 1:38-40); 
jaffa (EA 1:206-7); Sidon (EA 5:38-41); Tel Michal (EA 2:20-2); Tel Mor (EA 4:49
50); Tel Nami (EA 4:96-7); Tell el-Kazd (Sumur) (EA 3:275-6); Yavneh-Yam (EA 
5:374). Some of these cities, such as Sidon, have dense modern populations over the 
ancient sites, making detailed archaeological study difficult; some were probably 
inhabited in the Early Bronze period as well. 

32� Alalakh (EA 1:55-61), Aleppo (EA 1:63-5), Byblos (EA 1:390-4), Carchemish (EA 
1:423-4), Damascus (EA 2:103-6), Ebla (EA 2:180-3), Hama (EA 2:466-8), Khana 
(EA 5:188-90; AS 317-18), Mari (EA 3:413-17), Nagar (TelJ Brak; EA 1:355-6), 
Qatna (EA 4:35-6), Shekhna (TelJ Leilan; EA 3:341-7), Ugarit (EA 5:255-66), Urkesh 
(EA 4:60-3). 

33� R4:779-97; SHP 49-64, F. Abdallah, Les relations intemationals el'ltre le royaume d'Alep/ 
Yamhad et les villes de Syrie du Nord, 1800 a 1594 avo J.-G. (Paris, 1985); EA 1:63-5; 
CANE 2:1201-3; DANE 325-6; EDS 191-4. 

34� AS 313-17; L; ARM; WM; DANE 189-90; CANE 2:885-99; EA 3:413-16, 419-21; 
MK;MM. 

35� SHP 65-70; DANE 236-7; EA 4:34-5. 
36� AT 2-4; R4:798-802; DANE 10-11; EA 1:55-9; AS 304-5. 
37� WM 95-6; ARM 2.131 = ANET 483a. 
38� AT 180; CS 3:237, 276-7; they are frequently mentioned in the fourteenth century 

Amarna Letters; see the index ofWilJiam Moran (translator), The Amarna Letters (Bal
timore:johns Hopkins University Press, 1992),392-3; DANE 135. 

39� SHP 77-8; EA 255-62; DANE 305-6; CANE 2:1255-66. 
40� CS 1:357; SHP 39, 43, 45, 77-8. Assuming a date of around 2000 for the establish

ment of the dynasty, the kings, with very rough estimates of their dates, are: Yaqaru {c. 
1900}, Niqmaddu {c. 1880}, Ibiranu I {c. 1860}, Niqmepa I {c. 1840}, Ibiranu II {c. 
1820}, Niqmepa II {c. 1800}, Atnmurapi I {c. 1780}, Ibiranu III {c. 1760}, Niqmepa 
III {c. 1740}, Ya'duraddu {c. 1720}, Ibiranu IV {c. 1700}, Ammurapi II {c. 1680}, 
Niqmepa IV {c. 1660}, .Atnm.ittamuru {c. 1640-1620}. The next several names for 
the Middle Bronze period are lost; many other kings for the better documented Late 
Bronze period are also known. K. Kitchen, "The King List ofUgarit", Ugarit-Forschwlgen, 
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NOTES 

9 (1977):131-42; CANE 2:1260. Egyptian Execration Texts mention several cities and 
kings of southern Syria (CS 1:50-2). 

41 SHP 79-80; DANE 62; EA 1:390-4; Cll2:343-51; see also the discussion om p. 41ll 
on the relationship between Byblos and Egypt. 

42� Possible exceptions are the enigmatic Byblos Syllabic Texts. George E. Mendenhall, 
The Syllabic Inscriptions Jrom Byblos (Beirut: American University of Beirut, 1985), has 
provided an interpretation which has not met universal acceptance. If his interpretatioll 
is correct, the following passage represents a late Early Bronze royal inscription: "The 
words of Huru-Ba'il [king of Bybios]: I brought the lands into covenant to which they 
have bound themselves submissively because of my rnighty deeds [of war]. Therefore 
you shall guard the ordinance of my kingship. Whoever enters honorably among us 
becomes one with the multitude. Thus the house has become the tribe of Huhash, and 
they shall be the loyal followers orrking] Huru-Ba'il" (Mendenhall, Syllabic Inscriptio/Is, 
33). 

43� LMB 103; SHP 36, 45, 79: the kings of Byblos, with very rough estimates for dates, 
are: lbdadi {c.2000}, Huru-Ba'il {19C?}, ? {1980-1820}, Abi-shemu I {c. 1820 
1795}, Yapi-shemu-abi I {c. 1795-1780}, Yakin-EI {c. 1780-1765}, Yantin-Ammu 
{c. 1765-1735}, llim-yapi {c. 1735-1720}, Abi-shemu II {c. 1720-1700}, Yapi 
shuemu-abi II {c. 1700-1690}, CEgel;cEgliya (Akery) {c. 1690-1670}, RYNTY {t 
1670-1650}, Ka'in {c. 1650-1630}, Hasrurum {c. 1630-161O}. 

44� SHP 70-4; EA 1:423-4; DANE 65. 
45� HE2; P. Matthiae, "Ebla and Syria in the Middle Bronze Age", in E. Oren, The Hyk 

sos: New Historical and Archaeological Perspectives (Philadelphia: University Museum 
1997),379-414; E4:807-8; EDS 213-16. 

46� r follow Astour's interpretation, HE2 133-64. There is a synchronism between year 7 
ofAmar-Suena {2040} and the reign ofMekum (HE2 133,155); many earlier scholars 
have understood lbbit-Lim, the writer of the inscription, to be the king, EER 58-9 
SHP 39,41. 

Chapter Ten 

1 ALB 35-231; EAE 3:335-43; Cl/2:208-37.� 
2 Based on ALB 30. Note that the dates of each archaeological period can vary from half� 

a century to a century among different scholars; see MW 3. 
3 ALB 59-90; M = MBA §16. 
4 COT; P Moorey, "The Chalcolithic Hoard from Nahal Mishmar, Israel, in Context" 

World Archaeology, 2012 (1988): 171-89; ALB 72-5; AW 1:126. 
5 ALB 91-150; M = MBA §17, 21. 
6 MW 1:164-5; AW 1:148-9; ALB 103-4; Cll2:227-9. 
7 The major Early Bronze city-states larger than about 8 hectares include: Ai (el-Tcll) 

(EA 1:32-3); Arad (EA 1:169-76); Bab el-Dhra' (EA 1:248-51); Beth-Shean (EA 
1:305-9); Beth-Yerah (Khirbet Karak) (EA 1:312-14); Dan (EA 2:107-12); Ein-lkslll 
(EA 2:219-20); Hazor (EA 3:1-5); Jericho (EA 3:220-4); Lachish (EA 3:317-24) 
Megiddo (EA 3:460-9); Tel Erani (EA 2:256-8); Tel Halif (Lahav) (EA 3:325-6): 'li.. 11 
el-Far'ah (north; Tirzah) (EA 2:304-5); Tell el-Sa'idiyeh (EA 4:452-5); M = ALl3 ()'i 

MBA 17. 
8� ECr 36-37; ALB 117; EA 1:170; THL 89. 
9� PS 134-5 = ARE 1:64; EDE 92,160; EAE 1:219-21; ALB 117 

10� ALB 151-173; ECI 63-9; C112:532-7 
11 EA 1:107-11; CANE 2:1231-42; later biblical tradition describes Alll(ll'lll'S iJVIIl~ III 

Canaan during the Israelite migratlon. 
12 AEL 1:18-23 = ANET 227-8; EAE 3:496; M = MilA ~  .... , 

I/o! 

NOTES 

13� ALB 174-231; ECI 69-97; EAE 3:337-8; C 112:537-94; J. Weinstein, "Egyptian 
Relations with Palestine in the Middle Kingdom", B~tlletin  oj the American Schools oj 
Oriental Research, 217 (1975): 1-16; M = MBA §21. 

14� Major Middle Bronze II sites with fortifications include: Acre (Akko) (EA 1:54-5); 
Aphek (EA 1:147-51); Ashkelon (EA 1:220-3); Beth-Shean (EA 1:305-9); Beth
Shemesh (EA 1:311-12); Dan (EA 2:107-12); Dor (EA 2:168-70); Gezer (EA 2:396
400); Hazor (EA EA 3:1-5); Jericho (EA 3:220-4); Kabri (EA 3:261); Lachish (EA 
3:317-24); Megiddo (EA 3:460-9); Sharuhen (Tell el-'Aiiul) (EA 1:38-40); Shechem 
(EA 5:19-23); Shiloh (EA 5:28-9); Tel Gerisa (EA 2:394-6); Tel Masos (EA 3:437-9; 
Tel Zeror (EA 5:389-90); TeU Beit Mirsim (EA 1:295-7); Tell el-Far'ah (north) (EA 
2:303-4); TeIJ el-Far'ah (south) (EA 2:304-5); Timnah (Tel Batash) (EA 1:281-3); 
Yavneh-Yam (EA 5:374-5); Yoqneam (EA 5:381-3). 

15 Peter Parr, "The Origin of the Rampart Fortifications of the Middle Bronze Age 
Palestine and Syria", Zeitschrift des Deutscher Palaestina-verein, 84 (1968): 18-45. 

16 Barbara Gregori, " 'Three-Entrance' City-gates of the Middle Bronze Age in Syria 
and Palestine", Levant, 18 (1986): 83-102. 

17� Major Middle Kingdom art depicting Canaanites include: Tomb of Antef (Theban 
Tomb 386, EWW 38; NEA 38-9, Figure 3); Pectoral of Mereret (TEM 150-1); and 
several scenes from the Beni Hasan tombs, 2 (BH 1 §16; AW 1:169), 3 (AW 1:166-7; 
OHAE 192), 14 (BH 1 §47; AW 1:59), 15 (BH 2 §5), and 17 (BH 2 §15; AW 1:158-9). 

18 Alternatively this figure may hold an Q/1kh, an Egyptian religious symbol. 
19 For an overview of the debate and a defense of the moderate historicist position, see 

William G. Dever, What Did the Biblical Writers Know and When Did They Know It? 
What Archaeology Can Tell Us about the R.eality oj Ancient Israel (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 2001). Dever deals mainly with the royal period in Israel, after c. 1000. He 
is more dubious about the historical reliability of earlier biblical narratives; see his Who 
Were the Early Israelites and Where Did They Come From? (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
2003). For a minimalist view, see Thomas L. Thompson, The Mythic Past: Biblical 
Archaeology and the Myth oj Israel (London: Basic Books, 1999); Dever reviews the 
major minimalist literature on pp. 23-52; for a moderate inerrantist approach, see 
Alfred J. Hoerth, Archaeology and the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 
1998). 

20� E. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The Biblical View oj Palestine's Pre
Israelite Peoples (Richmond HiIJs, TX: BIBAL Press, 1995). 

21� The Execration Texts are discussed in detail on pp. 415-8; MAEM 136-90; EM 
1:487-9. Partial translations: CS 1:50-2, ANET 328-9, VAE 125-6. M = MBA §23. 
On interpreting the Canaanite geography of the Execration Texts in Canaan, see ECI 
87-93, and Yohanan Allaroni, The umd oj the Bible: a Historical Geography, 2nd edn 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1979), 144-7; M= MBA §23. 

22� An introductory bibliography on the Hyksos is given on p. 493, n. 9. 

Chapter Eleven 

1 Based on AFC xx.� 
2 Cll2:363-7.� 
3 John Garstang, Prehistoric Mersilt: Y"muk Tepe in Smltherl1 Turkey (Oxford: Clarendon� 

Press, 1953), 130-41, plates xvii-xxi; ET 128-30; EA 1:124-5, 2:8-11; PA 130-5. A 
photo of the fortress remains can be found in S. Lloyd, Ancient Turkey (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1989) 29. 

4� C112:368-410; C2/1:228-55; EA 1:127-31; KH 7-14. 
Irina Antonova, The Gold cif'Troy (New York: Abnlms. 1996); the Aegean coast of 
Anatolia will not be examined in detail in this study. 
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NOTES 

6 Mellaart, C1I2:390-5; Yadin also accepts them as authentic in AW 1:142-5.� 
7 CG; KH 9-14; C1/2:406-10; EA 3:385-6.� 
8 G. Steiner, "The immigration of the first Indo-Europeans into Anatolia Recon�

sidered",Journal of Indo-European Studies, 18 (1990): 185-214. 
9� M. Larsen, The Old Assyrian City-State and its Colonies (Copenhagen: Akadmisk Forlag, 

1976); KH 21-43; ANE 1:90-5; CANE 2:859-71, DANE 163-4, EA 3:266-8; ClI 
2:707-28. 

10� KH 35; all dates for the Anatolian kings of the eighteenth century in this section are 
conjectural, to give a sense of the relative chronology. 

11� KH; GH; J Macqueen, The Hittites and their Contemporaries in Asia Minor 2nd edn 
(London: Thames aud Hudson, 1986). Trevor Bryce, Life and Society in the Hittite World 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); EA 3:84-8; C2/1:228-55, 659-85. 

12� KH 66-72; events in Labarna's reign are retrospectively described in the Telipinu 
Proclamation (CS 1:194a) and the Testament of Hattusilis (CS 2:81a). Labarna/ 
Tabarna became a royal title among the Hittites, rather like Caesar among the Romans. 

13� KH 72-89. We have three main sources (KH 66-7) for the reign of Hattusilis I: the 
Annals of Hattusilis (MHT 50-5 = HW2 47-55); the Testament of Hattusilis (MHT 
100-7 = CS 2:79-82); these two are supplemented by a later retrospective summary in 
the Proclamation of Tilipinu (MHT 132-39 = CS 1:194-8). 

14 Tawananna was a title of the leading female member of the Hittite royal faIT'ily (KH 
96-9) .. 

15 Kurt Bittel, Hattusha: The Capital of the Hittites (New York, 1970); EA 1:333-5; DANE 
54-5. 

16� GH 148-9; KH 77-8; HW2 66-9; siegecraft in the Mari documents is discussed in 
Chapter Eight, exhibiting numerous parallels with the Hittite account. G. Beckman, 
"The Siege ofUdu Text (CHT 7)",]CS, 47 (1995): 23-34. 

17� This practice is mentioned frequently in the Bible (where it is called herem, "utter 
destruction") and in the Mesha Stele (CS 2:137-8; ANET 320-1); P. Stern, The Bib
lical Herem (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989); S.-M. Kang, Divine War in the Old Yestame/lf 
and in the Ancient Near East (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1989). The practice was continued in 
classical warfare, such as in Alexander's destruction of Thebes {335} and Persepolis 
{330}, and the Romans' destruction of Carthage {146}, Corinth {146}, and Jerusalem 
PO CE}. 

18� WH2; For Late Bronze Age Hittite military organization, some of which probably 
reflects earlier practices, see Richard H. Beal, The Organisation <1 the Hittite Military, Texte 
der Hethiter 20 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1992) and summary in CANE 1:545-554. 

19 Cylinder Seal, Kultepe (Karum), Anatolia, MEl, (WV §29; ELH §4); cylinder seal, 
Anatolia, MEII (FI 57, §841). 

20 The standard study is WH; see also DANE 150; EA 3:125-30; AS 284-7 for more 
recent bibliography. 

21� For a sununary of the theories on the origin and homeland of the Hurrians, see C. 
Burney, "Hurrians and Proto-Indo-Europeans: the Ethnic Context of the Early Tras
Caucasian Culture", in K. Emre et al. (editors), Anatolia and the Near East (Ankara: 
TUrk Tarih Kurumu Basimevi, 1989), 45-51. 

22� Kharbe (Tell Chuera, EA 1:491-2), Nagar/Nawar (Tell Brak, EA 1:355-6), and 
Urkesh (Tell Mozan, EA 4:60-3). 

23� W. Hallo, "Simurrum and the Hurrian Frontier", Revue Hittite et Asialliql/c, 36 (1978) 
71-83 

24� N. Na'aman, "The Hurrians and the End of the Middle Bronze Age in Palestine", 
Levant, 26 (1994): 175-87. 

25� The site of the Mitanni capital at Washukanni has not becn idcntified; it IS pell1Jps Tdl 
Fakhariyah, EA 2:300-1. For bibliography on the Mitanni, SCl': DANI: 200; CANI 
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2:1243-54; texts from fifteenth and fourteenth century Nuzi (EA 4:171-5; DANE 
216; CANE 2:931-48) reflect Mitanni Hurrian culture, and include numerous items 
of military interest for Late Bronze warfare: T. Kendall, Waifare and Military Matters in 
the Nuzi Tablets, Ph.D dissertation (Waltham, MA: Brandeis University, 1974). 

Chapter Twelve 

For a popularized natural history of the Sahara, see Marq De Villiers and Sheila Hirtle, 
Sahara: A Natural History (New York: Walker & Co., 2002). 

2 EAE 63-4; EBP; LA 4:344-8,6:1069-76; EE 17-33 
3 EAE 2:493-4. Methodologically it should be emphasized that in the ancient Near East 

we are at the mercy of the happenstance of archaeological survival and discovery in 
attempting to reconstruct the origins of warfare, Although Naqada's importance in 
these developments should not be underestimated, it is quite possible that other equally 
or even more important sites existed, the remains of which have either not survived 
potentially buried under several meters of Nile sediment - or have not yet been dis
cQ",Tered or excavated. As a general principle, this applies to much of our historical 
knowledge of the military history of the ancient Near East. 

4� EAE 1:200, 295; M= AAE 21 and HAAE 18, showing the major natural resources 
available to ancient Egypt. 

5 DAE 226-8; EAE 3:61-5; LA 6:1069-76. 
6 EAE 1:552-9, DAE 102-3; For the Pre-Dynastic period, see HEA 1:46-8 and A. 

Lawrence, "Ancient Egyptian Fortresses",]EA, 51 (1965): 69-70. 
7 EAE 1:256-8; DAE 166-7; LA 3:414-15. 
8 EG 510; AW 1:40, DAE 167, FP 33-5; EAE 2:407; disk-shaped mace heads remained 

in use largely for ritual purposes. 
9 EDE 32, EWA 1; EWP 20-1, EE 36-7, AW 1:117, ME 44-5; PSE Figures 5-6; BAH 17. 

10� DAE 109, EWP 26; AW 1:116, FP 157. 
11� Hunter's Palette: EE 57; IvlB 93-118. Compare with figures depicted in GP 79. 
12� See the "Towns" or "Libyan" Palette and the Bull Palette, discussed on pages 319 and 

326. The depiction of rwo Horus banners among the hunters may imply some type of 
military function. 

13� EE 54; EWP 29, ME 119-44; EWA 2; lSI' 22-3. 
14� Barbara Adams, Ancient Nekhen: Garstang in the City <1 Hierakonpolis (New Malden: 

Egyptian Studies Association, 1995); EDE 36-51; OHAE 61-7; DAE 226-8; EAE 
2:98-100,3:61-5; LA 2:1182-6; M= HAAE 22-3; AAE 30-1. 

15� All dates given for this period are problematic estimates that could be higher or lower 
by as much as fifty years. 

16� The name of this king of Abydos is actually unknown; Uj is apparently the name of the 
tomb that I am here using for the tomb's owner. 

17� EDE 56-7; EE 56-7; AE 42-3; EBP 312-17. The name "Scorpion" derives from a 
hieroglyphic sign on his ceremonial mace-head; the Egyptian pronunciation is uncer
tain, perhaps something vaguely like Daret (d3rt). 

18� EE 56, AW 1:121, ME 226-7, EAE 1:257; ISP 28-9. 
19� EDE 39-40; AAA 28-34; Bruce Williams interprets some elements of Egyptian 

kingship as originating in Nubia: "Qustul: The Lost Pharaohs of Nubia", Archaeology, 
33/5 (1980): 13-21, with a more technical presentation in Excavations Between Abu 
Simbel and the Sudan Frontier. The A-Group Royal Cemetery at Qustul: Cemetary L (Chi
cago: University of Chicago, 1986), 163-90; for critiques of Williams's theory, see the 
summary alld bibliography in EDE 39-40. The Kingdom of Ta-Sety, or Qustul, IS 

associ~ted by Jrch,)eologi~ts with the "A-Group" Nubi;m culture (EAE 1:44-6). 
~O 	 EWP .1(1, Mll J"l7, AI1 (,0; EDE, 48, 51, 177-9. 
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NOTES� NOTES 

21� For rranslation of the Palermo Stone (hereafter PS), with detailed conunentary, Sl'l 

Toby A. H. Wilkinson, Royal Armals ofAncient Egypt: the Palermo Stone and its Associatnl 
Fragltlerlts (London: Kegan Paul International, 2000). A dated translation can be found 
in ARE 1:57-72; DAE 218 gives references to recent studies; EWP 24. 

22� Using Classical historians as evidence for Egyptian history two milJennia earlier " 
certainly fraught with difficulties; see J. Dillery, "The First Egyptian Narrative History 
Manetho and Greek historiography", Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie Imd Epigraphik, 127 
(1999): 93-116. 

23� General surveys: OHAE 67-85; EDE 60-82, HAE, 52-4; LA 6:486-93, 1069-76. 
24� EDE 67-70; EAE 2:494-5, 377-8; DAE 181,196-7; AE 43-9; LA 4:348-50. 
25� Her. 2.4, 99; Man. 33; Diod. 1.45. 
26� There is some controversy over whether the Menes of later Egyptian tradition should 

be associated with Narmer or with his son and successor Aha, or even with a conA;] 
tion of several legendary kings (see discussions found in bibliography in EDE 68; EAI 
2:377-8; DAE 17-18, 181, 196-7). For narrative purposes I here tentatively accept tlw 
link with Narmer. 

27� TEM 40-1; AW 1.122, 124; MB 161-200; EWP 29; lSP 14-15. 
28� EE 53, EWP 28, ECI 26, AW 1:51, FP 139; MB 229-32. 
29� EDE 357-62; EAE 2:373-6; DAE 180, Her. 2.99; seals of Narmer's father Ka haw 

been found in cemeteries near Memphis, indicating some type of settlement then' 
before Narmer; Nanuer probably greatly expanded the settlement and made it 1m 
capital, rather than creating an absolutely new city, EDE 58. 

30� Remains of an additional Early Dynastic fortress have been found at Elephantine Island 
at Aswan, showing some of the characteristics ofEarly Dynastic fortifications, and may 
represent the southern frontier garrison of the new state; EWP 34. 

31� Narmer's campaign - or that of a near successor - into Libya is memorialized in tlw 
"Cities (or Libyan) Palette" mentioned on p. 319 (EE 53, EWP 28, AW 1:51. 
TEM 38). 

32� ECI 25; see also Yadin's interpretation of a symbol on the Nanuer Palette as reprc 
senting, in part, a campaign in Palestine, AW 1:124-5. 

33� Or Hor-Aha; the name means "[the wargod] Horus fights". EDE 70-1; DAE 17-IH. 
AE 49-56; LA 1:94-6. As noted above (note 26), some scholars equate Aha, rathcl 
than his father Narmer, with the legendary Menes. 

34� EDE 71-3; DAE 86; AE 56-64; LA 1:1109-11. 
35� PS 190 = ARE 1:58; EDE 71. 
36 Djer Palette, AE 60; PSE Figure 7; label depicting head-smiting of a naked enemy. 

EWA 9; LA 6:1126-7. 
37 On Djet, see EDE 73-4; DAE 86-7; AE 69-73; on Merneith, see EDE 74-5; AE 65-<) 
38 EDE 75-8; EAE 1:416; DAE 18, 84; AE 73-80; EWA 10-16; LA 1:1071-2. 
39 EDE 76-7; EE 87, AW 1:125, FP 164, EWP 34, EDE 156, MB 214, EWA 12. It" 

traditional in Egyptology to describe the peoples of the Sinai, Canaan and Syria as 
"Asiatics" ('3mw) , based on Classical Greek conceptualizations of "Asia" as the bnd, 
east ofEurope (LA 1:462-71). In modern English, however, the term Asia(n) brings to mind 
India, China and Japan rather than Syria and Palestine. I therefore prefer the terlll 
"Easterner" and have changed all references in translations from "Asiatics" to "Easterners" 

40� EDE 78-80; DAE 33, 257-8; AE 80-6; early interpretations of an inscription of 
Semerkhet in the Sinai at Wadi al-Mughara have now been shown to be frolll 
Sekhemkhet of the Third Dynasty, cliscussed on p. 330. 

41� EDE 80-1; DAE 236; AE 86-91; EWA 17. 
42� For general summaries of Second Dynasty, see EDE 82-94; Aidall ))otl\on, "Thc 

Mysterious Second Dynasty", KMT, 7/2 (1996): 19-31; OIIAE H'i H; C 112:2lJ 1'i 
AE 91-111; EAE 1:417-18. 

IH·I 

43� PS 125-6 = ARE 1:62; EDE 85; EWA 18. 
44� ECI, 36-7; ALB 117; EA 1:170. 
45� Both the chronology of the Early Bronze Age in Canaan and that of the Egyptian kings 

of the early dynasties are quite uncertain. Depending on how one interprets the var
ious possible chronologies, if Arad fell to Egyptians it could have been to any king in 
the Second or even the late First Dynasty. 

46� EDE 89-91; AE 95-7; DAE 220. I here follow the suggestion of Wilkinson and DAE 
that Sekhemib-perenmaat is an alternative name for Peribsen. If not, then Sekhemib
perenmaat should be included as an additional king before Peribsen. 

47� ANET 228a = EDE 89-90. In EWA 19-23, Redford interprets inwas "benevolence", 
euphemisticalJy referring to tribute. From the Egyptian perspective, tribute and con
quest were inseparably bound. 

48� Some scholars believe that the myth of the war between Seth and Horus found in later 
Egyptian documents is in part a reflection of the cultic struggles and wars of the late 
Second Dynasty. H. te Velde, Seth, Cod of Confusion (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967); ClI 
2:33; LA 3:25-7, 6:84-6. 

49� EDE 91-4; EBP, 348-54; EAE 2:231; LA 1:910-12; AE 98-103, who follows older 
views that Khasekhem is a different ruler than Khasekhemwy - it is now understood 
that they are the same person and the second name was taken by the king after his 
reunification of Egypt. 

50� The major sources for the arms and army of Early Dynastic Egyptian warriors are: 
"Painted tomb", EE 36-7, AW 1:117; Gebal el-'Araq knife handle, AW 1:116; 
Battlefield Palette, EE 54; Hunter's Palette, EE 57, AW 1:118-19, FP 155; Narmer 
Palette, EE 52, AW 1:122-4; Libyan or Cities Palette, EE 53. Each of these has been 
discussed in this chapter. 

51� PSE summarizes the evidence. The most prominent examples include: Narmer Pal
ette: EE 52, AW 1.122-4, EWP 29; Den inscription, EE 87, AW 1:125, EDE 156; 
Cylinder seal from Hierakonpolis, AW 1:125. 

52� The military art of this period includes numerous examples of icons for cities as walled 
enclosures; see ECI 27; EDE 119. The "City Palette" is the most famous; ECI 26; MB 
230; EWA 4. 

53� EWP 38, FP 128; AEA 71; HEA 1:46-8, EE 60,72-3; site plans ofmany tomb enclosures, 
presumably broadly paralleling fortification techniques, can be found in AE 38-104. 

54� Bull Palette: AW 1:123; MB 144; EWA 3. 
55� PS 92, 134, 136 = ARE 1:58,64; EDE 210; LA 5:279-80. 
56� SP 11-25; EBS 11-20; EAE3:281-4. 
57 Conveniently coUected in SP 12-25 and GP 68-74,151-4,192 and plates 9,11-13, 

15-16, 18-21,23; EBS 11-20. 
58 Lionel Casson, The Ancient Mariners, 2nd edn (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1991), Figure 1; EBS 16. 
59� DAE 109; EWP 26, AW 1:116, EBS 18. 
60� PSE 4-7 discusses major examples; MB. See EWA 134-40 for a Jist of all Early 

Dynastic and Old Kingdom sources depicting the ritual execution of enemies. Other 
forms of early human sacrifice are discussed in EDE 265-7. Although the Narmer 
Palette is the most striking and famous example from the period of the iconography of 
the victorious pharaoh ritualJy slaughtering his defeated foes, it was already the cul
mination of several centuries of artistic and ideological development. 

Chapter Thirteen 

For gencral survcy~ and additional bibliography, see C1/2:145-207; EAE 2:585-605; 
;))1';. lJ.) IO'i; f::.()K; IIAc 63 I() I; OIIAE H9 I 17; M= IIAAE 27. 
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NOTES� NOTES 

2� For general surveys and additional bibliography, see Cll2:145-60; EAE 2:585-6,5<)1 
3; EDE 94-105; EOK; HAE 63-7; OHAE 90-3. Most of these accounts undel 
standably focus on the great religious and cultural achievements, and funerary monu 
ments such as Djoser's Step Pyramid at Saqqara. 

3� Illustrations and translations of all these inscriptions from Wadi al-Mughara can h, 
found in IS; hereafter I will provide only additional references to more accessibl, 
sources for illustrations of the Sinai martial reliefs; M= AAE 188. 

4� EDE 94-5; king Djoser is more properly named Netjerikhet, but he is widely kml\\ I 
today by the name Djoser, as preserved in later king-lists. 

5 EDE 95-8; EOK 32-4; DAE 87; EWA 25a, FP 165. 
6 ME 215, FP 166, PSE Figure 12; EDE 98-9; EOK 35; DAE 256-7; EWA 25b. I hell 

follow Wilkinson's ordering of the kings. 
7 EDE 101-3; EOK 36; EE 101, MB 215; PSE fig 10. 
8 Inscription at Elephantine summarized in EAE 586a; a drawing of the fortress can h 

found in EWP 34. 
9 For recent general overviews of the Fourth Dynasty with additional bibliography SIT 

Cll2:160-79; EAE 2:586-8,593-7; HAE 66-75; OHAE 93-109. 
10� EAE 3:299-300; HAE 67-9. 
11 PS 141 = ARE 1:66; the "sheep and goats" are 'wt, meaning literally "small catth' 

On the dating and relative chronology of the fragments of the Palermo Stone, see 1" 
140, 259. 

12 On Euhen, see the magnificent study by W. E. Emery et al., The Fortress ifBuhen, 2 vol 
(London, Egypt Exploration Society, 1977-79), and discussion on pp. 443-5. 

13� ANET 227b; EWP 40 and IS, figs 8 and 9, FP 167, PSE figs 13-14; EWA 27. 
14� PS 235; the numbers are a bit obscure and have alternatively been read as 11,OO( 

captives with 13,000 animals. Given the standard human-to-animal ratio of paslol I 

societies, Wilkinson's reading, given above, seems to be more accurate, and is OIl" 
broadly proportional to the plunder fIgures from Nubia; see also EWA 26. 

15 PS 141-3 = ANET 227a = ARE 1:65-6; for ilJustrations of such vessels fr0111 th 
Middle Kingdom, EES 35. 

16 EOK 43-5; PE 98-121; Cl/2:169-72; HAE 69-71; EAE 2:234, 586; DAE I~  I 

Greek writers (Her. 2.124-6; Man. 14-16; Diod. 1.63, calling him Chemmis) all ttl 
tales about the Great Pyramid; none record any military legends. Unfortunately, th 
registers on the Palermo Stone covering the reigns of Fourth Dynasty kings ,1ft. 
Sneferu are largely lost. Inscriptions ofKhufu and subsequent rulers are largely fUIll" 
ary, with no military data (see ARE 1:83-95), 

17 ANET 227b = ARE 1:83; IS Figure 7; FP 168; PSE, Figure 15; EWA 28. 
18 On the late Fourth Dynasty, with additional bibliography, see: EAE 2:587-8, 591 

HAE 66-75; Cll2:160-79. 
19 PE 121-37; Cll2:174-6; HAE 73-4; EAE 2:229-31, 378-9, 588; DAE 149; 111~r  

2.127; Diod. 1.64. 
20� EAE 2:378; PE 137-51; C1I2:176-8; DAE 181-2; Diod. 1.64. 
21 For general overviews of the Fifth Dynasty with additional bibliography see: ( 11 

2:180-9; EAE 2:588-90, 597-601; HAE 75-80; OHAE 109-13. 
22 Stephen Quirke, The Cult ofRa: Surl Worship in Ancient Egypt (New York: Thames ,111.1 

Hudson, 2001); on Heliopolis, see AEA 105-6; EAE 2:88-9; LA 2:1111-13. 
23� HAE 76-7; EAE 2:588-9, 598; Cll2:182-3. 
24� PS 168 = ARE 1:70, 108; PSE Figure 16; EWA 31-2. 
25� NEA 23; Ludwig Borchardt, Das Crabdenkmal des KOII~~s Sa/Ill-re (Leip7ig: J. c. I 1111 

richs'sche Buchhandlung, 1910), plate 1. In p~rt this scene is recomll L1ctetl by ,1 rill 

copy found in the Mortuary Temple of IJepi II (N EA 23). 
26� NEA 24; Borchadt, Sailil-Re, plates I I and 12; EWA 33. 

27� HAE 77-8; EAE 2:589a, 599; EWA 35a. Evidence for expeditions from funerary 
temple: AEA 159; Miroslav Verner, Forgotten Pharaohs, Lost Pyramids, Abusir (Prague: 
Academia Skodaexport, 1974), pp. 133-54. 

28 HAE 78-9; EAE 2:589-90, 600. 
29 For recent general overviews of the Sixth Dynasty with additional bibliography see: 

EAE 3:33-4, 2:590-1, 602-4; HAE 80-9; Cll2:189-97; OHAE 113-17. 
30� I will cite Lichtheim's translation, AEL 1:18-23; see alternatively: ANET 227-8; ARE 

1:134-5, 140-4, 146--50; EAE 3:496; M = MBA §22. No chronological information 
is given in Weni's autobiography, so precise dates for his five campaigns are unknown, 
and are simply roughly estimated here. 

31� The dates given here are a very rough estimate. Weni began service under Teti {2374
2354}; assuming he began his service late in Teli's reign {co 2360} at around the age of 
20 it would put his birth between 2380-2375. Weni apparently died during the reign 
of Merenre {231 0-2300} (AEL 1:22) - the last king mentioned in his autobiography 
which would put his death in his seventies, a venerable age for the time. His minimal 
dates are 2370-2310. 

32 M = HAAE 27. This roughly corresponds to the modern area from Aswan in Egypt to 
Firka in Sudan. 

33 Thomas Barfield, The Perilous Frontier: Nomadic Empires and China, 221 BC to AD 
1757 (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1989),87. 

34� Lichtheim translates imy-r 'was "chief of scouts"; I prefer "commander of foreigners", 
or even " commander of foreign mercenaries", on which see AAA 37, 95-6, n. 55 for 
extensive bibliography. The term imy-r is translated in ditterent contexts as "cOllliTlall
der", "overseer", or "chief", while 'w is translated "scouts", "foreigners", or "drago
mans" (interpreter) (EMO 34). I will consistently change such variants to "command~r 

of foreigners" throughout quotations from translations without further notifIcatIOn. 
.15 EAE 2:603-4; AEN. 
>6 AEL 1:23-7 = ARE 1:150-4, 157-61; EAE 2:116-17; LA 2:1129; Hans Goedicke, 

"Harkhuf's Travels", JNES, 40 (1981):1-20; for map of Horkhuf's expeditiom, see 
HAAE 27. 

17 A. Spalinger, "Some notes on the Libyans of the Old Kingdom and bte;: historical 
reflexes", Society for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities Journal, 9 (1979)' 1.25-60; LA 
3:1015-33; EAE 2:290-3, 3:497-501; maps: HAAE 27; HAE 86. For general back
ground on this region, see Lisa Giddy, Egyptian Oases (Warminster: Aris & Phillip~, 

1987). 
\8 EAE 2:291; Technically, the ethnonym Libyan derives from the Libu, a different, 

though probably related ethnic group which displaced the Tjehenu by about the 
Eighteenth Dynasty {beginning 1569}. 

\9 AE 53, EWP 28, ECI 26; MB 229-32. 
10 EAE 3:34-5, 2:604; DAE 220; LA 4:928. 
II These figures are from Man. 21, but are supported by some contemporary evidence; 

other scholars suggest a total reign of 64 years. 
AEAB 15-16 = ARE 1:161-4; EAE 3:33; LA 4:929; M = HAAE 27. 
MAEM 139, 149-50; related rituals may be found in the Pyramid Texts, 244, 476, as 
welJ as in numerous Cottm Texts. 

14 My speLling of the names is an approximate transliteration; the original, purely con
sonanta.l spellings are given by MAEM, 139. 
The text is somewhat obscure; a variant reading might be 200 soldiers and workers in 
total. 
~AE I:32-7. Proper treatment of war dead - or, alternatively, acts of ritual abuse and 
Illutilation of corpses has been a serious religious and cultural issue from ancient 
(11lleS to the present streets of Falluja in Iraq. For the vastly greater evidence from 
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NOTES� NOTES 

classical Greece, see W. Kendrick Pritchett, TIle Greek State at War: pt. 4, Rdl~ 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 94-259; the Bible also reflech t 

concern in the treatment of the corpses of Saul and Jonathan, 1 Samuel 31.8-13. 
47 The term "scout" appears to be a technical term for Nubian light infantry me" ( , 

aries, reflecting their frequent military function. 
48 German readers should consult R. Miiller-Wollermann, KrisenJaktorerr im agypll." / 

Staat des ausgehenderr Alten Reiches, Dissertation (Ttibingen: 1986). 
49 LA 4:513-14; BDAE 93; HAE 89; for later legends see Man. 21, Her. 2.100, 1\ I 

Diod. 1.64.14. 

Chapter Fourteen 

For a translation of the Pyramid Texts, see PT; for general background with referell 
to major studies, see Erik Hornung, TIle Ancient Egyptian Books oj the Afterlife. tLII 
David Lorton (Ithaca NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 1-6, and the bibliogral' 
on 159-62; EAE 3:95-7. 

2� On the myth of the combat of Horus and Seth, H. W. Fairman, The Triumph if /1", 
an Ancient Egyptiar/ Sacred Drama (London: Batsford, 1974), J. G. Griffiths, The C",//I 
if Horus and Seth from Egyptian and Classical Sources (Liverpool: Liverpool UniVl'1 lit 

Press, 1960); EAE 1:294-5, 2:119-22. 
3 Khafre, EWP 67, TEM 69; Menkaure, EWP 68.77. TEM 70-1. 
4 The "Nine Bows" generally is a reference to all the traditional enemies ofEgypt (I lAI 

203-4; EAE 2:164-5; LA 1:844-5,4:472-3). 
5 One text describes the "sword which is in your hand when you ascend frolll Ii 

Netherworld" (PT 247), but "sword" here is an anachronistic translation. 
6 PT 21, 424, 461, 483, 509, 536, 610, 667, 667A, 669, 689. 
7 See also PT 666A, 667, 667A, 724. 
8 AW 1:146, FP 141-2; EWA §52; NEA 30-2, Figure 2a; AAK 2/1.4. 
9 A famous scene from the tomb of Niankhkhnum at Saqqara {c. 2450} depIcts WOI k 

men smelting metal, confirming its increasing importance in Egyptian society by I II 'I 

time (EWP 88; ISP 80-1; FP 25). 
10� The more narrow and elongated blade of the New Kingdom era (AW 1:180-1, 1H~ , 

FP 47-8), designed for penetrating rather than cutting, called 3~!lW (EG 511, sign ., 
is not known in the Middle Kingdom. 

11� AEA 91-3; EAE 1:552-3; LA 2:194-204. A. W. Lawrence, "Ancient Egyptian 101 
tifications", JEA, 51 (1965): 69-71. References in this section to AEA provide blh 
Liography for the archaeological reports for each site. 

12� PT 665, 665B, 611, 665A, 715, 720. 
13� AW 1:146, FP 141-2; EWA §52; NEA 30-2, Figure 2a; AAK 2/1.4 
14� AW 1:147, FP 140. EWW 38; EWA §53; NEA 30-2. 
15� Gaballa (NEA 31) interprets the scene as people and animals entering a shelter. , " 

the objects at the right and left of the third and fourth panels as piles of grain; they bl'l 
broad resemblance to related hieroglyphs for a "heap of corn" (EG 483, sign M ,"l) 
"sandy hill" (EG 489, sign N29) and "half-loaf of bread" (EG 532, sign X7). '1 II 
animals are clearly thrusting their heads into the object, possibly eating fi'om the grain pIlI 

16� Gaballa (NEA 31) sees the women as berating and striking the men who ran from till 

battle; this may be implied in a couple of instances. but in others the women ",<,nl 
clearly to be caring for the wounded. 

17� Other passages also describe a ladder by which the king ascends into heavclI: PT 271, 
306, 478, 530, 572, 586A, 625. 

18� P. Lipke, The Royal Ships oJCheops (Oxford: llAn... 19H,I); SP ?(I ,·1, Illl')"1 ",IAI 
3:281-4; OIIAE 97; lSI' 1045; FP 169. Shlpl1lIl"lInl( " 11H'11!l(lIH'd 111 till' loy,1l ,nlll.ll, 

of Khufu (PS 223). This remarkable boat has been restored and can be seen in a 
museum beside the Great Pyramid. 

19 SP 94-7; EWP 90-3; TEM 52-3; SGAE 101-3; ISP 41. 

Chapter Fifteen 

For general surveys see OHAE 118-47, 457-9; EAE 1:526-32; LA 6:1437-42; Cll 
2:464-531; HAE 137-54; Barbara Bell, "The Dark Ages in Ancient History I: The 
First Dark Age in Egypt", AmericanJoumal ojArchaeology, 75/1 (1971): 1-26. 

2� Modern scholars view Manetho's Ninth and Tenth dynasties (Man. 27-30) as a single 
dynasty, mistakenly divided in two by later Egyptian tradition (EAE 1:527-8). Here I 
will simply call both dynasties the Ninth, or Herakleopolitan Dynasty; there will thus 
be no discussion of a Tenth Dynasty. Its capital, known by its Greek name Her
akleopolis (ancient: Heneneswe; modern: Ihnasiya), was the capital of the twentieth 
nome in middle Egypt; see EAE 2:91-3; LA 2:1124-8; DAE 124. M = HAAE 31. 

3� AF 29-41 = AEAB 24-6 = AEL 1:85-6 (abridged) = HAE 142; EAE 1:94-5; LA 
1:267-8. 

4� John and Deborah Darnell, "New Inscriptions of the Late First Intermediate Period 
from the Theban Western Desert and the Beginnings of the Northern Expansion of 
the Eleventh Dynasty",JNES, 56 (1997): 241-58, quotation on 251. 

5 Darnell and Darnell, "New Inscriptions", 244; EAE 1:528.� 
6 C2/1:466-8; HAE 143-7.� 
7 Background, EAE 2:169-70; translation TS 212-34 = VAE 52-4 = AEL 1:97-109� 

(abridged). 
8 Lichtheim agrees that the text contains "valid, rather than fictitious, historical infor

mation" (AEL 1:97); Grimal also accepts its historicity (HAE 140-6). 
9� Ralph D. Sawyer (trans.), Sellen Military Classics ojAncient China (Boulder, CO: West

view, 1993), 145-186. Sun Tzu is traditionally said to have written in the early fifth 
century BC, but many scholars feel the text attributed to him was actually written in 
the third century BC (Sawyer, 149-50). 

10� Adrian Goldsworth, The Complete Roman Army (London: Thames and Hudson, 2003), 
27. 

II� Henry Fischer, "Nubian Mercenaries of Gebelein during the First Intermediate Per
iod", Kush, 9 (1961): 44-80. 

Chapter Sixteen 

Cll2:464-531; CANE 2:735-48; EAE 2:393-400; HAE 155-81; OHAE 148-83; 
MKT; Janine Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals: Egyptian Art in the Middle Kingdom 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988). 

2� Cll2:472-95; HAE 155-8; OHAE 148-57. 
3� EAE 2:436-8; C112:479-88; HAE 155-8; DAE 183; AEA 149-50; LA 6:66. His 

names mean "[The Theban war god] Montll is content". Some scholars reckon this 
Montuhotep as the second, counting his distant ancestor, a nomarch at Thebes, as 
Montuhotep I. 

4 ITM 26-7; as noted on p. 489, n. 2, following current historical interpretation I am 
calling the combined Ninth and Tenth Dynasties the "Ninth" Dynasty. 

5 l\.cdford, ECI 70, believes the term "Easterners of Q3ty" in Tjehemau's inscription has 
refcrence to Canaanites rather than to a Nubian tribe. 

6 C1/2:488 92; IIAE 157-8; OHAE 155-7; LA 6:68. 
7 AEAI3 52-~1 AIl"E 1:208-10; W. C. Hayes "The Career of the Great Steward 

I kllClIlI Ulltk, N,lbhepclre, Menluholpc",JEA, 35 (1949): 43-9. 
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NOTES 

8� Wadi Hammamat Inscription of Amenemhet I (ARE 1:211-16 = AEL 1:113-15 and 
ECI 71-2 (both partial). The expedition lasted at least a month, with dates on the 
inscriptions ranging from day three to day twenty-eight of the "second month". 

9 "Prophecy of Neferti" = TS 131-43 = AEL 1:139-45 = CS 1:106-10 = VAE 34-6; 
EAE 2:512-13; LA 4:380-1. 

10 For general overviews with additional bibliography, see: EAE 3:453-7; CII2:495-31; 
HAE 158-81; OHAE 158-83. 

11� AlB; EAE 1:68-9; CII2:492-499; HAE 158-64; OHAE 158-60; LA 1:188. 
12� TS 203-11 = AEL 1:135-9 = ANET 418-19 = VAE 48-52; EAE 2:171. 
13 The best study of the military affairs in the reign of Senwosret I is SI (in French); LA 

5:890-9; EAE 3:266-8; Cl/2:499-505; HAE 161-5; OHAE 160-2. 
14 AEA 138 = ARE 1:251; See also the fragmentary inscription of the nomarch Sir

enpowet from an Aswan tomb, ARE 1:247, note b. 
15 Peter Green, Alexander of Macedon, 356-323 BC: A Historical Biography (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1991),402-11. 
16� Cl/2:502-4; HAE 165-6; LA 1:189; OHAE 163-4. 
17 Donald Redford, Pharaonic King--lists, Annals and Day-books (Mississauga, Ontario: 

Benben Publications, 1986); EAE 1:95-7, 2:105-6. 
18 Cl/2:503; LA 5:899-903; OHAE 164-5. 
19 Robert D. Delia, "A Study of the Reign ofSenwosret III", PhD. dissertation (New 

York: Columbia University, 1980); Cl/2:505-9; EAE 3:268-9; HAE 166-9; LA 
5:903-6; OHAE 165-7. 

20� Her. 2.101-7, 137; Man. 34-6; Diod. 1.53-8; Diodorus gives an extraordinarily 
exaggerated and anachronistic size for the Syrian campaign army - 600,000 infantry, 
24,000 cavalry, and 27,000 war-chariots (1.53). 

21� AAA 58-63; M = HAAE 51, CAAE 41. His achievements in Nubia led to his later 
deification as a patron god of Nubia. Late Greek legends on the Nubian campaign: 
Diod. 1.55. 

22� An inundation mark from DaI near the Third Cataract, dated to year 10 {1868}, 
indicates ongoing Egyptian administrative activity in the area, probably associated with 
the building of the fortification complex. 

23� On the early Kingdom of Kush, see Stuart Smith, Askut in Nubia: The Economics and 
Ideology of Egyptian Imperialism in the Second Millennium B. C. (London: Kegan Paul 
International, 1995); Timothy Kendall, Kerma and the Kingdom of Kush, 2500-1500 
BC (Washington, DC: ationaI Museum of African Art, Smithsonian Institution, 1997); 
Barry J Kemp, "Old Kingdom, Midclle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period in 
Egypt," in J. D. Clark (editor), The Cambridge History of Aji-ica, vol. 1: From the Earliest 
Times to c. 500 BC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 658-769; EAE 
2:250-2; LA 3:888-901; M= AAE 187, HAAE 51. 

24� Herodotus 2.100-110; Diodorus 1.53-58. K. Lange, Sesostris (Munich: 1954), reviews 
these classical legends. 

25� It appears that the Greeks attributed a number of unknown stele and inscriptions to 
Senwosret (Diodorus 1.55), much in the same way that medieval Arabs would attribute 
many ancient monuments to the ubiquitous "Pharaoh". 

26� Ronald J Leprohon, "The Reign of Amenemhet III", PhD dissertation (Toronto: 
University of Toronto, 1980), hereafter RA3; Cl/2:509-12; EAE 1:69-70; HAE 169 
70; LA 1:190; OHAE 167-70. 

27� Her. 2.148-9; Man. 34-6; Strabo 17.1.3, 37, 42; Diod. 1.61, 66, 89, 97; Pliny, Natl/ral 
History, 36.13; EAE 14. 

28� RA3, 10-184, translates all known inscriptions from Amenemhet's reign. 
29� EAE 1:219-21; DANE 62; RA3 228; LA 1:889-91. 
30� EAE 3:301; HAE 171; LA 1:191; OHAE 170-1. 

NOTES 

Chapter Seventeen 

EAE 2:238-45; D. O'Connor and David P Silverman (editors), Ancient Egyptian 
Kingship (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishers, 1995), Oleg Berlev, "The Eleventh 
Dynasty and the Egyptian concept of Kingship", in Dwight Young (editor), Studies 
Presented to Hans Polotsky (East Gloucester, MA, 1981),361-77. 

2� Harakhty was a manifestation of Horus (EAE 2:146-7). 
3� Divine support of Alexander the Great on his expedition to Siwa Oasis in the Western 

Desert was manifest by a similar unexpected rainstorm in the desert that saved the 
army from thirst; Peter Green, Alexander of Macedon, 356-323 BC: A Historical Bio
graphy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 274_ 

4� Descriptions by Diodorus (1.53) of oracular dreams concerning Senwosret III (Sesoo
sis) derive from the Greek worldview, but may parallel earlier ancient Egyptian tradi
tions of prophecies and oracular dreams. 

5� Partial translations: CS 1:50-2, ANET 328-9, VAE 125-6. Discussions: MAEM 136
90, with detailed bibliography; EAE 1:487-9; C112:508-9. For general introductions 
to Egyptian magic see MAEM; EAE 2:321-36; Geraldine Pinch, Magic in Ancient Egypt 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994); Bob Brier, Ancient Egyptian Magic (New 
York: Quill, 1981). 

6 Jeremiah performs a similar ritual curse symbolized by the breaking of a pot, Jeremiah 
19.1-11. 

7 TEM 40-1; AW 1.122,124; ME 161-200; EWP 29; ISP 14-15. 
8 Although the Coffin Texts are mythic and magical rituals regarding the afterlife, I am 

here assuming that their descriptions of weapons and warfare reflect actual practices. 
On the background of the Coffin Texts, see EAE 1:287-8 and Erik Hornung, The 
Ancient Egyptian Books ~ the Afterlife (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999), 7-12, 
162-4. 

9 Rituals of protection against enemies or cursing enemies are fairly common in the 
Coffin Texts; see, for example, CT 45, 49, 89, 313, 439, and 454, among many others. 

10 EWW 31-9; EAE 2:406-12; BAH 20-59; FP 21-74. 
11 Wallace McLeod, Self Bows and Other Archery Tackle from the Tomb ~ Tut'ankhamun, 

Tut'ankhamun's Tomb Series 4 (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1982). 
12� On the different designs and nomenclature of early bows, see Edward McEwen, 

Robert L. Miller and Christopher A. Bergman, "Early Bow design and construction", 
Scientific American aune 1991), 264/6: 50-6. 

13� The tomb of the Eighteenth Dynasty {1569-1315} Nubian archer Maiherperi in the 
Valley of the Kings has some well preserved Egyptian archery equipment (FP 44-6), 
much of which would have been similar to Middle Kingdom equipment. 

14� BH 1 §13, §30; BH 2 §13, §34; BAH 53; FP 40-1. Observations on the different 
penetrating power derived from different methods of drawing the bow were made by 
the sixth-century Byzantine historian Procopius, History ~  the Wars, 1.1.6-17, trans. 
H. Dewing, Procopius, 7 vols (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1914-1940), 
1:4-9. 

15 BH 1 §30, BH 2 §4; FP 40, 47; AW 1:9; BAH 53-4. 
16� Janine Bourriau, Pharaohs and Mortals: Egyptian Art in the Middle Kingdom (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 162-3, includes examples of daggers and axes 
from the Midclle Kingdom. 

17� EWW 35; AW 1:146-7,154-5,168-71; FP 49; BAH pl. 10. 
·18� FP 50-1; PSE figs 33-4, 50, 54-6, 63-6, 70-3, 85. 
19� AW 1:158; FP 52;.EWW 34; BAH 58. 

SGAE 70-82, AW 171, EWP 120-1,126; BI-l 1 §14-16; BH 2 §5, 8, 32. 
21 This translation is a IIlixture of.AEL 1:225-6 and TS 30-1, with my own interpreta

tiolls added 111 \qU,lr(~ b"~ckcts. 
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NOTES� NOTES 

22� Translations: TS 21-53; AEL 1:222-35; CS 1:77-82; ANET 18-22 (abridged). Stu 
dies: ECI 83-6; LA 5:950--5; EAE 3:292. 

23� B. Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes in the Iliad (Wiesbaden: Steiner Verlag, 1968). 
24� BH; EAE 1:175-7; EWP 120-1,126; NEA 39-40. 
25� BH 2 §15; AW 158-61; EWP 120; FA 94-5. 
26� BH 2 §5; SGAE 75. 
27� BH 1 §14-16; AW 169; EWP 121, 126. 
28� BH 1 §47. 
29� Theban Tomb 386: GJ §2; EWW 38; NEA 38-9, Figure 3. 
30 There are also eleven Canaanite mercenaries in the mural of Tomb 15, which are dis 

cussed on pp. 279-80 and p. 438. 
31 Christopher Spring, African Arms and Armor (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution 

Press, 1993), 29, pl. 4. 
32� FB; BI; AEF; AW 1:16-24; EAE 1:552-9; AEA 90--3; LA 2:194-203; FP 127-38. 
33� AEA 82-3; EAE 1:467-9; HEA 3:38-42; FP 128. 
34 AEA 91-3; FP 130--4; HEA 3:200-29; Somers Clarke, "Ancient Egyptian Frontier 

Fortresses",JEA,3 (1916): 155-79. 
35 The major fortresses will be listed by their modern archaeological name, followed b) 

the ancient Egyptian name where known; the Egyptian names are taken from EAl' 
1:555. The rough size of each fortress is given in meters, along with a reference to 

AEA, where full bibliographic references to the major archaeological reports and stu 
dies are provided. M = HAAE 51. 

36� SW; AW 1:69-71; LA 3:765-86; FP 138-48 
37� The fullest mural is from Tomb 17: BH 2 §15, AW 1:158-9, SW 14, FA 94-5; each ot 

the murals have slight differences in detail, making them worth consulting individually; 
see also Tomb 15, BH 2 §5; and Tomb 2, BH 1 §14, FP 148. 

38� SP 75-97; EWW 59-63; EBS 27-36; EAE 3:281-4. 
39� BH 1 §14, §16, §29; BH 2 §12. 
40� Dilwyn Jones, A Glossary of Ancient Egyptian Nautical Titles and Terms (London: Keg~n  

Paul, 1988). 
41� CT 398, 400, 404, 405, 409. 
42� AW 2:340-1; SP 111-13; EBS 45; EAE 2:356-8; AEA 143-5; Harold Nelson (editor), 

Medinet Habu, vol. 1: Earlier Historical Records of Ramses IIT (Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1930), pl. 37-41; AAK 2, pl. 115-17. 

Chapter Eighteen 

SIP; LA 6:1442-8; EAE 3:260-5; Barry J. Kemp, "Old Kingdom, Middle Kingdom 
and Second Intermediate Period in Egypt", in J. D. Clark (editor), The Cambri{!~('  

History of Africa, vol. 1: From the Earliest Times to c. 500 BC (Cambridge: Cambridgt' 
University Press, 1982), 736-60. 

2� On the Turin Canon king-list for this period, see SIP 9-33, 69-74, 94-9,118-1<), 
151-6, 164-5 = CS 1:71-3; for the scarab seals see SIP 34-68. The Abydos King-lim 
ignore this period entirely, CS 1:69-70. 

3� SIP; for alternative views, see EAE 3:260-5 and the bibliography found there. 
4� This chart is based on SIP 6, 186-91. However, Ryholt follows ~ chronologie,11 

interpretation that places the end of the Twelfth Dynasty in 1803, while EAE chron 
ology, which I follow, places it in 1786. Ryholt also dates the ~ccession  of Ahl110se to 

1550, whereas the EAE dates it to 1569. Thus, ~ccording  to the EAE chronology til(' 

Second Intermediate Period is twenty-six ye~rs  shorter th~n  in I<..yholt's chronology 
To be consistent I will follow the EAE chronology, t~king  the surplus twenty· six yt,,!f\ 
from the period of the Thirteenth ~nd  Fourteenth I)yn~slies.  

It 

5� Stuart Smith, Askut in Nubia: The Economics and Ideology of Egyptian Imperialism in the 
Second Millennium B. C. (London: Kegan Paul International, 1995). 81-140; EAE 
2:250-2; Kemp, "Old Kingdom, Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period in 
Egypt,": 747-60; AAA 64-72. 

6� Summarized by AAA 67-70; Smith, Askut, 110-30. 
7� Dates for all Fourteenth Dynasty kings are very rough estimates, b~sed  on SIP 114 (and 

elsewhere), and adjusted to match the difference between SIP chronology and that 
used in this book. 

8� Thomas S. Burns, Rome and the Barbarians: 100 B. C. - A.D. 400 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2003). 

9� On the Hyksos, or Fifteenth Dynasty, see SIP 118-50, 256-8, 301-5, EAE 2:136-43, 
ECI 98-122, E. Oren (editor). The Hyksos: New Historical and Archaeological Perspectives 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1997); M. Bietak, Avaris, The Capital of the 
Hyksos (London: British Museum, 1996). 
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Luwians 289, 294-6 

mace 20-1,25,33-4,38-9,47,56-60,74, 
88,98, 112, 122-5, 144,246-8,270-1, 
303, 313-6, 319, 324-5, 356-8, 433-8 

Magan 81, 84,104,117 see also Persian 
Gulf 
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magic, martial 99, 283-4, 348-9, 364-6, 
379,415-8; see also Execration 
Texts 

Manetho 330, 407 
Manishtusu 84, 98 
Marathon 1 
Marduk 124, 178 
Mari 54, 59-60, 66-7, 70, 76, 94, 104, 

108, 134, 137, 141, 146, 151, 168-77, 
185-214,229, 243-8, 257-63, 306; 
archive 173-4, 185-6 

marines 198 
martial art see art, martial 
Mashkan-Shapir 225 
material culture 5 
Medinat Habu 455 
Mediterranean Sea 41 
Megiddo 1, 257 
Melchizedek 281 
Meluhha see Indus Valley 
Memphis 319, 325, 368 
Menes see Narmer 
mercenaries 419-20,438; see also Nubia, 

Libya, Canaan 
Merenre II 341 
Mereret 408 
Merikare 376, 386 
Mersa Gawasis 390 
Mersin 286 
Mesehi 424-5 
Meskiaggasher 46 
Mesolithic see Epipaleolithic 
Mesopotamia 6, 17,21,24; Early Dynasty 

35-72; Neolithic 33-4 
metallurgy 19-23; casting 21 
methodology 8-11 
Middle River 79 
military manuals 377-9 
military threshold 16, 35 
Milvian Bridge 192 
Mirgissa 442 
Mitanni 6, 257, 302, 306-7 
moat 29, 182, 223, 444-5 
money system 196 
Montu 371, 395, 398, 401, 412-3, 432 
Montuhotep I 374, 380-1, 382-8, 412 
Montuhotep II 388-9 
Montuhotep II I 390 
Montuhotep IV 390-1 
mounds see burial mounds 
muhahbilum (Akkadian) scc statldard b~~rl:r 

MttrSllis 154, 2('(), 2'.15, ]00 ·2 

Nablanum 158 
Nagar 142-3, 240, 249, 304-5 
Nahal Mishmar 270-1 
Naqada 310-6 
Naram-Sin (of Eshnunna) 169 
Naram-Sin 74, 81-8, 84, 91-4, 98, 100, 

157,218,220,249,289,304,468 
narkabtum (Akkadian) 151; see chariot 
Narmer 273,318-20,484 
Narmer Palette 26, 271, 318-9 
Natufian 
naval warfare 98, 108,256,323, 326-7, 

331, 340, 366-7, 372-3, 375-7, 383-6, 
394-5,399-400, 409-10, 451-5, 479 

Necherophes 330 
Neferhotpe I 459 
Neferkahor 370-1 
Nehry 390-1 
Nejeh 461 
Nekhen Samontu 409 
Neolithic 4-5, 17; cave paintings 15; 

"revolution" 16-17; weapons 15; war 
14-34 

Neo-Sumerian 91, 93, 95-9, 102-28, 
143-5 

Nesha see Kanesh 
net 55-6,85 
Nevali Cori 24, 26 
Nile River 32, 308-9 
Nine Bows 357, 387, 488 
Ningirsu 104, 140-1 
Ninhursag 52-9 
Ninsun 127 
Ninurta, Epic of 122-5, 144-5 
Ninuter 322 
Nippur64-6, 111, 113, 115, 117-19, 160, 

162-3, 183 
Niridagal 113 
Nitokerty 351-2 
nomads 8,17-18,118,155,190,194,197, 

212, 243, 250, 256-60, 264, 274-7, 
283,304,320-1,334,337,345,349, 
369, 378-9, 386-8, 395, 445-6, 461, 
474 

nomarchs 368-81; see governors 
nubanda (NU.BANDA; Sumerian) see captain; 

see also lieutenant 
Nubia 6, 15,32,275,283,308-9,316-7, 

320, 323, 325-6, 328, 330, 337, 341
50,355,381-7,394-9,402-6,409-10, 
416, 419, 441 6, 452, 459-63; see also 
Kush 

Nubt see Nagada� 
numbers of troops 198-201� 
Nur-Ahum 161� 
Nur-Dagga178� 

oases 322, 342-3, 346, 360, 383, 385-8, 
396,441 

oath 211-4,291,387 
obsidian 27, 33,245 
officers 195-6, 356; see also captain, 

lieutenant, colonel, general 
Old Kingdom Egypt 328-52 
oracles see divination 
oracular dreams see dreams 
organization: Akkadian 95-9; Babyloniar 

192-204; Egyptian 354-6,418-22; 
Hittite 302-3; Neo-Sumerian 95-9 

Osiris 413 

Pabilgaltuk 51 
pack animals 130-1, 201-4 
Paleolithic 4; war 15-16 
Palermo Stone 317, 320, 322, 326, 329 
Palestine see Canaan 
Papahdilmah 294-5 
Papursag 51 
patrols 445-6 
pay 194-7, 378, 319-20 
peace treaties 213-4 
Pelusium 393 
Pepinakht 347-50 
Pepy I 335-6, 
Pepy II 346-51, 368 
Peribsen 273, 322-3 
periodization 4-5 
Persian Gulf34, 41, 51, 75, 78, 80-1, 84 

98, 108, 117 
Phoenicia (Lebanon) 6, 46, 126, 239, 26~  

6, 366-7 
pike 58-9, 86, 88, 123-4 
pi/sum (Akkadian) see undermine 
Pithana 292-3 
plants, domestication 17 
plunder 49-50,87,96, 112, 195,205-7, 

226, 236, 276, 297, 302-3, 339, 399 
401, 404, 414, 420 

poetry, martial 339 
Poliochni 286 
prehistoric 4 
Priest-king 37-9, 42, 8'.1 90, 215 (>, 21 H 

249, 466 
pri~sts  24, 97, 160, I H2, 20<) 
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prisoners 49-50, 87,109,112,122,205-9, 
283, 334; torture and ritual massacre 
38-40, 51-2, 208-9, 262, 327, 358, 
363-6,406,417,448 

projectile points 30, 32 
propaganda see ideology 
Prophecy of Neferti 391-3, 415 
psychological 418 
Punt 334, 347-9, 389-90, 401, 453 
purification rituals 75, 124, 128, 188 
Purushkhanda 76 
Puzur-Inshushinak 105 
Puzur-Shulgi 119 
Puzzur-Ashur 167 
Pyramid Texts 319, 353-6 
pyramids 329, 331 

Qatar 34 
Qatna 170-7, 263-4 
Qedes 381 
quivers 28,94,112,134-7,148-9 
QustuI316 

rab (rabian) Amurrim (Akkadian: "chief of 
the Amorites"), see general 

radiometric dating 3 
raid 30, 63, 156,205-7 
riikib (Akkadian: "rider") 151-2; see 

charioteer 
ram 216, 219-21 228~30,  298-9, 306, 

449 
Ramesses Ill, 303 
Ramesses III 455 
ramp 227-36, 298-9, 303; counter-ramp 

231-2 
ransom 206 
Razama 232-3 
Re 333,413 
rebellion 61, 75-80,100,114,179,181-2, 

187, 260, 264-5, 298, 339, 378, 392, 
409 

recruitment 192, 378, 393, 397, 418-20 
Red Sea 390, 397; see also Punt 
refugees 122 
reinforcements 234-5 
Rephaim 281-2 
Retjenu see Canaan 
Rim-Sin 165-6, 173-7,212,263 
Rim-Sin II 181 
Rimush 78-80, 86 
rivers 18-9 
Roman warfare 1 

Sabni 350 
sacrifice 186-92, 214, 221 
Sahara Desert 32,308-10,345 
Sahure 333, 345, 366 
Sallahsuwa 296 
Samarra 33 
Samsu-ditana 183 
Samsu-iluna 181-3, 222-3 
Sanahuitta 294-6 
siipiru siibim (Akkadian) see colonel 
Saqqara 366-7 
Sargon 65-6, 73-8, 85-8, 95, 245, 289, 

297, 304, 468; legends 73, 77-8 
scarab seals 456, 462 
scimitar 71, 279, 400; see sickle-sword 
Scorpion 316 
scouts 197, 204-5, 224 
scribes 192-202, 418-9 
Sealand dynasty 183 
seals, cylinder see cylinder seals 
Sebek-khu 283, 403, 406, 420 
Second Cataract Forts 441-6 
secretary of the army 192 
Sekhmet 41'7 
Semna 403, 442, 445-6, 460 
Senmut 442 
Senwosret I 396-9, 431, 443 
Senwosret III 283, 402-1, 413-4, 429; see 

also Sesostris 
Serra 442 
Sesostris, legends 407 
Seth 322-3, 353-4, 364 
shadu (Akkadian) see highlander 
shagina (Sumerian) see general 
shakkanakku (governors of Mari) 251, 261 
Shalfak 442 
Shamash 178, 190, 213 
Shamshi-Adad 154, 166-72, 189,200-1, 

228, 254, 258, 263, 268, 291-2 
Shapur 261 
Shar-kalli-shari 98, 100-1, 158 
Sharlagab 101 
Sharlak 101-2 
Sharraya 232-3 
Sharuhen 450-1 
Shauskha 304 
Shechem 71,283,406 
Shekhna 241 
Sheshj 463 
Sheshonq 3 I0 
shields 568, 90,121, 1J7, IHI, 217. 230, 

233,236,247 H. 252-6. 279 HO, ?H? 3, 

1,1 

303, 314, 356, 358, 422, 425, 427, 429, 
431, 448, 453-4 

Ship of Khufu 366 
ships (seagoing) 34, 51, 203-4, 340, 

451-5; see also boats 
Shubat-enlil 171, 227 
Shu-ilishu 162 
Shulgi 68, 76, 91,109-13,117,305; 

martial hymns 111-13 
Shunet el-Zebib 325 
Shusin 115-7,251,305 
sickle-sword 56-7, 66-71,139,180-1, 

279, 400, 467 
siege tower 216-21,228-9, 298-9, 447-9 
siegecraft 18, 38-9, 65, 78, 121-2,248. 

306; blockade 450-1; defensive 230-4; 
Egyptian 325-6, 362-3, 438-40. 447
51; Mesopotamia 215-36; Akkadian 
216--21,272-3; Babylonian 221-36; 
Hittite 298-300; see also engineering, 
ladder, ramp, siege tower, undermine 

Simashki 110 
Sinai 30, 321, 325, 329-30, 348-9, 386-8, 

408-9 
single combat see combat, single 
Sin-iddinam 164 
Sin-Muballit 213 
Sinuhe 282-3, 425, 430-3 
Siwe-palar-huppak 173-7, 213 
skeletons 15, 27 
slaves 398 
sling 19, 34,112,121,123,221,255,279, 

362,426-7 
smiting scene, pharaonic 318. 328. 389, 408 
smsw see follower 
Sneferu 330-1, 345 
Sobekhotpe III 457-9 
Sobekhotpe IV 460 
Sobekneferu 410-1, 456, 461 
sources 8-11 
spear 19, 25, 33-4, 39, 48, 88,112,121, 

138, 180-1, 233, 246-8, 252-6, 265-6, 
272,276,278-9,288,303,315,324-5, 
378, 422-5 

spies 204-5 
standard bearer 195-6 
Standard of Ebla 246 
Standard of Ur 10, 49-50, 133-4, 137-40, 

246 
standard see banner 
Stele of: Darband-i-Gawar H7, 92; N<ll"JIlI

Sin 84-7, 92; Nasinyy.l H7; 1'llIlllsh 86. 

92; Sargon 85; Vultures 26,51,55-9, 
67, 85, 134-9,467 

stick fighting 428 
sticks see fighting sticks 
Story of Sinuhe see Sinuhe 
stratigraphic dating 3 
Subartu (northern Mesopotamia) 54, 75, 

83, 177 
Sudan see Nubia 
Sumer, Sumerians 23, 33-101, 238-40, 

286-7,305; see also Neo-Sumer:an 
Sumerian Kinglist 34, 42-8, 102. 466 
Sumu-El 164 
Sumu-Epuh 171, 258-9, 262 
Sun Tzu 377 
supplies see logistics 
Susa 21, 31, 41, 54, 71-2 
synchronism 3 
Syria 6,17-18,40-1,69,71,153,237-6 

Chalcolithic 238-40; Neolithic 21,27

Ta Sety see Nubia 
Tal-i Bakan 31 
Tall-i lblis 21 
Talpus-atali 304 
Taurus Mountains 22 
Tawananna 294 
tebibtum (Akkadian) see census 
Tefibi 375-6, 454 
Tel Erani 273 
Tel Yarmut 272, 
Tell al-Sawwan 34 
Tell Brak 239 
Tell Dan 180. 223. 278 
Tell el-Judeideh 246 
Tell el-Sultan see Jericho 
Tell Halaf33 
Tell Malyan see Anshan 
Tell Mashnaqa 18, 29 
Tell Sabi Abyad 27-8 
temples 37, 106, 186; portable 123 
Tepe Gawra 28, 33-4 
Tepe Ghabristan 21 
Tepe Hisar 
TepeJowi 34 
Terqa 245. 263 
Teshub 300. 304 
textual sources 9-10 
Thebes 372-5. 3H2-411, '152. 456 63 
Thermopylae I 
Thinis 373. 384 
Th ull1H1SC III 1 
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Tidnum 115 
tilpimum (Akkadian) 91, 254, 469; see also 

archery, composite bow 
tin 21, 40, 46, 245; Tin R.oad 23, 168, 290 
Tirigan 105-6 
Tish-atal 305 
Tjauti 374 
Tjehemau 383-6, 452 
Tjehenu see Libyans 
Tjemehu see Libyans 
Tomb of the Warriors 386, 438-40 
tombs 22, 45, 71, 333; Byblos 400; Royal 

Tombs of Ur 48-50, 56, 466; weapon 
burials 239, 248, 252-6, 276-79, 286, 
292, 325, 462 

tool rypology 5 
towers 41,257,265, 278, 360-2, 444-5; 

see also fortifications and siege towers 
training 428-9 
trampling 49-50, 142, 147-50 
trebuchet 236 
tribes 32 
tribute 114, 243-4, 398 
triumph 112, 125, 138, 208, 384-5 
Troy 286 
Turkey see Anatolia 
Turukkean 171, 174, 177, 207, 209, 213 
Tuttul 249 
rypology 3, 5 

Ubaid Period 28, 34, 36 
Ugarit 237, 252, 256-8, 265, 306, 400-1, 

479 
ugula (Akkadian) see lieutenant 
Uj 316 
Ulishum 
Umma 44, 50-66, 79, 118 
Unas 334-5 
undermine 217,227,363 
Ur (ciry and kingdom) 48-51, 79,111,135, 

222; Lament for 120-2; Third Dynasry 
67,91,95, 107-26, 143, 158, 161 

Urkesh 251,304-5 
Urluma 61, 140 
Urnammu 105, 108-9, 143 
Urnanshe of Lagash 51 
Ur-ninurta 164 
Uronarti 442 
Ursha 171, 298-300, 306 
Uru'inimgina 63-4,141 
Uruk (ciry) 36, 39, 45-8, 74, 105-8, 126, 

147, 164, 166, 172, 305; Early period 
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34, 89; Expansion 40-42, 238-9; Late 
period 35-40; Second and Third 
Dynasties 63-6, 305 

Ur-Zababa 73-4 
Userkaf 333 
Ushashum 158 
Ushtashni-El 234 
Utuhegal 105-8, 305 

vassal 161, 210-2, 243, 264-5 
Victory Stele see stele 
village 24, 27-8 

Wadi Abu Wasil 33 
Wadi Allaqi 397 
Wadi al-Mughara 329-31, 334, 388, 408 
Wadi Gawasis 397 
Wadi Hammamat 335,390,414 
Wadi Tumilat 395, 441 
walls, ciry 220-36 
walls, regional 110-11, 115-16, 161,331, 

388,392,395,440-1 
war, definition 11-14 
war, Neolithic see Neolithic war 
war, origin 14-16 
Warad-Sin 165, 222 
war-carts 45, 49-50, 55-62, 72, 85, 123-5, 

129-45, 243, 247, 256, 471-3; four 
wheeled 132-4,147; two-wheeled 134-5, 
147; see also chariot 

Warsama 291-2 
Washukanni 6, 307 
weapons; divine 99,123,179,262,417; 

Egyptian 433-8; Neolithic 15, 19-23; 
Syrian 245-8, 252-6; see also archery, 
armor, axe, club, composite bow, 
dagger, fighting stick, helmet, javelin, 
mace, pike, quiver, scimitar, shield, 
sickle-sword, sling, spear 

Weni 275-6, 336-40, 345, 355, 452 
wheel 129-30; disk 135; spoked 147-50 
wrestling 60, 428-9 

Yadin, Yigael 89-95 
Yagid-Lim 214,261,264 
Yahdun-Lim 169-70, 258, 261-2 
Yakbim 461-2 
Yantinu 459 
Yanuh-Samar 207 
Ya'qub-Har 463 
Yarim-Lim 212, 259 
Yasim-I)agan 188 

Yasmah-Adad 200-1, 263 
yassabum (Akkadian) 229 see ram 
year names 162, 467 

Zababa 178, 182 
Zabshali 116 
Zagros Mountains 6, 46, 84, 102, 111, 

116,122-5,171 

Zaruna 296 
Zimri-Addu 231-2 
Zimri-Lim 70,141,173-7,185-214,23 

4, 255, 259; palace frescoes 180, 255
Zinnum 161 
Zipani 289 
Zippasna 297 
Zulpuwa 293, 295 
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